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1

INTRODUCTION
BY GEORGE L. RAGAN
The course of the development of techniques and applications of
radio frequencies has been one of progression from lwv frequencies to
Xlost recently this progression has seen
higher and higher frequencies.
the development, at agreatly accelerated rate, of techniques andapplications of the extremely high frequencies of the microwave region. The
rapidity with which this region of the radio-frequency spectrum has been
developed is a result of the expenditure of an enormous effort in the
design and manufacture of devices using these \\-avesto advantage in
military applications.
Radar apparatus, used to detect objects and to
determine their location, is of course the most familiar of these devices.
Applications such as those of navigation and communication, ho~veter, are
also very important and should not be overlooked.
.Mthollgh the impetlw
resulting in the accelerated de~’elopment of the microwave region came
from the pressure of military needs, the techniques and apparatus
developed have many peacetime applications.
It is impossible to give an exact definition of the limits of frequency
or wavelength implied by the term “microwave. ” The microwave
circuits to be described in this volume were developed for operation within
the region of ~vavelengths extending from about 12 cm down to about 1,2
cm, the corresponding frequencies being 25OO to 25,000 31c/sec.
The
term ‘( micro~vave ‘‘ is usually considered to embrace a some~~hat broader
region of the radio-frequency spectrum, perhaps including all wavelengths
shorter than about 30 cm or frequencies exceeding about 1000 Nlc/see,
Ilicrowal-cs are unique among electromagnetic waves in that their
wavelength is of the same order of magnitllde as the dimensions of the
apparatus in which they are used. The closest analogv to microwave
phenomena is to be found in sound tva~.es, which have 1~-avelengths
of the same order of magnitude,
I.ike sound waves, microwaves may be
propagated ~long hollo;~ tubes and fomwed into a sharp beam by means
of horns or paraholir reflectors of moderate size. Another analogy that is
sometimes lweflll in the lln(lrrstanding of micrmvaye phenomena is to be
found in a st~lcfy of the (Iif’fraction of light \\-avcsin p:]ssing through
holes or slits the dimensions of lvhich are comparable ]vith t}le ]\-a\-eIengths of the light ]vaves.
1
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Among the properties of microwaves which are useful arc the fWcming:
1. Microwaves may be directed into sharp beams of radiation by
means of relatively small horns or reflectors.
This property
makes them especially valuable in applications requiring antennas
of high gain or high angular resolution.
Radar makes use of this
property in order to obtain precise information concerning the
direction of a reflecting object.
2. An enormous number of bands, each broad in terms of cycles
per second, may be contained within a region covering a range in
frequency of only a few per cent. For example, 500 bands, each
1 Me/see wide, maybe used in the region from 2500 to 3000 Me/see
(12 to 10 cm) or in the region from 29,5oO to 30,000 Me/see (1.02
to 1.00 cm).
3. Pulses of extremely short duration maybe used, since the sidebands
introduced by the pulse modulation represent a relatively small
percentage spread in frequency.
The circuits used at microwave frequencies are radically different
from those used at lower frequencies.
During the previous stages in the
evolution toward higher frequencies, little fundamental change had been
necessary.
The process had been one of improvement and refinement of
the older techniques and circuits along well-defined and clear-cut lines.
As the wavelength decreased to the point \vhere it became comparable
with the dimensions of the apparatus, the older circuits became impractical.
For example, lumped circuits became prohibitively small and
entailed excessively large losses, and two-wire lines suffered from increasingly serious radiation effects. The smallness of the wavelength, which
led to the downfall of the conventional circuits, made practical the use of
circuits of a new type to replace them. Thus, the use of hollow-pipe
waveguides became practical as a substitute for the failing two-wire
line, and the cavity resonator emerged as a replacement for the older
Coaxial lines and
resonant circuit composed of lumped elements.
coaxial-line circuits, useful at long u avelengths and down well into the
microwave region, serve as transitional circuits, helping to bridge the
gap. The “skin effect, ” already important at high radio frequencies,
becomes increasingly important in microwave work.
Concurrent with the marked change in the form of the circuits,
It is
changed points of view involving various concepts are required.
found necessary to relinquish, or at least tu relegate to a minor role,
the idea that currents and voltages are the fundamental entities in the
transmission of radio-frequency power.
Inst~ad, the concept of the
transmission of power by means of electromagnetic waves traveling in
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the dielectric medium associated with the transmission line or hollow
This concept is far from new, since
pipe is found to be more significant.
it was used by I,ord Rayleigh as early as ~897, in working out the theory
Furthermore, electromagnetic-field theory
of hollo!r-pipe wave.giicles.
has always formed the basis for the understanding of the radiation from
antennas and the propagation of radio-frequency energy through space.
Electromagnetic-field
theory is embodied, in concise mathematical
form, in the set of relations known as Maxwell’s equations.
Anyone who
plans to design microwave circuits will find it advisable to gain an
understanding of the basic principles underlying these equations, even
though he may rarely, if ever, find it necessary to apply the equations
themselves to any specific problem of circuit design. He should develop
a feeling for such fundamental things as: (1) the relation between current
in a conductor and the magnetic field in the medium adjacent to the
conductor, (2) the fact that in any electromagnetic wave the electric
field and the magnetic field are always orthogonal, and (3) boundary
conditions, such as those forbidding a tangential component of electric
field or a normal component of magnetic field in the electromagnetic wave
It is hoped that the material of
at the surface of a perfect conductor.
Chap. 2, which presents a brief semiquantitative explanation of the
behavior of waveguides on the basis of reflected plane waves, will assist
those who do not have such a feeling for the fundamentals of the wave
point of view to obtain it.
It is thus evident that a different point of view, involving concepts that
are not particularly helpful in the design of circuits for low frequencies,
Nevertheless, many of
is needed in the design of microwave circuits.
the older concepts, in somewhat modified form, continue to be useful
in microwave work. One of the most important of these concepts is
that of impedance.
To be sure, it is necessary, when working with
waveguides, to redefine impedance in terms of electric and magnetic
fields; but the concepts of impedance and impedance transformations
along the waveguide, carried over from conventional transmission-line
theory, are extremely useful. For this reason, Chap. 2 begins with a
brief exposition of this conventional theory, and a considerable amount
of emphasis is placecl, in later sections, on the use of transmission-line
calculators or impedance charts based on the equations resulting from
this theory.
Since the circuits used in microwave transmission differ so greatly from
those used at lo~ver frequencies, the design problems are naturally
different. In addition, a greater emphasis is plared on impedancematching, with the result that a great deal of the designer’s effort goes
into the measurement of impedance and the elimination of mismatch.
Each separate micrmv~ve circuit, shollld match the characteristic imped-
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When the line leading from the
ante of the line within close tolerances.
circuit toward theloadis free of reflected waves, no reflected wave should
degenerated intheinput line bythe circuit itself. Theprincipal reasons
for the stringent requirements for well-matrhed circuits are the following:
1. Stable operation of microwavemagnetront ransrnitters is dependThis requirement is associated
ent on well-matched circuits.
with the fact, that microwave magnetrons are efFicient self-excited
oscillators tightly coupled to a line that is many microwavelengths
long.
2. Theline suffers voltage breakdo\vn more readily ifastanding~\'ave
exists on it. This situation becomes very serious at the high
power levels attainedint heshort
pulses frequently used in microwave applications.
3. An impedance mismatch implies a partial reflection of the power
in the incident wave. This reflected power may be ~vasted, as
byreradiationof
a received signal, or it maycause an unfavorable
loading c)f the magnetron, thereby lowming its efficiency.
4. Even though the input impedance of a transmission line may be
matched by means of an impedance transformer, extra dissiptiti~-e
losses occur in the line because of the standing ~vaves caused by a
mismatch,
In addition LO t}]e emphasis on impedance matching, it is usually
desired to design circuits in such a way that they maintain the matched
condition over a broad band of frequencies.
It is usually felt to be
worth while to take great pains in design ~vork in order to achieve this
broadband performance without, resorting to the Ilse of circllit parameters
that require adjustment as the freq~mncy is changed.
Indcwl, the
tendency has been to establish, in the course of the desi~ work, dimensions and tolerances for all details of the cirm[it \vhich ]~ill cnsurr proper
performance of the finished product without further adjustment.
This
procedure has been adopted in order to relieve the mwll]factlwer and
the user of the equipment of the task of making adjustments that arc
frequently difficult and time-consuming.
It seems pertinent, at this point, to introduce a few remarks about t,hc
manuf act~we of the novel circuits used for microwave transmission.
These circuits amplv justify, by their outward appearance, the term
“plumbing”
that, is frequently applied to them.
Unfortl]nate]y, the
precision and skill required in their manufacture arc not in the same class
with those of ordinary pl~lmbing. They sho~~ki be made with care by
skilled workmen, a fact that is sometimes hard to impress upon shops no{
familiar with the manllfact{[re of prerision rzdio equipment,
The
accuracy of the workmanship req[lired may easily be underest in~:itv({,

even by those familiar lvith the requirements of low-frequency circuits.
The allowable departures from design dimensions tend to decrease in
proportion to the decrease of Ivavelength, if the same reflection or misThis consideration, added to that of the
match may be tolerated.
increased importance of matched circuits already referred to, affords
some idea as to the quality of workmanship needed,
The user of microwave equipment frequently finds it extremely difficult, because of a lack of experience with microwave equipment or because
of adverse operating conditions, to make even the minimum number of
Both difficulties were particurequired adjustments on his equipment.
larly prevalent in the use of microwave equipment for military purposes.
The elimination of nonessential adjustments is therefore a very material
contribution to the quality of the performance of the equipment.
Although the microwave transmission circuits to be described in this
volume were designed principally for use in radar apparatus, most of
them will doubtless be found useful in communication and navigation
equipment.
A schematic diagram of the radio-frequency components
of a simple radar set is presented in Fig. 1.1. It is found convenient
to subdivide the r-f components into several groups, each group forming a more or less complete unit with its special techniques and problems. Each specialized group of components is discussed separately
in the appropriate volume or volumes of the Radiation Laboratory
Series. The components
indicated within the dotted squares are:
(I) transmitter components, (2) duplexer components, (3) mixer and
The remaining
receiver components, and (4) antenna components,
components fall into the group frequently termed “transmission-line
components. ” These last components constitute the microwave transmission circuits to be described in this volume.
The function of these transmission circuits is to transmit r-f po~ver
and signals from one of the specialized components to another.
Among
other things, the circuits must provide for the necessary bends and twists
in the line, and must permit the required relative motions of the components. The transmission lines used to carry microwave power or
signals are almost, always either hell ow-pipe waveguide, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 1,1, or coaxial lines.
A number of materials and techniques that may be found useful in
designing microwave transmission circuits is presented in Chap. 3. In
this presentation are described materials and techniques that are felt
to be particularly applicable to the fabrication of microwave transmission
1 .lf(cm wove .%fagndrons, Vol. 6; .llicrowaue
D uplezers, Vol. 14; Microwave
11,zrrs, Vol. 16; (Yrystal hkct7jers, Vol. 15; Klystronsand Mmroumue
Triodes, Vol. 7;
Iftcrow,,w l{ccciuer,s, I-ol. 23; .Ificromwe Antemta l’h{ory and Design, Vol. 12, Itadia-

[ion J.zboratorv,Si,rirs.
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This material
circuits, with emphasis on the more recent developments.
is presented early in the volume because the capabilities and limitations
of the rnanllfacturing processes must be considered when designing the
circuits described in the succeeding chapters.
Before passing on to a consideration of specific transmission line
components, it seems desirable to point out the fact that no material
on test equipment or on testing techniques is included in this volume.
This material is omitted, not because it is unimportant, but because it
merits a more thorough and more lengthy treatment than could prot’For a comprehensive and
itably be included in the present volume.
authoritative treatment of this important subject the reader is referred
toanothervolurnel
of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
In Chap. 4, the basic problem of connecting sections of transmission
lines by means of suitable couplings is treated.
Consideration is given
also to such problems, intimately associated with transmission lines,
as coaxial line supports, waveguide pressure seals, and phenomena of
The choice between coaxial lines and wavehigh-power breakdown.
guides is dictated by considerations of physical size, attenuation, highand bandwidth.
At the shortest wavelengths,
power limitations,
waveguides have a clear superiority, whereas at the longest wavelengths
their large size makes them unsuitable for many applications.
Some
properties of coaxial lines and ~ravcguides are discussed in Chap. 4.
These properties should be carefully considered in choosing the type of
transmission line to be used for any given purpose.
It is frequently desirable to be able to transfer r-f energy from a coaxial
line to a waveguide or from one waveguide mode to another. This is
accomplished by circuits known as transitions, examples of which
are presented in Chap. 6. The rotary joint indicated in Fig. 1.1 employs
transition units to pass from the lowest mode in rectangular waveguide to
the second mode in round waveguide, which is a symmetrical mode suitRotary joints of this type as well as others,
able for use in rotary joints.
are discussed in Chap. 7. Other motional joints that permit various
relative motions are also described.
Certain large motions, such as those occurring between r-f units that
are separately shock-mounted, are best permitted by the use of the flexible
sections of coaxial line or waveguide presented in Chap. 5. In addition,
these flexible lines are useful in temporary installations and in experimental or test apparatus.
Variable impedance transformm-s of a number of types are discussed
in Chap, 8. The transformer most, frequently used in r-f transmission
lines is the phase shifter indicated schemat irally in Fig. 1.1. The use in
r-f systems of variable impedance transformers, commordv referred to as
T’ol. 11, Ra(li: ition LaboratorySeries.
1 Techniq~te o,f .lficrowav .l[ms?frmmk,
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“tuners,’’i s,ingeneral,
discouraged.
Tuners are, nevertheless, discussed
extensive y in Chap. 8, since they are required in some system applications
and are very useful in experimental work in the laboratory,
Information concerning r-f pmvcr dividers and r-f switrhes is also
included in Chap. 8. These devices have been used to some extent in
radar systems, but few sets require them. Variable power dividers are
more useful in experimental laboratory work, as variable attenuators
operating at high power levels.
The concluding chapters, Chaps. 9 and 10, contain an extensive treatment of the theory and design of microwave filters. For a long time,
certain filter circuits have been used in radar sets, particularly in connection with gas-filled switching tubes and mixers. There was, however,
no well-formed theoretical groundwork to guide the designer of microwave filters. Toward the end of the war period, it began to appear that
the growing number of microwave sets in use made it advisable to
investigate the use of filters as a means of reducing troublesome interference between equipments.
Consequently, a broad program for the
study of principles to serve as a guide in the design of microwave filters
The theory and techniques described in these two
was undertaken.
chapters came too late to play any significant role in the war, but they
The prinshould prove extremely useful in peacetime developments.
ciples described are not merely extensions to microwave frequencies of
principles already in use at low frequencie~.
They represent, rather, a
significant contribution to filter theory along lines that had not previously
been exploited.
The results of this work should find many useful applications in the design of filters for use at low frequencies as well as at microwave frequencies.
Throughout this volume, as in others of the Radiation Laboratory
Series, rationalized mks units are used except where alt,crnative ~mit.s
are specifically indicated.

CHAPTER2
ELEMENTARY

LINE THEORY

BY GEORGE L. RAGAN
CONVENTIONALTRANSMISSION-LINE THEORY
A great deal of interesting and useful information may be obtained
by applying low-frequency circuit theory to the problem of a long
transmission line with distributed constants.
In this treatment it is
convenient to focus attention on the current flowing in the conductors
and the voltage between conductors, rather than on the electromagnetic
Although the former point of view may
fields in the dielectric medium.
be less accurate than the latter, it leads more simply to the same result.
2.1. The Telegraphers’ Equation. —Proceeding in the usual way, 1 let
us consider the two-wire transmission
1@
Al
line of Fig. 2.1. The series impedance
and the shunt admittance per unit
length of line are, respectively, 2 and
Y. Fixing our attention on the infin- W
itesimal element of line whose length
////N//////y//////~
is cZz,we write expressions for dl, the
I=z
c
~dz--+
current flowing from one conductor
z;&
;
to the other through the conductance
FIG. 2.1,—Voltageand currentsin a
Y dz, and dV, the change in potential
transmission
lim.
difference between conductors caused
by the current 1 flowing in the impedance Z dz, as
dI =
dV

–VYdz,

=

(1)

–IZdz.

}

Or, expressed as derivatives,
dI
–l”Y,
dz =

(2)

dV
dz

=

‘lZ”

I

Here V and 1 are the complex voltage and current associated with a
1Sarbacher and Ed
son, Ifyp<,r and CZtr{~-IIigh-Fr equency Engineering, 1st cd,,
Wiley, hTewYork, 1943,Chap. 9: ,J.C. Slater,.IfzcrowweI’ransnttssion,NlcGraw-Hill,
‘NewYork, 1942,Chap.4; S,ii, Schelkunoff,Electromagnetic
Waoes,Van Nostrand,New
l“ork, 1943, Chap. i’.
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steady-state
condition’
characterized by
in general, both Zand Ywill be complex:

Taking thesecond

Z=

R+jX,

Y=

G+jB.

sinusoidal

[SEC. 2.1

time

variation,

(3)
)

derivatives of Eqs. (2), we obtain
d21 _

_yd~=

~–

YZ1

dz

d,v

dI

Z=–z=zyv”

Let us solve the second of these equations
to have the form
v = .4 C–7’,

‘

I

(4)

by assuming the solution
(5)

where A and ~ are constants which ]vill be evaluated presently.
the solution assumed in Eq. (5),

Using

d,v
~

= ~2Ae-Tz

= -y2V =

YZV,

(6)

which enables us to write
y: = Yz,
7 =+-.

(7)

We shall let v represent the positive root ahd use – 7 where the negative
root is required.
The general solution will be of the same form as
Eq. (5); but, since we are dealing with a differential equation of the
second order, the solution will contain two constants of integration, A
and B, which, in general, will be complex,

‘1’he expression for the current is easily obtained by substituting Eq. (8)
in the second of 13qs. (1),

(9)
1For a discussionof the more generalproblemof transientsor nonsinusoidalwaveTechniques,
forms, see Brainerd,Kohler, Reich, and k~ooclruff,Ultra-High-Freguemy
Van Nostrand, New York, 1942, Chap. 11; or E. A. Guillemin, Communication
Networks, Vol. II, Wiley, New York, 1935, (’hap. 11.

For convemence a new quantity has been defined
z,=;=

J

z
~J

(lo)

whose significance will appear presently.
2.2. Interpretation of the Solution. –-Since ~ is defined in terms of the
complex quantities Z and Y, it is itself complex and may lw written as
(11)

~=a+j~.
Writing

the

sollltion, l+:cI.(8), in fllll inc]llding the time fa~’tor gives
l’c@

= Afra@-’-flJ

+ l?e~’d(w’i ~“.

(12)

The factor e~f@’-@Jindicates that this term varies sin~lsoidally with
lmth t and z. The significance of u is easily recalled by rcmemhering
that the phase angle d increases by 27rradians, when t increases by the
periodic time l/v.
That is,
~

()

f+:

= (J + 27r,
u = 21rv.

(13)

Similarly, the phase angle mm+ incre,ase by 27r between the sllccessive
cqllipl]asc points z aml z + X
D(Z + A) = pz + 21r.
~=$.

(14)

[t must be borne in mind that x is the wavelength in the transmission
]inc, not the associated free-space wavelength.
‘~llis foctor c~(w’-d’) represents the phase of a wave traveling in the
positive z direction,
This fact is easily demonstrated by noting that
the factor 11;1stile same value, and hence the same phase, at the poinls
z :tncl 2 + dz at, successive instants of time t and f + df, provided t,hfit,
at — @ = U(t + dt) — P(Z + dz),
u dt = dz,
dz
“=Z=B”

u

(15)

NTo\vu is obviouslv positive, and it will be shown in Sec. 24 that ~ is
positive for ordinary lines, since y was defined as the positive root of
Itcl, (7), Ifence the phase velocity v~ of the ~vave represented by this
term is positive; that is, this ~~ave travels in the positi~’e 2 direction,
,Similiwly, it may be shown that the other imaginary exponential term
for negative ~ represents the phase of a wave traveling in the negative z
direction witl~ :Lnequal phase velocity.
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Phase velocity, as usccf above, is a simple concept, and its value is
easily calculated.
Unfortunately, tll;, grmlp and sign:ilvelocitics, ]vhicb
are equally important, arc rather olM,\lrr. For the tyJm of line to ~vhich
the present discussion, lmscd on the tclegr:i]]llrw’ r(llultion, applies, the
three velociticsl are eqlml, ‘~l]isfollolvsfl’om” t}lefaft that, such ]ines are
nondispersivc; that is, the ph:~,sc velurity is independent of frequency.
Substitution of F.qs. (13) an(l (14) in I?q. (1.5) yields the fundamental
relation
(16)
1’,, = Vh,
which may }w solvrw] for k, giving

The real exponential factors of l;q. (12) represent attenuation of the
waves. In car]] raw, the ~j-a~c is attrn~mted in the direction in which
it is propagated.
This agrees ]Iith our experience that in actlml lines
there is such an attenuatitm; :n(
~ 1 the concept of energy conservation
demands that the ]Vave Ijccomc ]vcakcr, rather than stronger, as it
advancrs.
Theronstants.t
:lxlclf iar[ir~gc,ner~ilc(~mplex; they represent
ttleln:[gr]itllcle:irlcl phase of tl](~~\-avcstl:~velil~gtoright and left, respectively, at thr point 2 = () tit the time f = 0.
The expression for the rurrcnt, l;q. (9), is interpreted similarly as
representing \\-avcs ]j-hosr romplcx :lmplit~ldes are .4/Z0 and —B~ZO,
The amplit~lde of each current
travrlin~ to right, and left, rwpcrti~ely.
\rave i,s rel.ate(l to that of the corres pending voltage \ra\,eby the factor
Z,,. In the sperial rascin whirh Z,, is a plmerealnllmher,
each current
,.
wave IS m phase Iuth the as.so(,iatrd I-oltage Ival,e. In general, Z, is
complex so that a shift in phasr ocr[lrs lwtl~cen the associated current
and voltagc]mres.
The cluautity Zo, calle(l the “cbaractcristic impedanre” of the line, moy be thollgllt of as rcprescntin~, for that particular
line, the romJ>lex ratio of Yo]t:lge to current in a traveling wave.
The significance of the ncg:itive sign in the amplitude of the cllrrent,
varc tral-cling to the left is not immediately obvious,
It arisrs mathematically. because the (Icrivatives of C–V and C7Zhave opposite signs.
To ~lnderstand this physically, let us consider ]vhat happens if a d-c
generator is conncrted to the left-hand terminals in Fig. 21.
If the
upprr terminal is made ne~ntive, the voltage (integral of electric field)
and cllrrent (conventional or positive) ]vill be in the dircrtions indicated,
and polver \rill flow to the resistive load whirh, it is assumed, is connected to the right-hand terminals.
If the generator and load are
inter-changed, and the upper ]vire is kept ne~ativc, the voltage will
1I~ora good discussionof tllrse (hrrc yclocitics, SK,S:irlm(,
hrr :ind lclson, /oc. CI”L.,
sec. ,58.
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remain in the direction shown, but the current will be reversed and
the power will now be flowing to the left. Thus we see the origin of
the negative sign on the current of the wave traveling to the left. A
rigorous demonstration involving electromagnetic fields and Poynting’s
vector is easily given, but will not be carried out here.
Reviewing our general procedure in setting up and solving the line
equations, it should be pointed out that first the line was described in
terms of differential equations involving the two quantities Z and Y.
In the solution of these differential equations, Z and Y were found
occurring only in the combinations flY
and ~.
For the sake
of convenience, new symbols Y and ZOwere then introduced for these two
These new symbols were given a simple physical intercombinations.
pretation and christened,
respective y, “propagation
factor”
and
‘(characteristic impedance. ” It should be clearly understood that a
knowledge of either the original quantities Z and Y, or the derived ones
7 and ZO, enables us to calculate the other pair through the relations

y = wfrY,

z = -fZo,
(18)

2.3. Impedance
Relations, Reflection
Coefficients, and Standing
Waves.—It will be seen later, as practical problems of design and performance are approached, that the concept of impedance in lines and a
knowledge of impedance transformations are extremely useful tools.
The results obtained in Sec. 2.1 may
be used as a starting point in the
development of these indispensable
Q
aids. Just as in low-frequency cir~1
I
cuit theory, the complex impedance
Z=-l
2=0
Zz at a point z may be defined as the
FIG.2.2.—T[msrrlistiion
linewith@Lcratw
ratio of the complex voltage to the
andload.
complex current at that point.
Using Eqs. (S) and (9), we may write
(19)
Up to the present point in this development, the origin of the two
waves traveling in opposite directions has not been discussed.
Two
generators of exactly the same frequency may be assumed to be connected to the opposite ends of a very long line, a line so long that the
attenuation in the line prevents appreciable interaction between the
generators.
A much more practical case is that shown in Fig. 22.
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At the point z = 0, a receiving-end impedance Z, is placed.
Equation
(19) must be satisfied for any value of z, including z = O, so we may write
1+:

A+~
z, = zo~=

2.—.

(20)

1–;
This equation may be solved for the complex ratio
B

z=

2, – z“
z, + 20

(21)

which represents, at the point z = O, the amplitude and phase of the volt-

{

a-k

z-h

FIG.2.3.—Avoltagewavepropagatedto theright.
age wave traveling to the left relative to that traveling to the right (see
Fig. 2.3).
Several important inferences may now be pointed out.
1. We have discovered that when we terminate a line with an impedance, a wave will be set up, which travels back toward the source.
2. It is natural to call the voltage wave of amplitude A traveling
toward the load the “incident wave,” and the voltage wave of
amplitude B traveling back toward the generator the “reflected
wave. ” The complex ratio B/A is then referred to as the” voltage
reflection coefficient,” for which we shall use the symbol r.
3. In the special case where Z, = Z,, B/A is zero; that is, no reflected
wave is _set up. To our previous interpretation of Zo (see Sec. 2.2)
may now be added the remark that, if a line be terminated in
its characteristic impedance, no reflected wave will be generated.
Having evaluated the voltage reflection coefficient r,, arising at a
terminal impedance Z,, it is interesting to discover the relation between
reflected and incident waves at other points along the line. To do this,
the total voltage V, given by Eq. (8), is evaluated, at the point z = – 1,

I
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(22)

This equation has been interpreted as signifying that the total voltage
is the sum of an incident voltage
Vi.. = Ae~~,

(23)

v,., = l?c-@.

(24)

and a reflected voltage
The ratio of these t\vo cumplex voltages
(25)
shall be called the “voltage reflection coefficient” at the point z = —1.
The relation between this quantity, which will be designated, as r_Z, and
the voltage reflection coefficient at z = O, designated as ro, is
r–l = I’Oe-z~~= rOe–2+-C’~[.

(26)

This equation indicates that the complex reflection coefficient at any
distance 1 from the load behaves as a vector
(see Fig. 2.4), whose value varies from r,
\T.J
at the load to zero as 1 approaches infinity.
The amplitude decreases because of the
2/3/
factor e–zti~
, and the phase angle varies
/?}
.6,
cyclically because of the factor e-zi~~. Thus,
“.<
for very long lines, the reflected wave disappears at large distances from the load
*
and only the incident wave remains.
If
1:1,,,?4 -Tr&lisior[lLatiolL
of
coeficicnt
the incident voltage should be taken as a tllc
,lo,,g\roltage-reflcctioll
~he,i,,e,
reference vector (see Fig. 2.5), the relative
voltage V\ may be written as
(27)
Similarly, we could proceed from Eqs. (9) to \vrite
I .. t
z.
=

B
– A ‘-’”

=

– ‘“e-’””

(28)

The current reflection coefficient here is the negative of the voltage
reflection coefficient; the significance of the negative sign was discussed
in the previous section.
The total current relative to the incident current
vector is
(29)
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One reason for dealing at length with the subject of reflection coefficients
and their variation along the line lies in the fact that the concept of
reflected waves set up by an improper termination or by discontinuities
in the line is an indispensable aid to visualizing what takes place in a
line. Another reason is that these ideas will beusedto
advantage later
on in connection with reflection-coefficient charts based on Eqs. (27)
and (29).
The way in which the incident and reflected waves combine is illustrated b~~Fig. 26,
In athe two waves arein phase, and the resultant
voltage has its maximum amplitude 1.41+ [B] at certain positions.
In
b, a quarter cycle later in time, each \vave has traveled a quarter wave-

Iinc

length in its direction of propagation, so that the two waves are no\v
out of phase. They may be subtracted to give a voltage amplitude
1.4I – II? at positions midway between those at which the maxim~lm
amplitudes of a occurred, In successive quarter cycles, the rrs~lltants
have the same amplitudes as in a and b but reversed in sign. In c is
sho\vn the maximum amplitude occurring at each position along the line.
This corresponds to T’-, of Rq. (22).
To examine this case mathematically, Eq. (22) is rewritten, replacing
~ by .j~ and neglecting a,

\rhere the complex nat{lre of tile arnplitllcles .1 :Ln(l B, \vritten as i.i ~c)~
For rerl ain positions
and 1B]c’8, is l)rought inttl evidence (see Fig. 27).
l,, the voltage amplitudes ha~’e the same phase angle; that is
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*
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Remembering
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27r?b,

“

that ~ = 21r/A, we may write
,n

11=
(= +)A

’30)

Similarly it may be shown that
the positions 1! at which the two
amplitudes have phase angles differing by m are

0–4

12=

WAVES

2n+l

~*T

(

A.

(31)

v
\
\
\\,/

(a)

)

At the positions
amplitude is
v_

1, the voltage

= [Al + IBI.

(32)

Furthermore, Eq, (3o) shows that
these voltage maxima occur at
half-wavelength intervals. At the
positions lz the voltage amplitude
is
Vmin =

111[ –

‘w-”’
(b)

IB].

That such voltage minima occur
at points midway between maxima
is revealed by comparing Eqs. (3o)
and (31 ). The ratio of maximum
to minimum voltage is

(c)
‘—
FIG. 2.6.—Combinationof incident and
reflectedwaves to form a standing wave.
(a) Incident and reflectedwaves addingin
phase. (b) Waves in oppositiona quarter
cycle later. (.) Standing wave voltage
amplitudepattern.

(33)

It is common practice to refer to r as the “standing-wave ratio,” or more
precisely as the “voltage standing-wave ratio,” frequently abbreviated
as VS WR.
This ratio is rather easily determined experimentally.
Equation (33) may be solved for the magnitude of the reflection coefficient
(34)
The groundwork

has now been laid for a commonly

used method of

impedance measurement.
By measuring r and 12 and by applying
Eqs. (34) and (31), both magnitude and phase of the ratio B/.4 may
be determined.
The load impedance Z, may then be calculated by
Eq. (2o).
Equation (19) for the point z = – 1 may be written in the
form

(35)

If the value of B/A as given by Eq. (21) is sllhstitllted in Eq. (35) and
the result rearranged, we obtain
(36)

Vm, =IAI+IBI

612
A

B -/91,
e’

B

(31,
A

+

A

e

Vmifl=lAl_lBlz

$’
-1312

+K

3

(a)
(b)
I:r(:. 2,7.—Vectorrelationsfor combining incident and reflwld

B
vt)lt;~gcs.

This may be written, in terms of hyperbolic functions, as
Z, cosh -yt + Z, sinh -yl
z-[ = z, zyL;oii~L +-~ ;ill,,- #
, ,’

(37)

~_l = z, ~G+_Z, tanh 71
ZO + Z. tanh -yI’

(38)

or alternatively as

This result is extremely useful. If we know the 10M1impedance Z, and
the line characteristics ZO and ~, we may calculate the impechmce Z1
nt any point a distance 1 from the load, toward the input end of the line.
It is frwpwntly convenient to express all imped:mces in terms of Zo.
\\’c hall denote such “ normalized” imped:umes l)y a prime; thus
Z:i = Zg,
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Equation (38) may then be written
Z:t =

Z: + tanh yl
1 + Z; tanh 71”

(39)

In many practical problems the attenuation of the line is small enough
to give the impedance transformations with sufficient accuracy by a
simplified formula.
If
~=o
‘Y = J%
then tanh Y1 becomes
tanh j~l = j tan @.
Equation

(38) then simplifies to
(40)

and Eq. (39) to
(41)
It will be seen later on that this equation is the basis for the common
rectangular impedance chart.
2.4. Propagation Factor and Characteristic Impedance.-The
significance of these two line constants was discussed, in a general way, in
Sec. 2.2. There are two special cases that are deserving of further
In each case it will be assumed that Z and Y of Eqs. (3)
elaboration.
may be expressed simply as
Z=

R+jaL,

Y=

G+jtiC.

)

(42)

It will be noted that any possible series-capacitance or shunt-inductance
effects have been neglected; a little reflection will show that this is
justifiable in ordinary types of line. Equations (7) and (10) then
become
~ = tiZY
z
z,=
~=
Jd

= (w”R + jw5)(G + jQC),
R + juL
G + jd7”

(43)
(44)

Ideal (Lo.dess) Line. —Many practical problems are solved accurately
enough, and a great deal more easily, if Eqs. (43) and (44) are simplified
by assuming ideal conductors and dielectric mediums for which
R=

G=o.

Those equations then become
7 = j. V’L-C,

(45)
(46)
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The real and imaginary parts of y are
CY=o,

(47)

/3 = u N/L~. }
It is worth noting that the phase velocity,
be evaluated as

given by Eq. (15), may now
(48)

From Eqs. (13) and (14) it is noted that
co
—=
P

VA.

(49)

Equations (48) and (49) may be combined to yield the following expression for the wavelength:
~=?2!=—
v

v &c”

(50)

It may be seen from Eq. (46) that 20 is real, that is, it is purely resistive.
This means that a resistance having this particular value will properly
terminate the line. It means also that the current and voltage in a
traveling wave are in phase. This may be seen by writing Eqs. (8)
and (9) for a pure traveling wave, that is, B = O,

(51)

Since these expressions represent the amplitudes of quantities varying
sinusoidally with time, the power flowing in the traveling wave is the time
average of their product; namely,
(52)
Lirw with Small Losses.—In problems involving long lines, or lines
with appreciable attenuation, the foregoing simplifying assumptions are
no longer valid.
In many such cases it will be true that R << UL and
G<< 4’.
It then becomes possible to simplify Eqs. (43) and (44) by
performing a binomial expansion.
If RI, (43) is written as

and expanded by the binomial expansion, the solution becomes
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Neglecting terms of order higher than the second, the ‘result is
T=a+j9=jtitiLC

-[

1+

—

R

—

G

( 2jwL + 2jwC )
R,
+—

( %’L’

RG
—
– 4&]4c

(J2
—
+ 8U2(W)1 “

(53)

Equating real parts of this expression, one obtains
(53a)
Using the ideal-line characteristic

impedance.

z;=
and the corresponding

g
d c’

characteristic

admittance, defined as

Eq. (53a) may be written as
RG

nepers/m.

“=W+W;

(54)

It is easily recognized that the first term on the right is due to conductor
loss, the second to dielectric loss. This equation may be expressed as

a=ac+

ad,

(55)

where
R
a’ = Z.

(56)

and
G
ad = ~“

(57)

If the imaginary parts of Eq. (53) are equated

(58)

If primed symbols are used to indicate quantities for the same line hut
with R = G = O, Eq. (14) may be written as

Then it is easily verified that Eq. (58) is equivalent to
(59)
the wavelength relation which follows is
(60)

‘=+%-7-)1
Equations (59) and (60) contain terms which are readily interpreted.
The conductor loss enters these expressions in the form

which has the dimensions of nepers per radian of line length. Similarly,
It will
the term CYd/& represents the dielectric loss in nepers per radian.
be noted that, when these two losses are equal, P has the same value
as in the case of an ideal line; referring to Eq. (58) this statement is
equivalent to specifying that
R=~.
x
The greatest change in 13obviously occurs when one type of attenuation
is much larger than the other. Even in this case, however, the fact that
this small term is squared means that a rather large attenuation per
radian is required to affect @ or x appreciably.
Now that the discussion of Eq. (43) has been completed for the case
of small R and G, the same procedure is applied to 13q. (44), which may
be rewritten as

‘0‘w’
Application
z, =

J(

L
~

+:r

+:)(1

of the binomial expansion yields
.
l+&–

2JWL

&,+”””

1 – ~j:r
)(

+ g’,;,,

–

“

)

If terms of higher order than the serond are dropped from thr rrslllt,
this becomes
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‘“)

Simplifying in the same manner as in Eq. (58), we obtain finally

‘O=

Z’[1+W+3WH’)-4H)I

“2)

The real part of the characteristic impedance may be compared to the
ph~e constant ,8, Eq. (59); and the imaginary part to the attenuation
constant a, Eqs. (54) and (55).
The conductor attenuation and the
dielectric attenuation add in the case of a; but both @ and 20 remain
equal to their ideal-line values @’ and Zj so long as the conductor losses
are equal to the dielectric losses. When these losses are not balanced,
it will be noted that, in all cases, the attenuation in nepers per radian
of line length enters, in a rather simple way, into the perturbation of
In @ and in the real part of 2.,
each quantity from its ideal-line value.
the attenuation enters squared and is, hence, relatively unimportant.
In the imaginary part of Z, it enters to the first power and may be appreciable.
It must be remembered, however, that these approximations
are valid only for
$<<1,

$
In terms of the corresponding
means that

<<1.

attenuations

in nepers per radian this

% << ;1
P
and
~ <<;.
If these restrictions are not fulfilled, recourse should be had to the original
expressions,Eqs. (43) and (44).
The Ideal or Loss2.5. Application to Coaxial Line Characteristics.
less Line.—The appropriate equations from Sec. 2.4 which are needed
in the present discussion are
a= o,
(2.47)
p=w~c,
}
z, =

J
:.

(2.46)

The basic assumption that the conductor has infinite conductivity leads,
through the “skin effect” to be discussed presently, to a current flowing
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Referring to Fig. 2.8, the
entirely on the surface of the conductors.
inductance and capacitance for a unit length of ideal coaxial line may
be written as
(63)
~ _ Zlml

(64)

in ~
a
Here u, and c, apply
. . . to the dielectric medium between conductors: the
expression for C is easily obtained
by
simple electrostatic
theory;
/
that
for
L
is
derived
on the
a
assumption that all current is
b
confined to the surface of the
/
@
conductors so that it is accurate
only at relatively high frequencies.
FIG.2 8.—Coaxial linedimensions.
Equation (47) may now be
written, using Eqs. (63) and (64),
p=mw’lx.
Introducing
~Zo

relative

inductive

(65)

capacities

and

remembering

that

= Ilc, the following result is obtained
(66)

P=wdwoeo==;w.
Recalling Eq. (48), note the phase velocity is found to be

(67)
By use of the fundamental

relation A = ZIP/V,Eq. (16),

‘=vd&= &:
where XO= c/v is the associated

free-space

has the value unity for ordinary
(67), and (68) may be written as

dielectrics;

((i8)

wavelength
consequently

Usually., kn
Eqs.

(66);

p=:fi=~,

(69)

VP= ;K,

(70)

A=— :!.

(71)

o
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It will be noted that the phase velocity is independent of frequency; that
is, an ideal coaxial line is a nondispersive transmission line. Consequently, the group and signal velocities are equal to the phase velocity
(see Footnote 1, p. 12).
Similarly, substituting Eqs. (63) and (64) in Eq. (46) gives

(72)
Let

us again restrict o~lr considcr:~tion to tlielcctrics for which L,=

Inserting the numerical vahle 376.7 ohms for the quantity -o,
so-called “ impedance of free space, ” Ive obtain
ZO=-$#ln~,
‘1
‘0 = Yi:

1.
the

(73)

*Ogl” :“

(74)

The power in a rllnning nave may be written, ~lsing I?q. 52,
(75)
If the electric ticld intensity at, tllc rrnter con(l~lctt)r is (lenoted by E,,,
the voltage may be s1101Y?to be

v=

/

b 1<.a
;.– rir

=

1:,1(1In:.

(m)

“

[Jsing this relation, I?q. (75) may lw irritten
(77)
l’he Actual or LOW40SS ~.in~.-’llele
:~ttenlmtion in :utll:ll coaxial lines
is usually low enough to permit the use of the ct[~ultions developed in the
latter part of Sec. 24,
These e(luations contain all the ~cncral relations
needed for calculating a, D, and Z~~. The line cll:lra(’t(listi(s requiring
.
speclfm ewduatlou for cO:IX131lulcs ,Irc CW,CW)t3’, and z~. ‘he last tIvo
are the vallms of @ and ZO for w] idral line and have been evaluated in
the first part of this section; tllc ~ir>tt iJo ~re thr atten~lation constants
for condllct or and diclcct ric losses Irhich may noly 1x’ cidcldated.
ltquation (5(i) gives the attenllation d(lc to the con(luctors:
1{
a’ = 27,”
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Here Zj is the characteristic impedance, neglecting losses, given by
Eq. (72), and R is the effective resistance per unit length of line. Since
the current flows mostly near the surface of the conductors, a calculation
of this effective resistance requires consideration of the “skin effect. ”
The current density has its maximum value at the surface of the conductor
and falls off exponentially to 1/e of this maximum value in a distance
6=

1

(78)

VGZ”
Subscripts 2 refer to the conductor material.
This quantity 6 is usually
called the “skin depth. ” The losses in a conductor in which the current
density is distributed according to this exponential law may be calculated.
They are found to be exactly the same as those which would
result from the same total current of uniform distribution flowing in the
walls of a tubular conductor of wall thickness 8. The effective resistance
per unit length of center conductor is then

A similar expression may be ,!vritten for the outer conductor,
a by b. The total resistance 1s the sum

replacing

(79)
Substitution in Eq. (56) gives the alternative forms

If we let subscripts 1 refer to the characteristics of the dielectric medium,
Eq. (72) becomes, for the present case,

(80)
Substitution of Eq. (80) in Eq. (79a) yields the conductor loss
(81)
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Introducing relative inductive capacities and inserting numerical values
for the constants, one obtains as the final form

The attenuation due to the dielectric is given by lkl. (57);
(7

(257)

ad = 2Y{”

A simple integration gives, for a dielectric Ivhose elfective conductivity
is 01,
~ _ 21ro,,

(83)

in b
u
In Eq. (57), substitute
for Y::

this for G and the reciprocal of .Z~, Eq. (80),

(84)
It is noted at once that this loss is independent of the dimensions of the
line. The effective conductivity may be z true conductivity which
could be measured ~~ith a d-c ohmmeter; or it may be due, wholly or in
part, to a hysteresis loss which occurs in the molecules of the dielectric
as they are subjected to polarization by the high frequency fields. In
any case, the dielectric may be described by a dielectric constant c1 and
an effective conductivity uI.
The current density in the dielectric medium is
(85)
By Ohm’s law, UIL’ is the “ ctmdliction” rllrreut, incl{ldiu~ both true
conduction c[lrrent and r~lrrcmt sllpplying hysteresis losses; the term
aE

c1— 1s the displacement currmt.
at

ror :~hwmonic

voltage,

E = Eoe]”’;
and
aE
T–

– jmE.

Equation (85) may now be written

./ = ((71+ jcLJ61)E.

(86)

The conduction current is in phase with the electric field and therefore
represents
a power loss.
The displacement current is out of phase and
therefore does not. Since the conduction current is usually small compared with the displacement current, it is convenient to rewrite Eq.
(86) as
(87)
it is convenient to define a complex dielectric constant,
(88)
‘.=’l(’

-4

in order to simplify Eq. (87); thl]s
(89)

.J = .jwc,,
h’.

The conductivity

no longer appears explicitly but is contained in the
If
complex dielectric constant.
c,, is substituted for c1in equations
derived on the basis of an ideal
dielectric with a simple dielectric
constant El,the resulting equations
will take into account the nonideal character of the dielectric.
The complex dielectric constant
is usually expressed as
%, = c; — jt:.

l:IG.29-Cul ren-voltwc I-cl: kionsin imwrfect diclcctrlc.

Comparison
that

(90)

with Eq. (88) sho~vs
6; = 61

(91)

is the real part, and
(92)
rrhcsc relations
is the immginary part of the cornplcx dielectric constant
are presented diagmmmutirally
in Fig. 2.9. The power lost per unit
volume is
1’, = JE ws 0 = JE sin 6.
Therefore, the pm~er factor, in the usual sense, is
p = cm 19= sin 6.

(93)

‘1’be ratio
(94)
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is called the “loss tangent” and is, for small angles, almost identical with
the power factor.
The dielectric attenuation given by Eq. (84) may be rewritten, using
Eq. (92),
(95)

By use of Eq. (94) and the introduction
one obtains
cw = TV v’L=

~~,

of relative inductive capacities,

tan 8

nepers/m

nepers/m.

=~~mtanc$

(96)
(97)

In view of Eq. (68), this may be written

where XI is the wavelength in the line.
ci~=~tan~
=~tan~

Other forms for this equation are

nepers/line wavelength
nepers/radian.

(99)

2.6. Some Useful Relations in Transmission Lines.-A
number of
the frequently used transmission-line equations developed earlier in the
present chapter have been CO1~~
lected, for easy reference, in Table
0,9
21.
The equation numbers given
0.8
in the table correspond to the
0.7
earlier appearance of those equa0.6
tions in the text. W-here no such
Q
&0.5
number is given, the correspondL 0.4
ing equation does not appear
0.3
explicitly in the text but is a sim0.2
ple extension or special case of one
0.1
of the numbered equations.
o
i 1.2 1.6 2 2.5 3 S,5t
6 ‘9 10
Aside from these transmissionVSWR
line equations, a number of relalhG.210. -llelatio1z betweell VS\Vlt anti
(a)
I cflcctiou
coefficient r, (h) power rctions of miscellaneous character
flectfxl P,, (.) power transmitted P,.
are frequently useful. Several
such relations, valid for ideal or IOW-1OSS
lines, are tabulated in Table
22.
Figures 2.10, 2“11, and 2.12 present some of these relatinns in
graphical form.
Most of the relations should be clear from the table, hut Items 4, 5,
and 6 of Table 2.2 may require additional exphm:~tion. Item 4 is likely to
prove confusing unless one notes partic~llarly that it is the 71d power trans-
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This power may be calcumitted to the load which is being considered.
lated by considering the conditions at a voltage maximum, Item 2b, when
the voltage there has the breakdown value ~b. The net power transferred into the impedance R by this breakdown voltage is

m-w.

pb–

2R

2 rzo

‘ (loo)

For a matched line r = 1, the power is

p

=:~:,
m

2 z,

(101)

and Item 4 follows:
(102)
Item 5 may be clarified by noting that, in a section of line in which a
reflected wave exists, the mean-square current in the walls is larger, for a
given net power transfer to the
load, than if a pure traveling wave
2.6
were in the line. This means that
2.4
the actual ohmic loss in the walls
L :’
2.2
is increased because of the pres/ ‘/
!
-2.0
ence of standing waves.
Simi/
%
/ //%
larly, the ohmic loss in the
/ %
31.8
./’
‘
E
dielectric of the line is higher
51s5
‘ , ;&@
because of an increase in the mean1,4
/’
square voltage across the line. If
/
1.2
we consider a half wavelength of
/
/
line, both current and voltage go
LO.~
1
2
4
5 through a complete cycle of variaV:WR
FIG. 2,11.—Increase in ohmic loss due to
tion; therefore, the averaging will
standing waves.
be unique, irrespective of the phase
Item 5 is valid, strictly
of the standing wave along the line section chosen.
speaking, only for an integral number of half wavelengths or for those
lengths containing a sufficient number of half wavelengths to make phase
effects negligible.
In the latter case, however, the total loss must be so low
If this is not the case, the actual
that the value of r is essentially constant.
loss-increase factor will lie somewhere between three factors calculated
on the basis of the values of r at input and output ends of the line section
considered.
It is true here, as it is in general, that the power lost per unit length
P. must correspond to the decrease, per unit length, of the net power P
Since the pow er decreases exponenbeing transmitted toward the load.
tially, P = POe–zuz, we have
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(103)

Consequently we obtain the general relation
P’

(104)

“’D”

In the present instance, the power loss is the sum of that loss caused by
If the conductors have a resistance R per
incident and reflected waves.
unit length, this is
P.

P).

(105)

+(Z:ZO– Z:z”) = +I:zo(l – r’).

(106)

= ; (I:li? + l:R)

= ; Z:Ii? (1 +

By Eq. (52), the net power transmitted is
P =

By Eq. (104),

the

attenuation is

R (1 + r’)
(107)
a’ = Z, (1 – r’~)”
For matched lines I’ = O, we obtain from Eq. (107)
R
(108)
a’” = Tz;”
After division, Item 5 is
rq+l
I+r’
~,
—.
(109)
a.,
2r’
l–r’=
where Item lb has been used to obtain the final term.
It must be recognized that this
~
effect is quite distinct from that of
Item 3, which must be considered in
4
addition to the ohmic loss factor.
3
By using a suitable impedance transformer at the input end of a section ~
of line on which standing waves ~ z
exist, all the power available at that
point may be caused to enter the line
section; but if its output end is mismatched instead of matched, a greater
percentage of power wi]l be used to
10
04
08
1.2
1.6
Normalized wsceptance, B/Y.
supply
losses in the line section,
FIG. 212.--Voltage standing-wave ratio
Item 6 of Table 2.2 is offered withfor susceptance-shunting matched line.
out proof, since proof is rather ditficult to obtain on the basis of the transmission-line theory developed in tile
present chapter; it may, however, be proved by the use of network theory
(see Chap. 10). It has been assumed that the line losses are small; hence,
each value of r remains substantially constant in passing from the dis-
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(kncral
so.

(@ret ity
Kxprcssion

10
11

Voltage JT_l aloug line
( ‘urrcnt I_, idong line

12

t-oltage reflectioncoefiirient

1’,(1 + r“e-?~t)

Approximation,low-lossline

Ideal line

line
Eq.
x0.
—

Impression

~27 1T’,(1 + I’,,e-’J@’)

Eq
so

Eq.
No.

...“T
..
,.,
,,
.,
Expression

,..

TASLE 2,2. —SOXE MISCELLANEOUSRELATIONS IN LOW-LOSS
TRANSMISSION
LINES

la

1

lb

1

2U

2b

2C
—.
3a

r=

fl-zc
R=rZ,

,=~o,E=~z
IL’
.——
F’r
~i=lrlz=

r = voltage standing-waveratio
]rl = magnitudeof reflectioncoefficient
r = reflectioncoefficient(real) at a point in a line wherethe impedanceis real (R). Point
may be at an actual resistiveload or at a voltagemax. or min. in standing-wavepattern
Conditionsfor R > Z,, i.e., at voltage maximum

R + 2,
r=#O;

Explanation

Fig.

Equation

Iten

T

Conditionsfor ‘R < Z,, i.e., at voltage minimum

o

—

~’

1

()

P, = power in wave reflectedby discontinuityor mismatchedload
Pi = power in incidentwave

3b

P,
.l–lrll=—
F,

4r

P, = power in transmitted (or absorbed) wave

(r + 1)’

~—
P,

4

= net power transmittedto load at onset of breakdownin a line in which a VSWR = r

exists
Pm = same when line is matched, r = 1

,_
5

ar =l+r’
__
~–~1=
n’.

T2+1
2T

2

—

am = ordinaryattenuationconstant; matchedline, r = 1
a. = attenuation constant allowing for increased ohmic 10SScaused by standing waves
(VSWR = r)

TABLE z,2.~OJfE

Fig.

Equation

Item
6a

‘r=

6b

rmrn = ;;

6d

r’,ni”= ~,r2 .

MISCELLANEOUSRELATIONS IN LOW-LOSS
TRANSMISSION
LINES.—(COntinUd)

Explanation
ResultantVSWR whentwo separatemismatchescombinein worstphase

= ?-,72

Resultantwhen they combine in best phase

TI < r?,

Resultantfor n mismatches,worst phase
r.

rL<T2<r3<.

Resultantfor n mismatches,best phase. If this gives r~j~<1, then rti~ = 1

T.–1
o.

<7.

—

,.

Relationsfor the caseof a normalizedreactanceX in serieswith resistanceZO

3

7’ ‘x’=‘;l

,.
Relationsfor the case of a normalizedsusceptanceB shuntingconductance Yo
3

& ‘B’“21

3
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continuity giving rise to it to the next discontinuity.
For mathematical
convenience, the standing-wave ratios have been numbered with subscripts assigned in the order of increasing values. Since r is, by definition,
equal to or greater than unity, whenever the formulas give values less
By proper phasing of the various
than unity, the true minimum is unity.
discontinuities, any value of resultant VSWR between the minimum and
maximum values indicated is attainable.
TRANSMISSION LINES AS GUIDES FOR ELECTROMAGNETICWAVES
2.7. The Guided-wave
Concept—Unfortunately,
the conventional
transmission-line theory outlined above is limited in its application to
lines with two or more conductors, such as coaxial or parallel-wire lines.
Even these simple lines may propagate waves in which the distribution
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of currents and electric fields is more complicated than the assumptions
of the conventional theory permit. To st~ldy these so-called “ higher
This is
modes, ” a more cornprchrnsive approach must be made.
afforded by the application of electromagnetic thtwry to the problem.
;Vhereas the conv(’ntional theory chiefly considers cllrr<>ntsand voltages,
the electromagnetic theory is primarily concerned with the electric and
The conmagnetic fields associatf’d with these currents ancl voltages.
cept of the propag:ltion of encrg} throll~b space in tlw ftorm of an clrctromagnetic wave is one !vhicb is farnili:lr in conn~ction Ivitli ra(lio and light
iva~-es. The electric and magnetic fields for a portion of an infinitely
“1’hc !vavc is being propagated
large wavefront are showm in Fig. 213.
(vector P) in the positive z-direction, toward tile rea(lw; in Fig. 2.13 a
small portion of the yz-plane is sho!f-tl. ‘~llc \vavc is Iming propagated
to the right and the distance k“, betn-crn p(~ints of identical phascj is

indicated.
The only rlectric field present is lju, and the only magnetic
field is Hz. Both arc unii’orm over the xy-plane, and vary, \vith time and
z-coordinate, as e~~i–~’. For free space, a is O, so ~ = j~ = j27r\A,. The
velocity of propagation is identical \vith the phase \-elocity,
c = l/I/jI(Fu = 2.99776 X 108 m,/sec.
There is a uni[lllc reiat io]l 1)et]J-eenE and H in such a plane \rave.

the IIlumtity V’LLO~~is ~:~llcd the “ Iral.e impedance of free space” and
has the vd~le 37(i.7 ohms.
A transmission line may bc regardrd as a guicle }vhich confines the
elm-tromagnctic energy to the dielectric mcdillm that comprises part of
the line, thereby permit ting its prOpWiLti OIl Ivith relat ivcly high efficiency
along the line. In a roaxial line, for example, the electric and magnetic
fields are confined to the space hetlveen the outer and inner cylinders.
At the boundary hetl~ccn dielectric medium and metallic conductor, a
The high conductivsharp discontinuity in electrical properties occurs.
ity of the metal \vall gives rise to bo~mdary conditions which impose certain restrictions on the form of the clectri(: and magnetic fields which may
.1 consequence of the good conductivity
exist Ivithin the dielectric.
of the metallic walls is this: electrical currents are induced in the ~valls by
the magnetic fields, thus providing a connecting link between the conFor
ventional vielvpoint and the clcctromagnctic-!~ a~re approach.
simple transmission lines, tile volta~c l)ct\veen conductors is simply the
integral of the electric fiel(i; this provides another connecting link.
‘The elect romagnctic-\\-avc concept is based on the fundamental set of
equatic)ns
known as II ax\\-cll’s Fkluations.
These equations draIv on
experimental and theoretical contrih~ltions of Gauss, Ampere, and
Faraday as \vell as on those of 1 lam\-ell, who incorporated their various
theories into one cotnl)l(llcrlsivc: elcrtromagnctic theory.
These equations mtiy be esprcwxl in compac! ~cctor’ form as
dir D = p,
div B = (),

(lloa)
(llOb)

c~[r,lH = J + ~~,

(110(”)

aB
cur’ E = – x’

(llOd)

where
D = cE,

(llla)

B = ~H,

(lllb)

and
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are the electric and magnetic inductions.
sity J is related to the electric field by ohm’s la~vj
J =oE.

[%?.c. 2.7

current den-

(112)

These equations are given here chiefly for reference.
It is beyond the
scope of this volume to carry through a detailed development of transRather, the general
mission-line problems based on these equations.
procedure for such a development will be outlined briefly and the results
for specific types of waveguide written. I
Let us consider a waveguide which is formed by one or more metallic
conductors of unspecified cross-sectional form, but ~vhich has a uniform
The most common types of wavecross section throughout its length.
guide are coaxial cylinders, parallel wires, hollow tubes of rectangular
cross section, and hollo~v tubes of
circular cross section.
The present
Y
discussion applies to any one of
these as \vell as to other less common shapes. For the sake of concreteness, let us think of the
discussion as applying to the rectangular v-aveguide of Fig. 2.14,
although the discussion itself will
FIG.214.-Ilectangular-wavcguidc mordibe kept perfectly general.
It is
nates.
customary to simplify the problem
by considering first the case of an ideal waveguidc with perfectly
conducting walls. This consideration immediately imposes the boundary condition that the tangential component of the electric field must
vanish on all conducting surfaces. The compact vector equations,
involving
Eqs. (110b) and (110d), are then expanded into expressions
field components.
This expansion is written in that system of coordinates in which the boundary conditions arc most easily expressed.
Thus,
for rectangular wavcguide the expansion is Ivrittcn in rectangular
coordinates, ~vhile for cylindrical lvaveguide and for co:~~ial Cylinders the
cylindrical coordinate system is used. These equations are simplified by
assuming all the fields to ~-ary sinusoidally in time and to be propagated
in the axial coordinate direction ~vith a propagation constant -y; that is,
E = E’C’Q’–TZ,
H = H’e’U’-~z

(113)

The problem, then, becomes one of finding expressions for the variation of
1The samenotation and equationsto be found in Principles of .lficromwe Circuits,
I.aboratorim Series,\vIllbe used. The readeris referredto
this ~.olumefor an excellenttreatmentof the subject.
Vol. 8 of the Radiation
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the field components in the other two coordinates consistent with tlie
field equations and satisfying the boundary conditions.
Simple field
distributions which meet these requirements in three common waveguide
types are sketched in Fig. 215.
The mode designations will be explained
below.
To recapitulate, the dependence on time and 01. the axial coordinate
is assumed to be given by ECI. (113).
If equations for the cross-sectional
dependence of the fields can be
found which satisfy the field equations, Eqs. (110c) and (110d), and
a
which require no tangential electric field on the metallic walls, a
solution of the waveguide problem will have been
found.
Although one might fear that no
such solution can be found by
this method, it actually turns
out that an infinite number of
solutions results.
This a rises
from the fact that there are more
variables and parameters than
connecting equations.
As a matter of fact, the usual practice is
to choose one field component
(usually E, or H,) equal to zero
and solve for the remaining field
components,
Even when this is
done, an infinite set of solutions
exists which satisfies the connecting equations and the boundary
~---E—
conditions.
in waveguides. The
FIG. 215.-Fields
mock are (a) Z’EM in roaxial line, (b) TE~.
If E. = O, then the vector E
in rectangular tube, (c) TE,, in round tub.
clearly lies in the plane transverse
to the propagational axis z. The resulting set of solutions, commonly
If
termed “modes,” are designated as transverse electric or Z’E’-modes.
H, = O, the resulting solutions are termed transverse magnetic, or !l’Mmodes.
In some special cases (for example, coaxial line or two-wire line
operating in the simplest manner) both E, and H, are zero, and the solution
is termed transverse electromagnetic, or TEM-mode.
It is only to these
simple cases that the conventional transmission-line theory applies.
In these simple cases, there is no lower limit on the frequencies that
may be propagated along the line; nor is the phase velocity dependent on
the frequency,
That is, such a line is nondispersive, and the group and
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In the general
~ignal velocities are identical with the phase velocity.
case for a given waveguide, each separate mode of the ‘TE- or TJ1-series
is characterized by a frequency below which propagation does not occur.
This is called the “ cutoff freq[lency” for the particular mode, and the
associated free-space wavelength is callrd the “ cllt off }vavelengt.h, ”
At the cutoff frequency the phase velocity for that mode is infinite and
drops rapidly as the frequency is increased.
Consequently, such modes
are dispersive, and the group and signal velocities are not equal to the
phase velocity.
Similarly, the guide wavelength, the distance between
equiphase points in the waveguicie, is infinite at the cutoff frequency and
drops rapidly as the frequencv is increased.
2.8. Transmission Characteristics of a Simple Parallel-plate Wave.
guide.—In order to visualize l}etter the physical situation that exists in
a waveguide transmitting an electromagnetic \vave, it may be found
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of a plane wat,e mnfiued betweeli illfil]itc rondurting planes.

helpful to consider in some detail the fields in a simple waveguide.
Although a purely mathematical development based on lIax\vell’s equations gives expressions for all the field components and e~mbles one to
map the fields, nn aid to physical understanding is afforded by a consideration of the problem from the standpoint of plane \vaves.
Lo.ssless lt7azqn/idc.-The
type of wavcguide easiest to visualize is
that composed of two parallel planes, Fig, 2.16, infinite in extent and havThe electric field has only a y-component;
ing perfect conductivity.
hence the bo~mdary condition reqlliring zero electric field tangential to
The magnetic field, being tangential
the conductor planes is satisfied.
to the conducting planes, induces currents on them as indicated.
The
direction of propagation of the energy is given by the right-hand–screw
rule: it is the direction of advance of such a scre\v when turning the vector E into thr vector H, the axis of the scre\v being perpendicular to the
plane containing E and H. The ~~a,veof Fig. 2.16 is l)eing propagated
in the positive z-direction, as indicated by the ~,ertor P. The direction
of propagation, as well as tbc inst:mt:meolls r:~lc of transfcr of electro-
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magnetic energy across unit area in this direction, is given by the Poynting vector,
S= EXH,
E and H being instantaneous values at the point considered.
The time
average of S, taken over a cycle, gives the average power per unit area
flowing through an infinitesimal element of surface chosen perpendicular
to the vector S. If we have, at a certain point, only the fields E, and Hz,
where the symbols stand for the amplitude of fields varying sinusoidally
with time, the average power per unit area will be
p, = ~EyH,.

(114)

If we consider
The factor ~ arises, of course, from the averaging process.
a width a, in the z dimension of Fig. 2.16, the power transferred is the
product of power per unit area p, and the area ab;
P = ~EvHzab.

(115)

Since the amplitude of the current for unit width of either conducting
plane is equal to the amplitude of the magnetic field,
11 = Hz;

therefore the total current in width a is
I = aH=,

(116)

and the amplitude of the voltage between planes is
V = bEu.

(117)

Substituting Eqs. (1 16) and (1 17) in Eq. (115), \\eobtain
P = ~VI,

(118)

which is in agreement with the result obtained by ordinary lo\v-frequency or conventional
transmission-line
theory.
The equivalent
characteristic impedance for a section of width a is
(119)

By suitable mathematical manipulation of llaxwell’s equations, it can
be shown that for a plane ~vave in a medium whose magnetic permeability is Al, and whose dielectric constant is ~1,the ratio between electric
and magnetic fields is the lY:LVeimpedance,
(120)
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The relation between the fields in our simple ~aveguideis
not altered
if we change the plane separation b. If we increase b indefinitely, we
Therefore, these fields have
obtain in the limit an infinite plane wave.
the same form as those of a plane wave, and Eq. (120) is applicable to the
simple waveguide.
Equation (119) may then be written
(121)
Similarly, the phase velocity for a plane wave, propagated in a medium
whose characteristic constants are K1 and cl, may be shown; by use of
Maxwell’s equations, to be

The intrinsic wavelength in the medium is

These same relations apply to the simple waveguide that we are disSince the conduction planes are assumed to be perfectly concussing.
ducting, no conductor loss is present. Similarly, the dielectric medium is
assumed to be ideal; therefore there is no dielectric loss. Hence, for the
simple case we have been considering, the transmission characteristics are

(124)

Wavi’guide with Losses.—If the dielectric is not ideal but possesses an
effective conductivity u1, the power dissipated per unit volume is ~E~ul;
and the po\ver lost per unit length for a section of waveguide of width a is

(125)

P1 = a@E&l.

It is true here, as it is in general, that the power lost per unit length P1
must, correspond to the decrease per unit length of the power P being
transmitted.
Since P = Poe–2az, we have
Pl =

– ~

=

-- ~ Poe–’”’

= 2aP.
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Therefore, we obtain the general relation
(126)
The value of P in this case is found, using Eqs. (115) and (120), to be
(127)
Substituting in Eq. (126) we obtain the dielectric loss factor,
(128)

Although this relation was derived for a certain size of guide, it is clear
that it holds for any size. Since, in Eq. (126), both P1 and P are directly
proportional to the cross-sectional area, their ratio is independent of the
guide dimensions.
Conventional
transmission-line
theory, Eq. (57),
gives
(2.57)

The conductance

G, per unit length of a waveguide strip of width a, is
(129)

The equivalent characteristic admittance Y, plays the part of Y; in the
previous section.
For such a strip Y, is the reciprocal of Z,;

Hence, we obtain the dielectric loss by substituting in Eq. (57),
(131]
Again, the conventional transmission-line theory agrees with electromagnetic-wave theory.
To obtain an accurate expression for the conductor loss, one would
have to solve the electromagnetic field equations, taking into account the
finite conductivity u! and the constants PZ and c,, characteristic of the
conductor mat erial. This would lead to non vanishing tangential components of E on conductor surfaces, which may he thought of as arising
from an ohmic relation between the currents induced in the cond~lctor by
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the magnetic field and the finite resistivity of the conductor.
For any
ordinary metallic conductor, and for frequencies up to those approaching
the optical region, this tangential field is very much smaller than the
normal component of electric field; hence, the following approximate
method of obtaining the attenuation is good.
The relation between the
complex magnetic field H: and the complex tangential electric field 13~,
at the surface of the conductor, is found to be the so-called “surface
impedance”;

(132)

The factor (1 + j) indicates that the fields E; and H; are 45° out of phase
in time. As a matter of fact, this impedance is merely the intrinsic
impedance, the ratio of E’ to H’, for plane-wave propagation in a metal.
The power flowing into a unit area of each conductor to supply the conductor loss is given by the time average of the y component of the
Poynting vector.
Taking H; as a reference, E: has a component

in phase with H:, and an equal component out of phase. The time
average of the Poynting vector is the same as the time average of the
product of these in-phase fields; thus,
(133)
This relation gives the power dissipated per unit area of each conductor in
terms of the amplitude of the magnetic field IZZ. It is assumed that Hz is,
to a good approximation, the same as that given by the simple theory in
.ASprewhich the conductors are assumed to be perfectly conducting.
viously noted, this assumption is good for ordinary metals at radio frequencies.
The total loss in both conductors per unit length of a strip of
waveguide of width a is
(134)
The power transmitted is, using Eqs. (115) and (120),
(135)
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of these expressions in Eq. (126) gives the conductor
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loss

(136)
It might seem odd that the strip width a does not appear in this expression. This is easily understood, however, when it is recalled that both
power transmitted and power lost are directly proportional to a; hence
the attenuation, their ratio, is independent of a. As an interesting
application of this result, let us see what thickness of conducting plane,
carrying the same total current uniformly distributed, would give the
same loss. Since the current per unit width is equal to H., the loss per
unit area in a sheet of thickness d, which has a conductivity u2, is
(137)
Equating Eqs. (133) and (137) gives

so that
d = —=-.

(138)

dirvp,u,

It will be noticed that this expression ford is precisely that given by Eq.
(78) as the ‘[skin depth” or “depth of penetration,” denoted by 6. The
magnetic field H,, electric field E,, and associated current density J. all
decrease in amplitude as one passes from the surface y = b into the metal
of the top plate. Each of the three expressions contains the factor
e–t~–bl’i, so 8 may be interpreted as the distance into the metal required
for fields and current density to decrease to I/e of their values on the surface of the metal.
In this waveguide ]rith losses, the phase constant 13,the characteristic
impedance Ze, and the \rave impedance Zv are all practically the same as
those for the lossless waveguide already discussed.
Small correction
terms surh as those developed in the latter part of Sec. 2.4 would apply
here as \vell. The attenuation Factor for this simple parallel-plate waveguide is, for a strip of width a,
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where
~c = ~

?rVpzel

b’ G U2P1

al
ad=~

(139)

PI
J ;“

I

2.9. Rectangular
Waveguide,
Z’E,,-mode.-Although
the simple
parallel-plate waveguide just discussed is easy to analyze, it is not a
By a fairly simple extension of the planepractical type of waveguide.
wave approach, the Z’EIO-mode in a rectangular waveguide may be
visualized.
Let us take the parallel-plane waveguide of Fig. 2.16 and

--ukf=K=;:s:;:,
z

(a) Special waveguide

(b) Plane y=b/2,

showing incident wa~e

(c) Plane y=b/2, showing

Jo

//’/’///,’/////////

T
/.1/////’//,///////
~
2
,,,,,,

EY~O

+L,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,lj,,,,,,
(d) Plane x=a/2, showing resultant fields
Legend for equl-phase hnes
max+value
--Incident _
L’y, max -value
-- G-( —EY=O
3

,,//
EY=O
/,,>
-z

—Ey,

reflected

FIG.2.17,—Development of TE, ~mode.
add a conducting wall in the (z = O)-plane as shown in Fig. 2.17. Let a
plane wave of the type discussed in Sec. 2.8 approach the plane x = O
as shown in Fig. 2.17. The intrinsic wavelength in the medium, as given
in Eq. (123), is indicated,
The direction of propagation Pi makes an
angle o with the x-axis, the normal to the (z = O)-plane. When this
incident wave strikes the (z = O)-plane, it will be reflected in the direc-
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tion P, in such a }ray as to satisfy the boundary condition E. = O on the
condllcting (.r = 0)-pl:me.
The resulting interference pattern is indicated in Fig. 2.17. It \rill be noted that e:wh positive equiphase line of
the incident ~vave intersects a negative e{]uiphase line (its onm reflection)
at the conducting plane z = O. ,Similiirly, the amplitude of the field h’u
at each point along the conducting phmc z = O may be sho\~n to Ile
zero, as rctl[lircd. A simihir situation exists on the (z = a)-pl:me, where
each positive ecluiphase line intersects a negative cquiphase line of tho
rwflccted ~vave (not its own reflection, but that of the positive equipham
line which prececfecl it lJY one ~vavelcngth),
Simil~rl.vj at each point of
the (z = a)-plane the fielcl E,, is zero. If ~vc shoukl place a conducting
sheet in the (z = a)-plune, there m“mlld be no tangential electric field
there, and therefore it l\ould not disturb the electric field p:~ttem. J\re
could then umsidcr the reflcrted wave P, as being incident on this (wnductor and as being rcflcctefl from it as the wave l’; uf Fig. 2.18. “l%is
x,a

E
l:l~. !21S.—Succc5si\.c dkwtions.
Ivave is in turn rcflcrtcd in the (.z = 0)-plrmc as I>;’, and so on clo\vnthe
waveguide in the z direction.
The resulting wavcgui(le is shown in Fig.
2.19.
lye are no~r ready for some more {Illantitative discussions of the
propagation characteristics.
Figure 220 represents a section of the
]valeg~li(le just developed, t~ith a minim~[m n~lmlwr of phase linrs dral~n
in and some pertinent dimensions indicated.
Some simple trigonometric
relations enable US to \vrite
A,/2

A,

cos O=-a–=%
1(,’4
Cvto=xp

A“
=%’

(140)

(141)

Division of }’;q. (141) by Eq. (I-IO) gi~res
h“
cot 0
1
i, = Cos 0 = sin L9”

(142)

Using Eq. (140), sin 0 may be expressed
(143)
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substituting in Eq. (142), we obtain the desired relation

“‘J

:(>y

(144)

Since the cosine function never exceeds unity, Eq. (140) cannot be
satisfied if Xl is greater than 2a; but it can be satisfied forany~l
smaller
Y
L z

(b) Side wew X=a/2
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~IG. 2.19,—Fields and cuments in rectallgular waveguide, Z’E~c-mode.

than 2a. Similarlyj the guide wavelength must equal or exceed k,, the
intrinsic wavelength in the medium, in order to satisfy Eq. (142).
Both
of these conclusions are indicated also by Eq. (144), since if Xl exceeds
2a, X, become imaginary; and if h, is less than 2a, A, equals or exceeds x,,
The “ critical” or “cutoff”
wavelength is the free-space wavelength k~
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Using Eq. (123), Xl = ko/~lc.,kn,,

we may

write
(145)

Ae = 2a ~k,,lc~,.

This is the longest wavelength that will propagate down this waveguide
in this mode. The corresponding frequency,
c

c

(146)

‘c = K = 2a ~k.,km,’

is the cutoff frequency which is approached as the angle 9 approaches
zero; that is, the ~vave bmlnces back and forth across the guide, making

P28fz, @

=.=

.—
‘=.
pl, f,, u,

//////////////////////

FIG. 2.20.—Relationsin TE,wmode.

little progress along it. In the limit, at cutoff, the }~ave bounces back
and forth across the guide at perpendicular incidence to the walls.
Applying Eq. (145), wemaywrite
Eq. (144) as
(147)

Although this result was derived for a special waveguide and mode, it
is characteristic of all types of ~vaveguide and of all modes. For each
case, there is a cutoff wavelength ~. which is the longest free-space
wavelength that may be propagated.
The expression for this cutoff
wavelength, in terms of the dimensions and materials of the ]vaveguide
being considered, may be obtained for any desired mode by setting up
The value thus obtained
and solving the appropriate field equations.
may then be used in Eq. (147) to obtain the guide wavelength.
We now turn our attention to the constants a, g?,and Zo. The phase
constant is
o=~=:~l-(:)’dm

(148)
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The phase velocity, VP= u/~, is

‘p‘ dLJ_

(;)’

= @-&
c

j,

_

(y
.

““)

Since the phase velocity depends on the frequency, the guide is dispersive,
and the signal and group velocities are not equal to v=. The attenuation
constant a may be calculated in the same way as that of the parWe]plate waveguide of Sec. 2.7, but to do so the magnetic fields should be
the
known.
In the simple plane-wave treatment of the TE,~-wave
magnetic fields have not been considered, and it does not seem profitable
to do so since a complicated analysis would be necessary.
Both magnetic
and electric fields are indicated in Fig. 2.15; expressions for them may
be found elsewhere. 1 When the calculations are made, the resulting
dielectric attenuation factor is

(1.50)
where the prime denotes the corresponding attenlmtion factor of the
parallel-plate waveg~~ide, Eq. ( ] 39). Similarly, the conductor fittenllation is

(151)
The last term in the hrzcket is assorifited with the losses in the side
walls at x = O and at x = a, and the first one is associated l~ith losses
on the walls at y = O and y = b. Both attenuation factors cont~in the
factor A,/kl, which becomes infinite at the cutoff wavelength; this seems
reasonable because near cutoff the w-ave bounces back and forth across
the guide, suffering attenuation with each crossing hut making Iittlc
progress down the guide. When operating far from cutoff, on the other
hand, Ag/A, approaches unity and kl/2a approaches zero, so that both
attenuations approach the values for the simple parallel-plate ]vaveguidc;
this also seems quite reasonable, since by our reflerted-tvave concept the
1See lfraueguide?{andbwk,

Vol. 10, R,m!int]~Jn T,nlwr:~t{jry
,Scrics.
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wave is now essentially a plane wave traveling parallel to the walls
of the guide.
Since a and /3 have been discussed, the consideration of characteristic
For the parallel-plate waveguide there
impedance may now be studied.
was no difficulty in defining the potential difference V between the two
plates. In the present instance, however, there is only one conductor;
hence, this definition of V becomes meaningless.
Similarly in the
previous discussion, the current I flowing in unit width of each plate
N’ow, there are no separate conductors
of the waveguide was calculated.
carrying current; moreover, some currents flow transverse to the direction
of propagation, as indicated in Fig. 2.19. These transverse currents,
however, are not associated with the magnetic field component H. which
enters into the Poynting-vector expression for power propagated in the z
direction.
The top and bottom walls of the waveguide of Fig. 219 may
be considered as forming a sort of parallel-strip transmission line and
Let us calculate the total
carrying currents in opposite directions.
longitudinal current in the lower strip, in the (y = O)-plane, and its
negative in the top strip. This gives for the total longitudinal current,
(152)
Here H.j the amplitude of the magnetic field, is equal to the current per
unit width at the center, and the factor Z/m arises from averaging the
sinusoidally varying magnetic field across the width a. The definition
of a reasonable voltage between top and bottom walls is a still more
difficult matter. The voltage is zero at the side walls, at z = O and at
z = a, and has the amplitude bEU at the center. Some sort of averaging
appears to be in order. Let us choose, if possible, an averaging factor
so that an effective voltage V. results ~vhich is defined by the equation
P = *V.11.

(153)

When the Poynting vector is integrated over the cross section
averaged in time, the po\ver is found to be
P = +

and

(154)

E.Hz.

Equating Eqs. (153) tind (154), imd using ]’kl. (152), we obtain
v

e

= abi3yH.
T’

= : w..

(15,5)

The effrctive voltage so clcflnccl is lo~ver tlym the htegrntecl ~oltagr
,
across the renter of the \v:Lveguidr l)y the f:wtor 7r~’4. HoIvc~cr, this
factor is somelvhat higher than the factor 2/7r }rhich ]rould IJCobtuinc,d ‘~~-
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This seems reasonable,
by a simple averaging across the a dimension.
since the longitudinal current associated ~Yith the voltage is strongest
at thecenter; and, consequently, thehigher voltagesat the center shoukl
be given gleater weight in the averaging process than the lower voltages
nearer the side walls.
In the procedure outlined above thetransverse currents were ignored
and the total longitl~dinal current flo~ving in the top and bottom ]valls vas
Then an effective voltage \vasdefined as that voltage }vhich,
calculated.
when used in conjunction \vith the longitudinal current just calculated,
There can be no doubt that
would give the po!ver being transmitted.
the current and voltage so defined are appropriate for the purpose of
They are not the only definitions \vhich
calculating power transmission.
could be used, of course. one might begin by choosing the maximum
voltage M7tito be the voltage V, though this does not seem particularly
logical.
An effective current could then be defined in such a u ay that
it could be used to calculate transmitted power. Although this combination of V and 1 would give the proper value for polver, it does not
seem nearly so logical as the method ]vhich was originally used. In
fact, the original method seems so plausible that one is tempted to use
the current and voltage so defined to calculate an effective characteristic
impedance;
(156)
In attempting to define any sLIch c(l~livalcnt charticteristic impedance
one enters into a very controversial su})jcct. There can be no denying
that this is the proper definition cm the lmsis of pelt-er transmission and
total longit Il(linal cllrrent, for that is the basis uu Irhich it \ras derived.
l’hus it is certainly true that
(157)

P = 41;Z,.

It is ii-hen one lwgins to cxtcn(l an imlmd:mre defined on a certain l)asis
to otner uses that trouble and controversy arise. A number of different
Three
definitions, each useful for certain purposes, have l)eeu proposed.
of these, based on the m:ixim([m ~-f)ltage T’, total longitudinal current I,
M)(1 po!vcr P, arc given by Schclk(moff :’

ITb 1:,,

Z,.,, =;

=5X1

z,,,.

= $

‘J”

= >

= 2 ~,

.
(158)

I.

~p _ T! /) E,,

– -s (111.”
‘)

I ,s. A. S(.],,,l!i,,,,otf, fi,’/(c/,
(),,,(,{,?t((,c ll’(,w.,s, \“iill
s, ]). 319.

x(,. ( 1:111(1,sc\r

l“ol’!i,

1943, ( ‘Il:(p
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The last of these is the one which we obtained above.
It will be noted
that all these impedances involve the dimensions of the waveguide in
the same way and differ only by numerical constants.
They are all
proportional to the wave impedance Z~ = Eu/Hz, which may be shown
to be
(159)

Slaterl proposes the evaluation of the numerical factor of Eq. (158) by
requiring that, as a approaches infinity, the expression be asymptotic to
that for a parallel-plane waveguide, Eq. (119).
In any case, there is little need for an actual numerical value in ohms
which may be quoted as the characteristic impedance of a wa}-eguide.
In most cases what is really important is the impedance, on whatever
basis one wishes to conceive it, at a given position z along a waveguide
relative to the characteristic impedance, on the same basis, of the waveguide. This relative impedance will be independent of whether one (a)
thinks of impedance as maximum voltage over total longitudinal current
and uses .ZV,I, or (b) thinks of impedance as our effective voltage V,
divided by the total longitudinal current and uses Z,.
Perhaps the most satisfactory procedure of all, f’rom the point of view
of valid concepts, is to consider impedance as the ratio of transverse E to
This concept gives
transverse H and use the wave impedance Z..
exactly the same relative impedance as those involving currents and
voltages, since the maximum voltage and total longitudinal current are
directly proportional to the maximum transverse electric and magnetic
fields, respectively.
It is only when one wishes to predict what will happen, when two
different waveguides are joined, that the way in which the dimensions
enter into an expression for characteristic impedance must be considered.
Even in this case, the numerical constant involved need not be specified,
since it lvill cancel out when the expression for the impedance of one
waveguide relative to the other is written. Thus, let us join two waveguides whose dimensions are, respectively, a,, bl, and a,, bl. Assume the
dielectrics filling them to have constants ~1, cl, and ~2, c?, and intrinsic
wavelengths A, and A*. By any of the relations given above, the impedance ratio will be
P, 6Z
z, _ bla, J-d’
Z

– b,a,
-

q

1,J.C. Slatcr, .lficrou,aoe Tranvm?.mien,
~’hap.4, p. 185.

-(2)

(160)

_($y

1st rd., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1942,
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The assumption that the reflection from the junction will behave in the
manner implied by Eq. (160) is unjustified.
All the equivalent characteristic impedances are defined on the basis of a single uniform waveguide, and
there is no reason to expect them to be particularly significant in predicting what ]vill happen ivhen t\vodifferent waveguides are joined.
In order
to solve this problem theoretically, one must treat it as a boundary-value
After laborious calculation, one
problem in electromagnetic theory.
finclsl that, for small changes in dimensions, I?q. (160) does indeed repreFor small changes in a and b, the
sent the situation rather accurately.
reflections introduced are those ~vhich would be expected to result from
the joining of t!vo ideal transmission lines whose relative impedance is
given by this equation.
For large changes in dimensions, the real part
of the impedance mismatch at the junction is still given by Eq. (] 60);
but, in addition, a shunt susreptance appears in the equivalent circuit.
This introduction
of a shunt sl:sceptance at a step disrontinuity in
a transmission line is characteristic
of the behavior
of sudden
dismmtinuities.
2.10. Characteristics of Some Common Waveguides.-The
three
types of Ivaveguide most commonly used in microwave transmission are:
(1) coaxial lines, (2) round tubing, and (3) rectangular tubing.
The electric and magnetir tield distributions in the “lowest mode” that may be
propagat ml in each type are indicated in Columns 1, 2, and 4 of Fig. 221.
By “ lowest mode” is meant the field pattern characterized by the lowest
cutoff frequency (or longest cutoff wavelength).
A coaxial line may
propagate any frequency, including, of course, zero frequency, but the
other tw-o types of waveguide have a definite lower limit of frequency (or
~lpper limit of wavelength), as indicated in Columns 2 and 4.
Round waveguide is seldom used as a transmission line because of
difficulties arising from the fact that there is no unique direction of
polarization of the fields. That is to say, the field pattern of Column 2 of
Fig. 2.21 may be rotated through any angie about the axis of the tube.
[imperfections in the tubing and bends reqllired in installing it tend to
,introdure other components of polarization which then get out of phase,
resulting in elliptical polarization of the waves.
AS a matter of fact, the serond or 2’Mo,-mode, Column 3 of Fig. 221,
in round ~~a~-eguideis more frequently used than the lo~rest mode. The
fields in the TMO,-mode possess symmetry about the axis of the tube;
this mode is suitable for rotary joints (see Sees. 6.20 and 74), and is
frequently used in this way.
In Fig. 222 the next higher modes are presented.
The cutoff wavelength given for the coaxial-line modr is only approximate, hut it is,a very
good approximation for lines ]vhose diameter ratio b ‘n is low. For a
1,%w1I“wrp(ide Ifrnu/hmk,

V{il. 10, Rw]iation T,~hornt
ory Series.
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diameter ratio of 2.3 (50-ohm air-filled line) the approximation gives a
result which is 3.2 per cent above the correct cutoff wavelength.
The l’llz~-mode given for rectangular waveguide is the second mode if
b < a/2, but if b > a/2 the second mode is the TE,,-mode.
The TE,,mode may be considered to be the TElo-mode polarized at 90° to that
shown in Fig. 2 “21, and the cutoff wavelength is merely 2b. Rectangular
waveguides are commonly chosen with the dimensions a = 2b; consequently both TE20- and TEOl-modes have half the cutoff wavelength of the
TEIO-mode. This choice permits propagation of the TE,O-mode alone
between x = 2a and k = a. This twofold factor is to be compared with
the factor 1.31 within which the TEl,-mode in round waveguide has
exclusive rights and with the infinite jactor (though limited wavelength
range) for which the Z’EM-mode in coaxial line holds exclusive rights.
The first two diagramsl of Fig. 2.23 illustrate waveguides that are,
essentially compact versions of the basic TElij-mode of rectangular

FIG. 2.23.—Miscellaneous types of waveguides.

waveguide.
The thirdz may be thought of as a Tlllo-mode in rectangular
waveguide with capacity loading introduced by the ridge. The approximate cutoff wavelength given in the figure is taken from Ramo and
Whinnery.
The mode shown in the elliptical pipe is the lowest mode, termed by
It corresponds to the T,?l,,-mode in round waveguide
Chu3 the ,H, ~vave.
and to the Tlllo-mode in rectangular waveguide.
The next higher mode
in elliptical pipe will, in general, be the .H1 ~vave, which is like the mode
1W. L. Barrowand H. Schaevitz,“ Hollow Pipesof RelativelySmallDimensions,”
Trans.A. I, E. E., 60, (Liar. 22, 1943).
‘ S, B, (’ohn, “ Propertiesof Ridge Waveguide,’]RRL Report A“o.411-211, Aug.
1945;S. Ramo and J. R. Whim,ery,FzekLsand lf’suesin Ifodem Radio, Wiley, 1944,
p. 364.
3L. ,1. C%u, “Electromagnetic \Vavesin Hollow Elliptic Pipes of hfetal,” .1
.4pplied Phys., IX, No, 9 (Sept. 1938).
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shown but polarized at 90° from that shown. It has a higher cutoff
frequency (shorter x,) and may thus be eliminated in a certain wavelength
interval, leaving the mode shown in complete possession.
In this respect
it partakes of the advantage of the rectafigular waveguide, still retaining
some of the advantages of round waveguide.
The attenuation formulas of Fig. 2.21 give only the attenuation caused
by the finite conductivity of the walls of an air-filled copper waveguide.
The attenuation due to the walls will be altered if a wall of different conductivity is used or if a dielectric whose properties differ from that of air is
used. If we. let the characteristics of ropper be denoted by subscript c,
and those of an alternative material hy subscript 2, the attenuation of an
air-filled waveguide of the new material may be found by multiplying
the formulas by the factor
(161)
If a waveguide be filled with a dielectric whose relative ind~lctive capacity
is k,,, the cutoff wavelength is increased by the factor
(162)
At the same time, the attenuation and guide wavelengths are altered.’
Two quantities which are frequently of interest but which have been
omitted from the figures are: (a) specific wave impedance, and (b) loss in
the dielectric.
These have been omitted because it is possible to give
them in terms \vhich are generally applicable to all waveguides.
The specific wave impedance is defined as the ratio of transverse
components of electric and magnetic fields,
(163)
This ratio is constant over the guide cross section for any wavcguide
For air-filled ~raveguides transmitting TE.11-modes, it is simply
mode.
the so-called “impedance of free space, ”
(164)
For all modes the wave impedance approaches this value for wavelengths
Usually it
much shorter than the cutoff wavelength of the mode.
differs from this value hy a factor depending on the ratio xO/X,. For all
1See, for instance, R. I. Smbacher and W’. A. Edson, Hyper and Ultrahigh Frewew

E1lgtn~e~ing, 1st cd., ~~iley, SW

York,

1943, Chwters

6 MI~ 7.
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for air-filled guides is given

If the waveguide is filled with a dielectric characterized by p I and cl, these
relations become
z~,~

=~,

=$’=377~~

(167)

ohms,

where ~1 is the intrinsic impedance of the medium, Xl is the intrinsic
\vavelength in the medium, and A. is the actual guide wavelength in the
dielectric-filled waveguide.
is independent
The dielectric attenuation constant for TEM-modes
of the dimensions or form of the waveguide, and it has been shown’ to be
(170)
A more useful form is derived from Eq. (98),
al=
For both TEincreased to

27.3 =tan
k

and TM-modes

6

the dielectric

db/m.
attenuation

(171)
factors ‘are
(172)

TRANSMISSION-LINE CHARTS AND IMPEDANCE-MATCHING
The way in \vhich voltage and current vary along, a transmission line
has been discussed in Sees, 2.1 and 2.2. In later sections it has been
] See Eq. (84) for coaxialline, and Eq. (131) for parallel-platewaveguide.
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shmvn that the electric and magnetic fields in waveguides vary in a similar
way and may be described in terms of analogous line constants a, O, and
Z, -or ZW. In Sec. 23 the concept of impedance was introduced, the
complex impedance at any position along the line being defined as the
ratio Qf the complex voltage at that position to the complex current there.
An analogous quantity for waveguides was later seen to be the ratio of
complex electric field to complex magnetic field. The concepts of reflection coefficient and standing waves also were introduced in Sec. 2.3, and
A clear understanding of these
later these were extended to waveguides.
concepts and of the way in which the various quantities vary along the
line or guide is a valuable aid in the design of microwave transmission
The equations
circuits and in the understanding of their behavior.
developed in Sec. 2.3 enable one to calculate the relations between these
quantities and the way they vary along the line. A clearer insight into
the meaning of these relationships is afforded, and a valuable aid in the
rapid solution of practical problems is gained by the graphical representations of the equations which will be presented in the following sections.
2.11. Reflection-coefficient
Chart with Impedance Contours, Smith
Chart.-One
of the most instructive and convenient charts is that based
on a polar plot of the reflection coefficient, Eq. (26) and Fig. 2.4. The
chart might equally well be con1
sidered as based on the relative
1
voltage diagram of Fig. 2.5. Let
I
R,
us consider the transmission line
I
of Fig. 2,24, which is assumed for
‘/
I
simplicity to have no loss (that is,
~.o
~=.1
a = O) but to have a phase conVIC. 2.24,—Tern>Lnatecl
transmissionline.
stant 6 and a real characteristic
impedance 20. If !re terminate this line at the point z = O in a pure
resistance R,, which is larger than 20, we calculate the reflection coefficient at z = O from Eq. (21) as
(173)
This is real, positive, and less than unity, as indicated in Fig. 225a.
The relative voltage, taking the incident voltage as unity, is vi = 1 + l_’0,
Equation (173) shows that the reflected voltage
as indicated in Fig. 225b.
is in phase ~vith the incident voltage, \rhich is reasonable, since the load
is real and lies betlveen ZO and infinity or open-circuit impedance.
Similarly, the relative current, considering the inrident current as unity,
is I: = 1 — 170,as sbowm in Fig. 2.25c. At the point z = – 1, the vector
r, has rotated through an angle – 2@t with the resulting changes to r,
V’, and I’. It should be recalled from Sec. 23 that
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r = roe–~z~~,
V= (I+r)vb.
I = (1 – r)Ii..

CHART

=v’v.o,
= I’Iti. = I’Vim/ZO. 1
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(174)

It k clear from Fig. 2.25 that the relative voltage has its maximum value
1 + Irot at the load and its minimum value of 1 – Irol a quarter wavelength away. The separate quantities of Fig. 2.25 have been combined

&D;D:

(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG.2.25.—Vector diagrams of (a) reflection coefficient, (b) relative voltage, and (c) relative
current.
into one diagram in Fig. 2.26; the relative voltage has been resolved into
components V; in phase with the current and V; out of phase with it. A
simple theorem in plane geometry requires that the intersection point Q
lie on the circle. The impedance is found from Eq. (174) to be
z=:=v~=:zo.

(,75)
z,

The impedance
relative to Zo
expressed in terms of the components of V’, is
z _ v’ _ v;
– + ~.
~0–~–1’

s

(176)

In terms of the angle a, the complex vectors are
I’ = ll’le~~,
V{ = lV{le~”,
Vi = lVj\ei(”/2~).

Q
FIG. 2.26.—Basic diagram for reflectioncoeficient impedance chart.

Substitution in Eq. (176) gives

(177)
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This may be written
Z’ = R’ + jX’,

(178)

where we have defined

(179)

It should be obvious that whenever P lies in the lower half of the diagram
the ratio V~/I’ will have a phase angle –jr/2,
resulting in a negative
On the other hand, when it lies in the upper
sign for the reactance X’.
half, X’ \vill be positive.
The position of the point P within the circle of Fig. 2.26 is seen to
determine r, V’, I’, and through them the components R’ and X’ of the

(a)
FIG,227.-Circles
impedance Z’.

In Fig. 227a

(b)
of ronstant resistance.

the circle marked R’ = 1 is the locus traced

by the point P moving in such a \vay that R’ = !Vl! remains constant and
III
equal to unity.
Other circles, each representing a different value of R’,
are shown in Fig. 2.27b,
The fact that these loci are circles is not obvious
at first but may be shown by simple analytic geometry.
Similarly, the
locus of points P such that X’ = lV~l/ II] has the value ~ 1 is shown in
Fig. 2.28a. Other curves of constant reactance are shown in Fig. 2.28b.
These curves are arcs of circles whose centers lie on the vertical line
through the point S, as may be shown by analytic geometry.
When the two sets of circles of Figs. 2.27 and 2.28 are superposed as in
Fig. 229, they form a gridwork of orthogonal circles. Using this gridwork as a coordinate system, one may read the related impedance components R’ and X’ by plctting on this chart the point P corresponding to
This type of chart ]vas developed by
any given reflection coefficient r.
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P. H. Smithl of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and is frequently referred
to as the “Smith chart. ” To avoid confusing the diagram, the actual
lines of the polar coordinates needed for plotting r are omitted.
Instead,
the arm shown is pivoted at the center; and its radial scale together with
the phase scale around the circumference of the chart enables one to
plot the points.
The phase scale is calibrated directly in wavelengths;
when 1 varies through h/2, the phase angle 2@ = 4rl/h varies through a
complete cycle, 27rradians.
On a purely logical basis one would choose
the positive direction as the reference or zero-phase direction, since this
corresponds to zero-phase angle for the vector r of Fig. 225.
It is common practice, however, to refer phase measurements in transmission lines

@,@

-1
(a)

(b)
FIG. 2.28.—Circlesof constantreactance.

to the voltage minimum since it can be located more precisely than the
maximum, particularly in the case of large standing-wave ratios. This
practice is followed in the Smith chart, as it is in most transmission-line
impedance charts; hence, the zero-phase line is the line from Z’ = 1 to
The radial scale is calibrated
Z’ = O, and refers to the voltage minimum.
in terms of the standing-wave ratio rather than di red 1y in terms of reflection coefficient.
The simple connecting relations were given by Eqs. (33)
and (34)
1 + Irl
‘=l–lrl’
?—-1
Irl = —.
r+l
1

(180)

A number of ways of expressing standing-wave ratios have been used.
Some people use “voltage standing-wave ratio,” while others prefer to use
the square of this which is sometimes called” power standing-wave ratio.”
In both cases, there have been those who expressed the ratio as maximum
1P. H. Smith, “Transmission Line Calculator,” Electronics (Jan. 1939); “An
ImprovedTransmissionLine Calculator,” Electronics(Jan. 1944).
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(P. H. Smith, “ Electronics, ”

~=~or
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over minimum, giving a number in the range unity to infinity; others used
the minimum over maximum and obtained numbers in the range unity to
zero. There seems to be emerging a general preference in fav~r of u~ing
the voltage standing-wave ratio exceeding unity,
v max
r==’
which is abbreviated to VSWR.

(181)

This is, of course, the same in value as
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the only clifference being a shift of a quarter w avelength in posiThe scale marked on the arm of the
tion of the maxima and minima.
Smith chart shown is the reciprocal of this, that is, 1/r.
In the later
version of his chart, in the 1944 article, Smith adopts the ratio r. Another
definition of standing-wave ratio which is sometimes convenient is in
terms of decibels,
(182)
SWR (db) = 20 log,o r.

I_/Iti,

If one is accustomed to thinking in terms of the so-called “power standing-wave ratio,” Eq. (182) would be written as 10 log], ~’, which would
give the same db standing-wave ratio.
In any case, the conversion is made from the linear radial scale of
reflection coefficient to a scale reading directly in whatever standing-wave
ratio one prefers to use. In addition, a number of other useful scales
which are related directly to the reflection coefficient may be included on
the arm. The scale marked “attenuation in l-decibel steps” is useful in
calculating impedance transformations when the line loss is not negligible.
lt is used to introduce the factor e- Mj by ~~hich the reflection coefficient
decreases going a distance 1 toward the generator clockwise, or ez”t, by
The power transmitted
which it increases going in the reverse direction.
by a running wave contains the same factor e–z”~, though it decreases
toward the load rather than increasing as does the reflection coefficient.
Another method of using this type of chart has been found very useful,
especially when transforming a number of plotted points simultaneously
through a specified distance along the line is desired. A sheet of tracing
paper is laid over the chart and the points P are plotted on it rather than
on the chart. To transform the points along the line, the tracing paper is
pivoted at the center and rotated through the desired number of wavelengths in the proper direction, as indicated on the wavelength scales.
The new impedance values may then be read from the chart.
An especially good example of the usefulness of the tracing-paper
technique is o{fered by its application to the discussion of the impedancetuning characteristics of variable transformers (see Chap. 8). It has been
found convenient to mount the chart on a plywood board and to pivot the
tracing paper by sticking a glass-headed thumbtack into the center. In
plotting experimental data, marks are first made on the tracing paper at
O and 0.25A of the phase scale and labeled accordingly.
If the load is a rea~
impedance RI > Zo, the point P may be plotted at the proper place ale% the
real a~k to the right of center, as in Fig. 2.30. The load is, in this case, at a
voltage maximum, and the voltage standing-wave ratio is, using Eq. (183),
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This fact, that r is equal to the relative impedance R‘ for real loads
R > ZO, is very useful in the tracing-paper method of plotting experimental data.
It makes easily available a scale of the same type furnished by the arm of the Smith chart, converting II’1 to r. As a corollary
to this observation, it is useful to remember that, at any voltage maximum, the impedance in the line is real and greater than 20 by the factor r.
If it is desirable to find the impedance a distance 1 toward the load from
such a voltage maximum, one may simply describe an arc in the counterclockwise direction about the center of the chart, as in Fig. 230a.
The

(a)
PIG. 2.30. —Traring-paper method of plotting data over reflection roe ffic.ient chart,
(a) Compass and straight-edge method. (R/ZO) = r is impedance at V~.., P is that a
distance 1 toward load. (b) Alternative method, rotating DaDer, PaDer is returned to
original position as in a after plotting P.

radius of the arc is determined by the value of r, and the angle of the arc
is indicated by the outer wavelength scale. An alternative method of
plotting the point P which does not require compass or straightedge is
The outer scale of the Smith chart gives directly
indicated in Fig, 230b.
the distance 1below the index mark labeled Ox. When the tracing paper
is returned to the original position as in Fig. 230a, the point P represents
the impedance at a distance 1 to\vard the load from ~ voltage maximum,
If the distance from the reference point in the load to the closest voltage
maximum is 1~=,,the impedance of the 10MI is plotted })y applying the
above procedure lwing the val~u~l,,,a, for the lcmgth 1. Frmllumtly, the
distance l~imto the nearest voltage minimum, rather than the distance
1mx, is obtained in taking data. Since these tluo distances differ by exactly
a quarter wavelength or one-half turn on the chart, it is necessary merely
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to turn the tracing paper through 180° and use the index labeled 0.25A
in conjunction with the outer wavelength scale to read lmi..
The method of deriving the impedance components R and X by current and voltage vectors, as in Eq. (179), gives a certain insight into the
However, it is more direct to
current and voltage relations existing.
calculate the components of Z by the use of Eq. (21),
‘=

z – Z>e
Z+ZO

(184)

Introducing relative impedance and its components,
~=z’–l
z’+l–

_R’+jX’–l

R’+jx’

+1’

we obtain

(18.5)

The real and imaginary components of r are then
~f+jyu–.l

‘=

(R’ +

I)’+x”+

j2X
(R’ +

1)’+X””

(186)

2.12. Other Types of Transmission-line Charts.-The
chart based on
the reflection coefficient has thus far been correlated with a gridwork of
impedance contours.
In certain problems other types of contour lines,
such as Y = G + jl?, Z = lZl~O, or y = Iyl~#, are much more usef~li.
It is sometimes desired to base the chart on a rectangular impedance or
admittance plane rather than on
the reflection-coefficient circle.
Smith Admittance
Chart .—In
the previous section the point P
was plotted, Fig. 2.26, at the terminus of the relative voltage vector V’ = 1 + r, and the related
gridwork of R and X circles, Fig.
2.29, was derived, thus enabling
us to read the corresponding components of impedance.
In a similar way, we now plot the point
P’, Fig. 2.31, at the terminus of
17rG. 231. -Basir
diagram for reflectiol>the relative current vector I’ =
rmfficient aclmittanre chart [cf. Fig. 2.2fi).
1 – r and derive the related gridwork of admittance circles, lVe define Y = I/Z, YO = l/ZO, Y’ =
l/Z’, and write

Y,=$=;,+14
v“’‘
corresponding to Eq. ( 176).

(187)

By tmliing steps ewwtly nnfi]ogous to those
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leading to E,q. (179), we may define the admittance components by

(188)

Since P’ in this examph= lies in the Ilpper half of the cliagram, IY has the
positive sign.
JVhether a gridworlc applying to thr impedance rmr or to acimittance
is being derived, the generalized diagram of Fig. 232 ma,v be used, The
point P“ represents the appropriate point P or P’, and the vectors
A,, A,, and C represent the appropriate current or voltage vectors,
The real and imaginary components
of the rmmlinates being derived
me these.

If P“ lies in the upper half of the diagram, the imaginary part is positive;
if in the lol~-erhalf, it is negative. It
should therefore be evident that the
admittance components G’ and B’ corresponding to a given position of P’
are the same as the impedance components R’ and X’ corresponding to the
That is, the gridlvork developed for reading the
.wnze position of P.
components of impedanre for a point P plotted at position I + r may be
used also for reading the components of admittance for a point P’ plotted
at position 1 — r.
A useful property of the Smith chart is now evident.
Since points P
and P’ of Fig. 2.31 have as their respective c(xlrdin~tes on the Smith chart
the impedance and the admittance corresponding to each, this chart
provides an easy method of converting from admittance to impedance and
vice versa. This is particularly uwl’ul in the traring-paper method ot’
using the chart, since any plotted impedance point or points may be converted readily to the eqllivalent admittance plot by a simple rotation of
one-half turn of the tracing paper. obviously the in~-erse conversion is
also accomplished h-y a half-turn rotation.
It may lx notired that the
half-tllrn operation perf,)]me(l ~,n :~n inlpr(lan(r plot may c(]IIall,y \vell
FIG. 2.32. —Gcnmalized diagram for
deriving either iulpedance or ad]llittzmce
chart.
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be thought of as giving the impedance plot a quarter wavelength down the
line, This brings out clearly the well-known inversion of impedance by a
quarter-wavelength section of line. That is, it gives a complex impedance
equal to the original admittance which is the reciprocal of the original
impedance.
In more general terms, the chart affords a simple means of
finding the reciprocal of any complex number.
A word should be said regarding the plotting of data as an admittance
plot. One obvious method is to plot the data on tracing paper as an
impedance plot, as outlined in the preceding section, and then to convert
this impedance plot to an admittance plot by rotating the tracing paper
half a turn. If one prefers, the admittance may be plotted directly,
making use of the fact that the normalized admittance at the current
maximum (voltage minimum) is real, greater than YO, and numerically
equal to r. For admittances (see Fig. 2.30), G/YO = r is the admittance
at Vu,im,P is at a distance 1 toward the load from VtiD. If the data are
taken by measuring the distance 1from a voltage minimum, the method of
Fig. 2,30 plots admittance directly, but if 1 is measured from a voltage
It is perhaps simplest to bear this
maximum it plots impedance directly.
in mind and make the direct plot by this method using the data for t in
whatever form they are taken. The resulting plot may then be converted
from impedance to admittance or vice versa by a half-turn rotation.
Charls Expressing
Impedance
or Admittance
in Polar Form.—It
is
sometimes convenient to express the impedance in terms of its magnitude
IZI and its phase angle 8, rather than in terms of its components R and X;
thus,
Z = ]Zle]~.
(190)
The process of deriving this chart is quite similar to the previous derivations, and therefore it lvill not be carried through in detail.
Referring to
Fig. 2.31, the magnitude and phase angle of the impedance are
lzl=~=m,
o =

OF

<P’ OP.

(191)

The position of the point P is accordingly represented by the coordinates
lZ] and 8. The angle 0 is positive when P is above the real axis 0S, negat,ive when it is below.
The resulting gridwork of coordinates is shown in
Fig. 233.
There is naturally a l-to-l correspondence between a given impedance
point P on the Smith chart and the point P in the same position h the
!Zl/0 chart. Each is basically a plot of the relative voltage V’. Using
thi=fact, the latter chart may be derived directly from the former simply
to the polar
by converting from given rectangular coordinates (R,X)
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coordinates (IZ 1,0) which define the same impedance.
Another consequence of this fact is that the same method of plotting data is used; the
right half of the diameter OS is marked in terms of R’ = r, just as was the
Smith chart.
Just as in the case of the Smith chart, the same gridwork of impedance
coordinates may be used for admittance coordinates provided that the

Flu.

2.33. —l{cflcction

coefficient

chart with IZI alld 0 coordinates,

proper change in the method of plotting
is, when used for admittances, a plot of
chart was when used as an admittance
nique is like]vise identical \rith that for
~ve let the admittance be expressed as

the data is obsert,ed. The chart
relative current just as the Smith
chart. The data-plotting techthe Smith admittance chart.
If

(192)
the magnitude and angle are

(193;)
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Magnifid
Center Portion
oj Reelection-coeflcient
Charts.—When it is
desirable to plot data or calculations precisely, the reflection-coefficient
chart may be drawn to a large scale. In many cases where such precise
work is being done the data or calculations involve only small reflection
coefficients; therefore only the central portion of this large-scale chart is
needed. One extremely precise version of the central portion of the Smith
chart is reproduced in Fig. 2.34. It is limited to r S 2, which is equiva-

FIG. 2.34.—Enlargement of portion of Smith chart. (This chart prepared by L, F.
Wood, ~Lfffor 2nd. ed. of Ultra-Hiah-Frcqr,c,/c~/ Techniq?,es, D. Van .Vostrand Co., J. G.
13raimrd,

edicw.)

lent to ]rl s ~. This chart has been found very useful in the design of
micro\Yave transmission cirrllits because it gives a scale ~vhich is about as
large as the data \vould justify; and plotting any points for which r
exceeds 2 is se]dom necessary,
Further magnification is occasionally
useful, especially in aiding calc~dations.
‘l’he lZ:fl type chart may be \imilarly magnified.
One version of this
chart, draIm to a large scale and including the whole chart, has been
print ed by the Radio Corporation of .imeri(~a. ~ It incl~ldes also the
1Rcprduccd by courtrwyof 1,. F. Ji’oorlr(lffof the Elcc. Eng. T)cpt., 31.1.T.
2P, S, Carter,Ii’.Ly.;l,Rev.,III, \-o. 3 (Jan 1939).
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polar coordinate lines, radii, and circles concentric about the center for
plotting I’. Although these lines have a certain usefulness, they tend to
confuse the diagram for the average person.
Rectangular
Impedance
or Admiltancc
Chart.—In
the previous discussions \veused the reflection coeff,cicnt as the basis for a transmissionline chart beca~lsc it transforms in a simple manner along the line. The
corresponding resistance and reactance coordinates tvere then derived;
In the present instance ]ve shall begin
they were rather unusual in form.
by choosing rectangular coordinates for the resistance and reactance, and
proceed to plot contour lines on this coordinate system to enable us to
follo}v the transformation of impedance along the line. This transformation is given by Eq. (41),
(194)
Let us consider again the line of Fig. 224.
becomes

For this line Eq. (194)

(195)
By choosing a particular value for R, and allowing 61to vary from Oto 27r,
a circle with its center on the real axis as in Fig. 235, will be plotted.
Remembering that R; is equal to the VSIVR, this circle may he considered
characteristic of the value r]. If a number of values for R; are chosen, a
complete set of such circles for various values of r ~villbe mapped.
Similarly, the angle @l may be assigned a value and R, varied from unity to
infinity.
This \villmap one of the semicircles centered on the imaginary
axis, as in Fig. 235.
This semicircle is characteristic of the value 61, or of
the length 1measured in wavelengths, and may be so marked.
When this
is repeated for a number of values of ~1, a set of these semicircles \vill be
dra~vn in. As in the Smith chart, it is the usual practice to consider the
reference or zero phase to be the real axis from Z’ = 1 to Z’ = O, \vhich is
the position of the voltage minimum.
In this type of chart it is ncccssary to inrlu(lc l)oth the (R, X)-coordinates and the (r,l)-cooi-dinates.
The use of trticing paper has no special
advantage, since tramsforrnations along the line are not effectecl by a simple rotation.
l)ata are plotted directly in terms of the measured r and 1
values, 1 measured fmrn the voltage minimum.
If it is desired, a section
of the chart in the neighlmrhood of Z’ = 1 may be enlarged just as in the
case of thf; chart based on the reflection coefficient.
In order to use this chfirt to plot admittances, it is only necessary to
consider the reference phase line from Z’ = 1 to Z’ = O as being the
voltage maximum.
To convert rwm Z’ to the corresponding Y’ one
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follows around the standing-wave-ratio circle from the point Z’ to a point
a quarter wavelength away as denoted by the markings on the phase
circles.
The transformation of the Smith chart into the rectangular (R-X)plot may be seen qualitatively by inspection and quantitatively by use of
the mathematical connecting equations.
Qualitatively, one sees that
the upper-half circumference of the Smith chart has been pivoted at the

1

\

I
I
1.0
1.5
R’= resistance component
FIG. 2.35.—Rectangular
impedance chart.
{

0.5

\

/

\

J
2.0

(R = X = O)-point and bent upward and left and stretched out to form
the positive imaginary axis of the (R-X)-plot.
In the same way the
lower-half circumference is bent down!vard and left to form the negative
imaginary axis. At the same-time, the real axis is stretched out to infinite
length. The Ii- and X-circles of the Smith chart are thereby straightened
out into a rectangular coordinate system.
The radial constant-phase
lines of the Smith chart (not dra~rn in) are bent into circular arcs passing
through R’ = 1, X’ = O. The set of circles, for constant VSWR or
[rl, ~vhich were concentric in the Smith chart, have been shifted so that
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each has a different center in the (R-X)-chart.
Mathematically,
the
transformation of coordinates is of the conformal mapping type.
The
complex Z’-plane is transformed into the complex r-plane through
the relation of Eq. (185),
(196)
and the inverse transformation
Eq. (196),

is obtained through the inverse form of

~,=l+r—.
l–r

(197)

Previously the circular impedance chart was based on a diagram in
which the voltage vectors V’, Vi, and V:, of Fig. 2“26, were drawn relative
to the incident voltage vector, which appears as the unit vector in the
positive real direction.
Since this unit vector also represents the incident
current, Fig. 226 may be thought
of as a voltage vector diagram
based on the incident current vector with the factor 20 relating the
1
scales of current and voltage; that
/
\
is, since Vi = ZOI~,we may express
\
2
\
the voltage vector V’ as
o,
R’~

\
/’
~1, v;
d ‘\
V;

\

Now let us rotate the vector diagram so that the vector I’, the
total current, lies along the posi\
/
-2
‘,
tive real axis, and let us also
/
-— -FIG. 2.36.—Vector
relations for rec- change the scale so that it becomes
tangular impedance chart, derived from the unit vector; that is, the vector
Fig. 226.
diagram is now transformed as in
Fig. 2.36, so that the vector currents and voltages are all expressed
relative to the total current at the given point in the line. Equation
;

‘/,
/

(198) now becomes, using V/I = Z,
VJI

_

v/-zo

I

_

2.

(199)

20’

and the components of V become

(200)
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It is, in this’way, easy to establish the relations between magnitudes and
phases of the various currents and voltages by simple construction, using
a rectangular impedance chart. Although the present procedure necessarily yields results in agreement with the related construction of Fig.
226, transformations of vectors along the line are much more complicated
than in the earlier case. This is due to the fact that the diagram is now
based on total current, which changes from point to point; the earlier
diagram was based on incident current, which remains constant.
In a similar way, Fig. 2.31 maybe transformed into a diagram showing
the vector relations for a rectangular admittance chart, Fig. 237.
While
the original diagrams, Figs. 2.26 and 231, are drawn to the same scale,
based on incident voltage and current, the resulting rectangular diagrams,
Figs. 2.36 and 2.37, have different scales. This is easily adjusted by
change of scale, of course, but is
+1
.— - \
mentioned as one consequence of
\
/’
the transformation.
\
2.13. The Choice of a Transmission-line Chart.-In
the preceding sections two d i f f e r e n t
r;
I
forms of chart, a circular one
based on r and a rectangular
\
/
one based on the components of
\
\
Z or Y, have been described, and
in either case the chart may be
FIG. 237.—Vect0r
relations for recused to represent either Z or Y.
tangular admittance chart, derived from
Moreover, the circular chart may
Fig. 2.31,
be used to give either rectangular
components of Z or Y or the corresponding magnitude and phase angle.
There are numerous other charts in use, but the ones described are the
most common, and they are adequate to treat any transmission line in a
clear and convenient manner. The problem of choosing from among
them the proper chart to represent most clearly the solution to a given
In some cases the choice is largely
problem deserves some consideration,
a matter of personal preference, but more often a clear choice is indicated.
Circular vs. Rectangular. —-M’hen data are to be plotted simply for
record purposes or to read R and X cornponeuts, this choice is largely a
matter of personal taste. In the following cases, however, the circular
chart has certain advantages.
Frequently the choice of a reference point
for which the impedance is plotted is rather arbitrary, and it may be
desired to shift the reference point after plotting the data. If the data are
plotted on tracing paper over a circular chart, this is easily achieved by a
simple rotation of the paper. In this way it is frequently possible to
discover a position for which the variation of a certain parameter leads to a

\

/’

\

----

/ /’
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variation in reactance alone or of susceptance, resistance, or conductance
alone.
In the case of the rectangular chart such simple rotations of the
For the circular chart, rotation is accurate
plotted points are never valid.
ior data taken at constant wavelength, in error in phase angle only if not
at constant wavelength.
For slight rotations and small wavelength
variations, the phase error is not serious. In the rectangular chart, the
size and shape of the plot of a given set of data at constant wavelength
depend on the choice of a reference point, while in the circular chart they
do not. Since the choice is so frequently arbitrary, this variability in size
and shape does not seem physically significant, and the circular chart
seems the more desirable.
Even in cases in which the reference point is
not wholly arbitrary, it may turn out to be desirable to transform an
impedance plot into an admitt ante plot.
This is easily accomplished by a
half-turn rotation of the circular chart, and the plot is not distorted in
size and shape as it would be on the rectangular plot.
One may suspect from the foregoing that it is the author’s judgment
that in most cases the circular chart is to be preferred.
This is, indeed,
the case where the plotting and transforming of data are concerned.
The
rectangular chart seems better suited, however, to the task of showing the
vector relations existing between the various voltages and currents at a
poini where an equivalent series- or shunt-circuit representation is valid.
Figure 239 illustrates such an appicatlon.
Another problem which is
treated better by the rectangular chart is that of representing qualitatively, as in a discussion, a multiple transformation in which two or more
characteristic impedances are involved.
The diagram of Fig. 4.16 is an
example of this. In such cases the R and X (or G and l?) coordinates are
in terms of absolute values rather than relative, and the constant-phase
and constant-VSWR circles are omitted.
A set of such circles, based on
the appropriate characteristic impedance, is implied for each characteristic impedance involved.
In actual numerical calculations it is impractical to work with other than normalized impedances,’ relative to the
particular characteristic impedance being considered; therefore the
rectangular chart loses its advantage for quantitative work.
Admittance
OS. Impedance.
-In
low-frequency circuits it is usually
quite obvious, from the form of the circuit connections, when to use
impedance and when to use admittance.
The over-all performance of a
combination of circuit elements is then easily predicted by adding series
impedances or shunt admittances.
In microwave transmission circuits it
is rarely possible to combine either impedances or admittances in this
simple way. This is because circuit elements—for example, junctions
between transmission lines or waveguides, physical discontinuities such as
dielectric supports in coaxial lines, and so forth—are not small compared
with a wavelength as they are in low-frequency circuits.
This means
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that the phase of current or of voltage is not constant ovex any one circuit
element or combination of elements.
For example, consider a T-junction formed by joining three coaxial
With two of the lines terminated
lines of equal characteristic impedance.
in their characteristic impedances, let us inquire as to the input impedance
presented to the third line. At low frequencies, one reasons simply that
the current is shared between the two branches while the voltage across
the two branches is the same; and one draws the valid conclusions that
the two branches form a parallel circuit shunting the third and that the
admittances of the two branches are simply added to get the admittance
of the combination as seen from the third line. If the frequency is so
high that the wavelength is comparable to the dimensions of the junction,
the first question to be answered is: At what point in the junction should
the impedance be expressed?
Before answering this, let us consider the
manner in which this impedance is to be measured.
The standing-wave
ratio and position of a voltage minimum will be determined in the input
line by moving a voltage-measuring probe along a slotted section of line
By use of a transmission-line
some little distance from the T-junction.
chart, the impedance or admittance may be extrapolated to any desired
point in the junction.
Actually, the fields and currents in the immediate
neighborhood of the junction are so complicated that a measurement of
impedance in this region is, from the practical standpoint, impossible and,
from the theoretical standpoint, meaningless.
It is only by correlating
the effects observed a little distance away from the junction with an effective impedance at the junction, which would have produced, in a simple
uniform line, the same effects at the same distance away, that meaning is
attached to the” impedance at the junction. ” We have not yet answered
the question regarding the choice of a reference point in the junction, but
it should be fairly clear that the choice is rather arbitrary since it is only
the effect produced a little distance down the line which is significant.
The natural choice would seem to be the point at which the axes of the
When the impedance or admittance is
three coaxial lines coincide.
extrapolated to this point, it will probably be found that the admittance
is approximately the sum of the characteristic admittances of the two
branch lines. At low frequencies this approximation will be very good
indeed.
As the frequency approaches that for which the second coaxial
mode may be propagated, it will very likely become an extremely poor
approximation.
The method of treating junctions in terms of an equivalent circuit in
network theory is described thoroughly in other volumesl of this series,
and briefly, in Sec. 2.14. The point to be made here is that, although
1 Waveguide Handbook, Vol. 10, and Principles
Radiation Laboratory Series.

of Microwave

Circuits,

Vol. 8,
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simple addition of impedances or admittances is valid for low frequencies,
the situation is usually much more complicated at high frequencies.
There are, nevertheless, instances of particularly simple discontinuities or
junctions for which the simple concepts of addition of admittance or
impedance are valid, even in waveguide or relatively large coaxial lines.
In all such cases, the validity is limited to discontinuities for which the
dimensions in the direction of propagation are negligible compared to a
wavelength.
The most commonly used discontinuityy of this type is the thin inductive flap in rectangular waveguide, Fig. 2.38. The equivalent circuit
shown is strictly valid only for an extremely thin flap of perfectly conducting material; but it is adequate for cases of practical interest.
The flap is
usually of 0.020-in, to 0.064-in, brass for wavelengths of 1 to 10 cm, and
therefore d is not more than about
0.03-guide
wavelengths.
For
thicknesses of this magnitude, it
is found that a correction must be
applied to the value of B calculated
for very thin flaps, but that the
(a)
equivalent circuit need not, for
Y.
z
practical purposes, be modified.
These flaps are extensively used
IBI
z
—-.
as waveguide impedance transformers and are discussed in more
Y.
detail in Chap. 4. .At the present
I
(b)
moment we are particularly interlJIG. 2.38.—Inductive iris in wavcguide.
ested in their relation to impedance
and admittance charts.
Flaps made of reasonably good conductors may be considered as lossless without serious error. If the
output waveguide is terminated in such a Ivay that the normalized
admittance at the reference plane of this termination is Yl, then
the input admittance Ys is the sum of Y1 and the inductive flap susThis is the familiar addition of
ceptance jB2; that is, Ys = YI + jB2.
The way in which
admittances which is used in low-frequency circuits.
this addition is shown on a rectangular admittance chart is illustrated in
Fig, 2.39, The admittance chart may be thought of as representing a
current diagram at the reference plane when unit voltage, common to
Y,, B,, and Y~, is applied there. We may take Bt = j0,5 and show, Figs.
2.39 and 2.40, how this combines with (a) a general admittance such as
Y, = 0.5 – jO.5 to give Ya = 0.5 – jl.0, and (b) the special admittance
Y, = 1 + jO.5 to give the special value Ys = 1 + jO, or matched-line
condition,
This latter procedure ~vill be discussed in greater detail later
when we come to the use of the inductive flap as a waveguide matching
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element.
For Case a, the principles of Fig. 2“37 are used to show the voltage and current vectors, Fig. 2.39, each relative to the positive real unit
vector which represents the voltage common to Yl, B2, and Yt. The
voltage in the “incident,” or positively traveling wave to the right of the
discontinuity is Vii.
This is seen to lead the incident wave V,t, to the left
of the discontinuity, by a slight phase angle. The magnitude of the
incident wave is seen to be lower on the right, though this is not always the
case. If the discontinuity is lossless, conservation
of energy
demands only that
v;l(l

– r:)

= v~(l

– r;),

since each side of the equality is
proportional to the net power
flowing to the right. Thus if
rs = O, as in Case b, Vil will equal
or exceed V~~.
The admittance transformations for these two cases are
shown on the circular chart in Fig.
FIG. 2.39. — Admittance diagram for in2.40. If one is not interested in
ductiveiris.
the relations between the various
currents and voltages, and this is so more often than not, then the circular
chart serves equally as well as the rectangular.
The inductive%ap in waveguide has been cited as an example in which
the use of an admittance diagram is indicated.
A similar type of equivalent circuit holds for the coaxial-line discontinuity of Fig. 241, although
the shunt susceptance is capacitive in this case. It is apparent that in
this problem, too, an admittance diagram is required.
It is characteristic
of radial discontinuities in coaxial lines, where one or the other or both
conductors abruptly change diameter, that the equivalent circuit contains
a pure shunt element, and in all such problems the use of admittance
diagrams is indicated.
In Figs. 2.42 and 243, discontinuities which yield a series-t ype equivalent circuit are shown for waveguide and coaxial lines. Just as in Fig. 238,
the discontinuity must have small extent d in the longitudinal direction.
In either circuit, the reactance X may have any value, either positive or
negative, depending on the dimension c. Discontinuities of this type
naturally call for the use of impedance charts to represent them. The
principles of Fig. 236 may be used to obtain the relations between voltages and currents in terms of the total complex current which is common
to the elements of a series circuit.
(R-X) m. (Z-tI); (G-B) vs. ( Y-O).—This choice is usually clear in any
..~
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given problem.
The problems discussed in the predecing paragraphs
clearly required the expression of Zor Yinrectangular form rather than in
polar form.
In the majority of cases, this will be the choice.
There
is one particular type of problem, however, in which the use of the polar
form for Z or Y is useful. This is the problem in which neither seriesimpedance elements nor shunt-admittance elements are needed, but in
which a change of characteristic impedance occurs.

to Fig. 2.39,and (b) illustratingmatch
FIG. 240.-Admittance diagram(a) corresponding
ing by inductiveiris.

An example of this problem arises in connection with the prediction of
impedance transformations alcng a coaxial line supported by dielectric
beads. This problem is discussed in detail in Chap. 4, but Fig. 2.44 gives
an illustrative example.
The impedance at a is Z, = 1.6 Zj; hence it is
entered at Z = 1.6, 0 = O. The arc of length 0.05 represents passage
through the bead, leading to the impedance Z~/Z{ = 1.45/– 18°. This
impedance is expressed in terms of the air-filled line merely by reducing
the magnitude of impedance by the factor 1.6, leaving the phase angle
unaltered.
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The ordinary (R-X)-chart could be used, in which case both R and X
would be reduced by the factor 1.6. The positions of all the plotted
points are naturally the same for the two charts, the only advantage of the

—
A“1
(c)

Z.

---

jX

—-

(c)

Z.
jX

–-

–

Z,y
_

+/

z
FIG. 243-

-Series comial-line

rl,okr

(Z-O) - over the (R-X) -chart being the simpler conversion from one char( )f coltrse, if Steps of the type she\\-nin
acteristic impedance to anothrr.
Fig. 2.41 occur. a (G-B) -chart is nwded in order to a(ld a shllnt B.
Transfer of (hara{teristi{-:trlmittt~llcr lm-cl involvw chan~in~ C :~n(l 1~
hy the factor 1.6, just as in the casr of 1{ an(l X, b~lt in the opposite
direr ti[m.
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Fxo. 244.-U.e

of (Z-#) -chart for beads in a coaxialline.

The ( Y-d) -chart might have been used in place of the (z-o) -chart in
solving the problem of Fig. 244.
Clearly, the whole diagram would have
been rotated 180°. There is no special rule for choosing between the two
alternatives; it is merely a matter of personal preference.
As indicated
above, the (R-.X)- and (G-B) -charts may be used for this type of problem
with only slightly more work in converting characteristic impedance or
admittance.
It is seldom that the polar-type chart is really necessary; it
is usually preferable to use the usual (R-X)- or (G-13)-chart rather than
change to a different one.
IMPEDANCE-MATCHING AND DESIGN PROCEDURE
2.14. The Design of Matched Circuit Elements. —Reason jor Malching.-It
\vasstated in Chap, 1 that one of the most important, and one of
the most difficult, problems in the design of microwave transmission
circuits is that of maintaining a “matched”
condition in all circuit ele-

ments. If the line on the output side of a given element is terminated
in such a \vay that no standing wave exists in it, then it is desired that no
standing wave be exritecl in the inpllt line hy the element itself. sl)\Y,
using the theory clcveloped in the present chapter, it can be sho\\mthat
under these circumstances the transmission line and the associated circuits
introduce a minimum of ohmic attenuation, transmit maximum polver
\rit.boutbrcakdo\vn, and present a minimum rate of rhange, tvith change
of frequency, of the impedance presented to the transmitter outpllt terminals. If the transmitter is designed to \vork intc> the characteristic
impedance of the line and the :intcnna presents a rcflcctionless termination, then s{lrh n continllously nu~tchcd line pro~ides optimum coupling
bet \\-ccnant cnn:~ :tnd transmitter.
Altho\@~ the other fartom mrl~ti[jnrd are im]wrtant emJ17Kh to suggest, the desirability of’ the ((mtinuous]y matrhe(l oper:ltion. I)y far the
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load and noting the power delivered and the operating frequency; then
by introducing a mismatch and varying the reflection coefficient in a
systematic way by means of a variable impedance transformer, and noting, for each point on the reflection-coefficient diagram, the power and
frequency.
l$”hen a sufficiently good coverage of the chart has been
obtained, lines indicating constant-power and constant-frequency
contours are drawn in.
With such a diagram available, the effect of an impedance mismatch on
the magnetron may be determined.
Let us take, for example, a J’SWR of
1.5 and note its effect for various phases. Jlaximum power, 50 kw, occurs
for the phase marked 0.46 wavelengths on the circumferential scale, and
the minimum power, 34 kw, occurs for a phase of 0.20 \\-avelcngths. The
maximum frequency, 13 Me/see above that for matched line, occurs for a
phase of 0.07A, and minimum frequency, 13 31c/ser below, occllrs for
0.38-k phase. The frequency sensitivity of an oscillator to its load
impedance is popularly kno\\-nas ‘‘ pulling, ” and the total frequency difference between maximum and minimum for a 7S WR of 1.5, a common
measure of this sensitivity, is kno~rn as the “ pulling figure. ” In the
example above, the pulling figure is 26 Me/see.
Large standing-wave ratios in the phase region 0.47A lead to unstable
operation of the magnetron, indicated by shading in Fig. 245.
This
instability is associated with the convergence of the freq~lency contours
and is aggravated b.y interposing an additional length of line between
magnetron and mismatch, Fig. 245b.
Let us summarize by recapitulating the effect on this typical magnetron of allowing the reflection coefficient to vary in magnitu(le from O
(r = 1.0) to 0.2 (r = 1.5) and to vary thro~lgh all phases. The extremes
of power are 50 kw, or a variation of about ~ 20 per cent from the mean.
The extremes of frequent y are f 13 31r/sec from the mean. And for long
lines, unstable operation occurs over part of the impedance region under
consideration.
These variations arc {Isuallv the most important considerations in judging the degree of impedance-matching to be attained in
designing components.
The next most important consideration is, in mzny cases, that invoh,ing voltage breakdo\vn. It \vas d~o\rn in Sec. 26 that the nd po\vcr
\i-hich may be transmitted through a t ransrnission line to a load is
decreased, compared with the net po~rer t r:insfcrrcd in a matched line, by
a factor exactly equal to the v:~hle of the \“SIVl{ in the line. ‘lllls, in ollr
example shove, the polvel’-ll:ill(ilillg c:~pacity of the tr:msmiss
ion
line is
reduced to t\vo-thirds of that of thr nia{ chml t.on(liti(]n Ily t}le assllmetl
VSWR of 1.5. For high-po\rrr :Ipl):lmtlls, oper:lting C1OWto the limit of
the po\ver-han(lling capacity of tllc transmission line an(l rornponrnts,
this may he a very serio~ls limitation.
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The remaining factors, increased ohmic losses and reflection of power
from theincident wave, arerelatively minor ones. Using the relations of
Sec. 26, these are evaluated for a \“S1l’R of 1.5 to compare with the previThe ohmic attenuation is increased by only about 8 per
ous factors.
cent, Thepower reflected bythemismatch
\vhose VSJVRis 1.5 is only
4 per cent.
Measurement
ojMismatch.-The
direct approach to the problem of
achieving this matched-line condition is simply to terminate the output
line in a reflectionless load and to rxamine the standing waves introduced
in the input line by the component being designed.
The experimental
procedure involved is described in detail in }-O1. 11 of this series. The
data consist of the value of the ~“SWR and the position of a ~oltage minimum in the standing \va\e. These data enable one to plot the impedance
or admittance at a chosen reference point in the component being tested.
The magnitude of the I:SWR is, of course, sufficient to indicate the extent
of the mismatch, but the phase information and impedance plot are
frequently helpful in analyzing defects in the design and in effecting an
improvement.
Still further information, leading to more complete knowledge of the
characteristics of the component, maybe obt ~int-d l)Y an indirect approach,
Brieflyj this method consists of terminating the output line in a movable
short-circuiting plunger, rather than in a perfect match, and determining
merely the position of the voltage minimum of the complete standing \vave
resulting in the input line. If the component under test is perfectly
matched, any motion of the plunger in the output line \~ill cause an
exactly equal shift of phase in the standing-~vave pattern in the input
line. If the component introduces a mismatrh, the phase of the standing
\va>-ein the input line ~vill not follo\r linearly the position of the shortcircuiting plunger as it moles along the output line, Although Ire cannot
go into the details of the interpretation here, suffice it to say that the
extent of this departure from linearity is a direct measure of the I“S}VR
introduced by the component \\-henunder normal operating conclitions.
In addition, the positions of the outpllt plunger and of the \’oltagr minimum in the input line, when maximum departure from linearity oc(,urs,
From the nonlinearity and phase data
constitute useful information.
onc may deduce the input impedance at any chosen point in the input
310rcover, one may prrdict
line 1)-hen the output line is matched.
exactly holv the input impcdanre rarics }~ith the output impedance, and
one may even predict the same characteristics for operation in the re~-erse
direction, interchanging input and olltput rn(!s. This wealth of information is Iisually expressed as an [‘ equi~a]ent circuit ‘‘ in any one of sevelal
(1iffer(,nt forms familiar t o those verswl in u[,tIf-ork theory.
In general, the direct approach already described ~vill he llsrd rnthpr
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than the indirect one, since it requires fewer measurements and leads
directly to an impedance plot. Occasionally the indirect method is
desirable because of the additional information which it furnishes; there
are still other instances in which the indirect method is preferable because
of instrumental reasons. This is particularly true when either input
or output line is too small to be conveniently handled by the usual
slotted-line technique.
In such cases the small line is made the output
line and terminated in a movable short circuit.
Since the indirect method
provides a complete equivalent circuit, the line used as the output line in
the measurement is immaterial.
Even when both input and output lines
are too small to enable accurate measurements of VSWR by the use of
slotted section, the location of the phase of a voltage null (the only use of
a slotted section needed in the indirect method) is quite reliable.
Methods of Achieving a Match.—If the measurement of the mismatch
of a circuit being designed indicates that the mismatch is too large to be
acceptable, there are, in general, two courses of action which may be
followed.
The simplest one is to design, on the basis of the impedance
measurement, an impedance transformer to be built into the unit in the
appropriate manner. Although this may be satisfactory
in some
instances, it will not in general produce a desirable design, especially if
the VSWR matched out by the transformer is large. Such a procedure
ordinarily leads to a device which requires very accurate machining in
order to give the transformer the proper transformation characteristics,
and which is rather frequency-sensitive and subj ect to voltage breakdown.
The second method, and the one frequently used, is the attempt to
effect an improvement in the match by a systematic variation of one or
more design parameters.
In initiating the design of a circuit to accomplish a given requirement it is well tc bear this in mind and to provide
one or more conveniently adjustable parameters, such as a variable -length
coaxial-line stub, waveguide short-circuiting plate position, and so forth.
Usually such elements will present themselves rather naturally in each
design.
In the case of a T-stub support for coaxial line we have at our disposal,
as an adjustable parameter, the stub length.
By trying a series of different lengths it will be found possible to choose a length which will give a
perfect match past the stub. This is an example of the simplest type of
mat thing, achieved by adjusting a single parameter.
If the admittance
point were plotted for successive increments of stub length, a series of
points would be obtained falling on a smooth curve and passing through
the perfect-match point at the center of the chart.
An example of a slightly more complicated nature is afforded by the
problem of the design of a transition from coaxial line to waveguide, Fig.
6.9. Here we have two parameters, the probe length P and the end-plate

distance D. One parameter is first fixed at some arbitrary value, and the
other is then varied.
The procedure is repeated for other values of the
first parameter.
The correspon{iing admittance points are shown in Fig.
G 10, in which contour lines corresponding to constant P and constant D
are drawn. This gridwork of admittance contours may be used to
intimate, by interpolation, the values of the t\vo parameters which v,ould
give the matched condition.
It is also useful in estimating ho]v muc]l
departure from optimum value may be tolerated in either parameter in
order not to excerd a maximum allo\\ahlc \’SW’It. It also enables one to
establish such mechanical tolerances for variation of the t\\-oparameters
occurring simultaneously.
Sometimes it will be found that it is impossible to obtain perfect
match with the parameters availal)le, b~lt that a reasonably lo\v }’SJVR
may be obtained.
An example of this is found in the design of a stub
angle, Sec. 44.
It is then common practice to supplement the parameteradjustment method of matching \\-iththe addition of a suitable transformer. Other situations calling for a combination of the Lwo methods
will be discussed in the next section.
or ,f’im ?li(udc-It
is possible, by taking advMThe Principtc of A%ding
tage of certain principles of similarity, to mzke use of the details of an
existing circuit in the design of a ncw one to operate at a different ircquency,
This prtwcss is ql~ite analogo~ls to the design of full-size aircraft
and ships on the ba~is of cxperirnents conducted on scale models.
In the
scaling of rncchan icalmodels, the scaling of dimensions must be accompanied by appropriate changes in the properties of the fluid medium and
in the ~’elocity of motion,
Similarly, in the scaling of electromagnetic
devices, a change in dimensions must bc accompanied by the proper
changes in the electrical and magnetic properties of the materials used and
in the operating frequency.
The relations bet\\-cenphysical dimensions, ,)perating frequency, an’d
the properties of the materials may be dcri]cd I)y ~uitaldc manipulation of
~[tLX\\ C1l’S C(lUatioIIS,
titr:~t t on’
sho\\s 11o]v t hih principle of elcctrodynamic similitude lcadh to the follo\Ying rchitions:
p+v~

= .1,

(20 1)

pd~v = B.

(202)

Here .1 and B are constunts tt) ly discusswf presently and 1 is any length
\vhich mt al )Iishm the dimctlsif)ni~l scale factor of the device being considered; it might l)e, for example, the rdius of a spherical czvity or the
\\-idth of a rectanyul:~r \\:i~eg(lidfJ. In scaling, all dimensions of the
device nl{lst Iw cll:mged by the same factor as is 1. Ii-hen the dimensions
are scfilml in this \\:iy, thc (qmrat. ing frequency Y and the characteristics
] J. (‘. Str:tttun,E/fctr{~/~t(f~rte//c I’hcory, lIcGra\~-Hill,Xcw York, 1941,p. 488,
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AL,C, and IT Of each of the materials throughout the entire apparatus must be
altered in such a ~vay that the constants .4 and B retain their old \,alues.
To be specific, each of theconstants.1
and ll~villhav
easeriesof values
A~ and IIi uniquely determined by the properties p~, c~, and u~ of the
material constituting that particular part of the original apparatus.
Equations (201) and (202) then become
pid~v? = .Ii,
~7.6i12V =

13i.

i=l,z...
~=l,z,..

(203)
(204)

As an rxample of the application of this principle, let us double the
The constants A ~ of Eq.
characteristic I?ngth 1 of a partimllar devire.
(203) remain unchanged if u should be hal\ed, and if pi and t, should Im
left unchanged.
In order to satisfy Itq. 204), ho~vcver, ~\-emust double
Ui. The doubling of all conductivitiw throughollt the apparatlw may in
some cases be extremely important to the proper functioning of the device.
This is particularly true of those circuits, such as cavity resonators, in
\vhich the power absorbed in conducting sllrfacrs or dielectric medium
plays an important role in dctmmiuing performance.
(.)n the other hand, there are a large number of circuits in ~vhich the
potrer lost to the conductors and dielectrics of the device is a negligibly
small fraction of the input po~ver. For such devices (and nearly all of
those described in this vol~lmc fall into this class), the cond~lctivity is
relatively unimportant in determining the electric and magnetic field
patterns,
The impedance \\-hichis determined by these fields therefore
she\\-slittle depcndcncc on con(lllcti~ity.
Hence, the 1)1o( of impedance
against srtilcxl frmlllcncy is mscuti:llly tl, e same for the scaled-do\vn device
as for the original one, even thollgh the con{lllctivity is not sca!ccl. In
many practical problems, theref’{)le, it is not neces~:wy to satisfy Ilq. (204).
Although the fraction of t})c illl)llt p(J\\-erlost in passin~ thro{lgh tllc
apparatus may be ~,ery small in both the original aml the sraled-do\\m
circuits, the t\\-ofigures may differ fr[)m ea(,l~ otl~cr I)y a considerat)lc
factor if the conducti~.ities arc not scaled.
It can IN?sho]ml that for a
circuit \\-hosedimensions arc scaled down I)y :1 fartor 7Jfrom a larger one,
the percenta~c of thr inci(lcnt puljer lost in pa>~in~ tklrollgh thr smaller
apparatus at a ‘rc(i{lcllcY 1) tinlf’s higher I)r:lrs tll( fl)llo\ring relationship
to that lost in thr Ialgrl’: 1(w in (lie]f,ctli(., .s)nf7//(’t’1)1,the f:lct or p ; loss in
WUdU(,t
O1’S, t(lrg(’) })) tll(j i:L(t(Jr >/;.
It must lx rememhcrcd that \\-c
are considering the C:LW]!flcrc the otel’-all l(,n~th, as 1}rll as the other
dimensions, is scalecl (l(J\!m,an([ t]le (J]luta($tc>,isti(,s6, p, and c are kept
constant.
It sho(dci l]e uote[l that (on,t :~n,} of tl~rlt,~>i :lng,,]lt (r>scntially e(l~lal

to the po\ver factor) of a dielectric \vitll change of frecllwncy corresponds
‘l’his fact is easily seen hy ~(Jnto the scaling of u in the manner required.
verting 13q. (92)
(2+2)
into the form

It is e~idcnt that if the dirlrctric constant c; :lnd the l~)sstangent (cY ‘tj t
r~m~in constant, then u \rilllW prop[)rt ional tt) u :1$rc(lllircfl I)y 11(Is.(’AI{)
:[ml (204) Irhcm scaling wit hmlt cllango of p. or fi.
Thus far \re h:ive Considet’e(i only th(, :l~ijustmcnt of ~, V, :m(i Ci in
.
applying I’.qs. (Z03) Ml(i (201) to sc:llin~ prvl)letr~s, kwping pi and Ci(onsturt. .-ilthough this application is the most useful for these c(l~lations,
One which is occasionally Ilsrflrl is thflt, in ll-hicll
there :Ire sm-rrcd others
t}le size of a circuit is reducwl )1-bile th~ smne operating frr[l[lcnry i<
retaine(i. This rmi~lction auci m:lintcmmce of frequent}- may lW a{lc(m~p]ishr(i most e:lsily I)y the intro(illction ~f a mm- (iielertric. \vith :1 highrr
Vallle of C. If it is desire(i to dcclc’:lsc 1 I)y m filctor p, then c mllst Iw
increasfd hy ttw factor p2 in order to satisfy l~q. (203), P and u rcm:lining
(lnch:mged.
In order tn satisfy lk~. (204), Ui mlwt l)P increasml Ijy the
same factor p’.
.~s remarkrd in connection l~”iththe precc’din~ example,
it is, in m:lny practical problems, not necess:iry to s:atisfy 111 (204).
.1 third pf,wil)ility is th:~t of keeping 1an(i M~fixed, ami var~’ing t, :m(i v
to sati~iy 1~(~.(203).
Other combinations in \\-hich~i is varied are possiTh~re are also nl[mcrous possiI]le, in principle, but rat}mr impractir:d.
bilities in alloiring three or even all four of the (Illantities on the left of
Eq. (203) to T’:lry.
To })e cxlct, a[l dimensions must, be scald, I)ut it is ob~ious from a
pmctic:d stamlpoint th:lt soul: dimensions :IIC not, at all important.
‘llIw it is only the internal dirucnsions of a metal ~ffi~c~ui(ic th:~t ncc(i be
waleti, similarly, only the intrrnal ciiamrtrr of the ollter con(illct[>r mlti
the o~ltrr ciiarnctrr of the inner ctm(lll{lor of a coaxial Iinc havr :lny
significance.
In gcncr:llj only th(we [iirncn~ions inl-ol}iuy thr diclmtric
mateii:ll in which clcrtric an(i nl:~~netic fi(’1[1~oc(’{lr :Inci tile metal s\llfocrs a[lj:l(rut to this rc~ion ar~,si~nificant.
Unfortun:ltely the pr:l(ticc 01 scaling chmenslt>ns 15 con:i[leral]l.v
h:unpcred ijj’ tilr f:~(’t th:lt tllc prrtinc’llt (iinlensious of st:ln(hl”(l [’oaxial
Iincs :mti rcct:mglll:lr tlllws icldom h:l~e the prt]pm 1(’l:ltil~llsllil)s. This
is, in the cme of rectanglll:iu IVavcglli(lcs, ciliefl~- citlc to the ftict ttmt tllr
tllhing l]smi is st:in(hird stock till)ing, sizcvl :Irror(iing to its external
(iimcnsiol).,
\“cIy r:lmly d,) tll( illsi(le (Iimcnsions of ont, tllbc scale at :111
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closely to that of a different size. Similarly it is difficult to obtain, from
stock tubing, a series of lines of different sizes with approximately the
samediameter ratio. N“evertheless) theprinciples ofscaling by similitude
argument give one a fair start on a ne\v design if applied as carefully as
inconsistencies in the scale factors of standard tubings permit.
2.15. Impedance-matching
Transformers.—There
are times when it
becomes desirable to incorporate into a design a fixed transformer section.
This section is usually introduced for the purpose of matching the circ~lit,
in question to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line or
waveguide.
In some special cases, ho;vever, it is neeessary to ca~lse a
.An example of this
specified impedance to occur at a given point.
application is found in the case of the transformer }vhich is sometimes ~lsefl
to cause the optimum load impedance to appear at the terminals of a
In regard to the use of a transtransmitter tube such as a magnetron.
former to compensate for the mismatch of a circuit being designed, it
is usually preferable to obtain a satisfactory match by the methods outlined in Sec. 214; but if these methods fail to give the degree of match
desired, several types of simple transformers are available.
Quarter-wavelength Transformers.—The simplest types of coaxial-line
Quarter-wavelength transformtransformers fall into this classification.
ers may be used in waveguides, but it is more common to use shunt,
susceptance elements in waveguide work. The quarter-wavelength
transformers used in coaxial lines usually take the form of sections of
line in which the inner conductor is enlarged by slipping onto it, a metallic
This and other forms of transformers
sleeve of the appropriate thickness.
for coaxial lines are discussed in Sec. 45, while some forms of waveguide
transformers are taken up in Sec. 4.16.
One frequentl}r hears it said that a quarter-wavelength line section
“inverts the impedance. ” This statement may be llnderstood }Iy noting
that it is the normalized impedance, expressed in terms of the characteristic impedance of the quarter-wavelength section, which is inverted.
Thus if a load impedance Z, terminates a quarter-wavelength section of
characteristic impedance Zj, the normalized output impedance Z,,lZ( is
transformed at the input end to the normalized input impedance
z,
~=

z.

“ _ z;

z;

–zr”

(-)

(206)

Writing the equation in this form brings mlt the inversion property of the
(lllarter-\\-avrlength line more cle~rly than does the frequently {Ised form
(Item 8 of Table 21)
(207)

In any case, the claractcristir impcdancc of the t~[lart(r-]t-:tvclcngtll section Jvhich can transform the output, impedance Z, to the input impedance
Zi is given by
z; = m.

(208)

A simple example of the inversion property of a quarter-l~avelengtll
line section is clearly evident from an inspection of the impedance chart
of Fig. 235,
Consider the normalized impedance point R = 2, X = O.
This point lies on the KYL1 axis at the point ]vhere the (r = 2)-circle
rrosscs It. If this (r = 2)-circle is folloJi-ed in the clock}visc direction
(that is, if the impedance transformati~m is traced at points along the line
ll-avelcngth, lie :Lrriye at the normaltowtLr(lthe g(merattjr) for :L (Illartcr
ized impc(lancc It = ~, the reciprocal of the normalized Io:u1 impedance
fi = 2. [’OIIYCI’M’IJ’,if if-c start ifith the normalized 10M1 impedance
I{ = ~ :Ln(l follow the ~lppcr arc of the (r = 2)-circle for a quarter vavelrngtll, !JC obtain the inp(lt impc(lanrc R = 2, the rccipr(x-al of the load
imprd:mcc R = *. It is easilv verified for any of the constant-r circles
th:lt thr t\vo points of intersection \vith the real axis bear this reciprocal
rchitionship.
.i (lllnrter-J!-:lvelrngtll transformer may be used to obtain an input
impcdanre eqllal to the charactcriqtic impedance Zfl of the transmission
]inc if, for an~- rml I(xl(l impmloncc Z,, the characteristic impedance of the
transformer section is chosen to hc that required by Eq. (208); namely,
z; = m,.

(209)

In tllc grncr:d case thr 10M1impcdancc i~ill l)e complex rather than
real. Ft)rtlmatc!y, hoJwl-cr, points of real impedance occur at every
vo]t:ige-minimllm or volt:~gc-maximurn point tilong the line on the input
If one of these were chosen as a referside of the circuit lwing m:ltchcd.
ence point, thr ctfrcl i~c l(m(l impc(l:mcc at that point ~vmlld he real, and
the afml’c method of tr:{nsl’orming a rc:il I(EK1impedance to ZO Ivould UC
~.alifl.
If :L ]I(,ill( of millilll~llll \ol[agc i> L’IIIJs(I1as ~hc rcl’crcn(c point, the
Iw.1 impwltin(c j! ill l~c
z“,,,, - ~’,
rl

(210)

where r, is t}lc lUIUCof the \“Sl\-l{ int Nxluced I>,vthe circuit to I)e matched.
The characteristic impecf:mm of the tl:msform~r section is then
(211)
:md tile inlpc,(ltm~,etr:Lmsfornlalion is :W slloivn in Fig. 2.4(kz. The circle
cdcj represents the circle for ]\”hic}L\S\\”R = r, for an impedance chart
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based on the impedance 20. The actual load impedance lies somewhere
on this circle (say at point d or at point f) but w-eneed not be concerned
about its location in the present instance.
Locating the point e of minimum voltage is important; this may be accomplished by extrapolating an
integral number of half wavelengths toward the load from one of the
voltage minima which occur in the slotted section of line used to measure
r,. ~Tsually the point e should be chosen as the voltage minimum that is
as close as possiblel to the circuit being matched, in order to obtain the
least frequency-sensitive response, This choice is made because of the
fact that the rate of change of input impedance with wavelength is, for a
given load impedance, greater for long lines than for short ones, If the

(6) High impedance transformer

(u) Low impedance transformer

FIG. 246. -In]pedauce

diagrams for qual te~-wa>e transfer mer.

point c is made the terminal end of the quarter-~ravelength transformer
whose characteristic impedance is given by Eq. (21 l), the impedance
transformation along the transformer section ~rill follow the arc eZo, resulting in an input impedance equal to the characteristic impedance ZOof the
line.
In a similar way, one may choose for the reference point the point c
where the voltage is a maximum and the impedance is

z ma.

=

r-lzo.

(212)

The required characteristic impedance of the transformer section is

z; =

<Do

=

V7z,,

(213)

and the impedance transformations are as shown in Fig. 2.46b.
The problem of creating a prescribed impedance at a given point by
the introduction of a transformer section into a matched transmission line
is essentially the inverse of the above problem.
If the desired impedance
lies on the curve ]\here YSWll = r], either of the two transformers
I For discussionof an exceptionto this generalrule see,below, the subsectiontitle
“ Useuf .4dmittanceCharts.”
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described above is suitable.
Forexample, ifit isdesired to produce the
impedance f at a given point, the input end of the transformer of impedance 2( can be placed the proper distance (represented by the arc ej) on
The transformation is then, working
the load side of the given point.
from the matched line impedance 20 back to the desired impedance at
}, from Zo via the dotted arc to e, thence along the dashed arc e.f.
Shunt Susceptance Elements.—A type of impedance-mat thing element
which is particularly useful in waveguides is that which behaves essentially
like a pure susceptance shunting the line. The mechanical details and
design data for waveguide structures used to accomplish this shunting
actior, are discussed in Sees, 4.13, 4.14, and 4“15. The most common
structure is the so-called ‘‘ inductive diaphragm, ” which adds a negative
susceptance ~vith a magnitude dependent on the dimensions.

IB

(a)
FIG. 247. -.kdmitta11ce
charts fol waveguidc l]latrl]ing,
(b) using cmcular chart.

(b)
(a) ubing rectangular

chart;

The way in which such an element is used to match a given circuit to
the characteristic impedance (or admittance) of the waveguide is indicated in Fig. 2.47. These diagrams represent the impedances of Fig. 2.46
transformed onto an admittance chart. Again, ~ve are not concerned
with the actual load admittance but are interested merely in finding the
point along the standing-~vave pattern ~!here the admittance has the
desired value.
In this case we seek the point where the admittance has
the form Y = 1 + jll, represented by the point k in the diagrams.
At
this point an inductive diaphragm it-hose susceptance is – B may be added
and the matched condition achieved.
For this type of matching the point e, at the voltage minimum, has no
particular significance; ho~rever, it furnishes a convenient reference point
with respect to ~vhich the matching diaphragm may be located.
The
magnitude B of the susceptance and the distance d between voltage
minimum and proper diaphragm position may be read from the admittance chart after the experimental data on phase and magnitllde of the
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VSWR have been plotted.
As a matter of fact both B and d are completely determined by the magnitude of the VSWR and maybe calculated
by formulas, Eqs. (4”55) and (456), or determined from graphs, Figs.
2.12 and 4.61. A discussion of the advantages to be obtained under certain conditions by the use of admittance charts is presented in the next,
subsection.
The preceding discussion was based on the use of an inductive (negaSuch an element is to be placed at
tive) susceptance to effect matching.
the point k, Fig. 2“47, which is a distanced toward the load (counterclockwise) from the voltage minimum at e. There is a corresponding point h
at the same dist ante d towardthe generator from the voltage minimum at
which a capacitive (positive) susceptance maybe placed to effect matching.
1‘se of A dmittancz Chari.s.-It has been shown above that the c,haract eristic impedance and placement of a quarter-wavelength transformer
may be determined very simply without the aid of an admittance (or
impedance) chart. Similarly, reference was made to simple graphs
and formulas by which the magnitude and placement of susceptive elements may be determined.
In case the matching is to be done on the
basis of a single measurement at a given frequency these methods present
the simplest and most accurate solution.
In most design work, however,
it is desired to obtain the best possible match over a given band of freIt has been found that an admittance chart is of great assistquencies.
ance in achieving this goal.
The usual procedure consists of taking data on the magnitude and
phase of the VSWR introduced by the given circuit at a number of frequencies within the operating band of the device to be matched.
Some
convenient reference point within the device or its input line is then chosen,
and the admittance at that point is plotted for each frequency used in the
measurements.
Let us first assume that we are dealing with a waveguide
circuit and that we have been particularly fortunate in the choice of a
reference point so that the admittances cluster about the point k. We
can then try adding an inductive susceptance of appropriate magnitude
and predict the admittance plot to be expected from the device if matched
It may very well turn out that, in order to obtain the
in this manner.
optimum over-all performance within the operating band, a compromise
susceptance will be used which is not intended to produce a perfect match
An example of this type of matching
at any wavelength within the band.
procedure is to be found in Sec. 66, the corresponding admittance diagram
being shown in Fig. 6.17.
There are numerous complications and variations which need to be
In the
considered in actually applying the procedure indicated above.
example given, the variation of the magnitude of the susceptance B with
wavelength must be taken into consideration, and this variation differs
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from one type of matching structure to another. Then, too, one is seldom
fortunate enough to rhoosr the optimum position of the matching device
as a reference point.
Jn general one must choose, on the basis of the
admittance plot at the initially chosen reference point, a ne}v reference
point, The admittance m~lst then be replotted at this ne\v point; it is
unfortunately true that a simple rotation of the chart \vill not suffice because the phase length betlveen points is different for different
\vavelengths.
It sometimes happens that this difference in phase length can be used
to advantage in increasing the bandlvidth of a circuit.
An illustration of’
this effect is afforded by the example from Sec. [;G mentioned above.
l’he method of design discussed in Sec. (iti is, in f’uct, onc of the most useful
methods of achieving broadband circuits,
Although the above discussion has been based on ~raveguide circuits,
similar considerations apply to coaxial circuits.
The choice of the initial
reference point is again rather arbitrary, but in the coaxial circuits the
admittance points should cluster about either point c or e, depending
on the use of a transformer section of either low or high characteristic
admittance.
Corresponding to the variation of susceptance \rith frequency, there will be a variation in transformer action \vith frequency,
because the transformer is a quarter wavelength long at only one \vavelength. All these considerations may be worked out very nicely by
means of admittance (or impedance) diagrams.
The broadbanding technique described in Sec. 6“6 for a waveguide
circuit may be applied in suitably modified form to coaxial circuits.
It
was by the use of such a technic~ue that the broadband coaxial-stub angle
of Fig. 431 was designed.
2.16. Other Design Factors.
lfanujacturability .—.klthougll it is no
doubt true that almost anything one might design could be manufactured
if sufficiently elegant methods of-fabrication are sought, a little thought as
to prol)lems of manufactllre may often avoid needlessly involving slow
and expensive fabric ational t( chniques without sacrificing performance.
At times them may arise a serious conflict between considerations of
simplicity of fal)rication and some other characteristics to be mentioned
presently,
In particular, the streamlining ;vhich leads to better breakdown characteristics is often difficult to achieve if conventional machining
methods are to be used. In such cases, circumstances may indicate a
choice, or some compromise may be reached.
Powm--handling Capabi2itirs.—As
has just been indicated, streamlining by eliminating sharp corners is frequently desirable.
If sharp corners
occur in a region of high electric fields, they seriously reduce the breakdown power. It is sometimes sufficient merely to remove the machining
hllrrs by using emery cloth or to go one step fllrther and r(nlnd the edge
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by introducing a radius of curvature of a few thousandths of an inch.
However, if the ultimate in breakdown resistance is needed, special
streamlined contours or large radii of curvature, calling for special design,
become necessary.
Examples of this type of design are the high-power
E,-transition in Fig. 6.77 and the ‘‘ doorknob’ ‘-type transition from
coaxial line to waveguide in Fig. 6.37. In the doorknob design, considerable difficulty with manufacturability has been experienced, illustrating
the point about the conflict bet ween manufacturability and other factors.
The use of dielectrics is to be avoided wherever possible if high-power
operation is desired, both because surface flashover is likely to occur along
the dielectric-to-air interface and because most dielectrics are permanently damaged if such breakdown occurs.
Highly frequency-sensitive devices are usually unsuitable for highpower transmission.
Usually they include either a section of line in
which high standing waves exist or else a small gap across which a high
voltage builds up. In either case abnormally high electric fields occur,
leading to low power-handling capacity.
It is possible to have a device which includes objectionably small gaps
An example of this is the
even though it is not very frequency-sensitive.
probe-type transition from coaxial line to waveguide, Fig. 6.9, in which the
small gap between the end of the probe and the opposite wall of the waveguide leads to low breakdown figures. This limitation may become less
serious if the gap is increased by bulging out the waveguide wall in that
region. This change alters the impedance match, so one must compensate
for it by readjusting the junction parameters.
Bandwidth. -Of
all the factors which enter into microwave-circuit
design, the problem of maintaining a low VSWR over broad frequency
bands is without doubt the most difficult.
It is a relatively simple matter
to conceive the basic design for a circuit which will perform the req,~ired
function; for example, a method of coupling from a given coaxial line to a
given waveguid.e. With reasonable provisions for adjustable design
parameters, and with due regard for high-power and manufacturability y
factors, a design maybe readily evolved which is reasonably well matched
at a given wavelength.
If further improvement in the impedance
match is desired, a simple impedance transformer may be inserted to
give essentially perfect match at this wavelength.
If the performance
of this device at a series of frequencies is then investigated, it will give an
estimate of what may be called the” inherent” frequency sensitivityy of the
design. This inherent sensitivity varies widely from one circuit to
another but will usually be low enough to make operation over a band
of about one per cent width satisfactory with a VSJ~’R below 1.10. Some
relatively simple circuits give satisfactory performance over a band of ten
per cent width, but many others fall far short of this; and it is rare indeed
that an appreciably broader inherent bandwidth is found.
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As an example of one important factor ~rhich influences inherent
bandwidthlet us consider the simple circuit of Fig. 2.48. A resistance
card, whose surface impedance is equal to the wave impedance of the
waveguide at midband, is placed a
quarter of a midband guide wavelength from the end plate which
terminates the waveguide.
This
impedance has the value, for all
TE-type waves, of 377 XQJX, ohms
per square, where ko is the midband
wavelength and XQOis the corresponding guide wavelength.
For
coaxial lines, it is simply 377 ohms
per square. The wavelength senFIG. 2.48.-–l{esista]lcc
card 10:MI III
m-avcguidematched at A = x,. Surfare
sitivity of such a load is given by
resistanceof card k equal to waveimpedFig. 2.49 for various choices of
anceof guideat Ao.
midband wavelength relative to
cutoff wavelength. - The wavelength sensitivity of the equivalent coaxial
line load is given for comparison and is the limiting curve which would be
obtained for (k,jk.) = 0. It is important to ‘note that the closer the
midband \vavelength is to cutoff, the more sensitive to wavelength the
toad becomes.
This is, of course,
2.0
because of the rapid change of
g?~idc \vavelength near cutoff.
1,8
This simple circuit is rather
typical of a large number of those
]~hich include a quarter-wa\-c1,6
length stub in shunt with the line.
r
The
coaxial-load
curve might
1.4
equally well be considered to represent that of an ordinary quarterwavelength
T-stub support.
The
1,2
lvaveguide curves bear a close
relation to a transition from coax.
10
0.9
1.0
0.8
11
12 id line to ~ravcguide of the corn.
&
moner types (see Sec. 69).
b
FIG. 2.49. —JVavclength sensitivity for
In general, circuits tend to
resistance card loads mat~,hed at A = XOin
a waveguide whose cutoff wavelength is A,. behave in a manner similar to this.
The equivalent coaxial load is given for
Band\vidths are usually better
for circuits operating far from
cutoff, A note of ~varning is in order, ho\vever, since difficulties arise as
the \va\elength approaches the c{~toff value for the next higher mode.
The higher-mode fields set LIP }}y ]vaveguide discontinuities are not
attenuated rapidly enough, and undesirable interactions bct~~een discon-
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tinuities occur. The \vavelength at \vhich these difficulties set in depends
on such factors as the nature of the discontinuities, but for any wavelength below about 0.6ACcaution is advisable.
If the inherent band!~idth of a circuit falls below that desired, either
it must be discarded and replaced by a basic design of greater inherent
bandwidth, or it must be given greater breadth of band by resorting to
These techniques usually consist
some form of broadbanding technique.
of the introduction of some other element whose frequency sensitivity is
roughly equal to that of the original unit and which is placed in such a
position that the reflections from the two circuits tend to cancel over a
considerable frequency band.
The details of the circuits involved may take various forms.
Although
there is some overlapping of categories, a clusification according to the
form of the broadbanding element \\-illbe attempted, and an example or
two of each group given.
To broadband a simple device such as a bead support or simple stub
support, an identical unit may be added at a point in the line which is
This is the most obvious
effectively a quarter of a wavelength away.
way of obtaining cancellation between units of equal frequency sensitivity
and is discussed in Sees. 4.3 and 44.
Another method which sometimes presents itself is that of adjusting
the distance between two circuit components both of ~vhich are already
present and \vhich have approximately equal frequency sensitivities.
.ln
example of this is to be found in the judicious spacing of a simple coaxialline stub support with respect to the probe-type transition from coaxial
line to waveguide described in Sec. 6.7.
A third method consists of introducing an additional element for the
This element may take the fol m of a
express purpose of broadbanding.
section of line whose length is half a wa\’elength and whose characteristic
impedance differs from that of the rest of the line. This half-~vavelength
transformer introduces no mismatch at midband and its frequency sensitivity may be varied by altering its characteristic impedance.
For
example, the added element may be a transformer consisting of a dielectric-filled section of coaxial line. The frequency sensitivity of such a halfwave dielectric “bead” is given by Fig. -115. The added clement might
consist of other resonant combinations, such as a resonant slit in waveguide or a pair of inductive irises spaced to cancel reflections at midband.
Another method, closely related to the last, is to place the added
element more or less symmetrically on the mltput and inpllt si(les of the
original
circuit
component.
one example of this is afforded by the placement, of a low-impedance half-wavelength sleeve transform
symmetrically with respect to a simple coaxial-line stul] support in order to obtain
t,he broadband stub described in Sec. 4.4. The technique of fusing t\vo
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elements, one in the output line and one in the input, is illustrated by the
discussion of Sec. 6“14 in connection with Fig. 6.79, The procedure outlined there is to a large extent one of trial and error in regard to the size
and location of the element in the output line. It is quite possible that a
more straightforward method could be evolved if the broadbanding procedure were based on measurements of the complete equivalent circuit
characteristics of the component at a number of frequencies in the desired
band.
Instead of adding an element in the output line, as in the preceding
method, the design parameters may be varied in such a way that the
variation of impedance with frequency takes on a desirable form.
It
then becomes possible to add an impedance transformer in the input line,
just as in the preceding case, which restores match at midband and gives,
by virtue of the sensitivity of the eflective length of the intervening line
Examples of this technique are
section to frequency, a broad bandwidth.
to be found, in Sec. 6“6, applied to the crossbar transition between coaxial
line and waveguide.
Although their applicability is restricted to certain simple problems,
tapers form the basis of the most familiar of all broadbanding techniques.
Use of tapers is made in the design of transitions between different sizes
of coaxial lines, Sec. 6“1, and different sizes of waveguides, Sec. 6.3.
The final class of broadbanding techniques to be discussed is probably
one of the most familiar; namely, the use of a properly chosen series of
quart er-wavelength
transformers.
Slater’ discusses this method of
achieving broadband performance; an example is to be found in the
coaxial-line phase shifter of Sec. 9,5.
Mode Purity and Resonances.—In some devices, additional considerstions enter the picture to complicate the design problem and limit the
freedom of variation of design parameters.
For instance, in designing a
transition from rectangular waveguide operating in the lowest or Th’,Omode to round waveguide operating in the second or TMOl-mode, the
lowest or TE,,-mode may also be excited in the round guide. Particular
care must be taken in providing design parameters which may be adjusted
for minimum excitation of the unwanted lower mode.
At tbe same time
attention must be paid to the impedance match, for there may be a conflict between the two considerations ~vhenadjusting the design parameters.
This conflict may be dealt with in the manner illustrated by the discussion of Sec. 6.4.
W-hen the round waveguides of two such transitions are joined to form
a rotary joint, an additional complication arises. Even though the excit~tion of the unwanted mode may be exceedingly small, certain over-all
lengths of round ~\aveguide lead to trouble because of resonance in that
1J. C. Slater,Microwme Tmnsmissic-n, lfcGraw-Hill, New York, 1942,pp. 57–62.
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mode. The resonant wavelength depends in a rather complicated way on
the angle as the rotary joint turns. A thorough discussion of this
resonance problem is given in Sees. 7.10 to 7.16.
Even though a round waveguide may be too small for any propagation
except in the lowest mode, there still remains the possibility of the existIt is this ambiguity
ence of either of two perpendicular polarizations.
about polarization which makes round waveguide unsuitable for most
transmission-line applications; however, use is made of this property in
the rotary joint using circular polarization, Sec. 717.
In this application,
care must be taken to excite a circular polarization, rather than elliptical;
such care presents a design problem closely analogous to that of mode
purity in the design of transitions to !f’lf~l-mode.
There arises, similarlY,
the problem of avoiding resonances in the round waveguide; this topic is
discussed in Sec. 7.18. Similar problems, in connection with a rotary
joint using a device which rotates the plane of polarization, are discussed
in Sec. 7.19.
2.17. Series Branches and Choke or C4pacity Coupling. —Frequently
the coupling of t~vo sections of transmission lines is desired under circum-

(a)

(c)
FIG. 2.50.—Evolution

‘Elj!iZ2
(b)

(d)
of capacity or chnkc coupling for coaxial line.

stances that make the attainment of good metallic contact rather difficult.
This requirement is encountered in the design of many components for
The following examples, described in
both coaxial lines and waveguides.
later chapters, are typical: wa~’eguide couplings, Chap, 4; rotary joints
and other types of motional joints, both in coaxial lines and in waveguides,
Chap. 7; switches, short-circuiting plungers, and phase shifters, Chap. 8.
Since this problem is of such common occurrence, it seems advisable to
describe in some detail the most usual method of solving it. In doing so,
many of the transmission-line and impedance-transformation
equations
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developed previously \\-illbe used; thus the discussion \vill give an illustration of the use of these equations, as well as results which are themselves useful in many practical problems.
The problem proposed is usually solved by what is frequently, though
somewhat inaccurately, termed “capacity coupling” or “choke coupling. ”
z;

z,~

I

E.G. & G. LIBRARY
LAS VEGAS BRANCH

Referring to Fig. 2.51, it is evident that the branch lines communimt ing
with the gaps in both inner and outer conductors \villbe excited by radiofrequency energy, since the main-line current is interrupted by them.
Assuming the gaps in inner and outer conductors to be small compared
with a \vavelength, \\emay \\-rite(see Fig. 251)
T“, =

Dividing tllrl)llgli
series-impulance

Ijy

10, I! hiv]l

T“O+ T“, + l-i,

(214)

is col~unon to all l~ranrhr,s, J\-cobtain the

relation
.Z~= Z(l + .Zi2 ‘i

Z*4.

(21G)

The main line is assumed to bc terminated in its characteristic irnpcclancc
20. It is evident that if Zi: and Z,,, the input impedances of the branch
)ines, can be made very small compared to Zo, the gaps \villnot present an
appreciable mismatch to \vaves transmitted along the main line. This
will be the case if the branch lines are each made a half ~vavelength long,
since the input impedance for a half-~vaveh=ngth line terminated in a short
circuit is zero, neglecting losses. Furthermore, in such a line section, the
current is high at the short circuit, zero at a point a quarter wavelength
a\vay, and high again (equal to 10) at the half-wavelengt,h point.
If the
break in the branch lines is made at the quarter-\~avelength point, it will
not be necessary to provide good contact since no current is flo~~ing at
that point.
It is obvious that these conditions v-ill prevfiil, for a given circuit] only
at one particular wavelength; the qllestion then arises as to its performance at other \vavelengths. This performance, of course, depends on such
geometrical factors as the radii, a,, b,, a~, b~of the branch lines. It is also
natural to be somewhat apprehensive as to ho\v the breakdo\vn-po\rer
limitation of the branch lines compares ~vith that of the main line. These
questions \~illno\r be investigated.
Irnprdancc Relations.—The relations for the outer-branch line ot’ Fig.
2.51 \\ill }]e deri\-ed first. Beginning at the short-circwited (right-hand)
end, and \\-orkingback to the gap in the main line, \vehave
Z,l = ,jZOl tan 0,,

(216)

where 191= 27r11/kand line losses are neglected.
l’hr length 1 is chosen
equal to a quarter of the midband wavelength AO,so that
(217)
At or near midband, tan O, will be very largeinfinite
at midband, and
about six for a wavelength 10 per cent either side of midband.
If the
junction impedance Zj (contact resistance, radiation resistance if an open
junction, and other discontinuity effects) is kept less than, or comparable
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neglected compared with
Z,, as high as possible,
~eglecting Zj, then, the
is

which transforms [by Eq. (W)] to
Zlz + jZoz tan 0?
zig = Z(,2 —
Z02 +-jZI, tan @j
tan &
tan; 0,
= j~(,, Z,,,
~ __---- + Z02
..—.-—.
J(I? – Z’(,I tall 01 tan d,
Formalizing in trrms of thp main-line

inlp(,(lan{f,

Zu

:~n(l

(21!))
rearranging,

II e

(J)t ain

z,,,
nrglcct ~-- rot (), rot el, comparfd to Ilnity, in tllc (lrnomin:~tor,
Al
tion, nc:~rrni(llxmd, cot @is \vellapprmimatv(l by

“()’’=’+‘)=(W

In :l(l(li-

(222)

(223)

(22-1)
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In the case of the coaxial-line example of Fig. 251, a similar analysis of
the line within the center conductor leads to

“4’-(am’ ‘a”

(225)

The input impedance is then given by
z’ = 1 + j(x:,

+ x;,).

(226)

,Since the brancl} lines present reactance of the same sign, their contributions to the over-all mismatch of the circuit are, roughly speaking, additive. They may be made approximately subtractive by spacing the gaps
in outer and inner conductors a quarter of a midband wavelength apart.
Such an arrangement, combined with a reversal of the orientation of the
center-conductor branch \vhich may be desirable mechanically, is shown

FIG. 2.52,—Alternative

arrangement of Fig. 251 providing broader handwidth.

in Fig. 252.
The outer-branch line and inner-branch lines are now each
The T’S}$R which each
in series with the main line at different points.
separately \vould introduce into a matched line may then be calculated
from Eq. (7c) of Table 2.2:

‘+

.

]jyi,l

~1

=

1X,41,

1

(227)

For small values of r, the mismatch, ~vhich we shall define as (r – 1),
is approximately equal to 1X1. Thus, the mismatch introduced by the
outer-conductor branch line is given approximately, using Eqs. (224) and
(227), by

‘-(a
w)(’+%)”

(228)
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Neglecting <Fin Eq. (227) leads to an estimate of the mismatch which is
too low, but the error is less than 10 per cent for r < 1.2. This error is
opposite in sign to the errors made in the approximations leading to Eq.
(224), so that Eq. (228) is actually a rather good approximation (that is,
in error by less than 10 per cent) for rj ~ 1.2, lAk/kl s .25 and

It will be noted that the mismatch
(lAX1/X)) and (c) (1 + 20z/zoI).
ble mismatch

over a band

is proportional

Therefore,

of wavelengths

to maintain
about

to: (a) Z02/Zo,
the lowest

XO, it is desirable,

of (a), to make 202 as small as possible compared with ZO.

(~)
possi-

in view

In view of (c)

it is desirable to make Zol as large as possible compared \vith Z02; the
desirability of making 20, large, for another reason, was pointed out in the
discussion leading to Ilq. (218).

(a)

(b)

JIiiiIL
Aii2L

(d)
(c)
FIG. 2.53. —Variation.~ in outer conductor of branch lines. In each case, the actual
circuit is a figure of revolution generated by rotation about a horizontal axis to be imagined
to exist below the figure.

A number of alternative physical arrangements of branch lines for
the outer conductor of coaxial lines is shown in Fig. 2.53. The centerconductor branch line is pretty closely restricted, because of physical
consideration, to the two forms c and d of Fig. 2.50. The arrangement
of Fig. 253a is the one most frequently used in coaxial rotary joints since
it is fairly economical of space, both radially and axially, and involves
no dielectric.
For those arrangements ~vhich include radial sections of transmission
line, the simple equations given are not accurate.
Radial lines require a
special treatment which will not be given here. Curves giving the radial
dimensions of effective quarter-wavelength lines arc given in Figs. 446
In estimating wavelength
and 4.47 and may be used in design work.
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sensitivity the results given here for coaxial branch lines should give a
fairly good approximation.
The characteristic impedance of a radial
line is fairly well approximated by considering the radial line to be roughly
equivalent to a coaxial line whose cylindrical conductors are separated by
the same distance as are the plates of the radial line, and whose mean
radius is equal to the mean radius of the section of radial line. Thus
close spacing between conductors leads to a low characteristic impedance,
wide spacing to a high characteristic impedance.
As an example of the use of Eq. (228), the frequency sensitivity of the
preferred type of coaxial rotary joint for standard ~-in. coaxial line (see
Fig. 7“4) may be calculated.
The outer branch line has the form of big.
2.53a, the inner that of Fig. 251a.
The constants are given in Table 23.
TABLE 23.-(<HAHL~rl;n1s]1ts

Line

Outer
Inner

z,
46.6
46,6

OF 1-IN. (!oAxIA:,-1.lNx ]tOTARY JolN,r, I’IG. ‘7.4
All impedances ill ohms

z,], Z03

I
I
‘

13.4
28

z,,, z,,
4.2
134

I

z,,

Z04

2.’ z

,—
~
0.090
0.29

z,,

‘z,,

z’

Z3

—
0.31

0.48

The values of mismatch which would be caused by each branch separately
are
r2—1=

(0.090)

r’4 -1=

(0.29)

; y

(1.31) = 0.19 y,

()
~~

(1.48) = 0.97 ~.

(229)
(230)

()

In the actual design the gaps were, for economy of space, at the same point
in the line (see Fig. 251).
Hence the actual mismatch ~vasapproximately
the sum of these, namely,
(231)
If they \vere separated by a quarter wa~relength, (see Fig. 2,52), the n~ismatch would be approximately their difference,
Td—l=

(0.97 – 0.19) ~

= 0,78 ~.

(232)

These results are plotted graphically, over a range of \vavelengtl~s, in Fig.
2.54.
B~eakdou,;~.—C)ne
\vollld expect to find that t}le small cleilrtinccs and
small diameters occurring in these branch lines lead to a serious decrease
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in the power-handling capacity of the coaxial line. On examination it is
discovered that the small diameters of the inner conductor branch do lead
to such a reduction, but it is found that the smallness of the clearances
does not lead to high electric fields, since the total voltage across the gap
goes down quickly enough, as the gap is decreased, to avoid trouble.
Referring to the center-conductor branch of Fig. 251, we may
1.15
\
/
demonstrate
this point.
The
/
\
highest voltage in this branch
1.10
occurs across the line where the
I
‘\
\
center conductor changes diams
m
\
>
eter. The branch is excited by
\
1.05 the current of amplitude 10 where
it joins the main line, at the left
end of Line 4. Let us first con1.013
sider the situation at midband,
0.s0
0.90
1.CXJ
1.10
1.20
where Line 4 is exactly a quarter
wavelength long. The voltage at
FIG. 2.54,—Perfcmmance of coaxial-line rotary
joint of Table 2.3.
the right end of Line 4 has the
amplitude
V4 = ~OZ04= 1.60 in $.

(233)

The amplitude of the maximum electric field EJ) at the center conductor,
is related to the voltage amplitude by

V4 =

b’EtaJ
\

—

a,

T

dr = Eia4 in $

(234)

Equating Eqs, (233) and (234), we obtain
6010

E4 = ~

(235)

In the main line, the maximum field, at the center conductor of radius a,
is found by the same method to be
Em=

(236)

~

Therefore, the maximum field in Line 4 is larger than that of the main
line by the factor

g, = g
E.

ad

(237)

That is, the field in the branch line is larger than that of the main line by
exactly the same factor as that relating the inner conductors of the respec-
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tive coaxial line. To avoid breakdown in Line 4, the fields in the main
line must be lo~vered from their break cio~vn~-alue by this factor.
Since
the power being transmitted varies as the square of the fields, the po~~er
reduction factor caused by the smaller diameter in the branch line is
Po]ver \vith branch =
Po~ver ~vithout

()
~~ ‘.
a

(238)

Of course, the same voltage V, appears also across the left end of Line
3, hut it is very unlikely that the electric field at the conductor of radius
diameter
aj would exceed that at a~. For a given outer-conductor
(bs = b,) a line whose diameter ratio is 2.72 (Z, = 60 ohms) gives minimum electric field for a gi~,cn applied ~oltage.
In practice both lines
have diameter ratios considerably smaller than this, and that of Line 3
is nearer to the optimum l-alue.
Equations (237) and (238) are exact mathematically, but ~ve have
neglected the effect of the discontinuity in conductor diameter in passing
from Line 3 to Line 4. In order to avoid increased fields in this region, the
ends of the center conductors should be rounded \vith radii of curvature no
less than their respective cylindrical radii
Applying the same equations to the outer branch I,ines 1 and 2, one
finds that the minimum field occurs at the right end of Line 2 and is given
by
(239)
Since this gives Ez less than -!30,no difficulty from breakdown in the outer
branch is to be expected.
It is, of course, advisable to avoid sharp edges
where Lines 1 and 2 join.
The preceding discussion is accurate only for midband conditions.
However, changing the wavelength by a considerable amount does not
alter the conclusions appreciably, since the feeding current and maximum
voltage are at the crests of distributions varying sinusoidally along the
line.
The +in. coaxial-line rotary joint of Table 23 has a = 0.187 in. and
ai = O. 125 in. ; therefore the polver-reduction factor is, for this capacity
coupling, 0.44.
Contact and Radiation Losses.—In Eq. (218) the junction impedance
Z~ was neglected entirely compared with the input impedance of Line 1.
If we assume that the junction presents a small resistive impedance R,
because of contact or radiation effects, we have, instead of Eq. (218),
Zl, = R + jZ,,

tan 0,.

(240)

When the succeeding steps are carried through and small quantities
neglected, as before, in the final result, it is found that, the reactance is that
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given by Eq. (224), but that there now appears a resistive component
input impedance given by

‘,=R(WW

of

(241)

It has been assumed, in making the simplifying approximations in the
final result, that R2 may be neglected as compared \vith Z~l tanz 61.
Thus the result is valid only if this is the case.
The main-line current Io flows in this input resistance; hence the
power dissipated with a resistance R present in the branch line is
(242)
Had the resistance R appeared directly in series \viththe outer conductor,
rather than in a branch line, the po\rer dissipated in it would be
(243)
Therefore, the po\ver dissipated in the resistance R is decreased, by the
branch-line arrangement, by the factor
(244)
For practical rapacity-coupling
(or choke-coupling) circuits this factor
T;king the coaxial circuit whose
represents a tremendous benefit.
characteristics are given in Table 2.3 and a value of Ak/A of 0.25, the
loss-reduction factor is 0.015 for the outer conductor and 0.036 for the
inner.
Incidentally, it should be pointed out that the ratio ZOJZOI comes in
squared in the loss-reduction calculation, again indicating in no uncertain
terms the advantage of making ZOIlarge compared to 202.
Extension
to Waveguides.~The
principles and equations developed
for coaxial lines may be carried over, rvith suitable modifications, to waveguide capacity or choke couplings.
The problem of providing such
couplings for round waveguide operating in the Z’MOI-mode is an exceedingly simple one. Since this mode is a symmetrical one, the current flow
in the \vaveguide wall is of unifcmn density, just as in a coaxial line; the
branch line is exrited in exactly the same manner as if it were connected to
the outer conductor of a coaxial line. Any of the forms of outer-conductor branch line USC(1for coaxial line may be used for the TM,l-mode
in roqnd \\-avegllide. This mode is widely used in Jvaveguide rotary
joints, and such collplings are quite common.
All the equations previously developed carry o~~erexactly, provided the main-line characteristic
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ZO is correctly chosen to suit the waveguide mode.
This
is that associated with radial voltage and total current;

ZO =48

1–
J

~,’.

(245)

()

That this is the proper impedance to usc umy be seen by referring to llg.
255 and noting the fact that

vi = v, + v,,,

(246)

\\’hereVO and Vi are the integrated
values of the radial field E, taken
from the center, where E, = O, to
the inner surface of the waveguide, and Viz is the voltage
across the coaxial branch line
excited by the current 10. Dividing Eq. (246) by the common
current 10, one obtains the impedance relation

2, = 20 + 2,’,

(247)

where it is clear that the characteristic impedance used in the
waveguide is that defined by
FIG. 2.55.—Branch-line coupling for round
waveguide carrying 7’JIo,-mode.

zo=~

(248)

10”

As an example of the application of these and previously derived
formulas, Fig. 2.56 gives the performance curve calculated for the typical
3-cm band TM,,-coupling
\vhose characteristics are listed in Table 2.4.
TABLE

2.4. —(;HARACTk:RISrICS OF A TI!’fo~-cAPA*c1,rY(hUI’LING*
h = 3.33 CM
a

0. 576-in.

~ESIGNED

L

z“,

202

3.83 cm

8.1 ohms

3.1 ohms

FOB

* See Fig. 2.56.
A comparison of Fig. 2.56 with Fig. 254 shows that the waveguide
coupling is somewhat more frequency-sensitive than the outer-conductor
branch coupling, but not as frequency-sensitive as the inner. The waveguide coupling is restricted by the cutoff wavelength of the Z’ilfO,-mode
on the long-wave side of midband, and trouble occurs because of the
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possibility of propagation of the next higher mode on the shorter-wavelengthside of midband.
The region of wavelengths shown in Fig. 2“56
‘s about all that is practical in view of these limitations.
Round waveguides operating in the lowest or TEl,-mode may be
coupled in the same manner, but the branch lines are then asymmetrically
1.04
1.03
a
g 1,02
>
1.01
1.00EEEEEfl
0,940.96 0.98 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.1
3.13

3.23

3,33

(*J
3.43
Acm

3.53

3.63

FIG. 2.56.—Performance of Z’Mo,-coupling (see Fig. 255 and Table 2.4).

excited by the waveguide currents.
Branch lines with coaxial geometry
will be excited in the second coaxial mode, so the phase constant associated with them is no longer simply that of transverse electromagnetic
\vave but rather that of a mode with cutoff characteristics (see Fig. 222).

~
FIG. 2.57,—Capacitive

or choke coupling for rectangular waveguide.

Similarly, radial sections will be excited in the second radial mode, fo~
which design curves are given in Fig. 446.
Although these complications make more difficult the quantitative
analysis of the behavior of the capacity-coupling circuit, the principles to
be observed for low mismatch over a broad band of wavelengths are still
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the same. That is, the Line Section 2, next to the main line, should have
a“low characteristic impedance or closely spaced conducting surfaces, but
Section 1 should have a higher characteristic impedance or more widely
separated conducting surfaces.
Rectangular \vaveguides transmitting the lo~vest or TEIO-mode have a
field structure and current distribution rather like that of the lowest mode
in round waveguide, just discussed.
The various forms of capacity
coupling shown for coaxial lines should, with suitable modifications, be
applicable to rectangular waveguides in somewhat the same ~~ay in ~vhich
they were applied to round waveguide.
The form most frequently used
is that of Fig, 2.57, the design of \~hich is discussed in considerable detail
in Sec. 4.9. Alternative types of capacity-coupling
circuits devised

I
FIG, 25S.-Simple

branch circuit approximatel}- equivalerlt to Fig. 2.57.

especially for use with rectangular waveguides are discussed there, also.
The simple branch circuit of Fig. 258 is approximately equivalent to the
common coupling of Fig, 2.57. The t~vo grooves of height dl of the former
have been \videned, bent into semicircular form, and joined to form the
circular groove of the latter.
The simple coupling \vould not be expected
to be an effective capacity-coupling
circuit, however, since the currents
flo\\-ingin the side ~valls of the waveguide branch line of height d~ are
large and must flow through contacting surfaces.
Neglecting this fact,
the mismatch introduced by such a circuit may be calculated by modifying slightly the coaxial-line equations.
It is merely necessary to change
k to ho and AA to Ak,, in T~q. (228) to obtain the mismatch due to one of
the two series branches.
Since there ore t~vo equal branches, the total
mismatch is t,lvice this vallw.
The chamrt,eristic impedances are, since
~11branch lines have the same \vidth as the main ~vaveguidej simply proportional to the respective \va\.cguide heights b, dl, and d,, [see Eq.
( 158)]. I?quation (228) then becomes, for the complete coupling,

Sm.
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‘-1=2
(363(
’+3

(249)

.Mthough there is a considerable difference bet~reen this coupling and
the common coupling of Fig. 257, enough similarity exists for this result
to give a fair prediction of the performance of the capacitive coupling.
.A
comparison is made in Fig. 2.59
1.15
between values of VSWR meas1 \B
ured for two different c h o k e
the performance ~
couplings and
predicted by Eq. (249).
It \rill ~
:(4
be noted that, although the agreement is not bad, the mismatch of
m
the actual circuit is consistently
,.o&
9 – 9:510
10J – 11- 11.5
lower than that predicted by the
Acm
formula, especially at longer wave~[~. 2.59.—Pe1formance of w.a~yguide
rhoke couplings of F’lg. 2.57. I:or the two
lengths.
It maybe reasoned that
this
branch

is due
lines

to

the

fact

ar~effectively

that

the
wicler

upper curves, cl, = 0.150” and d2 = 0.104”.
I:or the lower cur,, es, dl = 1).250,,, d~ =
0.050”. Solid lines are experimental, das}~ed
lines cakulatcd by Eq. (249).

than the main line; hence, they
have lower characteristic impedance and slower variation of k, than
assumed in the formula.
This would be especially noticeable at longer
wavelengths, since the main line would approach cutoff long before the
branch lines.
Since Eq. (249) gives fair agreement with measurements made on common couplings, one is encouraged to expect other equations, based on the
simple coupling of Fig. 2.58, to do like\rise. One \vould not expect to
have breakdown trouble.
The ~oltage amplitude in the main line of Fig.
2.58 is
T’o = I,,z”j

(250)

where 10 is the longitudinal current in the main line and ZOis the appropriately defined characteristic impedance [ZI,,l c waveguide height b, Ilq,
( 158)]. The maximum voltage in Line 2 is, at midband,
(251)
\vhere 202 is similarly defined and is proportional
(251) by Eq. (250), one obtains

to d2.

Dividing

Eq.

(252)

(253)

where the terms represent the maximum electric iicld omplit~ldes in the
branch line andinthe main line of thesirnplecircuit.
Since in theactual
coupling the fields tend to fan out to fill the circular groove, it would ho
expected that breakdown is even less likely in the choke coupling than in
the main line.
Similarly, Eq. (244) may be modified to give the loss-reduction fartor
for the simple rircuit; namely,
(254)
For the worst wzvdrngth, 9 rmj m] lIIP r}}rvrs of Fig, 259, this fartor is
O.18 for the (Jldrr drwign, llpprr rlLr\w, anfl 0.015 for thr improved version
lower c[lrves. .-klthol~ghthr appli{ati{)n of I,;(I. (254) to the art,udl~, ~:sed
couplings is certainly not experted to give an wrllmte figure, it sI101I1(I
serve as a rough estimate.
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‘llw materials
IISII:I1lY USC(1 in the design of micro\\avc transmission
circ([its arc w)(x1 metallic conductors and low-loss dielectrics with {liclectric comtant~ lxt\\ren 2 and 4. 31etallic c(md\lrtors and miscellaneo{ts
]Mrts are lls{wlly ma(le of 1)rass or copper, sonwt imes plated ~vith a high] y
(,on(l(lctivc metal if lo\vattcnllation is desired, and often protected against
(,f)rrosion aml fllnglw gr(J\\tllby iac[l\lcrs or other finishes. L)iclectric
m:~tcrials am llsed frcqllent ly for sl[pport ing crnt er m)ndllrtors in cables
anti roaxial lines, and for pre,ssllrizing \vaveguidw and coaxial lines.
In this ch:lpterl m:itcrials’aue ronsidercd from the standpoint of
d~ll’i~l)ilityj strfmgth, and electrical rharact erist irs at micro \vave fre[luencics. ‘f’a])]es of materiak and their rhararteristiw presented here
inrlode only those materio]s that have been l[se(l s~l(,cessfully in nli[,rl).
\va\retransmission systenw an(l those that sho\r promi,se for f~~t[lre
app]irations.
(’obstruction
techni[][ws are discussed from the st:indpoint of tolcranre,s, ccun(nny, ~nd application to the r(jnstrllc,tion of
nlimo\\a\’etransmission lines and components in tile lalmratory and in the
factf)ry.

METALLIC MATERIALS
3.1. Tubing for Coaxial Lines and Waveguides.-—Br:L~b is the lnt}~t
\\i(lely Iwr(l rnctal f’or unlxi:ll lines and \raveglli(lcs Im,:{use it is e:isily
IIuichinml :md soldcmi :ul(] has r(,latively lo\\-electric:~l 10ss. l{e(,t:iIlglll:LL
:IIL(l cirt,~lla.rscandms Ilrass tul)ing is :\\”ailat)lcin many standard sires
tll:l( :~11’qllite adC(lU:LtC i’01’ genrr:~l use ill nlicro\r:Llr transmis.si(m linm.
St:lijll(,ss-ste(~l t[ll)ing is {lwd in :Lpl)li(,ations \rherc attenuation is Ilot :i
seri{)lls ct)llsi(lt,r:ltio!). l{’or g(md contlucti\ity th, tut)ing is ]Jlated \yilh
copper (Jr silver, or m:uic \vith a (’upper or’ silv(ir lining.
1“0, optimllm pert’ormance at nli(ro\\-al[, fre(lllcn(ics, spwial ~ar~
m\i<t,}W 1:11.(,nin i })e fi(,le(,ti~)ll:in~l [al]ric,at i~mof till)ing. ‘1’hr c[)nrlitions
I’fll’ [Jp(illll[[ll llf,ll(,ll~l:~ll(t, 0[ :1 nli(lo\v:~\e tr:lll>nlissi(~ll Iille ale s[llf),~tll
\\-:l]l<lll’(:[(,(,+, }Iigll (t)n{lll{,t i\ity in t11(, 1]1(.t~lllir !Valls, an(l pl,ote~.tiol)
:l~alm<t corrf)siv(, :[( IIlosl)ller(’s an(l I’llngm gro\\’th. Rough \\-allSllIla[,s
:Lre {Jljj{,(,titJll:llllf~
for sc\”el:~lKms(ms, sharp I)urrs [)1,edg(>s (111tile \\”LIll
SUd’LLCC cmlsidcrably
dccrwtsc the maximuln pwk lw\\cr that a lilm t,:tll
11;

.?Lrough wall surface also incremm
handle without voltage breakcloum.
the effectiveresistame
of the transmission line, and the attenuation per
This increase in resistance
unit length of’ line is therefore increased.
can be explained in terms of the skin effect in a cond~lctor at high frcquermies. Theeffective skin depth ~isdefinecl astheclepth at~vhirh the
current density is I/c times the current density at the surface; it is given
in meters by the formulal
1(1)

where 10 is the free-spare wavelength in meters, u is the conductivity in
mhos per meter, p the permeability of the metal in henrys per meter, and c
the velocity of light in met crs per second.
[See F,q. (2.78 ).] From Ec!.
(1) it is seen that, for a given \vavelength, 3 is in~-ersely prwport itial to the
For copper, the ~alue of 8
squw-e root of the conducti~-ity of the mrtal.
~t 10-cm free-space ~ravcleng-th is 1.2 X 10–4 cm or 4.7 X 10–; in.
The attenuation per unit length of line is
~@.@@@#%
increased if the \vall surfaces are scratched or corrugated as shown in Fig. 3.1. The increase in
(a)
attenuation is belim-ed to be caused by two effects:
(1) the effecti\e length of the conductor, which is
I section of the \vall surface of thickness 5, is
increased; (2) the concentration of currents at the
~i=W=L$_
edges of each corrugation increases the effective
resisttince of the skin, The contribution of the
(b)
FIG. 31. --Corr1,g:>ted
incre~sed effective length can be calculated for
wallsurfaces.
kno~rn configluations in the corrug~ted surface.
The effective length for the triangular grooves of Fig. 3 la is twice the
actual length of the line, if the triangle is equilateral, for any depth of
groove.
Similarly, for square grooves or corrugations, as shimvn in Fig.
3 lb, the effective length of the line is also tl\ice the actual length of line.
.kn example of one form of the square type of corrugation is the ffexiblc
~vaveguide kno~vn as ‘‘ l’iteflex” (see Sees. 514 cmd 5. 15). lleaslu-ements
made at Iladiation Laboratory on six s:~rnplcs of Titeflex flexible ~va,veguide showed that the at tenultion is 3.2 to 3,6 times the calculated v:due
The samp!es of 1.5- by 3-in. Tit eflex \vere 2 f t
for smooth wall surfaces.
long and the corrugations ~vere O.OW in. square.
Four samples ]\-ere
silver-plated 70-30 brass and the other tfro were lmplated 70-30 brass.
Measurements at 1O.-Lt’nl sho\red an avertige 10ss of 0.0(i9 (lb/nl in t,be
silver-plated sarnplw and of O.127 dl),lm in the Implated samples.
c’onlparison of these Yalues \\-iththe cal((llate,l loss of ().01{~ tll)/m for silyer
]vit h fimoot 11
~vaveguicfes aJId of 0.040 d] )/nl fur 70-30 bra<s 1)-a]-c~lli[ics
1J. C. Slater, Jficromaue l’runs)/lissior~, 31c(_iru\\--IIill,A-ew J-IJrk, 1942, p. 1M,
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walls, sho~vs that :Ile artlml loss is respectively 3.6 and 3.2 times the
(dCllkLtr(i 10SS[%. ‘1’!le results in(licate that there :irc losses other than
those ca(iswl I)y the ln(rc:we(l length of line. Tbmc losses may result from
the concer, trati<~n
of’ r~lrreuts at the ed~es of tlm rorrlly:ltions.
lbcw is c\iclrn[c tl}at tllc :itlcle(l 10ss c:u[sr(l l)y sllrfarc imperfections
such as ~)xi~lcfilm+ all(l die m[irf+ is also :1 f~mctitm of the \vavelength.
This reslllt is to lw expected sinre such sllr!’arc imperfcrtions become comparable in {Iimensi(ms to thc skin t hicknws m tbe ~~avelength dwreases.
I,OSSmwwllrements on rommmrially dr:l\rn ttll]ing at 3 cm agree \\-ith
thrmwtiral ral(IIl:Lf i(ms Irithiu an cstirnatwl experimental error of f 5 per
cent. Similar mmwlrcmrnts at 1.2.5 cm gave reslllts that \~erc 10 to 20
per rent higher than fbc’ theorrtie:d loss ~’a]ues.’ and at 0.54 cm the loss
\vas abollt 50 per cent higher than the thcorrtirtil ~alues. 2 The above
measurements nwe mtide in ~vaveguirle of dimensions 0.400- hyO.9tX)-in.
ID, 0.170- by 0.420-in. ID, and 0.086- l)y 0.180-in. ID, respertil-ely.
It seems prolml)le that the incre:wd attenuation is rauwcl by surface
irreglllarities of some nature. These irreg~daritiw must be nllmermw and
submicroscopic in size. Fllrthcr investigation of these effects is particularly desirable.
Itj is extremely lik~ly, hlo\rever, thztj the owr-all
attenuationof atru.nsmissiI~n systenlmayl~esrri(]\lslvi ncrc:ased by rough
\vallsurfaces inapplication
slrberelon glfmgthsof line are used, especially
at the lo\w:r \vavelcmgths.
In the rnanufartlwing process, round seamless t~~bing is dra\\-nfrom a
flat sheet into a series of cylindrical rups I)y means of a conventional
hydraulic press that presses the metal into successive dies. Each die
reduces the diameter of the tllbing and increases its lengt,h until the length
of the deep-drawn tllbing reaches the limit of the press. The operation is
then continued on a dl-aw tal]le, on ~vhirh the tubing is dramm horizontally
through a die and over a sizing plug until the proper diameter is rear]led.
Annealing is usually required after each dra\ring operation because the
metal becomes ~vork-hardened. Dirs for dralving rectangular tubing are
made by accurately ground ancl fitted rollers. Rectangular tubing is
Silver-1ined tul)ing is made in the same
dra\rn from circular tubing.
manner. The fiat sheet, ho\vever, is made by silver-soldering a plate of
silver to a block of the base metal desired. This block is then rolled into
a flat sheet. The ratio of the thickness of silver to that of the base metal
remains constant throughout the procms.
3-2. Dimensional Tolerances.—The
dimensional tolerances of the
tubing depend on the accuracy of the die Ind plug, and the finish depends
Best finishes are produced by use of a
on the finish of the die and plug
1 E;.l[axwll, “ (’iontlactiYity Loss 31c;m1ren1cnts
It K-band,” 1{1,ILeportSo, 8,5.!,
Jm. 15, 1946.
21;. 1{, lkrin~c, r,IIllpliblisllr(l(I:lta.

die-and-plug combination of very hard steel that has been highly polished
and plated with chromium,
Tolerances in dra\vn tubing are limited by
the wear permitted on the die and plug before they are rephwed. The die
is usually made to the minimum diameter ~vithin the specified tolerance
and allowed to wear until it rearhes the maximum allo\\-atJle diameter,
Commercial tolerances to he expected on the inside or o{ltsi(le of round and
rectangular standard tubing are given in Table 3.1. The table also
sho\vsthe maximum standing-~va>e voltage ratio, at the gi~-en\ravelength,
that ~vill result from joining t\ro pieces of t~ll)ing \vith the maximum
The VS}I”R intro(]uced by a j(mrtion
toleranre in opposite directions.
lJet\veent\Yo waveguides of different insi(lc dimensions isapproximat,e]y
equal to the ratio of the impedanrw of the t\vo lines and is given hy l{;q.
(2.160), which may be~rritten
(2)
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of the other \vaveguide; Afland k; are the guide \ra\relengths. The reactance at a step of this order of magnitude is negligible in comparison w-ith
the resistive mismatch.
From the formula, \ve see that the mismatch
is at a maximum \~hen a’/a and b/b’ arc maxim(lm—that is, \vhen one
~vaveguide is larger than the other in the a dimension but smaller in the b
dimension.
Steps in coaxial lines may cause mismatches that are more
reactive than resistive, or vice versa, dcpemling on whr%her the steps on
the outer and center conductors are in the same direction or opposite
directions, respecti~-ely. The values given are for steps in the opposite
direction on the t\vo conductors, in \\hich case the mismatch is due
For complete analysis
mainly to the change in charartcristic impedance.
of the problem of discontinuities in roaxial lines, reference should be made
to Sec. 4.(L From Table 3.1 it is seen that the mismatch int rocfuced by
junction steps in tubing is not excessive.
Care must be taken to remove
burrs from junctions to prevent voltage breakdo\\n.
Brass \vaveguicies and tubing of special sizes for coaxial lines are sometimes needed in the laboratory and in product on. The manufacture of
such tubing requires a ne\v set of dies and sizing plugs for large-scale
production.
When only a few pieces of tubing are needed, the cost of
retooling is often too expensive and requires too much time. In such
cases the dra\ving process may be speeded up by using coin silver, which
can be dra\rn more easily. The dies and plugs for dra\ving coin silver
need not be hardened or chromi~lm-plated.
Tubing for coaxial lines of specifil sizes may IN?made in short lengths in
the laboratory shop by tr~rning on a lathe cr by reaming out undersize
tllbing.
]l-aveguides of special sizes may be made by casting t~vo halves
and milling the inside to the correct dimensions, or by cutting dotrn o~-ersize lva~,egllide. In either case, the break shmlld come in the center of the
broad side of the waveguide to minimize current flolv across the junction.
The t\vo halves may be adequately held together by clamps, or soldered,
to avoid \varping of the metal,
(;are mllst Iw taken in sOldrring
3.3. Miscellaneous Metallic Parts. -Special
applir~tions rc,~l~irethe
use of metals other than l)rass hcrau~c of their therrn:d expansion (x)effi.in iron-nickelcients, elasticity, sli(ling frirtion, and other properties.
rol)alt alloy containing 54, 28, am! 18 per ecnt of the metals respectively
is \vidcly used in making seals to glass for pressurizing lines because its
expansion coefi.cient is the same as that of Corning C,lass >-OS.704, 705,
7052, and 706 (see Sec. 4. 19). This alloy is designated by the trade names
Kovar and Fernico.
l’hosphor bronze, beryllium copper, and chromium
copper are used in making sliding contacts, such as })ul]ets in coaxial
lines (SW Sec. 42), and movable plungers for coaxial lines (see Sec. 8.3).
These alloys ~re desirable for sliding-contact applications lxwa~lse they
have gmxl elasticity and good electrical conductivity.
.inaeunda Bcryl-
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OF METALS AND ALLOYS

Values given for 20°C

Copper, pure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aluminums
Pure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
Si0.29%, Fe0.14 % . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Die-casting alloys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brasses, annealed
CU

90%..,.....,.......,....,,..

Cu 80% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CU70% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CU60%, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brass,hard-drawn
CU70%. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bronze,phosphor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coppers
Be2,15%, Pb 0.35 % . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Same,heat-treated.
Cr0.85%, Si 0.10% . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Same,heat-treated., . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chromium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constantan.,............,......,..
Gas carbon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.,
Graphite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lead. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Magnesium
Pure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dowel, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Otheralloys,.
..
Mercury
. .
.
Nichrome,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Palladium. .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .,.,,,.,.
Platinum,
Rhodium. . . . . . . . . . .
Silver,pure, .,....
Silver, coin (10% Cu),
.,
Steel,cold-rrdled..,.,.
. ..”.”

* For u.WO,’

X O 900), ID mctan~ulm

5.8005X1

1.00

Waveguide
attenuation,
db/meter*
0.117

3.475
3.475
1 05–2.64

1.29
1,29
2.35–1.4[

0151
0.151
0.275-0.174

2.52
1.882
1..51
1.65

1.52
1.75
1 95
1.88

0.178
0.206
0.229
0.220

1.22
0.817–2.52

2.18
2.66-1..52

0.255
0.312-0,178

0.983
1 05-1.45
2.32
4.64
2,23
0.204
0.002
0.0125
4.10
0.454

2.43
2.34–2. OC
1 .58
1.12
1.61
5.33
54.00
21.60
1 19
3.58

D.285
0 275+. 234
D.185
0.131
3.189
1.624
5.320
2,530
).139
).418

2.175
1. 525–2 00
0.558-1,00
0 1044
0.0999
0 907
0.999
1.960
6.275
4.960

1.64
) 192
1 95–1 70 ).229-41.200
3 2(P2.40 ) 38(PO.280
7,45
) .874
7.63
) .894
2 53
) .296
2 41
).283
1.72
).202
0 96
).113
1 08
).127
193t
0 20
6.00
9t
700
) 81
0 3.5
.2125
I.346
2,95
1 80
I 0.221
1 84
I 0.215

Conductivity
mhos/mete

Metal

tuh,)~q at S ill)-.,,,

Relative
attenuatio]

XL> dt]@h.

t W. A. Edson BTL. Memo 3310-W..4. E.-12 l4/5.5.
r Very rowh estimate based on an old expelime”t
at 10.crE wavelen~th,
& Measuredat 3.20 cm wavelength>t RadiationLaboratory.
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lium Copper 175 has the best elasticity of the three but its conductivity is
slightly lower than that of 70-30 brass. 1 Anaconda Phosphor Bronze 356
and Chromium Copper 999 are somewhat higher in electrical conductivityy
than 70-30 brass.
Table 3.2 gives values of the conductivity of various metals used in the
design of microwave transmission lines and components and the relative
attenuation in each metal. The conductivityy values for pure metals were
assembled from data in the Handbook oj Chemistry and Physicsjz and the
values for alloys were taken from data in Sweet’s File for Producl
Desiqners.

The attenuation of rectangular waveguide 0.400- by 0.900-in. ID at a
free-space waveguide of 3.2 cm is also given in Table 3.2 for the various
metals. The attenuation was calculated from equations developed in
Chapter 2 for most of the metals. The attenuation values for magnetic
metals were determined experimentally by direct loss measurements.
3.4. Construction Techniques.—Special
construction techniques have
been necessary in the manufacture of microwave transmission-circuit
components that have peculiar geometrical shapes. These special
techniques include electroforming and several forms of precision casting.
Electroforming is a process for producing hollow metal parts of
irregular shape by electroplating a low-melting-point metallic alloy on wax
molds made to reproduce the interior of the part desired. The process
serves in some cases as an interim between model-shop specimens and
production parts, but it has also been used successfully on a large scale
in the production of parts. The mold is usually made of Wood’s metal,
Cerrobend, or electrotyping wax. The electroforming metal is usually
copper or nickel, which is deposited to the thickness required for the
desired mechanical strength. The mold is then melted out leaving the
part with very accurate internal dimensions.
Matching windows or
other inserts may be molded into the alloy at the correct positions so that
they will become attached to the plated part in the plating process.
These inserts are very easily located with accuracy and are well bonded to
the copper or nickel during the plating process. Electroformed parts of
nickel which are very light yet mechanically strong can be produced.
For good electrical conductivity the nickel is usually plated with silver
after the mold is melted out. Electroforming may be done in any laboratory that has equipment for electroplating.
Mthough the process is not
limited to the use of copper and nickel, it is not practical for some metallic
platings because of the difficulties in applying thick deposits.
The thicker
the plate becomes during plating the more porous is the surface last
LSweet’s Fzle for ProductDesigners, F. W’.Dodge Corporation,New York, 1943.
2Handbook of Chemistry and Physicst 26th ed., Chemical Rubber PublishingCo.,
Cleveland,1942.
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deposited because the metal deposits faster on the high spots.
A combination of platings may also be used in electroforming.
The production of some transmission-line components of prwdiar
geometrical shapes diffim~lt to fabricate m- other\~ise produce has been
achieved hy Ilse of precision-casting metho~ds. In {wrni>arison \~ith con\,entional sand casting these methods ha~c ad~-anta~es d cleaner,
Precisionsharper definition and milch closer dimensional tolerances.
casting nlethods can he grouped into three genrml classes; die castings,
centrifugal castings, and “ l~wt \\-ax” castings.
Die-casting te(hni(lllw arc J)f’ COIIrWw]] kno\vn and widelv lined.
‘rhe molten metal is t’orre(l un(lrr prmsllre into stwl molds of Pstreme
acrwracy and higli finish. ‘l’his method ])ro(lu(ws the firrmt castings ancl
It is, ho\~ever, limited
is the most econorniral for large-sraie pro(lnrtion.
to metals and alloys \\itil relatively 1~)~~
meltir~g points because the temperature of thr molten metal must be considerallly loiver than that of the
die metal. copper, aluminlm>, and zinc alloys may he easily die-cast in
steel mulds. The armlrary is detmrnined I)J the tolerance of the mold and
the difference in (’(mtiw’tion of th~ tt~o metals (Il[ring COOInq
TolerTools mllsf,
antes of ~ ().()()2 in. may Iw held consistently in small pints.
The tool cost limits the prarbe replaced \\-hcml~orn Iwy071d t oh-lances.
tical use of diwastiug to the pro(lllction of lar~e qlmntitim.
intmm’(li:~te
lmt \\-ernsand-casting
Cent riflipyl casting is a PIYKYW
and die-ras( ing. This rnctho(l is llse(i 1)Ilrrl (lirnensi(mal an(l finish
Arr\lratr lnol(ls are mfidc of plaster
requirements tire not too fwarting.
of pwis, baked sand, or sp(’(itil cltiy, an(l mtlllntcd off r?ntcr on a revolvirlg
table. The molten )n[t:ll is poi}rcd into a ctlp (]r hole in the crnter of thr
table ml forced through rhannels into tl~e mol(ls l)y rrntrilllgal action.
The reslllting rmtings arc rnnch sllperior to sand castings tmca~lsc air
‘1’his is an i(iea] method
pockets ale prr~rnted 1)1-tllf’ r(,ntrif’llg:ll artion.
nherw ,w)rnemi~chinirrg of the (,wting is possil)ie to ir}s~irethe xrmirary of
critical (Iimcnsi(ms.
The “ lost !V:LX”rm+hml of rastin~ is fin ancient twl)niq{le modernized
I)y t,hc (ieutal plot’wsiom” Briefly, it consists (It making a ii-ax i[)lp]ession
of the p:wt to 1)4rr]oldwl, l)llryin~ tile im~)rmsion in spc,cial (lay, an(i t)aking the rlay. D\[ling the }uthing. the 1!ax ISiost l)y (’]:lporati(m through
the porrs of tile (’l:lJ’. ‘1’hlIs ttlrw i< prodllce(i a (,eratnir rnoki t li:Lt Will
~uthstflr){i
Cxtrculrly
llIgh
t(,l]l[jtJl:ltIil(,s.
,SII(,ll a rnol(i is POI.OIIS”
enough
to permit t}~<,es(:l~)e of :~ira!l<i g;~+,s(I th:~t :1riistin~ ma(lr Irom it wiU be
free d 1)1I)N IIO1(S:Lrl(il)III)I)Iw. ‘i’hr IIloit(]) lIl(tiIl is (lrajm into tkIe mold
by vac\llIm
:Irtitm OILtllr p(~l(nlx ~rt:tuli(, molf]. ‘i’lli> ]))()(rw i> l)ighly
te(hni~al anti tl{< mtIIIj 1ra(l( wrcts inll)lleci aIe closely g\IaI(iLvi l)y the
variofls llla))uf”:~(,t
IIrcYs. ‘1’hr r(wllts aro cwcel}cnt })ut, ~ornctimr.s expen-
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sive. This-method is capable of producing castings that could be made by
no other means.
Powder metallurgy—a process of molding powdered alloys of copper,
aluminum, and zinc—affords an alternate for casting. This process provides unusual production economy, particularly in the case of complex
parts, the production of which normally requires a series of forming,
working, or machining operations.
The powdered metal is screened and
compressed, or briquette,
in a mold under pressures of 50,000 to 100,000 lb/in’ to form a sustaining compact mass that will withstand the
necessary handling during transfer to the sintering furnace. Thin wall sections should be avoided because they cause die failures at pressures of this
magnitude.
In the sintering furnace the metal is heated nearly to the
melting point, a process that fuses the powder into a hard metal comparable in strength to a casting.
Die costs and costs of setting up production
are so high that the process is not economical except for large quantities
of identical parts. The finished parts are often porous and cannot be
used where pressurization is required.
Dimensional tolerances to be
expected on the briquette as sintered are ~ 0.004 in. on the diameter and
~ 0.008 in. on the length. Re-pressing or coining will improve the
tolerance on the diameter but will not improve the tolerance in the direction of pressing. Powder metallurgy has also been used for making oilless
bearings by mixing graphite with the powdered metal.
Many microwave transmission components must be made in two or
It is advisable to locate
more parts which are then joined by soldering.
such joints so that minimum current flows across the joint, in which case
radiation and reflection in poorly soldered joints are minimized.
Two methods of soldering are used in making joints in microwave
components: silver soldering and soft soldering.
Silver soldering—sometimes referred to as hard soldering—may be defined as the joining of
metals by means of a nonferrous filler alloy containing silver, which melts
at a temperature near but below the melting point of either metai to be
joined. Joints properly made have strength comparable to that of the
parent metal. Any of the commercial silver solders such as Sil-fos or
Easy-flo give strong durable joints on copper, brass, or bronze.
Gas
brazing with a torch, using oxygen and acetylene or other suitable fuel
gas, is the most common heating method and gives excellent results,
Control of the heating,
especially in the hands of a skilled operator.
to bring the joint surfaces of both parts simultaneously to the proper
temperature, is effected by application of the flame away from the joint.
Thus the flame is not allowed to impinge directly on the solder, and the
solder is melted by the heat of the parts. Initial cleanliness is of paramount importance.
This may be ensured by the use of a suitable flux
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which aids in protecting metal from oxidation by dissolving oxides that,
may form and by promoting free flo]v of the molten solder into the joint.
Aftersoklering, it isdesiral)lc tocle~in tile p:lrtst~loro~lghly since the fl[lx
may cause corrosion.
Common fflmes are \rater-soluble and are easily
removed by hot ~~.ateror steam.
Clearances het\vern parts to he soldered
are importsnt and vary according to the materials.
For joinin~ brass,
a clearance of 0.002 to 0.003 in. gives good msnlts. Sil\-cr solder usually
has a composition of copper, zinr , and 40 to 50 per cent silver. The melting-point range is 11,50° to 1(X)(J°F.
Soft solder contains tin and lead in ratios that wrry according to the
manllfarturer.
A common composition for electrical \vorli is 45 per cent
tin and 55 per rent lr:i(l. The more lead above 38 per cent, thr higher
,Soft solders melt at 350° to (ioOOFdepending on the
the melting point.
composition.
,Joining of this type is not suitable for assemljlics requiring
stren~th or for a situ~tion in \rhich vibration is likely to occur,
Sof’t
solder is often ((sM1to solder Ljeryllillm-copprr fingms ~~herchi~}l temper(Other applications are the joininz at
atures \rould nlin the temper.
small, light pfirts that do not require strength and are not subject to
vibration.
Resistance and spot \vclclingare VEVYseldom used in the fabrication of
.i method of soldrring
micro\vave transmission lines anc[ components.
copper and copper-plated steel in a hydrogm atmosphere using ~arious
high-melting-point solders has hcen much LNedrecently for the cunstnlrIt might \rell bc applied to the construction of
tion of micro!save tuhcs.
other components as it is easy to lISCand gi~’es exrcllent results. ‘MC
process cannot he used for brass. Further details are given in Chtip. 14
of 1“01. 31 of this series.
FINISHES AND ELECTROPLATING
}Ieta]lic transmission Iinw an(i components are often sul~jected to
corrosive atmosphere, to hlmlidity, aml tt) t’un~(ls grotvth. In tropicti]
regions these agents rrmy incrcwse the ati(’nu:~tion in lines and romponcnts
if
to such an extent that fre~lllent repkwemcmt of parts is ncce>sary
‘~hc in(rrase in loss is cause[i
adequate protwtion hw nut been provided.
by the pitti~lg of Jvall surfaces, the formation of Iossy metallic compmm[ls,
and the flzking of platirrgs. Jletallic surfaces may k protected hy one or
both of t\\o processes: (1) nonmetallic finishrs, tintl (2) cleotroplating.
‘~hese processes \vill bc disc~lsw(l in sees. .35 and 3(;, respectively.
SetIu+ml f’or dc!crminin~
the
tion 3.7 is a, discussion of testing pI(Jce<ll~res
corrosion rcsist:lnce of (,ollduf:tors I)y tile elfc(t of corrosion on the elc(trical 10ss in tllc \\all ,llrf:~[cw
~!itl] S( ,rnc
3.5. Nonmetallic Finishes.—~orlt)sio~~” Inaj- h l)rcvcnted
,,.
success by t\Vonomnetdhc IInlstllng proc(,tifir>: L1[,ll(~nli(d Sur’fa(’c tl”(’:lt-
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Both prwwsses have been used
ment, and a special ~rarnish treatment.
successfully in field applications for protecting microwave transmission
lines and components.
The Ebonol process, an example of chemical surface treatment, consists of dipping the cleaned metallic part into a solution of Ebonol salts until a black oxide coating is formed.
Ebonol “ C,”
“S, ” “ Z,” and ‘f A“ salts are used, respectively, for blackening copper
and its alloys, iron and steel, zinc and its alloys, and aluminum and its
alloys. The Ebonol salts are produced and distributed by the Enthone
Company of New Haven, Corm. The Ebonol ‘(C” coating has proved
satisfactory for corrosion protection of brass. However, the loss in brass
transmission lines is increased slightly if the coating is too thick. The
thickness of the coating can be controlled by the length of time the metal
is submerged and can be judged by the color of the surface. Blackening
is accomplished in from 3 to 5 min for pure copper and in from 10 to
25 min for copper alloys ranging from 70 to 80 per cent copper.
When
copper or brass lines or parts that have been soldered together are treated,
the solder is not affected by the solution.
Therefore, it is advisable to
copper-plate the assembly after all soldering has been done and before
using the blackening process. The Ebonol “A” process has also been
Bulletins
used successfully for blackening and protecting aluminum.
are available from the Enthone Company which give details on cleaning
surfaces and preparing the solutions.
The most satisfactory varnish coating investigated to date is a phenol
formaldehyde varnish, developed by E. I. du Pent de Nemours and Company. This varnish is prepared by mixing two parts by volume of their
VGT-1 112 varnish with one part by volume of T-8802 thinner. It is
applied to a chemically or electrically cleaned surface by spraying or dipping. The coated surface is then baked for 20 min at 340”F.
A smooth
hard finish is produced which is very adherent and which provides very
good corrosion protection.
The varnish when baked too long becomes
brittle and changes to an opaque dark color instead of a transparent yellow. When it is baked too long or at too high temperatures the adhesion
is poor, and cracks appear which impair the corrosion protection.
The varnish-coating process can be applied to any metallic surface or
The Ebonol process
combination of metallic surfaces in one component.
requires a different solution for each metal. Where silver-plating is done
to obtain optimum conductivity, the varnish coating may be applied over
the plating.
Both finishes give protection from the corrosive action of
fungus growth. The protection against fungus growth is due not to a
chemical which kills fungi but to the fact that fungi cannot live on the
contents of either finish.
3.6. Electroplating.-Plating
of waveguide, coaxial line, and other
microwave line components has been, until recently, the accepted proce-
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It has been known, however, for many
dure for corrosion protection.
years that under outdoor weathering conditions most electroplated
deposits show a very high percentage of failures. Porosity of the electr~
plated deposits has been one of the chief contributing factors.
Plated
deposits such as zinc, cadmium, nickel, chromium, and more recently
To achieve
antimony, have been successful in some outdoor applications.
satisfactory results with respect to corrosion, very stringent specifications
Deposits of electroplated nickel
must be set up for the plating process.
0.001 to 0.003 in.’thick have high corrosion resistance when carefully prepared. Chromium is tarnish-resistant under ordinary conditions but will
fail rapidly in the presence of chlorides.
Because chromium plating is
also highly porous, it is necessary to protect the base metal with 0.001 to
0.002 in. of nickel.
Gold is highly corrosion-resistant but the cost of
deposits of suitable thickness prohibits its extensive use. In general, it is
Their cost
not easy to electroplate thick deposits of the platinum metals.
is also a factor in limiting their use.
Silver and copper are the most desirablb plating materials from the
microwave standpoint because of their high electrical conductivity.
Since, however, these metals corrode or tarnish under outdoor weather
conditions, they may profitably be protected with thin coats of low-loss
varnish or the Ebonol finish. A thin “flash” plating of a noncorroding
metal like palladium, described later in this section, offers good protection.
Porous electroplated deposits are objectionable not only because the
rough surfaces increase the attenuation but also because the porosity
greatly decreases the protection” against corrosion.
The pores allow
solutions to produce, at the junction of the dissimilar metals, electrolytic
In general, conaction that may result in’ highly accelerated corrosion.
tacts between metals at the extremes of the electrochemical series are
undesirable because of the large potential differences set up between them.
Because of its high electrical conductivity, silver plating has often
been used on microwave transmission components.
Copper has about
the same electrical conductivity as silver but it corrodes very rapidly.
Considerable success has been achieved in obtaining nonporous silverThese results have been achieved, however, under ideal
plated deposits.
laboratory conditions.
The degree of control necessary to produce nonporous silver deposits is too exacting for general commercial practice.
It
should be kept in mind that in ordinary decorative silver plating 15 or
more individual steps are necessary to produce a smooth, adherent surface. To minimize porosity and maximize electrical conductivity a number of additional and very exacting controls must be imposed upon the
usual plating process.
A’ot only is it necessary to exercise a very precise
and elaborate control over the actual plating process, but it is also essential to select and prepare carefully the metallic surfaces that are to be
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plated,
Heterogeneity in chemical composition and roughness of the
base-metal surface are the major factors that produce low-quality electroplated deposits.
The subject of nonporous plating istreated with some
thoroughness in the literature on electroplating; therefore only the aspects
of the problem of porosity that influence the electrical conductivity of the
wall surface at microwave frequencies will be mentioned here. At such
frequencies, a plated film of the usual thickness (0.0005 to 0.001 in. )
carries practically all of the electric current. Therefore, the effective
electrical conductivity of a conductor plated with a metal of high conductivity is a maximum when thesurface imperfectly smooth and nonporous (see Sec. 3.1). Buffing of a silver deposit by an experienced
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FIG. 3.2.—Skin depth in metallic conductors at microwave frequencies.

operator greatly reduces theporosity andsmooths thesutiace, but, on the
other hand, buffing compound may be incorporated into the silver deposit
with a resulting reduction of electrical conductivity.
Ball burnishing,
when properly controlled, produces a smooth silver surface of low porosity,
and it has little tendency to contaminate the plate. Both burnishing and
buffing tend to produce a dense deposit, but, at the same time, they produce some strain as the result of cold-working of the surface.
Excessive
cold-working of a silver deposit tends to reduce the electrical conductivity. The strain induced by cold-working may be released by heattreating the plate at approximately 200”C to induce recrystallization of
the silver. Heat-treating may also be utilized to release crystallization
strain in freshly electroplated deposits, and thus to increase the electrical
conductivityy.

Theoretically, z highly conductive plating on a l(J\r-ct)r~cl~lcti\rity
base
comlllctivity
of thr
mct:dlic
twill
in accordmetal increases thf’ effwtivc
ance \vith the curves she\\-nin Fig. 3.3. ‘~he at tcn~wti(m approximate
that of a metallic vzdl made of the highly conductive metal if the plating
l:igum 3.2 is a curl’c
thickness is eq~ml to, or grexter than, a skin dept]l
showing the skin depths for seven common metals, plotted against the
free-space wavelength.
Thr attrn{laticn in the ~~alls of :a \~:lveg~lide(w
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FIG. 3.3. —Atten11ation in plated conductors. The relative attenuation a is the ratio of tile
attenuation of the combination to the attenuation of the base metal.

coaxial line is proportional to the real part of the impedance looking into
the wall. This impedance, for a good conductor plated with another
conductor, may be determined from the characteristic impedances Zz and
Z 1 of the metals, the reflection coefficient between layers, and the propagation function 71 in the metallic plating.
These quantities are given
[see Eq. (2132)] by

(3)

S~C.3.6]

Yl=,?’u

r
y

.(l+j)@x,

=T)

l+j

(5)

\vhere6, is the skin depth in the platin~; ~,, u,, and 7?, u? are the proP:Lgation functions and electrical conductivities of the plating and the lmse
metal, respect,i~.ely, The ~vavelength in the plating is
(6)
hence the phase shift in the plating metal is d/k,, ~~here d is the plating
thickness.
The impdmre
looking into the s~lrfare of a plated metallic conductor
may be calculated from thf] usual impedance transformation cquiticn’

(7)

Figure 33 sho\w curves of relative attenuation in a plated conductor, in
terms of the atten~lation in a soli(i ron(iuctor of the bme metal, plottmi
The curves \rere caiculatul
against the plate thickness in skin depths
from Eq. (7) and checked by the impedance-chart methwi.
Figure 32
\\as caimdat ed from I;q. (1). Both figures arc baseci on the assumption
The theoretical curves of
that the slwfaces are smooth ami nonmagnetic.
Fig. 33 have not been checked rxperimentaliy because of the difficulty in
measuring plating thickness and because of the porosity of plated films.
Ho\vever, experiments at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn an~i at I{adi~tion
Laboratory, in \\-hichsilver was plated on br:ass, indicated that a thickness
much greater than the skin cicpth is required to obttiin a silver-platwi
\raveguide with a loss comparah]e to that of a pure sil~-m \vaveguide.:
Since all platings are son~e\vhat porous, it k wivisablc to use a piat.ing
thickness se~-cral times greater than a skin depth if the plating has to
form the conducting film.
The most effective highly conductive plating combination used so far
in the manufacture of rnicrolvzl-c lines ami components is a combination
(If Palla{lil[m an(i silver develope(i i)y tile Spcrly CryroscOpe Company.

:111(1
\\’hill ill,r~, F/’e/ltS(lM/ ]i “~/WSi(~ .l[wff ~n f<[(f{i(~,\Yil(,y, N’CJV York,
1I{LLIII()
1944, p 217.
c~ili{lc ( ‘[)rrt)~i(}lll)rlJfJtillg,”1{1, l{cpt]rt NC).
~ 1{. J[. ll-:llkrr) “ .\--l;:IJ)(l\\”:I}
S-29, Oct. 6, 1944: ‘~. (1. l)i~f)ll, “ I’rr,t[cti{],l(,[ 1{.1’. ‘1’r:,,,s]))is..iol,Li,lcs,”
lteport P.l. -.1,l, July 31, 1945.
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A flash plating of palladium is applied to the brass or copper base metal,
which leaves a film for protection against corrosion of the base metal.
The palladium flash is followed by a silver plating Ivhicb appears to be less
porous than a silver plating deposited directly on brass or copper since it
gives a lower attenuation.
This silver plating is made thick enough to
form a good conductive skin (at least 0.0006 in. at 3.0 cm) and is follo~red
by another flash coating of palladium for its protection.
Since the conductivity of palladium is about one quarter that of silver this final
flash coating must be much thinner than a skin depth if increased loss is to
be avoided.
From Fig. 33 ~venote that a flash thickness of one-fifth skin
depth of palladium on silver increases the attenuation by only about 7 pcr
cent, \vhereas the attenuation is doubled by a full skin depth.
3,7. Corrosion Tests and Measurements. —Corrosion tests are usually
made in a test chamber into \vhich is sprayed a fine mist containing the
The solution to be sprayed may be
corrosive elements and compounds.
made up in the approximate proportions to simulate actual outdoor
\reather conditions in a particular locality, or it may be concentrated \vith
particular compounds to speed up the corrosi~.e action.
The action in
either case is much faster than under outdoor weather renditions because
all parts are exposed continuously to the spray. The outdoor \veathercorrosion rate is variable depending upon location and exposure.
TABLE 33.-COMPOSITION

OF

SAI.T

SPRAY,

28
0.8
4.0
40

AX-QQ-S-91

2.8
0.08
0.4
04
0.8

Ordinary rain \rat~rrontain:, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxi(lc, oxirlm
of sulfur, oxides of nitrogmr, omxm, hydrogen, s~tlfi(les, And ammonia.
In industrial areas the cmwrmtrwtion of carlwnie and sldfurous acids may
run very high. Over the sea and in adjacent regions the concentration of
As a result of the ~vide range of \\-eatherrwrldisalt may be very high
tions encountered in outdoor use of micro\ra\-c transmission lines ami
components, corrosion testing can provide only a comparison of the corrosion ratf’s Of various metals under slrmlar condltluns.
The rfegrce of corru>ion o] varimls metals may be determined by
tncasuring tllc loss O( s:Lmples ()( \vavcglii(ics or coaxial lines befcn’e :u]d
deT]le stdt-spuiy test t’or (wrrosiou 0[ elcctrOpliLttd
uftf, r corrositm.
posit+ is the gcncr:dly acrcptml rrwthod. .iltl)ough salt-spray testing has
Iwen uswl for n)an~ years, the mcthrxl is sul)jcct to considcral)le criticism
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because of lack of reproducibility of the tests. Therefore considerable
raution must be exercised in comparing the results of tests made in different chambers or at different times in the same salt-spray test chamber.
The rate of corrosion in any gi~-en chamber will vary widely depending
If the
upon the location and position of the test piece in the chamber.
temperature of the chamber and the concentration of the salt solution are
For best
not controlled, even wider variations in results may occur.
~ABLE

‘~t.:wr
34.--C0Wt~W~Y.Y

T)AI

< (]s

l’j.~,r~n AZYnS[-RFACE-CO.kTEn

Wzveguide buse metal zn{l plaliag
or surf’aI,e[matillg, IIlils”

(’u flash, 0.1 Xi, 0.15 .\g.
(u flash,0.1 Xi, 0.3 kg.
0.1 X], 0.3 Ag, I’d flash
0.1 \-l, 0.3 Ag. .
0.1 X-i,0.3.\(l....
0.5 ‘lg. 0.2 .\Il.
0.3 Au. I’(I flash.
Pd flti~b,0.6 .\g,I’(I H:MII
Pd fhish,0.3 .N4, 1’11flash ,

70-30 brass

t3,3.1g. ,

., . . . . . . ..(

Heavy .4g platr
0.16,\II.......

. ..!

or
rwting,
rib,/rn

salt
spray,
db/’m

0.16
0,14
0.32

0.21
0.33
0.36
0,29
0.26
0.31
0.23
0,28
0.16
(1 22
0 18
0.40
0.30
0.25
0 26
0.30
0.26
0,30

0,T7
0.19
0.’25
0 1.5

().14
0.13
019

(J.12
().29

0.3 (’(1...
. . . . . ...1
0.21
(’Uflash, 0.3 .~g,0.1 (‘d ~ 0.20

llmnol coating.
l;tmr,{,lrmting.
Phrl}oi
formal<lrllyflr1.0
l’he])ol f(,rnlilldehwlc1.0. i
Al~)minllm

2S

Anodize d.......

().26
0.29

0.26
0.28

I ~.15

0.41
I 7.40
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Radiation Laboratory
Pratt Institllte
Radiation Laboratory
Pratt Institute
Pr:itt Institute
Pratt Institute
Itadiation I.a,boratory
Pratt Institlltr
Radiatioll Labor: ttory
Pratt Institute
I%tt Institute
Pratt I1lstit utr
Radiation Taborztory
Radiation Laboratory
Itadiatiorl I.alx)r:ltory
Pratt Illstittltr
Radiation I.abor:ltory
Pratt Institute
Radifit ion I.aburatory

results all specimens should Iw r~~nat the same time :md transposed nt
mglilar intervals.
Ymious combinations of mrtallic platings and nrmmetalli( coatings
\vereincluded in a seriw of tests to fin(l a method of protecting \\:~v~gui(lc
from corrosion and to {Ictcrmine the relative resistimce of the sllrfat’w to
corrosion and fungms gro\rth. These tests \rcm macie at I{:l(iiation
Laboratory ami at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn.
‘1’he samplrs \VeIC
‘1’be rvlapieces of t~lbing, ~ by 1 in. OD, \vith 0.050-in. \vall, 1 m long.

tive resistance to corrosion \vas(Determined by measuring the ~ttennation
of earh sample at a fre(lllc’n(’y tJf!)()()()3[C1’SCC(Ao = 3.33 rm) ~wi’(n’eand
after exposllrc to a 200-hr s:ilt spray. ‘llr salt -sprviy test chambers 1!erc
operated a(’rording to .Irmy- SaYy .kona~lt ical Specification J~>’-QQS-91, \vhi(’hrequires the vompo~ition” of ~pr:ly gi~-en in ‘1’:{l)le 3.3. Rrs\llts
Jlost of the s:lmplcs tested
of these tests are tal)(llate(l in ‘1’:LI)lc 34.
were plated hy commercial estal)lishrn(mts according to their own control.
These methods are trade srrrrts in most C:LWS:therefore thr rwlllf~ only
pl:Lie(l
lralc~lli(lcs.
indicate Ivhat may be experte(l in commerci:llly
DIELECTRIC MATERIALS
3.8. Uses and General Requirements. - Jlany d(wign reqllirrments
for mirrolval-r tr:lnsm~wion lines an(l comp(~n(mt> m:~kc (lielwt ri( nl:Lterials desirfible for the follo]j-ing” llsm:
1. 31cchanical support of center con(l~lctor,~for r(mxial lines.
2. Pressure sraling of co:mial and ~i-av(y,llide Iin(+, resonant cavitiw,
and other components.
3. Impedance-matching, slllgs in d(lg tllnr+, etr.
4. Power al)sorption in lin(’ trlmin:ltior)b.
5. Sealing pores in other mat(>rials
Ilwign procedures for coaxinl lxwd >Ilppor+s, prcssllr(’ \\-irl(lo\\ti,
:on(l JILA
l.il)(
tuners are disrllssc( 1 in S(,(s. 43, 4.18, an(l S<>, rrspe(tiv(ljr.
terrnirmtions are dimwed in \’ol. 23 of this srrieh
‘l%e rqllircmcmts
for elcctri(,al on(l nl(v, i):lni(,:ll (,ll:lr:l(,tcri<ti(,s (1I
dielectric materi:ds for the uses jllst Iist((l ale ~:l]i(vl. Ik:i(l sllp!)ortsj
pressllrizirlg I]nits, and imp(’(l:l rl(’c-nl:ll(llirlg llnit~ r(’(lllirc’ (Ii(’1(’ct
tic
materials with lo~v dielectric constants :~n(l lo]!--pojj”(’r’ f’a(’t(~w as lf (,11as
(,xp:ll]sioll
good n)mh:mi(al str(mgth and he:lt r(’si~tan(e. ‘1’11(111):11
coefhcl(mts are \ery lmport:~nt ]n thr (Ieslgn (Jfpl(wllrc II]rl(lo\\s. Sl)(,(i:[l
rnixtur(w of glass arl(l polj-styrcne th:lt Il:llc exp:ul.~ion r(x’tfi(i(nt+ :lpptoximatel~- e(lu:~l to th(’ (’xp:lnsion cocthi(mt of I)r:lss l!(’r( (l(l-(>lope(l at
M. I.’1”. The rnateli:ll called “pol~~l:l>”” (’on l)c mol(l(’(1 into illtric:lt(,
shapes and (ementr(l into ]r:~~cguid(’ :In(l r(mxi:ll iin(’s to form :[ PI(I:SIII(,
seal c)vf~r J}i(lc tcmperatllre mnges.
‘
,hl)(’cl:d
typ(’. of” :41:1,.
+ :11.(JS(VII
(Y] ( ,)
I<ovar’ or Fcrni(() for ]’(,sO1l:illt-:l!
)ct’t\ll’(” })]’(,++111’izin~
i! in(lo\\> :)s nlrlltione(l in S(Y. 33, [WC also Sec. 4 1!)).
JIoisturc :Ll)sorption,” oxi(l:ltion,” :In(l fllngi :11(’tll(’ (llief ellrmic> that
destroy the gImi elert ri(:il propertim of (Ii(l(xt ric nmt (’li:ll~
.\lHJrlml
moist ure e~en in I-cry small quanl itiw :Il)l)u,(i:lhly in(,re:[ws (Ii(,le(, tri(
10ss :It nlicro\\-:lYefr(([(lrn(im.
‘1’() cornl):lt tlli+ (i”f(’(t in tlol)i(:ll r(yions,
I ,~ I-(!ll Ilipl)(,l,s IT liiIIA\}~(lrg,
;IIIIII,. (:. \\”I,+.,,[1.
“1A]}! J~lJ:ltl+i[]l]
l’l:(~tics,”
\-l)l{(’ J{[,p{)rt11->39, \[.T.’l’., N-[)v.1!)4.-,, .\, \’1111
IIilJlwl, ‘1’:il)l~s (I[ l)lrl,,tri{
\[:ttt,ri:lls,” XDILU I{,l)(jlt J4-42,5,>1 1.’1’ 111111
1!)11
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small amo~lnts of paraffin or certain siliconm have been incol,poratwl into
some materials during manufacture.
It was found th~t 0.2 per cent of
paraffin is et’fectil-e in minimizing moisture absorption in polystyrene, but
larger amounts of p~raffin produce warcely any further improvement.
l’amffin :lloneis only mildly effecti~-e illred~l(ingt hem(~ist~lrea l~sorptio1l
of polystyrene-glass mixtures, presumably because water is strongly
adsorbed on the glass surface.
In this case, the addition of 0.1 per cent of
a silicone (I)o]v Coming Ignition Scaling Compound >-o. 4), which is
prefmentially adsorbed on glass, has prmwf an effective remedy.
The
best results fire ol)tained Ivhen Imth p:maffin and the silicone areadc[ed.
oxidation also incrcasw the 10SSof ciiclcctric materials at micro~rave
freqocncies.
C)xid:~tion()cc{lrsmostrc:lclilyd ~iringt llemoldirlgo rc asting
opertition and can be minimized by careful control of the molding
temperature.
Jlateriais \vith a high-po\ver factor and low dielectric constant are
llsc(l f’f)r line terminations.
Ciraphitc or a spccialil- prepared form of iron
is oft,cn used for the lossy material.
Graphite is mixed \vith Portland
Cement or .X-pandotite Cement made by the Dixon Crucible Company of
Jersey City, X ..J.; and specially prepared iron is suspended in very fine
particles in a cemrnic or b:d<elite filler to form a material, polyiron, much
ilsed as L (lore material in r-f transformers.
One source of this material is
Henry L. Cro\VleJ anfl Cornp:my, Tnc., of ll-est. Orange, X“.,J, The
rcsultirrg mixture in either ctise is a poorly conducting medium, \\-hirhcan
l)c cast into a section of transmission line to al)sorb the electromagnetic
po\rer. ,Since both matrrials ore (Iuitc porous, they absorb enough moisture to rhange their characteristics considerably.
Therefore, it is necessary to seal the pores \rith silicone liquids or similar materials to keep out
moistllre.
3.9. Characteristics of Dielectric Materials.-IMany
low-loss plastics
\\crede~.~lopwl during l~orld Jyar 11, b(lt relat ive]y few ha}-e been used
mtrnsively in micro\ravc transmission-circuit design because of failure
to meet the requirements outlined previously in this chapter.
Electrical
md mcchmi(al cbaracterist ics of the most \vidcly used dielectric materials
‘Yhc specific dielectric constant kc and loss factor
arc given in Tab]c 35.
tan d are given fcm each material at three wa~elengths in the micro\ravc
region.
The complex dielectric constant of :i medium is expressed as

in l;q. (2.90).
In the t:tl)le, k. = e’/~o an([ tan 8 = ~“/c’ whm-c co is the
permit tivity of f rrc sp:we. ‘lhc T-alue of d’/d is often called the 10SS
tangent or po~ver factor and the loss in the dielectric material can be calculated from it (Sec. 2.5).
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TABLE 35.-ELECTRICAL

All values

Material

trade name

at

t.”6 at

k,
30 CII

Ivlmlufacturer

30 cm

ki;t
cm

given

AND NIKCH

for room temperature,

tan a at
10 cm

k. at
3 cm

tan a at

3 cm

l—l

Glasses
No. 705
No. 7052
No. 707
No. 790
No. 774 1

4
5 ()> 5
3 97
1
(J
3 87
4 92
8
4 70

Cw:;::class

80X
00
20
60
80

lo-

4 72
5 04
4.mJ
3.84
4 89

5.20 x 10–~ 4 71
5.8o
4 93
1 90
3 99
0 68
3 82
8 90
4 82!

6.10 X 10-~
8,10
2,10
0 94
8,90~

F’op+glaa
Mare.
‘Tech.
Ma.,,

Inst.

of

3 36

0 77

3.35

O 78

1332 i 0S4

I“St.

of

3 5.5

3.55

4,00

13.53 I 4.60

Dt

Tech.
M/IwIto Chem, 3 22

3 40
0 76

3 22

1 20

13.22 I 1.30

Mt

Hood Rubber

3 00

4 86

;3 !)()
0,50
0 26

SI

I’olyntyrerte
XMS 10023
SWron C-176

Co,

4 8(J

——1
Bakelit,e c.r~.
now
Chemical

2 5.5
2..56

0 45
0 30

2 ,53
2 5,5

Ldin
Lustmn D-276

Catalin
h&y.to

2 50
2 52

0,10
0,40

2 49
2 51

D-334

%~lo:santo Chem,

2 5.5

0 27

2 54

co.

CCWJI.
Chem.

—.—
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The dielectric constant, of a dielectric material and the loss in it are
produced by contril)~ltifms of threr molcmllm- mm-hanisms,l namrlv: (I)
electronic and atomic polarization, (2) orientation of permanent dipoles,
(3) ionic or electronicc onduction.
1. l’olarizat,ion is the response of the charge carriers in a dielectric
medium to an applied electric field. These carriers may be locally
bound, aselectron clouds are boundbythechangc
of a nucleus, or
as ions are bound in crystal strl~ct~lres. An exterior field in this
case displares the positi~e charge rarriers slightly ~~ith respect to
thenegati~-eoncs, tllllsprodll(il lg(lipolen l()mentsi ~y``clectronic''
This “induced”
polarization has its
or “ atomic” polarization.
resonance frequencies in the optical range. At high electrical
frecluencies and up to optical frequencies approaching the resonant
value, the displacement of charge follo\vs C1OSC1.V
the applied field
so that the resulting current is out of phase with the field. This
behavior produces no loss but leads to a frcqoency-independent
contribution k~l to the dielectric constant and to a corresponding
This contribllto the index of refraction.
contribution nl = ml
tion to k. depends on tcmpmatllre only because the number of
molecules per cubic centimeter varies \vith temperatllre.
This
change in k~l due to temperature is approximately given by
(8)
where a is the thermal expansion cocffirirmt given in Table 3.5.
For most dielectrics the tempmatllrr effect is sm:all (about .05 prr
cent per “C).
2. In addition to the indllcwl dipoles, thrre exist in many molecllhw
pm-mancnt dipoles produced by t~lediffermwe in electron zffinity Of
their atoms.
Sllch dipoles ten(l to pro~luce polarization by orient:ltion of the molecules in the applied field. Gtis molecules are free to
rutatr \~ith little restraint; therefore they follo\\-the field mom or
Resonance freqllenrics are found in the
less instantaneously,
infrared, b~lt for heavy molcmllcs they extrnd into the mirro\vavc
range. In Iiqllids and soli(ls, ho\\-ever,the frerdom of rotation is
normally impeded by the interaction of the neighboring molecules.
The resonance phenomenon de~cnerates into an aperiodic orientation uml(’r high friction, ~vllich is ~’cry tcrnperature-sensitive.
The
orient at ion of permanent (Iipolcs appears pronounred in the fre1A. Von Hipprl, “’~:lhles of T)irlm,tri(l[atrrials.” Yt)l<.I nnd II, X“lI1{CReports
14-237and 425, 11.[.’~., l’rh 1944,wI(I,JIIIIC
194,> .i. ~“onH1pprl:md 1{, C,.I\reckt,llri(lgc,“’llc IIltrr:irtion 13ct\vccn
l;l(ftr(~]n:l~]lcti(,Fi(,l(ls:tn(lI)iclwtric ~l:ltcr]nls,”
S I)lt~ R(,port 14-122, 11.[.’~., .J:m,1943.
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quency characteristics of many materials.
Its principal feature is
that, withincreasingfrequency,
the dipoles begin to lag more and
more behind the field; that is, their contribution to the dielectric
constant decreases, and the loss tangent or power factor increases
toamaxinlum
anddecreases again asthedipole effect dies ollt. If
only one dipole type ispresent, orientatingitself inaviscousmedium
~vithout mutual interaction, the electrical behavior of the dielectric
After removal of the
can be represented by a simple RC-circuit.
field, the polarization would die down exponentially with a ‘ ‘relaxation time” 7. The dielectric constant should decrease to about
0.2 of its maximum value in one decade of frequency increase.
With increasing temperatures the viscosity decreases, the relaxation
time shortens, and the whale dispersion region moves to higher
frequencies,
Mast dielectrics, especially plastics, contain dipoles
of many types; and each dipole, because of the varying location of
neighboring molecule, finds itself inslightly different surroundings.
Therefore, a wide distribution of relaxation times exists, and the
This condition is present in
k, and tan 8curves are flattenedout.
most of the dielectrics given in Table 3.5. Plasticizers inevitably
lower the relax~tion times in polymers and thereby shift the loss
maximum to higher frequencies.
3. The !ast contribution to k. and tan 8 is the ionic or electronic conduction, which has a small effect in the materials listed in Table 3.5.
This effect, caused by the migration of electrons or ions through the
material, produces a frequency-independent
conductivity and a
contribution to the loss tangent inversely proportional to the freIf the electrons or ions, after migrating over some disquency.
tance, are stopped-as,
for instanre, at the boundary of a carbon
particle embedded in rubber-a
fkld distortion results. To the
obser~-er this gives the impression of a high dielectric constant.
Dielectric constant and loss in this case are frequency-dependent
and influenced fundamentally by the nature and distribution of the
conducting partirles. It is, therefore, important to keep dielectric
materials free from such particles and also to prevent carbonizing of
their s~u-faresby too much heat during the molding process
Fillers
are often polar (Jvood flour) or poorly conducting (carbon black)
and thus may increase t:m 8.
3.10. Construction of Dielectric Parts.— Dielert rir m~terial far the
in :1 polJ-dm
construction of parts is usll:lll:)- t’(lrni.shmlI)y tllc Ill:irlllt:l(’tlllf’f
form. This po\\-dcred nl,lteli:~l is then p{]i~-mmized ald f(jmwd into
various shapes by heating the m~terial in :i mold lmtil p{dynielization of
Tile temperature, {wring
the liquid material in the mold is complete.
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time, and pressure requirements should be obtained from the producer of
the raw material as they are critical for some materials.
Construction
techniques for dielectric parts are divided into five general classes: (1)
compression molding, (2) transfer molding, (3) injection molding, (4)
extrusion molding, (5) casting.
Compression molding is the simplest of the forms of plastic molding
which use heat and pressure. The po\vdered material is poured into a
cavity into which a closely fitted piston descends, compressing the po\\’der
The piston is then withdrawn, leaving the
while it is hot into the cavity.
finished part, which is pushed out by an ejection pin, and the cycle is
repeated.
The temperature and pressure used must be correct for the
material and must be properly controlled.
Only one piece in each cavity
is made in one cycle.
Transfer molding is a double-step compression method.
The correct
amount of powder is heated and pressed into a block of semisolid form,
then transferred while hot to an adjoining cavity where it is further
pressed and cured into the finished part. This method is used when the
finished part has an irregular cross-sectional area or when it requires
inserts that must be accurately positioned.
Injection molding is a continuous process accomplished with an automatic machine in which the molding powder is heated to a semifluid state
and injected into the mold \vherethe finished part is formed and removed
automatically.
Such a machine is expensive and requires skilled operators, but it does fast and accurate work.
Extrusion molding is used only for tubes, rods, and bars of continuous
The powdered material is heated to a plastic state and
cross section.
slowly forced through a die of the required shape and size. ‘~he material
hardens as it comes out of the die. 31any plastic materials cannot be
extruded.
Casting is the simple process of placing the material to be formed into
a mold or container of the desired shape and curing the material, with or
without heat, until it hardens.
h-o pressure is used in this process.
Ceramic materials, such as porcelain, titanium dioxide, steatite, and
Crolite are sometimes used in the construction of micro\vave transmission
components,
Titanium dioxide is used in delay lines because of its high
dielectric constant and low loss. The other materials are used for crystal
casings and, in mixtures with graphite and other 10SSYmaterials, for line
terminations.
Ceramic parts are made by the clic-press method.
The
dry po\\der is mixed ~vith water or any organic binder that dries out during heating,
The mixture is put, in a die of the desirrd slmpe aml compressed, at room temperature, into o compact mass strong eumlgh to be
The baking temperatures range from
transferred to a furnace for baking,
1000° to 1600°C depending on the density required.
Ceramic parts are
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usually porous and require glazing to produce a surface. Glazing is a
process of sealing the surface pores in the ceramic by applying suspensions
of essentially low-melting glass and firing at suitable temperatures to
melt the glaze and form an impervious coating.
The surface condition of finished dielectric parts is determined mainly
bythe surface of themoldin
whichit vasformed.
Themetal used for
the mold is very important when materials such as polyglas requiring high
temperatures and pressures are to be molded.
The polyglas materials
are particularly difficult to mold because of the abrasive quality of the
molding powder.
In this case, the mold is made of very hard steel,
polished and plated with chromium to prevent the molding powder from
scratching the mold during the pressing operation of the compression- and
It is also advantageous to lubricate the mold
transfer-molding processes.
with one of the silicone liquids or paraffin when molding materials such as
polyglas.
The lubricant not only lubricates the mold, allowing the material to be completely pressed into corners, but it also tends to till in the
surface pores of the part being formed, thereby making it moisture-proof.
Pores in ceramics may also be sealed with silicone liquids or paraffin.
In designing dielectric parts of intricate shapes it is important in most
cases to allow rounded corners and slight tapers in dimensions so that the
finished parts may be removed from the molds without breakage.
It is
also advisable to limit the thickness of a molded part to a small vallle
because most dielectric materials have very low heat conductivity and are
therefore heated very slo\vly on the inside of a thick piece.
PRESSURIZATION PROBLEMS
Pressurization of microwave transmission systems consists ideally of
sealing the entire system, or separate units of the system, against air
leakage to ensure constant pressure inside and to keep out moisture and
water vapor.
A decrease in the air pressure inside a transmission line or
component decreases the maximum power that the unit will handle \vithout voltage breakdo\vn. Therefore, pressurization is essential; even
under ideal weather conditions, for high-power systems at high altitudes.
Damp weather and high-humidity conditions cause an increase in the loss
of the system and a corrosion of metallic parts, which also increases the
loss in the metallic walls. Moisture and high humidity encountered in
tropical climates also promote the growth of fungi.
In actual practice ideal pressurization is not easy to attain. Small
leaks are usually present, and it is difficult to design large light~veight parts
that will stand the pressure differential encountered by high-flying aircraft. Therefore alternati\,e methods have been used to control the
pressure inside the system and keep out moisture.
Two such methods
have been developed:
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1. Sealing the antenna feed and couplin~s as well as possible and
leaving the small leaks to breathe very slo\vly. ‘Lhis method is
used \~ithout a pump or relief twlve on sornc shipbornr and ground
installations.
For airborne cfloipmrnt in l\-hich this method is
used, a rclirf VJIVC must bc pro\idml \vhich operatw at the
maximum allmvable press~mc in the *ystem. 111 this C:W it is
advisab]e that the modulator, the rcreivcr, and the line constitute
For a given leakage rate, a decrease
one pressurized container.
in the rate of change of prcs.s(lrc in the system \vill, of course,
permits a large
fircompan,y this volume increase. This method
amount of brmthing undrr ron(lititms of extreme pressure and the
temperature changes cmcmmtered in airlmrne application, but it
prot{,ction
in ground and shipbornc applications.
gives a(lc(luate
Ho\rc,cr, protection of imlividual units must be pro~ided for shipment and storage.
2. Sealing the antenna feed and cmlplings as \rell as possible and using
an a(itomatic pump to keep the inside prmsure constant in spite of
small lraks. The air t~licm in by the pump is dried by a chamber
fille(l ~\-ithsilica gel and crystals of cobaltolls chloride, ~~hich are a
dull l)lllr \\hen dry l)llt turn pink ]~hrn satllrated with moisture.
This ch:mge in color is an indication that the chamber must be
replacrd or refilled. Replacement chambers are usually furnished
as spare parts. ‘rhe moistllre may be remo~-ed from the saturated
chamber by heatin~ after the charnher is remo~-ed from the system.
This metho(l is ~-ely effrctive in both ground and airborne applications, b(lt, it is objcctionahlc in airborne applications because
the pump and associated equipment add \vcight to the system.
Pressurization of earh unit or group of units Ijy one of these two
methods is necessary to protcx,t the disassemh~sd system during dlipment
and storag(, as \\~ell
as during operation.
Thr most effective method for a specific application naturally depends
on the amount of breathing permit te(l in the application and the minimum
leakage attainable in the individual components of the system. The
remainder of this chapter deals ~vith the methods used in pressurizing the
indi}-idu:d components and suggestions for improvements using ne\v
materials that show promise.
Components reqlliring special sealing
methods are (i ) lines and coup! ings, and (2) rotating shafts and joints.
3.11. Sealing of ‘lYansmission Lines and Couplings. —Transmissionline output tcrrnin:ds of units are often sealed for protection during
shipment,
For this purpose, seals fino\\n as ‘[ pressurizing ~vindo~vs”
have })een usml. ll”aveguide pressurizing \\”indo\rsof two types are
discussed from the standpoint of electrical desi~n in Sec. 422,
The slug
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type is made of polyglas which has a coefficient of expansion approximately equal to that of brass. The dielectric is molded into a solid piece
of the correct dimensions and cemented into the waveguide to form a
pressure seal. A very thin cement is required which will flow into a small
clearance space of about 2 or 3 roils between the slug and the waveguide
wall. Vinylseal cementsl N-A 28-14 and T 24-9 thinned with acetone or
toluene respectively have given the best results so far obtained.
Two or
three applications of the cement are usually required for a good pressure
seal because the evaporation of the solvent tends to leave air pockets.
When properly cemented the unit makes an airtight seal over a wide
temperature range. One application of cement is sufficient for holding
the slug in place and keeping out moisture and dirt during shipment.
Coaxial lines may be pressurized by dielectric beads similar in design to
the waveg~ide windows of the slug type. This design is illustrated in
Fig. 4.8.
The resonant-aperture pressurizing window was developed and manufactured by Westinghouse.
This window, as sho\vn in Fig. 4.76, is made
by sealing glass into a Kovar disk to form an airtight seal. The Kovar
disk is then soft-soldered to a choke coupling to complete the operation.
This seal will stand extreme pressures and temperatures.
Synthetic rubber rings are used in waveg~’ide and coaxial couplings to
pressure-seal the junctions.
They are very simple in construction, as
shown in Fig, 4.44. The rectangular groove that holds the doughnutshaped rubber ring is designed so that the rubber ring practically fills the
groove when the two metallic parts are clamped together.
The rubber
ring must retain its elasticity over the temperature ranges encountered in
the use of the system being designed,
3.12. Rotary-joint Pressure Seals. —Rotary-joint pressure seals have
been the chief cause of leaks in pressurized systems,
No completely
satisfactory solution of the problem has been found because materials
having the proper characteristics have not been developed,
Several
designs have been used, ho!vever, \vith a fair degree of success,
To meet the restrictions usually encountered in the operation of a
rotary joint, the rotary seal must: ( 1) operate at speeds up to 3000 rpm;
. (2) operate o~-er a temperature range from 70° to – 5(1°C; (3) impose lo\v
frictional torque; (4) recluire small space; (5) be e:]sily reproducible; (6)
operate continuo~lsly.
The follo\ving types of rotary seal have been recommended: (I) the
synthetic-rubber-lip type, (2) the Sealol type, (3) the bello~vs type.
The synthetic-rul)ber-lip seal, developed at Radiation Laborfitory w1(I
1 J1211uf:icturr.tl l]y (’:irl]i(lc :m(i (’artmn (’i)en)ic:lls(’orp., X-clvYork, X.\”.
‘ Gratonand K,ligllt Co., 356 Fr:mklmStmct, Jyorcc.tcr, 31USS.
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cal and dependable of the three types.
Figure 3.4a shows the construction of the rubber-lip seal. The rubber is held firmly in the outer housing
in such a way that pressure on the high-pressure side tends to tighten the
seal on both the rotating shaft and the outer housing.
This type has the advantages of extremely low cost and very small
space requirement.
The rubber rings are readily interchangeable; thus
the unit is easily serviced.
Test samples have run continuously for
months without excessive air loss;
a loss of 1 ins in 2 hr at an interre
nal pressure of 15 lb/in. 2 is not
High
ry member considered excessive.
pressu
The torque
required is 1 to 2 lb-in. for a l-in.
shaft seal holding 15-lb pressure.
The lip must be thick enough to
membe;
‘f’
ensure accurate trimming, and the
(a) Rubber-llp type
angle of slope should be as small
as practicable
for low torque.
The metal housing ring should
have appreciable
grooves and
should be nickel-plated to achieve
a satisfactory bond to the rubber.
The
housing ring should provide
Rubber packing
support at the rear of the seal for
(b) Sealol type
maintenance of low torque.
The rubber used in the rubberlip seal is very important.
Graton
and Knight Formula 93, a Hycar
base preparation, is recommended.
Highpressure
Results of tests on many types of
rubber indicate a stress-deformaCarbon seal,ng ring
tion hysteresis period inversely
(c) Bellowstype
proportional to the temperature.
I’IG, 3.4.—Rotary-joint prcsaure eeals.
Even though the rubber samples
themselves are flexible down to – 70°C, the stat~onary sealing limit is
about —50”C and, with the shaft rot sting, the limit is —20”C.
There- .
fore, for very low temperatures, electric heaters are required for seals
made of this compound.
The Sealol type of rotary seal illustrated in Fig. 34b utilizes a carbon
cylinder sealed by a rubber packing to a stationary member running
against a lapped steel shoulder on the rotating member to form the seal.
The success of the design depends upon the finish of the carbon and steel
mating surfaces—a fact that makes manufacturing tolerances critical.
The carbon must be nonporous and the contact surface smooth and round.
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Morganite MM] and MMZ made by the Morgan Brush Company of Long
Island City, N. Y., or Graphitor No. 35 and No. 39, made by the U. S.
Graphite Company of Saginaw, Mich., are recommended for Sealol
rotary seals when used with hardened tool steel. Speed is no problem
At 3500 rpm this rise
except for temperature rise with dry operation.
over ambient temperature is about 70”C for a l-in. shaft. The torque
requirement for a l-in. shaft seal at a gauge pressure of 15 lb is 2 to 5 lb-in.
After a 10- to 20-hr run-in period at 2000 rpm required to lap the surfaces,
the leakage can be brought down to 1 in.3 in 20 hr at. 15 lb/in. z
Bellows seals as shown in Fig. 3.4c are less reliable because they have
mechanical flexibility, require more room, and require the same precise
manufacturing as the Sealol type.
The fact that the seal utilizes a carbon or bronze foreplate, bearing against a lapped steel shoulder, makes its
operation independent of temperature.
The success of either type depends on the characteristics of the sealing
material.
No material that has been tried has given a completely satisfactory seal; however, new developments in the field of plastics may offer
solutions to the sealing problem.
New silicone rubber developed by Dow Corning Corporation and
General Electric appears to offer a possible solution to the low-temperature problems of the rubber-lip seal. Silicone rubber retains its elasticity
at very low temperatures.
Another new material, developed by E. I. du Pent de Nemours and
Company, appears to have promising possibilities for use in all types of
seals. The new material, known as “Teflon” and designated by du Pent
as “ Poly F-1 114, ” is a soapy-feeling plastic that causes very little friction
when rotated in contact with a machined metallic surface.
It is not so
pliable as rubber but has much better lo\v-temperature characteristics.
Teflon is also very resistant to chemical action and absorbs no moisture.
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COAXIAL LINES
BY G. L. R.IG.IN

4.1. Factors Governing Choice of Dimensions.—The
primary rcmsiderations in choice of rig-id-line dimensions are high po\vrr-carrying
3fention of such other characteristics
capability and lolv attenuation,
as maximum voltage bet\veen conductors, maximum impedance of
resonant line, and minimum impedance of resonant line is frequently
made. These considerations, which are of importance in some types of
work, are rarely, if ever, considered important at microwave fre{luencies
and still less often are considered important in microwave transmission
lines, The consideration of maximum voltage may be useful in case the
frequency is so low or the line so short that it contains considerably less
In this case the voltage on the line is essenthan one-half wavelength.
tially constant along its length regardless of impedance-matching and is
In micro\ravc lines, ho\vof prime importance in the transfer of power.
Such lines are usually much longever, this is almost never the situation.
er than one half wavelength so that the load impedance must match the
line impedance if standing \raves w-e to be avoided.
It is in this matched
condition that a given line carries maximum power to a load; high po\rercarrying capability therefore is calculated on this basis. The resonant
impedance behavior of a coaxial line enters into certain resonator problems at micro~vave frequencies but not into the choice of dimensions
for a transmission line.
In seeking the dimensions of a transmission line to obtain optimum
performance ~rith respect to some selected characteristic, the problem
must be limited further’ in one of the follo\ving \vays. One may seek
those dimensions consistent lvith the restriction that only the fundamental
7’E,Jf-mode be propagated at a given ~vavclength in the resulting line;
this restriction sets an upper limit, in a certain manner, on the size of the
or one may h limited for mechanical
line for a given wavelength.
reasons to an even smaller line size. Usuallyj in this case, the limitation
\villbe the diameter of the outer conductor,
‘l’he t~vo primary factors, high power-carrying capability and lo\v
attenuation, \villbe considered no\vunder these t\vo types of limitation.
144
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Maximum Power-carrying
Capacity
for a Given Wavelength.—The
power being transmitted by a coaxial line in the absence of standing
\vaves is given by Eq, (2,77),
(1)

Ivhere ~ = ~/u is the diameter ratio of the conductors.

The critical

dimensions !or cutoff of the second or 7’A’,,,-mode w-e ~~rellapproximated
by the relation indicated in Fig. 222.
A. =

~E 7r(a +

(2)

b);

therefore,
(3)

Substituting this value for a in the above equation, one obtains
(4)

~-ormally one would operate at a wavelength slightly longer than cutoff.
This effectively reduces a in Eq. (3) by the desired wavelength factor and
1.0
-0.9
%“; 0.8
kc
%20,,
::
~ ~ 0.6
—.
1%: o,~
a

‘q
i“

,/
\

//

0.4 II
0,3 II
1

4
5
3
Diameter
ratiov
I:11iO
rxl,arit?:,ttd1,)s.Ierlctllvs. di:lln<>tcr
FIG. 4.1--- -I{el:itircl,o,vc,r-ll:l,ldlill~
line,at a givenwal-el<,[,
gttl.
2

The form of the equareduces I’ in Eq. (4) by the square of this factor,
tions is unchanged,
Relative values of ~ are plotted as a function of ?I
in Fig. 41.
The maximum ~-alue of the last term, in [~ ‘(l + ~)’], is found
to be 0.0774. This occurs \vhenq has the value 2.09 and me:ms Zo = 44,1
ohms for air-fille(l line. lVhen numerical values me inserted, the m~ximum power is given by
P “,..

= 6“53 x

‘o”%

‘:’

(5)
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and the corresponding conductor radii are
(6a)

a = 0“097 &e’
b = 0.215&

(6b)

V%

where k. = 1 for air, and a reasonable value for E= is 3 X 106 volts/m
breakdown.
Hence, Eq. (5) becomes
P ,,,.. = 5.88 x

108h~.

at
(7)

For example, A = 0.1 m gives
P ma. = 5.88

Mw,

2a = 1.94 cm (0.764 in.) = center conductor
2b = 4.30 cm (1 .692 in. ) = outer conductor

OD,
ID.

Minimum
Conductor Loss for a Given Wa~lelength.—The
attenuation in
coaxial conductors may be written [slightly modifying Eq. (282)]

a = 0,04566

J_

k,l+q
— —
o~blnq

nepers/m

(8)

Applying the same limit as above to the size of conductors at a given
wavelength, we find that
h,
b=qa=—

—

(9)

.&,l:q”

If this value of b is substituted

in thr previolls equation, the res[l]t is
(10)

Relative values of loss length, the reciprocal of a, are plotted against q in
Fig. 4.1. The minimum value of the l:lst term, (1 + q)’~q in q, is 4.45 and
occurs when q = 4.68. The impedanrc is !)2.0 ohms for air-filled line,
and the minimum attenuation for a given wavelength is

~m,o= 0,6368_~(
V’u x.:$

nepers/m.

(11)

The line dimensions are
a = 0.056 —

(12a)

:;e.
b = 0.262 —

(12b)

&

For an air-filled copper line (u = 5.80 X 107 mhos/m)
am.

= 8.38 X 10-’ ~,-”

{ = 7.27 X 10-d x,-”

the result is

nepers ‘m
clb/m.

(13)
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CY6 = .0232

2a = 1.12cm
2b = 5.24cm
Maximum

db/m,
(0.441 in.) = ODof inner conductor,
(2.065 in. ) = ID of outer conductor.

Power-carrying

Equation (l)maybe
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Capacity

jor a Given Outer-conductor Size.—

written intermsofb
(14)

Relative values of P are plotted against q in Fig. 4“2. Since b is given, the
problem is to find the value of q which makes the last term in q/T2 a
1.0

~

0.9

.
>“; 0.8

/
/

/

g $ r),7
n. .

\

P2

.$ ~ o,~
5 .$
$ z 0.5

/’

\

u

0.4
0.3 /
1

4
‘3
5
Diameter
ration
capacitvandloss Icngthvs. dianletcrratioforcoaxial
4,2.— -RelativePower-handling
linefor a givenouter-cu,,ductor
radius.
2

maximum.
This maximum occurs for q = 1.65, giving an impedance of
30 ohms if the line is air-filled.
For this case, assuming breakdown to
occur when E. = 3 X 106 volts/m, the maximum po~ver is
‘P.,.= = 1.377
Minimum

conductor

Loss

for

X 10’0b2.
a Giwn

Outer-conductor

(15)
Diamcter.-

In this case b is constant and 7 the variahlc; consequently, 13q (8) has the
proper form.
In Fig. 4.2 relative values of loss length, I/a, are plottecl
against ~. ‘1’he term (1 + q)/in q is a minimum ~vhen q = 3.6, whicl]
makes the characteristic impedance 77 ohms for air-filled line. For air.
filled copper line
(16)
a~,a = 0.0215 k-~~b-1
nepers/m.
from these r-f factors, there
So?nr .Ifwhanical Considerations. -.\side
For instance, thelineshollld
lx
are some fzctors of mechanical nature.
as rigid ,as possible in order to \\-ithstand shock and vibration \vitl~a
minimum disturbance of characteristic impedance and po\\rer-carrying
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capacity.
Assuming the inner conductor to be a tube and of the same
metal as the outer conductor, it seems that a relatively large center tube is
desirable.
This makes the two tubes approximately equal in size and
their behavior under shock and vibration is comparable.
Both the center
and outer tubes should be large and supported at frequent intervals in
order to keep the resonant frequency of each section of tubing above any
vibration frequencies likely to be encountered in use. A large center
tube and frequent supports are also an aid in preventing relative motion

4
6
Ratioof radii-~
43.-C!11aractcri.
+ticimpcdani-eof an eccentricline.
2

1
I:IG.

8

10

bet\veen inner and outer tubes when the line is subjected to shock.
The
diameter ratio should not be made too small, ho\vever, since the effect of
eccentricity is much more pronounced for low-impedance lines. Fig.
43 illustrates this eccentricity effect.
In manufacturing small lines, particularly for the short-wavelength
end of the micro~vave region, it is desirable to usc a relatively large center
conductor.
The upper limit upon the size of center conductor comes from
the previously mentioned effect of eccentricity.
Within the limitation
imposed by this effect, a large center conductor makes it easier to fabricate
such structures as stub supports, slotted center-conductor
contacts
(bullets), and center-conductor capacity couplings like those usecl for
rotary joints.
The summation of these mechanical considerations leads to a compromise bet\\-eenthe \-cry low diameter ratio indicated by most of these
considerations and the practical limitation imposed by the increased
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sensitivity of low-impedance lines to eccentricity effects. Probably a
diameter ratio of 1.5 to 2 is an acceptable figure. This ratio gives a
characteristic impedance for air-filled line of 25 to 42 ohms-values
that
are about the same as those for maximum power-carrying capacity, 30
ohms and 44.4 ohms for the t}vo cases alrcwly discussed.
The 50-ohm Li~e as a Compromise
Standard. —When
choosing a
coaxial line to serve a given purpose one might choose the line impedance
to suit the requirements peculiar to the individual application.
Depending on which of the five characteristics already mentioned is considered
most important, this procedure would lead to the use of a number of
different impedances over a threefold range, 30 to 93 ohms. Under such
a system each transmission-line circuit element is a special design problem
requiring its own special test equipment, such as slotted lines for impedObvious economy both in test equipment and in
ance measurement.
design work can be achieved if a single impedance can be chosen as a
compromise standard.
It has been found convenient to adopt 50 ohms
For air-filled
as an impedance level offering a satisfactory compromise.
coaxial line this requires a diameter ratio of 2.3, and for polyethylene
(ke = 2.25) a ratio of 3.5. By reference to Figs. 4.1 and 42 the perfornlance of the 50-ohm line may be compared with that of the line whose
diameter ratio has the optimum value for each of the four characteristics
presented there. The results of such an examination are given in Table
41.
TABI.E .4.1.-C•

MPARISONOF .50-OHM PERFORMANCE WITH THAT OF OFTI.MUM LINES

Characteristic

Optimum val
of q

Relativevaluesfor 50-ohm line
k.=l,

q=

2.3

For a given wavelength:
Power handled.
.,
Loss length . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.09
4.68

0.99
0.78

0.80
0.96

For a given outer con(luctor:
Powerhandled
.
Loss lcngtll.

1 6.5
3 60

0.86
0.91

0.56
1.00

Quite apart from line-irnpcdanc< considerations, a number of different
line sizes are required in order to meet mechanical requirements and to
A list of some air-filled lines \rhich
accommodate various wavelengths.
have been used, together with some of their characteristics, is given in
Table 42.
The theoretical maximum power tabulated is for a peak voltage
gradient of 30,000 voltstcm and for coaxial cylinders in the absence of
supports.
The recommended mwiimllm po~vcrs are based on experi.
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ence with $in. stub-supported lines and
~-in. bead-supported lines in system use.
These have shown signs of failure in carefully made Iaborotory systems at powers of
about 500 and 50 kw, respectively.
A
safety factor of 2.5 in power (1.6 in voltage) is allowed in each case. These figures
give a factor of 0.15 between theoretical
maximum and design maximum for the
stub-supported series and 0.033 for the
bead-supported series. The low rating for
the bead-supported lines is explainable on
the basis of flashover along the insulator
and high fields in air spaces between bead
and center conductor.
The attenuation
figures given are for copper lines. For the
+in. line, the wavelength is 3.3 cm; in all
others it is 10 cm. Silver-plated lines are
some 60 per cent higher in attenuation.
Lines made of brass tubing have about
twice the attenuation of copper lines. In
Table 4.2, the lowest safe wavelengths
listed are taken as 12 per cent above the
cutoff wavelength for the second coaxial
mode, a criterion based on experience with
the 1~-in. line. It was found that this line
was usable do\vn to a wavelength of about
9,3 cm, which is 12 per cent longer than
that calculated as cutoff for the second
coaxial mode. These lines have been approved by the Army-Savy Cable Coordinat ing Committee
as standards
for
micro~vave use. It is common practice
to refer to a line by the outer diameter of
the outer conductor.
Thus, the largest
line listed is commonly referred to as the
1~-in, line.
4.2. Couplings for Coaxial Lines.—
The principal
points to consider in
such couplings are these. First, both
outer and inner tubes should be joined
with a minimum of discontinuity
in
order to minimize reflection of r-f power
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and to prevent any local concentration of fields, by sharp corners,
which would lower the breakdown power level. Second, the contact resistance of both outer and inner junctions should be kept
low in order to minimize losses and to prevent burning and consequent
deterioration of the contacts by the high currents involved.
Third,
it is frequently desirable to provide a pressure-tight junction in the outer
tube to prevent the entrance of moisture or of corrosive atmosphere or to
Finally, such features as
maintain an actual pressure differential.

FIG.44.-( oupling fc]rcoaxialline; polarizedcunnector,
convenience in use and positive clamping action should be consiclcred.
The fullo\ving types of connector have been found to satisfy these
requirements.
Polarized
Connectors.—The coaxial connector most used in microwave lines is sho\m in Fig. 4.4. It is a polarized connector; that is, the
The junction of the outer conductors
t\vomating units are not identical.
is made by forcing into a female taper a piece hearing a male taper of
slightly sharper angle. This insures contact’s being made at the tip of
the male piece and hence at the desirccf point, the inner \vall of the
The connector is cfra\\nup by means of four scre\m
outer conductor.
passing through clearance holes in a sqawe flange surrounding the male
The female outer connector is surrounded by a similar
outer connector.
flange with tapped holes to reccivc these four scre\vs. :1 neoprene gasket
is compressed bet\veen the t\vo outer-connector pieces to provide presIts dimensions must be right \vithin small tolerances; it
surization.
must be thick enough to obtain sufficient compression to insure pressurization, and yet not so thick that it ~vill pre~ent a good contact bet\veen
the male and female tapers. .
The center-conductor junction is formed by plugging the slotted
“ bullet” of the male connector into the end of the center-conductor tube
of the female connector.
The nose of the bullet is very slightly tapered
at the point of contact, so that contact is made to the inside of the female
center tube at its end only. This prevents anv reentraqt cavity’s being
formed bet\veen the inside of the female tUI]C and the outside of the

bullet nose.
The circular gap bet\veen the end of the female tube and
the sholllder on the bullet is kept as small as mechanically feasible in
order to minimize the impedance and field discontinuitics set up thereby.
In the case of the $-in. OD coaxi:d line, the gap is held to a maximum
of 0,032 in. The standing \\-avc introclllced by this discontinuity is
(Iertain]y less than 1.03 at a ~~a~,elcngth of 10 cm. It is very important
that the bullet shoulder should not be forced against the end of the fcrnale
tube hrfore the outer-conductor
coupling is completely scaled, If
this should occur, the ccntcr conductor I\-ould tend to bllcklc Ilnder the
longitll(lin:d compression so intrmluccd.
For this mason the cxtensiou
of the female centrr tuhc and the m:dc bullet shoulder are each specified
according to their respecti~rc c)~lt(,r-(’(>nclllctorparts in sllch a Ivay t}mt
there is a g:~p (nomin:llly, O.Ol(j in. IYith 3 tolcrancc of f 0,010 in. in
the case of the $iu. Iinc) lwt\vren thcm JYIICTI the co~lp]ing is dra~vn
It is ~eJ~r important tlmt the .slottr[l Illlllrt )m
together completely.
spriugy cno(lgh to m:~kc KOW1tight ccjllt:~(,t ~\-iththe inucr ]\-tdlof the
female tube. Xormally a spriugy rnct:d (WC Scr, 31) sllch as ]le:~ttreatwl beryllium copper is (lsM1for the Ijllllct. .1 llcat-tre:lte(l cllromecopper tilloy has been found tfl h:ivc s:~ti>l:lttory nlcchauic:d prf)jx,rties
and, in ad(lition, to afford hettcr tll(,)n~:ll con{l~lctivity,
‘~hr (Illality
of couducti~-ity lb sometimes drsiral)lc :{.~,for imst:~n(r, in plllggiug into :~
transmit tcr tuim. ‘lllc Il[:lt grnr,:tt((l ill tl,(, ((,t,t:i(ts :llld in ttlr Klass
seal is tlleu (,ol](l~l(,tccl :Llj-:ly nlo]v r:~piflly,
gl:l.ss Mid.

In

s~ddrtrll~

this

l)l~llct

l(,(l~icillg

into

tllc

llic~ trnll)t~r:ltllrc

m~LIC ccf]t(,r

:tt tllc

tl]lx’,

:1 lo\\--

melting wldw m~l~tlx, IIw,(land (:11(,nll]st lw exer(is(’(1 to l)rrl-cllt itlj(lring
the tcmlmr Oi tllr bl.diet hj- o\-(,lllr:~tiIlg. 111f:ll)]i(:ltion tile l)llllct is
sprung out so th:~t it is under radiul conll)r(,ssion l\-hcn plllggc(l into the
female tlllm.
Se\cUal ronvcnirnt fc:{tlllch of this conne(t(]r mcy l)c indi(:ltcd.
of tllc conn‘hem arc uo loose IIircrh in tllc ;I>>rml]ly; :111tllc L’lrnlrnts
ector
arc self-coutultlcd
CXCC1)Ltllc 10L1LSt:lrl(l:lr’d Sr;rws, :111(1 tllchc
call

IX! lU:L(l(! C: LI)tl J”cscl(’ \\”>11 (lrslrc’c 1

parts

‘ll]i>

i(’:ltlllc

pt~’fc’nts

loss

0[

it inllw.,sil)lc to orui[ ur)j. ~itd p:ilt in making :L
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.inothrr
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preparml ,simply by making crrl:~in tlult tll(, outer an<l inucr t~llws end
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and since the pressurizing gasket will not be properly compressed if the
misalignment is large,
In the use of any polarized connector, it is advisable to establish a
convention to be followed in assem bling connectors to line sections or
line components.
It is customary to follow the same convention as in
connecting garden hose; namely, at a connection the power (water)
flows from transmitter (water main) through a male coupling into a
female coupling.
Thus, the male coupling always points toward the
antenna (or hose nozzle).
In case tbe line is also used for reception,
or for reception alone, the male co~lpling still points toward the antenna.

FIG.4.5.—I:i>rt>-eiglltll>
–illr11line Cuu]llillc;

IInpolat izc<l rc,nnertnr
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it is not soldered in place, the problem of detempering by the heat of
soldering is avoided.
The outer contact is made between the outer tubes directly, the union
sleeve providing the necessary alignment.
In order to get good contact
all around, the tube ends must be finished flat and in a plane perpendicular
to the tube axis. The special trimming tool shown in Fig. 4.6 drawn to a
larger scale does this, and at the same time it trims to the proper length
the sleeve against which the pressurizing gasket is compressed by the
union.

7 o=”
r

I

FIG. 4.6.—Trimming tool for unpolarized connector.
This
nector
just

connector
discussed

has
before

been

largely

superseded

and is not recommended

by

the

because

polarized

con-

of the difficulties

mentioned.

Connectors.—Several other connectors which have been used to
some extent are shown in Fig. 4.7. They are essentially like one or the
other of the two connectors already discussed, or combine features of
the two. The connector shown in Fig. 4,7a requires special care in
soldering and in finishing the tube ends and is intended for laboratory
test work only. The connectors shown in Figs. 4.7b and c are designed
primarily for aluminum lines and do not require any soldering.
Although the soldering and brazing techniques for aluminum are now
being worked out, they are still difficult.
Corrosion of aluminum in
general, in soldered or brazed joints, and in contacts with other metals
gives considerable trouble.
Another difficulty encountered with aluminum connectors is that the resistance of aluminum contacts is fairly
high. Since it is presumably caused by a surface film of insulating
aluminum oxide, the high resistance might be expected to be less troublesome in the microwave region where the frequency is so high that the
capacitive reactance across the insulating layer becomes small compared
To improve the contacts, a silver layer has
to the contact resistance.
Otha
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sometimes been applied, either by electroplating or by spraying molten
silver onto the contact surface. The
Solder
conductors may be made of aluminum tube clad on the inside with a
thin silver lining in the process
1
The outer
of tubing manufacture.
tube can then be flared out so that
the silver surfaces form the contact.
The silver lining inside the center
tube would not serve to decrease the
(a)
attenuation of the line as it does in
the case of the outer conductor and
thus would be wasted except at the
contact.
4.3. Bead Supports.—One of the
major problems in connection with
coaxial lines is that of supporting the
center conductor.
The obvious
method of accomp~ ishing this is to
use dielectric insulating washers,
commonly referred to as ‘f beads.”
While these beads alter the charac(b)
teristic impedance and propagation
constant of the line throughout the
bead thickness, the impedance discontinuity so produced is rather
unimportant at very low frequencies.
In this case there are usually many
beads per wavelength] and one simply modifies the characteristic impedance and propagation constant of
the air-filled line to take into account the presence of a partial die(c)
In micro\rave lines,
lectric filling.’
VIG. 4.7. —lIiscellanc0ufi connectors
on the other hand, the beads are an
(a) E!lplcshu, ,zcd l:,t,o, :,tm y mnl,w,tOr
[l{ay?hwm Comp:t!L>)
(h) Solderless
appreciable fraction of a ~vavelen~t]l
connector for aluminum liue, pressurized
thick, so that the impedance disby l~eoplCM gaskets (General Electric
Soldr,less
connector
Cor,, p:,ny). (c)
Furthermore,
continuity is sizable.
for altll]litlu]li Iil!e with nletallic, rOrnthere are few, rather than many,
plessioll-type p] es.uriz ation ( I{arliation
beads per wavelength.
For these Lalmratory).
reasons; simply mollifying the line ch~racteristics is not sufficient.
A
‘ H. ‘1’. Kol]llums, Iicfr}ence I)at(( J(,J Rctdio [3ng17L[cIs, I;(,(l,,liil T(,l(ylllmw il[)d
Itadio Corp., 1943,p. 116.
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number of schemes have been devised to circumvent these impedance
difficulties, as shown in Fig. 4.8. They wilf be discussed in detail later
in this section.
At low frequencies, dielectric losses in lines are usually negligible
compared to conductor losses, but at microwave frequencies dielectric
losses become comparable to, and in some cases greater than, conductor
losses. The dielectric attenuation constant in a line completely filled
with dielectric is, by Eq. (299),
(17)
This figure is independent of diameter ratio but assumes the dielectricfilled line to be matched.
This equation applies directly to the undercut
bead, Fig. 4“8c, since the bead is matched—that is, it is terminated in
In other arrangements the beads are not
its characteristic impedance.
matched, and as a result the dielectric attenuation constant is larger.

EE/

w

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)
(a) Thin bead. (b) Bead grooved to
increase surface leakage path. (c) Half-wave bead. (d) Undercut (constant irnpeda,,ce)
bead, (e) Stepped three-quarter–wave bead.

F1>. 4.S.—Several forms of bead support.
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which occurs at a lower field than that required to
break down either material alone; the extent to which this limits the
dielectric

interface,
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power is difficult to estimate, and it depends on the character of the
surface and on humidity effects. The bead faces are sometimes corrugated by concentric grooves similar to those shown in Fig. 4.8b to
increase the leakage path for surface currents. The second consideration
is the limitation imposed by breakdo}vn within the insulator itself at
microwave frequencies and is an element that
is hard to evaluate.
The dielectric strength,
however, of practically all dielectrics is known
to exceed that of air by a large factor at orcfiThis is known to be also
nary frequencies.
true of the dielectrics used in flexible coaxial
Hence one
cables at micro\vave frequencies.
does not anticipate any limitation on power
by reason of breakdown in the body of the dielectric. The third effect is the increased field
FIG.49-Loose-fitting coaxial
in the air film which is likely to exist between
bead.

bead and conductor.
If a cross section surh
as that of Fig. 4.9 is considered, it is recalled that the electric displacement,
must be constant across the boundary c
E, (air) = k,E, (dielectric).

(18)

For very thin air films this may he written
EJ = L,E.,

(19)

where El is the electric field strength in the air film and E. that in the
dielectric at r = c = a. The air film may be thin enough to give a
negligible contribution to line voltage, characteristic impedance, power
transmission, and so forth, but still so thick that it contains enough gas
Any thickness that is large (compared \vith
to give bre~kdown trouble.
mean distance through which an accelerated electron moves between
collisions with the molecules of the gas) would be sufficient to cause
such breakdo\vn trouble.
Since this mean distance is of the order of
10–5 cm at atmospheric pressure, it is clear that films of air of smeral
The
orders of magnitude greater than this figure might easily occur.
critical field strength at breakdown may be assumed to be the same in
the air film as in the main line, but there is evidence’ to indicate that
larger r-f fields may be tolerated in small gaps, just as in d-c breakdown.
Therefore, any estimate of po\ver-handling capability based on this
assumption may be regarded as fairly conservative.
In the case of thin beads, the total voltage amass the line is the same
in the bead as in the unbeaded line; therefore, the field in the dielectric
1I). Q. Posin,I. hlansur, H. F. Clarke, “I,;xpcrimcnts ill lIicro\\,avc Brcak[lo\vn, ”
RL Report N-o. 731, Xov. 2S, 1945.
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would be identical with that in the unbeaded line at any given radius.
If a very thin air film were present, the field in it would be given by
Eq. (19); hence, the power transmitted by the line must be reduced by
the factor lc~to prevent breakdown in the air film. If the bead is of polystyrene, k. = 2.56, the power-reduction factor is 6.6 (multiplying factor
O.15). The same factor applies to the half-wavelength line, since the
maximum voltage occurs at the ends where it is equal to that in the
unbeaded line.
For the undercut bead, the total voltage is again the same as that of
the unbeaded line, but the center-conductor diameter has been decreased.
Since the undercut section is matched, Eq. (14) is applicable, where
E. is the field in the dielectric at r = c = a.
In view of Eq. (19) Em may
The power transmitted by a matched dielectricbe replaced by Ej/k..
filled line in which an air film is present is then given by
(20)
with the power P, carried by an air-filled line of the same
impedance
and same outer-conductor
radius gives the
power-carrying factor
Comparison

characteristic

(21)
where q is the diameter ratio in the air-filled line and # that in the undercut beaded line (In q = In #/~).

Thin Beads .-While
bead-supported lines have largely been supplanted by stub-supported ones, some of the early transmission lines
were beaded.
The standard ~-in. OD line was used, both outer and
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inner conductors being of copper tubes. Sections of such a line are
shown in Fig. 4“10. The beads were of polystyrene, and the dimensions
were made in such a way that the beads fitted tightly onto the center tube
but loosely into the outer. This permitted affixing the beads at the proper
intervals onto the center tube and then pulling the assembly into place
within the outer tube. Since the tubes were of soft copper and the beads
gave support at frequent intervals, gentle bends in the completed line
\vere permissible.
With sufficient care, a bending tool could be used to
obtain bends on a radius as small as four inches. The molded polystyrene
beads were 0.100 in. thick, 0.254 in. in inner diameter to fit closely around
the 0.250-in. inner tube, and 0.500 in. in outer diameter to permit a loose
fit within the 0,555-in. ID outer tube.
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Bead thickness In wavelengths ~
FIG. 4.11. —1Mismatch introduced

by thin beads.

by a bead that fits tightly against both
The rnisrnatjch introduced
outer and inner conductors is easily calculated (see Fig. 4.11).
Figure
4.11 gives an enlargement of that portion pertaining to thin beads. From
this graph it is found that a O. 100-in. (.04 wavelengths at k = 10 cm)
polystyrene bead is expected to give a VSWR of 1.27. Since the bead
fits loosely in the outer tube, the VSWR should be reduced, and r = 1.23
is the experimentally determined value. The figure is further reduced
by the crimping technique used to hold the bead in place on the center
tube, because the crimping, which consists of deforming the center tube
on both sides of the bead by squeezing it between parallel knife edges,
increases the characteristic impedance in the crimped portion of the line.
These short sections of high-impedance line partly compensate for the
section of low-impedance line formed by the bead. The crimping used
in the $-in. line was found by Reed? to reduce the VS WR from 1.23 to
1,15 at k = 10 cm. Since the crimping has a rather large effect on the
VSWR introduced, it must be carefully controlled.
1,J,Reed, “ Broad-bandBead Spacing,“ 3[.I.T. Bachelor’s‘Thesis,,Tanuary1943.
2Ibid.
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A number of bead-spacing schemes have been proposed. 1 Theoretical
analyses of the performance of some of these schemes have been made by
Condonz and by Hanson.3 The more promising schemes are based on
the cancellation of the reflections of two beads when spaced approximately a quarter wavelength apart,
Iz
M
as in Fig. 4.12a. Figure 4.13 gives
\
the performance of a pair of +in.
\
polystyrene beads spaced for cancellation x = 10 cm in Curve II,
and for comparison, that of a single
bead in Curve I. Using the nomenclature of Fig. 4.12a, it can be
shown that the condition for reflectionless spacing of a pair of beads
is

vi

M

tan a tan ~ = ~
‘~

(b)

Ly_J

(22)

AOequivalent 4

L_a+$L_!

LU-J

Since the right-hand member of
this equation
is approximately
unity, one may write an approximation which is extremely good for
thin beads,
a+o=

(c)

FIG. 4. 12.—Basic bead spacings. (a)
Quarter-wav&spaced
pair. (b) Uniform
quarter-wave spacing. (c) Lawson spacing for four.

+x,

(23)

where all electrical angles are expressed in terms of wavelengths.
For example, the angles of Fig. 4.13
are ~ = 0.05, a = 0.195, and

a + ~ = 0.245.
Building up a bead-spacing scheme based on pairs spaced a quarter
wavelength apart, one may use uniform spacing between beads as in
Fig. 4. 12b keeping the total number of beads even. The spacing between
pairs is equivalent to a half wavelength; consequently, the reflections
from the two pairs are approximately in phase and lead to the high wavelength sensitivity of Curve III of Fig. 4.13. If the two pairs are spaced
1J. L. Lawson, “ Deeignand Test of ConcentricTransmissionLines,” RL Report
No. 141, July 14, 1941; W. W. Salisbury,unreportedearly work using half-waveair
line betweenbeads; John Reed, op. cd,
~E. U. Condon, ‘‘ Low-1ossCoaxial Cables for Micro-Waves,” Research Report
R-94293-E,WestinghouseResearchLaboratories,Apr. 17, 1941.
3 W. W. Hansen, “Notes on Microwaves,” Chap. VII of the notes preparedby
S. Seeleyand E. C, Pollardbagedupon Hansen’slecturesto the personnelof Radiation Laboratoryin 194–1942.
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the equivalent of three-quarters wavelength apart, as in the Lawson
system of Fig. 412c, the response curve is flattened as indicated by
Curve IV cf Fig. 413.
This gives a great improvement near midband,
but it should be noted that at about 8.3 and 12.5 cm the curves cross,
the Lawson spacing going to much higher values than that of the uni1.8

1.7
1.6
1.5
>

1.0
8

11
9
10
11
12
12 8
10
1 !n cm
A Incm
F,<.. 413.- VSWR for +-in.polystyrenebead as a functionof wavelength, CurveI,
singlebead;CurveII, quart,er-}~,ave–spaced
pamasin Fig, 4.12a; Curve III, uniform quarterwavesparing,four beadsas in I;Lg.4.12b;Curve11-,Lawsonsparingfor four beadsas in
I~ig.4.1%
9

form spacing.
Hansenl has analyzed, by an approximate method, the
behavior of these curves as more and more beads are added,
His
results may be summarized in the following manner.
1. The curve for the uniformly spaced line becomes steeper and
stccpcr, whereas that for the La\vson line becomes flatter and
flatter, in the neighborhood of midbxnd.
2. The maxima on either sicfc of midband \ra\,elength move in closer
and closer and secondary, tertiary, etc. maxima enter the range of
wavelengths being considered.
3. It can be shown that the amplitudes of the maxima in the case
of the uniform line are limited to approximately that of Curve I
for a single bead in the wavelength region considered in Fig. 4.13.
On the other hand, the maxima of the La\vson line are not thus
limited, and as a result extremely high standing \vaves \\-illoccur
at a \\-a\clengthfairly close to midlmnd if many beads are used.
-1. Hansen c,,llclll{les that for sht,lt lilies I):lving fcir heads the Lawson
line is lxwt, but for long lin(,s the quarter-\r~ve uniform spacing
is to be prefcmxl.
If a total balld\Fidtll of Ak tit 1 midlxmd \r:lvc1Hansen,op. cit.
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length ~, is desired, then the Lawson spacing is not bad, providing
the number of beads is less than

Fluctuations in bead thickness, variations in. crimping, and errors
in positioning of beads may introduce enough randomness to alter the
predicted behavior markedly.
Line losses also tend to reduce the
cumulative effect of reflections.
Reed has suggested that beads be
assembled in groups of eight, the spacing bet\veen groups to be random.
41
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-caused by a bead as a function of thick,,e.s.

His system for the eight beads is as follows: the spacing between beads
in each pair to be right for one wavelength, that between pairs in a set
of four to be right for another, and that between the two sets of four to
be right for a third wavelength.
By choosing the three wavelengths
properly a low VSWR may be obtained over a considerable band.
Halj-wavelmgth
Bead. -Since
the input impedance of a half-wavelength section of transmission line is equal to its output impedance
regardless of its characteristic impedance, a bead whose thickness is
half a wavelength (in dielectric) introduces no mismatch.
If the bead
length is chosen properly for midband the VSWR introduced will be a
function of the deviation from half wavelength, m indicated by Fig.
4.14. The performance of beads which are made a half wavelength long
at 10 cm is shown in Fig. 415.
Comparison of the curve Ior the halfwave polystyrene bead with those of Fig. 4.13 for thin beads reveals
the relatively high wavelength sensitivity of the half-wave bead.
Because of its high frecplency sensitivity, its high dielectric loss
(because of the large amount of dielectric present), and because of various
mechanical reasons, half-wavelength beads are not used for transmissionline supports.
They have found limited use as frequency-sensitive
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elements purposely introduced to cancel the frequency sensitivity of
some other circuit.
Undercut Bead.—If the size of the inner conductor is reduced by the
proper amount, the characteristic impedance in the bead-filled- line
can be made equal to that in the air-filled line (see Fig. 4.8cZ). In

X in cm
FIG.

4.15,—Performance
of half-waveheadsof variousdielectrics.

order to achieve this cq~lality the inner conductor must be reduced from a
radius of a to a radius a’, so that
(24)
While at first this seems an ideal solution to the problem, there are
practical difficulties.
The problem of assembling the bead onto the
undercut section maybe solved bymaking the beads in twohalves, split
along a diameter; or it may be preferable to make the center conductor
in many sections, one for each bead, and to assemble the sections by
screwing or press-fitting each section to the next with the bead in place.
High-power breakdown may occur more readily in an undercut bead
than in other types, because the sharp edge e shown in Fig. 48d naturally
leads to a high electric-field concentration.
Since this edge occurs at
the bead surface, flashover along the dielectric surface is likely to occur.
This tendency may be great] y reduced by rounding the edge; at the same
time this rounding probably tends to decrease the net shunt-capacity
effect (see below) at the junction.
If such rounding is used, it is felt
that breakdown is less likely to occur here than at the other vulnerable
spot, namely, in the air film between the bead and the center conductor
whose diameter has been reduced.
As discussed in Sec. 4.5, \vheneTer a change of diameter occurs in
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either of thecoaxial conductorsj or in both, the effect of the fringing fields
so produced is equivalent to adding a certain capacity in shunt with the
line at that point.
If an undercut bead support is designed ~vithout
compensating for this, a certain amount of mismatch will rcsldt.
In
the case of the 0.25-in. polystyrene bead in the ~-in. line of Tahlc 4.1,
calculation shows the shunt capacity introduced by the step at each end
separately to be 6.8 X 10-1’ f. At A = 10 cm this leads to a capacitive
susceptance of 0.062Yo, but the proximity effect, caused by the two
discontinuities being relatively close together, reduces this to 0.055Y0.
The over-all mismatch for the bead then amounts to a l“SWR of 1.09.
In discussing power-handling capacity, it was remarkrd that rounding
the corner where the center ccmd~lctor changes diarncter ~vould be

:

+“
(cQ

JipT(oz
“b,,
c

-B

-B

A=; ao

A=AO

a= 2A0

FIG.4.16.—Admittancrdiagramsfor compensatedundercutbead.
expected to decrease the net shunt-capacity effect. This surmise is
based on the fact that a decrease in the diameter of the crmtcr conductor
gives rise to a short section of high-impedance line, which has an inductive effect. The dcgrrw of rounding required to give perfect compensation
could be easily determined experimentally.
A simple and effective way of compensating for the shunt-capacity
effect, in the case of beads that are thin compared with
a wavelength,
.
is to reduce the characteristic admittance 1“~ in the beaded section.
The rectangular-coordinate admitt ante diagrams of Fig. 416 show ho~v
this reduction accomplishes the desired result. The vertical lines ab and
cd represent the shunt susceptance at the two bead surfaces, and the
arc bc represents the electrical length of the bead. The input admittance
is represented by d, and the error in closure da is a measure of the mismatch introduced.
For a gi~-en bed thickness, lr~ is chosen to gi~-e
perfect compensation near the sholtest ~\-avelength to be used. Since
both the susceptance and the bead thickness in ~vavelengths arc inversely
proportional to \vavelength, a reasonably low I“SWR results for any
k > k~,n. The thinner the bead is, the better the broadband performance. Unfortunately, decreasing the characteristic admittance in the
bead means still larger steps in the conductor size and hence larger
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shunting effects. Practically, however, this is not a serious effect.
Figure 4.17gives thedimensions forsuch acompensated bead designed
for 10cm and its calculated wavelength performance.
1,15
1.15

1.10

1.10

sm
>

;
>

1.05
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1.05
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Ain cm
1’IG. 4.17.—LTndercut bead with
impedance compensation.
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llixh-
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5
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20

4

FIG.418.-Undercut beadwithquarterwavecompcusatlon.

Another method of compensation is to make the bead a quarter wavelength long, leaving its characteristic admittance the same as that of the
main line. ‘l’his spacing of the t~vo shunt-capacity effects gives cancellation at the design wavelength
c
A
B
but does not perform especially
\vell over a broad band.
Figure
4.18 gives The dimensions and performance for such a bead.
Having designed beadsin this
\vay to have as low a mismatch
:Is possible, it is further advisable
to space thrm at odd quarterThis
~v~velength
intervals.
avoids cumulative addition of the
reflections lvhich, though indi~-idually smzll, mayattainvcry
large
FIG.419.-Threc-quarter-wave beads with
values if a number combine in
Steps.
phase. “1’he discussions g i v ~n
previously relative to quarter-wale and alternative spacing schemes apply
here although, of course, in the present case the mismatch per bead is
m~lrh smaller.
l“krcr-.scr({o~~ Brad.-lt
is sometimes convenient, to have a bed that
is a complete \\-ell-matchedunit. The half-wave bead is of this type, but
.4 broadit is not desirable because of its high freqllenc~’ sensitivity.
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band bead may be made in the forms indicated by Fig. 4“19. The
characteristic impedance Z~ of section A is easily calculated by use of
Ea.. 74. The characteristic impedance Z{ of sections B and C is to be
made the geometric mean between
t
Zo and .Z~, and the length Xl is
x
to be made an effective quarter
Zd=zo
wavelength, in order to provide
Zh= 2,=2;
“Z.=ZO
matching transformers between ZO
iiand Z~. Since the completely
(a)
filled section ZI is thereby operating in the matched condition, its
length X2 might seem to be unimHowever,
if X2 is
portant.
c 11os e n to be a quarter wavelength a very desirable broadband
response is obtained.
The impedance
t ransf ormations involved are shown in the
rectangl~lar impedance plots of
The source is considFig. 420.
ered to be at the left in Fig. 4.19
*
and the line to the right is as(c)
sumed
to be matched.
k’lG. k.zo,—ll[lj)ed:ill(.c trUISfCIrln&tiO1lS
iIl
It is desired to follow the imthree-scctiou
bead
(Z’o = ~Zo Z“o).
(a)
Midband, k = k,; XI, XI, X, all equal to A/4.
pedance transformations along the
(b) A > ho; X,, XI, X, Iew than k/4.
(c)
bead from point a to b, c, and d of
A < Ao; XI, XA X, greater than A/4.
Fig. 4.19. The output end a is
terminated in the impedance Z. = Z,, and from this point cm Fig. 4.20 an
arc is described clock~visc al]{)[[t the impedance Z{ to ol)t.ain the impecfancc
Z,,
From b to c, the arc is about Z{ and from c to d it is again about Z;.
1.3
&1.2
3

8
FIG. 421.-Perf0rmance

9

of three-sertion

10
A in cm

11

12

bead made 0[ pol~styrcne,

(a) z’,

== >lzoz%

(/,) 2’0 = O,ww>“ZTZ%
(Strictly speaking, the arcs on the diagram are not
at the impedances Z; and Z{, but for {he purpose of
ment one need not worry about this discrepancy. )
1.20a, the center section bc is matched at the impedance

centered exactly
qualitative arguAt midband, Fig.
level Zj’.
.4bove
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midband wavelength (Fig. 4“20b) and below (Fig. 4“20c) the section
bc tends to compensate for the departure of the lengths of the end secThe calculated performance of such
tions from the quarter-wave value.
a bead, made of polystyrene and designed for a midband wavelength
of 10 cm, is given by Curve a of Fig. 4.21. Comparison reveals that this
type of bead is considerably better than the half-wavelength bead of
Fig. 4.15 and that it is slightly better than the Lawson spaced set of four
beads, Curve IV of Fig. 4.13.
A slightly broader band may
~
be obtained, at the expense of introducing a mismatch at midband,
by reducing the impedance Z;.
b
The effect of this reduction maybe
(a)
seen on the impedance diagrams of
Fig. 4.22. There will be a pair of
~
wavelengths, one above and one
below midband, for which the
modified bead will be perfectly
matched, as indicated in the diae
(b)
grams b and c of Fig. 4.22. It may
be shown that if the impedance Z:
is reduced so that it is given by
~:=i

~ VZoz,7

,

then the VSJVR at rnidband is
r. = F4,

m.

(c)
~,t:, 4.z2,—l~PedazLrptransformations
for l]roaclt>an[l
hcwi (Z’, < #ZoZ”ti
(a)

lf the
midband
VSWR is to he
Alidlmnd, A = ho; X,, X2, X3 311 equal tO
~\4. (},) A > L<l:X,l X:, X, lCSStlharl A,’4.
kept be:ow 1.05, F may be chosen
(c) x < ho; x,, x,, x, great<., tllwl A/’!,
equal to 1.012. The resulting performance for a polystyrene head is given by Curve b of Fig, 4.21. The
band within which ~ is bclo~v 1.05 has been increased by this means from
a full width of 2 per cent, to one of 2.8 per cent, The shape of the cur~re
is that characteristic of a dollble-tuned circuit,
The design equations for the original bead, mztched at a mi[llxmcl
wavelength XO,are as follows:

(25a)
(25b)

(25c)
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Relation (25a) merely expresses the fact that X2 is a quarter of the wavelength &/<L
in a completely filled line section.
Relation (25b)
comes from a consideration of the fact that both the effection \vavelength
and characteristic impedance in a transmission line vary as l/<~
if L is kept constant (see Table 2.1, Items 2 and 4). Since the characteristic impedance Zj is the geometric mean of Z, and Zl, the corresponding effective wavelengths, X:, ko, and x’(, must bear the same relationship,
& = ~~oi,
‘1’he rharactmistic
(Fig. -419) is

impedanm

z,=~o,n~
0

of a partially

filled section

of line

/
/~’’’&+ln;
c1
d“

(26)

L. in ~
a

This equation is cieri~-ed by calculating L, the inductance per unit
length, ‘and C, the capacitance per unit length, and using the relation
l~hen this is solved simultaneously \vith
Z = ~L/C’.
(27)
the rcslllt is IIq. (25c), which may be written in the alternative form

For the second type of bead shown in Fig. 4 1‘3 the lengths X, and X,
am the same as before and are giren by ~qs. (25a) and (25 b). The
dimension d may be shown to be gi~-en by

This type of bead recommends itself particularly at, the shorter wavelengths, \vhere it is very diffimdt to make a bead thin enough to obtain
a low I%WR.
For the longer Ivavclengths this bead may be too long
to be practical in many cases. The long l)ead-to-collcl{lctor contact
surface (along the inner conductor of the first type of Fig. 419 and along
the outer on the second) may be especially obj ect ionable.
The contacting
sllrfaces may be limited to the central quart er-~yavelength section by
making the partial filling of dielectric occupy a position intermediate
bet~vecn conductors without contacting either.
One would expect all forms of this bead to be relati~-ely KOOdfor
handling high power, The center section is matched, and the fidcLq
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in the air gaps in the end section, while larger than those in the main
line, are not so high as those in the air gaps of the beads discussed
previously.
There is some fringing of the electric fieldsat all points of impedance
change, since the5elds inthemain line andinthe completely filled section
are purely radial and fall off radially as I/r, while those in the partly
filled section suffer a discontinuity at air-to-dielectric boundaries.
As a
matter of fact, some component of electric field in the Z-direction (parThese
allel to the axis of the line) must exist in the partly filled sections.
fringing fields would be expected to contribute a shunt-capacity effect
paralleling the line at the points a, b, c, and d. Since these points are
spaced by a quarter ~vavelength, some degree of cancellation results.
Anexperimental modclof thcfirsttypcof
bewlof Fig. 419wasmadc
forthe+-in. coaxial lincfor operatiol~ at3.33-cm midband.
Thedielectric
used was Teflon (k. = 2.1), and the dimensions \vere
= 0.272
= 0.226
2a = 0.1875
211= 0.437
2C = 0.310

x,

x,

in.,
in.,
in.,
in.,
in.

The voltage standing-wave ratio ~~:wmeasured from x = 3.02 to X = 3.65
cm, and it was found to agree, \vithin experimciltal error, with the
predicted beha~,ior, The experimental error caused by load, connectors,
and slot ted section ~Vasunfortunately of the order of r = 1.06, but it
could safely be said that the ~’S}t-R ~vas lower than approximately 1.12
over this band.
The possibility of the existence of a resonance, caused by the second
The dimensions of the coaxial
coaxial mode, was not entirely eliminated.
line are such that this mode may propagate in the completely filled section
There
and in all probability it can do so in the partly filled sections.
should be little tendency to excite this mode, ho~vever, because it is an
asymmetrical mode while the bead is supposed to be made as nearly
symmetrical as possible.
One should bear in mind the possibility of
encountering resonance trouble, especially if the beads themselves arc not
symmetrically made or if they are placed near some circuit which tends
to excite the second coaxial mode. For example, such beads should
not be placed near a transition unit from coaxial line to wal-eguidel nor
near a coaxial-line stub support.
This same \varning is applicable] to some extent, to most coaxialline beads.
It is partirlllarly pertinent \rhen thr linr size is so largr
comparrd with thr oprrat ing ~vavelrngth that propagat i{m of tlie secon(l
In such large lines the serond m(xle
mode becomes possible in the bead.
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is not attenuated very rapidly in the air-filled part of the line; consequently, special care must be taken to keep beads at a safe distance from
asymmetrical circuits. & an example of this difficulty, erratic behavior
\vas noticed in an attempt to design a transition from coaxial line to
wal-eguide for a wavelength of 3.3 cm, and the trouble was traced to the
bead of the type h“ connector ~vhich supported the coaxial line about a
toa
(quarter inch from the waveguide \vall. Whenthisb eadwasmovecf
distance of about three-quarters of an inch, normal behavior was obtained.

\
d,

dz

v
4“

*

(a)
I“IG.423.--Sij1l1)lc>tul]l]

1

(b)

4.4. Stub Supports and Angles. —l’he impedance mismatch introduced by dielectric bead supports in coaxial lines causes increasing
difficulty as the ~~avelength becomes shorter. It is fortunate that an
alternative methoclof supporting the central conductor becomes practical
This method employs a branchlike
of
at these shorter wavelengths.
the type illustrated in Fig. 4.23, which is commonly referred to as a
“stub support. ”
Simple
T-stub Supports.-The
principle of operation of such a stub
support is briefly as follo~~s: at the junction point, the voltage between
inner and outer conductors of the branch line is the same as that across
the main line at that point, and the current flo~ving into the junction
from the input line {for example, that in the center conductor from the
left-hand branch) is divided bet\vcen the branch line and the output
line. (hthebasisof
thescobscrvatio
nsit
can be said that the stub line
is L shunt circuit in parallel \rith the main line.
in a metallic
short
circuit,
so that
it
The stub line is terminated
presents apurely susceptive admittance atthejullction,
Y, = –jY,

cot ~

= jBs.

(30)

The characteristic admittance of the stub line is assumed to be equal to
that of the main line 1-0since it will be in the usllal type of stub in which
the same size conduct ors mm used in both the stub aml the main line.
At any gi~-tm \ravclength A the length 1 may be chosen equal to A/4,
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in which case Eq. (30) becomes
FS = –jl’0

(31)

cot ~ = O.

Under these conditions the stub line presents zero susceptance at the
junction, so that it does not introduce any mismatch into the main line.
If the stub line is made of length 1 = h,/4, the susceptance introduced
by the stub at any wavelength k is, by Eq. (30),
b’. =-

Yo cot

1.20

()

kc!
~~ .

7r

(32)

1.50

1.15

/

r

L

1.10

1.40/

/

/

/

/

/

1.05

1.00
8

/

,’

/

/

9

10

Am cm

11

12

FIG. 4.24.—Performance curves for simple
T-stub.

1.30,
9

11
A l~lm

l~rc. 4.25.—Stub length vs. wavelength for
match for st, ubsof Fig. 4.24,

The voltage standing-wave ratio introduced into the input line by this
susceptance shunting the main line is given by Item 8 of ‘l’able 2.2 and
by the curve of Fig. 2.12. The theoretical-performance
curve for a
simple T-stub of this type is given by Curve a of Fig. 4.24. IMeasurements reported by Poundl on three experimental models are plotted as
Curves b, c, and d. The frequency sensitivity of the actual stubs is
seen to be in good agreement with that predicted by simple theory.
In Fig. 4.25, the stub length giving perfect match at a wavelength A
is plotted against A for the three stubs of Fig. 4.24. Comparison with
calculated quarter-wave values shows marked deviation between experiment and simple theory.
An extremely useful correlation which is
approximately valid for many line sizes and wavelengths is presented
in Curve II which indicates that the stub length should be approximately a quarter wavelength, measured from the inner surface of the
1R. V. Pound, “ Stub Supportsin f-in, CoaxialLine,” RL Report A-O. 232, ~fay 19,
942.
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outer conductor.
The simple theory does not predict the correct stub
length because the fields and currents in the region of the junction are
badly distorted, and tbe region within which such distortions exist is an
The approximate correlation
appreciable fraction of a wavelength.
between the quarter-\vave value and the stub length measured from the
inside surface of the outer conductor of the main line could hardly be
other than fortuitous, but it is nevertheless a bit of information ~vorth
rememlwring.
In vie\v of the discussion of the preceding paragraph it might lw felt,
that it is rather remarkable th~t arL?J st~ll) length may be folln(l that,
1.15

\

dz

m

.

A[ncm
1 1,;. 427. -Pe,fo,,,t:*T,rP

of l>!O:,<ll>311(1
I = tlleo[ [tlc:tl
~irr,ple s~ub; 11 = tl,eu, eticd 1]~OMIIMU,CI
;
III = cxpel]mental.
Stllll

111 ;-111,

?02LX1,il

]lJ, c>.

As a matter of ffict, perfect match
yields perfect match past a T-stub.
is not achieved by any choice of stub length in the right-angle stllh
The ob~-ious difference
support to l)e discussed presently (see Fig. 4,26).
bet\veen these t\vo types of stub supports is that the stl:~igllt-tllr~)llgh
T has perfect output-input symmetry with respect to the plane passing
through the stub pcrpendicuhm to the axis of the main line, \rhile there
is no such plane of symmetry in the right-angle stub.
It can be sho\vn in a perfectly general \\-aythat any cirmlit that
possesses this property of symmetry can be adjusted to give a perfect
match, ~rhile those not possessing such symmetry cannot, in general,
Tile methods by ~\-hichthis pyneral proof is givrm
yield perfect match.
are discussed in another volume of this srrics (see I-ol. 8, (’hap. 9).
Throughout the foregoing discussion the stub is :~ssumed to be of
perfectly conducting mct:d and hence loss-free. .ku accurate calculation
of the loss to be expected from a stub support, is extremel,v difficult
mathematically, but an estimate may he rwsily made 1mwd on simple
theory which should be appro~imately correct.
It is likely that thr
actllal loss is sonle\vhat higher than this estirn~t~ }wcal]w of additi(mrd
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currents in the junction region that are associated \vith the fringing
fields existing there. According to the simple theory the maximum voltage amplitude in the stub branch occurs at the junction and is just equal
to that in the main line, while the maximum current amplitude occurs
at the short-circuiting plug and is just equal to the current amplitude in
the main line. The amplitude of the current decreases cosinusoidally
from the short-circuiting plug to zero at the junction.
Since the conductor losses at any point in a line are proportional to the square of
the current amplitude at that point, the losses in a quarter-wave stub
may be shown to be just half that in a quarter wavelength of the main
line.
The power-handling capacity of a stub-supported line is, of course,
less than that of the section between supports, but the magnitude of
this effect for a simple stub is not well known, either theoretically or
experimentally.
.4n indication of the magnitude is obtained from experiments on the standard f-in. coaxial line, which would be expected to
break down at about 1200 kw pulse power, assuming the critical or
A short smooth section of such
breakdown field to be 30,000 volts/cm.
a line, held between sections tapering from a larger size line, gave breakdown at about 800 kw, while a section of line supported by the broadband
stub (to be discussed later in this section) broke down at about 600 kw.
Broadband
T-stubs.—The
wavelength sensitivity of the simple stub
The first attempts to circum~’ent
support was higher than desirable.
this difficulty followed the earlier procedure used in bead supports,
namely, spacing two such stubs at one-quarter or three-quarters wavelength apart. By choosing individual stub lengths correct for one
wavelength and spacing them for cancellation at another, an acceptable
double-tuned circuit response v-as achieved.’
.4n ingenious method of compensating for the frequency sensitivity
of a single stub was proposed by Pound. z Tile view of Fig. 4.26 shows
the structure, and the admittance charts of Fig. 428 illustrate the principle, The points on the admittance diagrams labeled r, s, t,and u
correspond to the same points on Fig. 4.26. Assuming a generator
to be located at the left of the stub ind the output line at the right to
be matched, the admittance may be traced through the stub assembly
from right to left. At midband, Fig. 428a, the stub length has been
chosen so that it will introduce no shunting effect at the point st; and
the low-impedance section m is exactly half a wavelength long so that
its input admittance is equal to its output admittance }“.. Thus the
stub is perfectly matched at AO. At a particular wavelength A* > k,,
1}1’. l’. Xfason, “ A Band Pass }Ietallic
BTL Report M3f-42-160-1,
2 Pound, op. c~t.

Jan, 3, 1942.

Support for Coaxial ‘rrarismission Lines, ”
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the line section T8is less than k2/4 in length; coilsequently, the admittance
But the stub length is also less
at s is capacitive as shown in Fig. 4,28b.
than hZ/4; therefore, it adds a shunt inductance effect to bring the
admittance to the point t,symmetrically below s. The other half tu
of the broadbanding transformer then transforms this admittance back
to the value of the output adAo
+B
mittance YO,and results in perfect
match at Az. At some particular
\vavelength Al < AOthe conditions
are as depicted in Fig. 4.28c. The
admittance at s is now inductive,
while the stub adds capacitance to
‘B
give the symmetrical admittance
(a)
point t which is then transformed
by the section tu back to Yo.
A*
It can be showm by simple
+B
transmission-line them-y that the
\
\
design
relations
required to
I
r
achieve
perfect
match
at wave1 G
lengths AO,AI, and h, are
/1
-B

tan2

(b)

()
~~

= tan’

A,
+B

G)’+

T x~
~~
()

= p’,

(33)

Z(?)’

r

+;%

G

-B
(c)
FIQ, 4.28. —Adlnittarice
diagralns
for
broadband T-stubs.
(a) Stub is equal to
Ao/4 and adds nothil,g
(b) Stub is less thu,,
A2/4 and adds inductance.
(c) Stub i>
greater than AI/.4 and adds capacity.

manipulation

2X,A2
?lI + X2’
~o = +(V1 + V2),

(35b)

() Al+)w’
~2 =

Tvz

tanz

(

(34)

(35a)

TA 1
_

tan?

–2=0.

.kny t\vo of the wavekmgths kO,
Xl, and kz may be chosen at \vill;
the third and the value of p~ will
then be determined by Eq. (33)
and the impedance ZI \vill be
determined bv. Ea.. (34).
A little
. ,

of Eq. (33) gives
~. =

Pz .

()

~1 +

~!?)

(36a)
(36b)
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On a frequency scale, midband is simply the arithmetic mean of the
other two values, while on a wavelength scale the relation is more
complicated. 1
The theoretically predicted and experimentally observed performances
of a stub of this type are given in Fig. 4.27. That of a narrow-band
stub is given for comparison.
In Table 4.4 are given the dimensions
that have been experimentally determined for a number of stub supports
of this type.
For a given line size and wavelength band all dimensions
The
except the stub length L are calculated from the design equations.
stub length is made the design variable and is adjusted until the desired
performance curve is obtained.
TABLH 4.4.—DIMENSIONS

FOR BROA~BAND T-WUBS

(FIG.

426)

All dimensionsin iuchcs, wavelengthsin centiIuetcrs
TransfOrmcr

conductors

Linesiz~

51

48
46
46
44
75
50
53

d,

d,

d,

L,

0.187
0.250
0.375
0.375
0.375
0.250
0.500
0.625

0.437
0.555
0.811
0,811
0.785
0.875
1,152
1.527

0.218
0.283
0.425
0.425
0.425
0.327
0.573
0.725

0.630
1.600
1.600
1.950
1.950
1.970
1.600
1.950

Dala, Sperry Gyroscope CO., May

Stub
length L

0,516
1.113
1.238
1.450
1.450
1.311
1.425
1.750

A,

3.2
8.1
8.1
9.9
9.9
10.0
8.1
9.9

1944, p. 57.

It is interesting to note the similarity bet\vecu the response curve of
Fig. 428 and that of a triple-tuned circuit.
l’hese stubs have been
designed to give perfect match at three wavelengths differing by some
10 per cent. As the wavelengths Xl and AZare chosen closer and closer
to AO, p of Eq. (33) becomes larger and larger. In the limit, \\,hen
Al = XO= hz, the coefficient I/pz of the linear term of Eq. (34) becomes
zero. Equation (34) then becomes
1This observationis in keepingwith the more generalprinciplethat the behavior
of most circuitstendsto be moresymmetricalwhen plotted on a linear frequency scale
than when plotted on a linear wavelength scale. Specific examples of this principle,
in which perfect symmetry in the plot of VSWR vs. frequencyis given hy the theory,
are (a) the half-wave bead and three-quarter–wave heads of Sec. 43, (b) the simple
T-stub of this section, and (c) the complete broadband stub assembly being discussed
here. Usually, any simple device, matched at a frequency vo and involving only
elements whose electrical angles are some multiple n, either even or odd, of T/2 at
midband, will possess this symmetry,
Thmc ohscrvaticms constitute a rather strong
arg~mcnt in favor of plotting performance curves iu tmms of frequency.
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(%)3+2(2)2-2=”
(37)

which has the solution

z,

- =0,8393.

(38)

z,

This solution corresponds to the critically coupled triple-tuned circuit
which is perfectly matched at midband, and at midband only, and which
has a very flat response curve in the neighborhood of midband.
As Z,
decreases from the value Zo to\~ard the value 0.8393Z0, the performance
curve starts from that of a simple stub and becomes progressively flatter
Any further decrease in ZI causes
until it reaches critical coupling.
the overcoupling response curve to appear, and the spread in the wavelengths Al, k,, & becomes progrmsivcly larger as Z1 decreases. If
ZI is decreased too much, rather high mismatch will begin to appear in
the intervals bet\veen these three wavelengths.
For the stubs of Table
44 the W3WR remains well below 1.01 (by calculation) in these intermediate

intervals.

Incidentally,

the

wavelengths

AI and

X2 spread

For AI = 0.9A0, one obtains ZI = 0.835Z0,
as ZI decreases.
which is only one-half of 1 per cent lower than the critically coupled
value, 0.8392. A variation of another half per cent to Z, = 0.83 lZO
makes XI = 0.8~k0.
There is a small phase distortion in the broadband T-stub which
should be taken into consideration when the application demands high
precision in this regard. Pound 1 evaluated this distortion, both theoThe correction
retically and experimentally, for the {-in. line version.
AL to be applied to the mechanical length of line containing such a stub
in order to obtain its equivalent electrical length was found to have the
values given in Table -4..5.
rapidly

I)lsm)mlo~
IN 13R().il)B.4NLI S,rm S(rwwr w
Electric:tlI{]IK1ll= ]ncchanical lcllgt h +AL.

‘rABLE 45.-1’MAsE

FIG. 428

.U1 units }m>in cxmtimctcrs
k
AL

84

I

9.0

I

10.0

–0.1.3

~

–o 08

~

o

~

11.0

~

11.4

+010

I

+0.1.5

Ii’ight-a)q[c
St~tl~s.-StulJ-sul~ported comial lines arc usmdly made
of rigid tubing s~lpported at f:~irly large intm-v:Ls, so that the line is not
easily bent. ‘Me ncm+stiry ch:mges in (Iirm’tifm re(luired of the line are
~accomplishcd by mmns of ,stIII) unglcti ivhich are modif irat ions of the
T-stld] prel’iously discllssrwl. [t is nearly al\vays possil)le to l:ly out the
trwrsrnission-line arran~rment in s(u11 a \vay that simple !}OOchanges

1R. J“.Pouml, “ Ph:isc Distortion
53-6, .%ug 17, 1942.

in 13road lkmd Stub supports, ” lU. Iicport
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of the axial direction of the line accomplish the desired interconnections
between circuits in a straightfor\v-ard manner.
The physical arrangement and performance of simple stub angles
having various stub lengths are given by Fig. 429.
These performance
curves, unlike those of the T-stubs discussed earlier, do not present a
perfect match to the input line at any wavelength.
Each curve goes
through a minimllrn VSWR at a different wavelength, and the stub
1.25-

\\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

1.20

1.15
$
m
>

Theoretl~l

1.10

f
/

\

\
\

[
/

\

L_.

d

\
1.05

(a)

,’
\
\

/’

\ [“
1.00
8

9

10
Am cm

11

12

(b)
~IG. 429.-Simple

StubWlglr. (a) ~irnensio,~s. (h)
d,

= 0.37.5”

and

d?

I>rrformance

curve.

for

a line

with

= 0.78.5”.

length k plotted against the associ~ted optimum wavelength as Curve
I of Fig. 4.30b. The stub length L is rather close to the quarter-wave
value, Curve II. .1s the wavelength of best match becomes longer the
minimum l’SWR goes down, as clearly illustrated by Fig. 4.30a. This
type of behavior is expected because, as the wavelengths become large
compared with the line dimensions, junction effects should become of
decreasing importance.
Unfortunately this type of stub angle lacks the
T-stub property of symmetry that is responsible for attaining perfect
match.
In ordm to obtain a matched stub angle it is necessary to introduce
an impedance transformer.
One such design and its performance curve
is given in Fig. 4“31. This design is based on Pound’s work, 1which gives
impedance diagrams showing ho\v the broadbanding, evident by comparison with the dashed curve representing a theoretical stub, is achieved.
Soon after this design was completed, the ~~all thickness of the outer
~Ibid.
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C{mductor of the $-in. line was changed from 0.045 to 0.032 in., and it
was assumed that this slight change would not affect the performance
enough to require a redesign. Later it was found that the stubs being

1.20—
Expehmental

/
/

1.15
/
/
/

1.10

/

/

L

9

.
a
10

12

11

/
/

1.05

/
/

Curve 11
L=:

/
,

1.00

/

31
+30.958~

X in cm
(a)

FIG, 4.30.—Minimum VSWR (c) and optimum stub lengths in inches (b) for stub angles of
Fig. 429,

2

0.330”

5“
IZ’

1.10
\
\

~flOD x 0.045’’wall

y,

32

~
..—
+

I-l,md

FIG. 4.31.—Stub

(a)
angle matrbwi

51,05
$21,04 ––

–--,/

1.02 -––
1.00m
8

by undercut transformer,
formance curve.

/’
I

––

+;, – ,
10

9

11

(b)
(a) Dirnrnsions.

(b) Per-

made according to this design but using the thinner tubing gave a VSWR
of about 1.10 at wavelength of 10.7 cm. It does not seem likely that
the small change in wall thickness could have caused such a large mismatch to appear, bllt no other source for the error has appeared.
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In some applications, the length of the side branch (over two inches
to the end of the transformer section) is objectionable.
For this reason,
as well as that of the unexplained mismatch previously mentioned,
alternative stub andes are rmeferred. One alternative is that of using
the simple sleeve transformer of Fig. 4.32a. The sleeve transformer ii

0,375”
0.406”

*

I
L)

K-Ku

(a)

9

10

11

12

k incm

Flu. 4.32.—Stub

allgle matciwd by SICCVCtrallsfurlmr.

(b)
(a) Design.

(b) Performance.

P

(a)
(b) Performance curves fur &in. stub for
l’IG. 433.-Universal
stub.
(a) Dimensions.
h = 1(I cm.
Curve I, straight T-stub; Curve 11, stub angle.

fairly short, leading to an extremely compact stub. Since the response
curves (see Fig. 4.326) are about like those of a theoretical stub, this
design is not to be recommended for bands of \vidth greater than about
6 to 8 per cent. This design was evolved especially for operation at a
wavelength of 9.1 cm, where none of the other stub angles was well
matched.
It wm later discovered that a simple change of stub length
gave fair results at other wavelengths.
Universal Shdx.-,i
stub which may serve either as a straight-through
T-stub or as a stub angle, depending on the way in which the parts are
assembled, is shown in Fig. 433a.
When the short-circuiting plug is
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assembled as shown in solid lines at position P, a stub angle results.
Oxlinary coaxial-line connectors are then attached to the left and top
branches forconnection toother sections of line. Iftheplug is assembled
at position P’ (shown in phantom) and a standard connector is attached
to the right-hand branch line, a straight-through T-stub results. The
dimensions for three such stubs are given in Table 4.6. The performance
curves for the universal stub in the %-in. line size are given in Fig. 4.336
and the dimensions are those given in Table 4.6. It was found necessary
to increase the original value of L1 by 0.070 in. in order to obtain the
result of Curve I. It maybe that some modification of LZ would improve
the stub-angle performance of Curve 11.
TABLE 4.6.—DIMENSIONS

I,inc
size

z,

d,

I d,

~ d,

—l—
$*

;
lt

48
46
75

FOR L’NIW:IISAL

STUBS OF FIG. 433

inches,wavrlcrughsin centimeters

.All climcnsions in

d,

L,

L,

L,

~ L,

i,

—

0.2501 0 .5.i5 0.283 0.294 1.181 1.050 1.9.50 1.100 9.9
0 375~0.811 0.425! 0.445; 1.323 1.094 1.950 1.141’ 9.9
0.250 0 875 0.327 0.342! 1.410 1 100’ 1 970 1.310 100

* Designed by I’.lyte.hnic Inst]tut. of Brwhlyn; RCTXXLR-25-43, l’l B-9, Contract OEMsr-335,
July 1, 1943.
Datq
t Not . standard line of the 50-ohm series. Data taken from Mtcrotcrme Tmn.wmssion D.sirJ~

swrw ~w~,.ow co., ~lw, 1~~~.m ~~.
Lfiscellaneous
Stubs.—A
number of other types of stub have been
A few of these are illustrated
proposed to fulfill special requirements.
in Fig, 4.31. Figure 4.34a is a modification of the broadband T-stub
which has the advantages of greater rigidity and of mechanical balance.
It is especially well suited to applications in which it is required to
support a section of coaxial line which is rotating at high speed about
its axis.
The stub of Fig. 4.34b is a special type of stub angle in which symmetry
between input and output halves has been introduced.
It was pointed
out in the discussion of ordinary T-stubs and stub angles that it is usually
possible to obtain an impedance match with simple symmetrical circuits
It was indicated in Fig. 4.22 that this
(for example, simple stub angle).
effect becomes more pronounced as the wavelength becomes shorter,
and extremely poor conditions can be expected to arise as the wavelength
approaches that corresponding to the cutoff of the second coaxial mode.
The stub of Fig. 4.34b ]rzs designed for the largest line usable in the 10-cm
band, and it N-m very satisfactory, ~vhereas attempts to make a stub
The cmlmgeangle of the usual type had proved most unsatisfactory.
ments of the center conductor are not needed for matching but serve
rather as broadbanding transformers.
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Diagram 4.34c illustrates the use of a smaller coaxial line within
the center conductor of the standard f-in. line, the ~-in. tube being
common to both lines. In the diagram the outer line is supported by a,
broadband T-stub, while the smaller line is a simple narrowband stub
matched for a wavelength of 9,1 cm.

(a)

(c)

(b)

!

(d)

(u) Cross stub support in standard &in. line
FIG. 434. -Miscellaneous
stubs.
(Ao = 10 cm).
(b) Crossstub angle in standard 1i-in. line (Ao = 9.9 cm). (c) Stub within
(d) Internal stubs in a large line
a stub in standard ~-in. line (inner stub for A = 9.1 cm).
(dimensio,js [ornwivable to h).

A simple sttlb of the type shown in Fig. 4.34d might be expected to
present an almost complete short-circuiting effect to the line. For
wavelengths that are long compared ~rith the line dimensions this is
indeed the case, but for lines thqt are almost large enough to propagate
the second coaxial mode the mismatch due to such a stub is surprisingly
small. It was found that a single ~-in. rod used in this manner to
support the ~-in. center conductor of the 1~-in. line gave a I’SWR of
about 1.2 at 9.1 cm, increasing linearly with wavelength to a value of
2 at about 10.7 cm. A spaced pair showed some promise (r < 1.10
from A = 9.0 to 9.5 cm), b(lt the problem was not pursued further as
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there seemed little prospect of a good broadband performance in the
10-to 11-cm wavelength region forwhich a stub was desired.
It may be that the approach of the wavelength toward propagation
of the second coaxial mode is the essential factor in giving a low VSWR,
but it is also possible that the fact that the stub length approaches the
quarter-wave value at about the same time is the more important.
If
the latter explanation is the true one, a better performance would be
expected from higher-impedance lines, since the radial distance between
outer and inner conductors is greater for a high-impedance line than for a

/ ////

/////

///

////

f

b

—-----y

/

//’///////,
I

f~,

a

1

I

1

lhG. 435,-Simple

typesof

qlmrter-wave

coaxial transformers,

low-impedance line having the same cutoff wavelength for the second
,
mode.
hlakIn addition, various’’ trick’’ shapes may betried for support.
It has
ing the supporting rod of smaller diameter may be beneficial.
been reported that the Raytheon Laboratories have had success with
shapes that introduce a “capacity-loading”
effect, while the Sperry
I,aboratories have found a thin wafer-like structure with a spiral effect
to beextremely handy as a completely internal metallic support.
The chief limitation of the stub showm in Fig. 4.34d and the other
types of internal stub mentioned seems to be in their power-handling
capacity.
Experimental results are not kno~vn to the author, but it
does not seem likely that any of these supports would be applicable
where high peak powers are transmitted.
4.5. Coaxial Impedance Transformers. —Fmlr simple types of coaxiallinc transformers are illllst,r:~ted in Fig. 4.%5. For a generzl (Iiscllssion
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of the principles underlying the use of transformers in impedancematching the reader is referred to Sec. 2“15 and to Slater.l There are
of course other ways of changing the characteristic impedance of a coaxial
line, including combinations of those shown, and any such arrangement
may be used as a transformer.
Those shown include the more important
ones, however.
The most commonly used type is that of Fig. 435a.
It is shown as a
sleeve to be slipped over the center
10
conductor, in which form it is very
9
8
convenient to use as a trial trans7
former. A narrow longitudinal slot
6
may be sawed the full length of the
~ 5
sleeve in order to permit sliding it
:=-4
along the line. After the proper size
~ ~
z
and position of the trial transformer
sleeve have been found, it is advisable
“~ ~
to make a confirming measurement
with the sleeve soldered in place
because of the possibility of faulty
~
contacts between sleeve and center
O 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
ZO,Awfilled hne
conductor.
In manufacturing pracG ZO,Dlelectrlcfdled line
tice the transformer may be a solFIG. 436.-Charactet’istic impedanceof
dered sleeve or it may be formed by
coaxialline.
machining the center conductor and
transformer from a solid rod of larger diameter.
~lachining is usually
more practical for short sections and the sleeve technique is preferred for
longer lengths.
The characteristic impedaucc of the tramsfornmm sho\rn may be
calculated from the usual formula
z“ = ~

log,”!,
c

a

(39)

or read from Fig. 4.36. ‘llc radii b and a and the relative dic.lm%ric
It is evident
constant k. are, of course, those in the transformer section.
that the characteristic impccfancc may be decreased compared \vith
that of the main line (1) by increasing a (Fig, 4.35a), (2) by decreasing
b (Fig. 435c), or (3) by increasing )k,(Fig. 4“35d). The impedance maybe
increased ( 1) by decreasing a (Fig. 4“35b), (2) by increasing b (not shown,
because it is ]itt]e used), or (c) by decreasing ~~ (a possibility only if the
main line is dielectric-filled).
Various combinations of these six alternatives are possible, and the resulting characteristic impedance may be
calculated by Eq. (39) or read from Fig. 4.36.
31c Gra\v-Hill, X-c\vl-ork, 1942,pp. .55-63.
1J. C. Sl&tcr,.lficrowave Trummission,
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Of the transformers shown in Fig. 4“35, only that of Fig. 4“35d is
free from distortions in the electric and magnetic fields at the junction
bet ween main line and transformer.
It was mentioned in Sec. 2.12
that a change in diameter of either or both conductors of a coaxial
line sets up fringing fields which introduce a shunt-capacity effect, as
indicated by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.41. 3’Iore will be said
It is well to point out at this
about this effect in the following section.
time that this shunting effect must be taken into consideration if extreme
precision is required in the use of matching transformers.
Fortunately,
the two shunt capacitances are spaced a quarter wavelength apart and
as a result tend to cancel each other to a certain extent.
As an illustration of the magnitude of the error introduced by neglecting the discontinuity capacitances, a typical numerical example should
be considered.
At a wa~elength of 10 cm in the standard ~-in. OD
coaxial line, a sleeve transformer is to be used (Fig. 435a) to match
out a ITSI$7R of 2.56. On the basis of simple theory, this requires a
transformer of characteristic impedance 20/1.6 and of length 2.50 cm
placed with its output end at a voltage-minimum point.
The susceptance
that may be calculated’ at each end of the transformer amounts to 0.04Y0,
If the transformer is
and experimental values are in good
agreement.
.
placed with its output end exactly at the voltage minimum, the resulting
VS WR will be about 1.025 rather than 1.000 as expected from simple
theory.
The input admittance is slightly capacitive and is almost
identical with that which would be predicted by simple theory for a
transformer placed 0.004k (0.016 in. ) too close to the generator.
As
one might infer from the last obser~~ation, almost perfect match may be
achieved by displacing the transformer an equal distance to\vard the
load.
4.6. Coaxial-line
Discontinuities. —Se~-eral references (Sees. 212,
2.15, 4.3, 4.5) have already been made to the existence of an equivalent
shunt capacity at the point \vhere either conductor (or both) of a coaxial
line undergoes an abrupt change of diameter.
The purpose of this
section is to present a ~wy brief qualitative explanation of this effect
Thorough
and to give a few useful curves and illustratil-e examples.
theoretical treatments and numerical resultsj exist in the literature, and
the reader is referred to them if additional material is desired.
1.J. It. JVhinncry mnd H. If”. .J:ul]i(,soll, “ ( ‘~):lxi:ll-lin{. I)iscolltin llities)”
I, Ii. E., 32, 693–709 (Novcrnlmr 194.4) ; Jlw) S{,c, 4 6 of this vol(lnic.

Proc.

z ~O1. 10, I{:~(lELtiou L:il)or:ltory
Scr, tw., J. 1{. }1’lll)lt)cry :M)(I H. TV. .Tamirson,
“ I;quiv:llc,lt
(iircuits for I)lsco,,til,ultim
in ‘~r:l,,st]]iss],,], l,i,,c,s,, ” Proc. I. R. E., 32,

98-115 (Fcbrmry

1944),

? J. It. J\hinn cry, H. N’. Jamirson,
Discontin{lit,ics, ” Proc. I. Ii.,Y., 32,695-709

au(l ‘III(w IJoisc Robbins,
(Xovcn,hcr
1944).

“ Coaxial-Line
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DISCONTINUITIES

The field structure in the neighborhood of a step discontinuity is of
All field lines end normal to the metallic
the form shown in Fig. 437a.
boundary since no tangential component of E may exist there. The
principal- orlowest-mode field is purely radial; consequcntlyit is obvious
that there are some longitudinal components of field present which do
not belong to this mode.
The longitudinal components may be thought
of as belonging to higher mode E-waves (those modes with longitudinal
If the dimencomponent of E but not of H, also called “ Z’M-waves”).
sions of either (or both) of the
lines are large enough to propagate any of these higher mode Ewaves, a part of the power incident
(a)
on the discontinuity will be transformed into such E-mode waves
traveling away from the discontinuity in the large line (or lines).
Usually this is undesirable, and in
Principal wave current, line ~
order to avoid transfer of power
Current to be accounted
+
into higher-mode waves of both E
and H types the dimensions of
(pr[ncipal
lines actually used are limited so
~’:s(b)
that only the lowest mode may be
Principal wave current, line A
propagated.
It is shown in the theoretical
references that the effect of the
z~A
Yd
zo~ (c)
discontinuity
is exactly represented by an equivalent circuit
FIG. 4 37.—Step rf!scontinuity in coaxial
of the type given in Fig. 4.37c proline. (a) Electric fields at the discontinuity.
(b) Plot of the variation of the currents
vided the lines are both capable of
across the cfisrontinuity.
(c) Eq”ivale,,t
cirpropagating only the lowest mode.
cuit of the discontinuity.
This equivalent circuit is valid
only for impedance measurements made at a distance from the discontinuity which is large enough to ensure that the higher order fields have been
attenuated to negligible values.
It assumes also that no other discontinuity occurs close enough to couple to these higher order fields. This consideration is sometimes termed the “proximity effect, ” and methods of
treating it are given in the references.
Usually, the proximity effect lowers the capacity of each discontinuityy by an amount depending on the physical arrangements of the discontinuities and on their separation.
If two
discontinuities are separated by a distance greater than the separation
between inner and outer conductors of the line between them, little
interaction results, and the reduction in individual capacitances is
negligible.
For certain arrangements, namely those for which the fields

c1
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bet~tieenthe discontinuities are relatively undistorted (as in line A of Fig.
4.37a), much closer separations may be tolerated.
Four common types of step discontinuity are given in Fig. 4.38.
By using the formulas given in the legend, in conjunction with the curve

(c) C3=277r, /Z,ACj(a); a=al/LI1
Total capacity is CC=C!2+C3
FIG. 438.-Examples

(d) Cd = ~~

of coaxial-line step discontinuities

(See

text)

(C”,i from Fig. 4.39).

of Fig. 4.39, a good estimate of the junction capacity may be made.
The equivalent circuits m-e all of the type given in Fig. 437c, where
Yd = j~ti,

(40)

and ZOA and ZOB are the ordinary characteristic impedances of the
coaxial lines .4 and B.
Figure 439 is taken from Whinnery and Jamieson (1oc. cit.) and
applies exactly only for step discontin~~ities in parallel-plane transmission
lines. It gives accurately the capacity per unit \vidth caused by a step in
such a line; \vhenthis value is multiplied by the appropriate circumference
(2rrr, or 2m-, as indicated in the legend of Fig. 438), a good approximation to the discontinuity capacity in a coaxial line of the same step
ratio a is obtained.
It may be noted that the appropriate radius is
The error involved in the approxithat common to lines .4 and B.
mation depends, for a given step ratio, on the diameter ratio of the
coaxial conductors.
If the largest diameter ratio of either line is below
five, the approximation is good to within better than 20 per cent for all
values of a plotted.
Greater accuracy may be obtained by study of
the references cited above.
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The appearance of the dielectric constant k, in the formulas of Fig.
Referring to Fig. 4.37a it will be
4.38 requires further explanation.
noticed that the field in line A is relatively undistorted; therefore the
value of the dielectric constant in line A should have little effect on
the higher mode fields. It is the dielectric constant in line B, where the
principal distortions of field occur, that has the major influence on the
higher-mode fields and hence on the discontinuity capacity.
The values
of Cj from Fig. 4.39 are based on
10
air dielectric and thus must be
multiplied by the appropriate die009
lectric constant to obtain the actual capacity.
In all cases except
0.08
C, of Fig. 4.38, the major field distortions occur in line B.
E
In the case of the double step <0.07
z
of Fig. 4.38c, the total junction ca$
pacity is well approximated by
& 0.06
considering it to be composed of -u>
the t\vo capacitances Ct and C3 .: 0.05
added in parallel.
To justify this
a
z
statement, the outer conductor
$0.04
can be visualized as displaced
.0
slightly to the right creating an F
intermediate section of line of n? 0.03
outer radius TIand inner radius rz,
I
0.02
In this intermediate section the
fields are relatively free of distortion;
hence,
there is little
0.01
\
interaction between the t~vo discontinuities and their capacities
0
0,4 ~ 0.6
0.8
13
may be calculated separately.
In
disrontinuitj
cavie\v of the remarks of the prececf- Nlti, 4.3!l-Approximate
pacitance for coaxial steps,
ing paragraph, the dielectric constant kcA k appropriate to the capacity C’S,\vhile k,B is used in calculating
(7Z. As the outer conductor is brought back to the position indicated in
the figure these two capacities remain essentially separate, but their shunting actions become located at the same point in the line.
The situation existing in Fig. 438d is more complicated, since the
fringing fields caused by the two steps are intimately associated.
An
approximate method of treating the problem, due to Whinnery, gives
results which agree fairly well with experiment.
An intermediate
cylindrical sheet of radius rl = rz (properly chosen) could be inserted as
indicated in the figure and the junction capacitances Cl and Cz of the
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internal and external lines that are formed by the methods outlined in
These junction
connection with Figs. 4.38a and b could be calculated.
capacitances are treated first by placing them in series with each other and
then by connecting the combination across the line.
The value of r, = rz is chosen as that value which makes the total
capacitance Cd a maximum.
Being at a maximum, the value of C’. is not
very sensitive to slight variations of rl = rj from the correct value.
1.4

D
—
1.3 —

0

k=12c m
Theory
Experiment

/

5
9
= 1.2 -

0
/

:
,,
61.1

/

-

1,0+
dle~ctric

0.’8

0.9

1,0

1.1

1,2

‘3

Bead diameter, D (inches)
(a)
FIG. 4.40.—Some

(b)

experimental results on coaxial steps.
(a) Dimensions.
between theory and experiment.

(b) Comparison

i! series of measurements’ which provides a check on the validity of
this procedure is summarizetf graphically in Fig. 4“40. unfortunately the
experimentally measured values of VSWR are to be trusted to an accuracy
of only about ~ .03; conser4uently it is difficult to ascertain if the discrepancy between theory and experiment is real. At any rate, the
prediction of theory is certainly close enough to be very useful in many
applications.
WAVEGUIDES

BY RICH.4RD N1. l$T.~LKER
4.7. Factors Governing Choice of Dimensions.—The choice of dimensions for a waveguide to be operated at a given ~vavelength involves the
following considerations: (1) mode of operation; (2) cutoff wavelength
for the operating mode and the next higher mode; (3) attenuation in the
wall surfaces; and (4) voltage breakdown,
Waveguide dimensions are
usually selected so that only the lowest or fundamental mode can be
propagated at the desired wavelength.
TVith such a choice of dimensions,
propagation of a higher mode excited by components in the system is
rapidly attenuated and the impedance of tile system is not changed
appreciably.
Therefore, the design of components t}~at may excite a
1B. P. Washburnc, “ (’ouial.Lirle
Step I)iscolltinuity
.Idmittatlcm,”
ILL Group
Report No, 53, July 25, 1945.
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higher mode, such as couplings, rotating joints, switches, transitions, and
so forth, is simplified.
This choice of dimensions also makes it possible
to use matching elements such as capacitive and inductive irises and the
Two comresonant ring which excite higher modes in the waveguide.
ponents or elements in the transmission line which excite a higher mode
may form a resonant cavity, the Q of which is determined by the distance
between them. Since the attenuation is high for the higher modes, the
cavity Q can be made very low by moving the components far enough
apart (see Sec. 2.3 for attenuation formulas).
An exception to this consideration is made in some cases such as the cii-cular-pipe section of a
waveguide rotary joint discussed in Sec. 7.3 where the Z’MOl-mode is
The Z’E,,-mode that may also be
essential for the rotary-j oint operation.
propagated in the circular waveguide is suppressed by resonant rings and
by special design to prevent its excitation.
Usually, waveguide transmission systems are similar to high-pass
filters in that, for a given choice of inside dimensions, all wavelengths
below the cutoff wavelength k, may be propagated.
However, where
propagation is limited to one mode, the pass band has a lower wavelength
limit, determined by the cutoff wavelength for the second waveguide
mode. The cutoff wavelengths for any mode may be calculated from the
Formulas for calculating the cutoff
inside dimensions of the waveguide.
wavelengths of rectangular and circular waveguides in the fundamental
and higher modes are given in Sec. 2.10.
So far the pass band has been discussed for a waveguide with given
internal dimensions.
This pass band is fairly wide compared with the
Since the waveguideoperating wavelength band of a radar system.
attenuation and voltage-breakdown characteristics change considerably
over the pass band, a portion of the pass band that gives the best over-all
operating characteristic may be selected.
Figure 4“41 shows the variation of attenuation over the pass band for rectangular waveguide operating in the TEIO-mode. The curve was calculated from the equation’

where a, is the conductor loss, a and b the wide an_ narrow inside dimensions, respectively, in inches, and XOand h. the free-space and cutoff
wavelengths, respectively.
In Fig. 4.41 a.a~ is plotted against A,/A. for
three ratios of a/b—2. 12, 2.25, and 2.47. For convenience, the dimension a for Fig. 4.41 is in inches.
1MicrowaweTrunsmi..sion Design Data, Sperry ~,yroscope Co., kfay 1944, p. 77
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FIG. 4.41.—Variations

of attenuation with ko/?.. in rectangular copper waveguide;
inches; a. is conductor loss in decibels per foot.
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The maximum power that can be carried by a rectangular waveguide
operating in the TElo-mode with a > b is given by the equation’
P
—
= 6.63 X 10-4ab
~ .
E~nx
() 9

(42)

If a and b are in meters, and the electric field strength E is in volts per
meter, the power is in watts. Since

.J

;
P

–=
E~a=

6.63x

+)’,
1,-(ab)~l

-

Figure 4.42 shows the variation of I’,/abE2,.
the pass band.
TABLE 4.7.—SOME

@’)’

with changes in h/k. over

W“AVEGITIDE CONSTANTS

I \yaveGuidesize
OD, in.

Wall,
in,

length,
crn

.i. Ikctangular

3 X1.5
2.75 X 0.375( ID)
2X1
1.5X0.75
1 25 XO.62,5
1.0X05
0.5 XO.25

0.080
0 049
0 064
0.064
0 064
0 050
0.040
B.

3 ID
1 OD

0:032

(43)

P

! POW,,*

.\Iw’

E;,,a=
I

Loss,t I LVavedh/m
Icngthf
(copper) band, rm

(TE, o-~lodc)

10.0
10.0
6.5
5.0
32
3.2
1 2.i

11.7 X1 O-3 10,.5
2.77
3.08
4.86
5.39
2 29
2.54
1.77
1.97
1,10
0 99
0.223
0. 2X?
——

Round

(Th’,,-Mode)

10 0
3.2

18.4 X 10-3 16.6
1,,57
17.3

0 0199 7.3-13.0
0.0575 7.0-12.6
0 0310 4.8-8 5
0 0633 3.&6 3
0 0725 2 9–5.1
0.117
2 3–4.1
1.07–1.9
0.346

0.0140 10.0–11.7
0 0847 3.1s–3 .64

* Calculated values assuming 3cI,w.)(J volts/crt,.
t Calculated values for CCWpcr.
I B=ed on rrmxim. m wavelength
109:, below c.tot7 for lowest r,,ode and n,ir,i,n,, m wavelength
1 “;
above that allowing propagatiurt of ar,othc, r wmvcguide modrs.
.kt 10 T hdow cutoff. the attenuation
is ro,, ghly twice, and breahdo w,, power ,oughly ldf, that for the shor t-wtive li, mt,
Roth b?.. ”,, very
rapidly worse as cutoti is :,,, preached.

As the cutoff \vavelength is approache{l, the attenuation of a waveguide increases rapidly and the breakdown po\ver dcm-emes rapidly.
Therefore, the entire pass band as described shove is not used, The use
of a range from about 1 per cent almve the cutoff \vavelength for the
second mode to 10 per cent belo\v cutoff for the lo\vest mode is considered
good practice.
For narro\v-band systems, it is atl~,isable to operate
LIb[d., )) 73,
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FIG. 4,42.—Varintions in breakdown with Aol& in rertaugulm waveguidr’.
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near the center of this wavelength range. At 10 per cent below cutoff for
the dominant or TE1O-modej the attenuation is roughly twice, and the
breakdown power roughly half, that for the short wavelength limit.
The more important characteristics of several commonly used waveguides are presented in Table 47.
WAVEGUIDE COUPLINGS
Two general classes of couplings are used for connecting waveguide
sections: (1) the contact coupling, and (2) the choke-flange coupling.
The losses and reflections from a contact joint between two sections of
tubing are negligible if care is taken to have the sections line up and make
good contact across the entire surface.
It is considered good design
practice to use the more complicated ‘‘ choke-flange” coupling in service
applications instead of the contact coupling because clean, flat, parallel
surfaces are hard to achieve and maintain.
4.8. Contact Couplings.—The
contact coupling is usually made of
flat flanges which are soldered to the ends of the tubing and bolted
together as shown in Fig. 443.
.% joint of this type is often used in
experimental impedance-measuring equipment where extreme accuracy
is desired. This assembly is usually mficfe by inserting into the line at the
junction a plunger carefully machined to
make a slip fit in the tubing.
.Ifter the
bolts are tightened, the plunger is pulled
~
out of either end. Each time the coupling is assembled the mating surfaces are
usually cleaned to remove corrosion and
thereby ensure good contact.
By mov~
ing one flange back a fe\v roils from the
1:10,44~), -- Contact rollpliug.
end of the tubing as sho\\min Fig. 4%3,
a greater pressure may be applied to make ~oo(l contact ovrr the entire
surface. This procedure reduces the mechanical strcngt.h of the joint;
therefore, the line should have a(lditionc.1 support.
Reflections from such
a coupling can be kept consistently l~clo\\-1.01 in l“SIVIl by use of this
procedure. Tests hay-e sho~vn that a c{mpling of this typ~, \\-hcncarefully
made, is better than the average soldered guide-to-guide joint.
The
contact coupling is not freq\lency-sensiti\’e.
4.9. Circular-groove
Choke-flange Couplings. —C’hoke-fhmge couplings consist essenti:d]v of n s(>ri[>s-l~l:~r~clling
transmission line whose
length is one-half \v:~vclength, t,hlw presenting zcrn srries impe(l:mre to the
main line. ‘~he important f’e:ltllre of s(ich :Lroupliug is that it is Inwkcn
at a lo\v-rllrrrnt !mint 11 ( l;ig. 4. I 1) ill t11(,l)riln(h line; t lllls r~)nt:wt,
troublcs arc minimized.
[( is (onlnl(jll pr:l[,tirc to nvlkc tllc (nltc~~
(l\~:hrter-\v:lvelerlgt}l
sc(,tiull in the form of :Lcircld:~r gmovc.
‘h(!
depth
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~ of this groove is chosen a quarter wavelength in order that the minimumcurrent point will occur at the contact between the choke and flange.
For the rectangular-waveguide coupling, the outer groove may be considered as a low-impedance coaxial line excited principally in the second
TE,o-mode as in Fig. 4-Ma.
Figure 4“44 illustrates standard chokecoupling designs for rectangular waveguide operating in the fundamental
Y

x–

—x

e gasket

Y

(a)

‘-l/c

x

8
@

(b)

~d~
X4

(c)
l’1~. 4.44.—Continuous
rirrular-gmovc
choke coupling.
(a) Iicrtallglll:ir-xva\,cguicle
cwupliug, l’ELo-mwlc.
(b) a,,d (.) ( irr[ll:%r-~%,avcgtliclec.ouL,I,,,Rs, T,lfOL.,u~mir.

7’EiO-mode and for circular ~vavcguicfe operating in the Z’M,,-mode.
From the symmetry of fields and currents about the vertical line 1“}“ and
the equal but opposite (mirrored) symmetry about the horizontal line XX,
it is obvious that the excitation of the choke section must be such that it
will excite only coaxial modes of similar symmetry.
Hence, the Z’E2,mode would not be excited ~lnder normal renditions.
If the choke and
flange are not lined up perfectly, the 7’1~2{,-mode\vill be excitml to som~
extent. It is ql~ite likely that a good (l~al of excitation of the TE,,o-mldr
is normally present. The currents flo\\ing in the \mveguide do not, tend
to excite the side portions of the circular groove (that is, the portions of

\
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the groove adjacent to the narrow sides of the waveguide).
This fact
seems to indicate that the fields in the circular groove cannot be adequatel y described by the TEIO-mode alone but that a fairly large TEsO-term
plus smaller amounts of higher Z’E-modes are required.
Since the currents in the side walls of the waveguide have no longitudinal component, it is not necessary to provide any choke action along
Therefore, the circular groove may
the narrow sides of the waveguide.
be filIed up with metal or not cut at all in this region as indicated in Fig.

r“l

I
FIG. 4.45,—Discontinuous

cirrular-groove

J
choke roupling.

4.45. This procedure is desirable when misalignment between the choke
and flange is contemplated as in motional joints (see Sec. 5.20).
IIy this
procedure the choke is broken up into two separate portions, one excited
by the currents in the top wall and the other by the currents in the lower
wall of the waveguide.
The two portions may now be considered as
separate waveguides.
Moreover, the currents in the broad walls of the
waveguide, being sinusoidal in their transverse variation, tend to excite
the TE,O-mode in a fairly pure manner.
A coupling of this type is difficult to manufacture; therefore, the
circular-groove type has been used for rigid-waveguide couplings,
Tbe
cutoff wavelengths for tbe Z’E-modes are given with very good accuracy,
for these low-impedance coaxial lines, by the approximate equation
h. =

average circumference
>
n

(44)

where n is the order of the mode (Tllno).
B-y use of the usual equation
relating guide wavelength to free-space and cutoff wavelengths, the depth
of groove d in Fig. 4.44a can be calculated; a quarter guide-wavelength
depth is required.
Since tbe 7’El,-mode is the one chiefly excited,
the groove is made a quarter wavelength deep for this mode.
The
average circumference of the groove is such that the 7’ESO-mode wi!!
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not propagate at the longer wavelengths for which the chokcis designed.
At the shorter wavelengths, the depth is a very small fraction of a quarter
wavelength for the TEsO-mode.
In the choke coupling for circular waveguide operating in the
TMO,-mode, Fig. 4-Mb, the coaxial groove is excited uniformly over the
circumference in the fundamental coaxial mode (assuming perfect alignment).
Therefore, the wavelength in this section is equal to the freespace wavelength.
The groove depth must be adjusted to balance

!!d--- ,~
—
lT
Main waveguide

Voltage node atouter rad[us

T

\

~
Volta~e

node at Inner radius

0.4

1

I

1

1

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

:. -d)ameter

1.4

!

1

1.6

I

1.8

2.0

at voltage node in fractions of a wavelength

FIG. 4.4ti—Voltage
and rurrcnt nodes in a radial. trar~slnission line; r, corresponds
voltage node; r, comesponda to a culrcnt nude; for IL = 1, c~.lindrical wax7e.

to a

junction effects, which makes it deeper than xi-l.
An experimental
method for determining the proper groove depth is described later in this
section.
To determine the average circumference in a circular-choke groove
that is cut in such a way that the point B on diameter D is at a current
minimum position and also a quarter ~vavelength from point A, the section
of line between A and B rnmstbe considered.
This section of line between
the main line and the coaxial groove is a radial-transmission line. The
proper groove diameter D, Fig. 444u, is usually determined by empirical
methods.
~ method for determining this diameter, proposed by Pierce of
Bell Telephone Laboratories, 1 is to vary the radius rl of a purely radial
1J. R. Pierce, ‘‘ ‘Design Procedure for Disk Choke Couplings,” BTL Report
ll\I--l4-l2O-22, .ipr. 26, 1944.
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transmission line until no discontinuity is presented in the main-waveguideline.
The~vidth ofthisradial
line should bethesame as that used
in the final choke design (y of Fig. 4’45).
From this radius TI, the radius
r~ of a circle at the antinode or high-impedance point may be found for
the rectangular-waveguide case from the curves of Fig. 4.46, which is
It should be mentioned here that in
reproduced from Pierce’s report.
some instances the proper groove diameter will intersect the waveguide.
If this is so it is impossible to make a simple circular choke \vhich will give
both a perfect match and very low leakage. Either match or lo\v leakage
1-

1 I

Radial line --!-

w

I

-*F

r,-r,

I

I

k/4
—

1

1

CJ

Voltage node at outer radius
1

.

: 0.8
z

—Voltage

0.4
o

0.2

node at inner radiu s

0.6

0.4

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.6

1.4

1.8

2.0

~O=diameter at voltage node in fractions of a wavelength
]lG.

A.AT.—Volbge

and
T*

current
=

nocles

in

a

i-adial.transmission

current node; n = 0, cylindrical

line;

71 =

voltage

,,Ode;

wave.
,

must be sacrificed.
This situation has been encountered in 0.170- by
0.420-in. ID and l+- by ~-in. ID waveguides operating at free-space
wavelengths of 1.25 cm and 3.3 cm, respectively.
The only ~vay to
preserve both is to go to some other groove shape or to a discontinuous
circular groove as illustrated in Fig. 4.45. Grooves of other shapes for
choke couplings are discussed later in Sec. 4.9. For the circular-waveguide choke coupling, Fig. 4.47 gives the same relations.
Having calculated the groove, depth for the correct diameter L) as
outlined, it may be desirable to rheck experimentally to see that this
depth gives the expected current minimum at the choke-flange contact.
one sll{h cherk. Figure 4.48
In the same report, l’icrce has propmed
illustrates the Pierce method for determining the corrert groove depth.
in opening the choke-flange
contact
and
The method consists essentially
inserting

at this

point

a variable-length

transmission

line short-circuited

I
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at its outer diameter.
This transmission line may be coaxial or radial as
shown in Fig. +48.
With this arrangement, the main line is shortcircuited a half wavelength beyond the choke opening to give maximum
excitation of the choke, and the position of the minimum voltage LI is
found for various lengths of the added line L9. Figure 4.48 sho~~s the
form of the L,-vs.-L,
curves for
good and bad choke designs.
The
curves show essentially the sharpness of the resonance created \vhen
the variable-line length Lz is approximately X)4, since the choke
depth is also a quarter wavelength.
Since a gap is created in place of
— Gcod choke- wow c,ghtde~th
the choke-flange contact, the conditions at this junction are not
quite the same as those in actual
practice; however, if the gap is
L,
— Bad choke ~roa”e !wq de~th
kept small, this objection is probably not very serious.
l~here choke-flange couplings
arc to be separated to eliminate
shock mounting, it is advisable to
limit the external diameter of the
[cl
L,
coupling so that the outer edge is a
,nethod for dcsiwl of
l;lti,448. –1’iercc
quarter wavelength from B. In
choke grooves.
(a) Coaxial-l>lur,ger method,
(b) JVashcr n,ethod,
(c) Cumcs showing
this case the open circuit at the
good and bad chokes.
edge is transformed to a low im pedancc across the gap ~t B, This 10JVim~~edance is in series with a much
higher impedance so that leakage is minimized.
So far no mention has been made of the factors affecting the performance of such a coupling over a broad band. of wavelengths.
Obviously
the choke groove cannot be the right depth to give zero current at the
contact over a broad band.
Hence, a certain amount of leakage and
contact losses will occur on each side of the design wavelength.
Similarly, the effective over-all choke length cannot be half a wavelength over
a broad band; consequently some mismatch will occur at each side of the
design wavelength. ‘ Such effects may be minimized by making the
characteristic impedance Zz of the outer groove much larger than that
of the radial section 20 as shown in Fig. 4“14. The impedance at point
B in Fig. 444 is

1

Z, = jZZ tan PI,

(45)

\vherc (3I = 27rd/A., and L is the guide \vavelcngth in the outer groove.
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Then at point .4 the impedance Z. can be calculated from the usual linetheory formula using 2, as the load for the radial line, The impedance
at Doint .4 is then
(M)
where ,& is the effective angular length of the radial-line section.
The
relation between effective and actual length of the radial line is not important. In this disr[lssion it is assumed that 1’ tnd X; arc the effective
values of length and guide wavelength for the radial secti{m; then,
Bz =

2;.

(47)

II

Inserting the vdlle of
we Ilave

zB

given by Eq. ( !S) into Eq. (16) aml simplifying,

(48)
In practice, both 131an(l @Z arc very nearly 7r,J2;hence if ~, is equal to
ir ‘2 + al and dz is wlllal to rr~2 + 62, tan dl and tan I% are approximately —1/51 and — 1/8z, respectively.
Using these assumptions

(49)

and in prfictice (ZV/Z.) 81;q << 1; therefore

‘A=-42+%)

(50)

1. The mismatch is (Iirrct]y proporti(m:d to Z,, Z“; hcncc for lo\\est
mismatch Z!, shmd(l 1)[’ :1s li)ll :1s practic:li (that is, y a> small
as practical).
2. Ii’ Z, >> Z,,, the rontril)lltilm to th(’ miwxitch I)y 81 is negligil)le
compared tn th~t hy an c(IIIal 6?, hcn(’r Z. SIIOIII(llx, made large
con]p:lrp~l to Z,, (that is, I >> u). ‘1’liis III:LkH
the
mismatch more
diameter
I) tl):ln
t(]tl)r(lcptl~
d. In
sensitive to chokP~ro(Ive”
gc’n(,ral, ,r is mwlc from tlro t{) fi~.c times as l:~rgc M y.
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4.10. Other Choke Couplings.-Two
general types of grooves other
than circular ones discussed in Sec. 4.8 have heen used in the design of
choke-flange couplings for rectangular ~vayeguide. one is knovm as
the British-type choke, Fig. 4.49a, and the other type, the Chu choke,
is represented by the t\vo chokes sho\vn in Figs. 4.4W and c. Both types
are similar in operation to the discontinuous circular-groove
choke
couplings in that no choke action is used along the narrow-waveguide
walls, Although both types are quite good electrically, they are very
difficult to manufacture; therefore they have only been used in special
applications.
The British-type choke can be designed quite successfully and easily
by direct calculations since the guide lravelength is the same as that
The path lengths 1 and a! in Fig. 4.49a arc
in the main-line waveguide.
(51)
(52)
where

& and

equivalent

& are

circuit

smmll corrections

analysis

of L-plane

which

may

1“-junctions

he obtained
(see

Yol.

from

the

10 of this

series).
The
Their

two

types

operation

of Chu-choke

may

be analyzed

couplings

are

by considering

illustrated
the current

in Fig.

449.

ffo~v in the

cavity resonator sho\vn in Fig. 450.
The cavity-choke
coupling of Fig. 4.50 is not a good design because the choke-flange contuct
However, its operais at a maximum position over the entire perimeter.
tion is the basis for the design of Chu-choke couplings.
The cavity
is excited in the TElo-mode and, since its \ridth is a, its guide wavelength
is the same as that in the main ~raveguide. The solid lines of Fig. 450b
show the direction of current flo\r in the cavity walls. The dotted lines
sho\v the direction of the magnetic field. JVhen c = a, the cavity has
several features Ivhich are utilized in the design of Ch~l-choke couplings.
(1) The diagonal lines d.f and cq and the axes I’1” and X-Y arc parallel
(2) The diagonals
fall at positions
of minimum
curto the current flo,v.
rent density.
(3) The current flo\v lines and field lines are symmetrical
about the diagonals and also ahollt the XX- and 1’ I’-axes.
From the first two features, it is seen that the diagonal lines are ideal
positions for a choke-flange contact.
Choke-flange contact may be
made along the diagonals in t\vo \vays: (u) by removing section A and
folding the sections B and B’ to join lines go and do to form the variablegroove-depth type of coupling sho\vn in Fig. 4.49b, and (b) by removing
sections 1? and B’ and folding section .4 about the XX-axis to join
lines qo and do to ~o and co, respectively, thus forming the fold-b:] ck
half-wavelength
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In either case symmetry and continuous
type of coupling (Fig. 449c).
magnetic fields still exist.
So far only conditions for low leakage at the contact between choke
For minimum mismatch in the mainand flange have been discussed.
line waveguide, c must be a half-guide wavelength and, since c must
equal a for the lolv-leakage conditions outlined above, a must be a halfguide wavelength.
Therefore, the choke may be used only when A,, = AC
or, in terms of free-space wavelength, when A, = A,/@
= ~c/@.
For ~- by l-in. (0.050-in. }vall) waveguidc, the Chu chokes operate best
at a free-space wavelength of 3.23 cm. The operation of this type of
coupling over a 1~-iderange of \ra~elengths should be at least as good as
the other types if the impedance in the outer groove is made large in
comparison ~~ith the impedance in the section between the choke and
Both designs have been checked
flange units as (liscus~ccl in Sec. 48.
experimentally and have been found to gil-e satisfactory results; holvever,
manufacturing pmblcms prevent further development.

~
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4.11. Summary of Choke-coupling Designs. —C’hoke-flange couplings
have been standardized l)v the .~rmy nnd X“ary for several sizes of
\~aveguides. The continuous (ilf’lll:lr-groc)~-r type shown in Fig-. 4.45
has been fa~’ored beralwe it is m[lch rosier to mzkc on a large scale.
Dimensions for choke-coupling d(?signs are talnll:~ted in Table 48 ~vith
the numbers of the figures in this chapter to \vhidl they refer so that any
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of the choke couplings listed can be reproduced.
The bandwidth in
per cent on each side of the design wavelength when the voltage standingwave ratio is below 1.05 is given in the table.
CORNERS,

CIRCULAR

BENDS,

AND TWISTS

Waveguide corners and circular bends aresimilar to elbowsin water
and gas pipe in that they change the direction of energy flow. Twists
These units are very important
are used to change the polarization.
in the design of compact assembly units. Corners and circular bends
for rectangular waveguide opcratingin the TEIO-mode are made in the
E- and H-planes,
An E-plane bend or corner is defined as one whose
axis lies in a plane parallel to the electric field lines. The H-plane bend
or corner is defined as one ~vhose axis lies in a plane parallel to the magnetic field lines. So far, in practice, circular waveguide has been used
only in short lengths such as rotary-joint sections; consequently, there
has been no need for circular-waveguide corners or bends.
Waveguide corners, circular bends, and twists must be carefully
designed to avoid impedance mismatch and to prevent voltage breakdown. These design features are discussed in the following sections.
4.12. Waveguide Corners. -Corners
for rectangular waveguide are
made in two types as shown in Fig. 4“51. The characteristics of the
~
4
--——
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TIG. 4.51. —Waveguidr

1

rorners.

(b)

(a) I)o,,t>le.mitered

type.

(b) Single-miter,

cutoff type.
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double-mitered type may be determined from the mismatch set up by
a single-mitered corner. The equivalent circuit for an E-plane singlemitered corner and its parameters for 1- by +-in. Ivaveguide at 3.0,
3.2, and 3.4 cm are shown’ in Figs. 452 and 4.53. The dotted lines are
the reference planes corresponding to the equivalent circuit and its
parameters.
The same characteristics for an H-plane single-mitered
junction are shown in Figs, 454 and 4.55. These parameters are plotted
as a function of wavelength and angle of bend. From these curves
the mismatch produced by a simple junction may be determined.
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In the double-mitered corner, two of the single-mitered corners are
spaced in such a way that their reflections cancel each other at the
desired wavelength.
The proper spacing (L in Fig. -451) may not be
calculated from the equivalent circuit parameters of a single corner since
higher mode propagation cannot be neglected.
It is necessary to determine L experimentally.
The mean length L for cancellation of reflections in a double-mitered
E-plane corner is very nearly a quarter-guide wavelength as shown by
experimental measurements.
Measurements also sho\v that L must be
larger than a quarter-guide wavelength for H-plane double-mitered
corners. An experimental design curve for 90° double-mitered H-plane
corners in waveguide l+ by 3 in. OD, 0.080-in. wall, is shown in Fig,
1The curves of Figs. 4.52, 4.53, 4.54, and 4.55 were plotted from measurements
made at California Institute
Official Investigator.

of Technology,

(lontract OIC}fsr-1311, W-. H. Pickering,
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4.56. The mean length L in terms of guide wavelengths is plotted
against kO/k,, where XOis the free-space wavelength at which the corner
This
is to be designed and h. the cutoff wavelength of the waveguide.
curve has been checked experimentally at a few points (AO/Ac0.65 to 0.75)
for other waveguide sizes and found to be accurate \vithin experimental
The deviation Oi L from a quarter-guide waveerrors in measurements.
length for cancellation of reflections between the two junctions is theoretically zero for O = O, and it is small if d is small (see Figs. 4.54 and
4.55).
I
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FIG. 454.—Series reactance of simple waveguide corner, H-plane.

0“
FIG.

30”
4.55.–-Shunt
waveguide

60”
e--

9@

susceptance
of
corners, H-plane.

120”
silrlpla

The mismatch of double-mitered corners over a given band of wavelengths depends on the magnitude of the reflection set up at each junction and the spacing bet ween ,junctions.
Maximum bandwidth for a
given mismatch is obtained when the spacing bet\veen junctions is a
quarter-guide wavelength plus the correction already discussed.
However, it may be desirable in some instances to make L equal to $ or $k..
Since the reflection from each junction in a 90° double-mitered corner
varies with wavelength, the bandwidth also varies with wavelength.
This variation is shown for the l+ \vaveguide by 3 in. OD, O.OSO-in.
wall, in Fig. 4.57 which was determined experimentally.
The bandwidth was taken as the wavelength band in per cent over which the
voltage standing-wave ratio was below 1.06. This curve can also be
applied to other waveguide sizes. This type of mitered corner will
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stand as much power before arcing as the waveguide itself if the joints
are properly soldered.
The cutoff type of mitered corner has not been used w-idely since the
double-mitered corner was conceived, because it is more difficult to fabri0.31
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m
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FIG. 456,-Design
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FIG, 457. -Banclwidth

0.75
0.65
0.70
X...-.
/AJAt midband)

curve for double-mitered

0.80

0.85

H-plane corners.

cate; the dimension C in Fig. 4.51 is critical; and it arcs over at much
Arc-over problems areparticulower power levels than the waveguide.
larly bad in the E-plane cutoff corners because the effective guide height
No theoretical analysis has been \vorked out for the cutoff
b is decreased.
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type of mitered corners. Empirical curves for the design of such corners
are shown in Figs. 4“58 and 4.59. In these curves the percentage amplitude reflection is plotted as a func50
tion of c/dO for five angles. Data
for these curves were taken from
40
British measurements using waveg 30
guide 7 cm by 3.25 cm ID at 10.84 .~ 20
cm. The reflection coefficient is ~
defined as the ratio of the ampli- ~ 10
tude of the reflected wave to that ~
of the incident wave. The reflec- ~o
m
tion coefficient has been arbitrarily
&10
~
plotted in such a way that it goes
z 20
through zero and changes its sign, ~
30
thereby avoiding cusps that would
occur if only positive values were
40
employed.
From both figures, it
50
is evident that, at any bend angle,
0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 1.0
(c/do)
a design is possible which essentiFIG. 458.-Reflectian
from H-plane cutoff
ally allows perfect transmission
corners,
around the corner. Evidently
the E-bend is more satisfactory in the sense that the curves are flatter
and hence the dimension c is not so critical.
4.13. Waveguide Bends and
50
Twists.—A circular bend in wave40
guide may be considered as a secg 30
tion of line with a characteristic
impedance differing from that in
g 20
P
the straight waveguide by an
g 10
amount depending on the angle of
~
the bend, its radius, and the me:0
m
chanical tolerances of its cross
:%10
section.
If the bend is uniform,
c
~ 20
it acts as a transformer, setting
:
up reflections at each end, both of
30
which are equal in magnitude.
40
The transformation
is from a
50
higher to a lower impedance at one
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
end and from the lower back
C /dO
to the higher at the other, or
FIG. 4.59.—Reflec-tion
from E-plane cutoff
corners.
vice versa. Therefore, the bend
should be any number of half wavelengths long, measured along its
These reflections increase as
axis for cancellation
of reflections.
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the radius of curvature of the bend is decreased.
The guide wavelength in the bend is almost equal to that in straight waveguide for
smooth undistorted bends. Two alternatives are presented in designing circular bends for wide wavelength ranges: (1) the radius of curvature
maybe made very large so that thereflections frorneach end are negligible; or (2)theradius
may bemade very short (hU/2)so that the deviation
of the bend length from k,/2 is small over a wide range of wavelengths.
Both methods have been used successfully in practice; however, the
short radius is preferred because of space
:/
L mean
and weight limitations.
Ii
Figure 4.60 illustrates the E- and H,,— — +,4
plane circular bends in rectangular wave...
-.
guide. These bends may be made by
\
\
filling a straight section of waveguide
e
—
with cerrobend or Wood’s metal and
,
,
%
L
bending the section by a machine or
press, by the electroforming process dis(a)
cussed in Sec. 3.2, or by machining.
After bending in the first method, the
L mean
‘1
filler is melted out. The bending method
/’
–A
is
the most economical and is adequate
-’
~
,-. .,’”:
for bends of large radius. For bends of
\
\
small radius, the bending process pro\
duces excessive distortion in the wavee
Lguide walls ~vhich causes impedance
‘.1’
mismatch.
The electroforming process
is recommended for bends of short radius.
The machining process is applicable to
(b)
any size. The bend is turned on a
FrG. 460. -Wavrguidc
her,ds.
(a)
H-plan.
bend.
(b) B-plan.
lathe in the form of two U-shaped cirbend.
cular troughs in such a Ivay that the seam
is in the center of the wide side wall. The two halves are then soldered
together and the unit is cut into bends of any desired angle.
Twists in rectangular waveguide are very similar to circular bends
since they are best matched when their length is any number of halfguide wavelengths.
The guide \vavelength in the t\visted section is
nearly equal to that in the straight wavcguide if the cross-sectional
dimensions of the twist at any point are the same. T\vists are made by
filling a waveguide section \rith cerrwbcnd or Wood’s metal and twisting
the section in a vice or machine to the desired angle.
The results of tests on several waveguide circular bends and t\\-ists
are given in Table 4.9. The dimensions for circular bends are illustrated
in Fig. 4.60.
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TABLE 4,9.—PERFORMANCE

OF WAVEGCIDE CIRCULAR BENDS AND TWISTS

Inside
.adius R, in.

N’aveguide
size ID, in.

Type
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>esign wale.
length, cm

0

Bandwidth
for r below
.05, per cent

—
E-plane bend

1.34
J.34
1.125

XO.50
0.90
Xo. -!o
0.90
XO.40
0.90
XO.40
0,420 XO. 170
1,3’4 X2.84
1.34 x2.84
1.12.5X0.50
0.90
XO.40
0.90
X040
0.420 + 0.170

H-plane bend

IVavegtliclc size I
II), in.

Type
I

‘1’\vists

45°

6
6
2
0.50
0,25
3.00
0.50
6
6
2
0.192
1.1875
0.50

X2.84
X2.8-I

> t20
*9
> +9
> *9
> +9
> *4
*10
> +20
> *9
i4
+9
> *4

3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
1.25
10
10
3.3
3.35
3.30
1.25

90°

180”
90°
90”
90”
45°
90°
90”
90°
90°
90°

Design
I,cngth,

> +20

10
10

90°

in.

Wvrkvlgth
,,*

I Fkmcl,vidth
, I for r b140\Y
, 1.05, p~r cent

—1

2

0900 XO. WO
0.900 XO .400
I 1.125 XO.,500
O 420 XO.170
o 420 X0170

I

;
I*
2;

34
34
3.3
1 25
1.2,5

‘--

*6
*3,7
> *9
> *4
> t4

13fPE~.\Ncj;-J[.\TcllING
Impedance-matching
devices in ]vaveguide are sometimes mxessary
to correct for the mismatch of a component or assembly of components
in the line. The matching consists of introducing into the line a reflecting element that sets up a reflection equal in magnitude but 180° out of
phase }vith the existing reflection.
If the reflecting element is a perfect
conductor, its action is equivalent to some combination of series and
shunting reactors in an ordinary transmission line \vhich absorb no power.
Many reflecting elements ~vhose dimensions along the guide axis are small
compared ~vith a ~vaveleugth are equivalent to simple shunting reactanccs
in the line. The equivalent reactance for elements discussed in the
follo\ring sections have been determined theoretically and verified experimentally.
This equivalent reactance is given as the normalized susceptance B. ‘l’he normalized input admittance 1’ to such reflecting elements
when introduced into o matched \vaveguide is
I-=l+jB.

(53)
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.The voltage standing-wave ratio set up in a matched line by an element
of normalized susceptance B isl
~4+B’+B
‘=<4+B2–

(54)

B”

The susceptance B required to correct a given voltage standing-wave
ratio r may be written as
r—1
(55)
B=— ~T.
The location of the reflecting element for correction of the mismatch T
is determined bv
90° – tan-’
d=

~

~~oo

(56)

M,

where d is the distance between the reflecting element and a voltage
minimum.
If the reflecting element is inductive (B is negative), it
should be placed at a distance d on the load side of a minimum; and if
o,150Ag
.
:
~
n
:
2
m O.looag
~
s
:
.Z
,E
E ao50 xg
-s

\

:
g
n
o

4.0

2.0

0

Normahzed susceptance B/Yo

F1~. 4.61. —Distanre
capacitive,
F’or best
above

between voltage minimum and position of matrhing smceptance.

it should
operation

should

discontinuity

be at a distance
over a broad

be the first
causing

c1on the generator

band,

the minimum

one on the generator

side of a minimum.
position

mentioned

side of the component

or

the reflection.

Curves
of r vs. B and dh, vs. B are given in Figs. 212 and 461.
‘The effect of higher modes (fringing fields) is neglected in the calculation
of the curves. This higher mode effect has been troublesome only in
1lficrow~oe Tronstttission Design Data, Sperry C,yroscope CO., ~IaY 1944, p. 97.
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cases where large susceptances were used in waveguides operated at a
wavelength just above their cutoff wavelength.
The simple shunting reactance elements which have been used extensively in microwave-transmission
systems and \vhich will be discussed
here are (1) inductive diaphragms, (2) capacitive diaphragms, (3) capacitive buttons and dents, and (~) quarter-wavelength transformers.
4.14. Inductive Matching Diaphragms.—A diaphragm in waveguide
is an aperture in a thin metal diaphragm that extends transversely across
the guide, In the inductive diaphragm, the aperture extends completely
across the guide, the edges being parallel to the electric-field vector for
the lo\vest mode.
Inductive diaphragms are made in two types,
.,2
!- -symmetrical
and asymmetrical,
-—
~vhich are illustrated in Fig. 4.621z.
In the symmetrical type the
z‘
b
@
~
~
-1
aperture of width d is centered be1- _J
(a)
t\veenthe guide Ivalls. The shunt
susceptance for this type has the
theoretical valuel
B=–~cot2

~,
()

(57)

>-–A T.—
/,’

*

—

~

@
~

where ~, is the guide wavelength
d
L--- .--J
(b)
of the lo\vest mode and a is the
FIG. 4.62.—Indurtivc and capacitive
longer of the cross-section inside
diaphrag,nsin rectangularwaveguide. (a)
dimensions of the guide. Figure
Inductivediaphragms. (~) Capacitivedia4%3 shows the theoretical variaPhrwms
tion of B with d/a computed by a more accurate expression than Eq.
(57).
In the asymmetrical type, the center line of the aperture is displaced
from the half-way position between the guide ]valls. If XO is the centerline position measured from the nearest side wall of the guide (X, = rL/2
for the centered diaphragm), the theoretical susceptance is
(58)
The approximation in deriving this formula is the same as for the symmetrical type but is not so good here because of the asymmetry.
The
special case for which one edge of the diaphragm coincides with the guide
1 N“. H. Frank, Report T-9, %-c. III, p. 14. This formula was derivrd by assuming
that the ctltuff ~vavelengihs for all tile highci- n)ndtw that are excited are so large compared with the free-space \va\releogththat these ma~- be neglected relative to the cu toff
wavelength.
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wall is contained in this equation, if one sets XO = d/2.
case, the shunt susceptance is gi~en by

‘=
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For this special

-:cot’~x’+csc’
(59)

Figure 4.64 is a plot of the variation of B(a/AO) with d/a for this special
case for an accurate theoretical formula.
.4 circular aperture centered in a waveguide of circular cross section
}Ieasurements
have been made at
as shown in Fig. 4“65 is inductive.
40.0

md

*

20.0

o

7tr
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- jX
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Z.

4+5.-Inductive
window
waveguide.
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Theory for small holesinfinitely th!n d)aphragm
Experimental d[aphragm
0.032’’thick

1
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I
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FIG, 4.66. —N’ormalized
susceptance
of
inductive diaphragm in circular waveguide,
k = 3.20 cm.
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FIG. 4.67. —N’orrnalized susceptance
of
inductive diaphmgnl in ri[ CUI:U w~veguidc;
~ = 3,20 cm.
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FIG. 46X.-Series
reactance of inductive
diaphragm in rircular waveguide; X = 3.20
cnl
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AO = 3.20 cm (~g = 2.026 in. ) for a wa~’eguide ~-in.

ID (TE1l-mode).
The equivalent circuit parameter B, plotted against d, is given in Figs.
Figure 4+6 also gives a theoretical
4.66 and 4.67 for a ~~-in. diaphragm.
curve, the theory assuming small holes in an infinitely thin barrier.
Figure 4(;8 gives ‘a plot of X/ZO
vs. d for the same case; and Fig.
4.69 is a plot of B/l”” and X/Z,
vs. t for d = ++ in.
4.15. Capacitive
Mat chin g
Diaphragms.-The
aperture in a
capacitive
diaphragm
extends
across the guide, as sho\vn in Fig.
4.62b, the edges being parallel to
the longer cross-section dimension
The theoretical
a of the guide.
shunt susceptance of s{lch a diaphragm centered bet \\-een the
guide \valls is, for infinitely thin
diaphragms,

t in inches
FIG. 469. -Variation
of equivalent circuit
parar!letvrs with thickness of diaphragm;
A = 3.20 rm.

where X, is the guide wavelength
of the lowest mode, b is the shorter
cross-section inside dimension of
the guide, and d is the }ridth of the aperture.
For an asymmetrical diaphragm (see Fig. 4.626),
~=8j1nc5c@
x“

2b”

(61)

Figure 4.70 shows the theoretical and observed variations of B with d~b
for waveguide 3,44 cm by 7.21 cm II) at a wavelength of 9,8 cm. The
theoretical value is derived to the same degree of approximation as in
the inductive case. Tlw experimental ol~ervations ~vcrc made at the
Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company.
‘Mc thickness of the diaphragm has a large effect on the susceptance
For small bllt finite diaphragm thickness,
of capaciti~’e diaphragms.
the follo~ving theoretical formulas hare been derived.

(62)
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A Arl) DENTS

where B and G are the shunt susceptance and shunt conductance of the
diaphragm of thickness t, B, being the value given by Eq. (61). These
values refer to the entrance planes of the diaphragm.
The use of the capacitive diaphragm is limited to relatively lowpower systems because of the danger of voltage breakdown.
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\

A

La=7,21 cm~
Theoretical
Experimental

A=9.8 cm

1

0
(

6
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0.2

0.3

FIG, 470. -Xormalizml

0.4

0,:

0.6

0.7

susceptance of asymmetrical

0.8

1.0

0.9

capacitive

diaphragm.

-jXa

~~1]

+)”

~

:’~::o

m

L

(b)
Flti. 4.71 .—Cap:iciti

-jXa

(c)

I,c post or I]utill!l ; (a) hrrti,,rl vi,,w, (1,) t,,,, Yicxv, (c) ?(~ui\.alc,~t<,rcuit
at ttlc Iefemllrc ]lkule (xh[]wn dottwf l!) h).

4.16. Capacitive Buttons and Dents. —C’apacitivc l)~ltt,ons are sometimes used for matching of components and transmission systems.
The
capacitive button consists of a metallic cylindrical rod of finite length
inserted into the center of the wide side of the Jvaveguide so that its axis
is parallel to the electric field. Such a device is shown (for rectangular
waveguide, Z’Elo-mode) in Fig. -!71.
The cylindrical post of length 1
and diameter d. is joined to the wide side of the \vaveguide, An equivalent circuit referred to the reference plane in Fig, 471 is a T-net\vork
whose series and shunt arms are capacitive elements for small lengths of
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obstacle (and d/A << 1). For lengths approximately
one-quarter
of
free-space wavelength, the shunt element becomes series resonant.
l~hen
used as a matching element such buttons are slightly rounded on the
end to reduce field concentration on the edges and thus to inrrease the
breakdown power level in the guide in ~vhich the matching button is
installed.
Even with rounded edges, buttons decrease the breakdo~vn
power le~-el of the waveguide,
A plot of e~perimental data for the relative reartances of the series
and shunt arms as a function of the obstacle length for the raw d = ().2,5
in., a = 0.90 in,, h = 0.40 in., and ~ = 3.2 cm, is given in Fig, 472.
The data were taken on a t\lnin~
5.25
Topv,ew
scre\v~\-ithslightly roundrd edges,
The choke on the tuning scre\v
lx *
@5j9
OF
‘z,
i n t r odu c ed a small remtanm
7,”
420
( = 0.05) even for zero length; this
-$. RP
?Xb
rcactanre has been subtracted
&
—
from the .Ya/Z, plot.
3.15-—I
Dents may be used in match%y
i
ing components aftrr assembly to
*7G
correct for manufacturing toler2.10
ances. l)ents arc very similar to
a
z.
the capacitil-e
bl]ttrm since a dent
\
in the center
of the Ivide tii(le of
1.05
a -!-aveguide is capaciti~c, an(l it
T
redures the breakdo\vn po\ver
>
Y’ “
le\rel of the ~yavrguide. Dents
k
0A
can e:wily bc made at any clesirrd
01234567
position idong the line for final
of screw ]n mm
Length
m:ltching of a compouent or system. ‘rC)fin(l the correct Tm5ition,
a clamp may IN>pl:~crd on the ~~-:~~-rguidc
at different poiots to sq(lecze
the )vn~-eg[lidc ju~t cnougb tn wc if :1 drnt :~t that point ~l-oilld decrrase
the reflection.
.ifter remt)~ing the cl:lmp, thr \ra~-cguidc springs lmck
almost to its original pmition if the dent is not deep. It”hrn the correct
position is re:achcd, the dent is nmde ckwp enou~h so tb:it \\hcn the chimp
This
is removed the drpt b of tbe penrt r:ltion is corrwt for mat rhing.
procedure is qllite fi:ltisf:wtory ~vhcn a dircrtional coupler is used to
indicate the rcflectcd p[)i~cr. \\-hcn a slotted section of ~~:i~-egnidc is
llsed to mc:is\irc’ the reflrctc(l pf)\\m, it is more’ convenient to calrl date
the proper llw:lt ion f(]r tlw [Irn{. ‘he proper dist:ln(,c from a volt:~gr
minimum position is sl]o\\n in Fig. ~(}1 \rherc tlm distance d i~ plotted
against the voltage st:mding-\v:lvc ratio. For m capacitive rlcmcnt
such as the dent, the proper dist ancc bet \\-ecnthe voltage minimum
mnd the element mctisured to\~-wd tho lotid is ki2 — d.
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The reflection from a dent measured in r’ increases linew-ly with the
depth of the dent. Experimental results on waveg~lide 0.500 by 1,125 in.
ID show an increase in r’ of 0.08 per #z-in. depth.
4.17. Quarter-wavelength Transf ormer.—.k transformer in a waveguide is made by an abrupt change of either or both cross-sectional inside
dimensions of the guide. The quarter-~vavelength transformer is equivalent to a matching diaphragm with a thickness of one-quarter guide
wavelength.
If the original dimensions are called a and b and the
reduced dimensions a’ and b’, the ratio of the impedance of the smaller
to the larger may be calculated from Eq. (2.160) for changes in either
or both dimensions.
The ratio is
(63)
In addition to this change in characteristic impedance, a shunt susceptance is introduced at each junction,
Higher modes are also set up
at such junctions especially ~~henthe change is asymmetrical (guide axis
These higher modes are damped out
shifted in transformer section).
-T,

@

r
b

L,

,’_Ezziic

~c~
FIG. 473. -AsyItlnlctrical

qllarter-wa~-elerlgtll transformer,

rapidly by a transformer of smaller dimensions than the waveguidc
and therefore cause little trouble in quarter-\vavelength transformers.
Since the quarter-~vavelci] gth transformer is essentially a matching
diaphragm which is one-quarter wavelength in thickness, the junction
susceptance may be estimated from the preceding formulas and curves
for matching diaphragms.
Since asymmetrical transformers inyol~ring a
change in only one guide dimension are more practical from the man[lfacturing standpoint, they are freqllent]y used. The asymmetrical
capacitive transformer shown in Fig. 4.73 is usually used because in this
type the cutoff characteristics of the guide for the TE,O-mode are not
changed and the construction is ~,ery simple.
For small changes in the
characteristic impedance, the junction effects are small. The input
admittance seen at the generator side when the load end is matched is
given by
Yb2
—=
Yo

() v“

The transformer may be designed to cancel
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above formula.
To avoid difficulty in locating the transformer at the
correct position, it may be made to slide in the guide after being tinned
with solder on the bottom and sides. A small hole in the center of the
broad face of the guide \vill enable the operator to mo~ e the transformer
until a match is obtained; then the transformer is soldered in place by
heating the outside of the guide.
PRESSI. RIZING ITINDOIVS

Pressurizing ~vindoms arr str~lrt~lrm sealed in the line for protection
of an entire transmission system or of individlud components from
Rubber
gasket

/c

\

Rubber

B

gasket

b
D
A/

.

<
Dialectic

-7(
~,’-

sheet

-t

-t

>

>

/
L

T
! r
(b)

(a)
l:l<;. 4.74. —Tl1in-shcrt,

nonresonant windows.

moist~me, fungus grmvth, md corrosion during shipment, storage periods,
and operation.
Pressurizing ~vindo\~salso increase the voltage brea!iclo\~n limit of a micrown~e transmission system, if the system is scaled
under pressure as disc\wsed in Chap. 3.
Four types of pressurizing windows arc known for sealing waveguide
systems: (1) thin sheets, nonresonant; (2) tbin sheets in resonant mount;
(3) half-\vavelcngth diclcct ric plugs; and (4) T-shaped dielectric plugs
three-(luarters ~vavelengtb long. Ml types make use of low-loss dielectric
The material
materials for transmission of po\~er \vithout attenuation.
must l)e 101v10SSto prevent r-f heating and consequent ciestruction of the
dielectric material as ~vcll as undesirable results in matching.
The
electrical and mechanical characteristics of these materials and techniques
for handling them are cliscusscd in Chap. 3. ‘rherefore, the follo,ring
sections are discussions of each type principally from the standpoint of
electrical design.
4.18. Thin Sheets, Nonresonant. —Pressurizing ~~indo~vs of this
type make use of a transverse sheet of nonporous dielectric material
sealed into the lvavcguicle. The seal is made by supporting the sheet
bet\\-eena choke and flange \\-ithglue on cacb side or by clamping \vitha
gasket on e:ich side as sho\vn in Fig. 4.74. In Fig. 474a the impedance
added in srriw \\-iththe ]inc at .1 ljy tbc dielectric-filled rfidial line and the
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circular-choke groove is made small by the same methods used for the
design of choke couplings (see Sec. 49).
Radiation at B may be eliminated by the metal contact and by using a 10SSYrubber for the gaskets.
The choke-groove diameter D for minimum current at B will be smaller
in this case than in the ordinary choke coupling because the dielectric
sheet increases the effective length of the gap. Sheets of mica or Teflon
0.010 in. thick have been used between standard choke-flange couplings
\
in waveguide 1 by i in. with 0.050-in. wall at 3.2 cm without excessive
$.
reflection.
Some method of preventing radiation should be used in such
a case, however, if a receiver is located near the coupling.
Figure 4.74b
shows another method using a half-wavelength radial line filled for a
quarter ~vavelength lvith the rubber gaskets to seal the dielectric sheet
on either side (d = A/4).
The high dielectric constant of the rubber
makes the guide wavelength in this section very short. Leakage at B
may be prevented by a thin ring of soft copper clamped around the two
gaskets as showm in the insert. The copper ring makes a good short
circuit at B and provides a method for making a unit for easy replacement.
The considerations for making the impedance at A small over a broad
band of wavelengths are the same as those discussed in Sec. 49 for cho~ ~
couplings; namely, the characteristic impedance in the outer k/4 section
should be high compared to that in the inner section (z >> y), and y should
be as small as practical from the standpoint of strength of the dielectric
sheet. The edges of the waveguide at A should be rounded slightlj to
prevent cutting of the dielectric sheet when pressure is applied on one
side.
The reflection from the sheet across the \vaveguide can be calculated
assuming a section of dielectric material of thickness t fitted into a section
of waveguide in a plane perpendicular to the guide axis. If the guide is
vie\ved from the generator side with a matched load beyond the window;,
a normalized impedance Z. is seen at the face of the dielectric sheet which
is
(65)
where Z; is the
[Eq. (2.168)], and
tric-filled guide A;
side of Eq. (65) to

Z,=

normalized impedance of the dielectric-filled guide
8 is 27rtdivided by the guide wavelength in the dielecgiven by Eq. (2147).
By dividing out the right-hand
form a power series, the following equation is obtainei.

’+-’(++tan’o[bkl
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Since 6 is small for thin sheets, the squared term is negligible
tan 0 = 19= 27rt/A~; consequently,

and

(67)
Tl]e g~lide Ivavelength in the dielectric-filled section is equal to the
Equation (67) therefore reduces to
product of Xv (air-filled) and Zj’.

‘=
’+
’7[’-(M
From Itq. (2. 147) this may be expressed in terms of the dielectric constant
k,. of the sheet,

Zs=l–j

,,(:::13

(k’ - 1)”

Iklllation (69) sho\w that the thin sheet of dielectric material acts like a
wries capacitive reactance in the waveguide,
At a given \\’avelength,
this reactance is directly proportional to the thickness and to the
dielectric constant minus one,
Figure 175 shows the value of
this normalized reactance per mil
thickness plotted against the dielectric constant kc for three common
~vaveguide
sizes. This
reactance is nearly equal to r — 1
for thin sheets.
A pressurizing ~vindo~~of this
type is practical at the lo\ver microwa~-e frcqucncics where a thick
1234567
8
sheet strong enough to stand atDielectricconstant k.
mospheric pressure variations may
1 iG. 475.-Reflections
from thin-sheet,
be used \vithout causing large reWaveguide + by
[a)
],01,, esonaut
wil]clOws.
(h)
i in. t~y ().()4()-ire
wall at XO = 1.25 cm.
flections.
The reactance caused
W-avcguicle 1 by ~ in. by 0.050-in. wall at
by the dielectric sheet changes
A, = :].:] cm,
(c) \+’aveguidc 3 by 1 + in. by
0.080-111. wall at Lo = 10 cm.
very little over the wavelength
band of a given waveguide operating in a single mode (see Sec. 47).
.k pressurizing window of this type may be matched with an inductive matching diaphragm at the front fww of the clielectric sheet. .k
symmetrical matching diaphragm is preferable because asymmetry W-ou]d
calwe higher mode excitation in the choke.
4.19. Thin Sheets in Resonant Mount.-–i
pressurizing \vindo\vof this
type consists of a resonaut aperture in a thin metallic sheet filled ~vith
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glass. Two such designs have been developed as shown in Figs. 4.76a
and b. These developments were carried out at the General Electric
Company and the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
respectively.
Both units consist of a Kovar (or Fernico) disk or plate

T

1

0.050”
Kovar

O

&&,

O
,

0’22

J

L,,59,d

,U

(a)

FIG. 4.76.—Resonant

0

J
window in rectangular waveguide.
(a)
window.
(h) Circular aperture window.

0

(b)
Rectangular

aperture

with a resonant opening into which glass with the same thermal properties
as the metal is sealed.
The first design may be soft-soldered into the waveguide directly
as shown in Fig. 4.76a. A structure of this kind is known as a “ transmitting screen” or “resonant aperIt has been found experiture.”
m e n t a 11y that the appropriate
dimensions for a rectangular resonant opening is given approximately
by the relation

:J’

-(k)’=$dqq
(70)

F~G.4.77.—ResonantrectangularaperThis empirical rule is extremely useture.
ful in obtaining approximate dimensions of the opening for resonance; and information contained in it can
be represented by the following geometrical construction.
In a cross
section of the waveguide as shown in Fig. 4.77, a line AB, of length
xo/2 (Ao is the free-space wavelength), may be drawn with its center
at the waveguide axis. Two hyperbolas may then be constructed with
their vertices at A and B, respectively, which pass through the corners
of the guide cross section, as shown. Then the corners of a resonant
opening lie on these two hyperbolas, as, for example, those of the opening
of dimensions a’ and b’. A resonant diaphragm with such an opening
will be matched if the diaphragm is very thin. This condition is changed
somewhat in the pressurizing window because of the dielectric filling
and because the thickness must be appreciable for mechanical support.
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The effective thickness of the resonant diaphragm is increased and the
characteristic impedance in the aperture is reduced by the dielectric
material.
Both the thickness of the diaphragm and the presence of the
dielectric material have the effect of adding capacitance at the input
side of the opening.
To correct for this added capacitance, the dimension a’ may be made smaller. The amount of the decrease in a’ for complete correction is directly proportional to the thickness, as seen in the
analysis of Sec. 4.18. In practice,
this decrease may be made larger
than necessary and the thickness of
the finished diaphragm reduced on
a grinding wheel until resonance
occurs at the desired ~vavelengtb.
This procedure corrects for tolerances and variations in the characteristics of the dielectric material
used. The dimensions of a reso1
2b

10 (cm)
FIG. 4.78.—MisnLatch of resonant windows. Curves a and b are for corresponding
designs of Fig. 4.76,

WA
-.

L

k’

FIG, 479.-Half-wavelength
dielectric plug
in a section of waveguide.

nant window for 1- by“-.
;-in. (0.050-in. wall) waveguide are shown in Fig.
4.76a.
Curve a of Fig, 4.78 shows the mismatch’ caused by such a design
over a 12 per cent wavelength band.
The second design is much the same as the first except that the
aperture is circular.
The correct diameter for resonance in such a design
is larger than the narrow inside dimension of the waveguide a. For this
reason the resonant diaphragm is supported in the line between two choke
Dimensions are given for a resonant
couplings as shown in Fig. 4.76b.
window of this type for use between two standard choke couplings (see
Table 4.7) designed for 1- by ~-in. (0.050-in. wall) waveguide as shown
in the figure. The mismatch caused by such a design over a 12 per cent
wavelength band is also shown in Fig. 4.78, Curve b.
4.20. Half-wavelength
Dielectric
Plugs.—A
simple pressurizing
window for narrow-band operation may be made by inserting a halfwavelength dielectric plug into waveguide as shown in Fig. 479.
The
guide wavelength in the dielectric-filled section is given by the formula
1R. M. Walker, RL Report No. 587, June 29, 1944.
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(71)

where kg is the dielectric constant of the medium.
The normalized
impedance looking into the face of the plug from the generator side with a
matched line on the other side is given by Eq. (65).
From this equation
1.70.

.

Z.

160
Half.wave dielectric plug in
0.4”X 0.9’’LD, waveg~ide

J
\

1/

ke.e
\
MO

k t. 3

k ,.3

s
S?

/

/

1.30
k,,z
<
1.20

f

\

L

1.10

/

1.00
3.00

3,10

FIG.4.80.—Mismatch

3.20

3.30

3.40

3.50

k In cm
vs. wavelength for half-wavelength

3,60

dielectric plug,

it can be seen that, when o is 180° or h~/2, the normalized input impedance is unity and the line is matched.
The frequency sensitivity of the
half-wavelength dielectric plug depends upon the dielectric constant of
the material used. The mismatch in ~,oltage standing-wave ratio introduced into a 1- by +in. (0.050-in. wall) waveguide by a dielectric plug
which is a half wavelength long at kO = 3.3 cm is plotted against AO
for three values of the dielectric constant k. in Fig, 4.80.
4.21. T-shaped Plugs Three-quarters
Wavelength Long.—A pressurizing window of this type is a modification of the type discussed in
Sec. 4.20, which is much less frequency-sensitive.
Referring to Fig.
4.81, the center section .4 completely fills the waveguide and provides
the pressure seal. In sections B and C’, the waveguide is only partly
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filled with dielectric and the characteristic impedance is the geometric
mean between that in section A and that in the air-filled guide. Sections
B and C thus serve as quarter-wavelength matching sections from airfilled guide to dielectric-filled and back to air-filled.
As will be seen
later, this leads to a broadband impedance match.
Other shapes ~~ere
tried but they failed to give the desired bandpass characteristics—probably because of higher mode excitation in the dielectric-filled section.
From the transmission-line
equation, Eq. (65), the impedance
seen looking into a line of characteristic impedance Z. that is onequarter wave-length long and is
FI~. 481.-T-shaped plug three-quarters terminated in an impedance Z~ is
wavelengthlong.
Z~/ZR. Applying this formula to
each of the three sections of the window- in Fig. 4.81 from right to left,
assuming a matched line to the right of the window, it is found that the
impedance at the left face of section C’ is
z

(72)

= ~$j;p,

where 2., Z~, and 2( are the characteristic impedances of the air-filled
From Eq, (72)
guide, section A, and sections B and C, respectively.
it is seen that no mismatch occurs \vhen Z: is equal to the square root of
ZOZ~, From Eq. (2.168) it appears that this conciition is also satisfied
when A; is equal to the square root of X;XU. The equation for determining
the quantities A: and ~, is Eq, (2.147).
Referring to Fig. 481, xl and ~z
are made one-quarter X; and A;’, respectively.
h“ow except for dimension djb, all the dimensions of the thrce-quarterwavelength T-shaped pressurizing ~vindow have been determined (see
Fig. 4.81).
Theoretical considerations of the boundary conditions at
the air-dielectric surface lead to the following equation relating the
guide wavelength in the partly filled line to that in air-filled line (see
Vol. 8, Chap. 11):
tan .1 (b – d) = ~i~l tan 27r.4‘d
.
where
A=21r

,–
;2–;2
u“

d

(73)

+ >;31

Figure 4.82 shows a curve of d’b for a = 0.900 in., b = 0.400 in., and
XO= 3,3 cm when A; is the square root of the prodllct of k, in air and ~,
in completely filled guide, The cllrve gi~,es the theoretical percentage
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filling for the outer sections of the three-quarter-wavelength
T-shaped
windows in the given waveguide at 3.30-crn free-space wavelength.
An
experimental curve is also drawn in dotted lines for the same conditions.
The experimental curve is consistently above the theoretical curve, the
deviation becoming greater as kc increases, This deviation is partially
caused by the junction effects that would be shunt capacitive reactance
across the line. The junction ef-..
050 y
fects could have been corrected
by lengthening
the

center

creasing

the outer

section,
the

or both.

dimension

In-

dew.

the hand}vidth
Experiments

\

0.40

-.

!.
--

d effec-

tively
increases the length of the
outer sections by decreasing the
guide ~vavelength in the partly
filled guide and in addition makes
a double-tuned circuit ]vhicb in-

creases

-.

sections,

030
~
020
0.10:

of the winshow that

the

01

~

;7

a. tJ900”

$., e- % .1 L~

=3.30cm
k
;~~;j
‘

---—

%2=
&/4

Experimental
Theoretical
2
3

4

Dielectricconstant; k
maximum band]vidth is obtained
FI~. 4. S2. —Design curve for T-shaped plug
by a combination of the above efin rectangular waveguide,
fects, increasing d and thereby corrccting for junction capacitance in the outer sections and forming a doubletuned circuit and also increasing the length of the center section.
The reason that a construction of this type leads to a broadband
window is indicated by the impedance charts of Fig. 4,83. In the figure
the three-quarter-wavelength
T-shaped plug is compared to the half\ravelength plug. At midband where the dimensions arc correct both
At a longer wavelength
t,vpes are matched as sho\vn in Fig. 483a.
(Fig. \83b) t.bc half-wavelength plug transforms the impedance Z: = 20
alun% the dashed circle about the center Z;’ to the impedance Zj. ilt
this longer wavelength, the length z, is shorter than a half wavelength
I>y 2,8. IIencr, Z; is rather poorly matched to 20. The three-quarterwa~.rlcngth T-shaped window is better matched, and the following
transformations occur. The section B transforms Z, (along the circle
This fails to match
of radills rs) about its characteristic impedance Z:.
into the impedance Z: of the next section, as indicated, since the length
d) is no\v shorter than a quarter-guide wavelength,
This impedance
zb is then tnmsformrd
by the center section bc to a point Z, Ivhicb
is almost symmetrically alwvc Z~,; cons(v~llently, the section cd transforms it along the arc Z,. to Z,j almost s}-mmctric:dly abcve the arc
Z= to Z,,. This leads to an in~pedonce Z,/ which is (illite \\ell matrhed
to ZO. A similar line of reasoning sho\w that belo\\-micllmncl Z,l is also
well matched.
The bancl\vidth for this type may be farther incrrascd l)Y making
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Z{ slightly less than the square root of ZOZ~. The window then acts like
a doul)le-tuned circuit which is matched to the characteristic impedance
of the guide at two wavelengths, one on each side of the original design
wavelength; and a slight mis.—
/
N
+
/
match occurs at the design wave\
/
\
length.
This mismatch is about
/
1.03 in voltage standing-wave ratio for a change of 2 per cent in Z~.
jX
!
z:
z;
Z.=zo=l
\
4.22. Summary of PressurizI
\
/
ing-window Designs.-The
vari\
/
\
ous types of pressurizing windows
_/. ~’,, (a)
\._
already discussed have been used
~
r, in microwave transmission circuits
extensively except for the half~vavelength dielectric plug which is
too frequency-sensitive
for systems covering a wide wavelength
range. Each type has its limitations, however, with regard to
ruggedness,
sealing difficulties,
breakdown characteristics, attenuation, and mismatch as a function
of wavelength.
The
resonant sheet window made of
glass sealed in a Kovar disk is considered the most rugged design
and makes a permanent seal. For
this reason it is used in applications where replacements cannot
be made in the field such as cavity
FIG. 4S3. -lVaveguide
impedance curves
magnetron and TR slvitch output
for dielectric plugs. (a) .At midhand;
z, = A’014;.zz= A“,14; z, =IA’’,I2.
(b) Abo}e
seals. The other types have betmidband; zl < A’0/4; zs < h“o/4; TJ < A“,!2.
ter breakdown characteristics and
(c) Below midhand; z~ > X’, ‘4; z, > A“,14;
Z3 > hug/2.
Tbc dashed circle, z’~, and z~
introduce lower mismatch over a
refer to a half -wa~-e bead (see Fw, 479).
wide band of wavelengths.
A
Full circles, z~, z, and m refer to T-shaped
plug (see Fig, 4S1).
summary of these characteristics
for the window types discussed is given in Table 4.10. Dimensions are
given for each type as well as the free-space wavelength for \vhichthey were
designed. The mismatch charact mist ics are given as the wavelength band
obtained in the particular design for a voltage standing-\vave ratio less than
1.10. This wavelength band is given as percentage of the design ~vaveIength, the design wavelength being midband.
The breakdown power
level is given in kilowatts at an altitude of 50,000 ft (= 12 cm Hg).
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TABLE410,-I’RESSUMZINGWIN~OWSm RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDE

I-’lg.
No,

Type

W-av-eguide
dimenmorm,t in,

W-indow
dimensions,
in.
Dielectric*

z,

z,

d

a

Lcm,
db

b

Wave3reakdow”
length
power at
band for 50,000ft,
r < 1.10,
kw

cm

—
Three-quint erW.velcmgth
Ul,,g

sheet ,“ ,,sona,,t mcms,t
N“rLres<JlizJ1t
Sheet

4 81
4 81
4 81
4 81
4,81
4 ?(k
4 7tib
4 74 I
4 74

Polystyrene
l,olyglas ~)%
P,>lyglas ,)1
l~(dygl.s ,,$
l’olyl?la. ,,1
[:11s. $
(:1..
s,/
Mic:J
l’eflo)l r,

().315 o 2250.180 0.900 0.400 0 m5,33+6%
0.300 0,220 0 160 (1 9(JOo 4ou~<o (MO 33+6
33*5
O 285 0 225 ,0 310 1 122 0..500
0104 0.072 0,068 0,420 0.170
123+3
0 940 0,608 0 503 2 84 0.134
10,00 * 15
() 315: 0 590 0 03.5(o 9f.lo,0 400
0 200 132&l,5
0,060 132~5
L!.
590
0 050 0,900 rJ,400
().010
33+6
0002 ...,
0 900 0.400
() 0101. .
.,.
0, 90($ 400
0.015 3.3 + 6

60
85
,.
,.
.
36
50
65
65

II
* SceTsble

3.5 for characteristics.
T Column a is the wide and b the narrow .ross-sertionzl
absorption.
$ Treated
to prevent
moisture
&Test on a single aa,mplt, may not b. represer,tativ..
[ Mounted

between

two choke-flange

inside

dimension.

GOUDI,,W.

VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
BY G. L. R.iGAN
With the introduction of the technique of using short pulses of r-f
energy at a high-po\ver level, the problem of ~~oltage breakdown in the
In order
transmission lines and wa~eguides becomes a serious one.
to gain a better understanding of the factors that influence the power
level at which microwave breakdown occurs, a series of experiments was
performed.’
An attempt \vas made to obtain quantitative data regarding those factors ~vhich were found to be relatively important.
4.23. Apparatus and Methods.—In these experiments the r-f power
sources used were microwave magnetrons energized by high-voltage
d-c pulses of short duration supplied by a pulse-generating power supply
usually referred to as a “ modulat or. ” The maximum power available
at the three wavelengths used is given in Table 4“11, the lower values
being the powers regularly available in most of the experiments, the higher
values being available for only a small fraction of them. An attempt was
made to obtain a combination of magnetron and modulator that would
I D. Q, Posin, Ina lkinsur, H. Clarke, “ 13xperiments in Ificrowave Breakdown, ”
RL Report h-o. 731, ITov. 28, 1945. Unless otherwise stated, all figures and conclusions given in the text are based on these experiments.
H. F. Clarke, G. L. Ragan, R. M. Walker, 1. Mansur, “Summary of High Power
Breakdown ‘rests on Ylicrowave Components)” RI, Report No. 1071, Jan. 10, 1946.
This article coutains a thorough treatment of methods and techniques, including
magnetron type numbers, modulator model n urnhers, water-circulating
system,
and so forth.
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furnish the highest powers provided by contemporary design in these
fields. Wherever possible a modulator v-as used that was capoble of
furnishing a number of different pulse lengths and repetition rates.
‘~.*B1.~4.11
pOwer
a\~ail,able,
kw

Jlaximurn

>TOmir]al
wavelength,rm —

ITsll%lly ~ Sl,n,rtimes
I_

10..5
3.2

—

1(KM

I

‘;}

,125

125

1.25

.50

It was decided to use rectangular waveguides exclusively in these
experiments, since they provide an electric field that is uniform in the
direction of the field. In order to provide inrreased fields, Iraveguide
Smaller dimension of
rectangular waveguide
n

1,

b

—

1
%~g

1
-2

.r

-----

———

1

—

1
32&’—

!

I

kg-

.—.

___

___

___

-L----------------------sections of the type shown in Fig. 484 ~vere used. The long tapered
sections pro\'icieirnpeda1lce-1rlatchingllet\veenthe normal-size waveguide
and the constricted portion.
Dimensions of the various test sectit>ns
used are gi~-en in Table 4,12. The relation between electric field and
po}ver transmitted in a matched ~raveguide of \vidth a and height d
(sometimes referred to as ‘(gap” inthefollo~ving discussion) is
(74)
In order to determine the rle(,tric field strength, it is necessary to
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measure the power being transmitted,
This is done by the use of a
directional coupler that transmits a known fraction of the power in the
incident wave to a power-measuring thermistor bridge (see Vol. 11,
Chap. 3). Analternativem ethodist
hatof
absorbing the r-f po\ver ina
TABJ.E412
Nominal }vavc
length, cm

10.5

(;uide~vidth

)

2.840

3.2

Iiefcrence sylnbol
on curves

Guide height
d, in.

a, in.

0.900

0.110
0.040

s 110

0.006

X6
x 17
X 38

s 40

0.017
0.038

1.25

0.’!20

K6
K 16
K 36

0.006

I

0.016
0.036
0.059

1

K

59

“\vater load. ” In this device the r-f po~rer is absorbed in a flowing
stream of water, and the aver-age power is computed from the heating
of the water by ordinary calorimetric methods.
W’ith careful use, the

-

1

Thermistor

I

Thermocouple junctmns
It
{ Directional
coupler

Power supply
modulator and
synchroscope
FIG. 485. -’\rraI)gen1er1t

of apparatus

for calibration.

water load is felt to be the most accurate power-measuring instrument
available, but it is too S1OWin response to be very useful in general
breakdo~vn measurements,
In practice, the combination of directional
coupler and thermistor bridge ~ras calibrated by comparison with a
water load. with the apparatus arranged as indicated in Fig. 4%5. The
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thermistor combination \vas then used in the actual measurements, the
arrangement being that indicated in Fig. 486.
The pulse length and repetition rate \vere measured by the use of a
synchroscope (lrol. 5, Sec. 16”5). This instrument is basically a cathoderay tube provided with a circuit for generating pulses that are used to
trigger the modulator ~~hich applies po~~er to the magnetron and simultaneously to start the horizontal s\veep of the cathode-ray tube. The
Thermmtor

t

II

1 1!

Directional
coupler
Pressure seal
across wavegu(de
Power supply
modulator and
synchroscope

Vacuum or
pressure gauge

Vacuum or
pressure pump 1

FIG, 4.8tl—Arrangen]ent

of alpImrat!ls used ill zxlmril!)cnts

magnetron current or voltage is indicuted by the vertical deflection on the
cathode ray screen. From the data on pulse length, repetition rate,
and average po}ver it is a simple mat tm to obtain the pulse po Jver,
that is, the average po~ver during the time interval in tvhich the magnetron is oscillating.
An analysis of sources and estimate of the magnitudes of the errors
encountered in the present experiments may be useful, both in evaluating
the data given and in suggesting improvements in future experiments.
The largest single source of error is felt to be that caused by the existence
In pmrtically all cases the T’SW7R
of standing waves in tbe test section.
was below 1.10, aYeraging about 1.05. Since the constricted portion of
the waveguide test sections m-ashalf a guide ~vavelength long, a maximum
of the standing-wave voltage pattern al\vays occurred ~vithin the constricted section.
As indicated in Table 22, the breakdown field in the
presence of a standing wave occurs at a po\ver that is lower by the factor
r (the value of the l%WR) than the power that would be required to
On this basis
achieve breakdown if the line were perfectly matched.
it is estimated that the data on power, quoted without correction, in the
following pages are subject to a systematic error \vhich gives powers,
on the average, about ,5 per cent 10W.
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Other sources of error are usually random rather than systematic.
The errors in pulse length ~ and gap height d are estimated at about +5
per cent, on the average. Both 7 and d are cons derably less accurate
than this for small values and more accurate for large values since
their errors tend to be constant in absolute magnitude rather than on a
relative basis.
A number of other sources of error, each averaging about f 0.5 per
cent in magnitude, are as follows: (1) thermal leakage in water-load
measurements; (2) thermocouple and galvanometers errors in using a
water load; (3) errors in thermistor bridge; (4) errors in measuring repetition rate; (5) attenuation in waveguicie bet \veen measuring section and
There is, in addition, a rather large error in any given
test section.
measurement, caused perhaps by statistical fluctuations in the ionization
existing in the gap just before and during the pulse. A method of reducing this uncertainty by the use of ionizing radiations is discussed in the
following section.
It is believed that each individllal measurement of power made in
these experiments is subject to about 5 per cent systematic error (the
measured values being too low) and about f 10 per cent random error
from all causes. Since each point is the average of a number of obsmvations, it is felt that the powers indicated are accurate to about – 5 per
cent (systematic error) and + 5 per cent (random error); thus half the
observations of power fall within the range of errors between O and – 10
per cent of the true values. Since the field strength i? is proportional
to the square root of the power, the probable error in -E is only about
half as large, namely, – 2.5 per cent f 2.5 per cent (ranging from O to – 5
per cent).
4.24. Preliminary Considerations.—One
of the problems confronted
at the outset of the experiments was that of obtaining consistent and
repeatable data. It was noticed in earlier work that rather large discrepancies exist between measurements made at different times, and
smaller but still bothersome discrepancies occur even bet\veen successive
measurements,
It was felt that these discrepancies were caused in part by a failure
to control certain parameters, and it ~vas planned to investigate these
sources. The discrepancies betlveen successive measurements ~vere
thought to be due, ho\vever, to causes of a statistical nature, and it N7a,s
felt that some impro~ement might res~dt from irradiating the test gap
to provide a source of ions. ‘~his is a terhnique familiar in lmr-frrquency
breakdown studies ~rhere the presence of additional ions, while providing
much more consistent performance, is found to have little effect on the
average breakdown figures.
To provide the ionization desired irithin the \vaveg\lidegap, a strong
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source of gamma-radiation in the form of radioactive cobalt chloride
was obtained from the Cyclotron Laboratory of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
A very intense source was required (3 millicuries radium equivalent) and it wasplaced inthe form of a small capsule
directly in contact ~viththe broad surface of the~vaveguide.
Although
this amount was barely sufficient to cause a noticeable improvement in
the repeatability, it had a large effect
--7
7zi.0~ sec
This
on breakdo\\-nmeasurements.
,+=500s,,’
I
3.0
IS m marked contrast to the experid=3,8 roils —
~1
k=32cm
ence at lower frequencies where it is
-.
found
that statistical reliability may
$
I
“1
%20
—
—
be achieved without increasing the
ionization to such an extent that the
1
+
measurements are affected,
1.0El
The degree of lowering of break200
0
400
600
down po\ver for a typical waveguide
Pressure In mm Hg
section is shown, as a function of
1:1~,437. -Effect of radioactive co.
I>dt 011l>reakclo,vn
power. P * is the
pressure, in Fig. 4.87. Curves of
t]reakdown power when Co* i~ used, P
similar form were obtained for other
is the t]wakdo~mpo>wr~~,itho”tradioactive irrarliatlotl,
r is ~ulseWicltll,., is sections.
In general, the irradiation
repetitionfrequenv, d is gap (see F,g.
has
its
greatest
effect at pressures of
484), h is \vavelerlgth.
about mm-sixth to one-third of an
atmosphere, and the effect appears to be someivhat larger in magnitude for
waveguide sections of smaller gap dimension d.
It is interesting to obtain a crude estimate of the ionization caused by
rays emitted
have an energy of 1.3
the radioactive Coc”. The gamma
llev and decay with a half life of 5,3 yr. Since one millicurie gives, by
definition, 3.7 X 107 disintegrations per second, the 3.2-millicurie source
From
used emits roughly 10Hclllanta pm serond or 100 pcr microsecond.
the geometry of the experiment it is estimated that ro~~ghly one-tenth
of the quanta, that is, 107 per second, are emitted in such a direction
that they might cause ionization in a part of the gap Trhere the fields
are large, The absorption of the gamma r:~ys in the gas furnishes
negligible ionization compared \\-iththat furni~hed by secondary electrons
knocked out of the brass \valls of the ~raveguide. The rangy of an
electron \vhoseenergy is 1.3 31ev, \vhich is the maximum energy available,
is about 0.06 cm (0.024 in.). Only those gamma ro,vs absorbed in the
\va\,eguideIvan \\-ithinthis distance of the inner sorface may be effective
in causing ionization in the gap. Since it ref[uires 1.5 cm of copper
to absorb half the gamma radiation, only shout 3 per cent !\ill br absorbed
in a ().O(km layer. These ol)servatiom lead to a tired estimate, crude
but pro}mbly right as to ordrr of magnitllde, of 3 X 105 ionizing events
that onr sllch event
be espf’cte~
per srcond.
on the :~vcragc, it IYOILI(I
lVOUICI
occ(lr every three rni[’rosrconds.
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It may be assumed that ions formed within the first 10 per cent of
the pulse time are almost completely effective. 1 For l-psec pulses, the
probability of occurrence of an ionizing event within the first 10 per cent
is seen to be about 1 in 30. For the shortest pulse width used in the
experiments, 0.2 Wsec, it would be 1 in 150.
Each secondary electron passing through the air in the gap causes
the formation of a number of ion pairs along its path. While the number
of pairs per unit length is dependent on the energy of the secondary
electron, it may be taken as about 100, on the average, at atmospheric
pressure. Nlultiplying this figure by the 3 X 105 events per second, an
estimate of 3 X 107ion pairs per second per centimeter of path is obtained.
From the geometry of the apparatus it is estimated that the effective
secondary electrons are emitted from a wall surface of roughly 3 cmz so
that the number of ion pairs formed per cubic centimeter of gas volume
is estimated to be 107 per second.
A comparison of the frequency of ionizing events \vith the number
normally present as a result of cosmic rays and natural radioactivity is
enlightening.
The latter figure is usually taken as about t\vo per minute
per square centimeter of wall area or six per minute for the 3-cm~ arei~
being considered.
From the comparison of this small number with the
3 X 105 events per second estimated above, a vast improvement in
statistical reliability when using the radioactive cobalt is expected.
The improvement, while noticeable, is not so great as it is desirable
to obtain.
A series of 28 trials \vith the Co* in place was alternated with
an equal number ~vithout artificial ionization.
This number of tri~k
is not sufficient to justify a thorough analysis of the statistics involved,
but the following behavior seemed to be indicated: (1) There were considerably fewer large departures from the mean value when CO* was used.
(2) Half the values fell within a f 5 pm rent range when CO* ~vas used,
whereas the corresponding range ~vas + 6 per cent without it. (3) The
breakdo\vn power w-as about half as high when Co* was used as when it
was not,
Perhaps the best indication of the improvement in repeatability
which was provided by the CO* is to be found in the data obtained in a
series of breakdown measurements in \rhich the pressure is varied.
It
~vas found that if a single observation is made at each pressure, the
resulting curve of breakdown power vs. pressure was much smoother \vhen
Co* was used, In order to obtain satisfactory curves without Co*, the
One such pair of
average of a number of observations ~vas required.
curves is given in Fig. 4.88, from which Fig. 4.87 is derived.
I This assumption

is rathrr Irrll jllstificd

by data presented

in the next section that

in Illllst>(lurati On(\vhichis fOrpractical pllrpmes
equivalentto an equal changeill the tin]c of introductionof a burstof ions) leadsto a
chmge in brridcdu~rn
pO\\-cr
of only >~hout3 pm cent.

show that a 10 pcr cent cliange
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In addition to the problem of achieving the repeatability, a cursory
investigation of two other factors that might be expected to influence
breakdown was made. The first of these factors was the effect of
humidity, and the second was that of sharp points on the metal walls
Tests were made using approximately saturated air (relative humidity
conservatively estimated to be greater than 80 per cent) provided by
circulating air that had been bubbled through water at room temperature.
These results \verecompared \vith those obtained using dry air (conservatively estimated to have a relative humidity of less than 10 per cent)
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provided by circulating air which had been drawn through a trap cooled
by dry ice. In a series of measurements using alternately dry and wet
air, the average of breakdo\m values of seven trials lvith dry air was 5
per cent higher than that of the six interspersed trials using ~vet air.
These experiments were not intended to afford a precise measurement
of the effect of humidity but rather to serve as a guide in judging \vhether
or not special precautions as to the control of humidity in conducting
It ~vas felt that since only a
subsequent experiments \vere necessary.
5 per cent change was indicated under these extreme conditions of
humidity, it would not be necessary to take special precautions.
In order to study the effect of sharp points, a quantity of fine brass
chips whose average size NW from 2 to 5 roils v-as introduced into a
waveguide section of 40-mil gap and test cd at a wavelength of 1.25 cm.
Breakdo\vn ~vith a large quint ity of these ‘‘ shop dust” part iclm present
\vas about one-third of that obscr~cd before their introduction.
The
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out of the waveguide section.
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even after the particles were poured
The few remaining particles adhering

tothewalls were suficient tomaintain thelolv breakdo\vnpolver.
When
these were removed by blowing out the waveguidesection
with a strong
stream of compressed air, the original high breakdown po\ver was again
observed.
Although these experiments are quite crude, they serve to
indicate the importance of carefully removing all foreign particles from
transmission-line components and serve to emphasize the desirability
of removing burrs and rounding sharp corners. In all subsequent
experiments, care was taken to observe these precautions in the waveguide
test sections.
4.25. Effect of Duration and Repetition Rate of Pulses.—An investigation of breakdown phenomena at microwave frequencies is complicated
by the necessity of using short pulses of r-f power. The use of short
pulses in such investigations is required both by the fact that pulses are
commonly used in micro~vave applications and also by the fact that it is
in this way that the extremely high electric fields desired may best be
produced.
It is to be expected that the fields required. to produce breakdown
within the short time interval represented by the pulse would exceed
those corresponding to continuous
wave conditions.
It has been observed that the delay between the
time of application of a d-c voltage
and the resulting breakdown is a
rather strong function of the” over
voltage. ” That is, a rather long
time will be required for the formation of a spark if the voltage is just
Pulse width Tin p sec
FIG. 4%9 .—Dependence of breakdown
sufficient to cause breakdown,
power on pulse width, at three different
whereas the time becomes increasrepetition rates. Average result: P = 7–023.
ingly shorter as the voltage is increased above this critical value. This is to be expected since the rate of
multiplication of ions is increased when the voltage is made greater.
A ‘careful study of the dependence of breakdown power on the pulse
width was made, and the resulting data are plotted in Fig. 4.89. From
the average of the slopes of the three lines of Fig. 4“89, the empirical
relation P = T–0z3 is obtained.
Other data have been taken which
indicate a considerably stronger dependence on pulse length, and there
are indications that under some conditions the data are better represented
It is suggested that P cx ,-~s represents a rather good
by P K ,-O’.
approximation under average conditions.
The method of measuring the pulse power in taking the data of Fig.
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4.89 deserves mention, since it is entirely different from that usually
employed.
The magnetron current was passed through a noninductive
l-ohm resistor, and the voltage drop across the resistor was applied to
the vertically deflecting plates of the synchroscope.
If the performance
chart of the 4J53 magnetron used is consulted, it will be found that the
Q
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result:

efficiency of the tube does not vary appreciably over the range of currents
used. The voltage applied to the input terminals of the magnetron
is almost constant over the same range of currents; consequently, the
magnitude of the current is closely proportional to the po\ver supplied
to the tube and, by virtue of the constancy of efficiency, to the r-f po\ver
delivered by the tube. The power scale of Fig. 489 represents the height
of the deflection on the synchroscope, which is proportional to the current
through the magnetron.
This method of measurement of pulse power was especially needed
for the single pulse breakdown work, denoted by v, = 0. The method
also is advantageous for general
1000d=O.105°
use since the measurement of pulse
~ 900~ ‘~u, x T =l/700—
power is not dependent on the ac\ .
cm ]
A=1O.5
‘~ 800
curacy of measuring pulse length
\
,~ Co* used
~ 700
and repetition rate.
In contrast to the expecta600
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.91.0 1.2 1.4 16 1.8 2 tion that the breakdown po!ver
T=pulse width in # sec
would depend strongly on pulse
FIG. 491.-Dependence
of breakdown
power on pulse length at constant duty
length, it is hardly to be ex.%vr.rage result: P m j(flr)r-03d.
factor.
pected on theoretical
grounds
that any appreciable dependence on repetition rate should be observed.
The shortest interval between pulses, about 500 psec for v, = 2000
per second, is so long that the ionization held over from one pulse to
the next ~vould be expected not to be very important.
Nevertheless, a
very definite dependence is observed as indicated by Fig. 4.90, The data
plotted represent averages for a number of different conditions in \vhich
The effect may be represented empirically as P
7, d, and A are varied.
= v~”] 3 or simply P a @.
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Since the dependence of breakdown power on pulse length is stronger
than its dependence on repetition rate, it is to be expected that breakdown
power will increase with decreasing pulse length if the product T X v,,
sometimes called the “ duty factor,” is kept constant.
Figure 4.91
illustrates this. Combining the empirical relations suggested above, one

The slope of Fig. 4.91 corresponds to a some\vhat stronger dependence
on pulse length but is in qualitative agreement with expectations.
4.26. Effect of Pressure, Gap, and Wavelength. -In
d-c measurements on breakdown the two variables ordinarily considered are pressure
and gap. A third, \vhich is inevitable in a-c work, is that of frequency
100,OOO

I I
r =0.25.u sec
— l+=500 Sed ]
– Co*used
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I
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I
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7CN30
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FIG. 4.92.—Relation

heights,and wavelengths
is givenin Table 412.

500
300
p in mm Hg

between breakdown
indicated on curves.

700

1000 1500

field strength and pressure for the gap
The meaning of the symbols on the curves

or wavelength, and the additional parameters, pulse length and repetition
Now that the
rate, enter whenever pulsed operation is considered.
effect of these latter ~arameters has been described, the study of the
dependence of breakdown fields on pressure, gap,’ and wavelength,
keeping fixed the parameters associated with the pulse, is to be considered.
The data to be presented in connection with this study were taken at
wavelengths of 1.25 and 3.20 cm. The gaps used at the shorter wavelength were 6, 16, 36, and 59 roils and, at the longer wavelength, 6, 17,
and 38 roils. In all cases the pulse length was 0.25 psec, the repetition
rate 500 per second; and the radioactive-cobalt capsule was used. The
data are presented in a number of different ways in Figs. 492 through
4.96.
.
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In all cases it was found that for pressures of about one-half to one
atmosphere, the electric field at breakdo\vn was essentially the same for
all gaps and for both wavelengths, as illustrated by Fig. 4.92. In addition, the electric field became more or less proportional to the pressure
at these high pressures. This fact is demonstrated graphically in Fig.
4.93 where the ratio E/p is plotted as the ordinate and the constancy of
this ratio at high pressures indicates linearity of the relationship.
In d-c work it is found that the product pd of the t\vo variables,
pressure and gap width, is a significant quantity.
A relation knowm
as Paschen’s law is verified both experimentally and theoretically in
the case of d-c breakdown.
One formulation of the law states that
the breakdown voltage Ed is a function of the product pd, and when the
breakdown voltage is plotted against pd a unique curve results. The
law may be stated in several other forms but is not to be misinterpreted
as asserting that breakdown voltage is proportional to pd. An alternative formulation of the law, easily derived from that just given, is that
E/p is a function of pd.
It has been shown,’ providing certain assumptions are made regarding the processes involved in the discharge and
certain restrictions imposed on the values of u, p, and d, that E/p should
In order to see \vhether
be a function of pd in high-frequency discharges.
or not Paschen’s law has significance for these microwave breakdown
data, the quantity E/p is replotted against pd in Fig. 4.94. For the
higher values of pd, it appears that all the curves approach constancy
of E/p and the value approached seems to be about the same as the d-c
figure of 40. The agreement with the d-c ~alue is probably fortuitous
since there are several complicating factors in the microwave data.
Chief among these factors are the tendency of the Co* to cause a reduction in breakdown field and the counterbalancing tendency of short
pulses tending to raise the breakdown fields. It can hardly be said that
the Paschen plot Fig. 4.94 represents an appreciable improvement on
the simple pressure plot of Fig. 1.93, except at the higher values of pd.
.4 general principle of similarity for a-c discharges has been pointed
out by Margenau. 2 The principle is strictly valid only for steady-state
discharges in l~hich the a-c field is continuously applied and in \vhich the
effect of metal walls is negligible, as it is in the so-called ‘‘ electrodeless”
discharge.
Within these limitations the principle states that no changes
in the properties of the discharge should occur so long as the ratios E/p
and u/p are both constant, provided that the changed conditions do not
activate additional sources of ionization or destroy active ones. JVhile
‘ l’, Holstein, “ Initiation of Higll Frequency Gas Discharges, ” Phys. Reu., 69, 50–51

(Jan. 1 and 15, 1946).
zHenry llargenau, “ lhcory of ti[ternlting ( ‘UrrCILt
Report No. 967, Jan. 10, 1946.

Disclmrgcsin ~asm,” IiL
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the present experiments do not fulfill the requirements on which this
principle is based, it ~~-asfelt that its application might lead to some
Accordingly, the data on E/p ~vereplotted
improvement in presentation.
against pk, a quantity proportional to the reciprocal of co/p, ~vith the
result shown in Fig. 4.95. It may be seen that the data at the two wavelengths for a given gap dimension are brought into fairly good agreement
by a plot of this type.
This correlation is encouraging, and it would be
desirable to check it by performing further experiments.
Two additional
curves, K16 and .X17, which \\-ereomitted in the previous graphs to
avoid confusing them, are included in order to give added evidence of the
correlation indicated
In an attempt to obtain a better cormlat ion between the vario(ls gap
\ridths of Fig. 4.95, the gap width d If-as i~~troduced as a multiplying
factor in the abscissa, with the res~llt sho~vn in Fig. 496.
With the
exception of the 6-roil curves, a considmab]e impro~-ement in the presentation results. If instead of the multiplier d its square root is introduced,
the 6-roil curves are in better agreement with the others, \rhile the
59-nlil curve is then detached from the others. }Yhile the plot of Fig.
1.96 is not so good as one might hope to obtain, it seems to represent one
of the most significant ~~ays of presenting the data. The justification
for such a plot is largely empirical, although it may be arglled that if A is
kept constant it makes E/p a function of pd, w suggested by Holstein,
and if d is kept constant it makes E/p a function ot’ pk, as suggested by
Margenau.
4.27. Summary and Discussion of Breakdown Results.—llc
data
discussed in the preceding sections lead to some very definite conclusions
but certain inconsistencies in the data presented indicate the desirability
of obtaining additional data.
Certain changes in experimcmt~l technique
and the desirability of invest~gati,lg effects not definitely esta}~lishcd are
also suggested by a survey of the data. Both a r6s{lm6 ot’ these results
and recommendations in regard to future experiments am prcsentcci in
this section.
1. The repeatability of the data ]v:is definitely impro~ed by the
use of radioactive cobalt, I)ut the }]reakdo~m po~ver j~as decreased
by a rather iarge factor, and this factor appeared to be dependent
on such parameters as pressllrc ancl gap, It is suggested that
the use of an ionizing a~ent \II(h as ~~]traviolet,illl;mkit.ion that
\~otlid produce a Int)rr (,olltil~(lo(ls”SIII)[)13-of lo]r-e]lergy clwtrons
\\-(JUldh’ PI’(>[C1:LI)IC.TIIC I’:L(t tlIat tlic ( ‘()* ionizes in I:lrge

fact that no more than 5 pcr cent difference occllrred bet\veen

3.

4.

5.
6.

breakdown powers ~~ith “wet”” and “dry”
air was definitely
indicated.
The rffert of sharp ct)rners \\-asf(nmd to }Je Jery hirge. This
emphasizes the dwirability of removing machining burrs and
of rounding sharp {,orncrs.
It ~vas definitely S11OJVJ1
th:it ]jre:dctlfj\\npO\\”t’rincreases as the
pulse length is redllced,
}l-bile certain quantitative variations
l~ere ohser\-wl f’rom one set 0[ (Iata t~):mother, an average of’ all
the data indicates tile cmpirir:ll rel:lt ion P = ~–~i. An investigabct\reen different
tion of the factors that muse tl}e clistrep:lnry
sets of dat~ might Iw profital)]e.
The breakdown po\ver \\as fouml to dccrrasr, as the repetition
rate was raised. The empirical relation in(lic:~tetl \VtisP ~ U;>’.
tJ%en the prodl:ct v,~, frequently referred to as the ‘[duty factor, ”
Comis kept constant, tile effect of pldse length predominates.
bining the t~ro empirical relations discussed under I’aragraphs
(4) and (5) gives
1’ m (1/,7)-’~7-’J.

Llore data are needed to verify this relation.
7. At higher pr(ssllrcs,, namely, almve al)(nlt one-half titmosphere,
all data tend to sho]v t}lat the elwtric fiel(l E is proportitmal to
the pressure p; that is, E,p is approximtitel!r comstunt.
8. For a given val\le of’ pldse lrngth 7 :md repetititm rate v,, thrm
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9. There is less definite indication that the relation E/p = f(pd)
is valid; however, a combination in \vhich E/p is plotted against
kpd represents the data fairly \vell.
10. A summary of the above empirical relations \vill tend to indicate
that for values of Apd (cm X mm Hg X cm) exceeding about 50,
the following empirical relation is fairly good:

where 7 is in microseconds, V,is in tho[wmds of pulses per second,
E is in volts per centimeter, and p is in millimeters of mercury.
11. The drpendcnce of lJrrakdo\vn fivltl strength or po\rer on altituck
may Ix, determined by using thrsc reslllts in conjllnctirm \vit,h
Fig. 497.
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Although the transmission of po~\er at micro\vave frequencies is
most effectively accomplished by means of rigid coaxial lines or waveguides, certain applications demand the use of flexible units. Such
units are necessary when allo\vancc must be made for the relative motion
of t\vo components, either because of vibration, or because such motion
Flexible coupling units
is an essential part of the function of the device.
fall naturally into t\vo classes: those employing coaxial lines, and those
in \vhich \vaveguide techniques are used.
FLEXIBLE COAXIAL CABLES
BY F. E. EHLERS
Two types of coaxial cables have been used for r-f transmission:
A beaded cable is made by
beaded cables and solid dielectric cables.
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R-f

the production

and radar
Cable

equipments
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in l~ashington,

D. C.

of r-f cables,

rigid lines,

for the Army

and Navy,

Committee
This

committee,

has been
with

set up
the aid

of the services, laboratories,
and manufacturers, has determined standards
for rigid lines, coaxial cal JICS,connectors, and adapters.
A numbering
system
to facilitate the description and ordering of transmission lines
For r-f transmission lines, the
and fittings has also been established.
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number system RG-/U was designated.
This includes flexible cables,
The UG-/U numbering system was
rigid coaxial lines, and waveguidcs.
assigned to connectors and adapters used \vith these transmission lines.
These systems may be remembered more easily by means of the following
interpretation: ‘(RG” means “radio guide, ” and “b”G” means “union
As this committee k a
guide. ” The final “U” means “universal.”

51 .—Construction
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in detail. The hitest specifications on coaxial cables are those
of .J.\N”-C-17 ~rhit,h \vere pul Jlshed ,J(dy 31, 1$!45. .i complete index
of r-f transmission lines anfl fittings Ivas I]llblished 1)~,the same committee
on June 15, 1945. Some of the m:{tcri:~l in this chaptt,r is taken from
these t\vo plll)lications,
.llth(,llgh the prcwnt (list,lmsion is not intended
to be exhaustive, it covers rather (wmpletely the cables, connectors, and
adapters that are suitable for microwave frequencies.
The discussion is
described
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limited to flexible cables having a nominal characteristic impedance of
52 ohms since such cables match approximately the rig-id lines used at
IVith the tolerances that cable manufacturers
microwave frcqllencies.
can no~v hold, the char-: wtcristicimped:mce of these cables is within t 2
ohms of this nominal vallle.
5.1. Attenuation in Flexible Cables. –-’rhe attenuation in a flexible
coaxial cable is made up of two kinds of losses: series losses in the center
The series
and outer conductors, and shllnt Iosscs in the dielectric.
losses are proportion~l to thr WIIIaremot of the freqllency and may be
calculated from the follol\-ing fomlulz” for the series attcnlmtion .4s in
decibels pcr meter:
A, =

27.37 1
-––
ZO ~~

_dP. Kc

(

a

~ _<G.&
b“ )

(1)

Herej ZO eqllals the characteristic impedance of the cable; p. and p,,
are the resistivitics of the center and outer conductors, rcspecti~’e]y;
and K. and k“o are the factors of attenuation of the stranded and braided
conductors as compared lvith that of perfwt cylinders of the same
material.
Shunt 10SSCS
are ca~lsed by the conductivity of the insulating material.
The dielt,ctric constant of an imperfect ~lek’ctric may he cxprcsscd as a
complex quantity, the imaginary component designating the conducting
For example, a losdess coaxial
or dissipating property of the material.
line may he said to have a shunt capaciti\-c sllsceptance per unit length,
\vhich \rill bc called jock,, \vhereu is thr angular freqllency, c is the capacity per unit length ~vith air as the dielectric, and k, is the relative dielectric
constant of the insldator.
If \ve substitute an imperfect dielectric so
that k, = k: – j?+~f, we ha~-e the follo\ring shunt admittances:
juc(kj – jk$) = junk: + cd:’

= g + jdc.

l~rom the abo~rc equation it can he sren that w-kf’ is the shllnt cond{lctance
The po\ver
of a co:mi:ll line and is directly proportional to frcquenc.v.
factor for a lo\v-loss dielcrtric is lvell approximated I)y the formula

For polyethylene, which is used in all cables at mirrowave frequencies,
The shunt losses .4,, of a coaxial line
the po\\cr factor is about 0.0004.
maJ- he calculated from the equation

A, = 0.091 X 10–’ ~k:Pv
An examination
1,J.

db/m.

(2)

of l;qs. (1) and (2) rc~-cals that shunt losses are inde-

C. Sl:~tcr, .l[icrolcnue Trans?]?issimt, lIc(~ra\v-IIill,
V()], ,s, S(~r. 2 19, Radi, zt ion T.:lhor:ltory Serim.

X-{,\v York]

1942, p. 162;
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pendent of the size of the cable but that the series losses in each conductor
are inversely proportional to its radius.
To illustrate the effect on the attenuation of braid, as compared with
the attenuation of a solid cylindrical conductor of the same metal, let
us take the RG-14/U cable which has the follo\ring characteristics:
a = 0.101 in. = 0.00258m
b = 0.370 in. = 0.00940m
~ = 1,724 x 10–8 ohm-meters

total attenuation

for copper

= 0.14 db/ft

k: == 2,25

2, = 520hms
P = 0.0004

A=lOcm=O.lm
From Eq. (2), the attenllation caused by the polyethylene dielectric is
0.05 db/ft.
Substituting proper values in the first term of Eq. (l), after
letting Kc = 1 since the conductor is not stranded, gives 0.052 dl)/ft
for the loss in the center conductor and hence leaves another 0,038 db/ft
Assuming a perfect cylinder of copper,
for the attenuation of the braid.
from Eq. (l), \ve calculate the loss in the outer conductor and obtain a
value of 0.014 db/ft.
Thus the “braid factor” is
0.014K, = 0.038,
Kb = 2.7.
Nominal values for well-woven braids vary from 2.5 to 3.
A brief explanation of braid construction will serve to point out some
of the aspects of the design of flexible cables for a minimum l~raid factor.
The first step in the design of a braid is the choice of the \rire that ~rill
produce a braid rugged enough to minimize the contact resistance bet\veen
individual wires. A number of thin wires are combined to form a carrier
that \vemight compare to a single flat reed in a woveh basket; a number
.lround 99
of these carriers are woven in and out to form the braid.
per cent coverage is required for a braided conductor in order to avoid
excessive loss by radiation and to ensure proper shielding.
This coverage
is determined by the number of ends per carrier, the number of carriers,
and the number of “picks”
per inch ~vhich make up the braid.
The
number of picks per inch is the number of times that a single carrier
crosses over or under another carrier in an inch of cable. ;inother term
applied to this characteristic of the braid is the \vord “ lay”; this is
the length of cable required for the carrier to make one complete revol{{tion around it. Since the currents in a coaxial conductor are always in
the direction of propagation, a braid having a long lay will ha~-e less
attenuation than one having a short lay since less energy is dissipated
in contact resistance.
Nlechanical considerations, however, limit the
lay of the braid, and greater stability with flexing can be attained Ivith a
shorter lay. The tightness with which the braid is woven is also impor-
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tant in eliminating instability under flexing and in decreasing the contact
resistance between braid \vires. It is also important that the individual
braid wires should not be embedded in the dielectric and that jacketing
material should not penetrate bet\reen them.
6.2. Jacketing Materials. -l’het\vo
jacketing materials most \\-idely
used on flexible cables are regular vinyl and noncontaminating
vinyl.
The development of thenoncontarninatin
gtype\vaslmdertaken because
the plasticizer from the old type of ~’inyl jacket leached out, \vasabsorbed
The use of cables
in the polyethylene, and increased the power factor.
with the new type of jacket is especially important where the cables
0.70
~ 0.60
\
% 0,50
‘: 0.40
“j 0.30
@ 0,20

Ig

0.10
0

20

40

60

120
140
la
180
200
No. o?days;~tingat
92°C
l:]<;, 52.--<>!ltal?]ivlati<>rlrl
of Imlyethylcne
hy vinyl
jacket.
The att~lluations
were
mcasurwl at rmIIn tc[rtlwr:tturr,
X = 10 rm,
The first 9daJ, of hc.at,,)g xver(-at 6,f1°C,
0

will be sllbjected to high temperatllres.
1~’igllre 52 gives a comparison
of attenuation, as aflmctionof
then~lmherof (Iaysat a temperature of
92°C,’ of t\vo samples of RG-9/Uca},le,
onehaving the f)lcl~inyl jacket
and the other, the ne\v nonrontamirmting viny] jacket,
.\fter 200 days,
the total attenllation of the c:~hl? \vith the re~lllar vin}-1 jacket had
increased by a factor of almost 4 \\hereas the atten~l:ition of the cable
with the noncontaminating vinyl jacket had incrrasc(l only 0.01 dbj’ft
or about 6 per rent.
An examination of thr (,(~]jlwr I)r:li(ls of l){jt]~ (Ial)les ill(iirate~i con.
siderahle tarnishing a]]({ corrosion an(l th(, forn~iltit]n of a coating of green
waxy material,
Although the plastirimr from the ne\\-jarket attacked
the copper more vigormlsly than did the old material, its effect on the
dielectric po~ver factor \vasconsideral)]y smaller.
Both types of jacketing materials are fle~ib]e \vithin the temperature
range from –25° to +900(’ IJllt are, of co~lrse, stiffer at the lo\ver temperatures.
For temperatures lwlI)\v –250(’, ho\\-ever,the jacket is very
brittle and is likely to crack if tbe ral)le is I)cnt. The reg~llar vinyl
jacket is slightly more flexible than the rl(~ll[,(~nt:~mirl:~ting
vinyl jacket at
I c,, ,1, Schaih]e, ‘r S. J):ind .Attmliat ion and Capacity Stability of RG-9/LTCable,”
BTL Report No, GJS.371O,,Junc 1945.
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These jackets are thermoplastic; that is, they may be deformed or
softened by excessive heat or pressure. In general, they can be cut easily
but do not tear readily; they also have good abrasion resistance.
These
materials have practically no permeability to gasoline or water.
6.3. Cables for Low-power Levels.—For low-power levels, the three
cables most frequently used at micro~vave frequencies are the types
RG-9/U, RG-21/U, and the RG-5/U.
The RG-9/U cable is a doublebraided cable containing a polyethylene dielectric core with a stranded

20

30

40

50
Temperature

60

70

80

90

in ‘C

FIG. 53,-Variation
of attenuation with temperature
for an RG-9/U cable.
The
ordinates are the change in attenuation from the value at 20°C.
k = 10 cm.
Circles,
temperature increasing; triangles, temprraturc decreasing.

center conductor that is made of seven strands of 21 .\JTG silver-clad
wire. The inner braid is made of silver-clad copper in order to obtain
lower contact resistance between the wires at high frequencies than would
be attained with the use of pure copper.
The diameter over the dielectric
is 0,285 in.; and the total diameter over the jacket, which is the noncontaminating type, is about 0.440 in.
The attenuation of this cable at a wavelength of 10 cm is about 0.16
db/ft, and there is little or no variation of attenuation with flexing or
with changes in temperature.
Some recent measurements have been
made at Bell Telephone Laboratories on the effect of heat on the attenuation of RG-9/U cable at 10 cm, between 20° and 91”C.
A maximum
increase of 6 per cent in the attenuation occurred at 60”C during the
period of increasing temperature (see Fig. ,5.3). Ho\vever, dllring the
cooling period a maximllm increase of 9 per cent occurrrd at the same
temperature.
This represents a maximum deviation of about 0,014
db/ft from the 20”C value and agrees ~wry closely ~~ithresults on a similar
type of cable obtained some time ago at the Radiation Laboratory.
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The stability of transmission for wavelengths smaller than 3.53 cm,
however, is much ~vorse. l“ariations of about 0.4 db in the r-f transmission through the cable \vere encountered by flexing a 20-ft length;
the measured attenuation of long lengths of cable ~’ariecl as much as
O.(X2db/ft depending on holv tightly they ]vere coiled.
In the temperature range of – 40° to + 70°Cj at a \vavelengtll of 3.30 cm, the attenuation
varied erratically bet~reen 0.30 and 0.40 db/ft (see Fig. 5.4).
Each successive heating cycle caused a permanent increase of about
0.01 db /ft in the attenuation until, after about nine cycles of heating
to a temperature of GO”C or more and cooling to room temperature, the
0.40
CabIe was shaken
0.38
:
e
c 0.36
.-

/

.-E
%
~ 0.34
1%
<

‘Cab Ie was moved

0.32

0.30
-60

d f

.>

-20

+20
+40
0
Temperature in ‘C

-40

FIG. 5.4.—.kttenuati0n

of RG-91C

~

+ 60

cable Ys. ternprrature.

+80

+100

X = 3.3 rm.

attenuation stabilized near 0.40 cib/ft.
This random variation of
attenuation \vith temperature cycling is lmduul>tcdly caused by the
expanding polyethylene disturbing the contacts i)et\veen the braid wires.
‘ro lessen this variation, or possibly to eliminate it entirely, a ne\v cable,
which is designated as RG-9.$/ 1’, has been designed \vith the silver
This special
inner braid having a shorter lay to gi~-r better stability.
high-frequency ca~)k: ]vill have slightly larger attenuation because of
the shorter lay.
h~easurements of the frequency sensiti~ity of the tittenuation of
RG-9i’U cable have Imn made in the }vavelength range from 3.15 to
3.55 cm, Because of the effect of Ileling (Ipon the attenuation, the cable
~vas fastened to a board Irhile the attenuation \vas measured, to ensure
reproducible results. over this ~~avelength range, the attenuation
varied from 0.303 dlJ/ft at 3.55 cm to 0.341 db~ft at 3.162 cm, a variation
of about 12 per cent. The results are showm in Fig. 5.5.
The RG-21 /U cable is an attenuating cable that is used Ivhen one
piece of eq~liprnent mlmt be isolated from another to eliminate interaction
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between them; it is used, too, when a given amount of attenuation is
needed to decrease the sensitivity of some piece of test equipment.
This cable, like the RG-9/U cable, has a double braid: an inner one
of silver-clad copper and an outer one of copper with a noncontaminating vinyl jacket.
In order to achieve the desired attenuation, a highresistance h-o. 16 AWG Nichrome center lvire is used. As most of the
0.36
c 0.34~,
~
.s
,5 032
%
.

:
%0.30

0.28

-------

1-

3.20

3.30

3.40

3.50

Wavele@Jh m cm
of RG.9 /U (,ahle vs. wavelength.

I:IG. 5.5.—Attenuation

dissipation is in the center conductor, the attenuation in decibels is
This cable
nearly proportional to the square mot of the frequency.
was designed to replace the RG-38,W cable ~vhich uses “ 10SSY” rubber
dielectric ~~ith a po~rer fartor of about 0.006 as the dissipating element.
In the RG-38/I;
cable, the attenuation is nearly proportional to fre0.85I

70s4
0
v
.5
gos3
%
z
: 0.82
081.
-30

lt-

I

-

k.
\

-20

5.6.—Attenuation

-lo

0

+1o
+20
Temperature m ‘C

+30

of I{G-21 /U cable v:, temperature

+40
at ]0-cm

+50
wavelength.

quency, and in addition the power factor of the rubber has a high temperature coefficient, about. 0.008 dhl ft per “C, l’he RG-21/U cable was
developed to have a 10[v temperature coefficient of attenuation.
From
– 40° to + 60”C the attenuation at a wavelength of 10 cm has a maximum
value of 0.84 db/ft at + IO”C; and it decreases to 0.82 db~ft at each end
of the temperature range, a total change of only 2.5 per cent (see Fig.
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5.6). In the wavelength range from 8.6 to 12.6 cm, the attenuation
varies from 0.74 to O.90 db/ft as sho~vn in Fig, 5.7.
Like the RG-9/U cable, the RG-21/U cable has a very good stability
of transmission ~vith flexing and temperature cycling, in the region from

FIG. 5.7.—.4ttclluation

of liG-21 /U cable vs. wavelength

(10-crn band),

8 to 12 cm. Ho\vever, at \vavelengths of 3.53 cm and below, bending
and flexing cause considerable variation.
lVhen a cable carrying r-f
power at these high frequencies is bent or flexed, the attenuation increases,
and several minutes are required for the transmission to return to the
original level. Since most of the
loss is in the center conductor, the
$ 1~
effect of temperature on attenu~
\
ation is less than in the RG-9/U
‘~ I.W ~
cable and is in the opposite direc~
2
tion; that is, the attenuation
~
decreases ~vith increasing temper‘~ “W3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
Wavelength in cm
atures, as does the resistivity of
1<1~.
58.-.4ttrnuati(>nof RG-21IU cablev~.
Nichrome.
Over the range from
wavelength(3-cm band)
– 46° to +61”C,
the attenuation
varies

from

1,68’ to 1.56

Over

the

from

1.70 to 1.52 db/ft,

The

wavelength
RG-5/U

cable

db/ft.

range

from

as sholrn

The

variation

3.13

to 3.53

in Fig.

is the same

is illustrated

in Fig.

cm, the attenuation

5.9.

varies

58.

size as the RG-21/U

cable.

Instead

\vireis used as the center conductor.
The shield ronsists of t\vo copper braids, and the jacket is a regular vinyl
jacket instead of the noncontaminating type. This cable has not had
as \videspread usage for micro\raves as the RG-9/U cable since there is
of the N“ichrorne

\vire, A“o, 1G copper
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little gain in flexibility and the electrical properties are not so good.
l’he attenuation of RG-5/U cable at 10cm is about 0.22 db/ft.
It has
been used principally for a flexible coupling from Sperry Klystrons since

:=

-40

-20

0

+20 +40

+60

+80

Temperature in ‘C
l’1~. 59.-Attenuation

of ltG-21/U

cable vs. temperature

(3-cm band).

the SKL fittings used on th~se Klystrons \vill fit the RG-5/U cable but
not the RG-9/U.
These SKL fittings are shcmm in Figs. 5.37 and 5.38
at the end of Sec. 5.11.
5.4. High-power Cables.—For
high-power transmission, there are
two cables that have been most widely used. These are the RG-I 4/U
cable, its armor-cd equivalent
RG-74/U, and the RG-17/U cable
with its armored e qu iv a len t
RG-18/LT.
The RG-14/U
cable
has a polyethylene dielectric core
of 0.375 in. diameter, with a N-o.
10 AW”G copper wire for the center
conductor.
There are two copper
braids over the core covered by a
noncontaminating
vinyl jacket.
The resulting over-all diameter is
about 0.550 in. The attenuation
of this cable at 10 cm is 0.14 db/ft.
Since the diameter is slightly
larger than that of the RG-9/U
cable, the series conductor losses
and therefore the total attenuation are somewhat less.
The RG-17/U
cable has a
Frequency in megacycles/see
polyethylene
core which has a
FIG. 510. -A\erage
power traasmittcd
0.680 in. diameter and contains a
by cables of various sizes. RG-/U numbers
on curves refer to Table 55.
center condllctor of copper rod or
tubing of ().188 in, diameter.
A single copper shiel(l is braided over the
core, and a noncontaminating jacket of 0.7(}0 in. dizmeter is tlll)ed or
extruded over the braid. The attenuation is ().09(; db/ft at a wavelength
of 5.00 cm where the cable begins to transmit the T1l-mode.
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The power breakdown for the dielectric-filled cables is of two kinds:
thermal breakdo\vn, and voltage brcakdowm. Thermal breakdown
occurs \~vhenthe dielectric softens because of the heating under high
:iverage power and allo\vs the center conductor to move Ivith respect to
the outer conductor.
Voltage breakdmvn occurs \vhen the r-f voltage
Figure 5.10 shows a
exceeds the dielectric strength of the insulation.
graph giving the average po\\errating of the cables of ~’arious sizes, inchlding the RG-14/U and RG-17/U cables. These curves are calculated
on the basis of a center-conductor temperature of 175°F and an ambient
temperature of 10-l°F. As the frequency of the r-f current is increased,
‘~his is because the amount
the power rating of the cable is decreased.
of heat to be dissipated per unit length increases ~vith the attenuation.
The RG-14/U cable has been tested under pulsed r-f power, at a
wavelength of 10 cm, \vith a l-psec pulse and a repetition rate of 1000
pps. True voltage breakdo\vn was not attained in this ~vay, but just
above a pulse power of 300 kw failures usually occurred in the r-f connectors. This cable certainly should not be run at peak powers greater
than 300 kw at microwave frequencies, although the maximum operating
voltage as recommended by the Army-hTavy R-f Cable Coordinating
Committee is 5500 volts rms, \vhich corresponds approximately to 500
kw pulse. This pulse power rating, of course, is limited by the amount of
average power which the cable will transmit safely.
The RG-1 7/U cable was run for an hour at 1.2 Mw pulse power with a
duty ratio of 1/1000 without any noticeable change. The voltage rating
on this cable is 11,000 volts rms.
6.5. Resonances in Coaxial Cables.—Some
flexible coaxial cables
have been found to exhibit bad resonances at certain frequencies.
These
resonances are caused by certain periodic variations in the characteristic
impedance of the cable which result from the periodic fluctuations of
the diameter of the dielectric, the centering of the center conductor, or the
ellipticity of the core. These resonances are characterized by a rapid
change, with wavelength, in the standing-wave ratio looking into the
They have been observed,
cable and by an increase in the attenuation.
at the Radiation Laboratory, in the RG-8/U and RG-9/U cables in the
region of wavelengths from 8 to 10 cm. The standing-wave ratio changed
from 1.1 to about 2 in voltage and dropped back to 1.1 in about 0.3
per cent change in wavelength, or in about 10 ilfc/sec.
At the resonance
frequency, the transmission decreased by about 20 to 50 per cent of the
transmission off resonance.
In six samples, resonances were found at
8.4, 9.2, 9.4 cm (see Fig. 5.11).
It is apparent that these resonances are
caused by periodic variations because, if a cable that resonates is cut in
half, each half will resonate at the same frequency as the original length.
The Naval Research I,aboratory has reported finding resonances in
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the RG-17/U, the RG-18/U, and the RG-9/U cables in the wavelength
range from 46t022
cm. Nearly allthesamples
tested exhibited resonantes with maximum voltage standing-wave ratios varying from 1.4
to S. Measurements on the diameters revealed a definite periodicity
(see Fig. 5.12).
Cables inwhich abrupt changes occurred in the diameter
One cable
showed much higher standing-wave ratios at resonance.
sample in which the resonance was small did not have very abrupt changes
From the
in the diameter but had a more gradual periodic variation.
standpoint of transmission-line theory, gradllal changes, even if periodic
----------100%-------------------c
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FIG. 5.1 l.—Resomances

in RG-9/U

cable

However, abrupt discontinuities that are
would cause little reflection.
repeated periodically ~vill add up to a very large mismatch at the input
end of a long cable at those frequencies for lvhich these abrupt discontinuities are spaced by an integral number of half cycles.
The RG-8, 9, 17, 18/U cables are the only cables that have been
tested for resonances, but it is presumed that, since the extrusion is done
in a similar way for other types of cables, they too may exhibit resonance
effects.
In very short lengths of cable, the effect of resonance is less
noticeable; but in long lengths, the standing-wave ratio may become very
high. As refinements are made in the techniques of manufacture these
resonances may be eliminated or considerably lessened.
5.6. Flexibility and Durability of Coaxial Cables. —Tests of the
flexibility and durability of coaxial cables are inadequate, but some
results on the RG-14/U cable will give an indication of \vhat may be
expected of a cable under flexing. Table 51 gives the results and a
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description of tests on three samples of RG- 14/U cable flexed at the rate
of 90 cycles per minute.
Specification limit -
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TABLE 5.1.—EFFECTS

Sample
No.

Description

1

From straight to a 2 hr
3~-in. rarlius

2

From

straight

to

a

core diameter of RG-17/U

Numberoi
fkxings
1080

71,820

5-in. radius

3

From straight to 25hr’,371)li11 138,330
6-irl. radius

8

9

cable,

OF REPEATED FLEXINC OF COAXI.AI, CAFIT,ES
Time
flexed

of tests

7

Condition after flexing
Ragged copper braid, broken
center conductor, dielectric
anti jacket unharmed.
Inner
braid
slightly
disturbed,
center
conductor
broken, dielectric and jacket
unharmed,
Center

conductor

broken

in

three plares.

Braid, dielectric, imd jacket unharmed.

These cables are early samples of RG-1-l/U and contain a center
conductor of copper-weld \vire, which is copper drawn over a steel center
core. With this construction, the \vire is brittle and inclined to break
from metal fatigue under flexing, The present RG-14/U cable uses solid
copper wire, and therefore, under the same conditions, will probably
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last longer than the samples described above.
The RG-9/U cable is
much more flexible than the RG-14/U.
A 4-OZ force is required to
bend a straight l-ft length of RG-9/U cable to a radius of curvature of
about 8 in., whereas a 1O-OZforce is required to bend a straight l-ft
length of RG-14/IJ cable to a radius of curvature of about 16 in. In
permanent installations, the Navy recommends that bends having radii
of curvature not less than ten times the diameter of the cable be used.
This certainly ought to be the lolvest limit in the radius of curvatuw of a
cable under repeated flexing.

Fs~. 5.13a. —Type

FIG. 5.13 b.—Type

N conncrtors,

N connectors,

LTG-21/LT, UG-?2,’LT.

UG-21b,’U,

LTG-22hiLT.

5.7. Connectors for Cables for Low Power.—Thc connector that is
Cross-secused most prevalently on low-power cables is the type X.
tional drawings for two types of h“ connectors are shown in Figs. 5.13.
The first type uses a polystyrene bead 0.254 in. long. The second is a.
modification of the polystyrene connectors and uses Teflon, a material
with a low dielectric constant, for the insulating bead.
In this new
design, an improvement was made in the technique of coupling the
braid and jacket to the body of the connector.
The original type N
connector, shown in the drawing on the left side of Fig. 5,13, was somewhat unsatisfactory because the cable core worked a\vay from the bead of
the connector, and the braid was stretched from bending and flexing
with use. In ‘the new design, shown in the drawing on the right-han~
side of Fig. 5.13, a rubber washer is compressed by a nut and grips the
jacket, braid, and cable core to the main body of the connector.
In this
construction, there is less likelihood of the braid stretching to allow
the dielectric and center conductor to pull a\vay from the connector
bead. An additional advantage in the new design is the step in the outer
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conductor of the piug; this step reduces the mismatch caused by a gap
bet\veen the plug pin and jack center contact.
This allo\vs an adjustment in the tolerances so that there is always a gap that will prevent the
spreading of the jack fingers by the shoulder against the plug pin. An
interim design embodying these mechanical properties, but using polydichlorostyrene dielectric instead of Teflon, has been made. These three
types are designated in the following way: the original connector has an
ordinary UG-/L7 number; the mechanically impro\”ed design \vith the

p.]lydichlorosty rene dielectric Ixmd is desigunt ed 1)~,a l“Q~-.i/U number;
the Teflon-dielectric connectors are (Iesigrmtcd l)J. a L“G-B/ U n~lmber.
A complete listing of the connert{)rs designed for each cable is found in
the table tit the end of the section on flexible cables,
Figure .5] 4 [ sho~vs a graph of the performance of the type >7 connectors Ivith the 0.2.54-in. polystyrene or pc)l~,cliclll(]rost~-r(,nebeads :in(l
the modified connectors using Teflon dielectric beads. The dielectric
constant for Teflon is 1oT1-(2.1 ) compared \vith that for polystyrene
(2.56).
‘~h]s lo\v dielectric constant redures considrral][y the maximum
mismatch that can occur in a pair of connectors becalwe of the shunt
capacities at the strps thilt res~llt from the intrfxi~lcti~m of the twads.
:It :1 l\-aIel(IIgtlI
01.5 ml,
tlic Inaximllm standFor tbf: ‘1( ’1100 (olllle(tors
mg-\\ave ratlt) w 1.2 111\,tJltag(, ii]lt,t(,:ls th(, r:iti~) f~)r thr pt)lystyrm~f?
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connectors is 1.3 at the same \vavelength. fifost of the improvement in
match was made in the \vavelength range from 3.0 to 3.5 cm. The
length of the Teflon was made nearly a quarter wavelength at 3.3 cm
in order to cancel out the shunt capacity of the step in the outer and
inner conductors which was caused by the introduction of the bead.
In this way each bead is compensated to be ~vell matched from 3,0 to
3.5 cm. The two beads are spaced so that the reflections from them
cancel each other at a wavelength of 9.3 cm. This spacing \vas made in
order to have a single connector design that would be good from 8 to 12
700‘
&Xl-

—

700 “

As1Ocm
Total=1775

E 500g
:400 v

600 -

A=1O cm
Total =1443

500 400 -

; 300-

300 -

E
3200 z
100~

200 100 -

o
1.00 1.05 1.101,15 1.20 1.25 1.30

0
1,00 1.05

1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1,30

VSWR

VSWR

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5.15.—Histogram
of voltage ~tarldiug-wa\c ratios ohwrved on commcrrial tj-lje h’
connectors; (a) is for l{ G-!3/U cable, (b) is for 1{C&21/U and lLG-5/U cables.

cm as well as from 3.0 to 3.5 cm in wavelength and that ultimately ~vould
replace the original polystyrene type of connector.
The curve in Fig. 5.14 indicates only relatively \\’hatmay be found
The plug-and-jack center contacts
in actual cables and connectors.
introduce reflections that are erratic and unpredictable.
In the 3-cm
band, the center contacts alone have been found to produce standingwave ratios as high as 1.1 in voltage.
For best match, the extreme ends
of the fingers of the jack center conductor should make contact with the
plug. Since the characteristic impedance of the cable varies + 4 per
cent and may not be uniform along the \vhole length, the magnitude and
phase of input impedance of the cable may vary over a considerable
range. Da~a on ~oltage standing-~\’a~-e rat~o ha~;e been obtained from
1775 UG-21/U and UG-22/U connectors attached to RG-9/U cables by
technicians during the last t\ro and a half years at the Radiation I,:dxmatory. Seventy-seven per rent of these counertors bad a voltage standingwave ratio of 1.15 or less around 10-cm \~avelength, and 46 per cent bad a
VSlt7R of 1.10 or less (see Fig. 5.15). The results on the RG-5/U and
RG-21/U cables \vere not so good.
only 23 per cent of the connectors
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had a VS WR of 1.15 or less, and 61 per cent of the connectors had a
VSWR between 1.16 and 1.25. Since these cables are smaller than the
RG-9/U, the shunt reactance at the junction between the cable and the
connector is greater and undoubtedly causes the higher standing-wave
ratio.
In the range of wavelengths from 3.1 to 3.5 cm, the UG-21/U and
UG-22/U connectors on the RG-9/U cable are badly mismatched.
Four
pairs of connectors \vere tested with the following average results:
lVavelengtl] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vsWR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3.1 cm
1.58

3.3 cm
1.32

3.5 cm
1 2,5

This cable connector has been used at these frequencies hut only in
conjunction with a transition from coaxial line to waveguide, or in some
r-f component for which the connector mismatch has been compensated
in the design. Results for the Teflon-dielectric connector in the 3-cm
wavelength range are some\rhat comparable to those for the polystyrene
connectors for RG-9/U cable at 10 cm. The following are data taken at
the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.
TABI.E 52,-TEF1.ox

COnneCtOrS
A~wr,ge

A“umber of pairs
tested

31rm
—

12

1.12
1.13

5
6

1.11
1.07
1 11

.4verage

5
Average.

;

3.3 cm

~

~

1.1s

I

1.13
1.06
_ 1 15 _
1.10’

3.5rm

—

14

14
12

VSIYR

____–

10cm

I

9 (’111

~

1 09

llo~

13
1 07

1 12
1 06

110

1 10

I——..
1

1.10
1,11
1,0s
1.11
1.10

~
—1

11 rrn
1 13

1.1-I

I__
I

1.06
1.12

Type A’ .4daptrrs.—Since
type X connectors are very widely used, a
series of adapters has been designed. These include not only couplers
to the various rigid lines but also such adapters as shunt T’s and pressurizing fittings. In Table 53, these adapters are listed, information
concerning the match at \vavelengths of 3.2 and 10 cm being given where
it is known. Figurm 5.16 give cross-sectional sketches of some of these
adapters,
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5.8. HN Connectors.—The type HX connectors (UG-59, 60, 61/U)
have been designed for applications using the RG-8/U cable, ~vhich
require higher ro]tages than the type 3- connectors will safely transmit.
These connectors, which are shown in Figs. 5.17, are designed so that
the path length in air bet\veen the dielectric surfaces is as long as possible.
This air path is increased by trimming the polyethylene core of the cable

(d)

,——3j+ox4
[e)

in the shape of a cone Nhich fits into the polystyrene lwad. The tool
required for this is like a simple hand pencil shtirp~ner and is designated
by the .lrrny and Navy number M~-103 L-. .\lso, the I)ead of the jack
is cut so that, it ]\-ill fit into the polystyrene bead of the plug. The
Army->-avy R-f Cable C’oordimrting Committee rates this connector for
4000 \-olts pcafc at an altitude of 50,000 ft.
5,9. High-power Connectors to Rigid Lines.—The .irmy-Xav~- R-f
Cable Coordinating Committee has dmigned a field-assembly connector
for joining the RG-14/L’ cable to &in. stub-supported line. In this cable
connector, designated L“G-207/L’, the center contact is forced under the
dielectric for about ~ in, and is soldered to the center wire at the end of
the dielectric.
Then the cable core is pushed into the po]ydichlorosty rene
bead, the outer diameter of ]vhich is such that the characteristic imped-
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LINES

ante is 52 ohms (see Fig. 5-18). This feature gives a long path length,
so that the possibility of breakdo\vn through the air bet\veen the cable
dielectric andthebead
is considerably lessened. Abutyl-rubber
washer
TABLE 53.-TYP1;

A“ A1).il,,r~~s

1 Voltage standiug-lvave
ratio

Figurr

Dcscriptiun

llunlbcr

10 cm
from X- pltlg to >- plug
forprmsurizinga
unit.
.kclapter from X plllg to A- plug,
not prrssurizcd.
Right angle, fits hctlvccn X-plug
and jack.
l{ight zn~lc, fits hctwccn N- plilg
and jzck, better matched than
UC-271L-.
Right angle from X plug to Xplug.
Branched T, rouplingto N- plugs
011all arms.
Branched T, onc branch COUPICS
.Iflaptcr

to plug;

other

3.2 cln

516

1.10–1.15

5.16

1.15–1.20

*

1. 15–1 ,25

*

1.10-1.15

*

516

1 .20–1 .30

...

516
516

1.5

5.16t

1.5

.

.

.,..

. .

t~vo to jacks.

-4
I
0’
‘-lm

,--–––––-

t-----’”

1’,<,.5 lS.--G-2[)7~”

-1
r<, ],,,<~vt<>r,r,

is compresswl
bet]vem
the two
pol~diclllorostyrene”
beads in order to
seal hcrlnetic,ol[y the line to ]Ihich the connc(tor is coupled.
To reduce
the p(,s~il, ility of c(,rt,lla in t}le air gah
1 ‘, lJO\Y(krning Ignition Scaling
Cornpollrld is ~ppliwl lilx’l:~lly t{) ttl(’ c:ll)lc cure and center contact
before inserting them into thelxwi at asscmljly.
One bad feature of this connwtor is that the ccntcr contact is not
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soldered to the center wire of the cable at the end that is forced under
the dielectric.
Should the diameter of the hole in the center contact
which fits over the cable center wire be large, and should some dielectric
be forced into it bet\veen the center conductor and the center contact,
at this point a reentrant section of line would be formed in series with the
main coaxial line. At micro~vave frequencies, this section could be an
appreciable part of a wavelength and might therefore introduce considerable reflection.
In assembling a connector of this type care must
be exercised to ensure a good contact at this tip.
Electrical tests have been made on the UG-207/U connector in which
290 ft of RG-14/U cable ~vere used as a termination,
The follo~ving
results \vere obtained.
‘~.4J3LE

54.-1 kEIJ.EClIIJN
W’avelcngth,
centimeters
9.25
9.43

9.60
9.79
9.99
10,16
1(I 33
10,48

FK(JJ1

lHE l“(;-207/L-

~OKNECrOR

I’oltagc stancling-wave
ratio
1.25
1.11
1.23
1.31
1.15
1.08
1.09
1.14

The Radiation Laboratory design of the connector bet\veen RG-14/U
cal)le and ~-in. line, Figs. 519, 5“20, utilizes a taper from the size of the
cable to the outer diameter of the %-in. line. There is a step in the inner

l’IG.

5.19.—Connector

for +in. line to RG-14/U

cable,

conductor to compensate for the change in dielectric from polyethylene
to air and to maintain constant impedance.
The dielectric for the taper
must be extruded into the connectors, and, if a good bond is made to
the cable dielectric, the connector ]vill stand nearly as much power as
the cable, The most frequent incidence of breakdo\vn is across the
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dielectric face of the junction, between the dielectric and the air line.
The path across this dielectric face may be made longer by a series of
circular grooves in the dielectric surface. T\vo such connectors ~vith
extruded polyethylene dichxtric were tested at a wavelength of 10.4 cm
with a pulse length of 1.04 vsec and a repetition rate of 500 pps. Breakdwvn across the dielectric face occorrcd at 575 kiv pulse po~ver for one
connector and 662 kw pulse power for the other. lVith a safety factor
of 2, a connector of this type may be rated at 300 k~vpulse power, subject
of course to the average-po\ver limitation.
The voltage stzmding-\rave ratio that ran he expected to he set np
by a single connector is lwt\rcen 1. I and I.2 for \\avelcngths grrater th:tn

4s

9 cm. ~onsidcrab]r
variation is found among connertnrs.
This is
undouhtcdly Calwe{l by differences in the characteristic impe{iancr of the
cable and in the rnannrr in which the diclcctrir is extruded,
In the design of connrwtors for the microware region, the maintcmancc
of constant irnpwhmw throughout is not the only requirmmmt for ol)taining a ~vell-nl:lt{:tle{l connc(’tt)r. .it thwc freq[lenciw, ahnlpt changes in
the di:tmeter of the lin[~, I! hich are caIIsccl l)y introdllring a t)cad Ivith a
const :Inl,
reslllt
in a l:trge
rap:lrititc
S{lsceptanre,
fairly lar,gf, (Iiclectrir
SIIch a mismatch may lW c:~n(cled l)y another sllsccptancc of the same
v:illlf’
sp:lrcfl abollt 2 qllnrtor )1:~f’clcngth from the first, Is explained in
thr prwctlirl~ rhapters in this l)IxIk. .lnothcr rncthod for (,linlin:lting
this (:lpacititr sll.~cptanrc i+ to 11.srn ,sho]t scrtiml of l)igll-inl[)c(l:~rl[’e
in tllc sk(,tc}] in If’i:, 5 21.
‘1’hP ,rxpl:ln:~tiorl
of
line nt the step, :Lss}ItII\.11
11’ jt-c :lssllnl~
that
Z, is trrmlinfltrwl
in its [h:iracthis tcchnifllle
folloil”s.
tmistic inlpc(l:mrc, the capacitil-r S{wx’pt:mc(’ introdllcw a mism:ltch
s]loivn
c)n thp :~finlitt:mce
(Ill:llt
1)~ .1.
lf \\”(’ Ilormalizc tllc a(lmittdnce
to tl]e (’11:11’:l(t(’listi(:I(llnittnrlfc l~f thr lliR1l-inll)(’(l:lIl(e lint’ Zl, wc mo~~
mlr xlmitt:~ll(e to ]Ioint J>. ‘i Cxt, lie tr:ll]+f[)lnl tII(, :I(ln]itt :inet, 1)
throllg’h
:1 1(’llgth
7 {It tll(’ lligll-irlll)(’(l:lrl((’ line to p[lint
~.
‘1’hm
h~
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normalizing the admittance C to the characteristic admittance of the
line Z, \ve arrive at D, and by adding the capacitive susceptance at this
A modification of the Radiation
step, we obtain a perfect match.
Laboratory design of the connector between RG-14/U cable and %-in.
line has been made, using this principle for matching the capacity step

FIG. 521 .—Admittance

diagram

of step compensation

II,;. 5.22. —IJG-154,’ I-- I)IUE.

SIX. 5!)]
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(see Fig. 520).
The undcrruts \~ere introduced to hold the dielectric
core and center condllctor firmly in place.
The Army-Navy R-f Cable Coordinating Committee has designed
for the RG-17/U cable a connector, the UG-154/U, which is suitable for
field assembly and is shown in Fig. 522.
This connector utilizes the

center \vire of the cal]le as the center contact.
This center wire fits
into the center tube of the mating connector and contact is secured by
slotting and compressing this tube
For low-~oltage use (less than
200k\r1~lllsep{J~vcr), the cable dielectric is cut off flush asin Fig. 5.22.
L)o\vCorning Ignition Scaling Compound is used to fill (Ip the air gaps.
Couplings to various rigid lines are made by means of adapters; for the

L +---J

I;I(; . 524, -- L-(; -15 fi/LT ,)lug

~-in. stub line, the adfiptcr
bead section in this adapter
its rl~:ili~ctf’listi(’ impcdanrc
rnat(llin~ tr:[nst’[)rn~t,rfrom

is the L-G-237/ U sho\vn in Fig. 5.23. ‘I’he
is a qumrter \\-a\-elengthlong at about 10 cm;
is 4!1.2 ohms. ‘rhus the connector acts as a
the ,52-ohm cable to the 4(i-ohm ~-in. line
for :L il-:~}(,l(,llgtll
of 10 (m,
:Lnd the ~]ll:lrter-lv:lvcl(’ngtll spacing helps
to cfil)cel tl~c sllllllt c:~lx~tiiy r:~{uw(i I)y tllc stel) in the di:~mctcr of the
line.
For high-voltage USC,the RG-17/U cable dielectric is trimmed as
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This trilnming enables the cable dielectric to fit

into the bead of the connector, and thus to increase the path length for
the voltage breakdown from the center conductor to the outer conductor,
Dow Corning Ignition Sealing Compound is used to fill the air gap around
the center conductor and between
the dielectric surfaces and to decrease corona and the possibility of
breakdown.
This connector, if used
with the UG-155/U connector, Fig.
5.25, to co[lple t\vo sections of cable
together, will withstand nearly as
much voltage as the cable.
To increase the length of the air
path across the surface of the dielecI [(,. 525.-L-G-155,
U adapter.
tric, the connect or may be tapered as
sholvn in Fig. 526.
The characteristic impedance of any cross section in

T

L

l---’:+

this taper may be calculated from the equation

This equation assumes that the capacity per unit length of a coaxial
line made up of t\~odielectrics ~vhosecommon boundary is the surface of a
cylinder of diameter dz (Fig. 5“27) consists of two capacities in series,

FIG. 5 26.-—.typeype

adfl])ter

f]oln

I{G-14, U cable to ~-in, rigid litlr.

calculated froru the t}ro coaxial lines ]vhich would be formed if a thin
metal tube were at this boundary.
The inductance per Ilnit length of
the coaxial line is assumed to he unr}mng-ed since tlw magnetic permeability of most low-loss dielectrics is nearly the same as that of air.
If the tapers of the conductors are straight lines, then 13q. (3) may be
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used to calculate the shape of the dielectric in this section to ensure a
taper with a gradually changing characteristic impedance.
For a
taper longer than a half wavelength, ho\vever, straight tapers of both
conductors and dielectric will give a fairly good match since the change
in the characteristic impedance will be gradual.
5.10. Polyglas Connectors.—In
certain applications \vhere a connector must maintain the pressure in the air-filled line to which it is
coupled, it is possible to obtain
a seal by means of an extruded
polyglas bead in the connector.
Polyglas
has the property of
adhering to the metal of the
center and outer conductors and
thus of securing a seal, It has,
further, a coefficient of expansion
equal to that of brass; this enables
the connector to seal the line ~tc, 527.-Coaxial line with two dielectri~
Iasew
hermetically over arange oftemperature sgreate rthanwouldbe obtained with theuseof abutyl-rubber
washer squeezed between two polydic.hlorost yrene beads, The dielectric
constant ofpolyglas D, thematerizd \~hichis most satisfactoryat present,

FIG. 5.28.—Adapter from UG-154/U connector to ~-in. linr,

FIG. 5.29.—Adapter from HN connector to &in. line,

is rather high: 3.22, ascompared with 2.25 and 2.56 forpolyethylene and
polydichlorosty rene, respectively.
This high dielectric constant makes
it necessary to introduce a large step in the conductors, and therefore
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causes high capacitive mismatches at the steps. The mismatch may be
lessened if the conductors are stepped in opposite directions from those of
the conductors of the connecting line; that is, if the center-conductor
diameter is decreased while the outer conductor is increased in diameter,

.—.
/’
x,
/
\
[
\ @
/’
@- \
/
‘. -_./

~IQ.530,-Adapter

from uG.154/u

ronnector to I%-in. line.

By using the formulas from Sec. 4.6, which give the capacity of a step
in terms of the dimensions of the line, the length of the bead may be
selected so that a matched connector can be obtained.
Figures 5.28
through
5.30
sho\vseveral
such conI
I
I II
I / I
80
~E
nectors
designed
to
fit
various
lines
60
A
and fittings. These connectors are
x
A
40
B
matched at a wavelength of30 cm.
/ ‘
c ,L
The adapter shown in Fig. 528
A
20
/
F
shows the insertion of apolyethyl/ : ‘ &
G
In this
ene bead into the polyglas.
\vay a more elastic dielectric is used
over the fingers of the slotted center
conductors of the adapter so that
these fingers will be able to expand
when the plug center contact is
forced into them. The characteristic impedance of this two-dielectric section may be calculated on
the basis of Eq. (3). The termination of the Radiation Laboratory
prevented the completion of tests
.,
.. . ..
It is not
on this sort of adapter.
I
I I 11’
,
0.1 I
kno\vn how satisfactory it might be
1000 2mo
400(
100 200 400
Frequency in k /see
to manufacture.
Other polyglas
FIG. 5.31.—Attenuation
of standard cables
materials that have similar propervs. frequency.
ties, but with a lower dielectric
constant, are being developed.
5.11. Summary—In
the preceding sections of this chapter a somewhat detailed but not exhaustive description of a fe\v of the most widely
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Cable
No.

~-in. stub-line
coupling

CO~rI’LIIVG
5.6.—R-F
Type

UNITS

AiVD

LINES

CABLE CONNECTORS

rype N rnodifie{

h’

(polystyrene
equivalent

)

(Teflon
dielectric)

RG-58/’tl
RG-58AIV

uG-88/u plug
Fig. 535
UG-89/U jack
Fig. 536
UG-90/LTpanel
jack
(J’SWR <1.16
for wave-lengths
< 7.5 cm)

,Similar

to

Fig,

519

RG-14/[RG-72/IT 1
RG-74/L J

RG-17/C
RG-18/u 1

Other

couplings

BX’C connectors

RG-5/U 1
RG-21/u J

RG-8, 9/u
RG-9AIL7\
RG-10/G j

[SW. 5.11

[-(;-207/(-

field

assrl,,bly
518
Fig. 519

Fig.

tuG-237
5.23
R:id.

/t- Flg

I,sh

Ile-

sign Fig. 5.26
* Not weatherproof.
t Couplesto UG-1541U

.-G-1813 /L’ ph]~
.-G-1913/U panel
ja~kFig. 5.13

*SKL fittings—

.-G-20B/L’ jwk

GG-276/U
right
angle (not cOnirnprdstant
ancc) Fig. 538

.~G-2111/L-plug
;G-22B/U panel jack
‘G-2313/Ll jack
Fig. 513

Hhconncctors
Fig. 517
plug
[-G-59/L’
Fig. 517
jack
L’G-60/u
Fig. 517
jack
L-G-61/u
Fig, 5.17

Fig. 537
L“G275/U straight

cmrrnectors
LN
Figs. 5.39, 540
uG-loo/u plug
LTG-101/C panel
jack
L’G-279/U jack
:G-192/U
COUto I*-in
ples
line. Fig. 5.41
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used cables, connectors, and adapters has been given. The various types
of connectors which have been discussed in detail were chosen not on!y
on the basis of their general use but also to suggest to the reader various
ways in which other connectors for new cables and lines for microwave
In order to give a more comprehensive list
frequencies may be designed.

FIG. 532. -UG-lSS/U

plug.

s“wrox~

1-

FIG. 5.33.—UG-2O4/U

phm.

I

FIG. 5.34.—UG-l67/U

Fm. 5.35.—UG-88/U

dug.

Fi’appr’l

FIG. 5.36.—UG-89/U

jack.

plug.
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5.38. -uG.27GIu
Klystron
right-angle con,, ectm.

plug,

/U juck.

F“appr”x”----FIG. 5.41.—UG-l92/U

adapter.
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of the cables and connectors, Table 5“.5has been prepared.
The physical
and electrical properties of all the 52-ohm cables on the standard list of
cables published by the AA-RFCCC are given in this table.
Figure
5.31 sho\vs the variation of attenuation ~vith frequency for these cables.
The corresponding connectors and adapters ~vhich arc IIesignml to lJC~ised
with them are sho\vn in Tzblc 5G and \-arioms figlwes illustrate these
Included also is a list, Table 57, of various adapters used to
connectors.
are not, necessarily
These adapters
couple one connector to another.
matched at microwave frequencies and therefore m-e recommended only
where a good match is not needed.
TABI.E ~.7’—PARH

{1, ],IST C)F .*TIkPTERS FOR (“().(x1.11, (’(IN N1:(VTIRS

I)cwription
fits hetwecn IA- plllg anti j:wk.
LX and A- plugs,
LX plug to LA” plug.
type N“jack to SKL male fitting,
type N plug to female SKI, fitting.
type X jack to BA”C plug.
fits between HX’ plug and jack.
type X plug to Lh” jack.
LhT plug to UG-154/U- connector

Number
UG-97/U
UG-108/C~
UG-109/C
LiG-llo/N
UG-131/U
GG-201 /LUG-212/U
UG-213/G
UG-217/U

Right augle:
Fits between
Adapts from
Adapts from
Adapts from
Adapts from
Right angle:
Adapts frmn
Adapts from

LTG-252/U
UG-274/U

.4dapts from LTG-21,5/U connector to L>- plt]g.
T containing one male IINC connectnr znd two female RN-C ends,

TJG-306/LJ

Right-angle adapter; fits betfvcen B\-~ plug and jack.
WAVEGUIDE

BY F. T.

UNITS

WORRELL

Flexible waveguide units can be divided into two main classes:
nonresonant and resonant.
The first includes varieties which are essentially continuous waveguides made of some special flexible conductor;
the second includes varieties which consist of a flexible choke-to-flange
junction, or a number of flexible choke junctions in cascade.
Before discussing these flexible waveguides in detail, the various
applications in which a flexible waveguide may be used should be considered. These are list ed below.
1. General Service Unit. This unit is used for connecting two pieces
of equipment, or for connecting test equipment to a system, and
for any sort of “patch cord” service. This application generally
requires long sections of flexible waveguide.
This is a section, generally short, which is
2. Alignment Section.
used to connect two rigidly mounted units that are expected to bc
misaligned, relative to the nominal alignment, by an amount
sufficient to prohibit the use of a piece of rigid waveguide.
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Section.
This section can be used to connect two pieces
3. Vibration
of equipment that vibrate with respect to each other.
One of these sections can be flexed continually
4. Flezure Section.
through fairly large amplitudes at a relatively slow rate, that is,
slow compared with variation rates.
This flexible waveguide
5. Flexible Waoeguide.for Emergency Repair.
may be used to replace damaged sections of rigid waveguide for
temporary service until more permanent repairs can be made. An
emergency-repair waveguide must be of such a design that it can
be cut to arbitrary lengths.

In general, no given kind of waveguide will fall into only one of the
classes listed above, but will have properties putting it in several of the
classes. The combination of properties needed for a given application
will determine the type of waveguide to be selected.
NONRESONANTFLEXIBLE WAVEGUIDE
The flexible waveguides that come under this heading are wound
metal hose, Titeflex, seamless corrugated waveguide, plastic and plasticfilled waveguidesj and wire-screen waveguides.
6.12. Wound Metal Hose. -At
Radiation Laboratory the first piece
of flexible waveguide was made by forcing a piece of breeze cable, which

FIG, 5.42.—Wound-metal-hose

waveguide.

is similar to ordinary BX armor, into approximately the cross section of
the rigid waveguide with which it was to be used. It was, of course;
lossy (about 1.5 db/m) but showed enough promise to warrant developThis version is the wound-metal-hose
ment of a more elegant version.
flexible waveguide.
The construction of wound-metal-hose’ waveguide is illustrated in Fig.
5.42. The waveguide is formed by winding a narrow strip of silver-clad
brass in a spiral on a rectangular form and crimping the edges of the strip
1Manufacturedby American Metal Hose Branch, American Br~w Cc,, Water.
bury, Corm.
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as it is \vound so that the adjacent turns are lir.ked together.
Since the
crimping is quite tight, there is good electrical contact bet~veen the
turns. When the waveguide is flexed, the successive convolutions in
the winding slide over one another without breaking the contact.
It is
evident that such waveguides can be supplied in rather long pieces; these
pieces can be cut to the desired length, and connectors can be soldered to
them. The sizes in which wound-metal-hose waveguides are made are
listed in Table 5.8.
TABLE 58.-SIZES

OF W’OCXD-METAL-HOSE WAVEGCTIDE

Wave-

‘J’ypc
.N 0.

length
region,
cm

Inside di]m.1

Jlating rigid
wawguide, t
type N-o.

rigid
wavcguidc

Nfatig

sions, * in.

OD, in.

1

CG-162/U

0.170

xO.420

3

cG-179/u

0,400

x 0.925

+x 1

3

CX-165/U

0.497

X 1.1221

; X Ii

RG-53/U,
RG-66/u
RG-52/U,
RG-67/U
RG-51/u,
RG-6s/u
RG-50/U

CG-163/U

CX-167/C’

RG-49/u

CG-168/u

CG-169/U

RU-48/U,
RG-75/U

&70/u

‘}X+

5
6.5
6.5
10

Rubbcrcovered
assembly,
type No.

cG-164/Ci
CG-165/U
..... t

1

10

.473 X 2.848
(; x 2: ID .049
wall)
3.41 x 6.66 (3*
X 6+ ID 0.080
wall)

30

t \Vhcn two

n,!mbcr.

the 1.s5 c.mnwn
I Rubtwr-cmwed

arc I,>tcd, the fl$bL is t!,.

(slumim,m)
asscmhlws

ha..

more

Except,.n

wa~wuide.
been

made

in thcs.

co, t,,nonly
RG-66/U
sizes,

RG-69/u

U.W1 (brass)

the scc.nd

vav.guide,

is mlver.
but no txpc

numbers

h~vc

been

assigned.

This type of waveguide is suitable for essentially the same frequency rfinge as is the corresponding rigid ~vaveguide. Since the
irregularities in the inner \\-allof the waveguide are small and frequently
spaced, and since the contact loss in the windings is small, the mismatch
introduced by the flexible ~vaveguide is mainly that caused by the discontinuity at the connection bet\veen the rigid and the flexible :vaveguides. Such a discontin~[ity does exist, since the corners of the flexible
sections must be rounded.
The effect of this discontinuity can be
minimized by making the nominal inside dimensions of the flexible
waveguide different from those of the rigid waveguide.
To date only
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the dimensions of the CG-179/U waveguide have been changed in this
way. Flexible waveguides for the longer wavelengths are not badly
enough mismatched by this discontinuity to warrant making a change
in the cross section.
The smaller CG-162/U waveguide needs a considerable change in cross section.
A certain amount of mismatch may be introduced at the point where
the metal hose is soldered to the connector.
This mismatch is random
in character and can be detected by standing-wave measurements.
It
should be noted here that the effect of any changes in design of this waveguide can be found only by testing many samples and making a statistical
analysis since the scattering in impedance among the various samples is
appreciable.
Metal hose that has no covering material is fairly flexible.
Samples
of various sizes have been tested, at the American Brass Company, for
minimum bending radius by bending them over uniform drums of different radii. Recommended minimum radii for bending in the E- and
H-planes are listed in Table 5.9. If the waveguide is bent to a smaller
radius, the loss will increase. The waveguide is wound to such a tightness
that when the recommended minimum radius has been reached, the
difficulty of further bending of the waveguide makes this fact apparent.
TABLE 59.-~~INIMUM BENDING
RADIIOF hlETAL-HOSE
W’+.vEGuIDEs
1

Inside dimensions,
in.
0.170
0,400
0.500
:Xl;
;Xl;

X 0.420
xO.925
X 1.125

;Xlf+
1.338x2.838

~Minimum bending radius,
E-plane
20
9
9
10
20
20
24

H-plane,
in.

ii
18
20
30
30
36

The large bending radius specified for the 0.170- by 0.420-in. size
should be noted.
It has been found that any bending sharper than that
specified causes considerable distortion of the cross section of the waveguide and a large increase in the loss.
Standing-wave-ratio
specifications for the different sizes vary but,
in general, one can expect that the volta~e standing-wave ratio will be
between 1.00 and 1.05 per end for any size the design of which has passed
beyond the experimental stage. This means that a given length of
waveguide may have an o~er-all ~-oltage stancling-~vave ratio bet\veen
1.00 and 1.10, depending on the reflection from each end and on the
electrical length of the line. In a long line the loss may be large enough

to affect the over-all standing-wave ratio. Further properties will be
discussed inthe section on the rubber-covered \ersion, whichingeneral
has the same electrical characteristics.
The uncovered ~v[)~ln{i-lnet:~l-hose ~vavegllitle has se~eral (lisa(lvantages. It deteriorates fairly rapidly with llse since the ffexing, }}},
tending to open the convolutions, makes the contacts poorer and the
waveguide more lossy and allo\vs sparking bet\veen the convolutions.
If exposed to salt spray, or even to ordinary atmospheric corrosion, this
waveguide deteriorates because it is unprotected on the outside.
Since
it is not jacketed, it cannot be used in a pressurized system.
Ho]vever,
it is useful in laboratory systems ~vhere there is no apprecia}~le trouble
with atmospheric corrosion, and in hastil,v assembled equipment Tvhere
Its chief importance in complete
the extra losses are not important.
systems is for emergency patching of a damaged piece of rigid wa\’eguide.
In such a case the damaged section can be removed, and a piece of the
flexible waveguide, cut to the proper length, can be soldered in place as a
temporary expedient.
5.13. Wound Metal Hose, Rubber-covered.—This
construction is a
The flexible section
refinement of that described inthe previous section.
hasconnertors soldered to each end and a rubber jacket molded around
the entire unit. The sizes of n-aveguide for which a rubber-covered
version has been made are listed in Table 5.8. A typical CG-164/U
assembly is shown in Fig. 5.43. Because of the construction, units of
this kind are supplied only in standard lengths.
i~t present, it is made
in lengths up to 48 in., in G-in. steps, and also in 60- and 72-in. lengths.
Although any type of connector may be used on this wal-eguide, the
standard assembly is fitted on each end with a flange, mating with the
The exception is the CG-163/U
standard rigid-line choke coupling.
waveguide, ~vhich has a choke at one end and a flange at the other, mating
with the LTG-116/U and the L’G-117/U connectors, respectively.
The
rubber jacket makes the ~vaveguide inherently less flexible, but since it
prevents the convolutions from opening, the functional life of the waveguide is much longer. The jacket seals the waveguide so that it may be
used in a pressurized system and affords protection against, corrosion.
~o~ver-breakdown troubles may be of tlvo kinds: arcing across the
waveguide in the direction of the E-vector, and arcing in the convolutions, >-o breakdovm across the waveguide was observed, when the
following powers were applied to the various sizes of waveguide:
CG-170/U ~vaveguide at a wavelength of 10.3 cm, 800 kw; CG-164/U
at 3.2 cm, 200 kw; CG-163/U at 1.25 cm, 150 kw. The determination
of the power level at ~~hich arcing occurs in the convolutions is difficult,
for considerable arcing may occur \vithout being visible to an observer
looking down the inside of the ~vaveguide. It is possible to detect such
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arcing by measuring the loss in a piece of waveguide under high-power
conditions and comparing this loss with that which is measured at low
powers. This has been done on an 8-ft section of CG-164/U at 3.2 cm
for powers ranging from 50 to 200 kw. The power loss was, within
experimental error, constant over this range, a fact which leads to the
belief that no appreciable sparking occurs up to 200 kw.
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FIG. 543.-Rubber-covered

.—

-wound-metal-hose

....-—.f
assembly.

Waveguide of this type is moderately flexible.
Permissible distortions of various sizes are listed in Table 5.10. These figures are obviously
TABLE 51O.-FLEXIBIT,ITY

Type
Iio.
CG-170/C
cG-166/u
CG-164/C
CG-163W

OF VABIOI-S RT-BBEIWOVEIIED lIET.iL-HOSE W’AVEGUIDES

1

Mlowahle E-bend ILength requiredfor
radius,in.
’90°t\vist,in.
I
45
8
8
6

24
18
9

The variation in flexibility with dimensions of the
only approximate.
waveguide does not appear, from the table, to be as smooth as one would
expect. The units are “ preflexed “ in the factory before being tested.
It should be noted that these figures are, in general, smaller than those
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for the uncovered waveguides (Table 5“9). At first glance this seems
inconsistent since the rubber jacket tends to stiffen the \vaveguide. Ho\vever, it has been found that, even though the covered w-ayeguides arc
inherently stiffer than the uncol-ered ones, the former can be flexed
until they are more pliable than the latter ~~ithout cleterioration of
electrical properties.
This apparently ishccalls
ethcrubber jackct holds
the convolutions in place and keeps tbc contacts good.
In the case of
the smallest size, the nlhber also holds the cross section uniform.
No figures have been given for If-plane bending hecalmc the flexibility
of the \vaveguide in the I{-plane is so small that it is almost impossible
to distort the guide without hrraking it. An E-plane bend and a 90°
t~vist shouldb
eus edinsteadof an H-plane bend.
}“ibration-t,able tests indicat r that rubber-covered met al hose is satisfacData have been accumulated at tbe American
tory for vibration service,
Brass Company on tbelife expectancy of units of types CG-16filU and
CG-164/U.
A nurnher of assemblim, each 12 in. long, of both types,
\\.eremounted in a machine that (lispl~ccd one end of the assembly by
~ in. on either side (of the neutral pt)stion, in the E-plane, at a rate of
1-100 cycles per minllte.
L’nder these conditions almost al] the samples
lasted at least one million cyrlcs, and al)ollt 25 per cent of them laste(l
more than ten million cycles; t\\’ol\”~’re~till good after 60 million cycles.
tllesc (Iata sincr it is Sllspcctrll
Some caution mllst bc Ilsed in interpreting
that the ~ibratiou tal)le may not harp given the >implc type of motion
described abo\-c but may hale p~lt,addit onal strcssrs on the \\-al.
eguidc
\~hich Jvo(dd tend to shortrn it> life. Ho\\-ever, the tests did shotl
impro\rement in Iwth strength an(i flexibility over an earlier model
tested in the same I\-ay.
Flexure tests have been rlln at the .herican
Brass (’(,nlpany (m
the CG-lti6/L” unit. Six 12-in. samples llal.c l)ccn flexed in the E-plaIle,
10° on eitbersidc
of thencutral position in acontiullous arc at a rate 0[
All hut one, lrhi(h l)rokc early in the test,, Ivcrc
20 cycles per minute.
flexed 3.5 to 4.0 million cycles lwt’or( I)rcakiug. In I]otb the vibration
Illc:i>lll’c>lllc>llts
]for’c
I~l:Ldc at
and fl~xing ~csts, 10SS and st:inding-wayc
frequent iutcrvals.
In general, d~[ring tbc tc~t the samplrs sho\vcd no
marked change in either loss or stand ing-\\-a\-eratio until they \rerc
actually broken.
The effect of temperature on the rubber jacket is not definitely knmrrr;
ho\vever, jackets occasionally crtick \\flcn flexed at extremely h~\vtemperatures, This type of \\aveguide has proved satisfactory in general
and is particularly buitable for vil)rtitiou LLnd flex~lre service.
6.14. Titeflex.-lbe
com~truction of ‘1’iteff~,x’ is die\\-n in Fig. 544.
J.ike the metal-hose waveg~lide, it is made by \\inding a narro\\-metal
strip spirally on a rwtanglllar form.
In this (Iasc, ho\\cver, the strip is
i It,wll IMsew that thk type is :ilw t~ IVUUIICI II ICL:L1Ilosc. ‘~fjdislillguish
ilfrum
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considerably thinner, and the adjacent turns are crimped only a small
amount over each other. The crimped edges are soft-soldered after

FIG. 544. -Titeflcx

wavcguidc.

the \vinding is finished. Thus, \vhen the ~~aveguide is flexed, there is no
sliding of adjacent convolutions over each other, but rather a flexing of
each convolution.
The sizes in ~vhich Titeflex is made are listed in Table
5.11.
TAIiL~511.-S1zEs oF TXT~FLEx
Wavelength
region,
cm

Inside
~ \lating rlgld
dimensions, *
~vaveguide
in.
OD, in.

Type
No.

1

CG-162,fC-

).170

x 0.420’

* x

+

3

~G-179/L”

).400

XO.900

* x

1

3

CG-165/U

O 497 X 1.122

5
6.5
10

:X1:
[’(; -1’;7/(”” :X1:
CG-169/U 1 338 X 2.838

; X 1*
~xlj
1X2
1+ X 3

hating rigid
!vaveguide, t
type S0.

RG-53,K-,
RG-66,W
RG-52/~,

Ruhbcrcovered

assembly,
type No.

(X;-162. A/U
(X-179.k/u

RG-51/t”,
R(;-68,’U
11( ;-.50 LR(l-49 ‘1;
R(;-48,’C-,
RG-75/U

10

+X2+

. ..’
I

.473 X 2.848
($ x 2; ID,
.049-in. wall)

F.Yact Talues are not auotcd hew
* Ml sizes have a radius on the corners of the order of } in
Wh.m two n“rnbers are listed, the first is the more cor,,r,,md>- used (bmss) wav~guide,
the
Exception: RG-66 /L- is silver,
1.s8 common
(alurnin.
m) w%.eguide.

T
the

second

Compared with the metal hose, Titeflex is considerably more flexible
in some respects, less in others. Being made of a thinner strip, it can be
bent to a small radius.
It breaks, however, if flexed repeatedly after
other types, this is referred to by its convenient trade name.
Titcflcx
tured by Titeflex, Inc., 500 Frelinghuyscn .Avcnue, N’c\vark, N. J.

is manufac-

SW, 5.15]

TITEII’IJ?.Y,

2s 1

li’(;l~llI<lt-(’OJ’ERED

bencling tothelirnitin
gradius,becausc large localized deformations then
occur.
lts great flexil]ility forasirlgle bending makes Titeflex useful for
alignment sections.
It can be said, in general, that Titeflex is more
flexible but, more fragile than its metal-hose counterpart.
It differs
further from the metal hmc in that its c{mstructif~n allolvs the waveguicfe
to stretch or compress slightly; holj-ever, it cannot tl\ist. l;urthermore)
it is airtight and can therefore be used in a pressurized system lvithout
OIllyone( liffi(\llty:~ris(’sll ere;llamely,that
the
need for a rubber jacket.
lvareguide Ivill tend to stretrh slightly ll-hcu in a pressurized system.
This stretching is noticcal)]e onl~- in the larger sizes, and can be made
negligible in m:Lny cases I)y having thr ri~id r-f components associated
with the flexil)le \vaveguidc mollnted strou~ly enough to take the stress.
I,ike the metal hose, Titeffcx is availal)le in lung sections and cfin be used
for repairing damaged rigid \vavcg~lidc. It is more likely to be damaged
in use than the mettil hose is, but it is less subject to deterioration from
atmospheric corrosion.
>’osystcmatic prograrnof testin~has becnundertaken, but anurnber
of miscellaneous tests have Iwen made to determine the flexibility of this
tvpe of J\-a~eg~lide, Some 24-in. samples of uncovered Titeflex in the
1,340- lly 2,840-in. size hare been te~tcd to find the effect of distortions
on the stan(ling-tva~-c ratio. The test samples \vme distorted, \vithout
any mechanical trolll)les or appreciable changes in the standing-ware
ratio, l]~’tllese:lrnollnts: 90 °11-lwn(l, 12001J-l)clld, <5-in. If-pkmeshear,9-in.
E-plane
shear,
l-in. stretch, and ~-in. compassion.
The waveguides
tended

to take

a set at the extreme

ral~les

of distortion

listed;

therefore,

for flexing service,
5.15. Titeflex, Rubber-covered. —Titeflcx of this type is made in
standar(l
lengths l\-ith (J(]nne(,tors .solclcl”eil to tllc en(ls.
:k rllbber jacket
is molded arwlnd the t)utsidc of each unit. The jacket has the effect
of stiffening the wal-eguide somell-fuit and making it considerably more
sturdy.
The standard lengths availal)]e an(l the specifications on their
electrical properties arc the same as those for the rubber-covered metal
Ilt)se.
The only life-test data availal)]e are those made on a few samples of
(’C~-l 6<.1 ‘[” m-avf:guide, 12 in. long. These samples ~\-ererun through a
flexing test in which they ~vereflexed I !5°each side of the neutral position.
‘f%e test nw discontinued after a half-million cycles, at which time all
the samples ~J-erestill good.
The po~ver-hand]in~ rapacity of Titcflex has not been measured
systematically.
It is bdie Yedthat, this guide can handle at least those
polvers at ~vhich the metal hose has been tested (see Sec. 5,13).
Its
brefikdovm po~ler may be lo~ver than that of the metal hose because the
ridges in the wall of the ~vavcgllide arc l~igbcr and narrower.

such distortions

could

not I]e recommended

5.16. Seamless Corrugated Waveguide.—The
construction of sea,mless corrugated ~vaveguicle’ is shown in Fig. 545.
Like the common
circular bello\\rsor Sylphon bellolvs, this ~vaveguide is made from thinu-ailed rectangular tubing that has corrugations formed in its walls.
“~hc design problems here are not so straightforward as in the previOUSly mentioned types,
In the original design the inside dimensions
of the flexible se{’tion \vere made equal to those of the rigid waveguick~,

FIG. 5.45.—Sca111lPss
rorruwted

wavegilirle.

the impedance of IVhich it ~vas supposed to match.
The depth of the
corrugations was made small compared ~vith the ~}-avelengt,hin the hope
that the discontinuitics introduced vwuld be small, and yet large enough
Also, the corners of the wavegl~idc
to provide a reasonable flexibility.
had to be rounded to ensure flexibility.
The units made according to
this design do not match the rigicl Iva\-eguide in impedance.
Theoretical
analysesz have been made of lvaveguide ~vith corrugations in one or both
of the broad faces. The analyses sho~v that these wa~egoides transmit
electromagnetic radiation in modes that do not have the same geometry
as those in the smooth-walled rectangular ~va~-eguide. No analysis has
been made of waveguides with corrugations in all four walls, but it seems
logical to assume that the same theory of transmission is true in these
I Manufactured by American Metzl Hose Branch, .imerican Brass Co., Waterbury, Corm.
‘ C. C. Cutler, “ Electromagnetic
Waves Guided by (’cvrugated Conducting
Surfaces,” BTL Report h-o. L131-44-160-218, Oct. 2.5, 1944; H. Goldstein, “The
Theory of Corrugated Transmission Lines and Wawguides,” RL Report No. 494,

.kpr. 6, 1944.
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\ra\,eguides. Therefore, one \\-ould expect that a smooth-\vallcd rectangular waveguide and a corrugated ~vaveguide of the same inner
dimensions ~vould not have the same impedance.
As a matter of fact,
experimental data indicate that the corrugated waveguide has the same
impedance as a smooth rectangular ~vavcguicle the inside dimensions of
~vhich are approximately tile mean of the inner dimensions of the corrugated \vaveguide and the dimensions :Ltthe bottom of the corrugations.

r

10 convolutions

per inch

,/-

Mates with UG - 40/u

‘o

G’
p

u
\Q

~
,

~
/

tk,.o,od
Nom!nal
Material-O.007’’copper

I’IL.. 5.46. —Seamless-corrugated-wa~cguidc

asscmh!j
waveguidc.

fol- co]!nccting

wo picccs of RG-52/ U

At the time of writing, \\-a~egui(leof this type i: available
in t\vo
sizes: 0.400 by 0.940 in. 11), +in. -radius corners, corrugations 0.100 in.
deep, to be used lvith RG-52, U wavcguide (0.400 by 0.900 in. ID); and
0.500 by 1.125 in. ID, ~-in. -radius corners, corrugations 0.100 in. deep,
It can be seen from the previous
to be used with RG-51/U }vaveguide.
remarks that these waveguides ~rill not match the rigid ]vaveguides
~\-ith\vhich they are used. As a matter of fact, the voltage standingwave ratio, observed when one looks from a piece of UG-52/U ~vave~uide
into the smaller of the above-mentioned sizes of corrugated ~vaveguide
terminated at the far end, is about 1.10 to 1.15. The conclusion stated
in the previous paragraph would indicate that the proper inside dimensions of the t\vo guides, each haying comugtitions 0.100 in. deep, u-ou]d
be 0.300 by 0.800 in. and 0.400 by 1.025 in, respe~ti~el~.
[n early
of this
developmental w{jrkj there \vas II(J tinle to ~er’f’ttct t,]le ~es@
~ravegui(le; rt)nseqllently, until the ])ut)per (limeusions ro(tld lW found,
a makeshift had to be constructed for the small size sinte ~wti}jle
units \vere urgently re(luirccl. The small size \vas needed for t~vo appli-
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c:ltions;

namely,

as an

[s,,(,. 5.16

C’()(“1’LI:VG U,VI !l’s A,VIJ L1,VJ?S
alignment

section

betlvecn

t ]vo

sections

of

ltG-

52,’L- \raveguide and as an alignment section between a piece of RG-51/U
\v~veguide and a piece of RG-52/LT ~vaveguide. In each case an optimum
Mates wth UG -51/u
\

~ 10 convolutions per inch
\
,)
‘\
-. 1

\\

_ Mates with UG -40/IJ
/

2’

. ..-

‘ 3“-

~

Mater)al- 0.007” copper
11~. 5.47.—Searnless-corrugated-waveguide

assembly for connecting RG-51/u
wa~eguide.

to l{ G-5 L!,’U

-.
PIG. 548. -I~inished

assemblies of seamless. crmwgated.waveguide

connectors.

length Ivas determined experimentally, so that the flexible unit Iww.~~ell
mwtched over the lvavelength ban(l from 3.1 to 3,5 cm. IMaIvings of
these t}vo llnits arc sh(~nmin Figs. 54[i an(l ,5.H. Finishrd :LSSF’ITIbliW :11’(>
shown

in

~i~.

5.18,

This type of l\-tiYe~ui(lcis almut tile most fleiil]le that is available;
it lacks only the ability to t\\-ist. Its flexibility is approximately the
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same as that of uncovered Titeflex, but it rates higher in compression and
The small size can be bent on a ~-in. radius in the E-plane,
extension.
or on a I+in. radius in the H-plane, or stretched or compressed 10 per
cent, without appreciably changing the standing-wave ratio. A unit
\vith ten corrugations can be shearc(l ~ in. in the If-plane and ~ in. in
the E-plane without changing the stancfing-~va\-eratio.
One assembly in this same size with nine corrugations has been
tested at a ~vavelength of 3.2 cm at a po~~-erof 250 k}v, pulse length of
0.8 psec, 1300 pps. No breakdown occurred for the follo\~ing distortions:
30° H-bend, 45° E-bend, +-in. stretch, ancl ~-in. compression.
Apparently the distortion is limited by the standing-wave ratio and by the
mechanical limitations of the \va\eguide.
Corrugated waveguide is airtight, but it cannot be pressurized,
A 3-cm small \vaveguide assembly
except within certain limitations.
was tested at 20 lb/in2, and was found to stretch 15 per cent. It did
not bulge radially at pressures up to 30 lb/inz.
Therefore, a guide of
this size can be used in a pressurized system at a pressure of 20 lb; in!
if the rigid waveguide sections to which the flexible section is connectetl
can stand a stress of about 10 to 12 lb.
At present, the corrugated waveguide is made of soft annealed
Therecopper to give it maximum flexibility as an alignment section.
fore, it is not suitable for repeated flexing or for vibration service, By
the use of different materials, units satisfactory for such service may be
developed eventually, but since rubber-covered
Titeflex is already
available for these uses, there is no urgent need for such development.
5.17. Plastic and Plastic-tilled Waveguides.—It
is \vell known that
light can be conducted down a dielectric rod \vithout appreciable loss
of light through the walls] even if there is no metallic reflecting surface
on the walls. In the optical case, if one uses a rod of appreciable cross
section the light \vill be carried in numerous modes, perhaps thousands.
In micro \\-ave\vork, carrying the po\\-crin only one mode is of interest;
consequently, the problem is some\vhat different. Some theoretical
\vork has been done on this problem. 1 Two cases were considered:
that of a rod of uniform dielectric constant; and that of a rod ~vhose
dielectric constant varied from a large value at the center to 1.0 at the
surface. For simplicity, the calculations ~vere made for the l“li’~,-mode.
In each case it was found that the electric field at the surface \\’asabout
40 per cent of the maximum field in the interior of the rod, and that
55 to 60 per cent of the radiation was transmitted along the outside of
the rod. This means that any external supports would cause large
reflections of power. Ways of making slight impro~ements have been
1R. if. Whitmer,
hlay 10, 194.5,

“ Wavq+lides

l~ithout

3fetal
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suggested, but on the ~vhole, it is belie~-ed that this system of transmitting power is impractical.
Although a simple plastic-rod waveguide will not ~vork, a metal
waveguide filled with plastic should be satisfactory.
A plastic-tilled
wa~’eguide would have the following advantages over a holio~}- waveguide.
1. The width of the wa~eguide would be l/w”%,
times the width
of air-filled waveguide for the same cutoff frequency.
2. The height of the goide, which is kept close to x/2 in air-filled
waveguides in order to get maximum po\rer-handling capacity,
could be proportionately much less since the breakd(nvn strength
of a solid dielectric is nlllch higher than that of air.
3. The ~valls of tl~e \\a\egl~itlt:Mmld Iw thin becalwe the dielectric
provides support :iml IIohls tllesl~upe.
4. The \\:ivegllidt, \\[NtldlW fi{:xi},lc sill(w the thin motrd wail cf,lllfl
lm clist{nte(i.
The(lielectlir-f illefl wavegllide wollld hare these disadvantages.
1. J’oidsin the dielectric l~oulfl cause large reflections.
2. Transitionsto
theair-tilleti rigid ~vaveg[iide l~(wl<l bercqllired.
3. The attenuation would be higher, even if the die]cctric were
lossless.
To explain the higher attenuation an example may be considered.
At a wavelength of 10.0 cm, a standard 1.5- by 3-in. copper \vaveguidc
will have a loss of 0.0199 db~m.
If this l\-aveguide is filled with poly to keep
ethylene, k: = 2.25, and if the width is then reduced by w.
ACthe same as before, and the height is reduced by thesamefactorj
the
copper loss will be increased by the factor k, to a value of 0.0448 db/m.
In addition, polyethylene, for which ~
= 0.0009, will cause a loss
of O.184db/m.
Thetotal loss is, therefore, 0.229 db/m.
Attempts have been made to develop flexible dielectric-filled waveguides for”the l-cm region.l
Inonevar~etya
thin lead sleeve was used
over a polyethylene core. This ~vaveguide had a loss of 4 or 5 db/m,
which could have been reduced by silver-plating the inside of the lead
sleeve, In another version that \\-astried, du Pent conducting silver
paintz \vas applied to the outside of a polyethylene rod. The lowest
loss obtained in this case was about 7 db/m.
Moreover, after drying,
the paint flaked off when the rod was flexed. These results, it must
be admitted, are not encouraging, but it seems reasotuable to assume that
1H, E. Kallman, “ Rudiments of Fle~ihle Waveguides,”
41—9 /26 !45.
t hfade b-v i?, 1, d(l Pent de X“ernollrs, .4rlin @on, N, .1.
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successful version could be developed.
It has been suggested that a
more flexible binder be used, and that a flexible sheath be put over the
paint to prevent the cracking.
If such a waveguide were perfected, it
would still have a loss about three times that of the rigid waveguide
One advantage is
and would thus be used only in special applications.
that it would not radiate small amounts of power as do metal hose and
vertebrae.
For use with signal generators, the high loss would not be
objectionable.
5.18. Wire-screen
Flexible Waveguides.—The
British have developed waveguides having copper screen walls. T\vo different \’arieties have
a

(a)

l:IG.5.49. —Brit1*h

flexihlc wnl.r’gllide;

(b)
(a) wires parallel to w%lveguide axis, (b) wires on
the hiss,

been used, M shown in Fig. 549.
One has the wires in the screen
running parallel and perpendicular to the axis of the waveguide; the
other has the wires on the bias. Both varieties have rubber jackets
molded o~er the screen. The first kind can be twisted but is stiff in
bending; the second cannot be twisted but is fairly flexible in bending.
Each has a loss of roughly 0.4 db/m and voltage standing-~vave ratio
of 1.03.
Some life tests were made of this type of waveguide.
A flexure
test was accomplished by mounting one end of a sample eccentrically
The
on a rotating table while ho!diug the other end in a fixed position.
table rotatedat llOrpm.
Twosamples were tested:a 15-in. sample was
sheared 3 in., and a 6-in. sample was sheared ~ in. After abowt 500,000
flexwres, the loss had increased about 50 per cent, presumably as a
Onesarnpl
ewasvibratedat an ampliresult of loosening of the braid.
tudeof 0.013 in. at 2000rpm for 12hr with no changein loss. Samples
have also been held at a temperature of 60°C for 76 hr with no change,
particularly with regard to adhesion of the rubber to the metal braid,
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5.19. Fletible Bellows. -A flexible-l] ello\vs section ronsistsof a radial
choke made of flexible material.
For round ~vaveguide carrying the
Tllll-mode,
the design is quite straightforward.
The choke consists
of a section of radial transmission line one-half lvavelength long, with a
short circuit at the end, as shovm in Fig. 5.50. The theory of operation
of radial chokes has been treated in Sec. 4.9 and will not be discussed
here. Forgrrxatcr flexibility than is provided by one of these sections, a
Radial choke

/
Round waveguide
FI1; . 551).-l:lcxihlr

twllows for 7’fi~,,-waveguicie.

series of sections can be stacked, one on the other, forming, in essence,
aflexible waveguide.
Not much usehasbeen madeof this type because
the round waveguide is used infrequently.
Bellows can, however,
The design of a single section
also be used in rectangular waveguide.
is practically the same as that of the round ~vaveguide. When a number
of these are stacked together, however, they must be separated by
partitions having rectangular holes the same size as the waveguide.
Two different kinds of bellows have been made.
In one,’ a complete
section is spun in one piece, in much the same way as in the manufacture
This spun type is shmvn in Fig. 551.
of circular Sylphon bellows.
In Fig. .5.52 is shown an individual bello\vs. The method of assembly
is shown in Fig. 5.53. It should be noted that the dimension .4 is
bigger than the dimension B. Consequently the impedance of the inner
section of the radial choke, ~vhich corresponds roughly to the first quarterwave section, is larger than the impedance of the outer section, Trhich
This situation is
corresponds to the second quart er-v-ave section.
I Manufacturedby Fulton Sylpbon ~o,, h-noxville, Term,
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opposite to the low-impedance-high-impedance
design that is characteristic of a broadband choke.
Therefore, this bellows is satisfactory
only overa narro\v band.
It also has other disadvantages: it is subject
to high-power breakdown across the rectangular hole; andits

life under

1
,,

4

“-.— ...
....4
~lG

w

0.116”
0.062”

0.062”

551.-Spun

bellows

I

0,400”F

1~[
~

“~

II<:. 552. -Dcta1ls
of ;, :3-.,), spun bellows.

constant flex{lrc (jr vil)ration is dlort.
llt,\\-ever, it has good flexibility
find is airtight, ;~ltht)ugll it {I:lnntjt IW IJressulized llnless the connecting
rigid wa~e~liicir (;ln stal~fl t}]r stre+xx introdllce(l })Y baring air inside
the bello~rs at a prewtiw :lIx)V(>atm(wpllcric,
Detailed d~ta are not ~vailable on this kind of bellows.
Po~ver-
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handling tests have been made from time to time, and the results are
variable.
The breakdown seems to depend upon the thickness of the
edge of the rectangular hole and upon the tolerance in the diameter
of the radial choke. Some standing-wave measurements taken on an
1.10
)

m
>

1.00
3.15

l’1~. 5.53. —Cr0ss section of a spulI-bel10WSassembly.

3.20
Aoin cm

3.25

l~Ic.. 5.54.—I’erfov!rla1lcc of a S-rm spunbellow~ a~scmbl~ with three sections.

—
)
I

I

FIG. 5.55.-–’I’J], il:il dchigll 0[ a (’wA

LA
I> C11OWS
for I CY(XLLW1:Uw:L\rfnaldc.

These are only generally indicative
early model are plotte(i in Fig. 554.
of the performance of bello]vs of this ~-:lriety.
The bellows of tlie second valiety~ consist+ of t}ro pieces of thin,
flexible stock and a partition with a rectangular hole, all of ~rhich are
assembled as shoIvn in Fig. 5.55. .Mthough the (nook }~elloux is generaiiy
less flexible than the spun bellmrs, it has scvrra] ad~-antages, most of
If the partition is
which result from the proper design of the p:wtiti(m.
1 31a]! ufacturcd by (’ook Elcc(ric CU., L’llicugu, 111.

OT’F..Y f’llOh-E-FLA:VGl?
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fairly thick, the breakdown power is higher because of the thicker
edge on the rectangular hole. Also, the design of the choke more nearly
fulfills the ideal low-impedance-high-impedance
condition since the
effect of a thick partition is to narrow the first quarter-wavelength
section of the choke. Another advantage of this bellows is that they
are more rugged than those of the previously mentioned variety.
The Cook bellows are good over a broader band than are the spun
bellows, as can be seen from the curve in Fig. 556 which shows the
voltage standing-u-ave ratio as a fllnction of wa~elength for a recent
model of bellows for rectangular
1.10
waveguide,
Tests \vith a freoscillator
quent y- modulated
indicate that there are serious
resonances in one part of the
a
~ 1.05(●
Bellows of this
s
pass band.
recent model have not been tested at high power, but tests on
earlier models indicated that
1.00
they could handle a higher pulse
3.1
3.2
~ 3.3
incm
3.4
3.5
power than the spun bellows.
I:KC.5511-Fr,formwlre of Cook bellows for
In general, it can be said that
rertarvwlnr wax,eguide.
bellows are not particularly satisfactory.
They are not so flexible as some other types of wayeguide,
and their pass band is relatively small, not exceeding 6 per cent.
5.20. Open Choke-flange
Junctions.—It
is sometimes convenient
when assembling a system to allo\\rfor possible small misalignments in
the r-f line components by leaving one of the choke-to-flange junctions
open a bit.

Alth&]gh

only recently

that

exactly

happens

what

this

detailed

expediency
measurements

in such

an open

has been
have
joint.

used for some

time,

it is

been

made

to determine

The

work

was

done

on

chokes of two designs, one for use at a wavelength of 10.7 cm, and the
second for a \vavelength of about 9 cm. In each case it was found that
when the choke and flange ~vere slightly displaced sidewise, relative to
each other, and at the same time separated by a small amount, bad
resonances occurred.
Typical performance is shown in Fig. 5.57 lvhere
transmission loss is plotted as a function of the separation Az of choke
and flange for a displacement Ay of 0.125 in. in the direction of the
small dimension of the cross section, and a displacement Ax of 0.100 in.
These measurements Irere made on the
in the perpendicular direction.
first-mentioned choke at a wavelength of 10.4 cm. Similar data were
taken for several other values of AU and Az, and standing-!rave measureThe curves obtained
ments were made under all these conditions.
were all similar to the one shown, differing in the magnitude of the peak,
and in the position of the peak relative to Az.
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Some information as to what is happening when these resonances
occur can be found by comparing l’SWR and transmission curves for a
given pair of values of AZ and Ay. One particular pair of curves indicates that where the resonance occurs the ~oltage standing- \\”averatio
is about 2.0, and the transmission is atxmt 50 per cent. The pml”el’
reflection corresponding to a standing-~vavc ratio of 2.0 is ~, or 11 per
cent. Therefore, the other 39 per cent must be either radiation loss
or resistive loss in the walls of the resonant cavity which exists between
the choke and flange, or, more likely, a combination of the two.
3

1
2

.
II

AY=O.125°
Ax= O.1OO”
-~Az

o Before plugging
,

❑

After plugging (Fig, 5.59)
~

PAZ

0.1

l:xG. 5.57.—Transmission loss of 10.7-cm choke-flange

junction

as a funrtlon

of separation.

Further information on this effect was found in the process of checking the design of a special open choke junction by the use of Pierce’s
method. I There ~vere a number of positions of the variable shortcircuiting plunger where the customary phase shift was observed.
These positions were separated in such a Ivay that there seemed to be
two sets of positions, one corresponding to radiation in the TElo-mode,
When the depth of the choke
the other to radiation in the TE3,-mode.
groove was correct, the TE10-radiation was not noticeable, but the other
was still present. The existence of this radiation in the ‘TEjO-mode is,
of course, to be expected.
If the ordinary choke for rectangular \vaveguide is now examined,
it is found that the choke ditch is actually a section of coaxial line.
Because of the symmetry of the electromagnetic field in the rectangular
waveguide, the radiation excited in the section of radial transmission line
I Specifically, the method using a coaxial-line short-circuiting
in Sec. 4.9.

plunger, M described
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between the waveguide and the choke ditch is predominantly in the
TEIO-mode; therefore the excitation of the choke ditch is also in this
mode, as shown in Fig. 5.58. The depth of the ditch is therefore made
aquarter-guide wavelengthf orthe !7’EIO-modest the design wavelength.
If there ~vereno other modes present, notrouble would occur. However,
The circumference
the TEsO-mode is also excited in the waveguide.
of the choke ditch is large enough to allow the ditch to propagate radiation in this higher mode. Since the ditch, however, is not far from
cutoff for this higher mode, the guide wavelength in this mode is long;
therefore, thedepth of theditchis considerably less than ~k~for this mode.
Consequently, the ditch, instead of presenting an
infinite impedance at the top, presents a
fairly small impedance, which may be of
the order of jZO or less. In series with
this impedance, there is the impedance,
reflected back to the choke ditch, of the
outer edge of the choke-flange joint.
The
distance from the ditch to the edge of
the choke joint is generally something
between +t, and ~A,. Since the impedance at the outer edge of the joint looking
out into free space is high, the impedance
1’[{;.558.-F,xritati0n of typical
seen at the edge of the choke ditch will be
rhokc. The vecturs represent elev.
low,

with

the

imaginary

part

capacitive.

tric fields

This capacitance in series with the inductance of the choke ditch forms a
series-resonant circuit.
It would, therefore, be quite possible to have the
resonant condition that has been found.
To remedy this trouble, the sections of the choke ditch adjacent to the narrow edge of the wavegpide were
plugged, as illustrated in Fig. 5.59, ~vhich made the remaining arcs of the
ditch short enough to prevent propagation of the TE~O-mode. This
method has been used successfully in every device \vheretrouble had previously been experienced.
The performance of a 10.7-cm joint with plugged
ditches is shown in Fig. .557. The plugged chokes showed no resonances
for displacements up to ~ in. in z and y directions.
Similar tests have been
made of 3-cm chokes.
The standard choke coupling showed resonances
which were not completely removed by plugging.
It is believed that
these were caused by reflections from the outer edge of the coupling,
which is square, since a round choke having the same internal dimensions
showed no resonances after plugging, for displacements of at least
Ax = 0.100 in, and Ay = 0,063 in.
Since the choke ditch of one of these plugged choke joints is beyond
cutoff for the TE30-mode, it presents a very low reactance to radiation
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waves with great accuracy, and the single-screw tuner has proved adequate for most low-power work.
8.12. Waveguide Double-slug
Tuners. —Since a dielectric slug is
limited in the amount of reflection that it can introduce, such elements

17KG.8.30, —NfYcalex double-slug

tuner for waveguide.

may be used in pairs, as sho\vn in Fig. 8.30, to increase the tuning range.
The maximum reflection from two slum M/~ in length occurs \~hen the
separation C is hv/4 where AOis the
guide wavelength.
The normalized impedances at different points
in the tuner section are given in
Fig. 831.
These impedances are
obtained by application of the
usual transmission-line equation as
discussed in Sec. 8.11. If z, is the
normalized characteristic impedof ance in the region of the dielectric,
waveguide
then the combination,
when
FIG, S.31.—Normalized
impedances
in
z, = 1, ~f, =
waveguide double-slug tuner.
followed by a matched line, has
z,’, z’” = 1/2,9, z = zl~.
an input
impedance
z; as
compared with z? for a single element.
Tuning is accomplished in either of two ways: (1) by varying the
depth of insertion B and the position along the line A of the two slugs
together without changing their separation C, or (2) by varying the sepa-
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The chief problem in designing the 3-cm vertebrze is to design a
choke that can be moved about freely in the immediate vicinity of the
flange without producing high standing \vaves or large loshes. The
dimensions of the choke ditch are therefore slightly different from those
of the ditch in the rigi(l-line couplings.
In the first place. the choke
is designed for a separation from the flange of 116 in. ; tllt,wf{)rcj the
Second, since the separation
ditch is shallower than for a contact, joint.
of choke md flange is grwater here tlu~n in the rllnt:trt joint, tbc choke
ditch must }le ma(le \vi(lerin an :lt10
teml)t to preserve the desir:ll)le ltJ\\1
u Unplugged
ilnpecl:~Ilce–lli~ll-ilnlJe(l:lll(’c r-ondi/
o Plugged
tion. lf this is (lone, v:lriatirrrrs
of iml)e(lallce of the fhoke-fl:ilige
8
1:indl!ith
jtln(’tion \\ith lv:llclcm~tll
distortions,

tll:lt

is, rcl:[tive

motion

of the choke :Ln(i fl:mge, lrill lW
minimize{.
Finally, tllc ~e(ti(ms
of tllc cl)olie (Iit(h :~(lj:~ccnt to tllc
m~m)\r mlges (If the rert:lngwlar
\r:lvrglli(le:~re lllllgg(~(l,:Is(lewl,il)e(l
in Sec. 520.
,kn ex:lmple of tile
inlpr(ll.ement

of performance

re*Lllt

n
u
.-.

6

‘:-

“-1

___

:
g
4

-

ing from the I)l(lgging is shown in
Fig. 5(i0, in \V}licllisbllolvntllcltJss
in :~ 3-cnl vertcl)ral a>scml)ly at a
\\:L\(,lcn~th(If 3.2 cm, })et~lre ~nd
:dter plugging, as a function of the
:mlount of bcn(ling in tfle Ir’-])lanc.
It shoukl be n~jtc(l hew that the
rcsonanre trolll)lc is nll)r’c likely to
:Lppear at the shorter ~f-:~vclcngths.
[11 fact, tllc Ilnplllg’grxl Y(’1’tel)l’:w
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mismatches in the indivicfual junctions are canceled out. The disks
are assembled in a neoprene jacket that serves to hold them in the proper
relationship, one to another.
This is accomplished by having ribs in the
rubber jacket ~~hich fit into grooves in the disks.
The vertei)ral assemblies have end pieces with choke couplings that
mate ~rith standard rigid-line flange couplings.
Around the outside
of the rubber jarlcet is a flexible metal hose that helps pressurize the
raclial
expansion
of the jacket.
Longituclinal
assembly- by preventing
expansion
unit

must

is attache(l.

be

restrained
‘~he

metal

h~

the

hose

w:iveguicfe

restricts

the

sections
flexibility

to

which

of

the

the
~vave-

guide to a certain extent, hilt the units can be used ~vith<mtthe sheath
is not.
if extrz flexibility is Ilcwlcxl and pressllrization
‘rhe 3-cm vertebrae are supplied, at present. in 5- and 9-choke units
0.385”
0.355”

j---o!loy’y
3rF

L_-_tml

1 l<, i (;2.- I )is!, illscrt

for 2.-rm \.ertclnac.

‘1’hc lfw~ :lnd tit:ln{lin~-\\:~]r mtio ctiwscd by various distortitms of a
!)-cllt}kc lll~it :~t v:~ritms ~r:i\elw~gths tire shmvn graphically in Fig.
,;.(i~,
‘1’hcse
d:it:~
may
lJC sllnmnarized as follolvs: in the range from
k = 3.10 cm to k = 3.50 cm, the wa~e~uide assembly can be (1) t~~isted
-15°, (2J strctrlle(l at lc:~~t 1 in., (3) compressed ~ in., (4) bent in the
E-]Il:\JIc (i(t”, (5) l]ent in the II-plane (Y)”, ((i) sheared in either plane
1 in,; :dl this can be (lone ~! ithout introduction of a loss greater than
(}.5 db [Jra \“SJl”I{ greater then 1.!0.
The lx)]\er-han[lling ca]xicit y ot’ the 3-cm vertebrae is adequate for
]x)\\-ersin uw :It tile I)rewnt time. .It 250 fcw pulse power, 0.8-psec
]Illlhes, 1300” I)\)\, t}w s:l~tlr {~-(llokc ~lnit, mentioned alx)~e could be
fli,stortr(l :It lt~:bt 1}1(, t’~llo\rill~ :l]n(n]n~s
\\it}lout breakdo\vn: +-in.
(,tll)ll)le.~si{)ll.~-ill. xtlet(.11, l-in IJ-l)lane shmr, 45° E- an(l 11-l) el)(l, 45°
t \rist. ‘l%e m:iximlim E-plane shew is ~ in. At 100 kw pulse po\ver
this last figure increases to at least 1 in.
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Vertebrae suffer from one disadvantage that is sometimes serious:
they have an appreciable amount of r-f leakage.
It should be noted
that this leakage is small compared with the power transmitted by the
vertebrae and is noticeable only when the vertebrae are in an enclosed
space or near a sensitive detector or receiver.

F;ex,ble cover=’

TIG. 5. W-l—cm

vertebral assembly;

, Choke disk

, Metal hose armor

(a) choke disk, (b) flexible cover, (c) assembly.

The problems involved in the design of the l-cm vertebrae differ
from those of the 3-cm ~ersion.
In the first place, since only a 4 per
cent wavelength band needs to bc co~ered, it is not necessary to plug the
choke groove to avoid resonances.
In the second place, the ideal
diameter of the choke ditch for a choke coupling on the standard l-cm
~~aveguide \vould be such t,}lat the ditch ~vould cut across the corners
of the waveguide.
When the ditch is made large enough in diameter t,)
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avoid this trouble, the choke coupling is not well matched.
In rigidline couplings, this mismatch is minimized by making the separation
between the choke and the flange small, thus achieving an alternating
low-impedanc~high-impedance
condition.
With vertebrae, ho~re~,er,

~

pw’

Matches with UG-I 16/v

(a)

FIG.5,65.—Details of l-cm

O lN:b
ES 1
k....-’—. J
FIG.5.66.—Typical

vertebrae;

~
J.—.

~
L

(a) is choke Ask, (b) end piere.

h
i..

<

,

3- and l-cm vertebral assemblies.

this cannot be done; therefore, the design of the choke ditch must be
better. The design \vas improved to a great extent by redurtion of the
size of the rectangular waveguide ~vithin the vertebrae to the point
where a choke ditch of nearly the correct diameter could be used. The
use of undersized waveguide gave rise to a further problem of matching the vertebrae to standard waveguide,
The matching was accomplished by the use of a choke groove of a special size in the connectors on
the ends of the assembly; this, of course, required that the end connectors
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SWR for deformations of l-cm vertebral assembly: (a) E-plane bend;
(b) H-plane bend; (.) E-plane shear; (d) H-plane shear; (e) stretch; (j) twist.
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on the vertebral assembly be chokes and not flanges, A typical vertebral
assembly for 1 cm is shown in Fig. 5,64. In Fig. 5.65 are shown details
of the disk inserts and the end piece of the vertebral assembly.
In Fig.
566 are shown typical 3- and l-cm vertebral assemblies.
Assemblies of l-cm vertebrae sheathed with flexible metal hose are
available.
In the l-cm size the extension force is much smaller than
in the larger 3-cm size when used in a pressurized system; therefore, the
rubber jacket keeps the extension of the unit down to fairly small values.
This size can be considered for pressurizing, if it has the metal jacket
to prevent radial expansion.
At present l-cm vertebrae are assembled
in units containing 11, 21, and 41 chokes with standard end connectors.
~ Rubbar jacke~

FIG. 5.6S.—A possible assembly of TEO,-vertebrae,

Also, a small 5-choke unit for a particular alignment application hm
been made, as well as a -n-choke unit ~\’itha special adapter on one end to
mate with a standard rigid-line choke.
Tbe voltage standing-wave ratio and loss of an 1l-choke unit, under
Experiments
various conditions of distortion, arc shown in Figs. 567.1
on the power-handling capacity of these vertebrae indicate that operation
is possible at levels around 100 kw for any distortion that is possible
from the standpoint of loss and standing-wave ratio.
This discussion has been concerned only \vith vertebrae designed
for use \vith rectangular waveguide carrying po\ver in the Z’-EI,-mode.
Vertebrae can be made also for round waveguidc carrying po~vcr in the
Z’Ell-mode.
Vertebrae can also be constructed for use in waveguide in
the Tli’o,-mode.
In waveguide carrying this mode, the currents in the
wall are circula~ in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the waveguide;
therefore, if the waveguide is cut in this plane, no power will leak out
of the waveguide, and no choke will be needed. One might expect that a
vertebral assembly could be made that uses a series of rings supported
in some sort of flexible jacket as shown in Fig. 5.68. This arrangement
1 E. L. Younker, “An Improved K Band Vertebrae Wavcguide,”
776, Aug. 25, 1945.
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has two faults: first, it requires transitions to rectangular waveguide
at the ends if it is to be used in the conventional type of system; and
second, as soon as the assembly is bent in any way the asymmetry
introduced will allow lower waveguide modes to be generated.
As
soon as the lower modes, namely, the TE1l- and TMol-modes, are present,
the circular slots in the waveguide \vall will cause large reflections of
power and will allow large amounts of power to radiate.
5.22. Summary.—The
previous discussion can best be summarized
by a brief listing of the various types of flexible waveguide according to
the applications to which they are suited.
General
Service ~nit .—The rubber-covered wound metal hose and
In case of emergency,
rubber-covered Titeflex are to be preferred.
if these are not available, the uncovered varieties of wound metal hose
and Titeflex may be used. Their use is not recommended because they
are not so strong mechanically, and they deteriorate more rapidly in
service, especially when exposed to salt spray or corrosive vapors.
Alignment
Section.—For
the l-cm band, the vertebrae are to be
preferred at present, partly because of availability.
Seamless corrugated
waveguide and Titeflex, when they are developed, may be more satisFor the 3-cm band, the seamless
factory from certain standpoints.
LTncovemd Titeflex is slightly less
corrugated waveguide is preferable.
flexible. Vertebral sections, lvhich are bulkier, may be considered
when the bulk does not matter since they have more degrees of freedom
than the others. For the 10-cm band, unco~-ered Titeflex is to be
preferred because of its flexibility and general availability.
Yertebrae
at these wavelengths do not seem to be practical.
Seamless corrugated
waveguide is under development, and it is not knmm whether it will be
practical in this size. In addition to these, an open chake-flange junction
is suitable, if the choke ditch is plugged.
Vibration
Section.—At 1 cm, for lengths greater than 8 in., the rubl>erFor shorter lengths, the vertecovered wound metal hose is preferable.
brae are best. At 3 cm, the rubber-col-ered Titeflex or \wund metal
For short lengths, the vertebrae are
hose in the long lengths are good.
satisfactory.
Other considerations, such as r-f leakage, ~\-illdetermine
which is to be used. On the 10-cm band, about the only type a~-ailab]e
at present is the rubber-covered wound metal hose. Rubber-covered
Tlteffex, when it is available, may be preferable because of greater flexibility.
.4n open choke-flange junction ~vith the choke plugged is suitable
for small amplitudes of vibration.
lWxure
Section.—Any
of the types except corrugated wavcg~lide can
be recommended at present, the choice depending, among other things,
The corrugated waveguide may
on the sharpness of bending required.
some day be developed to the state ~vhere it, too, can be used. The
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uncovered varieties of the wound metal hose and Titeflex are, of course
excluded.
Pressurized
Unit.—On all bands, the rubber-covered wound metal,
hose, rubber-covered Titeflex and the uncovered ‘1’iteflex can be used.
In addition, for the 3-cm band and, it is expected, for the l-cm band, the
corrugated \vaveguide will be suitable, if certain limitations that have
With the same restricalready been mentioned are taken into account.
tions, vertebrae w-ill be suitable at 1 cm, and perhaps at 3 cm.
Emergency
Repair
Type.—For emergency repairs of damaged waveguide, where, for instance, a piece of flexible waveguide is to be soldered
in the place of a damaged section of rigid waveguide \vhich has been
Neiremoved, unco~-ered metal hose or Titeffex can l)e recommended.
ther is to be considered permanent since each deteriorates rapidly.

CHAPTER
TRANSITION
TRANSITIONS

FROM

6
UNITS

ONE COAXIAL LINE

TO ANOTHER

It is frequently desirable to pass from one coaxial line to another
without setting up reflections resulting in standing ~va~-es. ,Some of
the variations most commonly encountered are these: (1) change of line
size with little or no change of diameter ratio or characteristic impedance; (2) change of dielectric (for example, air-filled line to flexible cable),
usually with a change of diameter ratio to preserve approximately constant impedance; (3) change of dimension of one conductor only ~vith
consequent change of characteristic impedance; (4) combinations of
A discussion of some of the variations associated ,vith
these variations.
the use of coaxial cables was gi~-en in Sec. 56.
A general treatment
of the problem will be given in the following sections.
6s1. Tapers in Coaxial Lines.—one of the simplest ways of joining
two dissimilar coaxial lines is by means of an intermediate taper section
which introduces the change in
line characteristics gradually.
.4
simple example of such a taper is
given in Fig. 61.
If the change
occurs gradually
enough only
negligible reflected waves should
be generated.
To a first approximation this expectation is realized,
FIG.6.1.—coaxiallinetaper.
and indeecl the reflected ware
approaches zero as the taper length approaches infinity.
Frankl has
shown that the reflection coefficient for a taper of length d within whi(’b
the line constants are slo\\-lyvarying is approximately

where ~ is the propagation constant, Z is the characteristic impedance,
and the subscripts O and d denote values at the points z = O and z = d.
I S. H. Frank “ Reflections from Sections nf Tapered ‘lkansrnission
Wave Guides, ” R;, Report So. 189, Jan, 6, 1943.
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Usually the wdue of the logalithmir derivatives ~~ill Iw discont,inllolls
at the ends of the taper; the values to be used are those just inside the
tapered portion.
In applying Eq. (1) it is necessary to obtain expressions for -y an([
Z in terms of z and then perform the indicated operations.
This \\as
done by Frank for the parallel-plate transmission line indirated in
Fig. 62.
An ideal dielectric for 11-hich k. = 256 fills the outp~lt line,
and a linear physical taper of the dielectric is lined. The o~’er-all VSWR
is given as a function of the length })Y the grtiph 01 Fig. ~i.2. lt is apparent,
that rertain ol)tim~lrn lengths fwist. l’hew Irngtlh-- 0.8X(,, 1.2A,, urul
1.12
1.10
.+Q
~ 1.08
?
:
~ 1.06
:
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=% 104
g
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1!Xr
o
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FIG.62. -

Voltage

0.8
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2.0
dlA

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.0

standing-wave ratio produced by reflections from a tapered dielectric
plug in a parallel-plate transmimion line.

so on—are electrically equivalent to integral nurnl)ers of half \ravelengths,
the avera~e ~vavelmrgth in the taper being reduced, because of the dielectric, to about 80 per cent of that in free space. I,eugths eciuivalent to
odd numbers of qllarter ~vavelengths lead to maximum val~les of VSWR.
AS the taper becomes longer and longer, the magnitude of the oscillations
of the rur~’e decreases and both maxima and minima approach perfect
match
Since the problem just discussed deals ~~ith a transmission-line
or TE.11-mode, it applies in the limiting rase of a coaxial line whose
It would be expected to reprmcnt
diameter ratio approaches unity.
fairly accurately the situation for lo~v-impeclance coaxial lines, becoming
less accurate as the diameter ratio departs appreciably from unity.
The problem of dielectric tapers in coaxitil line of higher diameter ratios
may be worked out in a straightforxvard, though somc\\hat laborious,
manner by the application of Eq. (1).
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A problem which is much more frequently encountered is that of a
taper between coaxial lines both of which are air-filled.
In this problem
AO= ~,i = c (2r/h), so that Eq. (1) becomes

‘=-’&
[[d*]o-[w]de-’%]‘2)
It has been pcinted out’ that if the taper is made in such away that
the function in Z varies linearly over the length of the taper, Eq. (2)
gives
.4md
-IT
).

Z*

A
‘=–%#@-e

(3)

It follows that 1’ has the magnitude
(4)
is the electrical

where o = 2~d/i
and the relation

length of the taper.

Equation

1 + Irl
‘=l–lrl

(4)
(5)

may bc used to determine the t’SWR introduced by a given taper. The
curve of Fig. 63 gives the values of r-z,the square of the usual VSWR, as a
3

r’
2,
\.

\

I
1

\

1+

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

2A

k

I

3A

Length of taper
YIu, 63.-Stmrding-u,a\w

ratio introduced by tapered section of coaxial line, 75 ~ 46 ~hm~.
Ordinate is the square of the VSWR.

function of taper length for a lo~~rithmic taper between 46- and 75-ohm
lines. The existence of the best taper lengths (integral numbers of half
wavelengths) and ~vorst lengths (odd numbers of quarter wavelengths)
is evident.
The decreasing amplitude of the oscillations of the function
1kiicrowuvc

T’?’a?mmission ,?lcsign Data, Sperry

Gyroscope

Co.,

hfay

1944, p. 35.
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sin o/19 is also brought out. The “exact limiting value” indicated is not
strictly accurate, since there will be a shunt capacity effect at the step
in the conductors.
This effect is quite important for the usual microwave lines (see Sec. 4.6).
For small values of ]17, Eq. (5) becomes
r = 1 +

As a matter of
about the same
that only small
(4) into Eq. (6)

21r].

(6)

fact, Frank points out that the accuracy of Eq. (6) is
as that of Eq. (1), both being based on the assumption
reflections are present. Substitution of Irl from Eq.
gives
(7)

It should be recalled that Eqs. (3), (4), and (7) and Fig. 6.3 apply
only to tapers for which the function In Z varies linearly.
This may be
quite different from the usual taper in which one or both conductors
are given a physically linear taper. For tapers involving little change
of diameter ratio, the difference between linear logarithmic and linear
physical taper is not great, therefore the preceding discussion represents
either situation fairly well.
It can be shown that for a linear physical taper, whose dimensions
are indicated in Fig. 6.1, the logarithmic derivatives appearing in Eq, (2)
are

[%10=
%(2-9
[%3s%

[9],=

(8)
(9)

Both derivatives are identically zero if
(lo)
This relation implies, of course, a taper of the constant-impedance type.
It is evident from Eq. (2) that for such tapers, r is identically zero regardless of taper length.
For tapers \rhose length is an integral number
of half ]vavelengths, the exponential factor in Eq, (2) becomes unity,
so that r is proportional to the difference between the logarithmic
derivatives, Eqs. (8) and (9). An inspection of Eq. (9) indicates that
equality of the two derivatives results if
aoboZo = alblZ1.

(11)

This relation furnishes a criterion for making reflectionless half-wavelength tapers by giving the proper linear physical tapers to the con-
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ductors.
To be sure, all the quantities appearing in Eq. (11), involving
the dimensions and impedance of the t\vo lines to be joined, are usually
specified in a given problem and rarely ~vould they be consistent ~vith
E(1. (11). The difficulty is to design reflectionlcss linear tapers to
solve prac,tiral problems.
It has been suggested’ that the general
problem be solved by using a double taper. The procedure \vould be:
(1) to design an integral half-wavelength taper whose actual dimensions are uniquely fixed by Eq. (11), from cme of the given lines to an
intermediate line of the same impedance as the second; and (2) to pass
directly, by means of a constant-impedance taper whose length is not,
important, from this intermediate line to the second of the given lines.
It will usually be found more convenient to solve Eq. (11) explicitly
for a dimension of the intermediate line, assuming CZO,bo, ZO, and Z1
to be given. The radius bl of the outer conductor is
(12)
It is convenient to choose as a referwhere qo = bO/aOand ql = bl/al.
ence line, a line of unit outer-conductor radius bo and of diameter ratio
TO= e = 2.72. For any other diameter ratio 71 the outer-conductor
radius bl is easily determined from Eq. (12) and the corresponding radius
The result for values of T, between
1.5 and 6 is
a, = b,~ql computed.
given graphically

in Fig.

6.4.

It is easily

shown

that,

for any two values

of b and a read from
these curves satisfy Eqs. (11) and (12). Hence these curves may
he considered as giving, on a relative scale, values of b and a to be used
in the design of reflectionless half-wavelength tapers bet fveen lines of
specified diameter ratio (or impedance).
An important fact is at once apparent in Fig. 64; namely, that for a
taper between lines whose diameter ratios are in the neighborhood of
~ = e = ‘2,72, little changeof outer-conductor size is indicated.
Fortunately, the lines in common use at micro\vave frequencies have diameter
ratios of about this value; consequently, tapers in which th~ outerconductor diameter remains unchanged should be good. Less than
3 per cent change in outer-conductor size is required for any t\~-olines
~vith diameter ratios lying between 2 and 4 (impedances between 42
and 83 ohms).
of q ]vhich

may be chosen,

the corresponding

values

I A. W. Gent and P. J. Wallin, ‘1Impedance hatching by Tapered Transmission
Lines,” Valve Laboratory Report h-o. G 78, July 1944. These authors, using a
different mathematical method, obtained Eq. (10) and the following modified relation
in place of Eq. (11): anbo = albl. A critical comparison of their derivation with that
Both methods involve certain approxiof Frank which led to Eq. (1) seems desirable.
mations, and it is not known which analysis leads to the more accurate result.
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The frequency sensitivity of coaxial tapers is a matter of considerable
importance in some applications.
It is convenient to introduce this
subject by a consideration of the logarithmic taper to which Ilq. (7)
applies.
If d is chosen eqllal to an integer n times half the midband
1.2
b
\

1.0

—

~

0.8
a

u
m
~ 06
m

.—,
\

I

I

04

0.2

0
rurves
wavelength
r—l,

1--

1

2

3

q. bja

4

5

6

for reflectlonless half-wave tapers.
The vert~ral sral? givps
values of b and a on aII artnt,rary scale,

XO, it follovx

from Eq. (7) that the mism:~t{~h~defined as

is

(13)

For small departures of the electrical length nm~o,A from ‘the value nr
\vhich it has at midband, Eq. ( 13) is \vell approximated by
(14)
This approximation to the mismatch is good to about 10 per cent for
departures up to about rt’4 in electrical length.
In other \vords, it is
this good for values of AA/k less than 1/ (4n).
For half-wavelength
tapers (n = 1) this amounts to a band of about f 25 pcr cent, for one\vavelength tapers f 12 per cent, and so forth.
This result implies, of
course, that the full-~ wavelength taper presents little advantage over a
half-\vavclength taper for bands narro\ver than f 12 per cent. For bands
appreciably broader than this, ho\vcver, the longer taper offers a material
re(illction in mismatt,ll.

The reflection coefficient for a linear physical taper designed according
to Eq. (11) varies in exactly the same way with wavelength as that for a
logarithmic taper, since both are determined by Eq. (2) and in both
instances the logarithmic derivatives at 2 = O and z = d are equal—
although the actual value of the derivative for the linear physical taper
may be different from that for the logarithmic taper. As a matter of
fact, the values will probably be found almost identical in the two types
of tapers for most practical problems; this is true at least for the 46- to
75-ohm taper. It does not seem profitable, therefore, to discuss the
frequency sensitivity of the linear physical taper. It is possible, however, to stmte that the discussion of the frequency sensitivity of the logarithmic taper applies here accurately.
6.2. Transformer Sections between Coaxial Lines.—Some general
aspects of transformers in coaxial lines have been discussed in Sec. 4.5.
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be introduced a TSWR equal to the ratio of the two characteristic impedances, if the junction susceptance Bia bet\\-eenI,ines 1 and 2 is negligible.
If ZI = ZZ the only mismatch arising \\-illbe thtit due to Bl,, but if the
steps in conductor diameter are large this mismatch may not be negligible.
Furthermore, the restricted space bet\\-eeninner an(l uuter conductors is
undesirable and in extreme cases \vould lead to a complete short circuit.
In order to (1) provide impedance-matching,
(2) redllcc the effe(t of
discontinuity capacitances, and (3) reduce the restriction 01 the innerconductor g~p, an impedance transformer section or sections sllrh as
those sho~vn in Figs. 6.W and c may he in~erted.
It has been s}~o\rn in Sec. 214 t]lat the condition for matc}ling by
means of a transformer of the tyl)e illustmtcd by l~ig. 6.5b is
z,

= m3.

(15)

It is easily sho~vn, by mcams of the tr:~xl.~nli~siorl-lillc,cq(lation, Eq.
(241 ), that if jllnction .slwcrptan(rs B,, and B?, exist at the jlln(tion
of the linw indicated bl- the (Iolll)le >(ll)scripts, mart ran(,(,llatiou Of the
tt~o susceptanccs J!ill occur at tlw (lefiign fre(luencyj pruvided that
(1(;)
Ordinarily
thp values of l?,, an(l 1~~.,IIill IW fol[n(l to IXTs() small that
t}ley may be safely neglectml, l)~lt it is :~d~iwl)le to makr the steps in
conductor size at the cn(k of thr transformer swtifjn uf comparal)lc
magnitude in order to take a(l~-:mta~c of a certain arn(nlnt of cancellation,
The frrqurucy scusitivity of a singlr {Ill:lrt~r-l\a~rlrugth tr:~nsformc r
may be d~terminml rather c:lsil~- 1)~ ap])l~-ing the tl:illsr~lissioll-line
equation,
l“eglcctirlg 1~12:ln(l 11~~,tllc nlismatcll. (ll(inc(l as r – 1,
introduced at a Ivavelengtll, is :LI)l~r(]xirll:lt(’ly

(17)
\vhere AX is the difference lwt\\wrl x an(l tllr \\:~~rlrn~tll for whirl] the
transformer is designml. For ~:ll[lns of r – 1 IN’I{)T1alx)ut ().2 an(l ]allles
10
pPI’
cent
of AX/A below about ().2, ~,q, (17) gi~cs T — 1 to :~bollt
.mccuracy.
It is of interest to comparr the frr[lllrn(> scnsitii-it~- ir~dicated I),v
For small rhangw in
Eq. (17) \\-iththat ~i~en I)y IC[l. (14) f(~r a t:]lw].
impedance between input an(l olltl)trt litl(, 1;([. ( I7 ) nm~- l]e \\-rittcn
(18)

while, with the same restriction, Eq. (] 4) for a taper becomes

(r+)=+!?+.
It is readily
larger by the
A greatly
a two-section

seen that the mismatch introduced by the transformer is
factor 7r/z.
decreased frequrmcy sensiti~ity may be achieved by using
transformer of the type represented by Fig. 6.5c. This

flesign also presents
tant

if large

(liametrr

another

changes

changes

gives a good

(19)

are divided

explanation

by multiple-section
this low frequency

desirable

feature,

lvbich

of line size or impedance
among

of the

sensitivity

steps

decreased

transformers.

the relation

three

is especially

are required;
rirther

frw~uenc~’

He points

the impedances

two.

sensitivity

out that
should

than

impor-

namely,

the

Slaterl
afforded

in order

to obtain

be chosen

to satisfy

w=(a=(a’”

(20)

If the jlmrtion sllsceptanres we sizal)]e, it seems advisable to arrange the
cond{lct (jr steps in s]Ich a \\:iy that the snscwptanws ]vill satisfy the
r’cl:ltion
B,,=.
__==~
B,r4
B23
(21)
}“,
2 VI’,}’,
This arrangement gives cancellation at the design wavelength, and a line
similar
to that of Shrter concerning
freqllency
sensiti~ity
of reasoning
lrads

one to favor

such a relation.

It may 1w shoI~n 1)y a tedious
w~uation that

tr:insiorrner,

the mism:ltch

calculation

usin~

the t ransrnission-line

in the input line is given, for the tlvo-section

IJY

(22)
The acruracy of the approximation is abolit the same as that of F;q. (17)
under the same rmtrictioms.
A comparison of the frequency sensitivity of a taper, single-section
transformer, an(l t!vo-swtion transformer is given by Fig. 66.
The
quadratic behavior of Eq. (2’2) makes the t\ro-section transformm- superior
1t is, of t’ourse, expected that the
over the ~\-avrlength range presented.
taper’ \r(Juldgive the ]mst lehll]ts for very broad \vavr]cngth ranges.
In the event that, the t\ro lines joined ha~e t}le same impedance but
[Iiffcmnt diametrrs, a short, transformer section of the type indicated in
Fig. (}5fi is sometimes useful. The conductors are displaced axially
I J (‘. Sl:ltf,r,.Slic,rmcaw

Trwmsmissiw,

3fc(; rx~v- Hill,

N-ew l-ork,

1942, p. 57.
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by a distance 1which is chosen in order that the susceptances BIZ and B23
may be compensated for by the transforming action of the short section of
line of high impedance 22. It is ~vell knovm that the insertion of a
section of high-impedance line, the length of which is short romparecf to a
wavelength, gives an inductive effect, The two capacitive junction
susceptances and inductive-line section are spaced so closely together
in terms of wavelengths that they cancel in a manner approximating
lumped-circuit
behavior.
The length i may be easily determined
experimentally; it wou]d be rather difficult to calcll]ate accurately I)ecause
It is sometimes f’ound
of the large interaction bet\veen the junctions.
desirable to fill the line Z, \\ith a
1.20
dielectric supporting material that
decreases the impedance 21, thus
r
rendering it less inductive for a
1.10
given length,
There are of course en(lle~~
varititions of the transfurmrrs thtit
l.oolU ptir12 have }wen presented here.
8
9
~ ~ocm
11
ticular, there are spmial casm in
I’I<;. 6.0 –-Lt”avelexgLtl senbitlvlt> clf 75- to
Jvhlch either inner or olltcl ,.LIIl41i-l,hl,l tra,ls,tioll..,
durtors are the same size in the
two lines to Iw jointxl. The use of dielectrics in one or more of the lines
or transformer may be requimti or m:ay be follnd dwsirable,
In neither this wction nor in the preceding section on tapers \vere
It did not seem profitexperimrnt:il results or actlud flmigms presented.
able to do so, since the principles of dwign, the dimensions required, and
the equations giving pcrfornunce <ll:~lii(t(’listi(,~ :ire (~~]itereliable and
complete.
TRANSITIONS

FROM
BY

COAXIAL LINE TO WAVEGUIDE
l-.

1/. l-l I:Wls\”

6.3. The Transition Problem.—In micrmvave tr:msmiwion lines it is
treql]e]ltly desirut)le an[l ol’tcn neccswy
to ch:~nge from iia].eguide to
coaxial linr. 31any components, such as duplewrs, bridge cirmlits, and
antenna feed horns, are more e~sily constructed in Jvaveguide. Ho\vever,
many microwave oscilktors ha~-e cwxia] output terrninak; ah, it is
frequently more convenient (at longer wa~rlengths, for example) to
produce a symrnet ricd field for application to rotary joints b]- the use of
the coaxial mode,
Excrpt in special applications, not to be treated
here, the problrrn is to provide for a transition lxt]~een the principal
coaxial I’lEl-mode
and the dornin:lnt 7’E, O-mode in the recttingular
g{licle. The field configurations for these modes are shovm in Figs. 67a
and b. The basic methods fur exciting this lv:~vcgtlide mode \vith a

7’lfh’ l’ItAN,<l
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coaxial line can be used in different arrangements to excite one of the
modes of higher order, if desired.
The fundamental Ivay of establishing a desired mode in a ~vaveguide
is the excitation of either the electric or the magnetic field identified with
Y

b

I
(a)

I
(b)

18’[<;.
67,

l~ield coz,figu[atio]~s
{or lowest roaxial-li{~e az,d waveguidc
Inodes; (a) the
principal or TR,V = roaxial [I,mie; (h) the dor,linaltt
or
l’h’,,-wavegu]de
mode.
The
is into the page.
E-lines are soild; the H-line.> are dahhed. The direction uf prupagati~n

that mode. This is done either by means of an ‘[ antenna” element
parallel to the electric field, or by means of a loop, the plane of \~hich is
normal to the magnetic field. An example of each of these methods for
the Z’1110-mode in ~vaveguide is shcmm in Fig. 6.8, .Mthough each type
has had some application, transitions based on the vxveguide antenna for
electric coupling are much more ~videly used at present.

E plane
of gwde

The crossed transition from coaxial line to \faveguide is treatmi
theoretically by Slater, L~vho has show~~that a transition of this type can
be matched by variation of tbe end-plate and coaxial-plunger positions,
dimensions D and S of Fig. 6.8. In particular, the coaxial stub institutes a variable reactance in series with the waveguicle antenna (that
1.J. C, Slater,
VII.

Microwaue Z’ransmi.ssion,

llc Gra\\!-Hill,h’ew York, 1942, Chap.
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portion of the coaxial center conductor which extends across theguicfe);
and, by means of \-ariations in the length of the short-circuited section
of guide, it is possible to adjust the radiation resistance of this antenna.
It is possible, therefore, to make the reactance of the antenna zero ancl
its resistance equal to the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line
whenevert his is less than t\vice the characteristic impedance of the \\a~eguide. This limit holds for transitions in ~vhich the coaxial line is
centered on the \virleside of the guide.
Other theoretical treatments’
give methods for calc~dating the
dimensions Ivhich \vill match the transition.
These are, ho~vevcr, much
more easily obtained experimentally as \\’illbe sho\vn later.
A modified version of this transition, in ~vhich the center conductor of
the coaxial line extends only part way into the guide (the probe transition), has also been treated theoretically, and to some extent experimentally, by Slater.2 Since this has proved one of the more successful
types of transition, it will be trrutrd in detail later. Both the crossed
coaxial-line-to-wavegrridc transition and the probe transition have been
used for the excitation of the Z’E, ,-mode in round waveguide.a
Heretofore, the magnrtic coupling has been given little theoretical
study and the types of electric coupling used in modern practice are different from the crowed coaxial-line-t o-\vaveguide transition \vhich has been
treated theoretically,
Therefore, the purpose here is to drwcribe the
transitions most used today and to present, in terms of transmissionline concepts, the experimental techniques used in designing them and in
matching them over comparatively broad Iravelength bands.
In practice it has usually been necessary to provide a transition from
one of the standard coaxial lines, having an impedance of about 50 ohms,
to one of the standard rectangular wavcguides used at 3 or 10 cm. Thus,
the impedance of the line or guide itself is seldom used as a factor in
In all standard transitions the characteristic
impedance-matching.
impedance of the coaxial line is \rell \\-ithinthe limit required for matching; that is, it is considerably less than twice that of the rectangular
guide.
The transitions to be described arc as follo~vs:
1. Transitions from waveguide 1~ by 3 in. OD at a wavelength
10 cm to coaxial lines of sizes

of

I S. Kuhn, “The Couplill~ lwfweeu :1 Rcctmgul:lr lVaveguide ( ‘zrrying ar) }1”,I;>t:ll,lisl,,l, cr,t l{(,p,~rt \l 13!),
Wave and z Conccntrie Line,” .idl]liralty l{csr:,r,l,
Haslcmcre, Surrey-, Ilrlglal)d, Srpter,,bm 1942.
2 J. C. Slater, “ Properties of the Co:i~i:ll-\V:iv{,gllicl( .J[(nci io]l in tllr 725-.\ :trlcl
2J51 Output,” FIT1, ~femort~!ld!iln 44-180-4, Sovr]))lwr l!LH
i ,( The CoaXial to \Vave ( ;uide ‘~rallsfOrlllCr’, ” Britidl Royu] Society It(,l)ljrt
G8/102/J~’, D. Allen, January 1942.
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a. + in. OD
b. ~ in. OD
c. 1+ in. OD
d. l; in. UD.
2. Transitions from waveguide ~ by 1 in. OIJ and wa\reguide ~ by
l+ in. OD at a wavelength of 3 cm to coaxial lines of sizes
a. ~ in. OD
b. +& in. OD.
A discussion of these transmission-line dimensions find the factors governing their choice is to }Je found in Chap. 4.
6.4. Matching Techniques. —Since the techniques for matching
transitions from coaxial line to waveguide are applicable to all types,
they will be discussed separately, \vith examples for ~vhich detailed
The theory of impedance-matching
development data are available.
at microwave frequencies is discussed in Chap. 2. The necessary experiments consist of measuring the magnitude and phase of the standing
waves set up by reflections from the transition as an element in a transmission line terminated in a matched load. Measurements may be
Ho~vever, measuremade either in the coaxial line or in the waveguicle.
ments in the waveguide are preferable because the final matching may
then be done by means of an iris which affects the power-handling
From measurecapacity of the unit less than does a coaxial transformer.
ments in the guide, the sizes and positions of these irises may be calculated
very accurately.
Measurements in the coaxial line necessitate the experimental determination of the iris dimensions or the use of a coaxial transformer which further limits the breakdown power of the coaxial line.
By the use of the Smith impedance (or admittance) chart, the data
from these standing-lrave measurements may be plotted in terms of the
associated reflection coefficients and their phase angles. This chart also
presents the real and imaginary components of the normalized impedContours of
ance of the discontinuity represented by the transition.
constant resistance (or conductance), and contours of constant reactance
(or susceptance) appear as arcs of circles on such a chart. So it is possible, by the measurement of the voltage standing-w-ave ratio and the
position of a voltage minimum and by the performance of the proper
transformations on the Smith chart, to obtain the impedance at any
desired reference plane between the point of measurement and the transition. Usually impedances are referred to the plane of the coaxial line
(for example, in right-angle transitions) for measurements in the waveguide and to the end of the coaxial line at the inside surface of the waveguide wall for measurements in the coaxial line. Plots of the impedances
or, more often, the admittances as functions of the transition dimensions
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and as functions of wavelength, showhow the dimensions must be varied
to produce a match and how the impedance ~~illvary with the \vavelength.
6.5. Narrowband Matching.-The
matching of these transitions,
when the sizes of the coaxial line and the waveguide arc fixed, is accomplished in one of two ways. The dimensions ~~ithin the transition may
be varied, such as the position of the waveguide short circuit (end plate),
the coaxial stub length, or the loop size or probe depth, depending upon
the type
sufficient

of transition
varitition

to be used.
of both

Thus,

cond~lctance

it is usllally
and

possible

susrrptance

to oljtain

to match

the

transition at nearly any wavelength for which both the coaxial line and
the wave
guide
sllpport their Io\vest
modes. This is called “ narrolY.
0,625”
band” matching in contradistincl; x 0.049” wall
brass tubing
tion
to the s~cond method; in the
E - plane of
~~, y, 0,080. latter, the transition is adjusted to
wall wave~p
have a certain type of variation of
guide
admittance with wavelength (gen!--D
&
erally not matched), which may
FXG. 6.9.—Probe
transition
fur 1 ;-in. roaxial
then be matched over a considerI]ne to waveguide,
ably wider band by means of a
transformer or, more often, a waveguide iris. This is called “broadband”
matching and \vill be discussed in detail later.
In micro\vave systems, the application for which a component is
intended determines the ~vave]ength band over \vhich the component
must operate and the quality of impedance match which is required over
this band.
In receiving systems, the primary consideration is that of
power loss. In transmitting systems the requirements are more stringent
because reflections from an impedance mismatch which produce negligible
power loss may seriously affect the operation of the oscillator or some
other r-f component.
Since the components described here are used
either for transmitting alone or for transmitting and receiving, only small
reflections can be tolerated.
The usable band\~idth of a component is
therefore defined as the wavelength range over which the voltage standing-wave ratio caused by reflections from that component is 1.10 or less.
The limit of 1.10 is imposed for design purposes; it is usually necessary
to allow voltage standing-wave ratios as high as 1.15 on production
models.
The development of the probe transition from 1{-in. coaxial line to
waveguide, 1 shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6.9, provides an example
of the narrowband matching technique.
Figure 6.10 is an enlarged
section of a Smith chart on which is plotted the admittance of this
I M. Clark, Jr., ‘( Coupling between l&in. Coaxial Transmission
X 3-in. Waveguide,” BS Thesis, ~l. I, T,, January 1943,

Line and 1~-in.
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transition, at a wavelengtli <)( 1~.!~2 cm, for tlii’fercnt en(l-pl~te positions
and probe depths.
Measllrvnlrllt+ \\rre made in the waveguide and
admittances are referred to the crntrr of t}le ro:lxio’ line. At this point,
variations in the end-plate distance aplm:ir :Ls almost purely susceptive
changes in the admittance.
Variation sinprob edepthchang eboththe
conductance and susceptance at roughly the same rate.

/
0-

3.
.-111.
Ill, e,

These measurements
show that tlw dimensions
for best m:~tcll, at a
wavelength of 10.92 cm, are 2.55 cm for the end-plzte distance measured
to the center of the coaxial line, and 1.91 cm for the probe depth measured
from the inside of the guide to the end of the probe.
It is also possible
to estimate from these data the tolerances necessary to keep the mismatch
below a certain limit; for example, the unit will have a voltage standingwave ratio of less than 1.05 for a variation in the end-plate distance of
i0,093 cm (0.037 in.).
Ho\vever, since several dimensions may vary
in any llnit, design tolerancw shollld Iw considembly smaller than this,
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Figure 6.11 is a Smith-chart plot which shows the variation of the
admittance with the wavelength for this transition when it has the
dimensions for best match at the 10.92-cm wavelength.
The resulting
voltage standing-~\’ave ratios at the different wavelengths are plotted in
Fig. 6.12. By measurements over a range of wavelengths, the dimensionsforthebest
matchat any particuhwwavelength
in the 10-to n-cm
region can be determined.
Figure 6.13 gives the end-plate distance for
best match as a function of the wavelength for which the match occurs.

FIG. 6.11.—Admittance as a function of wavelength for the probe transition from
l&in, coaxial line to wavegulde matched at 10.92 ctn; measured in guide, plotted at (,e!l tcr
of coax, al line.

Practically no variation of pmbedepthi srequired to obtain best match
inthis wavelengthrange.
The valueof 1.87 cmgiven for this dimension
is the average of values having variations less than +0.05 cm which are
hardly significant.
In this method, which utilizes variations of two dimensions to produce
an impedance match at a single wavelength, the resulti~g bandwidth
is determined by the characteristics of the transition at that wavelength.
For the case in which the end plate is less than a half gllide \vavelength
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from the probe, there is but one combination of end-plate distance and
probe insertion which will match the transition at a gi\’en ~Yavelength.
The impedance of the short-circuited section of waveguide is, of course,
the same, if the length of the section is increased by some integral multiple
of half guide wa~,elengths. Hov-erer, such an increase in the end-plate
distance servm only to increase the freql]enry sensitivity of the transition.
Additional parameters must be IISC{I,therefore, to increase the bandwidth.
—
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IZnd-plate di.t:ix,rc f,]! lwht ]],aici, M :, function 0{ Fvax.clcl]xth for the PI ube
transition from 1~-in. co:ixi:d Il,,e tu w:lxewli<lr; prot]c
depth1.87 rlI1.

.4u investigation
has lmcn m:idc of the effect upon frmluency sensiti~-ity of terminating the probe in m sphere. Spheres of ditt’erent diameters were attached to the cn~l of the prolw WI(1the fre(l~lency sensitivity
as a ftinctiorr
of sphere diamrtcr
was me:~s(lred. The
of the trtinsitiun
transit ion becomes more frequency-scn+it ii-e as the diamct er is increased,
although the effect is small for sphews (,f diameters 111]t(, u],{nlt 1.2 times
that of the coaxial center cond~lctor,
From this res{ll , togetlwr l\itll
results obtained lritb other transitions t() I)e fliwllsscd, it appeals that
the larger the object in the region of the transition, the greater is tl~t’
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frequency sensitivity \vhen the transition is matched by varying only
t~ro parameters.
For this reason, at a given midband wavelength, the
probe transition inherently covers a broader band than do other types of
transitions having the same impedance discontinuity bet~veen the coaxial
line and the guide. However, this type of transition has certain disadvantages; it has been replaced in many applications by other types
which, although having inherently a smaller band\vidth ~~hen matched
by the t\ro-parameter method, can be matched over wide bands by the
method to be described next.
6.6. Broadband Matching with Waveguide Irises, -There
are se~-eral
ways in which the impedance characteristics of a transition may be
altered by the variation of more than t\~o parameters: for example, by
placing the coaxial line off-center, by using dielectrics, by changing the
shape of the short-circuited wa~eguide section, and by matching Trith
coaxial stubs. h“early all of these methods have been developed experimentally for special applications.
The broadband matching described
here is a systematic method which has been applied successfully to sever-al
types of transitions and is, therefore, of more general interest.
This method utilizes several important impedance properties of
these transitions and of wa~eguide obstacles in general. In discussing
these properties, it should be recalled that the use of a Smith chart
involves a polar plot of the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient associated with a given admittance or impedance.
These t~vo
quantities are uniquely specified by that admittance or impedance.
On
the Smith chart they are plotted in terms of the ~-oltage standing-vave
ratio and the distance in wavelengths from a voltage minimum (admittance maximum or impedance minimllrn) to the desired reference plane.
The chart also gives the valurs of conductance md susceptance components of any admittance.
Admittance plots are used exclusively in this
discussion because the l)roadband matching techniques presented in~ol~c
the application of shunt slwceptancrs.
The procedure in this method is applicable to a transition \\hich has
been, or can be, matched by the t\vo-parameter variation metho(l
The admittance as a flmction of \\-a\elcm~tl~
described in the last section.
over the desired band is determined for different values of thcw t\\()
parameters.
This permits the adjlwtrnent of (he transition acirnittance tft
The transition is then misrnatche(l
have certain desired characteristics.
to a voltage standing-\\-a\-erat io lmt \~een 1.,5 au[l 2.0 and to an admittance function baring the proper distrihlltion in phase, to be dcw:ribml
later. By performing transf’ormatiuns on the Smith chart of this
admittance-vs .-\vavelength function, it \rill IN possible to find a point
some distance along the line from the trtinsition to\vard the generator at
~vhich the admit tante is near 1~, constant over the desired \vavelength

range. If this point occurs near the circle of unity conductance on the
chart, as can be arranged by a proper initial mismatch of the transition,
a waveguide iris or other susceptance can be used at this point to match
Further, it is sometimes possible,
the transition over the entire band.
with the proper initial spread of ~~oltagestanding-wave ratios with wavelength, to secure a reduction in this spread by making use of the variation
with wavelength of the susceptance of the matching element.
To illustrut~ the application of this technique, the development of
the crossbar transition from &in. coaxial line to }vaveguide shown
This is
diagrammatically in Fig. (i. 14, will be presented in some detail.
essentially a modification of the probe transition, but it can be built more
accurately ~ind }~ill carry more prover than rme of the probe type.
Since

dL

End plate d!stance

Crossbar support /

YIL.
G14.
—(”HJ..I):L1
tranhiti(>,~ fro],,

r<mxial line to waveguidc
cTCI.hlIar depth aI e i,]di rated.

F:nd-p]ate

distanw

and

it has been matched hy both the narrowband and the broadband
methods, it pro~idrs a comparison of the results obtained by these two
..
.-.
techniques.
In Fig. 615 is plotted the admittance as a function of wavelength, for
this transition, for different combinations of end-plate and crossbar
positions.
These dimensions are first adjusted roughly to give a voltage
standing-wave ratio of less than 2.0 over the band desired (10.3 to 11.1
cm) and (’urve 1 is plotted.
Increasing the end-plate distance by 0.080
in. produces the admittance function, Curve 2. Next, increasing the
crossbar insertion 0.030 in. gives Curve 3. By a slight further adjustment of both of these parameters the properly centered narrowband
match plotted in Fig. 6.16 results. This design has a T’SWR of less than
1.05 for a 2 per cent band centered at 10,7 cm. In matching over a
broad band, of course, this intermediate step, used as an illustration of the
narrowband method, is not necessary.
It is presented for the purpose
of comparing the methods.
The transition can be adjusted directly to
ha~e the admittance function represented by Curve 5, Fig. 6.15.
In mismatching the transition so that the admittance-vs.-wavelength
function moyes from Curve 3 to ~llr\-e 5, Fig, 6.15, an important property
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of these transitions
is seen.
~ comparison
of these curves shows that,
although there is considerable change of admittance with changes in
the dimensions of the transition, the general distribution and relative
orientation of points on the curves is little changed by these variations in
dimensions.
This is true, at least, ~vhen the admittance function lies
in the region near match as obtained by the two-parameter ~“ariation
method.
In other words, to a first approximation, for comparatively

FIG. 615. -Ad!nittar1cc
of crossbar transition
from &II. roaxial line to wa~.eguide as n
function
of wavelength
and d,mensio,,s;
admittance
measured
in guide and reierrcd to
center of coaxial line; AI = 10.3 cm, AZ = 10.7 cm, h = 11.1 cm.

small changes in dimensions, the dispersion of admittance with wa~-elength is relati~ely independent of the dimensions.
This means, ho\vever, that the dispersion with wavelength of the standing-wave ratio
and reflection phase angle as plotted on the Smith chart can be greatly
This may be
reduced, simply by mismatching the transition as shown.
seen by comparing the spread of these two quantities with the wavelength
in Curves 3 and 5.
When the characteristic is that given by Curve 5, the transition is
no longer matched, but the variation with wavelength of both the magni-

tnde and phase of the reflection is considerably reduced.
The curve for
the admittance as a function of wavelength does not change appreciably
in either size or shape in going from the matched to the mismatched
condition.
Thus, it is possible to obtain a reduction in the variation \vith
wavelength of either the voltage standing-wave ratio or the reflection
phase angle or both, depending upon the orientation of the admittance
function and the direction on the Smith chart in \rhich the mismatch

‘“
T‘ i,fi,,,
o
<

/

10.3Cril
0.1

VSWR=l.05

~lp>ciil

“-l

!

!

1

\\

I

I

I

II

I

occurs. Ho\~evm, it will appc:u- in the follo\\-ing discussion that there
arc only certain \wLysin ~rhich thc transition may be mismatched to
permit broadband matching I)y the addition of & properly placed shunt
susceptancc.
‘Me srrond property utilized in this method is quite familiar and is
characteristic of’ all transmission lines \vith reflecting discontinuities.
It is essentially true that in transforming impedances along the line by
rotation about the center of a Smith chart, a given physical length of line
represents more rotation on the chart at short wavelengths than it does
at longer ones. If the transition is mismatched in the proper manner
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for broadband matching, it will have an admittance-l, s.-wavelength
characteristic similar to that represented by Curves 5 in Figs. 6.1.5 and
6.17. Since these admittances are referred to the plane of the junction
from measurements in the waveguide, they may be transformed along
the guide toward the generator in the usual way (by rotation of the points
clockwise about the center of the chart), the differences in guide \\a~.eIf the admittance at mitlband (10.7
length being taken into account,

lFIL;. fi17. -l$ro:ull?aud
,rlatrlLil]x of ~-i~t. <,,:Lxizl-li!l? rmssbar
trallwtion,
(<IIrVe 6:
Clll’vi. (i: CJlrulatrd adln, tt:mro
ad),,lttanre
at renter of cwm,:d IIII? ,, Ic:L. urr, i in guide.
Curve i’;
in ~uide at position for imh ().3:3!1A<,at 1(}.7 r!]l toward getlcrator frotn roaxial l)ne.
calculated
admittance
at same point with iILductive window of B = 0.45 at 10.7 cm.

cm) is transformed as shown on Curve 6, Fig. 0.17, until it falls near the
curve of unity conductance on the positi~-e (capacitive) susceptance side
of the chart, a shunt inductive susceptance such as a \vavcguide iris may
be added at this point to match the transition for this wavelength.
However, the physical distance corresponding to this electrical transformation represents a larger fraction of a guide \vavelength (more
rotation) at 10.3 cm, and a smaller fraction (less rotation) at 11.1 cm,
than at midband.
Consequently, the \ariation \\-ith\\-a~clength of the
admittance function is considerably less at this point than it is at the
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junction, as is seen by comparing (’urves 5 and 6, Fig. 6.17. IYith an
inductive iris at this point, therefore, it is possible to match the transition
to a small l-SWR over the entire ~vavelemgth range shown. This effect
can be utilized, of course, only if the admittance function at the junction
of the mismatched transition has the proper Yariation of reflection phase
angle with wavelength.
Specifically, the admittances for the. shorter
wavelengths must have lzrger phase an~lcs than thosp for the lonKer
wavelengths,
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Therefore the spread in standing-wave ratio with
reduced further by adjusting the transition so that
characteristic, anti by using an iris in this manner.
understood by comparing (~urves 6 ancl 7, Fig .fi.li,
admittance function at the iris is not only centered
also somewhat reduced in its spread.

10.3

10.4

10,5

10.6

10.7

10.8
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wavelength can be
it ~vill have such a
This effect is better
which show that the
on the chart but is

10.9

11.0

11.1

Wavelength in cm
lIG. 6t!l-Vc]ltage
stantling-wa~.e ratio for crosbbar tlans]tlon fI(IIN ~-ill. coaxial line
to wa~.eK1uciculldcr different coll[iltjolls of nlatcll. (1) )lcttrlled W!th [Wci-plate :Lllli
Ill:ltilllllfl
Wit!,ilih.(:])
rrossh:,r di!,len>io!t.
(IIIIY. (~) ~11..lll:lt(h?<i f(>l h~():l(il):lll(]

(~)];Xl>Cl,lllP1lt:l
ll<,>lllt>U
-LtlL1ll:LtVil,l
lK,
U1\,
i’M’(l)itCYi
lPSUltS
!$l(tl
lll:,t(hlfl~lll>.

(;llrvcs(;anc~?illFig.
fi"l?arc ralclllat{`[l frcllnthe illitifil:Ltlnlit ta1lce
function of the misnmt<lled tran>itionl (’ol’ve 5, I!llicll \r:ls measured
experimentally.
Fig~lre 6.18 sho\Ys the accuracy ~\-ith ]vhich these
calcolate(i rcwdts may Iw duplicated experimentally.
.l comparison
of Figs. 616 and 6,18 S]IOIWthe (Difference in the results ol)tained by the
narro!vband and broadbaml methods of rnatchingthis transition over the
same wa~-elcngth range, The voltage standing-lvave ratios as functions
different
conditions
of match
are
of wavelength for this transition undrr
l~lotte(l
in Fig. 6.19.
This makes the same c(mlparison in terms of
l“SIV1t-vs.-\v:~\relength functions for the t\vo methmls.
.Mso sholvn are
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the amount of’.rnismatch necessary and the type of i“SIVIt function ~vith
~rhich an inductive iris can be used to obttiin this Ixmdjvirfth.
It sometimes happens, ~vhcn this matching technique is used, that
the proper reduction in the spread of the reflection phase angle with
wavelength must be obtained by transt’orrnation of the junction admittance to the circle of unity conductance on the negative (inductive)
LIatching is then accomplished
susceptance side of the Smith chart.
by the use of a. capacitive iris. For this, the }’SM’It-Ys.-~vavelength
characteristic of the transition in the mismatched condition should be
the opposite of’ that shown in Fig. 61.5; that is, thesmaller ratios shoulcf
occur at the longer lYavelen@lw sinec the sluwcptance of a capacitive iris
is inversely proportimml to t.hr guide I<avehmgth. lnpractir-e, however,
the use of the capacitive iris is avoided \vhenever possible, since this
decreases the dimension of the ~uidc parallel to the electric field and,
tl~erefore, clecreas~s tllevolt:igeat
\\llichl]renk(l~~\\-no
cc~lrs.
“rllere aresercr~l grneral corlsi(ler:~tiolls in tbe use of this broadband
matching rnetho([. It ]~ill be noted that a reductionin the spread with
~ra~elength of tile reflection phase angle is aceonlplishecl in t~vo \vays.
First, considering \vhat an adlr~ittanre-~s.-\vavelengtl~ ~?lotrepresents on a
,Srnith chart, .a simple mismatch of the transition constitutes such a
redllct,ion. secon[l, because of the ditferent rates at ~~hich the various
wavelength-\’s.-admittance points rotate onthe Smith chart, the junction
admittance may be transformed alon~ the line to some point rwarcr the
generator ~vhere this spread is less. In obtaining maximum bandwidth
The form of junction admitthese two operations are interdependent.
tance as a function of frequency ~}-hen the din-ice is matched at a given
frequency is determined by the type of junction.
If a desired reduction
in the spread of the reflection phase angle is sprx:ified, then neither the
extent of the mismatch nol the transformation distance (rotati(on) necessiir~. is uniquely determined; that is, the s~me rxxluction may be accomplished by a large mismatch and a small rotation or ~ice versa. In this
connection a ‘[large mism:itcb” implies a I“SIVR of from 1.5 to 2.0. A
1’large rot:ltion” is, arbitrarily, one greater than a half wa~.elcngth or
360° on the Smith chart.
For example, compare Curves 1 and 5 of Fig.
615.
By the proper transformation along the line, the spread in phase
of the points on either of these curyes can be reduced to about the same
The transfornmtion necessary to produce the effect, however,
amount.
( )n ~’(mve ~, to group the points on the circle of
[Ilffels 10 the t\\”o (’a-(,$.
[Inity conductance in t}lc t,:lp:lcitiYe side of the chart, so that an inductive
iris may be UM!CI,a rot:iti{ln of nearly 0,9 gllide wavelengths is required.
In the C:W of C’ur~c 5, a rot~ti(m of lrss than 0.4 Kuide wa~-elengths
l~rofluc,es the same result. Further, the average standing-wave ratio is
less tor ~’ur~e 4, but its variation of I-SJl’R with w-avelrngtb is consider-
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ably g~eater than that for ( ‘urve 5. Both these conditions are undesirable. The first implies that only a small susceptance is required to
center the rotated Curve 4 about the point of match on the chart. The
second means that a larger total ~ariation ~vith wavelength of the matching susceptance is required to cancel this spread of VSWR with wavelength in Curve 4 which appears as a spread in susceptance at the point
where the iris is added.
IIo\vever, the total variation, \vith wavelength,
of the iris susceptance is proportional to the size of the iris. Hence the
small iris does not appreciably reduce the spread of VSWR with wavelength in Curve 4 which w-aslarger than that of Curve 5 in the beginning.
Thesealtcrnativep rocedurcsm aybecompared
ingeneralfor a given
If the initial mismatch is small, the
transition admittance function.
rotation required \fill }~e large. This means that the iris ~vill be some
distance from the transition which makes the unit larger. The iris will
be small and less critical as to position; but, Imcausc only a small amount
of susccptance is rml~lired for matching, it ~vill not take advantage effectively of the ~-ariation in susceptance \\itll ~vavelength of the iris which,
as has been shonm, can be usecl to reduce the spread in the ~’SWR with
~vavelength. If the initial mismatch is large, the rotation required will
be small. A large matching iris ]vill be necessary, and its position will be
more critical.
Further, if the initial mismatch is increased too much, the
form of the admitt:~xlce-~s, -~v:l~’elength function may no longer be independent of the dimensions; and the maximum bandv-iclth obtainable in
this method may be decreased rather than increased.
In addition, there
\rill be larger standing ~vaves in the region b.et\veenthe transition and its
matching iris. This condition may decrease the po~~er-handling capacity, tho~lgh tests show that the effect is very small for standing waves of
the order occurring in the transition described in this section. All these
properties must be considered, when the transition is initially mismatched,
for matching over the maximum ~\avelength range by this method,
In
practice it has been found that the use of a comparatively large initial
mismatch gi\es the best results,
Becallsc of the importance of the u~e of susceptive elements in this
method of broadband matching, a note on their use for impedance
matching is in order, The reqllirr(l sw~ccptance may be introduced in
the proper phase by the usc of either a \\-aveguideiris (or diaphragm) or a
coaxial transformer.
The gener:ll technique of this use of susceptance
elements is described in Sec. 2.7. There are se\-eral reasons, ho~vever,
for the fact that the \\-avcguideiris has been used almost exclusively in the
matching of transitions from coaxitil line to l\-aveguide. First, in the
experimental de~-elopment of these tr:msitions, it is much more convenient to insert such an iris after the transition is built ~rhen the size
and position of the matching suscepttincc mwst be determined from

Sw-ondj the prover-handling czpacity
measurements on the transition.
In an ideal transition, this will be
of the transition must be considered.
limited only by the breakdol~-n polver of the coaxial line. In certain
improved versions of the transitions already described this is, in fact, the
case. High-power tests have shown that there is considerable asymmetry of the electric field for a short distance into the coaxial line from these
Almost any discontinuity in the coaxial-line center contransitions.
d~lctor inthlsregion islikely todecrease thepo~ver rec~lliredto cause the
lmit to arc at, high powers. Third, there is no part iclllar ad\-antagc of thc
coaxial transformer over the ~v~veguide iris for the measllring techniques
In the design of components as
required in this impedance matching.
critical as these transitions, it is generally necessary to make stanciingwave measurements on bothsides of thetransitio
ntobecertain that the
line is terminated \vith a perfectly matrheci load, as well as to obtain
For these reasons the
measurements of the transition characteristics.
impedmncc matching is almost never done from the coaxial side of the
transition.
Both symmetrical and asymmetrical irises ha~-e been used successfully in this rrmtching. The asymmetrical iris is, of course, much simpler
to use than the symmetrical iris, and its size and position can be calcuHo\\ever, because of the amount of the next
lated just as accurately.
higher via~reguide mode—the TA’z,-mode-wllicll
it excites, it should be
avoided \rhenever the iris is placed too close to the transition or any other
The “ safe”
waveguicle discontinuity such as a choke-flange coupling.
distance depends upon both the susceptance of tl~e iris and the ~ravelength. The field strength of the second ~vaveguicfe mode excited by such
an iris increases \vith the size of the iris: and the rate of its attenuation
For example, the amount of the TE,Odecreases with the wavelength.
mode set up by an asymmetrical iris having a susceptance of 0.70 (equivalent to a VSIYR of 2.0) is attenuated to 1 per cent (40 db) of that for
the TE,o-mode incident upon the iris in 0.60 free-space l~avelcngths at
10.0 cm. At 9.0 cm the corresponding distance for the same con(litions
is 0.82 wavelengths, and at 8.0 cm it is 1.29 ~\avelengths. These figures
are gi~en for the standard rectangular tubing 1%by 3 in. by 0.080-in. \vall
used as a waveguide at 10 cm. This has a cutoff wavelength of 7.22 cm
for the TE,,-mode.
At the 3-cm \ra\’elengtlls now used for radar, and
with the standard rectangular tubing ~ by 1 in. by 0.050-in. ~vall having a
cutoff \ravelength for the second mode of 2.29 cm, the effect is not so
critical since those \vavelengths are proportionately farther from c~ltoff.
An asymmetrical iris used to match a voltage standing-lvave ratio of
1.5 to 2.0 should not be placed closer than a quarter guide \v:i~elength to a
discontinrrity, ~rhen the free-space ~vavelength is greater than the cutoff
\\:~velength of the TEZo-w~vcguide mode by 15 per cent or less. ‘l’he
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theory of (and data for) the use of the asymmetrical wal-eguide iris is
developed elsewhere. 1
6.7. Broadband Matching with Coaxial Stubs.—It is possible by
means of a properly placed narrolvband coaxial stu}} support to improve
considerably the match of a transition, from coaxial line to waveguide
over a giwm hand. By narro\vband stub support is meant one not
having a broadband coaxial matching transformer such as that described
in Sec. 4.4. The reason for tbc use of the narro~~band stub will appear
.41though used in only one specific application, this
in this discussion.
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admittance of stub
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for admittance of
\ transition measured
/ n coax,al hne
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~

FIG, t3.20.-Probe

(approx.)

transition for &in. coaxial line to waveguirle with coaxial matching stub.

method should be applicable to all transitions having the proper junction
admittance function.
Ho\vever it is ncithrr so simple and con~enient
mechanically, nor so effective electrically, as the method described in the
last section.
This method is particularly applicable to high-power transitions,
which, operated at po\verstoo high for beads, require a stub support on the
center conductor ~~-hetheror not this stub is used in the matching of the
It consists of reducing the ~-ariation of susceptance \vith
transition.
wavelength of the probe transition by means of a quarter-wavelength,
coaxial, short-circuited section (stub support) properly placed in shunt
with coaxial line. The susceptance function of such an element is
I A. E, Heins, “ The Susccptancc of ,@mmctric:~lly
I,ocatrd Windows in Rectangular Wave Guides,” RL Report N-o. 183, October 1942 :1-. H Fr:lnk, ll-mw Guidr
Handbook, Sec. III, RL Report 1-9, Xovt-mher 1942: it-. Si,hnk. “ onc ,Sided Indtlctivc
Irises and Quarter-wave Capacitive Transformers in }Vaveguidc, ”” RL Report 1-o.
426, November

1943.
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nearly the same form as that of the probe transition alone; but it has the
opposite sign \vith respect to wavelength.
The method was used in the broadband matchinz of a, transition
beween $-in. coaxial line (with #-in. center condllctor) ~ncf the standard
~- by 3-in. rectangular waveguicfe in the region of 9 cm. The construction
of this unit is showm in Fig. 6.20. The design ~vasdeveloped in the follo\ring manner, The probe transition, ~vithout the coaxial stub support,

----Fm. fi.21.-.4dmittance
measured
in coaxial line.
admittance
approximately

-----

as a function of wavelength for :-in. co: LxiJli]lc
Curve I: admittance
at junction
(see Iig. 620).
$A away from junction in cuax]al line.

transition,
Curve II:

was matched at 9.1 cm by variation of the probe and end-plate positions,
(The probe was supported from the
dimensions P and D in Fig, 620.
input end of the coaxial slotted section used for measuring standing
waves.)
The admittance of this transition, measured from the coaxial
side and plotted at the reference plane indicated in Fig, 6.20, has the
characteristics shown as Curve I on the Smith chart, Fig. 6.21. .ipproximately three-eighths of a wavelength back in the coaxial line (rotation
toward the generator on the chart) this transforms into the admittance
function shown as Curve II. This is almost a purely susceptive variation
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with ~vavelength, having negative (inductive) susceptances for ~\aveIengths shorter than 9.1 cm and positive (capacitive) susceptances for
those longer. Aquarter-\\a\elengthshort-circuitedse ctionof lineadded
in shunt at this point will have a similar variation in susceptance but
one of opposite sign ~vith respect to \vavelength. This is seen from the

FIG.6,22. —CalcLdatcd

admittimce as I function of wavelength at center of ~-iu, coaxial
stub. .$dmittancc is that of stub alone.

formula for the admittance
mission line,

of short-circuited

section of Iossless trans-

The calculated admittance as a function of wavelength for such a
stub is plotted in Fig. 6,22 for the same }vavelength range over \vhich
A broadband stub support does not have
the transition was measured.
this characteristic, and therefore it cannot be used for matching in this
way. When the stub and probe susceptance functions are combinedin
the proper phase, the variation of match of the combination is considerably reduced over that of either unit alone, as shown in Fig. 6.23, The
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I’IG. 6.23.-Admittance
as a function
of wavelength
for :-in. coaxial stub-supl,<,rtml
probe transition
measured in roaxial li)le and rcierrt.d to center of stub.
Ad, nittanre i, for
combination of transition aucf stub.

maximum voltage standing-~ra}e ratio over the range measured has been
reduced from 1.13 to 1.07. This
effect in terms of VSWR as a funcg
tion of wavelength is shown in Fig. y
[PrLJlly
: ~,lo
I
6.24.
F u r t h e r improvement
&
could probably be effected by ~
using a stub of characteristic im- :g
W,th stub support
[
pedance different from that of the ~ 1.05
%
/
line and by redetermining the stub g
g
position and the transition dimen_J
100
sions for proper centering of the
8.6
9.0
8.8
9.2
9.4
Wavelength m cm
match in the range measured.
624,-Voltage
standing-wave
ratio
Ho\rever, since this result Iras as FIO.
u functiml
of Wavdellgth
for probe
adequate for the requirement at trankitim, fcoln ~-in. coaxial Iine, stub-hupported, to wa%.eguidc.
the time, no further improvement
\\asattempted.
Further, it is possible to match this trwlsition over wider

‘“”1
/
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wavelength bands, or to adapt it to other bands by the use of the waveguide matching iris in the manner described in the last section.
.L summary of these results will be given later,
6.8. Tuning Adjustments.—The
earliest transitions from coaxial line
to waveguide, which were usually of the crossed coaxial-line-to-waveguide
type shown in Fig. 68, were quite frequency-sensitive and were, therefore,
built with adjustable plungers in the waveguide and coaxial shortcircuited sections so that the transition could be tuned to the desired
frequency.
These were soon replaced by fixed-tuned transitions of
somewhat different types, which are better matched over a broad band.
It has been found that when bandwidths of about 10 to 20 per cent arc
desired, the dimensions of such transitions are critical; and it is difficult
to duplicate the impedance characteristics of the original design, This
realization led to the development of a method for adjusting the match
of subsequent experimental and production units to obtain maximum
bandwidth and optimum match.
Since the amount of tuning required is generally small, and because
they are easily constructed and have a smaller effect than other tuners
on the power-handling capacity of the units, waveguide tuning screws
are used as the final matching adjustment on some of these transitions.
The general use of screws as tuning elements is discussed in Sec. 814.
Application to transitions from coaxial line to waveguide will be presented hem.
In building a number of 10-cm broadband transitions to the same
design, it has been found that the matching iris dimensions required to
give the maximum bandwidth or the optimum match over a given broad
band vary as much as + 0.040 in. in both position and aperture, indicating
that the transition characteristics are not identical with those of the
original design. However, in most instances it is possible, by the calrulatim of new iris dimcmsions from measurements on the transition ~~ithout
the matching iris, to obtain bandu-idths and degrees of match quite
comparable with those of the original design model.
By a slight adjustment, then, of the amount and phase of the matching susceptancej it
\vould be possible to match, over a broad bancl, transitions which do not
duplicate exactly the characteristics of the original design. This matching can be done much more easily with tuning screnx than by the calculation of new matching iris dimensions from standing-wave measurements
on the transition.
Fllrther, when so tune[i, the scrmv tuners can be
locked or soldered and no further adjustment is neccsstiry. This technique has proved very useful in the laboratory; it also expedites the
production of satisfactory units using these transitions, SL]C]las m:~gnetron couplings, antennas, and rotary j oiuts, This techui(lue should
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not be used, ho\\’ever, as a substitute for the development of accurate
production assembly methods.
One arrangement which has been used effectively is that shown in
Fig. 6.25. tVith screws of fairly large diameter (about 1 in. at
10 cm), it is possible to obtain quite large capacitive snsceptances and
inductive susceptances of the order of 0.15 (normalized) or slightly
larger. In the arrangement shown, thesescrewsa rein thecenter ofthe
wide side of the guide, one centered on the matching ilis, and the other
Each scre\v
one-eighth guide \ravelength a\vay toward the transition.
can be moved from about 0.2 in. projection into the g~tide to about 1 in.
This gives
back into its housing.

1--1-1

I
Coaxial line

P

1’
c

I

/3
/
Transtlon

!

+1
1
\

ly;f ~ 3,,
waveguide

+
T

0.2“
Screw (capacitwe)

.+-L
FIO. 625,--Tll,,ir!gs<rr~vs

for a(ljubtlllg !Ilxt (.110{ IO-cl)] tl:lllsiti cm.

from about +().3 capacitive to alxmt –0.15 inductive.
In the figure,
one scre\v is sho~vn in the position ~~hich gi~es maximum inductive
susceptance and the other in the position for a capacitive susreptance.
Capwitive susceptanws ~rhirh are considerably larger than the value
given are obtainable \vith such a scrmr. Hmvever, fhe value given for
the inducti~”e susceptance is about the maximum that may he obtained
from a scre~v of this diameter at 10 cm. This limits the magnitude of
admittance ~ariation \vhich may be produced in any phase by t\vo screws
Ilsed in this manner.
The scrc\v r-entered on the iris produces at this point a variation of
susceptancr which is effectively an adjustment of thr iris apmtllr~. T}lc
other srre\r gives a variation of susceptance one-eighth gui[le \\:~\clength
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away. This appears at the iris as a change in conductance which defectively adjusts the iris position.
Since the mismatch which is to be canceled may occur in any phase,
the limiting factor of this device is the maximum inductive susceptance
obtainable with a given size scre~~. With the 10-cm scre~~-tuner described
above, a reflection of any phase may be reduced by a factor of about
1.15 in terms of the voltage standing-wave ratio. Similar results are
obtained at 3 cm when the dimensions are scaled according to the guide
wavelengths.
Screws of larger diameter have been used to obtain a
greater inductiye susceptancej but these do not give purely susceptive
tuning when used to introduce capacitance; sometimes, they actually
produce a shunt resonance.
Scre\vs of the size discmswd almve are about
the optimum for applications in \rhich the samr (Iiameter scre~r is llsed
other types of scre\rs for general
for capacitive and inductive tuning,
application are discussed in Chap. 8.
This type of tuning adjustment can, of course, be applied equally
well to other devices, particularly to transitions matched by the narrowband method.
In each type this amount of corrective tuning on production units has proved sufficient to bring the voltage standing-wave ratios
well within the desired limits which are usually 1.10 and 1.15.
This method of adjusting the final match of these transitions is
particularly simple and convenient for narro~vband matching.
The
reflection from the transition is measured at the proper frequency and
the screws are adjusted to give a minimum standing-~rave ratio and then
soldered in position.
This is a feasible production technique.
Broadband matching ho\vever, which is more often necessary, is more difficult
to accomplish by this method.
In this case, it is necessary to make :L
plot of admittance vs. wavelength, or to obtain the equivalent information by means of a microwave impedance bridge, an instrument \vhirh
measures the voltage standing-wave ratio simultaneously at several
The reason for this procedure
different frequencies in the desired band,
may be seen by reference to Fig. 6.17 or to Fig. 6.18. The transition
can be adjusted, by means of the screw tuner, to have a standing-~va~.e
ratio of unity at midband (10.7 cm).
This \vould occur, ho}revcr, thrmlgh
the addition of capacitive susceptance \~hich Jvould shift the entire curv(>
upward and cause the mismatch at the ends of the band to illt,reaw.
Therefore the scrc~v tuner must be used to centrr the admittance m]~e
for a broadband transition about the point of nmt~,h on the chart, rather
than to match it at a specific xav~lengt}l,
6.9. Examples
of Transition
Construction.—3 Iany mechanical
arrangements ha~e been employed in the confitr~lrtion of (():~xi:ll-li[l(,-t()waveguide transitions ~vith differences (Ieprnding llpon the app[ic:~tion
and the conditions under \vhich tlw Ilnit is t() 1w {}prmte(l
.1 nllmlmr
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of these are diagramed
in Fig. 6.26 for easy reference and in order to
facilitate comparisons between different designs.
By adjustment of
the proper dimensions, it is possible to obtain an impedance match for
nearly any geometrical shape of transition region, at nearly any wavelength in the range for which the waveguide and coaxial line support only
their lowest modes.
However, the impedance characteristics of different
types of transitions differ considerably for wavelengths, in the region of
that for which the transition is best matched.
Since the transition
dimensions are usually critical, and since there are few instances in \vllich
a desired type of electrical characteristic cannot be obtained with one
of the geometrically simple constructions sho~~n, the practice has been
to use the simplest possible arrangement by which a given impedance
characteristic can be obtained.
hIost of the transitions shown in Fig.
626 are based on the wavcguide antenna or electric-coupling method
described in Sec. 6.3. However, the distinction between this and the
magnetic or loop-coupling method is hardly significant in some of the
more complicated constructions.
6.10. Crossed Transitions from Coaxial Line to Waveguide.—The
earliest method of providing a transition from the principal coaxial mode
to the lowest rectangular (or round) waveguide mode is the crossed line
and guide transition shown in Fig. 6:26a. As discussed in Sec. 6.3,
matching is accomplished by adjusting the lengths of the waveguide and
coaxial-line short-circuited sections, dimensions D and S in the figure.
In the region of match, this transition hasalways proved very frequencysensitive and, therefore, has been used either as a tunable device or as
a narrowband fixed-tuned transition.
Figure 627 shows the detailed
con~truction and electrical characteristics for this type of transition
between ~~-in. coaxial line and rectangular waveguide ~ by 1 in. by
0.050-in. wall in the 3-cm region. Measurements for its development
are made m the waveguide; and a long length of RG-9/ U cable (see
Sec. 5.1 ) is coupled to the coaxial line ~vith a type h’ connector, UG-58/ [J
(see Sec. 4.2), used as the coaxial load.
The mismatch of the cable
section was about 1.1-I in voltage at 3.2 cm. This design met requirements for a rugged, easily constructed transition matched reasonably
well for a narrow band.
It has been used in microwave test equipment
as a low-power, type NTconnector to 3-cm waveguide adapter.
Another type of crossed coaxial-line-and-waveguide
transition, tuned
in another way, is that shown in Fig. 6,26b. In this unit the outer conductor of the coaxial line extends into the waveguide from both sides,
forming a tunable coupling gap. It is used as a tuning device to match
power into a coaxial crystal mount in a 3-cm standing-wave detector.
Tuning is accomplished by varying the coaxial stub length S and the gap
in the coaxial line G. It is a narrowband tunable device; its charac-
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6.11. Probe Transitions.—In terms of the impedance match and the
bandwidth obtainable without special matching techniques, the probe
transition is the most desirable type and has had considerable application
Some of the possible diffcrin microwave systems and test equipment.
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ent constructions of this transition are shown in Figs. 6.26c to j. The
chief problem involved in the design of such a transition is the support
of the coaxial center conductor which should not limit the power-handling
capacity of the unit to less than that of the transition itself.
Figure 626c shorn a method, of supporting the center conductor of
the coaxial line by means of a quarter-~vavelength coaxial stub having a
half-\vavelength coaxial transformer for broadband matching of the stub
only. S~lch a stub is very well matched (VSWR less than 1.05) over as

FIG. 6.27.—Voltage

standing-wave

ratio characteristics
to wavegu, de,

of adapter

from type

N ronllector

much as a 30 per cent band and is the basis of the broadband stllhsupported coaxial line discussed in (“hap. 4. The characteristics of the
transition are very Mtle affected by the presence of the stllb, and the
coaxial line is broken in the figure to indicate that the position of the stub
Ho\\-ever, in order to support the probe
along the line is unimportant.
accurately, the stub sliould be placed as close to the waveguide as possible.
On the other hand, it probably should not be designed to come less than
a half \vavelength from the transition in order that the higher modes set
Up in the region of such discontinuities are damped sufficiently to prevent
interference with the functions of either the stub or the transition.
The
development of this transition and its electrical characteristics have been
discussed in detail in Sees. 6.5 and 67.
Typical plots of voltage
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standing-wave ratio vs. wavelength for probe transitions from 1#-in.
and ~-in. coaxial lines are to be found in Figs. 6”12 and 6.24, respective] y;
such a plot is shown in Fig. 6 “24 by the curve labeled “probe transition
only. ” This type of transition has been used successfully in units requiring transitions from coaxial line to waveguide at both 10- and 3-cm
wavelengths.
The effect obtained in using a narrow-band coaxial stub support to ‘
reduce the frequency sensitivity of a probe transition has been discussed
1.6

5

.4

Iv
/’-

I

4

Y

I

9.0

9.5

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

Wavelength in cm
FI~. 6.28.—Probe
transitio,l fmn, ~-in. roaxial line to waveguide with simple stub
Cu;vc 11: average for two production units o(originnl
support . Curve I: original design.
design, Curve 111: transition ]I,atrhed with iris for 9.9 to 11,1 cm (average of three
Curve IV: transition matched with ins for 8 to 12 cm
individually matched units).
(average of two individually matched units).

6“7. The basic construction of this transition is shown in Figs.
The application of this technique to the probe transition
6.20 and 6.26d.
from ~-in. coaxial line to waveguide, described previously, has resulted
in a particularly useful transition in the IO-cm region. Its properties
are given in the VSWR-vs.-wavelength
plot in Fig. 624 and by Curve I,
Fig. 628.
By the use of matching irises in the manner described in
Sec. 6.6, it has been possible to adjust the frequency of best match and,
to some extent, the bandwidth of this transition over a considerable
range. This has been done without variation of the transition-matching
dimensions (end-plate distance, probe insertion, and stub position) from
in Sec.
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Results of these further modifications an
those of the original design.
given in Fig. 6.28. Curve II is voltage standing-~vave ratio as a functior,
of wavelength, averaged from two production units made to the original
design, but measured over a considerably \vider wa~-elength range than
To meet requirements for
that for which the transition was intended.
transitions handling appreciable power and being sufficiently well
matched, in the 9.9- to 11. l-cm band, to be used for measuring equipment, three production models ~vereindividually matched with waveguide
irises. Earh transition \ras measllrecl over this band, and separate
matching irises were calculated for each one. The results for these three
transitions are avcragecf in (’urvc III.
.k similar type of experimental
1

Wavelength in cm
Fr<; . (iZ9. -Bca{l-stlpp0rted

prolx

trw,

hitiotl

in

&-i

IL. rmxial

line.

development is sho\~n in Curve 11”. In this instance an attempt \\as
made to secure the best possible match over the entire 8- to 12-cm ~vavclength range by the LISe of matching irises. This was done \rith t\vo
production units built to the origin:il design for the stub-matched probe
transition.
Although the coaxial-st.ul) mctho[l of supporting the center conductor
does not limit the power-handliug capacity of the probe transition
(which is generally less than that of the cotixid line itself), it has another
disadvantage.
The electrictil cll:~l:lctelistic:s of these transitions are
These dimensions
sensitive to the centering and imserti(m of the probe.
are particularly difficult to hold accurately in asseml)ly since the supporting stub is some distam’e f~’om the transition region. Because of
,his fact and because the prolw transition has a lo\\er I)reakclovm power
han the coaxial line, this tmnsition has been replaced by other types in
pplications ~vhere high povw is used and a ~ery good mutch is req~lircd.
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In instances where power limitations and sizable reflections are net
serious considerations, such as in certain test equipment, the probe may
very conveniently be supported by a dielectric (usually polystyrene) .as
The bead shown in Fig. 6.26e is frequently
shown in Figs. 6.26e and f.
part of a type X coaxial connector in ~-in. line. The outer-conductor
diameter is increased at the bead in order to maintain a 50-ohm characteristic impedance in the dielectric-filled region. The length of the

FIG. 630.-Adapter

from

type

N connector to 3-cm
probe transition).

waveguide

(dielectric-supported

bead is a quarter ~vavelength in the dielectric so that the capacitive mismatch occurring at one end cancels that at the other. This transition has
been used extensively in test equipment and other low-po~ver microwave
applications at both 10- and 3-cm \vavelengths. Figure 629 shows the
detailed construction of a typical adapter from type N coaxial connector
to waveguide ~vith a representative plot of the ~’SJVR as a function of
wavelength for the design matched at about 9.5 cm. Table 61 gives
the dimensions for matching at other wavelengths.
Relative to othe,r
types of transitions these adapters are limited by the inconsistencies
and frequency sensitivity of the type A“ connectors, but they have been
FOR .\D.4PTER FROM TYPE ~ ~OAX1.4T, CON-h-F,CTORTO
TABI.E 61.-DIMENSIONS
L1’.4VF:GL-IDE*FOR BEST \I,lTC[l \T T’AHIOI-S IV.4VE1.k;h-GTHS

x

( ‘otmi:il line)
in.

33

0,296

9.5
11.0

0.296
0 296

* Se. Fig. &M.

l;
0.125
llZ
0.125
0. 12,5 l!;

}Vaveguide,
in.

X1

x0,050’

B,
in.

I),

P,

in.

in.

0,500

! 0.310

0.250

x3x0.080
0,143
X3X0
080i 0,143

0.707
~ 0.725

~ 0.765
0,862

Band
T’s}vlt
< 1.10,
~G
*1
+3
*3
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widely used in low-power
microwave
systems.
A bead-supported 3-cm
adapter of this type and one having a crossed coaxial-line-and-waveguide
transition are pictured in Fig. 6.30.
A somewhat more rugged and accurate method of supporting the
probe by means of dielectric is that shown in Fig. 6.26.f. The detailed
construction and electrical characteristics of this type of transition used
as a type N coaxial-connector-to-waveguide
adapter are shown in Fig.
6.31; those dimensions which are
more important in matching are
indicated.
In this design the size
of the coaxial line varies for structural reasons, but a 50-ohm
characteristic impedance is: maintained in both the air- and dielec— 0.140’
tric-filled regions.
Matching was
r
accomplished by varying the endplate distance, the probe insertion,
--i
and the length of the dielectric
support.
This adapter has proved
I JILo.07!5“ l“X;“X 0.050“wall
to be a superior type at 3-cm
wavelengths; the same construc1.10
tion has not yet been used for
10-cm applications,
It is consistently bette~ matched
for a
g 1.05
broader band in production than
the types discussed above, probEEEEl
ably because of the more accurate
1“%10
3,20
3.30
3.40
3.5a
Wavelength in cm
method of positioning the probe.
FIG. 6.31.—Type
N coaxial connector to
6.12. Crossbar Transitions.—
3-cm waveguide probe transition.
In order to simplify the construction of coaxial-line-to-waveguide transitions and to permit a more accurate
support of the center conductor, the “crossbar”
transitional shown in
Fig. 626g, was developed for use in a 3-cm coaxial rotary joint of
70-ohm characteristic impedance with transitions to waveguide on either
end. Dimensions and voltage standing-wave ratio characteristics for this
transition are given in Fig. 6“32. In this development it was possible to
achieve an adequate impedance match and bandwidth without resorting
to additional matching elements such as waveguide irises or coaxial transformers.
This same type of transition, for wavelengths near 10 cm using
standard waveguide and +in. coaxial line having a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms, has proved considerabley more frequency-sensitive.

Y

1C. F. Edwards, “ Preliminary Report
Memorandum 43-160-120, July 1943.
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FIQ. 6.32.—Crossbar
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line to waveguide

(data from ReI, 6).
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TABLE: 62. -111 MENs1cINs FoR (’URY-ES SHOWN 1X ~10

one

Curve

1), in.

1’, in.

R, in.

A, in.

I
II
111

0.696
1.670
0.530

0.509
0.6.53
0.705

... ..

.....

2.200

2:120

method

waveguide

.

of matchinE

this

transition

over

a broad

633
Band, cm

(VSJTR <

1.10)

9.2.5 * 47;
10.7
* 2%
Io. zto 11.2

band

bv

means

of a

in Sec. 6.6. A summary of the
different design
dimensions for
crossbar transitions in the g. to ] 1cm ~ravelength region may be
found in Fig. 633 and in Table
62.
The broadband
model is
pictured in Fig. 6.34.
The differences in the propwties of the transitions shown in
Figs. 6.32 and 6.33 is easily understood in tmms of the relative gui(lc
wavelengths.
First, the formula
for the guide Trave]ength is

iris has been described

where A. is the free-space ]w\~.elength, and ~, is the cutoff \\:~\,e~
length (equal to twice the inside \videdime~si~n of the guide).
N elf-, as A()
approaches ~., the rate of change of la with kO will increase; that is, the
nearer the waveguide component is operated to the cutoff ~va~elengthj
The ratio of free-space to
the more frequency-sensitive
it becomes.
cutoff wavelength for the three different transitions is as follo\vs:
FIG. 634.-Broadband
crossbar trmsitior]
from ~-in. coaxial line to waveguide.

X, (midband), cm

x“l<.
0.,579
0.637
0.741

3.3
9.2
10.7
If

all

dimensions

of the

different

transitions

were

scaled

according

of course, would remain
unchanged.
This method has }xwn used to great advantage in special
ap,p!ications where a component of the desired characteristics has been
developed for another wavelength,
Ho\\-ever, the lvaveguide and
coaxial-line sizes for the different wavelength bands are predetermined
to

the

wavelength,

the

electrical

properties,
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and usually are not in the correct ratio for “scaling,” in terms of guide
wavelengths.
In comparing these crossbar transitions, the effect is
complicated even further by the difference in the characteristic impedance
of the coaxial line which is 70 ohms for the 3.3-cm transition and 50 ohms
for the other two.
6.13. “Doorknob”
Transitions.-The
only limit on the po\ver which
may be safely transmitted by a coaxial-line-to-~vaveguide transition under
given conditions should be that imposed by the breakdo~vn voltage of
the coaxial line alone. Although the crossbar transition can carry
more than twice the power of which the stub-supported probe transitions
are capable, this desired maximum power limit was not obtained with
either design. In order to achieve this, a transition’ was developed
in which the center conductor of the coaxial line terminates on the opposite side of the guide (for an E-plane, right-angle transition) in a knob of
the proper size to permit impedance-matching
and of a “streamlined”
shape to increase the power required for breakdown.
Thk general type of
transition, two versions of \vhich are shown in Figs. 626h and i, is
widely known as the “doorknob”
transition and occasionally by more
colorful names which identify different shapes of doorknobs.
The doorknob may be thought of as an “inverted”
stub in a crossed
coaxial-line-and-waveguide
transition.
The purpose of this stub is to
match the susceptance (as measured in the coaxial line) of the “antenna”
(that portion of the coaxial center-conductor extending across the guide)
which excites the waveguidej as discussed in Sec. 6.3. The proper shunt
susceptance for this matching can be added by “building up” the inside
of the guide in this region as well as by using a short-circuited section
Further, as might
of coaxial line having the proper input susceptance.
be expected, this arrangement proves slightly less frequency-sensitive
than one in which the susceptance matching the waveguide antenna
depends upon the electrical characteristics of an appreciable length of
coaxial line.
This type of construction has very successfully improved the powercarrying capability of the coaxial-line-to-~vaveguide
transition to the
point where it is limited only by the breakdoum power of the coaxial
line. An extensive series of high-po\ver tests on different types of doorknob transitions has been made under a number of different conditions of
pressure, standing waves, and ionizing radiation.
These have shown
that a well-made transition of this type, operating in a reasonably
well-matched transmission line, will break down only at powers necessary
to cause arcing in the coaxial line. These transitions have had wide
1 N’. A. Schuster and G. L. Hollingsworth, ‘(Development of an Improved Conversion Unit for Coaxial Line to Waveguide Feed ,“ General Electric Co. Engineering
Memorandum E31T-521, January 1943.
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application in 10-cm waveguide systems using magnetrons with coaxialoutput or coaxial-mode rotary joints.
This construction also has been
usedin3-cm rotary joints andincertain testequipment.
Ithasbeenused
in l-crnapplications,
chiefly asa means of matching power into a crystal.
Some of these applications are largely experimental, and such transitions
generally have adjustable dimensions to permit tuning.
When matched only by adjustment of the transition dimensions (endplate distance, and doorknob size and shape), these transitions are
comparatively narrow band; that is, they have a VS WR of less than 1.10
for a bandwidth of only a few per cent. By mismatching the transition
and matching over a broad band with a waveguide iris, in the manner
1.5
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Wavelength in cm
FIC. 635.-Doorknob
transition from 1&in. coaxial line to waveguide.
brve
I:
narrowbsnd
model (data from Ref. 7). Curve II: average of four design models for
broadband transition,

described in Sec. 6.6, bandwidths of the order of 10 to 20 per cent are
obtainable.
This has been done for a number of different 10-cm transitions,; it has not been done, to any extent, for the 3-cm transitions
since coaxial line is seldom used in high-power applications at this
wavelength.
Requirements for the mat ch are not so stringent for lowpower transitions.
Although the doorknob transition is quite satisfactory in terms of
its power-handling capacity and bandwidth (if properly ‘‘ broad banded”
with an iris), it is extremely critical as to dimensions.
Since the specifications for its constmction are detailed, they cannot be included here.
However, some representative electrical characteristics for different
designs will be presented with references from which more detailed
design information may be obtained.
Figure 6.35 shows the voltage standing-wave ratio as a function of
wavelength for two designs of doorknob transitions from 1~-in. coaxial
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line to standard lo-cm waveguide.
Both have the same general conThe characteristic of the narrowband
struction shown in Fig. 6.26h.
model is plotted as Curve I. This design differs from that for the
broadband model in that it has no matching iris and has a flat end plate
some distance farther from the doorknob than is the semicircular end
plate in the broadband model.
These curves show the frequency
sensitivity of the basic design of doorknob transition in this wavelength
range as well as the improvement which may be obtained by broadband matching with an inductive waveguide iris. Curve II for the
broadband model is the average of the data taken from measurements on
four units for which individual matching irises had been calculated.
1,4
1
g 1.3
:
3
.; 1.2
~
In
%
: 1.1
>

1,0
8.0

II

/

8.5

9.0

9.5
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10.5

/

11.0

11.5

Wavelength in cm
FIG. 636.-Doorknob
transitions from ~-in. and 1i-in. coaxial line to waveguide.
Curve I: average for four preproduction
models individually
matched for maximum
bandwidth, &in. coaxial line. Curve II: average for 10 preproduction models of same
design as for Curve I, but with different iris for longer wavelengths, ~-in. coaxial line.
Curve III: design model 1i-in. ooaxial transition hemispherical doorknob.

Some results for doorknob transitions with different sizes of coaxial
line at different wavelengths in the 10-cm region are shown in Fig. 6.36.
Curve I represents the characteristics of the broadband ~-in. coaxialline-to-wav~guide doorknob transition which has the same general
design in the transition region as that discussed above and shown in Fig.
6.26h.
This result was obtained in the usual way, by varying the
transition dimensions to give the proper mismatch and by matching with
a waveguide iris calculated to give the m’aximum bandwidth.
Curve II
is the characteristic curve of the same transition design with a slightly
different position of matching iris to improve the match in the region of
11 cm. It should be noted that this can be done only at the expense of a
standing-wave ratio with a slightly higher average over the band and a
somewhat decreased bandwidth.
Curve 111 is the VSWR as a function
of wavelength for a hemispherical doorknob transition from I&in.
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coaxial line to waveguide for use in the 8- to 9-cm band.
This has the
construction shown in Fig. 6.26i.
Similar transitions have been built for 3-cm wavelengths, though
they have had far less application than those for 10 cm. So far, little
\vork has been done in attempting to increase the bandwidth of these
transitions by means of a ~vaveguide iris. Figure 6.37 shows the voltage
standing-wave ratio as a function of wavelength for two experimental
models of doorknob transitions matched in the region of 3.2 cm. Both
of these were matched by adjustment of the end-plate position and shape
and the doorknob size and shape. One form was used’ at the Tele1.50

1.40 \

1.30
s
9

\/A

/ ‘

1.20

1.10

1.00
3.10

F

3.15

3.20

3.25

3.30

Wavelength In cm
FIG. 6.37.—Doorknob transition from 3-cm coaxial line to waveguide.
Curve A: British
(TRE) hemispherical doorknob transition similar to F,g. 626% except that a semicircular
end plate and no matching iris are used. Curve B: General Electric transition similar to
Fig. 626h without matching iris.

communications
Research Establishment
in matching power from
3-cm waveguide into a thermistor for low-level power measurements.
It has a hemispherically shaped doorknob similar to that shown in
Fig. 6.26i, andasemicirclllar
endplate \'eryclose totlle doorknob, similar
to the arrangement sho\rn in Fig. 626}/.
Animprolred design has been
developed, but the details are not yet available.
The transition as
developed at the General Electric Company’ has the same general construction as that showm in Fig. 6.26h but with no matching iris. This
was an experimental development intended for use in a 3-cm coaxial-mode
rotary joint.
I P. R. Tunnicliffe, “An RF ~~attmetcr for I,oJv-I,e~-el Pmvcr IIeawrmnf’nts at
3 cm,” TRE Report T 1663, }Iay 1944.
z K. 11. Uglmv, General Electric (’o., Transmitter P;ngineering Divisiml, Letter of
Feb. 19, 1944, to G, L. Ragan, Radiation Laboratory, J1.I.T.
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In terms of its power-handling capabilities, bandwidth, and degree
of match attainable, the doorknob transition has proved the most
satisfactory type for high-power work. Furthermore, it has the advantage in applications to rotary joints that, since the center conductor
terminates on the bottom of the guide, a second low-power coaxial
This is a great
rotary joint may be built within the center conductor.
However, the doorknob
advantage in certain types of installations.
transition is very difficult to build because its dimensions are quite critical.
This is to be expected for the broadband models in which the transition
is actually adjusted to have a considerable mismatch of the proper
distribution with wavelength in magnitude and phase so that it may be
matched over a broad band by means of a waveguide iris. There has
been considerable difficulty in securing consistent production units.
The machining tolerances required by most designs are not unduly
small and can be met, with care. It appears, ho~vever, to be much more
difficult to maintain the assembly dimensions because of the distortion
and movement of the parts at the temperatures required for silver soldering.
Calculations of new matching irises from measurements on individual
transitions can compensate for these deviations.
This, ho~vever, is
laborious; the same result can be accomplished by the use of tuning
screws to adjust the iris impedance slightly in the manner described in
Sec. 68.
But, since the calculation of matching irises for individual
units is not practical and tuning adjustments are undesirable as production techniques, several different methods of manufacturing these transitions have been tried. The doorknob contour itself can be machined
with a sufficient accuracy; and it is not likely to distort in assembly if
properly designed,
The chief problem arises in maintaining accurate
Ordinary rectangular tubing is not
dimensions in the waveguide section.
sufficiently accurate; and it is subject to considerable distortion.
Attempts to cast ~~aveguide sections have not, so far, proled satisfactory.
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Since considerable
~rork has been done on the problem of manufacturing
]rell-matched
doorknob
transitions,
all tile res~llts cannot Iw given here.
Further
references

information

and design

and rise]}-here,

fi~t:~ils may

lw ol)tainwl

1 F. I,. N-ielnann, “ 10-(’,11 ( ‘oaxial I,i,,c-tt)-I{trt:i]lg[llar
1945.
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6.14. Magnetic
and Resonant-slot
Couplings.-The
transitions
described thus far have been of the electric-coupling type in which
various means of supporting a waveguide-exciting antenna are employed.
As discussed in Sec. 6.3, there is also the magnetic-coupling transition
which is formed by terminating the coaxial line in a loop, the plane of
which is orthogonal in the waveguide to the magnetic field associated
with the Z’EIO-mode. Several different versions of this transition have
been developed, and a few have had limited application.
They are,
in general, difficult to match, quite frequency-sensitive, and critical as

J
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lJIG. 6.3 S.—Straight-through

9.3

9.4

9,5

9.6

9.7

Wavelength in cm
tran~ition from ~-in. coaxial line tu Mavcguidc.

to dimensions, so that they have a number of disadvantages \\hrn
compared with the electric-coupling type of transition.
In onc instan{;e
in which a straight-through E-plane transition at 9.4 cm was rcxluire(l,
the construction showm in Fig. 626j ~vasused with limited succesb. ‘.llc
dimensions and electrical characteristics of this transition are gi~wn in
Fig. 6.38. It was matched by variation of the loop size L and the probe
A particularly long probe ]vas necessary to obtain
depth P (Fig. 6.26j).
the proper susceptance.
The supporting post IVaS arbitrarily cl]{)sen
fairly large in order to minimize high-power breakdnnm to the opposite
side of the guide.
Figures 6.26k and 1 S11OJY
t~ro right-angle 1~-plane transitions for the
10-cm region used by the Raytheon illanufacturing
Compwny.
The
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first is a straightforward loop coupling which could be matched by
variation of the loop size and end-plate distance, but which proved too
frequency-sensitive to be of much use. The second is based on the idea
that the distribution of eiectric field in a resonant slot in the coaxial
line is similar to that req{~ired to excite the !!’h’lO-mode in rectangular
waveguide.
The slot region is excited by magnetic coupling from the
loop formed by grounding the center conductor to the outer conductor
intheregion of the slot. This transition pro\ess omewhatbroaderb and
than the other with a VSWR of less than 1.10 fora +3 per cent band
when the unit is well made.
hfatching of this transition is accomplished
by variation of the slot width and length, the end-plate distance, the loop
size, and the guide height which provides the proper susceptance.
As in
the case of any transition of complicated geometry most of these dimensions prove rather critical, and the desired characteristics are difficult to
reproduce.
This transition was used in one model of a production radar
system but was replaced in later models by a probe-type transition.
6.15. Applications and Special Transitions.—In addition to providing
transitions between the different standard coaxial lines and waveguides,
some of the units described have been combined with other devices for
specific

applications.

rnagnetron-to-waveguide
between

waveguide

The

most

input
sections.

frequently

couplings,
The

and

applications

used
the

examples
coaxial

to rotary

rotary
] oints

are

the

joints
will be

discussed in Chap. 7. Two different kinds of magnetron couplings will
be described here.
One type of waveguide coupling for a high-power 10-cm magnetron
having coaxial output section is shown in Fig. 6“39. In this design the
magnetron may be removed from the coupling unit. The outer conductors are coupled by means of the conventional half-wavelength coaxial
choke (see Chaps. 2 and 7). The center conductors are connected by a
double-ended “bullet” designed to maintain spring contact at each end.
It is made of beryllium copper and is heat-treated after machining for
maintenance of its properties while operating at a fairly high temperature. A pressurizing gasket seals the outer case of the magnetron
output section to the coupling unit so that the r-f line may be operated
under pressure to reduce the possibilityy of breakdown.
The unit shown
is a doorknob transition for 1#-in. coaxial line with a ~in.+iameter
center conductor.
Its characteristics are those given by Curve II,
Fig. 6.35. It is used with the 4.J31-35, 43-47, and 7-I-77 types of magnetrons. .4 second magnetron-to-waveguide
coupling is that shown in
Fig. 6.40. To ensure the proper positioning of the probe, the coupli~g
is designed to be a permanent part of the tube. lt’hen this construction
is used, the probe may be contained within the tube seal, an arrangement
which greatly increases the power-handling capacity of the unit. The
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enlarged waveguide section in the region of the probe also aids in this
respect. Matching is accomplished in the usual way, by variation of
the end-plate distance and the probe depth.
The results, shown in the
curve of voltage standing-wave ratio
as a function of wavelength, were
obtained without the use of a matching iris. This is the type of construction used on the 4J70-73 tunable
magnetron.
It has given no evic
dence of breakdown at the maximum
nmg screws
powers (about one megawatt) presently available.
A special application, in which a
Cylindrical door
knob transihon
combination of transitions is used to
advantage, is shown in Fig. 6.41.
This arrangement reduces the complexity in construction of r-f components in a radar system that uses
Crossbar transtion
separate antennas for transmitting
F r G. 6.41.—Concentric
transitions for
Two adj scent
and receiving.1
double antenna.
collinear coaxial
antennas
\vere
designed to be operated in a vertical position and to have symmetrical field
patterns in a horizontal plane. The two concentric coaxial-line-to-waveguide transitions, one a crossbar-supported probe and the other essentially

4E!A

I

1’

a

a’
—

--a

1

(u)

.-a!

(b)

(c)

FIG. 642.- Field configurations in large coaxial lme of double-coaxial
coupler; (a)
shows the electric field configuration in the TE, o-mode; (b) that in the Z’E.t4-mode; (c)
shows the orientation of the conducting partition for symmetrical excitation of the coaxial
line.

a cylindrical doorknob transition, allow coupling to both antennas in such
a manner that neither field pattern is distorted by the presence of the transmission line to the other antenna.
This device was used in a “system
1R. 31. Fano, “Double
736, May 28, 1945.

Coaxial Coupler for BUPX

Antenna, ” RL Report

No.
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operating in the 3-cm region. At these wavelengths, in order for the inner
coaxial line not to become too small, the larger coaxial line is of a size such
that it allows the transmission of the undesirable TE1l-coaxial mode illustrated in Fig. 6.42a. This mode cannot be used because of the requireThe desired
ment of azimuthal symmetry on the field of the antenna.
The elimination
symmetrical Z’EM-coaxia mode is shown in Fig. 6.42b.
of the TE1l-mode from the large coaxial line was accomplished in the followIt is evident from the field configuration of this mode, shown
ing manner
in Fig 6.42a, that the plane a-a’ constitutes an equipotential surface to
which the components of the field are orthogonal, so that it maybe replaced
by a thin conducting partition without disturbing the field configuration.

Single ridge
FIG. 6.43.—Electric

field configurations

Double ridge
for TEm-mode in single- and double-ridged
guide.

wave-

If this is done, the only orientation for which the TE,l-mode may be
propagated in such a transmission line is that for which the field is as
shown in (a) or (c). If this partition is oriented in the transition as
shown in Fig. 6.42c, then the coaxial line following the partition will be
symmetrically excited.
Any other fields are rapidly attenuated.
This
is particularly important since there is known to be considerable distortion
of field in right-angle transitions of this sort. The length of this strip is
that which is necessary for the desired amount of attenuation of the
unwanted modes.
These transitions were matched by the usual techniques already
discussed.
The transition to the larger coaxial line proved to be some\vhat critical as to dimensions and for that reason tuning screws were
provided to permit factory adjustment of the transition after assembly.
Both transitions when properly made and tuned have a voltage standingwave ratio of less than 1.1 for a bandwidth of about 9 to 10 per cent.
In developing a very wideband transition from coaxial line to wavcguide considerable work has been done by the Radio Research Laboratory
at Harvard University on the properties of ‘‘ ridge” vvaveguidel and its
application to the transition problem.2 This type of waveguide is
RRL Report
of Ridge Waveguide,”
I S. B. Cohn, “ Properties
August 1945.
z S. B, Cohn, “ Design of Simple Broad-band
Waveguide-to-Co:,xirJ
tions, ” RRL Report No. 411-186, July 1945.

No,

411-211,

Line Junc-
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also discussed in Sec. 2.9. The electrical field configurations for singleand double-(” H-shaped”)
ridge waveguide are shown in Fig. 6.43.
The approximate distribution in intensity is suggested by the density of
the lines of force.
This type of waveguide has several properties which make it applicable
to broadband components in general, and to coaxial-line-to-waveguide
transitions in particular.
For given over-all dimensions it has a longer
cutoff wavelength (lower cutoff frequency) than the same size of rectangular guide. Its characteristic impedance can be made considerably
lower than that of ordinary guide; and in particular, it can be made equal

,,
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wavegulde
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FKQ. 6.44.—Adapter fm tme

5.0

LYlY91 lb

N connector (UG-58/U) to waveguide with single-tapered
ridged waveguide,

to that of the standard coaxial lines. Further, the range between the
cutoff wavelengths of the various modes is considerably increased, making
However, it has certain
it useful for very broadband requirements.
disadvantages.
In addition to being some~vhat more complicated to
construct accurately, its attenuation is several times that of ordinary
waveguide, and its breakdown is obviously less than that of the standard
guide, This limits its use to those receiving or low-power transmitting
systems which employ a fairly short length of this guide.
In using ridged waveguide in a transition from coaxial line to standard
waveguide, the coaxial line is terminated in a ridged waveguide section
wit h an input characteristic impedance equal to that of the coaxial line.
The “ ridge” then is tapered gradually into the standard guide. Since
the ridged waveguide is symmetrical, the asymmetrical !fEaO-mode is
not excited in the rectangular guide; and, since in the ridged guide the
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TE~mode has a much shorter cutoff wavelength than in the dandard
guide, most of the field of this mode excited by the transition is damped
out before it reaches the rectangular guide. It is sometimes possible to
use such. a transition over almost the entire region between the cutoff
wavelengths of the TEIW and the TEsO-modes in the standard guide.
Figures 6.44 and 6.45 show, respectively, the use of single and doubletapered ridged waveguide sections in the construction of a broadband
coaxial-line-to-wavegui.de
transition.
These units, designed by t~e

/“
FIG. 6.47.—Transition

from ~-in. coaxial line to ridged waveguide

horn (see Fig. 6.46).

Radio Research Laboratory, are for the standard type N (UG-58/U)
connector in bead-supported
&in.
coaxial line. An example of a
similar application to a broadband antenna “feed” horn, with a transition from standard &in. coaxial line. to a special size of guide developed
at the Radiation Laboratory, is shown in Figs. 6.46 and 6.47. The
flared horn provides an approximate match to free space. The results,
plotted in terms of voltage standing-wave ratio as a function of wavelength, were measured in the coaxial line.
LOWEST MODE IN THE WAVEGUIDE TRANSITIONS
BY F. E. EHLERS
6.16. The Transition between Rectangular Waveguides
Sizes.-It
is often desirable to transform from rectangular
one size, carrying the TEIO-mode, to that of another size
same mode is propagated.
This may be done by means
wavelength matching transformer, or by a taper from one
sions to the other.

of Different
waveguide of
in which the
of a quarterset of dimen-
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Although the concept of characteristic impedance in waveguide is
not so well defined as it is in coaxial line, it is convenient to use regular
transmission-line theory in determining the dimensions of a quarterwavelength transformer.
Consequently,
the following formula for
the equivalent impedance of rectangular waveguide in the TElo-mode
may be taken from Slater. 1
(23)

If this formula is assumed, the equivalent circuit of the discontinuity
between the different waveguides
is that shown in Fig. 6.48 provided
that the change from 21 to 22 is
not too great and that neither
waveguide will transmit higher
modes.
To find the condition between
FIG. 6.4 S.—Equivalent
circuit of discont\vo waveguides when their imtinuity between different waveguides.
pedances are equal, Eq, (23) may
be rewritten in the following form:

A

This is the equation of an hyperbola, connecting a and b if Z..u is kept
For a given choice of a greater than a half wavelength, a
constant.
value of b for the waveguide is determined which will match the impedance of another waveguide of the same equivalent impedance.
If the two waveguides differ only in the narrow dimension, the calculation of a quarter-wavelength transformer becomes very simple since
the characteristic
impedance is
proportional to the narrow dimenbl
sion only.
T h us, the narro\v
I
dimension of the transformer section is
FIG. 649.-Narrow

dimensions
former sect] on.

where

f),, b?, and b! are sho~vn in Fig.

At each

junction

will be a shunt

between

G,-19.

waveguide

and

the transformer,

there

If the discontinuities are not
the shunt susceptancm, having a})mlt the same

capacitive

too large, however,

the

of a trans-

susceptance.

1J. C. Slater, Microwaw Transmission,

NfcGraw-HilL XeW ~Ork, 1942.
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magnitude, will nearly cancel each other because of the quarter-wavelength spacing.
If the two waveguides differ in the wide dimensions
only, the problem is a little more dificult since the guide wavelength
For this sort of change, the shunt susceptmust be taken into account.
ance at the steps will be inductive instead of capacitive.
If two waveguides differ in both dimensions b and a, the transformer section mav be
chosen to make the shunt susceptance of
the ends approach equality or vanish
altogether.
Such a quarter-wavelength
transformer has been designed for the junction between 1+- by +in. rectangular waveguide with 0.064-in. wall, and 1- by +-in.
waveguide with 0.050-in. wall. The dimensions of this transformer are shown in
Fig. 6.50. The voltage standing-wave
ratio introduced by the transformer is less
than 1.03 over the wavelength band from
3.13 to 3.53 cm.
A simple way to transform from a wav~
guide of one size to one of another size is
to taper the dimensions linearly.
In
FIG. 6+i0.:Quarter-wavelength
Frank’s report,l the ratio of incident to
transformer from 1- bv i-in. rectammdar
waveguide (0.&&in. wall)
reflected waves from a tapered section of
to 1& by f-in. rectangular wavetransmission line, if the second waveguide
g u i d e (0.064-in. wall). Army??av-y designation UG-SO/~.
is terminated in its characteristic impedance, is shown to be (see Eq. 1)
B

I

rdin 21

I

rdIn 21

If the two terms of Eq. (24) representing the magnitude of the discontinuities at both ends of the taper are equal, and if the length of the
taper is equal to an integraI number of half wavelengths, the reflection
from the taper will be zero, according to the formula above.
If these
two terms are clifferent, the mismatch of the taper will be at a minimum
for length of the taper equal to an integral number of half wavelengths.
For a taper in which the dimensions change linearly, ao may be defined
as the wide dimension of the smaller waveguide and d as the length of
the taper. Then the corresponding dimension of any cross section in the
taper is

I N. H. Frank, “Reflections from Sections of Tapered Trammiarion Lines and
Waveguides,” RL Report No. 189, Jan. 6, 1943.
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Two such tapers, 0.817 in. and 1.635 in. long, ~\-ereconstructed and
tested. The first was calculated from the above formula to be a half
wavelength long and the other, a full wavelength, at 3.22 cm. The
voltage standing-wave ratios of both transitions were 1.05 or less over a
wavelength range from 3.14 to 3,52 cm.
6.17. Transition from Rectangular to Cylindrical Waveguide.—As the
primary modes in both the round and rectangular waveguides are similar,
being Z’E-modes, the cylindrical waveguide may be excited directly from
the end, utilizing a gradual taper or a quarter-wavelength transformer.
If the rectangular waveguide is terminated abruptly in the cylindrical
waveguide,
of such
0.350-in.

the voltage

a transition
ID

tubing

standing-wave
from
at

~- by ~-in.

a wavelength

ratio

is about

waveguide
of

1.25

2.
with

cm

The admittance
0.040-in.

is Y = 0.45

wall to
– ~0.15

referred to the junction point between the two waveguides.
Thus, to
match such a transition with a quarter-wavelength
transformer the
equivalent characteristic admittance of the transformer section relative
to the rectangular waveguide must be 0.67; and the susceptance of the
two junctions of the transformer must be equal.
Since the transition is
from rectangular to round waveguide, this condition will be more easily
obtained by a waveguide that has a cross section intermediate bet\veen
round and rectangular.
As the guide wavelength and the characteristic
admittance cannot be calculated in a waveguide with round corners, both
the length and the size of the transformer must be determined experimentally.
The admittance that would be obtained with a transformer
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whose characteristic admittance is correct for matching the two waveguides may be calculated on the basis of transmission-line theory as a
function of its length.
The resulting curve passes through the center
of the Smith chart in Fig. 651.
There are two other curves in Fig. 6.51
which show the variation of admittance with length for transformers with
too large and too small a characteristic admittance.
These curves have

FIG, 6.51.—Curves

for correct

and incorrect

transformer

characteristic

admittance;

(A) transformer characteristic admittance too small; (B) correct transformer characteristic
admittance; (C) transformer characteristic admittance too iarge.
The admittance chart
has been rotated 180° from the usual position (see Sec. 2. 12). Some users prefer this
position since it gives positional correspondence with impedance chart.

been calculated with the assumption that no shunt susceptance exists at
the junctions of the transformers.
With such susceptances present there
would be some rotation and shifting of these curves.
However, when
these curves are taken as indicative of the general trend of admittances
that would be encountered, the dimensions of the transformer may be
determined empirically by a series of approximations.
It should be
remembered, ho\vever, that the characteristic admittance is proportional
to a/Ao, which increases with the wide dimension of the guide and is

I
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inversely proportional to the narrow dimension [see Eq. (23)].
Such a
transformer from + by &in. waveguide with 0.040-in. walls to round waveguide 0.350 in. ID was designed for 1.25-cm wavelength and is shown in
Fig. 6.52.
Another way to construct
a
quarter-wavelength transformer is to
fill in a section of the round waveguide as shown in Fig. 6.53. This
has been tried in transforming from
~- by $in. waveguide with 0.040-in.
\vallto round waveguide 0.350 in. ID,
with less success than the design of
Fig. 652.
This design is also not so
easy to make as the transformer
described in the preceding paragraph.
A taper from rectangular to round
waveguide may be constructed as
shown by the sketch in Fig. 6.54. In
FIG. 6. 52, —Transfornler
from & by
~.in. waveguide with 0.040-in. walI to
this construction, the cross section
round waveguide 0.350 in, ID.
changes gradually from a rectangular
shape to a circular one. If this transition section is made longer than a
wavelength, the mat ch will, in general, be quite satisfactory.
One is
assured of a good match if this transition is made very long, for the change
will be gradual enough to cause little mismatch.
Figure 6.54 gives the

FIG.6.53.—Quarter-wavelength
dimension
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wall
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between
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from

round
and
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~aveguide
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from
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waveguide with the two waveguides at right angles. There are two types
of coupling, series and shunt. In the series coupling, the wide dimension
of the waveguide is transverse to the axis of the round guide. This is
not so easy to match as the shunt coupling since there is a greater distortion of the magnetic and electric fields at the junction between the
f oD\

FIG. 654.-Taper
rectangular

and

round

from rectangular to round waveguide.
waveguides.

Ho~vever,

if

a

\vedge

is

placed

side of the rectangular \raveguide to the opposite
\vall of the round waveguide as in Fig. 6,55, a match may be obtained.
This wedge helps to bend the wave around the corner. Data of voltage
standing-wave r a t i o vs. wavelength for wedges of three sizes are
shown in the graph Fig. 6.56 for 1by ~-in. waveguide w-ith 0.050-in.
wall and round waveguide ~ in.
ID. Better results may possibly
be obtained if some matching
device, such as inductive ~vindow,
is used in conjunction with the
wedge.
A transition, using shunt coupling from ~- by $in. waveguide
with 0.040-in. wall to round waveguide 0.350 in. ID,
may be
matched at 1.25-cm wavelength by
adjusting a short-circuiting
I
k’lu. 6.55,—Right-angle
transition from
plunger in one arm of the round
The waverectangular to round waveguide.
waveguide.
This combination of
gwde width is 0.900 in. ID.
waveguide dimensions is such that
For
at this wavelength no matching irises or transformers are needed.
waveguides of different relative sizes, some additional means of matching
must be employed.
In designing such a transition, one must avoid using a waveguide too
near cutoff for the Z’llfol-mode.
Since the rectangular waveguide opening
extending

from

one wide
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increases the cutoff wavelength of this mode in this short section of round
waveguide, resonances may occur which would introduce serious reflection. In case the diameter of the round waveguide cannot be reduced
in a particular application, these resonances may be eliminated by
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placing across the opening narro~v bars which are parallel to the ~vide
dimension of the rectangular waveguide.
These bars, being perpendicular to the ehxtric field in the rectangular waveguide, have little effect
upon the match but, by closing the opening, they reduce the cutoff
wavelength of the TMO1-mode to a
safe value.
With a single rectangular-wave. .
gllide input \rave, one polarization will
__//- ~
-—
be excited, of which the maximum
ra(iial electric-field component will bc
‘@transverse to the wide dimension of the
0
&
IVavcgllide.
lt is possible
I’]w G5Y--Tml,>it,<],l fr,,,,, lcrtat, gll- rcctangular
lar to round waveguide
,v, th two mvtanto couple another \vaYeguide the same
gular wavegmdes.
distance from the short-circuiting plug
about 90° in azimllth from the location ()( the first rectangular wavegwide
(SCCFig. 657),
In this \vay, another polarization may bc fed into, or
coupled out of, the rmlnd ~vavegui(le, Howm,cr, the wavegllides are not
strictly independent for there ~villbe some coupling from one to the other.
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This coupling to the second arm of r-f power from the first will reflect from
the second opening some Z’11,1-power, with the polarization 90° to the wave
set up by the first arm. The phase of this reflected wave maybe different
from that of the input wave so that, in adding with the input wave, it will
cause some of the energy to be circularly polarized.
Another means of coupling the other polarization is by feeding the
round waveguide end-on with a quarter-wavelength
transformer, as
in Fig. 6.53. The quarter-wavelength transformer will act as a shortcircuiting plug in the round waveguide, for the wave from shunt arm
providing the narrow dimension of the transformer is beyond cl~toff
for the incident frequency.
Figure 6.58 gives the details of this
transition.
The distance from the
edge of the quarter-wa~elength
r
transformer to the inside dimension of the rectangular waveguide,
as shown, is somewhat less than
the distance for a short-circuiting
plug. The effective short circuit
,,
is slightly beyond the face because
waveguide is
the transformer
from rectangular
~IG. G58.—TransitLon
beyond cutoff for this polarization.
to two polarizatlum
irl ruund wave6.18. Circular Polarization of waveguide
~uidc
the TEI1-mode.—The
radial component of the electric field of a single polarization of the !f’Ell-mode at a
fixed radial distance r < a is of the general form
E, = E sin @’e’@-@j.

Now this single wave may be broken up into the sum of two waves
whose maximum amplitude is 90° apart in azimuth; thus,
E, = El sin @e~cWt–@)
+ Eq Cos ~e,(u~–~c),
~vhere @ has undergone

some

angle

of rotation

from

~’, depending

(25)
upon

of E, and E,.
If the second wave had undergone a shift in phase of 0’ radians, it
would be designated for conveniences which will become clear later in
the discussion as O’ = 0 + (7r/2), where 0 is now the phase shift greater
(or less) than a quarter wavelength.
Equation (25) now becomes
the relative

magnitude

If, to the right-hand member of this equation, -we add
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and regroup the terms, the equ~tiun for the electric field becomes

The first term represents a plane-polarized wave. The second term,
however, has an amplitude which is independent of angle and therefore
is symmetric.
This symmetry is, however, false since, at any instant
wave.
t’, the electric field has the same pattern as a single plane-polarized
To

determine

exponent

must

the

angular

position

be set equal

of the

maximum

electric

field,

the

to zero.

@t

—@+;

$=d+

—L?x=o

;-m.

At any cross section in the waveguide, therefore, the maximum amplitude rotates with an angular velocity of tit. Hence, the resultant of
any two plane-polarized waves which cliffer in phase consists of the sum
of a single plane-polarized wave and a circularly polarized ~vave. The
E$ component of the TE,,-mode, which for constant r < a has the form
E = E cos @e~tU~–@’J,can thus be represented in a manner similar to
Eq. (27). The derivation of the E$ component then, ~vill be omitted
from this discussion.
If the amplitudes E, and E, of the two waves \rere equal, then

E, = –2E1

sin ~ cos

()
4 + ~

‘(--++3.

e’(”t-~%)+ El cos 8e

(28)

The angle o is the difference in phase shift from 7r/2 radians, or a quarter
\vavelength; thus, if 8 = O, all the energy from two \vaves of equal
amplitude whose polarizations differ by 90° is transmitted into the circularly polarized mode, when a phase shift of T 2 radians or a qllarter
If the phase shift
wavelength is introduced into one of the t\vo waves,
is greater or less than 7r1’2,the ratio bet\veen the amplit~ldes of the plunepolarized wave and the circularly polarized \vave from Eq. (28) is

an{l the ratio of the po\vers ill the t~vo wares is

(30)
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If a probe is inserted into a waveguide which is matched to all polarizations and which carries two such waves, and the probe is rotated around
From
(the tube, the symmetry of the resulting wave can be determined.
Eq. (26), the magnitude of the square of the electric field as a function
of b and 0, after setting Ez equal to El, may be calculated.
E;

= E: (1 + sin 24 sin 0),

(31)

which has maxima at ~ = m/4j 57r/4 and minima at ~ = 37r/4, 7m/4 for
T > 8 > 0. The maximum to minimum voltage ratio is

‘=J==c04i+9

(32)

Combining Eqs. (29) and (32), and (30) and (32), we get

%_2’in(cO’-”-9
—
2sin(c@-:)
—

E,

–

sin (2 cot–l r)

‘

Cos 2 cot–l r — ~
2)
(

and
P~ _

E–

1 – sin 2(cot–1 r)
sin2 2 cot–l r
“

With the above relations there is sufficient information to design
a quarter-wave plate in the !I’Ell-mode in order to obtain a circular
polarization.
Various schemes for obtaining it have been tried. Usually, these schemes consist of inserting a metal fin or a dielectric slab at a
45° angle to the incident wave. At this fin the incident wave can be
resolved into two waves of equal amplitude at 45°. If the fin is very
narrow, its effect on the polarization, of which the radial vector is maximum 90° in azimuth away from the fin, is very small; this is true since
the electric field E, is perpendicular to its surface and the radial component E, is equal to zero. For fins that are rather thick, however, there
is some phase shift in one polarization, and considerable phase shift in
the polarization that has a maximum electric field at the fin. For a
0.062-in. fin in round \\aveguide of 0.350 in. ID at 1.25 cm, the guide wavelength, as a function of the amount of insertion of the fin into the waveguide, is plotted in Fig. 6.59 for the two polarizations.
Another way of
obtaining a quarter-wave plate is by filling in part of the waveguide
with a metal plate as shown in the cross-section sketch in Fig. 6.60. In
this figllre also is a plot of guide wavelength as a function of the thickness
of this metal plate.
The quarter-wave plate must be matched to both polarizations and
partic~llady to the polarization in which it causes the greater phase shift.
This matching is accomplished by using a quarter-wavelength step in
the plate which must be determined experimentally after the dimensions
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The length of the quarter-

where 1’ is the length of the qu~rter-~vave transformer, kf, and Xz, are
the guide wavelengths of the quarter-wavelength transformer for the
two polarizations, and 1 is the remaining kmgth of the quarter-wave
plate with A, and X2 the corresponding guide wavelengths of the two
polarizations as shown in Figs. 6.59 and 6%0. Dimensions for two
quarter-wave plates are shown in Figs. 6.61 and 6“62 for 1.25-cm wavelength in round waveguide 0.350 in. ID.
A quarter-wave plate may be obtained by means of a number of
lumped susceptances spaced in the round waveguide.
‘These lumped
susceptances may be in the form of rods, as in Fig. 6.63, which protrude

FIG. &63.-Quarter-wave

plate with lumped susceptance.

into the waveguide.
These rods act like shunt capacities; and if the
values of their susceptances are known, the spacing between them may be
determined by means of the Smith chart so that a perfect match is
obtained.
If the shunt capacity of these elements is not too large, a
match over a broad band may be obtained by spacing several of these
elements about a quarter wavelength if the relative magnitudes of these
For example,
susceptances follu)v the values of the binomial coefficients.
if t\vo susceptances are used, their magnitudes are equal; if three susceptances are used, then their magnitudes shollld have tbe relative values of
uc, 2WC,ancl ~c, respectively.
SeYmal typical ~aluds are as follows:
N“umbcr of clen\eI1ts
~
3
4.
5

V:iluc of czp:tcitics
we
UC
tic
Ztic
we
(.JC
3UC
31.Jc
ox
Wc
6UC
4WC
UC
4WC

Equal spacing of equal elements may also }~e used but the broadband
match may not be so good.
By trying various matched combinations
of these elements, the values of the susceptance and the number of elements may lm determined experimentally so thzt circular polarization
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is attained.
This techniqu eisrathe rcumbersorneto design. Sufficient
work has not been done to determine whether there is any gain in bandwidth over the continuous type of quarter-wave plates.
It is also’ possible to couple from rectangular waveguide directly to
round waveguide in circular polari zaLeft handed
Right handed
——
tion \\-ithoutmeans of a quarter-wave
Circular polarization
Circular polanzathon
plate. The shunt rectangular-~vave
guide arm as shown in Fig. 6.64
couples to the TE1l-mode by cutting
transverse currents in the round
\va\-eguide. The instantaneous currents in circular polarization ~vind
spirally around the wavegllidc making
Fro, 664, -I)ouble
circular polarizer
I,irrlllar
with rightand
left-handed
a complete revolution in a waveguide
polarizations.
wavelength.
Thus, if these currents
the rectangldar
waveguide at’ the proper angle
are excited by orienting
with the axis of the round waveguide, circular polarization can be set up,
This angle can be approximated by the formula

m

where a is the radius of the round waveguicie and XOthe waveguide wavelength. If both ends of the round
10.0
waveguide are matched, then a right8.0
handed circular polarization will be
excited

in

handed

circular

other.
for

such

one

Data

direction

at

1.25-cm

a transition

the orientation
\raveguide

and

polarization

with

angle

a leftin

wavelength

as a function

of

of the rectangular

respect

to the

6.0

the

round-

4.0
s~ ~ o
~
m
% 2.0

in Fig. 6%5.
1.5
If a m ova. bl e short-circuiting
pl~lnger
is introdllced
into one of these
1.0
arms, some interesting results may be
obtained.
A left-handed polarization
0.7
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
will be reflected back as a right-handed
.9indegrees
polarization, looking in the direction of
RG. 6 65.—Performanceof double
circularpolarizersof Fig,6.64at 1.25-c,,,
propagation, and will add to the origiwavelengthwith Vs\VR measuredin
nal right-handed circularly polarized
rectmwlar waveguideand P equal to
the ratio of the majol- axis voltage to the
wave. As the phase of this reflected
minor ams voltage of the polarized wave.
wave is adjusted by the short-circuiting plllnger, the reslllting vave propagated in the matched arm may vary
\vaveguide

axis

are show-n
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gradually from circularly polarized wave to plane-polarized wave.
If the
reflected ~~ave is 180° out of phase with the other wave in the matched
arm, then there is no propagation, and all the energy is reflected from the
junction.
Circular polarization may also be excited by means of a transition
which has been aptly designated as a “ turnstile” transition.
This consists of two cross arms of rectangular
]raveguide with a round ~vaveguicle
coupled out of the section that is common to the two arms. The narrow
rl
-q cldimensions of the rectangular wziveI
guide are lined up \vith the rounrlb

waveguide axis. If the transition is
L
-i
a
matched so that the symmetry is
L
preserved, then some interesting reI
I
k-d~
suits are obtained.
This matching is
]’IG. fi.(ifi–>fatching
of turnstile junction
done by adjusting the dimensions of
of Fig, 6.57; data taken from Table 6.3.
a post which is set in the bottom of
the rectangular ~vaveguide along the axis of the round waveguide as
in Fig. 6.66. The data for Fig. 666 are taken from Table 63.
The
~ABI.E 63.-DIMENSIONS*

3.33
3.57
1.25

* AllIette:

:

1:

(’enter
wavelength,

cm

TO .kCCOMPASY TcRw+mrm

a, in.

I b,in.

~ c, i,

~ ii, in.

I

;’:;

~ ,,.!;;;;;::’;;
r

,

in.

l—--– l-–--------+ ‘-—

0.181
0.070

0.502

~ 0.125 I O 4375 I 0.9375 : 1 x ; (.05(3,!’211)
I () 125 I 0.5315 ~ 1.000
: 1 X + (.050 \vaII)

o 175

I

~ 0,50!)

n 160
I

ltolllld

ID,

l~!

I

.JVNCTItJTi OF FIC. 6456

‘

x> .,1>01s pc,rtLm to

0,0fj5

I

O 188

~ 0.350

: X ~ (.040 wall)

I;ig.ti(ili

height and diameter of the lo!frr part of the post hal-e :i greater rffect on
the match looking into onc rcctanglllar \\aleg~lide with nuitche(l loads
in the other folw arms, lt hilt the narro\r post has grcatrr effect on the
match looking into the round \va\cguide. Thus a transition is ol}tainml
with the follo\ring characteristics:
1. The wave is matched looking into the round waveguide ~vith
matched loads in the four rectangular arms.
2. Each rectangular arm is matc}lerf ~vith matched loads in the othw
arms.
With these conditions, if power is fed into .irm .4 Fig. 6.67, one half
of the power is transmitted in the rolmd wa~-cguide, and the other half
is divided bet\veen .bms B and D ~vith no power propagatc{l in Arm C’.
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Since B and D are in shunt with Arm A, the phase at the planes represented by narrow sides of waveguides A and C will be equal for the two
waves. If arms B and D are short-circuited and are equal in length,
the two reflected waves arrive back at the junction in phase, and the
reflected power is equally divided between .4rms A and C. No reflected
power enters the round waveguide since the two reflected waves will
set up polarizations in the round guide which are 180° out of phase and,
therefore, will be canceled out.
If one arm is a quarter wavelength longer than the other, then the
reflected

~vaves from the two arms

are out of phase

and ~vill set up a

in the round guide
\vhich is aligned \vith the axis of
the short-circuited arms. Thus,
t}lere are two ~vavesof equal amplitude, whose polarizations differ by
90°, propagated in the round waveguide. As the length of the arms
is adjusted, keeping a quarterwavelength difference in lengths
between the two, the phase of the
FIG. &67.-Cross
section of turnstile tranpolarization set up by the reflected
sitlon.
waves ~villbe varied.
If the ~hase
difference between the polarizations is equal to zero, then a plane-polirized
waYe oriented at 45° to the cross arms is propagated.
If this phase
difference is equal to n, then there is propagated a plane-polarized wave,
oriented at 900 in azimuth from the wa~-c resulting from a phase difference
polarization

‘r.4B1.E 64.-DIMENSIONS
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of zero. If this. phase difference is 7r/2j 3m/2, the resulting wave is circularly polarized in the round waveguide; \vhile in bet~veen these values of
phase difference t,he resulting ~~ave is elliptically polarized.
Table 6.3 gives the dimensions of three turnstile transitions centered
at \vavelengths of 3.33, 3,57, and 1.25 cm. Complete data have not
been collected on these transitions since each transition was designed for
a specific application, and only sufficient data ~~eretaken for this application. Table 6.4 gives the length of short-circuited arms for circular
70
fi
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FIG, 6.68,—Characteristics
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of tumst,le used as li~ear polmizer.
the srwn<l line of Table (i4.

Dimensions are given in

polarization and for plane polarization, ~vith the voltage standing-wave
ratios obtained for these applications.
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Jn7mL -J9mmL.
FIG. 669,-Dielectric
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sensitivity of the lengths of the short-circuited arms. Figure 6.68 shows
a plot of the ratio between the power found in the two polarizations in
the second transition of Table 6.4, over a part of the frequency band,

FrQ. 6.70, —C,rcular-polari

zation tests on styraloy quarter-wave

plate of F]g. 6.69b.

when the transition is used as a linear polarizer.
The amount of Pi
in the figure is very small at 3..58-cm wavelength but increases very rapidly
toward each end of the band.
This Pz wave
\rill be out of phase \vith the PI wave, thus
setting up some circular polarization.
For
some applications the ratio must be greater
than 30 db.
Another way to construct a quarter-wa~c
plate is to place a narrow slab of dielectric
material, as shown in the drawings in Fig.
6.69, at an angle of 45° to the incident
polarization.
The dielectric has a greater
effect
on the guide wavelength
of that com~1~, 6.71. —Circu1ar polarizer in rectangular
Cross-section view.

wa~,eguide.

ponent,
to

its

the
width,

polarization
than

in the

of which
component

is parallel
at 90”.

The notches and the tapers match the plate to the incident wave.
Apparently better results are obtained \vitha fairly thick slab of dielectric
than with a very thin sheet. Experimental results of the tapered quarterwave plate of Fig. 6.69 are shown on the graph of Fig. 6.70. The small
maxima and minima are probably due to multiple reflections from the two
tapers in the two component polarizations.
6.19. Circular Polarization in Square Waveguide.—It
is possible to
propagate a circularly polarized wave in square \va\reguide,as ~vell as in
round, by dividing the po~~er in half so that two Z’EIO-modes are
propagated at right angles, and by introducing a phase shift of T/2 in
one of these modes.
This phase shift may be obtained by using a
section of rectangular waveguide with a slab of dielectric as in Fig. 6.71.
Since the boundary conditions are not complicated, the c~ltt)ff~va~elengths
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for the primary modes in the two polarizations may be calculated accurately. This technique of exciting circular polarization gives us several
parameters which must be adjusted in order to obtain a broad band.
By
selecting the dimensions a and b, and the thickness and dielectric constant of the slab, a waveguide section may be obtained in which the
phase difference between the two polarizations, as a function of freespace wavelength, is at a minimum in the center of the selected band.
In this way, theoretical bandwidths of 3 to 1 and 5 to 1 can be Obtained
using the maximum ratio of 3 db, betlreen the major axis and the minor
axis of the wave, as a criterion.
TRANSITIONS INVOLVING A CHANGE IN WAVEGUIDE MODE
BY F. E. EHLICRS
For certain specialized applications, it is often necessary to transform
the dominant mode of one type of waveguide to a higher mode of another.
The higher waveguide mode most often used is the TMOl-mode in round
waveguide.
The advantage of this mode is that it has radial symmetry
and, therefore, is desirable for use in rotary joints, in antennas in which a
uniform azimuth is desired, and in other applications requiring symmetry.
6.20. Transitions to the Z’MO,-mode.-Transitions
to the TMol-mode
are more difficult to design than are transitions between two different
waveguides in which only the lowest mode is propagated, because the
!?’Mol-mode has to be excited without setting up an appreciable amount
of TE,,-mode.
The cutoff wavelength for the T’MOl-mode is
27ra
‘= = 2.405’
while the cutoff

wavelength

for the TE1 l-mode is

“

27ra
= 1.841’

Therefore, if the diameter of the waveguide is selected to propagate the
TM,, -mode, it will also propagate the TE,,-mode.
From the standpoint
of electromagnetic theory, the round waveguide must be excited with a
field as nearly symmetrical as possible.
Since nearly all microwave transmission line is rectangular waveguide,
the most logical type of transition to the T.lTO1-mode is from the TEIomode in rectangular guide. From Fig. 6,72 it is seen that the T.lfo,-mode
The first type of T3[Ol-transiis very similar to the coaxial TEM-mode.
tion from rectangular waveguide contained first a right-angle transition
from rectangular waveguide to a coaxial line which was beyond cutoff
for all waveguide modes.
Then an antenna, formed by the extension of
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the center conductor of the coaxial line into the round waveguide, excited
the T’MOl-mode. In this construction, there is perfect symmetry so that
no !Z’Ell-mode (see Fig. 6.73) is set up in the round waveguide unless the
coaxial section is so short that higher modes, set up in the coaxial line
by the junction at the rectangular waveguide, are not attenuated sufficiently.
This transition was satisfactory only over a very narrow band
of wavelengths.
It was matched to the transmitter frequency by
:r
1

r
L

z

—

Electric intensity

FIG. 6,72.—Instantaneous

fields in TJfn,-mode

--—-

Section at r-r’
Magnetic intens,ty

showing electric and magnetic intcnsitim.

adjusting the plunger in the rectangular waveguide, the plunger in the
coaxial stub, and then three capacitive screws. The clisadvantagc of
such a transition, beyond the mechanical complications, is that the power
The
capacity of the transition is limited by the narrow coaxial section.
device would be much easier to make if power could be coupled directly
from the rectangular waveguide to the round waveguide without this
narrow constriction.
Therefore, from a study of the fields of the TE,,mode in rectangular waveguide and of the TMO ~-mode in round

,..
.
B
‘1 \

1

\

\

II

1/

11

,,//

FIG. 673.-Instantaneous

currents on conductor snrfacc in TE,,-nmde.

The rou cs[,ulldi~,x

E and H fields are shown un the right.

guide, the most logical method of exciting the TM 01-mode directly fN)JU
the rectangular wa~eguide should be determined.
From Fig. 219 it rt~n
be seen that, in a plane across the narrow dimension of the l’(’(,t:lll~llk~l
waveguide and parallel to the wide side, the magnetir firl(l fomls (l(NY1
loops some~vhat circular in slmpe, an(l thr rlectrir field is al\wLy, perpendicular to the plane. Now if the ma~netic fivl(l lines of thr 7’.l/,,,mode in a circular cross section of the rolln(l ~favcg~li(le are ex:m)il)(,(l,
310reover, at the instant sllo\\Ji
it is found that they form CIOSU1riwles.
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by the line A in Fig. 672 when the radial component of the electric field
is equal to zero, the electric field is axial. This analysis of the fields suggests that the Z’Mo,-mode can best be excited by co~[pling from the wide
dimension of the rectangular \vavegllicle. The diameter of the round
waveguide must be large enough to propagate the TMO1-mode but not
large enough to propagate the next higher mode, the Z’EZl-mode, whose
To complete the transition, a shortcutoff ~vavelength is 2~a/3.048.
circuiting plug \vhich fits the rectangular waveguide is adjusted to excite
the maximum electric vector in the center of the round waveguide; a
matching device may be placed either in the round ~va~-eguide or in the
Such a simple
rectangular waveguide, or both, to reduce the reflections.
type of transition is possible for certain sizes of rectangular and round
waveguides, but in designing such a transition, some technique for determining the purity of the Z’MOl-mode must be used.
Only one polarity of the !l’’Ell-morle is excited by this type of transition—the one in which the maximum electric vector lies along the diameter
of the cylindrical waveguide that is parallel to the axis of the rectangular waveguide.
This can be readily seen by a study of the geometry
of the transition.
The !l’’El,-modc in rectangular wa~-cguidc has an
electric vector which is perpendicular to the axis of the rectangular guide
Its magnitude is maximum in
and parallel to the narrow- dimension.
the center and decreases sinusoidally to zero at the edges of the waveguide. Thus, there is symmetry about the center of the rectangular
waveguide which precludes the excitation of the mode in the round pipe
which is not symmetric about this ccntcr line. This property of the
transition, to excite only one polarization of the TE,,-mode, makes it
possible to use the technique outlined in the follolving paragraphs.
6.21. Determining Percentage of Z’11,,-mode in Cylindrical Waveguide.—Whcn r-f power is propagated simultaneously in the TE,,- and
Z’M,l-rnodes in a cylindrical waveguide, it is possible to determine the
relative amount of power in the two modes by measurements of the
electric field in the waveguide.
Since a probe inserted into a waveguide
will be excited by the electric field,, \vhich is directed along its length, only
the radial component of the electrlc vector in cylindrical waveguide need
be considered.
For the TMol-mode, the radial component of the electric
field at the periphery of the pipe \vill vary according to the formula

E,=

~E&H,

(33)

where EE = voltage amplitude of !I’Jlf”l-wave, z = distance along the
axis, and xOI = the waveguide wavelength in the T.1101-mode. For the
Tll,,-mode,
(34)
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where E~ = the amplitude of the 7’Ell-wave, and 4 = angle of azimuth.
If the two modes are propagated simultaneously and the waveguide is
matched to each mode, then the radial component of the electric field
becomes
(35)
where a is the phase difference between the two modes at x = O and f = O.
If the two terms are divided
the electric field is considered,

by ejt”’-~)

and only the amplitude of

E. sin ~e’(~+”),
E,= E.+
111
where ~ = ~1 – cl . From this relation, it is seen that, at the point

~~ong the pipe where

~~~+”)==~~,the

\ra~ue5

of maximum

and

minimum are obtained by rotating around the pipe;
E m., = E~ +

E.

Em~n= E,

E.

and

(36)
–

1

If the ratio of maximum to minimum fields measured arollnd the waveguide is defined as
Em
“G’

(37)

Eqs. (36) may be combined to give
E,
E~=r+l”

r—l

(38)

This maximum ratio will occur every A’/2 along the axis of the waveguide,
or ~ to ii cm, for tubing 1.152 in. ID over the band from 3.13 to 3.53
cm. These same values of maximum and minimum are obtained if
sin o = i 1, and the probe is moved along the axis of the waveguide;
however, the technique of rotating the waveguide and inserting the probe
into holes along the waveguide is preferable in order to avoid radiation
in the Z’Ell-mode and possible resonances caused by the slot. For round
waveguide with inner diameters of 1.152 in. and 1.188 in. about 15
holes spaced ~ in. apart are sufficient to obtain accurate results in the
wavelength range of 3.13 to 3.53 cm. For a matched load in the waveguide, one may use a cone of finely grained wood 14 in. long with a
14-in. sha,nk machined to a slide fit in the tubing.
The reflections introduced by the cone may be detected by changing the position of the cone
in the guide, and by observing the resulting variation in the power

extracted by a fixed probe.
For a v-aveguicle .467 in. in diameter, 1*
holes spaced & in. apart were used satisfactorily over the range from 1.21
to 1.27 cm with a 6-in. wooden cone as a load.
To make use of the variation in power around the pipe in calculating
the relative amount of power transmitted in the Z’li’11-mode, the ratio
of the r-f power transmitted to the square of the voltage amplitude at
the periphery of the ~vaveguide for each of the modes should be knmvn.’
These formulas may be checked by cahwlating the total power from the
component of Poynting’s vector in the direetion of propagation from
the equations?
P==i

p= (/s
//

P.=;

*=?.

//,$=()

,.=.

,=0

The field equations for the I’ll,
E,=O

17(E; If;
l-mode

–

\I-erP

E;H:)T
taken

dr r!~.
froli~

\

tlie

(39)
ecl~l~t,it})ls
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For some applications, t}lc rrqllircmrnts for thr purity of the T.l~Olmode in the rmmd ‘\a~cglliflc m:iy not be very sr\(,re, In applications
for rotary joints, ho\vever, thrm mllst be less than 0,5 per cent of the
power in the 7’1~11-m{.)de. In the design of the transitions devclolwd at
thr R:uiiation h~}]oratoryj attempts ~yrre made to serure this (]egree of
mode purity, an(l various tcchniq[les If-erc t].i(,(i to refle(t from the roun(l
I [o\vlvaveglli(lc, or oth(~r\\isrsII])l)r(w+,the energ}’ in the Tllll-mode,
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ever, before discussing these techniques, two transitions from rectangular
waveguide to round waveguide in the T’lkfOl-mode will be described in
which no devices are needed to obtain the desired mode purity.
A simple transition in which the round waveguide is attached to the
wide side of the rectangular ~raveguide, at right angles to it, has been
described earlier in this chapter.
Such
a transition has been designed, for use
at a wavelength of 1.25 cm, in ~vhich
rectangular guide ~ by ~ in. with
0.040-in. wall and round v-aveguide
with an inside diameter of 0.4675 in.
are used. A rectangular plug is inserted into the rectangular waveguide
as shown in Fig. 675.
In this particular transition, the dimensions of the
rectangular guide are such that it is
possible to select round guide of a
diameter which achieves, simultaneously, a nearly perfect match and a
0.158’~’ ~
mode purity satisfactory for usc in
FIG. 675.-T.?[,, -mo(le trmbition for
rotary joints.
This optimum diame1.25-cm wavelength,

ter for the round guide was determined
experimentally. ‘For each of several diameters tried, the short-circuiting
plug was adjusted so that the minimum voltage standing-wave ratio ~}-as
obtained at 1.25 cm, the center wa~-elength of the band.
Figure 676
shows a plot of this minimum voltage
. standing-wave ratio as a function of
the diameter of the round ~vavegllide.
The match of the finished transition as a function
of wa~-clcmgth is shmrn in Fig. 6.?7.
The bandw-idth of
1.20
I

cc
–—
:l,lo~
>

+..

1.

1.00 [~
0.460

FIG. 6.76. —\’oltage

d
“
T
0.480
0465
0.470
0.475
IDof round wavegulde !n inches
standing-wave
ratio of transition
from $ by &in.
guide to En-mode.

rectangular

v ave-

the transition
for a maximun~ Yoltage standing-wave ratio of 1.0.5is about
4 per cent.
Because of the urgency \vith which this type of transition was d~veloped, no systematic dat~ J\-eretaken b-y which the ratios between the
dimensions of the ~vaveguides and the \vavelength could be determined

Y’1i.1.l,S[l’lo.\ L .1 11’,S

3sti

[s,.(

(; 21

CI(>I, to wa]e
the dimenfor any f\a\rlength lmn[l. It is p(wi])]r, ]IIJII
sions of this p:irtirul:lr tramitiou atcor(iing to thr ratio of the desired
\ra~elm@h to 1,25 (In~an(l thm to obt:~in umllxlr:ll]le rmlllts.
In the dcsigu
of a trmsition
from
1*- by j-in. l\:L\eguiclc \vith
0.064-in. ]v:II1 to a ro(lnd \\-:lvcglli(lc of 1. IW-in. inner diameter, it l\as
t’tmnd tll:~t lxtt~,r nlotlc l)[lrity (uul(l bc ol]tained by use of a rwond

~h(jrt-circuiting
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plug lmving
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diameter as the \\-idcdimemions

—

v-aveguide.

consideration
the

Ivas

purity

of

mode

rx)untl

tvavcgllidc,

cf

Decause
given

excited
the

to the
in

location

the
of

the plunger v M d~t~)rminetl its that
1.00 [h+++![
1.25
1.27
11-hi(,hgave minimum asymmetry a,t
121
1.23
Wavelength In cm
3.20 cm. The puritj’ of the T.lIO111,.. I; 77 I’(,I[:,E< >t;il, <lil, g-,$ ;lvc
mode
in the resulting transition is
1:,11<, ()[
,Igl, t-:tl, glc
tr:tll. itlo(l
t<] Tll
”,1,,0<1?,:-in. 1))- ;-,11,,~,t~llglll~, ,,,,vC- shoIvn in Fig. !5.78.
glllclc.
Since the transition was so simple
in construction, it was derided to round the corners, as shown in Fig. 6.79,
so that the transition ]vould be al]le to transmit ~-cry high po~ver. The
position of the plLlg ~vith the rounded corners ~vas redetermined, and a
tapered section from rectangular wavqgride 1 by ~ in. \vith0.050-in. wall
vw added. An indurti~c windo~v was pl:~ced in this taper to match the
transition at 3.20 cm, since the voltage st:mding-\vave ratio ~vithout the
~vindow was 1,4. With this \rindow, the transition had a voltage standingT

0.016

0012

PIfL,

0008

‘EO,
0.004
0
3.10

3.20

3.30

Wavelength in cm
I’lG. 6.78.– -Purity

of T.lfo~-mn(lc for clrctroformwi

or die-ca>t high-power

rotar>- joint,

\ravr ratio of 1.10 or less from h = 3, 1(;2 cm to k = 3.250 rm (see Fig.
6,80).
The only means of manufacturing this transition is by the process
The rerrobose is then melted
of electroforming oYer a cerrobase form.
out and the transition cleaned.
Since this technique has nut, been stitisfactury for large-scale manu-
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facture, the transition was redesigned for the process of die-c~sting,
In
the die-casting technique, a core must be drawn out of the rectangular
waveguide and also out of the round-waveguide end of the casting;
therefore the taper was eliminated.
Also, a different technique for
matching the transition was used: a matching iris was placed in the
round waveguide as well as an in~
ductive window in the rectangular
waveguide in order to obtain a
broader band.
To demonstrate the
advantage of two matching devices,
the admittance plots of the transition will be examined first without
any inductive matching cieviccw.
Figure 681 gives a plot on the Smith
chart of the transition with the
admittance referred to an arbitrary
position in the rectangular waveguide chosen so that, if an inductive
window of the correct aperture \Yere
with
FIG.fi79.–H,d-poWrr Eo-transition
placed there, the best broadband
matching window-s.
match would be obtained.
With
such a window, the bandwidth bet,lveen maximum stmding-wave ratios of
N’ONlet us insert an iris into
1.10 is 3.16 to 3.25 cm or about -1percent.
the round waveguide and adjust the aperture and position so that the
The dotted lines in Fig. 6.81
smallest spread of admittances is obtained.
sho\v the path through which t}~e iris mo~-es the admittance at each particular wavelength.
Since the iris adds capacitive susceptance, the admittance of the transition without
1.2
the iris and the admittance point,
with the iris may be rotated
\
together to the place on the chart
;>, 1.1~
at l~hich these two points lie along
some line of constant conductance.
In this way the ciotted lines in Fig.
1.0
Since the
3.20
3.30 6.81 c a n be traced.
3.10
Wavelength in cm
susceptance of a capacitive iris is
l;l,l. &SO.- -Pc,rforrnance cur\.e for t Iamitlon
inversely proportional to the guide
of Fig, 6.79.
wavelength in the round waveguide, corrections can be made in the first data in order to determine
the size of aperture of the ne\\-iris and its position in obtaining the desired
admittance pattern.
In this way was obtained the admittance plot in
Fig. 6.81, which, with an inductive window in the rectangular waveguide
matched the transition to a maximum standing-~vayc ratio of 1.04 in
voltage from 3. 13-cm to 3.2(i-cm wavelength.
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This technique of matching may be used on other types of transition,
such as rect,angldar to round in the TE1l-mode.
Separating the matching cle~icm betvmm the output and the input lines makes it much easier
to attain a broadband device.

FIG.

6S1. -High-power
die-cast
T.\fo,-trar~siti{j]l.
.4 = admittance
without
iris
wth too small an iris; C = best admittance
for lIIIJWI l>al~d; [j = MI,,.
with inductive
window in rectangular
waveguide.

B = admittance
pleted

transition

6.22. TEll-mode
Filters.-In
the two transitions discussed in the
foregoing paragraphs, the dimensions of the respecti~-e waveguidm Ivew
such that, at the chosen wavelength bands, the mode purity \T-assat isfactory.
In some transitions these dimensions, togcthm \\-ith ~vavclength, may not be so fortunate.
Consequently, some means of suppressing the Z’111,,-mode must be employed.
This was first done by
means of an extension of the round wa~-cguide belo\v the rectangular
waveguide, terminated by a short circuit.
This is shown in Fi~. 6.82.
If this extension stub is a quarter wa\-elength in the Tli’ll-mode measllr(,ti
from the short circuit to the center of the rectangular waveguide, a
nearly pure 7’MOl-mode is propagated in the round \vaveguicle. lTnfortllnately, this stub is also nearly a quarter ~vavelength in the 7’MOl-mo(le,

i

Tfl,,-.lruf).z

SW. 622]

I

(a)
(b]
lIC. 6.S2.—-Det3ils of Prest o,, T.lfO,-ttial,b,tl{,]l; (,1) •111{~tl’all~ltlllll for 3.17 to 3,23 cm;
(h)
btut>tranhitlo]) f<)r:j2i t[>:3.:3:<r(t,.

und thus causes a large misrn:itch !rllich mll~t }W rancelle(l.
.1 better’
result is obtained if this stub is made three-tluart~rs gllicfc
\\-a\-elcn~thin
.
the TEl,-mode.
Then thediamrtcr
of the stub can hc chown experimentally so that when the length of
stub ]Iec:omcs
tht? short-circuited
thre(~-qualtem ~r~veguitle \ravelength
in the Z’L’,,-mode, it is a h:df-~ml~cguidc navrhmgthinthe
T.lf(ll-rmdr.
In this \r:~y, the I-oltage st:lndinglrave ratio of the transition can l)c
made sm:lll

enough

(alm{lt

1.5) to lx,

matched easily hy an inductiyc
lrindoii,
,Such a tran~itiun ~ww designml from 1- }jy +-in. waveg~[i(lr
\\ith ().(),>()-in. II-all to round ~\-a\c~lii(l(’ 1.188 in, Il):~ta~r:i~elrngtl~~)f
3.20 cm. The dimensions of this
transition arc shown in ~i~..(j82.
‘~l,f’

vf)lt:lge

st:tn{ling-\va\-c

ratio

is

lxlf,}~” 1.1 fur a 2 pm cent lmn(~
{ent(’1’((1 at 3.20 cnl, :111(1the ratio 0[
TE-mo(le to TJ1-mode is about ()..5
]Irr(,ent over this hand.
‘
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stub on the axis of the round }vaveguide placed below- the rectangular
waveguide as in Fig, 6,83. This has one advantage over the round
waveguide stub: it has little effect on the TMO1-mode, since the maximum
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(h)
FIQ. 6.84. —Susceptance

of a ring mounted
in a waveguide:
circumference;
(b) as a function of cross-section

(a) as a function
dimensions,

of mean

electric field for this mode occurs at the center conductor of the coaxial
stub and is not coupled into it. Therefo~e, the stub can be made a
quarter wavelength long in the Z’111l-coaxial u“aveguide mode, and it
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will present a very high impedance to the rmlnd waveguide Tllll-mode.
This device is not so effective a suppressor as the compound Tl&Tlf-stub
discussed in the earlier part of this section, and the introduction of the
poly-supported resonant ring is necessary to obtain sufficient purity
of the TMO1-mode. This particular transition has a standing-wa~e
ratio of 1.10 or less over the band from 10.61 to 10.81 cm.
Possibly the most effective filter for the T’-E,,-mode is the resonant
ring. If a circular metal ring of the correct diameter is placed in a round
waveguide propagating a plane wa~e such m the TEl, -mode, nearly al]
the energy ~vill be either absorbed or reflected away from this ring.
The !i”Mo,-rnode, however, will be
little affected, since the electric
field is nearly always perpendicular to the edges
of the ring.
Thus, if this ring is inserted in the
round waveguide in which the
amount of T’EIl-mode is larger
than desired, a large proportion of
this energy will be filtered out of
the round waveguide.
The resonant ring is a satisfactory mode
1,0
09
1.2
1.3
1.1
filter if about 90 to 95 per cent of
Ring circumference In wavelengths
the energy is in the T:lIO1-mode.
I:IU. G S5.—Amplitude
tra]]~l~,isslon m.
efficient
~s, ring circunlferellcc
in w:lveIf this ring is aligned axially
lengths.
The wavelength
was !1.1 crn [Iae
and centered in the round wavewaveguide had an ID of 2; in. The ciiarr[eters
of wire used for the rings are indicated
on the
guide, it acts like a resonant circuit
curves.
parallel to the impedance of the
line. As the periphery of the ring is increased from a very small diameter,
it first has increasing capacitive susceptance.
Then, as the periphery
is increased beyond the resonant point, the ring becomes inductive.
Figure 6.84 shows the effect of the diameter of the ring ~vhose metal cross
section is 0.040 in. s[luare. These data ~vere taken in ~~aveguide ~ in.
ID ot N ~vavelengtb of 3.20 cm. A complete study of the effect of resonant, rings in ro~lnd ~vaveguide WM made at the Telecommllnications
Research I&tal)lishment in Great Britain.
At 9. l-cm ~vavelrngth,
l~ritish ]]hysicists found that the resonant outer periphery was slightly
greater tll:ln a f’rce-spare ~~avelength and increased as the thickness of
To a first approximation, the resonant
the ring nmttri:ll \T-aS
increased.
inner peripherl- is independent of ring thickness.
Figllrr G85 shows a
chart of the aml)lit~lde of the transmission coefficient Ys. the periphery
of the resonant Iing for different diameters of the \\-ire,taken in waveguide
2+ in. I I). Tl)e effect of tile Iraveguide di:unvter is of a second order,
for :Lrill~ ~,ith :1 periphery of 1.15X ]\”illresonate in uavrgllidr 2; in. ID

.04J
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of 1. 18k for waveguicle

in. diameter.
~knother

matm-ial

significant

from Fig. 685
of the

effect

is that, the fr~qumry
by the fact that

transmission

Telecommunications
frequency

sensitivity

of

increasing

sensitivity

the

thickness

the slope of the c(lrvrs

coefficient

~le{~reascs

Research

Establishment

is 2+ times

lPSS for

for

giving

increasing
f oun(l

of

This

is decreased.

that

the

ring

can be seen

the amplitude
ring

thickness.

at 9.1

a ~vire of 0.11 (T in.

cm the
diameter

it is for a If-ire of 0.012 in. diameter.
One of the first appTieations of the resonant ring was to increase the
band~vidth of the transition ~rhich used a round v-a~e~uide stub to filter
the TE1,-nlod~.
A resonant ring
wws phcwi in the stub as in Fig.
686, so that the kmgth of the stub
appeared
to he a quarter wavelezzz21
H
ength in the TA’11-modr. The
total hmgth of this stul) from the
/ ~E I
center of the rectangular lYaveglii(le to the short-circuiting plug
VNSN ;
Polystyrene /
* In TMO1 was made a half guide ~i-avelength
mode
/
in the ?’.lf~l-mode.
Since the dis/
/
tance to the ring was shortened
/
/
/
///
// //////7
from thrmwquarters of a waveFIG. 686.-Stub
filter wth resonant
ring.
length to a quarter wavelength
and the resonant ring is a broadband device, some improvement in
bandwidth Ivas obtained o~-er the compound Z’E-TJ1-stub.
This type
of transition \vas not used because of the mechanical difficulty of supporting the resonant ring by a polystyrene or mica disk, and because the
compound TE– T.11-stub had sufficient bandwidth to satisfy the requirements at that time.
In subsequent designs of T.1[~,-transitions, a better means of supportIf the electric ficl[l of thr Th’, ,-mode
ing this resonant ring w:~s devised.
in Fig. 6.73 is Cxamilled, it ]vill be found that a metal sheet can lx. l)laced
along 3 ditirncter acrow the Iravegllide w that it is per’pendicoldr to the
of this field.
electric fiehl a:~{l, therefore, \\ill cause no distl]rlxmce
,Sirnilarly,
if metal strllts
lrhich lie al(mg this (li:ml(,t(’r to sup}]ort the
1, tile t,llecti~rness of’ the rcwmant rin~ for this
resonant ring arc USC,(
]mlarization is lininllx~irell. Tlo]t-(,ver, if the strllts are aligne!l in the
(lircwtion of thr rlrctrie ~ector, the ring is only 50 per cent effective.
From the discussion in tllc lwginning of this chapt(r it is seen that only
ol]c p(~lariz:ltion of tllr Tk’! ,-mmlr can Iw excited in tile rigllt-ang]e
trall~ition; that is, tllr onc ill l!hich the lmlarization is along tile axis
‘]’lleret’or(’, if the str~lts are oriented
of the rect:~nglil:~r \f:Lf(slli(le.
than

m
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perpendicular to the axis of the rectangular ~ra~eguicle, the resonant ring
will filter out the T.E,,-mode.
With the use of the strut-support,ed ring, a !Z’.lIO,-mode transition was
designed to corer the hand from 3.13- to 3.t53-cm wavelengths.
In
order to obtain a transition from 1- b~- +in. \vaveguide with 0.50-in.
be
easy
to nu~n~lfactllre and ~vhich Tvould have no stub
wall which would
extending be]mr the~ectan.gl(lar \va~.eguirfe,the construction shown in
the drawing in Fig. (i87 NW tric(l. The 0.980 in. diameter of the
hole concentric lrith the round lvavcguide Jvas cxpcrimenta]ly found
(

\\\\\,.TrKxT

J

(a)

~

F,,

,,,,

O 442’r(b) ‘

I

1,

Lo 080”

(d)‘

(J

to gi~e the smallest amount of TE, l-mode and the best possible
The
matc]l at 3.20-cm wavelength wit,h round wawguide 1.188 in. ID.
diameter of 0.980 in. matched the transition to about 1.1 and from 5 to
7 per cent of the energy ~vas propagatwf in the TIl,l-mode.
With
the addition of a strut-supported resonant ring, the amount of Z’El,-mode
\ras reducwl to 1 per cent or less from ~3,1 to 3.5 cm. JVitlL the ring
located about +: in. from the h{)ttorn, the transition was matched by a
lyindolv
to 1.1 or less over’ this band.
symmetric in(l{i(,tiI-e
Ho!vc]el,
a,< th(> XIYI(JllI)t Of’ ~’~~1l-lllode

eXCC(’dtY~ the

~l]OIWlbl(?

h:llf

P~I’ Cent f 01’ t}l~

Iligll-i,:lvtlt,rlgtll entl of this lmnd, tile size of t}le ll-al(,g(li(lr Iv:ts changed
to see if lwttrr mock, pllrity rolll(l be f)ljt:iined. N’ith the \~-avrguidc
of 1.152 in. 11) (&in. tul)ing ~~itll 0.049-in, Ivall), it !T-asfound that the
trallsiti~ll
could II(! In: Ltchcd
oyer
the ]J:tIld
from 3.13 to ;~.t~~ cm Ivith a
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voltage
standing-wave ratio of 1.1 or less, with an inductive windo~v;
the amount of power to the ZZT,l-mode was less than one-half per cent
over this band (see Figs. 6S7, 6.88, and 6.89).
The position of the resonant ring was chosen principally to obtain an r-f admittance which could be
matched over a broad band by an inductive window in the rectangular
waveguide.
Its effect on the purity of the Z’M,,-mode is practically
independent of the distance from the bottom of @e rectangular \vaveguide.
However, for positions nearer the bottom than ~ in., its effective-

0,006
$
k 0.004
.-0
5

\

i 0.002
2

~li—n

0
3.10

3.40

3.30
Wavelength
Incm
(a)

3,20

3.50

of

((1)

ncss
diminishes.
Section 73 contains a discussion of the al)l~li<,:~tion
of these transitions in rotary joints and an explanation of the effect
of the str[lt-s[l]>l}r)rteci rin~ on the fl’~11-mode resonances.
.ilthollgh a stand ing-lvave ratio in voltage of 1,1 or less is satisfactory

for most
in the

USCS, a better

ro~md guide

waveguide

(Fig.

match

cm

be obtained

:1s IYell as an inductive

6.8Yd);

this

is the

same

by using
windo}v

method

a capacitive

in the

used

iris

rectan~u]ar

in the transition

part of this
ch:ipter.
The gmph in Fig. 6!K) sh[)}rs the standing-\ra~-e voltn,gc r:ttio
as 3 function of lravel(~ngtll fur t}le initi:d I[l(xlcl.
Bccaum of the witle use of thcw tr:ulsiti{,ns, xnd bwmlse of tile diffrrent processes by Irhirh they Iver(>c{)r~str~l[,tcd,tlvo mole )i:~~-sot’ Ill:itclling
u. c~uartcr-]rfivelerlgtll
tr3nsfornlcr, and
a
caparit
i~c
were ernplOyecl:
from

1 ~- by ~-in. waveguidc ~rhich IV:Wdiwllssed in a preliolw
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button. The quarter-wave transformer, which is shown in Fig. 6.87b,
was used to obtain a match at 3.20 cm. Because it has a simple geometry,
the transformer is especially adapted to the process of electroforming.
The voltage standing-wave ratio of the transition with this transformer
is 1.04 or less, from 3.15 to 3.25 cm (Fig. 6.91).
Button matching is especially suitable to the process of die-casting.
In this process, a die must be drawn from a rectangular waveguide and
another from the round-waveguide section of the transition casting.
By putting a capacity button 0.080 in. high and ~ in. in diameter at the
1.15

1.10
s
m
>
1.05

1,00
3.10

3.20
lIC;. fiSfl––VS\VIL

3.30
3.40
Wavelengthin cm

3.50

vs. k for the transition of lpig. 6.Si<L,

1.08

sm
>

1.00
3.10

3.20

3.30

3.40

3.50

Wavelength in cm
FIG. 690-VSW’11

vs. A for the tra],sition

of Fig. 6S7d.

bottom of the transition along the axis of the rectangular waveguide,
but off the axis of the round guide to~vard the back of the transition,
the transition can be matched ~vithout the additional machining necessary
to put in a quarter-wa~e transformer or an inductiye window.
Each
transition will be matched to 1.03 J’S}VR or less from 3.13 to 3.29 cm
with a maximum of 1.06 at 3.33 cm as in Fig. 6,92.
The following procedure ~vas used to determine the position of the
button. The position of the minimum in the standing-~vave ratio
of the transition Tvithout the button was used as a reference point.
A small button, not quite large enough to remove the mi?match caused
by the transition, was placed in the transition where it reduced the
voltage standing-wa\’e ratio. The admittance ~vas plotted with respect
to the position of the voltage minimllm without the blltton.
Having
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assumed that the button would add shunt capacitance, the two admittances were rotated on the Smith chart until they lay along some constant conductance circle. Successive adjustments of the position were
made until the button moved theadrnittanc
ealongth econductance circle
of 1. Then, that height of the button ~vhich would bring it into the
center of the chart was determined experimentally.
Locating the proper
position only by rotating the admittance of the transition toward the
load is subject to considerable error sinre the guide wawlcngth in the
transition swtion is not known.
1.10

s
In
>

1.00@
3.10

3.30

3.20
WavelengthIn cm

3.10

320

3.30

Wavelength in cm

l;l(:. &91.-\-S \\”li vs. k for the t! ansitioll
of l~ig. t3S7b.

1 IG. 692. -VSYVIl

T-s. h for the transition
of l~,g. 6 87C,

The optimum bandwidth is attained when the button is 0.088 in.
from the ~enter line of the round guide. To improve the match for the
higher \vavelengths, the button must be nearer the load; if the button is
moved farther back, its effect diminishes, and it becomes critical with
respect to position.
Consequently, there is no satisfactory position to
match for the ~vavelengths above 3.3 cm.
The most critical part in this type of transition is the resonant H-ring.
Tilting an H-ring ~vith the supporting struts as axes tends to affect i~s
resonant frequency.
One transition was tested in which the ring was
tilted 0,018 in. (the difference between the height of one end and the
height of the other end of the ring). Then the ring was adjusted to an
O.010-in. tilt. The following table gi~-es a comparison of the results.
TAME

65,-RESULTS

x

3,16
3.20
3.23
3.30

OF TII,T

OF H. RING

VSI~-It i VSJ\’R
0.018 in. O,OIOin.

1.16
1.07
1.06
1.13

I
I

1,09
1.0.5
1.00
1.09

Assuming that a change of 0.008 in. in tilt from the level position has
the same effect as a change from 0.010 in. to 0.018 in,, we find that a
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tolerance of +0.002 in. is allowed for a change of 0.01 in voltage standingwave ratio. Variation in the height of the H-ring is less critical; + 0.00.5
in. will cause a change in voltage standing-wave ratio of 0.01.
Another means of eliminating this objectionable Z’1211-modeis to use
a metal fin as shown in Fig. 693.
It has been shown that only one
polarization of the Tllll-mode can be excited in the round waveguide

FIG.6.93, ~FirI

TE1l-mwle

filter.

l)y a rigl~t-angle transition from rectangular to round waveguide; therefore, if there is insertecl across the diameter of the waveguicle a metal
fin aligned along the axis of the rectangular waveguidej this polarization
is short-circuited.
One requirement of the fin is that it must be very
~vell centered.
The type of mode propagated in this half round-waveguide section is essentially the Tli’,1-mode, \vith one half 180° out of
phase ~vith the other half, so that a symmetric mode is set up at the
transmitting end of the fin. If, how-ever, the fin is not centered, then
the waveg(iide ~varelength in one half is different from that in the other
half, and a shift in phase betlvecn these t~ro hallcs results in some
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TE,,-mode being excited by the fin (see Fig. (194a).
This fin also mus
be long enough so that the higher mode in Fig. 6.94b is sufficiently
attenuated.
The
is very
a half
sizes

mismatch
highly
guide

and

of the

inducti~e,
wavelength

the resulting

fin to the
so th~t
long.

match

Tilfo,-mode,

with

the

the fin is nearly matched
Figure
&95 shorn
a plot

to the

l“~lf~l-mode

edge

rounded,

if it is about
of various
fin

as a function

of ]vave-

length.
The straight fin will stand no more
power than the resonant ring, Corona forms
along the edge of the fin; and, although rounding the edges has a salutary effect cm the breakdown, it does not eliminate this corona entirely.
Another means of reflecting the TE1l-mode
is to couple out this mode into shunt arms of
rectangular wa~-eguicle in the same manner as
the right-angle transitions described in Sec.
6.17. However, instead of using the full rec(il)
tangular opening into the round waveguide, a
narrow resonant slot may be used to couplr
into the w-aveguide. Four such waveguides
may be spaced 90° around the Tilfol-}vaveguidc
so that all polarizations are coupled into the
rectangular wa~’eguides.
If the short-circuiting plungers in each arm arc adjusted so that
an effective short circuit is placed at the center
of the ~va~~eguide, all the energy is retlecte{l
back and the device is a resonant mode filter,
This
t~rpe of filter is a selecti~-e device, for it
(b)
FIC+. 694, –1’rol,ag:tted
(a) v-ill have little effect on the T.W~,l-mocie transand attenuated (b) lnodw in fin mitte(l
in the rouncf ~vaveguide.
The currents
section.
in the l“.lf~l-mmle are al\rays in the direction
of propagation; thr.y al-e, therrfore, pawdlel to tk~eslots \\-hich~vill not,
consequently, cut across any currents in this mode.
Some experiments ha~-e been done on this type of mode filter but UIJ
appreciable band was attaihed.
Figure 696 shows the plot of the
transmission of TE1l-mode past a single arm of l:- by ~-in. wavcguide
on round waveguide 1.152 in. ID.
It was thought that by spacing
the opposite arms a quarter wavelength away as in Fig. 6.97 the barldwidth could be increased; but three was some interaction between the
two sets of arms. At certain wavelengths, more energy was propagated
in the TE1l-mode with this type of filter than ~fithout it. one fundamental fault of this design was that the symmetry of the round-wavrguide
section was not preserved.
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6.98a.

Y’li,l .$’.?1Tlo.v

1‘,!’11’)<

[Six’, (j2J

Since this is symmetric it \vill not excite any TE, ,-nmdc.
Sorer
of the 7’.1101energy will be refl(’ctrcl
back as \\ellas the 7’E, ,-mode, to be
sure, but if this reflection is not too
large, it may Iw matched ollt by
inductive diapllra~ms or it ma,v bc
spared to cunrel the reflection from
the transition.
( )ne is limited somcn-hat in spacing the filter in the round
~val,eguide since that section bet\verm
the filteranci the transition itself may
brcome resonant in the l’EI ,-mode
al crrt ain frequencies.
one might
also extend this further and use a long
sert ion of \vavcguifle, the cross SeC-

tion
of ]vhich is shonm in Fig. 698,
which might he designed so that it
will not propagate the TEI ~-mode.
Another devire }vhich may be used to excite the TJIO1-mode is sho~ln
in Fig. 699.
This should trar~sform nearly
all the energy into th(: TMO1-mode ~vithout
the necessity of any mode filters. The
)vave propagated in the two arms of the
rectangular ~va~-eguicleT from the input
shunt mm have the same phase relation.
Since the t~vo path lengths from the l’, A
around the rcctanglllar ban(ls to the center
of the round v avegllide, are equal, this
]va~,eguide will be excited by a symmetric
field which theoretically should prevent
Sechon at A A
any of the 7’Ell-mocfe
from
bping
ode
propagated.
6.23. Straight -on T.110~-mode Transitions.–-In
Sec. 620, thr easiest way of
exciting the TJIO1-mode w-asdiscussed, and
it was decide~l that this could Iwst be done
by collpling the rm]ml N:~veg\~ideat right
an~lw tu the I\idc side of t}le rectangular
lval’egui{]e.
It is often desirable, howevrr,
to ha~e t}le t~vo ~ra~eglliflrs on the ~an~c
1 c,, (i!1.>. I (31,1 ..! )11,. 1(, ,,.:l (.(1
a.xl$, $ome mean> must bc used to excite
7’/<,1-11(><1,..
thi’
lvavc~ui(lc with a m-mmetric:d fiel{l.
‘rhiS mii~ I)C doIl(! ])~ :1 t:ipCI’(K~ flIl,
‘his
fiu, li}lcll alignc(l l\-itllth~,nla>iFIG. 697.-M0de
Iilter
with t>io sets
of >tubs spared A,I’4 aI~art in round m aveguide.
Stubs toreflect 7’171~-nlode.

sm.

,$’TR. 1lCll T. O.\- T1l,,, -, MOI)E

0.231

7’R.1 l-s>’l7’10 l-,Y

}01.

mum electric vector in the T’El,-rnode in the round l\:L\rgllidr, v~ill
divide thr w:~~cgllide mode into t~vo half-round Tll,,-modes
of r[l~[:il
power, Ill Fig. 6.100 there are
,skct,r[lr,<of the Pl[,rtric ficl(l in v<ariof this
t:ipere(l
ow rross sertions
sevtioli
sholviflK
hotv
t}l(,
fi(,l(l is
gradually di~ided into t\vo wrtitms
\\-ithonP side 180° m~t of phwr \vith
the fif,l(l in the other lmlf, If tll[’
round lravf’guide is tapered to :L
lxrgm size to transmit tile T.lIllmode, thf’n 2 termin:{ting wltclln:l
may lw use~l to match the lv:lveguirie to the Z’alfO,-nl[d~. This
d~\icc. if the fin is centerecl r:wefully, \\-illexcite very little rnrr~y in
the T,l[jl-mo(le since the synlnl~)try
is not drpendent in :Iny l\-:ty (m

b!J

fl’[YIU(’Jl(’y.

(a)

(b)

((-)
.-
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breakdown.
On the basis of the theory of tapered transmission lines,
it would be expected that if this taper were made very long it would be
very \rell matched over a broad band. Lengthening this type of taper,
howe~er, makes themismatch~vorse.
.4 study of the cutoff wavelength
9
8
d
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:
g

m

:6L
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FIG. 6.101,—Cutoff

as a function

of the

0.4
h/d

0.6

08

wavelength

for round

dimension

of the

waveguide

wit]l fin, ~~,,-n>ode.

fin in lJi~.

{;,101

inflic:~tcs

th:lt,

fill
approaches the diameter of the ~vavegllidc. This, of (wuwt,j l\t)~lltlintl,Jduce a large discontinuity in the irnped:mce at this ))oi]lt, ‘111(,(l(,siKrl
of this transition has not ljeen finished. If :Lcapa(itileiris
in the rtjlln(l
~ravegllide, together ~vith an in(llltti\[, i].i>il)
the rwtang(llar ~~avcguidc, is lLSC(lto !Iultch
this transition, a gof)(l nmtcl\ In:i} lx, ol]t:~il~(vl
over a fairly broad l):~ntl.
Another techni(lllr of (Jl)t:lining:[ +tl:ligllton TJlol-tranfiition is dl<)\vn in l~ig. (i102.
[n this trurwition a fin is pl:w,tl :[(r[).b :1
il
cfiamctrr in the rolln[[ \\-a~eg~li(lew tll:it
the

cutoff

wavelength

may

become

infinite

is peryen[liclll:ir
}l-ay, thcinci(leut

:Is the

Ilcigl]t

to tile electlic

of

fieltl.

th(,

Ill tl]is

~)olver i><li\i(~((lil ]ll:~ll’\\itll

)cry little mismtitch.
3“o\\-, if :~l)ll:is[sllilt
t)f’ 1800 is ilitr[xl\[ced into oll(~ II:(lf [)( tlli>
\\.a\-egui(lesc(tiou, tllcll a synml(,t]i(:ll I[cl(l

i,.

624]

II r(l’11.l’() II “}:1( L’.tl’’icf

Coax!alphase shifter

Matching taper

1’1’

103

Dielectric phase shifter

Dielectric quarter-wave matching

the Z’MOl-mode; the same terminating rmtrnna
may be med.
‘he
additi(m in the round
waveguide of some filter, surh as a resonant
ring, will increase the band\vidt}l.
A shorter straight-on trtinsit,iou is pf>ssiljl{,
if’ ~ stub is L]sed to introduce the phase shift.
In this tran,<itionj the dividing fin is I)I:ICP(lin
the rectangular \v:ivryyide md a series ~tul) is
])larc(] on one si(le :\s shol~n in I;ig. (j.104.
This fin is also cxtcndcd into the r(mn[l ;\:iYegui(lrl and no gradu:d t:~Jwrfr(ml tlic rert:in~illar srrtit]n to the round is nrwlc(l.
‘~}]e s:ime
antenlulj is used to tf~rmin:~tc tlli> fir], Il”i(ll
the introdllction of a reson:lnt ring, ,sll[h :1
device appears to )x c~lpable of }wing nmtchwl
over a broad ban{l.
6.24. High-power Capacity .–-Ir~ III(,{,~nllw
. .
.
of dr.slgnlng t}lese tr:lrl,+[tl(ms, Sl][ll(. ((. s(>\\ull,
made on their po~ver r:l]]:lf,ity. l~{~rrl}(,~t 0[
tl~ese trwts, the roun(l ~vaveglli~l( \\:ts nl:tttll(vl
to spare by means of a ffarwl horn. ‘131i.*made
it possible to obserlz l\hcre break{lo~m actually

1:1<:. G 1(J4.--stl:alcllt-1))1
?’.llol-tr:,,,.itlc>ll w i t h xtul]
phaac dlif( cr.
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occurrwl

in t}lc transition.

avail:lble

for test,

a bell jar of a vacuum
occurred.

The

press~ire

~vas calculated,
as the

tothesquare
decreased
There
tion,

such

f

Then

chart

assuming

po~ver

of the

root of thepulse
by a factor

only

100 to 200

~vith its matched

system.

follo~viug

directly

is increased

Since

the transition
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theair

of pom-er
that

arcing

for

atmospheric

breakdown

is inversely

]viclthupto2~sec.
power

was

N-as dra~rn out until
breakdown

and

power

inside

the peak-power

pressure

of -1, the peak

kw peak

horn w-as placed

If the repetitionr
necessary

varim

proportional
ate

for breakdomm

is

by 30 per cent.
are many

factors

that

determine

the power

as the ~vidth of air gaps in the transition

capacity

of a transi-

and the presence of

sharp corners and of dust or tine metal tilings. (’cleanliness seems to Iw
an mpecially important factor in ensuring the best po\ver capacity of a
particular chmign. W’hen each transition ~vas tested at first, freclllcnt
occurred from the sharp corners, but as
“splitting”
or “sputtering’]
the transition \\as continued under high po~vcr, this spitting gradluilly
ceased. Greater consistency is obtained if the sharp corners are e]inlinated by rubbing with steel wool and the transition is II1ON-U
clean by ~11
air blast.
6.25. Summary.—In the previous pamgraphs ~ve have discllsse(l in
detail the transitions that ~\ere developed, or were attempted, at the
In designing these transitiorw, ~rith thepossil)le
Radiation Laboratory.
exception of theround ~vaYeg-uideinthe transitionfor 1.2,5cm, theinq(liry
This ~~-asespecially true
was consistently limited to standard tubings.
in the case of the rectangular vxivegllidc which ]vas standardized by the
Army and N’avy. Therefore, if a ~implc transitioll, containing no
filters for the TE-mode, excited nearly pure mode, this \Yas a happy
coincidence; and if the combination of ll-aveguidw anfl lravelengt}l l!erc
not right, ~:u-ious TE-modc hltersl~:lcl t<]bet)ie<lt t)olJt:lir~ thcsatisfactoly
l’~lf,l-mode purity,
It is possil)lc that the purity of the mode in the
round u-a~-cguidc in such a simple tr:ln~itiou results from the optimum
adjlmtment of four dimensions: the height and the width of the recand thepositang~dar na~egui(le, the diameter of the rwmd Ilal-cguide)
tion of the short-circuiting plllnger. Thrrc 1~-erenot many parameters
~vith which to ~vork, bllt it i> possil)le that l]roa(ler }xmcfs could ha~c
lx-en obtained if a grc:atcr in~e~tigatiou of these parameters had berm
m:ade. For instance, one might, i~Lvwtigate the eff~ct that, the height,
of the re(,t:lngul:lr \\a~cglli(lf>ivolll(l havcupou tllerll<)clel)llrit~- ill aTvavegl[i(le of a gi\-en di~meter Ivheu tl)e pllmger is fifljllste(l for nlillinl~lln
excitation of th~ 7’A’11-nlode, .-ilso, tl]c (,l”fett of 111( ll-idc (liln(tl~i{)ll
of the l~,(tmlglllal Iwlyeglliflc nlight }w inl-csti~at(xl,
If tllew inY(Mig:ltions were muclc ()~cr the Cntile flx,(lllcncJ- range lvllere the 7’L1[OI-IUO(!C
Trill operate ~titllo(lt higllcr mo(lcs, they ll-ould give adcqllate dat:~ to
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enable an engineer to design a simple transition Tvhich could be manufactllred for :{nl- desirable lmnd from standard tubings.
Of course one
coLdcl scale the transitions described in this trxt by the ratio of the
wa~-elengths for the known transition to the wavelength of the nelv band
and obtain a set of (Iimeusions which IYould be as good for the nmf- band;
]]ut in a great majoritl- of the rases, th~~c tiimensions IJ-oIL1(Il]e Yery
odd indeed, and Jvmlld not correspond to any standard tubings avuilable.
Consequently, a fundamental series of investigations, such as those proposed here, woulcl be desirable it’ f~lrther designs of the T.llol-tr:~llsiti(]ns
\\-erecontemplated.
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In microvn~e syxtem install:ltions it is usllally nccrssaly to pro~i(le
for relatilc motion bet fvecrr components at one or more points in the
r-f tlamsrnission line. ‘he sllock-rrl(J~lrltillgof the flifl’went ct~mponmlts
:111(] th(’
xcarching or sccanning m(kiorls pertormr(l hy r:l(h~rantennas, for
example, rc[lllirr motional joints in tile coaxial line or Jlavegllide lvhirb
It is tile p~lr-poseof this chapter to
l~ave a variety of degrees of frwdom.
discuss the electrical design of the various devices that fulfill these requirements. ‘he mechanical aspects me treated in other books of this series,
e.g., “Radar Scanner Engineering, ” and will be mentioned here only in
so far as they affect, or are affected by, the electrical characteristics.
There are t~vo general electrical considerations that apply to all
motional joints.
First, they must provide a good impedance match (a
Yoltage standing-wave ratio of about 1.2 or less) for all required displacements.
This involves the problem of mode purity, in certain
cases, since the presence of undesired field configurations can give rise to
resonances which appear as large reflections in the transmission line.
As is mentioned in Chap. 6, this requirement of impedance match is
imposed I)y the sensitivity of most microwave oscillators to their load
impedances and by the effect that large standing waves may, have on the
operation or power-handling capacity of other transmission-line components. The power lost through reflection at a mismatched component
Second, special
is usually so small as to be a secondary consideration.
precautions are frequently necessary to minimize the r-f leakage from
these components in order to prevent interference with recei~ing equipment or, when systems have very high po]ver, to prevent damage from
sparking to the moving mechanical parts of the unit such as the bearings.
.L mechanical consideration that affects most of the designs for
motional joints is thit of pressurization, discussed to some extent in
Chap. 3. It is sometimes desirable to operate a micrmvave transmission line under considerable pressure or to maintain sea-le~cl pressures at high altitudes to reduce the likelihood of Imeakdo]vn at high
powers,
In systems designed for ship installatiorl or for operation in the
tropics or other regions baring high humidity, the transmission line
is kept dry by the introduction of dry air at a pressure slightly gretiter
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than atmospheric.
Therefore, ithasbecome standarci practice toprovide
for pressurization in the design of nearly allmicrowave transmission-line
components.
In terms of the type of motion for which they are designed,
motional joints may be classified as (1) rotary joints, and (2) other types
of motional joints.
Each category includes designs for both wa~eguide
and coaxial line.
Rotary
Joints. -Rotary
joints provide for continuous rotation in
either direction about one axis. This requires field configurations
with symmetry about the axis of rotation.
In practice either the
Z’EM-mode (dominant coaxial mode) or the T:lfol-mode in round \raveguide is used. A round-nwveguide
rotary joint using a circularly
polarized !fE1l-mode has been developed experimentally.
In systems
where the coaxial mode is used throughout, the electrical problem is
LIore frequently, however, the transmission line
relatively simple.
consists of rectangular wavcguide carrying the 7’EIO-mode, so thtit
transitions to a symmetrical mode are required for the rotary joint.
The transition problems have been treated in Chap. 6.
Other Types oj Motr’onal Join fs.—There is often need for joints tlmt
provide for translational displacements that w-e small compared \\-itha
wavelength or for rotations of considerably less than 3(;0°; these usually
Such joints include vibrational or
do not involve a change of mode.
alignment joints, which allo]v ~-ery small translational and rotational
displacements in any direction or about any mis; “swivel” joints, !f-hich
permit rotation thr{nugh fairly large angles about the longitudinal
axis of the transrnis+on line; hinge joints, for small angular displacements
about either of the transverse axes; and uni~-ersd joints for angular
~I(JSt Of
displacements dxnlt both trans~-crse :Lxes simult:meously.
these de~ices ha\e been designed for rectanglllar Ilavcguide although il
fe\\-have been Imilt for coaxial line, The t’uncti,,n of the Yibrati(m or
aligrrment
joint
is sometimes
accom~)lisbml thr(}~lgll the Ilw of flcxil)lc
ronsi(lrral]]c
u,avc~{ii~{e or c(mxi:d cable (SW (’ha]]. 5). Thcw rc(l(iirc
irlyollirlg
S]XL(IO,
holve~cr, aml :irc not tu 1)Crwommcnded for al)ljlic:Ltioxls
continuous motion.
MOTIONAL JOINTS IN COAXIAL LINE
UY 1’. L. X“ILJ1.\x-x
7.1. General Design Considerations for Coaxial Rotary Joints.—
Since the field configurations for the 7’E.11- or doruintint mode in coaxial
line are fllnctiorw of the ra(]ius only, they are suital)le for a continuous
rotary motion ahollt the Isis of the line, Inlpecl:lrlce-m:it ching is
therefore (lllite simple, :md the chief Ilrol)lcms in the (lcsign of such a
‘~llc rnaj{)r clcrtri(,al rctlllircrncnt is
joint :lrc mc(ll:~l]i(:ll in nat{irc.
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that there be a 1o11-impedance in series Irith the line at the point of discontinuity where there is relative motion between the rotating and fixed
parts. in impedance minimum (and therefore a voltage minimum)
is necessary in order to prm-ent burning of contacts, to minimize leakage,
and to match the discontinuity.
For low-speed joints operating at lo~v
powers, a well-designed mechanical “wiping” contact on both inner and
A more desirable arrangement that
outer conductor is satisfactory.
allows high speeds of rotation and operates well at high powers is the
follol~-ing. As small a gap as it is convenient to make mechanically is
left lwtween the mo~ing and the fixed parts of the conductor.
.% coaxial
choke section (r-f) 1 is placed in
series with this gap in onc of several
possible mramgcments that will
L_ p
produrc a Io\v series impedance at
the gap. Two of these arrange(a)
ments are shown in Fig. 7.1. In
Fig. 7 la the choke section consists
of a quarter wavelength of coaxial
G&===%
line terminated in an open circuit,
the fields being rapidly attenuated
in the region beyond the coaxial section. This places a low impedance
at the discontinuity bet\veen the
tw~ parts of the conductor.
This
arrangement is applicable only to
OfcOn’acY
\\\\\\\
the center conductor, since, in the
case of the outer conductor, the
chokes must be designed to come
outside the conductor, and a perfect
open circuit is not possible.
Figure

)’0’””

l-t+-

/

i. i l) sh~jirschokes of slightly (Iiffrrent constructions on both inner and outer
These rhokes consist of half -l~a~-ekmgthsections terminated
‘his arrangement also places a 10I! impedance across
I)y short circuits.
the gap, Iltch half-wa~-clength section consists of t\vo quarter-wavclCIl~th se{tions,
one of \Yhich has several times the impedance of the
otllf,l’. .1s is shown in Chap. 2, this greatly reduces the frequency
s(,llsitivitv OFthe choke; ~vc,ll-nuide junctions of this kind have almost

condllctt)rs.

\llllll(,:is~lr:~i]l(;reflections over as much as a 30 per ecnt band.
Further,
tllesc (liokrs are so designed that the short cirruit occurs just a qum-terll-:iVClVngth from tile point of contact.
This places a high impedance
and, tliercforr, a current minirnlun in this region. This design has a
~llrthcr :Idv:,llt:i<c ~)vcr ttl~,cl~larter-\v:~Yelc~lgtllsection in that the ccntcr
1,~~~il~~~r~Of~.f ~~,~~~s
is discuwxl

in C1lJP. 2.
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conductors of the two members may be joined in a bearing and thereby
be more rigidly supported.
In practice, the use of these chokes results in a completely satisfactory
However, in certain units usedat
impedance match for a rotary joint.
high powers, leakage sufficient to cause damage to the bearings has
The elimination of this effect by the
occurred through these chokes.
use of an absorbing material will be discussed later.
7.2. Examples of Rotary Joint Construction.—The
chief differences
among the various ways of constrllrting coaxial rotary joints arc mechani -

FIG,7.2.—l0-cI1II’OtlLI’>

jl>illi

for

T56-ill,

]ine.

cal in nature and me determined I)y the speed of rotztion, temperature,
loading, andpressure differenc eundcr~rhicb the joint is to be operated.
The final solutions to some of the prol~lems involved have not been
obtained; the several ex~rnples presented here are represtmtat,i~,e of
designs developed durimg the last fev-yexrs at vario
usstagesof progress
Ilost of them coldd be improved by the
in microwave engineering.
utilization of later developments, particularly in the technique of lo\Y.Wso, in certain c:uwsthe
designs
tempcmture high-speed pressure smls.
vwe inten(lwl for applic:itions not rctlliiring IIigll-,sprtll tjl llJl\--t~nlIx31i-
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ture operation, and the units could be simplified by the use of sleeve
hearings anrf neoprene seals. For speeds greater than a few hundred
revolutions per minute, or for heavy loading, or both, ball bearings are
necessary,
If, in addition, the joint isto be operated over a wider ange
of temper:itures and pressures, as in the case of aircraft installations, a
Sealol type of pressurizing seal is more successful.
Figure 72 shows a design for a 10-cm rotary joint in ~-in. coaxial
line. This rotary joint is designed for fairly low speeds, of 60 rpm or
less, and both the inner and outer conductors are made of berylliumcopper or p}losphor-bronze and slotted to form “fingers” which, ~lnder
tension, provide a good mechanical ~1-iping contact.
A sleeve hearing
and a neoprene- or rublwr-lip seal arc satisfactory for the conditions
under ~vhich this unit is <lesignc(l to operat~. The partirlllar applica-

‘eoprenepressuresea

1/’2 Choke sect!on \

,Feltol,eal

&&A+==-

,,
~ coaxial
hne
yanda,d

A/4 Choke section

2
coupllngs 8

L)ead supports

l<IG,
73, -- 1O-CII>bead-supported

rotary

joint

for ~-in. Ii!lc.

tion for which this was designed required a right-angle connection so
that the center conductor is supported hy a right-angle quarter-~\-aYelength stub. It could equally ~vell l~es~l]]~]c)rtc(lt)y ‘[straight through”
stubs or by means of }wads if’ the po~ver rating is not a limiting factor.
If a special low-temperature neoprene is used in the pressurizing seal,
the unit should be satisfactory at temperatures dcmm to about –20”C.
However, since this rotary joint ]vas designed for low-po~ver and lmvspcwl applications, pressurization was incorporated chiefly as a means
to keep out. dirt and moisture.
The unit has had only limited application.
.i later design of a 10-cm rotary joint is sho~vnin Fig. 73.
This is
for a bead-supported ~-in, coaxial line and incorporates coaxial chokes
at the discontinuity.
A quarter-~~avelength, open-circuited
section
is used on the center conductor and a t\\-o-section, half-~vavekmgth,
short-circllited choke coupling on the outer conductor.
It should be
noted that tile close spacing desirable in these couplings reqllires a very
II’ lo\r-telllper:ltllre neoprene is
accurate alignment of the bearings.
used in the seal, tlkis unit sho(lld be siltisfactory for speeds of .300 rpm
or

less

and

s1l(NII(I

Im

dfectivf

’1~

prwsllrize(l

:tt

temperatures

IIOJVII

to
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– 20”C. In both these specifications the seal is the limitlng factor.
Use of the Sealol type should permit operation at speeds of several
thousand revolutions per minute and at temperatures considerably
lower than – 20”C.
In this design, as in most others, it is desirable to have the seal come
between the choke sections and the bearings.
This arrangement prevents the leakage of oil or grease into the chokes and helps to shield the
bearings from any radiation that may leak through the chokes.
In
certain high-power applications, it is necessary to take further precautions to prevent damage to the bearings from r-f arcing.
In the design for a ~-in. stub-supported coaxial rotary joint showm
in Fig. 7.4, the two-section half-wavelength broadband choke is used on
Oilite bearings

FIG,7.4.-

~-in. medium-speed

rotary

joint

for 10 cm,

both the inner and the outer conductor.
This allo~vs the inner conductor to be supported at the discontinuity by means of the steel pin
turning in a graphited-bronze
(Morganite) bearing.
Because it has
sleeve bearings and a low-temperature-neoprene
seal, this joint should
probably not be operated at more than two or three hundred revolutions
It has,
per minute nor at less than – 200(3 for continuous service.
however, been run satisfactorily at 600 rpm and at room temperature for
50 hr. In this design one of the Oilite bearings is bet]veen the choke
and the seal. This arrangement is undesirable, in general, b~t has given
no trouble in a number of different applications; it should be satisfactory
provided that the joint is not operated at too high a polver or at speeds
of rotation at v’hich t]le C)ilite IIect)mes ovel}leuted and exlldes oil \vhich
can atiect tlw operation of the choke sections.
‘~lvo versions of this
design ditf’ering only in the direction of the input line are pictured in
Fig.-75.
.1 coaxial rotary joint, also in ;-in. line, designed expressly for high
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speeds, heavy loading, and low temperatures is shovm in Fig. 7 (i. In
addition to the half-wavelength
choke sections and the graphitedbronze bearing on the inner conductor, it has two large ball-type main
bearings, a Sealol pressurizing seal, and a balanced double-stub support
3000 rpm and for temperatllres
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FIG.7.5.—&in.

coaxml
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rotary

joint.
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joints because they are usually capable of transmitting at least as much
The power-handling capacity
power as the coaxial line itself can support.
of the coaxial line is limited by the bead supports or by the coaxial
transformers on the broadband stub supports (see Chap. 4). When the
coaxial mode is utilized for a rotary joint in a high-power system having
a waveguide transmission line, however, the coaxial section and its
transitions to waveguide are frequently a limiting factor in the power
rating of the system.
This problem is to be discussed in a later section.
A similar consideration applies to the bandwidth of these joints in
terms of the allowable impedance mismatch.
As has been mentioned,
the match provided by the two-section, half-wavelength, coaxial chokes
is very good (the voltage standing-wave ratio is less than 1.05 if the
choke sections are properly made)
over a band which is probably somewhat wider than that for which a
broadband stub support is as well
matched.
Bead supports in coaxial
line usually constitute even more of a
limiting factor in terms of match
and bandwidth than do the stub
supports.
contact
dielectric-filled
FIG. 7 7.—Contact-type
A possible type of rotary-joint
construction

developed

Research

Laboratory,

supports

in

Fig.

7.7.
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The dielectric used is du Pent Poly F-11 1-1, polytetrafluorethylene,
This has very good bearing properties and is highly
called “Teflon.”
The contact is lubricated with Ignition
resistant to chemical action.
Sealing Compound, which has a dielectric constant approximately the
same as that of Teflon and has good high-voltage insulating properties.
Spring-finger contacts are used on the inner and outer conductors.
This type of joint should be usable at any frequency up to the cutoff
In a dielectric-filled line this,
frequency of the second coaxial mode.
of course, occurs at a lower frequency than in an air-filled line of the
same over-all dimensions.
However, at microwave frequencies the
power loss in the dielectric becomes appreciable.
Furthermorej because
of the dielectric and the mechanical contacts, such a joint is limited to
low speeds and low average powers.
7.3. Other Coaxial Motional Joints.—It is difficult mechanically to
provide for relative motion between sections of coaxial line other than
motion about, the axis of the line, as in rotary joints.
Various methods
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have been proposed and some actually used experimentally with a
certain amount of success. Since waveguirle joints for these motions
are considerably simpler and usually more satisfactory than coaxial
joints, little use has been made of coaxial line for this purpose.
In
systems using coaxial line through mlt, how-ever, it is not always convenient to use a Ivaveguide motinnal joint.
An example of a coaxial uni\’ersal joint, for small angular displacements is shown in Fig. 7.8. It is capable of about f 3° angular displacement about both trans~,erse axes simultaneously.
It was used
in a ‘(conical scan” antenna for an accurate direction-finding radar
systrm.
The desired beam scan Ivith fixed polarization ~\-asobtained
by an off-center nlltating motion of the antenna feed. ‘he conventional

FIG. 7S.-C0axix1

universal joi, ]t for small dibplacemerlts,

chokes are slightly modified to allow for the small angular displacement.
The dimensions of the coaxial line are increased to facilitate the mechanical construction, but the line impedance is maintained at very nearly
50 ohms throughout.
The two step discontinuities in diameter introduce
approximately the same susceptance and are placed a quarter }vavelength
apart so that reflections from them cancel at the design wa~-elength.
The discontinuities at the gap between moving parts in the inner and
outer conductors are also a quarter }vavelength apart for the same reason.
Since this unit \vas designed to be operated at fairly high speeds ( 1800
rpm), a balanced double-stub support for the center condllctor is USC(1
on the rotor. This design should be stitist’actory for po\\ers at \vhirll
it is safe to operate ~-in. stlll~-sll~~~lortc{lcoaxial line. Ho~vcver, }mause
of the comparatively large susceptive discuntiuuties occurring at the
changes in the size of the line, this motional joint is probal)ly \\”ellmatched
for a rather narrow baml, probably not more than 5 per cent for a voltage
standing-\\-ave ratio of less than 1.1.
.l some~\-hat more complicated motional joint that provides for
~mall tlisplacements in all degrefs of frfwlorn, translational an(l rot:~tion:ll,”
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is shown in Fig. 7.9. The mechanical design, although simple, creates
Chokes are used at
some interesting impedance-matching
problems.
all points of contact, so that good electrical contact between moving
In order to make this construction feasible
parts is not essential.
in a unit designed for use with i-in. coaxial line, a coaxial line of larger
However, in order to allow the desired
size is used in regions of contact.
longitudinal motion, the size of the inner conductor in these sections
cannot be changed; therefore, several sections of coaxial line having
To provide for impedance-matching
different impedances are necessary.
over a useful band, a half-lvavelength taper in the outer conductor is
used between the standard ~-in. line and the largest coaxial section.
~

Length of stub adjusted
in final matching

Sliding contacts

1
J

Z,
~

~“coaxial Ime

.Z2

1~

r

z

L~---

24

~
-—;
2

“Mded”Chokecouplings
FIG. 7.9.—Coaxial

motional

joint

for small translational

The four different impedances-Z,,
approximately the relationship

and rotational

displacements.

Zj, Zs, and Z~—are designed to have

(2)2
‘$’ (w

or

210g;

=logg=210g;;

(hat is, the logarithmic increment between 23 and Zz is twice that between
As discussed by Slater’ and in Chap. 6
Z, and Z, or between 2, and 2,.
of this book, this is the condition for broadband matching with t~vo
quarter-wavelength transformer sections.
The line section of impedance Z, is made large enough so that the
choke sections on the inner conductor can be machined lvith reasonable
ease. The susceptive discontinuity between 22 and 23 is also made
twice that between Zl and Z2 or between 23 and Z,, ~vhich are made
approximately equal. Because of the quarter-wavelength
spacings,
reflections from the first and last of these discontinuities add and are
.ictually, 2, is somecanceled by that from the center discontinuity.
1,J.C. Slater,.Vicrowave

Transmission,

McGraw-Hill,

l’mv York,

1942, p.

57.
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what different from the value that would be given by the relation previously stated.
It is adjusted so that the reflections from the Z,-to-Z,
discontinuity on either half of the unit (which wi!l add since they are a
wavelength apart) are canceled over an appreciable band by the reflection
from the stub support for the inner-conductor section.
The variation
of the voltage standing-wave ratio lvith wavelength can be given a
final adjustment in design by varying the position of the short-circuiting
plug in the stub support.
Although the development of this joint for production or system
use has never been completed, initial results indicate that it should be
possible to build such a device having a }“S}TR of less than 1.2 over
about a 10 per cent band.
N“ith properly rounded edges on the coaxial
transformers, the unit shollld be capalde of carrying as much po~ver
as can safely be used ~rith &in. stub-supported coaxial line.
WAVEGUIDE
13Y

ROTARY

F. E.

JOINTS

EHLERS

If a section of waveguide transmission line must be rotated about
an axis with respect to another section, as in scanners for radar equipment, some sort of round-way eguide section mfiy be used. It is necessary that the round-wareguide section should be one that propflgates
a symmetrical mode (such as the T-lfol-rnodc or circular polarization
in the TEI l-mode), or one that has some means of’ rotating the polarization of the Tll,l-mode.
7.4. Resonances in Rotary Joints.-Thc
most s:ltisfactor~- method of
obtaining a !rtiveguide rotary joint is by the ll~e of tllr T31[11-mode.
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The difficulties of making atransition froma rectangular waveguide
that produces a pure TMOl-mode in the round waveguide were discussed at considerable length in Chap. 6. The design of several transitions was described in which as little as one-half of 1 per cent of the
With this small amount of
energy is propagated in the TE~ l-mode.
energy in the Z’E-mode there will be very IMie variation in the reflection
from the rotary joint and no variation in the output power with rotation.
However, if the transitions should excite as much as 1 per cent of power
in the TE~ x-mode, variations in the input voltage standing-wave ratio
The amount of
of about +0.02 with rotation may be encountered.
thk variation will depend on two things: the relative amount of TEllmode in the round-waveguide section, and the variation with angle of
polarization of the impedance of the transition to the TE1 ,-mode in the
round waveg~ide,
When the right-angle transition from rectangular
to round waveguide is used, only one polarization of the TE-mode is
propagated in the round wavegaide, and that is one in which the electric
vector is parallel to the rectangular-waveguide axis. Therefore, energy
in the TE-mode in the round waveguide, which is polarized at 90° to
the rectangular-waveguide axis, w-ill be totally reflected from the transition. If there is any energy in the Z’-E-mode with a polarization parallel
to the rectangular-waveguide
axis, a small fraction of this will be propagated in the rectangular waveguide. TAs the joint is rotated, then,
different amounts of energy ~vill be propagated in the rectangular waveguide and cause variations of the input voltage standing-wave ratio
and of the output power.
Some variation will also occur in the input
voltage standing-wave rat io if the electrical length of the round-wavechanges with angle of rotation, thereby
guide section for the TE1l-mode
introducing a varying reactance to the transmission line.
Even with as little as one-half per cent of Tl!l,,-mode in the round
waveguide, resonances may be obtained in the round-waveguide section
if its equivalent electrical length is equal to an integ~al number of half
The theory of these resonances has
wavelengths in the TEI l-mode.
been worked out.’
The following relation gives the condition for
resonance in the round-waveguide section:
l.?t+
q=2

COS–l[COS(V + ~) COS26 + cos (q – ?) sinz 8].
47r

(1)

In this equation, 1 is the length of the cylindrical wav~guide measured
between corresponding points in the two mode transformers whose
position is specified below; lo is the wa~’elength in the TEl,-mode;
e is the angle of rotation; and n is an integer. The total shifts in phase
‘ H. K. Farr, “Theory of T.11,,-kfode Rotary Joints,” RL Report N-O.993, Jun.
[5, 1946. Also Vol. 21, Chap. 10, of the Series.
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of the position of the minimum of the TE1l-~vave Irith angle of rotation
for the t\vo transitions are, respectively, q and y. The values of q and ~
If the TE, l-mode is polarized parallel
may be obtained experimentally.
to an axis of symmetry, then all the energy that is reflected bark will
be in that polarization.
For a right-angle transition from rectangular
to round waveguide, this axis of symmetry is along the middle of the
rectangular waveguide.
Since no energy can be excited in the polarization at 9c” to this axis of symmetry, any energy of that polarization
in the round waveguide will be totally reflected ~vithout change of
polarization.
If the TE1l-wave, which is oriented differently from one
of these polarizations, is reflecte(l from a transition, then the reflected
wave consists of two polarizations that are parallel and perpendicular,
‘llc phase difference in radians
respectivel.v, to the axis of symmetry.
bet~reen the positions of the minima for these t~vo polarizations in one of
the transitions is ~, and ~ is the value for the otbm transition of the
rotary joint.
Then q and y may be computed from the relations

(2)

each z is the distance between the position of the minimum in the rOUIl(i
waveguide for the TE1l-pohmization parallel to the axis of symmetry
and the minimum for that polarization which is perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry; and kg is the wa~clcngth for the TE1l-mode.
If there is no shift in phase lwtlt-een these t}vo polarizations, tl]cre
is no variation mit,h rotation, and the resonant condition is

and for the nc~t !ligher resonant wa~clcngth,
)/—l
1
C–2”
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iess than one-half wavelength, there is some coupling between the two
transitions of the asymmetrical fields near the junctions of the rectangular
and round waveguides.
This coupling will cause a variation in the
input impedance of the joint with rotation.
A further limitation of the bandwidth between resonances is produced by the difference in phase between the reflections from the transitions of the two polarizations that are parallel and perpendicular to
the axes of symmetry of the transitions.
Figure 7.11 is a plot of resonant
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FIG.71 I.—Plot of remnantwavelengthsfor severalvaluesOf~ withidenticaltransitions.
wavelength for different values of q when the two transitions are identical
and, therefore, q = ~. From the graph we see that, when q is equal to
r/2, or the phase difference is a quarter ]vavelengthj there is no band
that is free of resonances.
For q equal to zero, there is no spreading of
the resonances with rotation but, as the value of q is increased, this
spreading increases.
Therefore, in the design of Z’.lfOl-transitions for
rotary joints, every effort should be made to minimize the phase shift
between the two polarizations.
Some interesting phenomena may be observed in these resonances.
From Fig. 711, we see that if q = ~, the two pairs of resonances come
together at 90° and reach their maximum spread at 0° and 180°, However, if the two transitions are different-that
is, q # y—these two
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resonances do not come together (see Fig. 7“12). As q — -y becomes
larger, the spread of resonances at 90” and 270° increases.
If q = 0,
there is no variation of these resonances Ivith angle of rotation, but there
are two fixed resonances that differ in fractions of a guide wavelength
by 7/27r. No\v, if q be fixed and -y varied, some improvement is made
on the total spread of resonances if y is made as small as possible.
Therefore, if it is possible to improve the phase difference for one transition, an improvement will be obtained in the complete rotary joint.

l/ag
FIG. 712.-Resonant

wavelengths with transitions with llnequal values q and I’.

These deductions from the theoretical formula have been taken into
account in the actual design of rotary joints.
7.5. Rotary Joints Using Transitions with the Compound TE–7’1Ustub.—Complete
studies have been made on the resonances in rotary
joints composed of the three types of the TMo,-transitions discussed in
Chap. 6. One of these is the transition which uses a compound TE- and
TM-mode round-waveguide stub that supports the Z’E,,-mode.
For
this transition, the change in phase of the reflection coefficient for the
‘Z’E,,-mode with varying polarization is very small. Thus, there is little
It was found that for the
spreading of the resonances with rotation.
~ 1 per cent band centered at 3,20 cm, resonances occurred when the
distances measured between the centers of the rectangular waveguides
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were equal to an integral number of half wavelengths (see Fig. 7.13).
Permissible lengths which cover the band from 3.17- to 3.23-cm wavelength were determined experimentally and given in Table 7“1. A
TABLE71.-P~RIWITTEDI,~~GTHsL OF ROTAIUJOINT
12.S1–13.92 cm
2.44– 3.90cm
14.88-15.93
451- 5.90
16.96-17.93
6.5* 7.91
19.0> 19.94
8.6* 9.91
21 .11–21.94
10.73–11.92
general empirical formula for t}le resonant lengths that must be avoided
is given by
1.90 + 2.005n < L <2.44

+ 2.075n,

where L is the distance in centimeters
between the centers of the rectangular
waveguides, n is a whole number, and
2,005 and 2.07.5 m-e half the waveguide wavelengths in the TE1l-mode
for a \\aveguide with an inner diameter of 1A in. at 3.17 and 3.23 cm respectively.
For n = 22 or larger,
the resonant regions begin to overlap
at the edges of the + 1 per rent band.
For this reason a length L = 40 cm
is the upper limit for a rotary joint
that will perform well over a band
from 3.17 to 3.23 cm. Within the
range of the lengths listed above, the
input voltage standing-wave ratio
should vary less than t 0.01 with
rotation.
The variation is least for
the lengths halfway between the resonant lengths; and to eliminate the
possibility of h i g h standing-wpve
ratios near resonance, the extremes
of the permitted lengths should be
avoided.
$Sinceeach one of these transitions
of the rotary joint will have a voltage
FIG. 713.-A.sen,hly
of rotary joint and
standing-\vave ratio of 1.1 at the
Efl-tran sformers,
extremes of the band from 3.17 to
3.23 cm, the input voltage stan(ling-wave ratio of the complete rotary
joint \riil vary from 1.2 to perfect match depending on the spacing
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It is possible to choose the length L so that.
of the two transitions.
with the change of impedance l~ith \ravelength, the t]vo transitions \rill
cancel each other at the center of the Imnd. The empirical formula for
L that gi\’es this cancellation is
L = 5.() + 2.75fL,

(?J)

whcro 2.75 cm is equal to a half lva~-ek’ngth in tl~c ~’.l~~~,-nlt)(lcfor this
\vaveguicle at 3.20 cm.
For small Taluw of 1. satisfying l~fl. (3), this canrcllation is vcr~
good; for long lengths, the phase change liith ~IaI’elcngtfl is so Iarg[
that there is little advantage in using this relation.
It mllst he remenlbered that the primary restriction on the length ~, is the ncccssity of
N“ithin the rangr of permitted
avoiding resonances in the Z’~, ,-mode.
lengths, L may be chosen to satisfy Eq. (3) as nearly as possible.
1.20

\

m
!lJ1.10
>

\
~
~L=7.5 cm

1.00
314

3.16

318
3.20
Wavelength !n cm

J
3.22

3.24

The input voltage stancling-]rarc ratio for tlvo typical completed
rotary joints as z function of wa~-elen~th is shown in Fig, 7.14. “H]?
curve for I, = 7.5 approximately satisfies I(1. (3). l~or the length of
9.40 cm, ho~ve~er, the reflections t’rom the t~ro tr:msitions :LcIIIat 3.23 cm.
This represents about the worst misnmtch that, can I)c cxpectrd for auy
value of L.
7.6. Resonances in the High-power Rotary Joint. —rrhis rx>ta~}-joint
consists of tl$o transitions of the type sholml in Fig. 6.79, Sec. 622.
In
this transition, a rolln(l sl~ort-(ir(lliting plllg is UW(l in the rectangular
waveguidc and all sharp corners are rounded to incrcasc tllc po\verIIecause of these ronndcd surfaces, the transition
handling capacity.
must be manufactured by the processes of die-casting or elmtroforming.
This transition contains ‘no mo(le filters in the round }ra~-eguide; and
consequently, there is little spread of the resonances with rotation.
In
Fig. 7.15 the resonant ]vavelcugths me plotted against t hc total length
of the round wa~-eguidc measured bet~t-een the bottom surfaces of the
rectangular waveguides.
The shaded region indicates the total spread
with rotation of the resonances.
This spucad is practically independent
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of frequency,
To find the limits of a resonance-free band of a rotary
joint of a given length from Fig. 7“15, one should follow along a vertical
line at the given length at the bottom of the chart and read from the
vrrtic~l scale the upper resonant wavelength on the lo\rer resonant
region and the lower resonant wavelength cm the upper resonant region.
It is a soft policy to operate 0.02 cm in \ravclength from each resonance
to allow for mechanical tolerances and to avoid possible high standing~rave ratios near resonance.
II number of len~ths of this rotary joint may be chosen \vhich cover
the complete band from 3.13- to
3 .W-cm lr~velength without resonamxs.
Il\lt since the r:Ltioof the
Tfi-mode to TJI-motle po\ver is
m(~te th:m onc-h:df per cent for
W:lvel(!ngt,hs
great e!’ t ]lan 3.29 cm,
there \rill lw variations in the voltage standing- \vave ratio \rith rotation. For a ratio of T1l-mode to
T.11-mode of 1 per cent,, the input
voltage standing-f v:n’e ratio will
vary abmlt + 0.025; and for a load
matc}le{l to 1,3 in voltage, the
t
shift in the position of the minimllrn in the input rectangular
3.10u
R
\v:ive~(~idewill be about 0.03 \va\-e~llide \vfi\-clengths. The varia
tion in t}~c output power will be
ab<mt 1 mr cent. If a rotary joint
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Experimental curves of resonance (Fig. 716) as a function of length
indicate that the resonance is practically independent of rotation at
3.1 cm. However, with increasing \vavelength, the \~idth of the resonant
.,
region increases. The t~vo outer resonances of the shaded region for a
given length occur when the angle het\veen the t\\-otransitions is 00 or
180°. As the second transition is rotated from this position, the olltcr
resonances move in together and become nearly coincident at the 900 or
270° positions.
At 3,5 cm it is impossible to space the tramitious so

6

5

7

Overall )ns)de length in inches
-I{esnn

ant

wavclengtli

YS

over-all

Icngtl)

rOr If-ring

trztlvtiorl.

Ivill not occur, since the elwtrical distance of the ring
from the bottom is approaching Ont:-(lllarter of a guide ~va~-elcugth.
To avoid changing standing-\rave ratio Ivith rotation,” the ?hortest
rotary joint that is r(>(~c)l~lnlerl(l(,(l
for these transitions is one having
3$ in. bct\vccn the bottom surt’aces of the transitions.
‘his \-ariation
is prolmbly cawsed by the interferrmce of the fringing fields ne:ir the
ring struts and is a},oidml \~hen the transitions arc sufficiently f~r
apart. The largest band that can be obtained by ~ rotary joint, from
t\ro of these transitions is 3.13 to 3.37 cm ~vith m length of 3.789 in,
In Chap 6 sc~-cral techniques of matching this type of tnmsition :we
disc Llss(d The (’hart of resonant ~vav(,lrngths in Fig. i 16 m:Ly be (IS(’(1
for all of these techniques since there is little or no effect on the resoII:lnces in the rouxld-\v:l\-eglli(lesertion.
that

resonance
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7-8. Rotary Joint Using Z’El l-mode Filter-ring Type of Transitions
with TE1l-absorbers.-As
we have seen in the previous discussion, the
necessity for avoiding troublesome resonances in the TE1l-mode imposes
considerable limitation on the selection of lengths for rotating joints.
If the round-waveguide
section is made longer, the band between
resonances is shortened.
However, if some means of coupling the
Tfl,,-power out of the round waveguide into an absorbing load is used,
resonances may br eliminated and a rotary joint may be made any
length. The bandwidth of such a rotary joint will be limited onlv by
the match of the transitions and the purity of the Z’M,,-mode,
“Thk
coupling may be done with four
longitudinal slots spaced by 90°
around the pipe. The currents in
the waveguide for the TE,,-mode
of one given polarization at two
places on the round vavcguide
180° apart (on the round guide)
flo~v transverse to the slots, and
therefore po\\-er is transmitted
through them.
(See Fig. 673 in
the Introduction
of Sec. 620.)
Four slots are spaced by 90°
around the waveguidc in order to
absorb all polarizations of the
1“~,,-mode.
.4s the currents in
the TMO,-mode are longitudinal
everywhere, these slots have little effect on them.
In designing TE,l-mode absorbers, considerable care must be taken
so that no appreciable amount of the T.lf~l-po\\-er is couljlc(l into the
ahsorb cr. Consequently, the use of ~ride slots must he avoidml, and
these slots must he located in the round ~vaveguide so that a maximum
This maximum couplin~
amount of the TE1l-mode is coupled into thrm.
occurs \\hen the renter of the slots is placed at the \-oltagc maximllm,
~vhich is an od(l intcxral n~lnllwr of qunrtrr-guicle mx~~-elen~thsin the
Tl~,l-mode a\va~-from the position of tile short circuit, of the transition.
If there is consicl(r:ll)lc dift’erc’nce betlfcen the short circuit for the
polariz:ltion aligned :ilong the :mis of the rectfingular l\-aveguide and for
the sllt~rtcircllit of tllr p{)l:lriz:~tion perpentliclllar to it, then fiome means
rnwst I)(, l)rt)\-i(l(,tlso tll:~t :1 s:~tist:lt.t(jry m:ltch is Ok)tJilled for lwth
p,)larizut i[,lls.
Irl ( 11(,defiigll ()[ :LII:Ll,>t)rlx’r f~~rt}lc lilter-ring type (of t rmwititjll,
(,(jllsitlf~]:~l)lt,dithculty \\:1s t,ll(olllltt,l.(,(1 \\ith vari:~tion in the pmitiol) of
the short circuit \~ith rotat,ion of the polarization.
In this design the
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enertw
-. ih the Z’Ell-mode is coupled into a coaxial cavity, 1 in. long and
+ in. wide, ~\-hichhas a -10()-oh misquare
Resistance strips.
ring of IRC resistance material in its
(See
center to absorb the r-f energy.
Fig. 7.17a. ) The longitudinal
slots
excite this ca~-ity in the rectangular ~vavcWith a short-circuitguide TE,o-mode.
ing plug in the round v-aveguide placed
three-quarter
waveguide
wavelengths
from the center of the slots, the lcngtl,
and \ridth of these slots were cfetermine(l
s{, that a voltage st:mding-\vave ratio of
2 t,) 4 was obtained from 3.13 to 3.53 cm.
JJ-hen this absorber \vas placed threequartms of a ~\-aveguidewavelength from
the bottom of the filter-ring transition,
the voltage standing-wave ratios for the
polarizations, parallel and pcrpendiruh]r
to the axis of symmetry in the wavelength
range from 3.13 to 3.40 cm, were similar.
(See Fig. 718.)
Ho\vrver, the mismatch
for the 90° polarization rose rapidly from
a ~’oltage standing-wave ratio of 3 to a
voltage standing-wa\-e ratio of 9 in the
l’1(; , 7.17t).—I)o!1l~lr-rt)o<ir ahsorhcr.
range from 3.-1to 3.53 cm. Asinglemodc
absorber on only one of the transitions of a rotary joint will clirninate reso-

\
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‘3.2
1~1~. 7 18.— VSN-l{
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3.3

34
Wavelength in cm

fc>rTEL )-mode

nances from 3.13 to 3.4 cm.

absorbers
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for filter-t ing transitions.

.iplmrcntly for this type of rotary joint,
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TEll-mode absorber need not be so efficient to eliminate resonances at
the low wavelengths as at the high wavelengths.
If an absorber is used
with each transition, or if two absorbers are combined, as shown in
Fig. 717b, rotary joints of any length will cover the entire band from
3.13 to 3.53 cm without resonances.
7.9. Rotary Joints for 1.25-cm Wavelength. -Since
beds
in $by ~-in. waveguide occupy so little space, only one length for the rotary
joint, consisting of two transitions described in Fig. 675, Sec. 6“21, has
been ~wed, This length is 2.110 in., measured between bottom surfaces

2“ Diam
Diam.

FIG. 719.-Transition

of rotary joint with plug for 1.25 cm,

of the transition; and the resonances occur at wavelengths of 1.21 and
1.3o cm. This is considerably outside the usable band for the transition. Ho\vever, to eliminate some of the bends in rectangular waveguide, a long rotary joint was designed using TEl~-mode absorbers.
The dimensions for this absorber were obtained from scaling the dimenFrom 40 to
sions of the design described in the preceding paragraphs.
60 per cent of the energy in the TE,l-mode is dissipated in a single-mode
absorber; and one absorber is required with each transition to eliminate
the resonances completely.
This rotary joint will function from 1.23 to
1.26 cm with a maximum variation in the voltage standing-\vave ratio
of ~ 0.03 and a maximum variation of 2 per cent in the transmitted
power. The introduction of the slots near the junction of the rectangular and round waveguides increases the voltage standing-\~a\e
ratio of the transition, and the short-circuiting plug has to be. readjusted
in order to obtain a match.
Thk change in the short-circuiting plug
increases the amount of TE1l-mode excited in the round \vavegwide over
the original design in Fig. 6.75, Sec. 621; and the absorber is not s~~fficiently well matched for the Z’E,l-mode to eliminate the rotational
variation.
The dimensions for the transition of this rotary joint are
shown in Fig. 7“19.
7.10. Analysis of the Resonances in Rotary Joints Composed of
Transitions with Diametric Fins in the Round Waveguide.—In Sec. 6.22,

Fig. 64)3 shows a sketch of a transition with a diametric fin to suppress
This fin will t,otallv reflect all
in the round waveguide.
the TE1l-mode
the energy in the polarization of the TE1l-mode that is ali~ned parallel
to it. The polarization which is 90° to this fin will be readily transmitted, since the electric ~~cctor is perpendicular to its sllrface, and \~ill
be reflected from the bottom of the rectangular \vaveguidc. IIerause
this fin is rather long, the difference in phase bet\vecn the positions of
the short circuit for these t\vo polarizations \vill be about one or t\vo
\vavelengths. JVith transitions of this type, it may bepossibletoadjust
the fin so that ~ and y in Eq. (1) are equal to zero at one ~va~-elength;
I)ut with changes in wavelength, the ~-alues of q and -y will increase
rapidly.
Consequently, in ordcrto obtfiinabroacl
band with this transition, a TE1l-mode absorber may have to be used to eliminate resonances.
The straight-on transitions that use a dividing fin, such as in Fig.
6100 in Sec. 6.23, will have the same difficulty since the fin is practically
The
no obstruction to the transverse polarization of the TE1l-mode.
addition of a mica or dielectric-supported ring will eliminate this difficulty as well as a Tli’,l-mode absorber, since the energy of all polarizations is reflected from the resonant ring in the same phase. This
resonant ring must be placed so that resonances do not occur between
the ring and the fin or between the ring and the base of the transition.
For transitions that use dielectric-supported resonant rings, the resonance occurs when the spacing betwerm the rings is approximately ec~ual
The distance bet\reen
to an integral number of half-guide wavelengths.
these rings is selected as an odd integral number of quarter-guide ~rarelengths at the center of the wavelength band to obtain the largest possible range free of resonances on either side of this center wavelength.
7.11. Rotary Joint Using Circular Polarization.—In Sec. 6.18 ~-arious
methods of obtaining circular polarization in the TE1l-mode ~vere dis-

FIG. 720,-Rotary

joint with circular polarization.

cussed. TJVO transitions from rectangular to round ]va~.eguide ~vhich
transform all of the energy in the rectangular wavcguide into a circular-
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polarized wave maybe combined asin Fig. 7.20to makea rotary joint.
Sinre the wavepropagatedi ntheround-~vaveguides
eetion is symmetric
there will benovariation
in the output po~l-er withrotation.
This wave
at a given reference point xl in the round waveguide at the output transition has the form
E, = Ee’tm’-@z’+~~.

If there is a mismatch in the transition, part of this wave will be refleetwl
back to this same point with some definite phase change.
Now if the
output transition is rotated through an angle 8, the amplitude of the
wave at the same instant with respect to the output transition is

For constant @ about an axis of the output transition, the equivalent
line length added to the round ~vaveguide is 0 radians.
From this, the
total phase shift in the position of the minimum for the standing \\-aveis
equal to 0 radians; and the input admittance for the rotary joint ~vill
make two complete revolutions around a Smith admittance diagram for
every revolution of the output transition.
Consequently, the transitions and ioad in the output rectangular waveguide will have to be
perfectly matched if variation of the input admittance and ‘( pulling”
of the oscillator is to be avoided.
7.12. Resonance in a Circular-polarization Rotary Joint. —Because of
the frequency sensitivity of a quarter-wave plate, it is not possible to
design a transition to the circular-polarized Z’E,,-mode over a broad
band without some of the energy in the round waveguide being propagated in a plane-polarized wave.
If the angle of the output transition
is such that the plane-polarized vzive is not affected by the 45” quart,erwave plate, it can be resol~-ed into t\vo components, each at 45° to the
plane wave.
One of these components \vill be propagated into the rectangular m-avegrride, the other one \vill he reflected back into the roundwaveguide section.
For other orientations of the output transition, this
plane-polarized v-a\re will be converted into an elliptically polarized
wave in passing through the quarter-~\-a\,eplate of the output transition.
Some of the components of the elliptically polarized wave will be
reflected back into the rounfl \vaveguide. This reflected wave may in
turn be reflected f rwm the other end; and if the electrical length bet\\-een
the t\vo transitions for this reflected ~vave is equal to an integral number
of half wavelengths, resonances will occur that \rill absorb and reflect a
large amount of the energy.
‘1’hese resonances may be eliminated by
using a transition from rectangular to round ~va~~e~uidewhich ~vill
present a match to all polarizations of the TEI ~-\vave, In the transition of Fig. 658, Sec. 6.17, the TE1l-polarization excited through the
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quarter-wavelength
transformer will not be propagated in the shunt
rectangular \vaveguide. But if an incident 7’Ell-wave of any other
polarization is propagated in the round ~raveguidel it can be resolved
into two components-one
~vhich will be propagated through the quarterwavelength transformer and down the main transmission line, and
another which v-ill be coupled into the shunt rcctangldm ~~a\reguide.
If a quarter-wave plate is combined \rith this type of transition and t\vo
such combinations are used to make a rotary joint, then no resonances
can occur, since any plane wave in the round wavcguide ~vill be matched
The elimination of these resonances makes
regardless of its polarization.
There
it unnecessary to determine specific lengths to avoid resonances.
are two other transitions that have this property of being matched to all polarizations.
These are the transitions with the two shunt
rectangular arms spaced at 90° shown in Fig.
657, Sec. 617, and the turnstile transition
shown in Figs. 6,66 and 6.67 in Sec. 6.18.
7.13. Rotary Joints Using a 7’E,,-mode
Polarization Rotator.—In the same manner
that a quarter-wave plate \villset up ciwular
polarization, a half -\ravc platr may he lwed
to rotate the polarization of the TE,l-mode.
l;l{;. 721 .—licholutiou
0{ IIlmlcs.
The radial elect rif: ~ector E, of a 7’E1l-’,vavc
may be resolved into t\\wcomponents at right angles; thus,
E, = [El sin + + E2 cos P]c’’”’--dZ).

(4)

Since the amplitude of the input \ravc is constant] then
E = yik?

i- E;.

If .9 is defined as the angle \rhich the E, comlmncnt
the resulting }va~e h’, then from Fig. 721,

above make> \rith

h’, = Ii [sin ~ CO*6 + sin 0 C(JSf$]c’’~’-d”,
or
l~r = J,’ sin (I#J+ 8)c’(”’–U”.
Xo\r if a half-wavelength
two components, then

difference in phase is introduced

E, = E [sin 6 cos O – sin 0 cos ~]e!t~’‘fl’1,
E, = E sin (~ – ~)e~(~~–~i,

(5)
l)et~vccn the
(6)

The maximum radial vector is at the angle for which the sine function is
equal to 1; thus, the angle of the maximum vector for the incident wave is
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ROTATOR

and for the output wave,

@=;

+e.

If the polarization of the input wave is fixed and the half-wave plate
is rotated, the output polarization is rotated through twice the angle of
the half-wave plate. We can make use of this property in the conIf we rotate the
struction of a rotary joint in the round waveguide.
output transition through twice the angle of the section containing the
half-wave plate, then the polarization of the input TE,,-mode will be
rotated correctly to be transmitted through the output transition.
The same techniques may be employed in designing a half-wave plate
as in designing the quarter-wave plates in Figs. 6~61, 6.62 and 6.63 in
Sec. G.18. The same step may be used to match the ends of the plate,
and the length may be extended to obtain a half-wavelength difference
in phase between the two components of the incident wave.
The length for the half-wave plate may be calculated from the
formula

4“(W+WA)=T

(7)

In this equation, Ii is the length of the step-matching transformers, and 1
is the remaining length of the half-wave plate; X,, and ~,, are the wave-

//
0.070’’Radlus

/p/
/////’//////////
Lo.197°
~Ic. 7.22. —Ha1f-wave

,///’//,

plate for a wavelength

,/,

,f

r,,

of 3.40 crrL.

guide
wavelengths
in the matching transformer for the components
E, and E’, in Eq. (4); and AI and ~, are the corresponding \vaveguide
wavelengths in the remaining length of the half-wave plate. To make
the plate shorter, two fins may be used to obtain the half-\vavelength
phase shift,
Figure 7.22 shows the dimensions of such a half-wave plate
in a round waveguide with an inner diameter of 1,000 in. for a wavelength of 3.40 cm.
Let us consider the broadband possibilities of a rotary joint using a
polarization rotator.
Over an appreciable pass band, the phme shift
will not al\vays be an exact half wavelength because of the frequency
sensitivity of the half-wave plate.
If we define 6 as the difference in
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phase shift from a half wavelength]
through the half-wave plate, \vill be
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then the TEI1-\vave, after going

If
(E sin d cos t?cos 8 – E sin o cos 0 cos iS)CIW’-8ZJ
= O

is added to Eq, (8) and the terms are regrouped, the result is

From Eq. (9), it may be seen that if the phase shift is not equal to a
half wavelength, the resulting wave consists of one part that is rotated

half speed
FIG. 7.23,—notary

joint employing

a half-wave

plate.

correctly to be transmitted through the output transition and another
part that is an e~liptically polarized wave,
The magnitude of the components of this elliptically polarized wave will vary with the angle of
rotation.
If 6 is zero, all the incident wave will be transmitted; but
for 0 greater than zero, some components of this elliptical wave will be
reflected from the two ends of the rotary joint.
These reflected waves
will set up resonances if the electrical length is cquiwllent to an integral
number of half wavelengths in the guide, ‘llcse resonances may be
eliminated in the same \vay M in the circularly polarized rotary juint—
that is, by using transitions from rectanguhm to rolmd \\-a~c~uide~vhich
are matched to all polarizations.
Figure 7,23 sho\vs 3 skct<ll of a rotary
joint using that type of transition.
This rotary joint is superior to the
type employing circular polarization because the phase of the reflected
wave from a mismatched load does not vary with rotation,
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MISCELLANEOUSWAVEGUIDE MOTIONAL JOINTS
BY F. T. WORRELL
In addition to rotary joints, joints that allow other kinds of motion
have been developed.
These are the s~vivel joint, the hinge joint, and
the universal joint.
The first allo}vs a limited t!visting of one piece of
waveguide relative to another about their common axis. The second
allows oscillation of one piece of waveguicle relative to another about an
axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the two waveguides and
lying in either the E-plane or the II-plane.
This is sometimes called a
“ nod” joint.
The universal joint allolvs both possible displacements of
the hinge joint to be made simultaneously, so that the moving waveguide can move anywhere Ivithin a cone whose axis is the axis of the
fixed waveguide and whose apex is at a point on the
Flange
axis between the two pieces of waveguide.
Ch:ke
\
7.14. Swivel Joints.—The simplest swivel j oint,
good only for small angles of twist, consists of two
pieces of waveguide connected by a choke-to-flange
jtinction in which the choke and flange are free to
rotate with respect to each other about the common longitudinal axis of the two waveguides.
A
schematic drawing of such a joint is she\\-nin Fig.
7.24. The standing-wave ratio for a 3-cm joint
of this design, at various wavelengths’ and at
various angles of twist, is shown in Fig. 7.25.
This joint consists of the choke illustrated in Fig.
4.45(b2) and listed in Table 4.8 which is separated
FIG. 7!24.—Simple swivel
0.020 in. from a flange of the same diameter.
joint.
Figure 726 gives the performance of a similar
10~cm joint using the choke of Fig. 445a, listed in Table 4.8, separated
0.020 in.
The performance of the simple joint can be improved if, instead of
using a single junction, two such junctions separated by a section of
waveguide a quarter wavelength long are used, as shown in Fig. 7.27.
This design has two advantages over the simple one. First, for a given
total angle of twist, the twist per junction is reduced by a factor of 2.
Second, reflections that are not too large will cancel,’ since the two
junctions are separated by a quarter wavelength of line. It would therefore be expected that the allowable twist would be more than twice that
of the simple joint.
The standing-wave ratio of the improved 3-cm
model for various wavelengths and angles of twist is shown in Fig. 7.28.
It should be noted that whereas the simple model can be twisted only
up to 10° before the voltage standing-wave ratio rises above 1.10, the
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FIG. 725. -Standir1g-wave
ratio for a
3-cm band choke-flange joint for ~ari(>us
angles of twist.
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second model can be tlvisted more
than 30° under the same restrictions. The performance of the
improved 10-cm model is shown in
Fig. 7.29.
In many cases the t\vo-junction model would be sufficiently
good.
How ever, a still better
3-cm model has been designed
which ~~ill twist up to 60°. The
limitation in the twisting of this
joint is in the mechanical design;
as far as electrical performance is
concerned, the joint could twist ti
This s\vivel
greater amount.
joint, which is shown in Fig. 730,
consists essentially of two of the
two-junction joints separated by
a half wavelength.
It can be seen
that the resulting distance between centers of the pairs of j unctions is 3/4A,; therefore small
residual mismatches in the two
pairs of j~lnctioms cancel, th(ls

further increasing the amount that the joint may he ti~isted. Here again
the twist per junction is reduced for any given total t\vist. The performance of the 3-cm four-junction joint is shmvn in Fig. 7.31.
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It is interesting to inspect the performance curves to find the cause
of this improvement.
In Figs. 7.32 and 7.33 the voltage standing-\vave
ratio is plotted as a, functi~n of
1.10
angle for various wavelengths for
the two- and four-j unction joints,
These curves show
~
respectil-ely.
(
that at a wavelength of 3.5 cm the
~
impedance match of the two-junction joint changes rapidly at the
end of its useful range of twisting
(40°).
At this same wavelength
the four-junction
joint can be
twisted only twice as much.
This
indicates that the standing-wave
ratio becomes so large that the
addition of the extra pair of junctions

does

creasing

not

much

it, and therefore,

improvement
the

help

same

is entirely
amount

t~vo-junction

in dethat

of tota!

joint.

the

the result
twist

How~ever,
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position

allows

of maximum

more

than

tlvice

tw-ist, so
the twist

to be given,

FIG. 7.30,—Four-junction

The constructional
shown
races.
length

in Fig.

73A.

The

t~visting

of the joint.

details
The

of the four-junction

individual

motion
Each

swivel joint,

sections

is transmitted

m-ire is fastened

3-cm

are mounted
by three
to each

mvivel

wires

section

joint

are

in ball-bearing
running

the

by a ball-and-

socket joint, and the point of
fastening is chosen so that ]vhen
one end of the joint is twisted each
of the four sections is twisted,
relative to the adjacent section, by
one-quarter of the total amount.
This design seems to be sufficiently
sturdy.
one s a m p 1e h:~s been
tested by twisting through + 60°
at a rate of 1 cps; the test NW
stopped at the end of 3,5 million
cycles, at which time the electrical
characteristics of the joint \Yere
still unchanged from the original
FIG. 7.31.—I’SWR Ts. k, for a 3-en, ba,ld
values, and the mechanism ~vas
four-junction swivel joint for several angles
of twist. Trumgles rer)resent 10° twist,
still operating.
circles 20°, and squares 300.
Some troul)le ~vas experienced
.It short lra~elengtl,s these
with rescmances in the lo-cm stvivel joint.
resonances appeared only at large angles of tlvist; fit long ]vavelengtl~+
these appeared at very small angles, The re$O1l:~ll((,~tipp:~ll,llt]y :L1’tIlot
caused by reflections from the lmwing; at least efforts to remove the
resonances b.v altering the housing design produced no results, The cause
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of the resonances is not definitely known but it may be the excitation of
the Tllz,-mode in the region kretwen the choke and flange. This mode
is not excited normally but could be excited when the choke and flange
are twisted with respect to one another.
If this were the case, the trouble
1.20

‘f

1.20~*
32cm

35 cm~$
Sl,lo
%

-

E
J ~ 1,10 >

<
1.CO
o

1.00
20
60
40
Angle of twist In degrees

80

FIG. 7.32.—VSt$7R as a function of
angle of t,wist for two wavelengths for twOjunction swivel joint.

0

,1
20

80
100 120 140
40
60
Angle of twist In degrees

I’I G. 7.3:3.—VSJVR as a function of
angle of twist for two wavelengths for fourjunction swivel joint.

might be eliminated by inserting thin partitions in the choke ditch as
shown in Fig. 7.35, Such a partition imposes the requirement that the
field across the choke ditch be zero at the partition, which would suppress
the !l’-EZl-mode.
Three #23 wires spaced
umformly around circumference
/

OD 1.285”
FIG. 7.34.—Construction

of the 3-cm four-junction swivel joint.

High-power tests indicate that the 3-cm joint will stand at least
200-kw peak power at 1-psec pulse length, 500 pps. Except at points
of resonance over restricted regions the 10-cm joint will handle at least
at I-Asec
pulse length, 420 pps. At these resonant points,
1.1 lfw
which were mentioned in the preceding paragraph, breakdown appears
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to occur between choke and flange at considerably lower power levels
than when the resonance is absent.
The swivel joint has an advantage over the rotary joint in that it has
fewer critical dimensions and is easier to
e
construct.
It has the disadvantage of
Choke
Flange ~
being bulkler and heavier.
;=:
7.15, Hinge Joints.—A simple hinge
joint
can be made by mounting two pieces
; .1

It /

Z’Ezlsuppressor

l“.
(l
L--=l

partition

m

(a)
Bevelled
flange
\

e

e
Choke

T

/
,=3

II
; .;
1it
‘=d’

-m-

(b)
FIG. 735.-~hoke

with 7’E,,-mode
supprehwr Wrtltiol, s.

FIG. 7.36.—Simple hinge joints.

of waveguidej one \vitll a choke, the other with a flange, in a housing which
allo\vs them to move as indicated in Fig. 7.36u. If an ordinary flange is
used, it is necessary to have the choke1.25
h— 0’
flange separation large in order to allow
?
o–- 5“
I
oscillations of more than a fern-degrees.
0----13
-Q 1.20
The flange is therefore beveled from the
s
/
I
:
edge to the center, as ~ho\vn in Fig.
a
\
;1.15
i,
736b.
This be~-cling allows a smaller
I
~
:
:

\

\
1.10

$

“1
\

2 1.05

1.00 3.1

\
1
,

-.

,#

3.2

3.4
3.3
Aoin ail

3.5

3.6

Flu. 737. -Per f0rmarlce
of
E-plane hinge joint for three different
hinge angles.

Xoin cm
FIG. 738.-Performance
of H-plane
hinge joint for three different hinge
angles.

choke-flange separation, and therefore an improved performance of the
joint results. In the H-plane hinge joint the design is complete at this

HINGE
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point. A3-cmmodel
has been made \vhich\\-illoscillate through anangle
of f13°.
An E-plane joint of this design hasresonances; to remedy this
trouble, the choke ditch has been plugged, as described inthediscossion

k

Axis of rotation

Antiresonance plug

3“

>,

FIG. 7.39. —E-p1ane 3-cm hinge joint.
of

open

choke-flange

standing-~t-ave
of angle
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ratio

at various
joints

arc

junctions
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3-cm

in

~va\-elengths
sho~vn

Sec.

13-plane

in Figs.

are

5.20.
and

shown
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and
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High-power tests show that, except as noted below, both the E-plane
and H-plane 3-cm hinge joints will handle 200 kw, at 1 psec and 500 pps,
without sparking.
However, when the choke-flange separation becomes
,!
I ‘1:
~

--

__——. - .—.
— - __

———

—

— 3——
—-: ‘:— ‘: :-g
: ::—

[ — --:

‘-=!

“
ill

SectionA’-A

‘-

I : !‘
‘Y

AxIs of rotation
Anti-resonance

48”

plug

El
A’

o

0.344”
~0.063°
~,,

$kl

76°

,

/

1.160”

4
q’

~lG. 7.40.—H-plme

Ly A

‘

‘

3-mI hinge joint.

less than 0.010 in. in the H-plme joint, sparking occurs between the
choke and flange. When the E-plane joint is turned so that the choke
and flange touch at one edge, sparking occurs across the choke ditch on
the other side.
As one might expect, there is an appreciable amount of loss from
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either type of hinge joint in the region of maximum displacement.
This is not large enough to be serious from the standpoint of loss of
transmitted power but may be serious if there are any sensitive detectors
nearby.
It may also become serious if the housing around the joint is

‘-1
c.
-d

L —

‘k- —0.250”

———-

——— —__

\
1*

-, ,
‘1 I
I ,
I,
J

1.500;3. 000’kO.080”
wall brass tubing

Choke

I’IG.

r-2840<

7.41.—Rectangular-choke

rotation
Section X-X’

X’*

hinge joint.
One side-plate
photograph.

has been removed

in the

incorrectly designed.
If the design is such that some of the leakage
powerisr eflectedb ackintothe
joint, there may bea resonance between
the housing and some part of the joint.
In an effort to make a hinge joint with less leakage, the design shown
in Fig. 7.41 has been tried. This design is based upon a modification
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of a British choke. L The “flange “ in this joint is the inner cylinder,
whose axis is the axis of rotation of the hinge joint.
The choke consists essentially of a T-stub, one-half wavelength deep, of the same
width as the waveguide but of smaller height.
The stub is folded along
the line ABC, where AB and BC are each a quarter wavelength.
Inspection of the figure will show that as the joint is displaced from the neutral
position, there is no widening gap to allow leakage, as in the other type
of hinge joint.
However, the distance from the waveguide wall to the
1.91

1

I

I

)

I

Angle of rotation in degrees
FIG. 7.42.—Performance

of rectangular-choke

hinge joi,lt at three wa~.elengths.

bottom of the choke ditch gets farther and farther from the correct
value as the joint is bent.
This causes an appreciable mismatch.
In Fig. 7.42 is shown a set of performance curves for a 10-cm model
of this joint.
The joint does not appear promising although it could
doubtless be improved; it has not yet been tested for resonances or
power-handling capacity.
7.16. Universal Joints.—The universal joint is so named because its
mechanical arrangement is like that of the common universal joint used
in machines.
The simplest electrical arrangement of such a joint has a
The
standard rigid-line choke coupling on each piece of waveguide.
chokes are placed a small distance apart, so that the joint can move in a
angle.
Since
the rigid-line
choke
couplings
are not
cone of limited
designed to be used with a gap between them, the simple joint must be
The modifications are those to be
modified to make it satisfactory.
I See Sec. 4.10 for description

of this choke.
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(1) The surface of

expected from previous discussions of other joints.
each choke is rounded in the shape of a cone, so that the t\vo couplings
. .
can be used closer together; (2) the choke ditch is made wider, to aPProxlmate more closelY the low-impedance-high-impedance
condltlon; (3)

o

.m~oo.x
035s”

,,m.

, o,o~o”

@I braSS
tUMng

2
+:
B

A

0.465”

c1

~3.L

+11’J%

4“ %.6

@nical surfaceantwresonance
plug

the depth of the ditch is changed so that the r-f leakage is a minimum;
(4) the diameter of the ditch is altered to that which gives the optimum
stan{lng-\Vave ratio; (5) the ditch is plugged in order to remove resoThe final design is shoxvn in Fig. 7’”43.
~lances from the joint.
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This joint was designed to operate over a wavelength range from
3.1 to 3.5 cm. In Fig. 744 is shown the voltage standing-wave ratio
as a function of wavelength for various positions of the joint.
The
joint has been tested at powers up to 100 kw, l-psec pulse width, 500 pps,

XEa=?iI
FIG. 7.44.—Performance

of 3-cm band universal joint in three angular positiuns.

without breakdown.
This joint has appreciable losses at large angles
just as hinge joints have. The losses are considerable in that, if there is
some reflection from the housing, it appears as an appreciable mismatch
at the joint.
In one instance, the change in the housing from the
original design made the performance of the joint worse. For this
/1.900

”diam.

~-~dg:~eflange
/
1.160’’ diam.
~~lnner
flange

i+

r“vo’point
LkLl
X Linkage
FIG. 7.45.—Radial-choke

universal

reason, the housing should be designed with
resonances.
Some work has been done w-ith another
which, it is hoped, will be satisfactory ovm
allow less r-f leakage.
The design of this joint

joint.

care, in order to avoid
type of universal joint
greater angles and ~vill
is illustrated in Fig. 7“45.
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A radial choke is used rather than the more conventional folded choke.
The moving waveguicle ends in a flange, the outer surface of which is in
the shape of a sphere. ‘l’his rides in a housing of the same shape. The
break between these two parts is at the same distance from the rectangular waveguide as the ditch of a conventional choke would be
This design feature removes
and is, therefore, at a current minimum.
the need for a mechanical contact between the two parts. The inner
flange is connected by an external linkage to another ball-and-socket
joint which forms the bearing for the assembly, holding the two waveguides inadefinite positionr clativet oonea nether.
Since this spherical
surface is the supporting bearing, the inner flange does not touch the

Aolncm
746. -I{eflectlons

from radial-rhoke

universal joint.

choke but, instead, clears it by a small amount, thus preventing a
The radial
variable contact from affecting the operation of the joint.
choke is designed to have a good low-impedance-high-impedance
ratio
bymaking the first quarter-lrave ssction srnallinheight,
andtheseconci
section greater in height. This joint docs not givcsornuc
htroublewith
r-f leakage as the conventional one.
Unfortunately, not enough work has been done on this joint to prove
its worth. Resonances are present, which could presumably be removed
If the resonances were removed, the
by some sort of plugging scheme.
It might be possible to get a larger
joint might be quite satisfactory.
angle of motion ~vith this joint than ~vith the conventional type.
The
variation of the standing-wave ratio with wavelength for the straightthrough position of the joint is shown in Fig. 7.46,
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MOTIONAL JOINTS COMBINING COAXIAL LINE AND WAVEGUIDE
BY F. L. NIEMAN
7.17. General Considerations.—As
discussed in the introduction to
thk chapter, the design of a motional joint capable of continuous rotation
for a microwave transmission line requires the use of a symmetrical field
configuration.
This may be the dominant coaxial mode (!l”EM-mode),
or either the symmetrical l’l~ol-mode or a circularly-polarized Tllll-mode
in round waveguide.
When rectangular tubing is used for the waveguide transmission line, as is generally the case in modern microwave
systems, transitions from the TElo-mode in rectangular waveguide to
one of the symmetrical modes in coaxial line or ro(md \vaveguide are
The problem of designing well-matched transitions for this
necessary.
purpose is discussed in Chap. 6. Wrhere such transitions are used to
provide a symmetrical field for a rotary joint it is usually desirable and
sometimes advantageous to design the unit so that it may include the
transitions.
Rotary joints in round waveguide for use with rectangular-waveguide transmission lines are discussed in Sees. 7“4 through 713.
In
these, the propagation of several possible modes and resonances d~e to
the proximity of the two mode-exciting transitions and the possibility
of using a circularly polarized asymmetrical mode, all present many new
problems.
Ho~\-ever, most of these problems do not arise in the design
Asymmetrical fields
of wav~guide rotary joints using the coaxial mode.
excited by the transition discontinuity are attenuated to a negligible
value in a very short distance so that joints of this type are almost
never short enough to give rise to resonance effects between transitions.
Thus, the chief requirement for a useful rotary joint with combined
coaxial line and waveguide is the design of a well-matched transition
The only further requirement placed
from coaxial line to waveguide.
upon the mechanical design of the joint is that it should not allow variAny of the types
ation in the transition characteristics during rotation.
of transition from coaxial line to waveguide described in Chap. 6 may
be used in the design of a coaxial rotary joint for a lvaveguide line.
Some examples of different transitions applied to this type of rotary
joint are given in the follo\ving paragraphs.
The details of mechanical
construction such as the types and arrangements of bearings and pressure
seals will be discussed only in so far as they differ from those for the
coaxial rotary joints treated in Sees. 7.1 through 7.3.
7.18. Rotary Joints with Cross-transition
from Coaxial Line to
Waveguide.—The
first coaxial-line-to-\va~eguide
transition developed,
and therefore the first applied to rotary joints, w-as that in Tvhich the
coaxial line crosses the ~\’aveguide as sho\vn in Fig, (lfia.
.% discllssion
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of the matching of this type of transition by variation of the lengths of
the coaxial and waveguide short-circuited sections is given in Chap. 6
together with specific examples.
A possible arrangement using this
transition in the design of a rotary joint (as developed for 3-cm wavelengths by the Sperry Gyroscope
Company) is she\\-nin Fig. 747.
The coaxial chokes and mechanioint of contact
cal details are similar to those for
the coaxial rotary joints,
This
, - Inner conductor
joint and transition have had lnlt
choke section
{
limited application since tliey are
rather f]’ecllle[lcy-serlsitil,e (,(Jnlparml \\ithother tj-pes. Although
the ball in thr transiti<m region
does effect a slight impro\rement
in the banrlividth, such transitions
have st.anding-\\-a\,e ratios less
than the desired limit of about 1.1
over a frequency band of only a
fe\\-per cent,
7.19. Rotary Joints with Probe
Transitions.–-.\
design, also for
3-cm \vavelengths, of a coaxial
rotary joint l]et\vecn \\:~vegl{ides
c
]Vithprobe transitions from coaxial
lint=to \vaveguide is sho\~n in Fig,
7,48. Seal and bearing details are
not given. This type of transition
(see Sec. 69), and therefore this
rotary joint, if properly
constructed,
provides
a good
impedance match (voltage standing-\rave ratio of less i han 1.2) over
a frequency band of al lout It) per
rent in ~vidth. In practice, thr
:ld\’antage of thc hrod I)and ~)f)tiiitlp(l from the prol)e tranfiition is stjn]r(If tllc tr:tllsiti,)ll
what offset by the fa(>t that t}le ele(,tri(,al rllilr:l{,tt~tistj{,s
are sensiti\-e
cult

to

ioint

huld

to the probe
accurately

application,

motion

l)et\rern

the
one

dcptll
in

aIid cetlt eril~g,

stub-supported

problem
\t-aveg\ii(le

is

‘1’hese

complir:lted

srction

dimensi(jtls

assemblies,

and

t’urther
its

exciting

In
I)y

the
the

prolm,

:ir~ difirots,ryrelativ~,
If

the

is not prop(,rl~- cent (re[l a Iariation of the impedance l~ith
rotation (KYIIrS. I1o\vevcr, this tylw nf joint
recluires
II(J coaxifil
clIokcs
assembly
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on the center conductor, a fact which greatly facilitates mechanical construction, particularly for the small dimensions mwessarily used at 3-cm
wavelengths.

l~IG, 7.48. —W’aveguide

rotary

joint

with pruhe transition

for 3.2-cm wavelength.

7.20.
Rotary Joints with Combinations of Transitions. —T\ro rotary
joints for 3-cm wavclcmzt,hs ha~-ing pml )e transitions combined w-ith a
loop-coupling or a cross;ar transit’io;l lM1,c bum developed at the Bell
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on one end and a crossbar transition on the other.1 The design and
characteristics of this crossbar transition are discussed in Sec. 6,9. The
impedance match of the probe transition as a function of frequency is
The combination in
slightly better than that of the crossbar transition.
this rotary joint introduces a\'oltage standing-~vave ratio of less than 1,1
for a frequency band of about 12 per cent. Different lengths of coaxial
line between transitions were tried, and it ~~as found that those with
lengths of ~ in. or more bet\\-cen the inner wall surfaces of the waveguides gave no variation of impedance \\-ithrotation, indicating that the
higher asymmetrical coaxial modes are either not strongly excited or are
damped to negligible values in a ~-ery short length of coaxialline.
A similar joint using an “in line” loop- or magnetic-coupling transition bet\veen the coaxial line and the waveguide in place of the crossbar
transition is she\\-nin Fig. 750.~ This arrangement permits the rotation of one waveguide section about an axis perpendicular to the axis of
the other, an arrangement that is advantageous in certain applications.
The probe transition in this design is identical \vith that in the unit just
described except that the matching parameters, the waveguide end-plate
distance, and the probe depth have all been adjusted to give a match
over a slightly different wavelength band.
The bandwidth and the
excellence of match are essentially the same. However, the loopcoupling transition is considerably more frequency-sensiti~e than is the
The combination has a bandwidth of about 5 per cent
crossbar type.
foravoltage
standing-~vave ratio of less than 1.1.
In this design, an improved tcchniclue is used in eliminating the
effects of the discontinuity in the coaxial line. First, each coaxial choke
consists of t\vo quarter-~~avelength sections of different impedance, an
arrangement that increases the \va\elength range over \rhich the chokes
are effective.
Second, a section of 10SSYdielectric is pro~ided }~et~veen
the choke and the bearing to attenuate further any po~ver leaking from
the coaxial line, This is sometimes necessary on joints used in highpower systems to pre\-ent leakage that can cause interference with
receiving components and even damage to the bearing itself.
Joints of both designs have been tested and found satisfactory at
voltages corresponding to pulse po\vers of 100 kw at atmospheric pressure.
Since this much po~ver ~vas not available for 3-cm wavelengths at the
time, the equivalent po\ver was obtained by the introduction of standing
waves in the transmission line of \vhich the joint is a part (see Chap. 4).
Further tests at pressures redllced sufficiently to cause breakdo\vn showed
1 ~.
F. ~;dWardS,‘( Preliminary Report on ~ W:LVCGuido Rot%ting Joint,” BTI,
L[emoranclum 43-16G120, July 30, 1943.
2 C. F. Edwards, (‘An X-band Rotating Joint Between Perpendicular W7ave-

guides,” BTL Memorandum44-160-71,March 30, 1944.
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that, in each joint, failure is most likely to occur in the wa~’eguide at
the probe.
In each case, breakdown occurred at about the same values
of pulse power and pressure indicating that the joints should be rated at
the same power, whichis probably not greatly in excess of 100 kw.
It is worth noting, since data for comparisons are given in (’hap. 6,
that the bandwidths obtained in these units are not necessarily to be
expected at other wavelengths when the ~rarious standard sizes of waveguide and coaxial line are used. Forexamplej thehandwidths obtained
for the crossbar and loop-coupling transitions in these rotary joints are
somewhat larger than those ~vhich result from similar matching techniques applied to the same type of transition at 10-cm ]vavelengths
using standard 1~-in, lj~~3-in. t)y 0.0t30-in. wall \vaveguide and one of
the standard 50-ohm cotixial lines. ‘f’he reason for this is that the sizes
of coaxial line and \va\~eguidefor these 3-cm transitions are larger relative
tothe\vavelength than are those for the standard 10-cm waveguideaml
frequency sensitivity of the
coaxial lines. This makes forthedecreaseci
s-cm units in two ways.
First, since the impedance of the guide is
slightly less and the impedance of the coaxial line is considerably greater
than for the 10-crntransitions, thediscontinuity bet\veentheseisappreciably less, thus reducing its frequency sensitivity.
Second, the 3-cm
units operate at frequencies farther from the cutoff frequency; that is,
the ratio of the guide \\’avelengthto the cutoff \vavelength is less. Consequently, the variation of the guide wavelength, and therefore the
electrical dimensions of the transitions, with frequency is less (see Sees.
‘1’hese are, of cour~e, relative considerations based upon
215 and 69).
the electrical properties of the transition asa function of its geometrical
configuration and do not alter the fact that a microwave component is
mm-c sensitive to changes in dimension at shorter \vavelengths than at
longer ones. One-thousandth of an inch at 10 cm is still 1 mil at 3 cm,
hut it is a larger fraction of a wavelength, and the construction tolerances
are correspondingly less.
7.21. High-power Rotary Joints with Doorknob Transitions. -Transitions from coaxial line to \vaveguide designed to carry pulse powers up
to the limit of the coaxial line are discussed in Sec. 6.9. In the most
successful of these, the center conductor of the coaxial line terminates
on the opposite side of the guide from the junction (for a right-angle
transition) in a knob \vhich is of the proper size and shape to permit
impedance-matching and which has a “streamlined” or rounded contour
to minimize the likelihood of breakdown.
These have had their greatest
application in rotarv joints at the 8- to I l-cm wavelengths for twn
reasons. First, the need for s~lch a high-power joint tiose berause there
\ras, at the time, proportionately more power available at these wavelengths thm at shorter ones. Serond. co,axi,al rot arv joints or those \vitli

combined coaxial line and waveguide ~ver-eused almost exclusively at
these ;va~-elengths since the sizes of the round waveguide required result
in ratbcr large and unwieldly units. Further, very satisfactory round~vaveglli{le rotary joints had been developed for the 1.25- and 3-cm wavelength l)antls (see Sees. 74 through 7. 13).
The t\vo units to be described here have been used, to a considerable
extent, in radar systems designed to operate at pulse powers up to 1 Mw.
No breakdown trouble has been experienced, and there are indications
that properly constructed units of these designs should be usable at
pulse po\vers up to nearly 1.5 31w in well-matched transmission lines
(see Chap, 4). These joints, if ~rell made, introduce reflections of 1,2
or less in voltage standing-\vave ratio for a 10 to 12 per cent band.
As
discussed in Sec. 6.9, the electrical properties of the doorknob transition
are critical as to variations in dimensions; and considerable care is
required in the assembly of these joints in order to achieve the quality
of match just stated,
Data on the match as a function of \vavelength
for preliminary productionmodels
of one design will begiven]ater.
The first of the two designs used most extensively is show-n in Fig,
751.’
It is designed for 1~-in. coaxial line and utilizes a hemispherically
shaped doorknob \rith a built-in choke section to provide for relative
motion bet\veen the center conductor and the doorknob at either end.
It operates at 8- to $-cm wa~-elengtbs. The capacity or choke couplings
on the outer condllctor are of the standard type for coaxial rotary joints.
on })oth the inner and the outer conductor these choke sections follo~v
the conventional principle for broadband choke couplings, having, in
series, t]vo quarter-wavelength sections of ditferent impedances.
However, because of space limitations, the second (larger impedance) section
for the center-conductor coupling at the doorknob is a so-called ‘‘ disk
resonator” in \vhich an equivalent quarter ~va~~elcngth—that is, the
distance from the short circuit to a \.oltage maximum-is
sonle\vhat
longer than one-quart er of the free-spzce \varelength (see Sec. 48).
This design is an example of symmetrical construction in which
choke couplings are provided for both the inner and outer conductors at
both ends of the joint, w-hich makes it possible to remove separately
This is a desirable
either transition and the coaxial center conductor.
feature in many installations but not necessarily an essential one either
mechanically or electrically.
In joints operating at pulse pom-ers of 1 Mw it has been found that
the coaxial choke couplings allow sufficient leakage to cause actual
burning of the bearing surfaces. This is particularly true of the choke
sections on the center conductor where the field strength is greatest.
No difficulty has, as yet, been experienced with the choke sections and
1~lechanicaldesign by
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bearings for the outer conduct or, in joints operating at these powers.
To prevent this highly undesirable
\Type
N coaxial connector
effect a section of lossy dielectric,
2560”dtam
consisting of a specially prepared,
finely powdered iron (such as polyw+
2.840’’diam.
iron) in either a ceramic or phenolicresin base, is placed between the
choke coupling and the bearing.
Bushings ~ in. long and ~ in. thick
with ~-in.
spacing between the
rotating conductor and the bushing
provide adequate protection from
Seal 1
Thrust
bearing
leakage,
A design for a pressurized, highpower, 1$-in. coaxial rotary joint
between waveguides operating at
10- to 1l-cm wavelengths is shown
-_ S!i#
coiial Ihne
in Fig. 7.52 and a model is pictured
(5Oohms
throughout)
in Fig. 7.53. Designed for airborne
operation, it has a pulse-po\ver
breakdown rating of 1500 kw at
atmospheric pressure and of 3000
kw at 25-lb pressure on a matched
line. These ratings are for a l-psec
Seal
Outer
pulse at 500 cps repetition rate.
‘Doorknob”
conductor
‘0
choke
The general design for this joint is
.
“W”” 3 A
sect,on
the same as that for the one just dis\
cussed except that it has capacity
Inner conductor
couplings at only one end and uses a
different shape of doorknob.
Since
this doorknob is larger (for the
longer wavelengths) than that in the
d(electrlc
previous design, it has been possible
to build the choke coupling for the
Bearing
* .
center conductor entirely within the
doorknob in the form of a folded
coaxial line.
Figure 7.52 also sho~vs a proposed method for using the center
conductor of this coaxial rotary
FIG 7.52 —Diagram of 10-cm, 1#-in. coaxial
joint to carry a second concentric
rotary joint between waveguides.
coaxial line. This may be used
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intcrrogotion
sy,stem, for example.
‘1’he use of a single rotating
scanner
mechanism for t\ro systems is a very great, advantage in many installations.
The volt age standing-\rave ratio as a funct ion of wavelength averaged
for se~-eral of the first production models of this design is sho\~n in Fig.

FIG. 7.53,—Photograph

of 10-cm, 1$-in. coaxial rotary joint between waveguides.
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754,
These results are \vithin tolerable limits but it should be poksible
to improve ~lpon them as the accuracy of production techniqllcx increases.
l\”it,}~inthe limits of meas~lrerncnt (Voltage standing-~\-ave rotios of 1,01)
these joints exhibit no change of impcdancc ~\-ithrotation.
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8.1. Applications. —Variable impe(lanm t rarwformcrs ore ~mxl to
alter the impedance at points on the input side of the lines in \vhich
they are inserted. A transformer of a general type, frequently referred
to as a “tuner” or as an ‘[impedance matcher,” is capflble of altering
both the magnitude and the phtise of the standing-\\-a~e pattrrn in the
input line. ii less general but very impel-t:mt type, commonly referrcxl
to as a “phase shifter” or “line stretcher,’) does not alter the magnitlldc
of the standing ~vave existing in the line in which it is insertcxl b~lt :~cts
simply as a line section of t-ariablc lt,ngt11,thus shifting the p]lasc of tllc
input standing-wave pattern.
It may bc found helpful to classify the variolw tllners ac(,or(ling to
their functions, ~\-hichare:
1. That of introducing a prewril]cd unpedance at some rcferrncc
point in the input line Tvith the (j~ltpllt line terminatcxl ill its t,lla)acteristic impedance.
2. The inlerse function, frequently referred to as “ matching a line,”
of causing no standing ~\-a~eto appear on the input line \\hen,tllc
output line is terminated in an arbitrary impedance.
3. The function of calwing a pwscribwl impedance to appear in tllr
iupllt line ~~hen the o~ltput line is terminated in an impc(lauc(,
other than the characteristic impedance of the line.
A nurnl)er of legitimate applications of variullle impedance transformers \\ill be folln(l, wpccialll- in connection \\ittllal)oratory test and
design \vork. The use of such ciwuits is not to be con>idcred, ho\rever,
It Ivas
as an easy substitute for caref~d design of matched circuits.
pointed out in Sec. 2.14 that a matched transmission line is an ai(l
in achieving broad band\vidth, 10V; line 10SSCS,high po\~cr-handling
If t}le nlatched condition is
capacity, and transmitter-tube stal)ility.
maintained all along the line, Ihcse objectives \rill lx’ more flllly realize(l
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than if an attempt is made to match a poorly designed line by means of
a variable impedance transformer.
When used as a supplement to a carefully made line, an impedance
transformer, especially one of the phase-shifter type, may be required in
order to achieve oscillator stability.
The use of a phase shifter is
especially recommended in connection with long transmission lines, and
it is of paramount importance if the oscillator is to be tuned to a particular frequency.
The reasons behind this requirement are discussed
in Vol. 6.
Unless the use of a variable impedance transformer is demanded by
the transmitting tube for the reasons indicated in the preceding paragraph, it is considered unwise to include one in an engineered r-f system.
Usually the improvement in performance is too small to justify the
effort expended in obtaining proper adjustment and in making the frequent readjustments required. For this reason, the adjustment is apt
to be poorly made or readjustment neglected, with the result that on
the average the performance of the system is worse with the variable
transformer in place than it would be without it.
The principal applications of variable impedance transformers are
(1) in test work in the laboratory in ~rhich it is desired to achieve some
required impedance accurately and (2) in engineered r-f systems in those
instances where their use is demanded in order to achieve stable transmitter operation or operation at a prescribed frequency.
8.2. General Principles; Use of Impedance Charts.—In general any
obstacle inserted into a uniform transmission line in \vhich a pure traveling wave exists \vill cause part of the power in this traveling wave to be
reflected back toward the generator, thus setting up a standing wa}re in
the input line. The impedance at any chosen point in the input line is
thereby altered, and the ne~v impedance may be determined, by means
of the relationships de~-eloped in Chap. 2, from a kno\vledge of the magAlthough
nitude and phase of the standing-\\-avc ratio at that point.
the magnitude and phase of the ~\-:avetransmitted past the obstacle will
bear a ne\\-relationship to those of the incident \vave, it is not possible
for the obstacle to set up in the output line a ~\-avetraveling back toward
the generator, that is, to\~ard itself. Therefore, the impedance at all
points in the output line remains equal to the characteristic impedance
of the Iinc. Thm the imscrtion of the obstacle has resulted in an impedance transform ai ion.
It, is convenient to rrprewnt the effect on the impedance at, some
rl~t)wn refewnce point in thr inp~lt line l)y means of on irnpedznce (or
:~[lnlitt:(n(c) (lulrt. Tile tylx (II’ tll:llt folmd best s[litcd to most, clisclwior~~ of ilnlw(l:m(x\ t(lll(,l~ i. tll~~Smith (,llalt, Fig. 22!).
.kxl analysis
of the effect of inserting :~ thin \\-ireor scre\v through a small hole in
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the center of the broad face of a rectangular Ivaveguide affords a good
example of the use of such a chart. It is found (~ol. 10 of the Series)
that the admittance in the wa~~eguide at the position of the screlv starts
from the center of the chart, for zero insertion of the screlv, and mm-es
continuously out along the semicircle ~ of Fig. 8.1 as the scren- is inserted.
to ~\-hich
This semicircle Y = 1 + jB is the locus of input admittances
the

screw

semicircle

may

transform

C represents

the

the

output

admittance

admittance
at the

scre\v

Y =
:md

1 + ~0.
at positions

The
an

integral number of half ~va~-eleugths toward the generator from the
screw. If some other point in the ~va~-egoide is chosen as the reference
point, the corresponding conto~lr of admittances may be obtained simply
by rotatiug the semicircle (’ thro{lgh Ihe al)propriot e angular distance on
the chart.’ For examplr, if it is desired to represent the admittance
contollr at a point in the wa~-eguide \vhich is one-eighth \\”avelength
toward the generator from the scre\v, o 90° clock\vise rotation of the
semicircle

The

C to t,he position

representation

D is required.

on a Smith

chart

of SLICI1a tr:msformation

of an

admittance contour along the line is facilitated by the use of a tracingpaper overlay, as indicated by Fig. 2“30. The tracing paper is pivoted
at the center of the chart, the index at the zero of the wavelength scale
The paper is
is marked, and the given admittance contour C is drawn.
then rotated so that the index indicates the proper distance in wavelengths.
The new position of the given contour with respect to the
chart beneath represents the admittance at the point indicated on the
wavelength scale. The Smith chart may, of course, be used as an
impedance chart in exactly the same ~vay. In addition, if at any time
it, is desired to convert from impedance to admittance, or vice versa,
paper produces
the desired
result.
a simple half turn of the tracing
These

features

of vari:d}le

of the

impedance

Smith

chart

make

it ideally

suited

to discussions

transformers.

A circuit
provided \vith a single variable parameter (in the given
example, the circuit was a scrc\v in a waveguide) is capable of accomplishing a certain degree of impedance (or admittance) transformation;
that is, at any chosen position in the input line, a certain admittance
contour may be described.
In order to be able to introduce, at any
given point, impedances other than those on this contour, one or more
additional variable elements are needed.
One of the most effective
\\-aysof supplying this need, and one that is extremely easy to evaluate
~Jna Smith chart, is to vary the position of the scre\s along the line.
This may be accomplished, in a manner described more fully in Sec. 8.10,
by inserting the screw through a longitudinal slot in the waveguide,
1{
the scre\v is first inserted, for example, at a point one wavelength from
the reference point in the input line, the admittance contour C of Fig. 8.1
At a screw insertion corresponding to any point on
may be obtained.
this eont[our the screw may be moved along the line by any distance.
s half \ra,~-elengthof motion corresponding to a complete rotation of the
tracing paper. Thus the curve C s~veeps over the entire area of the
chart, indicating the fact that a sliding-scre~v tuner is capable of intro
d~lcing any admittance into a matched line.
‘l’he sliding-scre\v tuner has been discussed at some length in order
to illustrate the general method of preciicting the area of the admittance
chart \rhich may be presented to the input line by a given variable
impedance transformer when the output, line is matched.
It is also of
interest to know what region of output-line impedances may be transformed by a tuner into a matched inpllt line. If the tuner is reversed in
the line, so that the reference point formerly on the input side is on the
output side, the problem is easily solved,
of course if the tuner is symmetrical ~vith regard to input and output ends, w most are, it is not
necessary to carry out an art(ial re~,erwd of the circuit.
It is easily
shmm that the region of output-line impedancw (referred to the refer-

ence point now in the output, line) that may he matched hy the reversed
tuner is the compl(>x conj~lgatc of the region co~-ered hy the tlmcr in its
original position \~ith outpllt line m~tched.
[t is some\rhat more conrcnicnt to trext a tuner in the matchm(J~ltp~lt (wn(lit ion an(l then take the complcw conjllgate of the rwlllt in~
region if this timing chfir:~ctcrihtic is dmire(l. The coTnplcx conj{lgate
of a legion plotted on tracing paper in the manner described may be
olltaincd l)y merely turning the sheet over, keeping the real axis in the
The merits of a tuner arc
same position before and after turning
l[s(M1l%j(ldgrd on thr basis of tllc nmximum standing-l~avc ratio, occ~irring in ally plltase in the mltplltj Iinr. IIhich ran lw t{med to r = 1 in the
input line. It does not, seem ~~ort}~while to transform to the ronjugate
region, therefore, since the maximum stand ing-\v:a~-e
ratio is the same as
In the examples presented in the folin the region originally ol)tained.
lo\\-ingwctions the admittance (or imprdancc) region plottc(l ~rill be that
\\-flichmay he obtained at the indicated reference point in the input line.
There remains the more general prohlern of transforming an output
irnpe(ianre differing from the charactcristi[> impedance of the line into a
Since this prol)lern irll-elves a dollhle set,
pws( rilml input impedance.
of \-ariat~les,it is more difficult to analyze than those previously discussfvl.
COAXIAL LINE
8.3.
discussion

Short-circuiting
of

coaxia-stub

TCXLItS

Plungers.—In
order
to prepare
the ~vay for a
.,
tuners,
It 1s first ne(essary
to discuss
rne:lns

of achic~ing
a perfectly
reflecting
termination
of variable
phase. such L1
device has other applications as lvell, one of \Vhich ~~ill he diwussed in
Sec. 818.
It has lwcome common practice to refer to such L r(,fle(,ting
termination as a short-cir(:uiting plunger although a complrte reflection
of any phase \vill suffice, and the effective position of the short circ~lit in
a given design is usually dependent on the operating- ;~a!-elcugth.
The obvious approach to the problem is to inserf into the line a
tightly fitting metal plunger of the type sketched in Fig. S’h.
It is
TTerydifficult, and in fact impractical, to obtain a plunger ~]-hich [ll(JJ.cs
\vith sufficient ease and at the same time makes good contact \\-iththe
conductors.
This consideration is extremely important, since :1 poor
contact presents an undesirable series resistance to the currents flo\\ing
bet\reen the coaxial conductors, and leads to po\\-erloss and to erratic
,
behavior.
Tile use of metallic fingers, indiratrd hy Fig. 8.2b, offers a very
effective mearls of reducing t}le conta{,t resi,~tance, At t}le s:amc time,
the current flo~~ing in the line at the point of didin~ contact is rcxluced
to zero ~incc the tips ol” t11(,[lugers are a q~lartcr l\-al-elcn~tl\fll)m 1he
current m:mimllrn \\ILi(h occurs :Lt th? <Ilort-cir(llit(,(i cn(i of 1IL(,(oa~i:~l
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cavity formed by the plunger. The fingers should be made of a springy
metal such as beryllium copper, phosphor bronze, or spring brass. They
should be given an initial deformation in order that the restoring force
mtiintains pressure at the contacts when they are inserted into the
coaxial line. It is essential to provide good contact since the current is
zero only at the exact wavelength for which the plunger cavity is a
quarter ]vavelength long, For reasonably broad bands the current is
still considerably smaller than that in the plain plunger of Fig. 8.2a to

FIG.

type,
8.2.—Coaxial
shcmt-cirmiting plungers. (a) Plain-contact
wavelength-finger type.
(c) C’apac,ty-coupled type.

(b) ouarte~ -

which it is related by the cosine of the electrical angle of the pl~mger
cavity.
Another method of reducing the current flowing in the sliding contact is sho~vn in Fig. 8.2c. The principle in\-ol~ed is that of the folded
half-\\-avclength capacity or choke coupling discussed in Sec. 217.
Separate half-~~alelength sections are used to couple from the plunger
to the outer conductor and from the plunger to the inner conductor.
In
each case the sliding contact comes at the lo\v-current point in the
folded-line section.
The principles of design disrusscd in Sec. 2.17 apply
here as \vell. ‘~he important points to remember are these:
]. The impedance of the t\vo tapa(ity-to~lpling
sections formed
between the coaxial-linr condllrtors and the plunger should be as
‘l’his means that the clearan(,c lwt\rcen this
lo\\-as is practical,
part of the plunger and coaxial-line conductors should be made
ZS small as is consistent \\-iththe reqllircment, that the plunger
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must not come into actual contact with the coaxial-line conductors at any point along these capacity-coupling sections.
2. The impedance of the folded-choke sections contained within the
plunger should be made as large as possible.
3. The resistance at the sliding contacts should be made as small as
possible.
Of the three types of plungers illustrated by Fig. 8.2, that of Fig. 8.2c
modified in the manner indicated in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 has been found

FIG. S.3.—Capacity-coupIcd,

short-circuiting

l~lG, S4,-Capacity-coupled,

short-rircuitmg plunger.

to be best for most purposes.
types are found to be these.

plunger.

. Its principal advantages

over the other

1. It presents a more nearly perfect reflection of po\ver (that is, its
losses are lower).
2. It is necessary to make only one short set of fingers, and the contact provided by them need not be extremely good since the alternation of high and low impedances in the coupling section reduces
the importance of the contact resistance (see Sec. 2.17).
3. The alignment of the outer and inner conductors of the coaxial
line into which the plunger is inserted need not be especially good,
since the one set of fingers can be made very flexible and the clearance between the plunger and the outer conductor can be large
enough to permit considerable misalignment of the conductors.
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4. Although this plunger has approximately the same over-all length
as the plunger of Fig. 8.2b, itpresents a short circuit at its input
end whereas the simple plunger with fingers presents an open
circuit.
Thk feature of the choke plunger permits the design of a
more compact stub tuner as will be shown in Sec. 8,7.
5. When the three designs are considered from the point of view of
ease of manufacture, especially in the light of the second and third
points of this enumeration, most manufacturers would find the
plunger of Figs. 83 and 8.4 easier to make.
In certain applications the fingers shown in Figs, 8.3 and 84 may be
If this is
omitted entirely, and manufacture is thus made still simpler.
done, however, one must consider the impedance presented at the
plunger by the section of line behind the plunger, through which the
This impedance appears in series
rods moving the plunger extend.
with the high impedance of the folded choke, and for certain plunger
positions the combination will become resonant resulting in large losses
and anomalous behavior of the impedance at the input end of the plunger.
The coupling to this section of line behind the plunger may be reduced
by adding to the plunger, in the region where the fingers are omitted,
a metal sleeve having an outer diameter nearly equal to the inner
The resonance will thus be sharpened;
diameter of the outer conductor.
that is, it \vill be noticeable over a smaller range of plunger positions.
If the wavelength range used and plunger motion required are small
enough, the length of the line behind the plunger may be chosen to
avoid trouble due to the resonance.
As a matter of fact, there is a very slight, but noticeable, coupling
to the line behind the plunger even when the construction indicated in
Figs. 8.3 and 8-4 is used. For a plunger of this type used in a ~-in.
coaxial line at a wavelength of 10 cm, it was found that an extremely
sharp resonance occurs at certain plunger positions.
In this particular
example, all metal parts were gold-plated.
The input standing-wave
ratio was measured as a function of plunger position.
For one sharply
defined position, the input SWR dropped to about 36 db, while for all
other positions it was about +5 db. It was found possible to remove
all signs of this resonance by introducing some absorbing material into
the line behind the plunger.
Any absorbing material that presents a
fair match to the characteristic impedance of the line should be satisfactory for such a purpose.
One arrangement that was found to give
good results was to place a thin washer of pol yiron 1 material against
the metal end cap through which the rods that move the plunger extend.
1 A washer, 0.1 in, thick, made of the

H. L. Crowley

Co,’s D-1 material

was used.
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8.4. The Sliding Series Stub Tuner.—A tuner of this type is in theory
one of the simplest of coaxial-line tuners, yet it is capable of canceling
standing waves of any magnitude or phase. It has been described by
~M.S. Glass’ whose design is presented in Fig. 85.
The plunger in the
stub may be moved through a distance of half a wavelength or more,
and the whole outer assembly including the stub may be moved through
a similar distance.
The details concerning the contacts b~tween this
assembly and the outer conductor of the line and the effect of the
increased outer-conductor diameter in the re~ion of the stub will not be
considered in the preliminary discussion.

N12K--s)

N

ERk(

N

))

u

LJ

FIG, 8.5,—Sliding series stub tuner.

The discussion of Sec. 8.2 in connection with a sliding-screw tuner
applies also to the sliding-stub tuner, with slight modification.
Nrhereas
the screw inserted into a waveguide behaves as a shunt susceptance, the
Unlike the screw, which for
stub of Fig. 85 acts as a series reactance.
reasonable lengths acts only capacitively, the stub may add reactance
of either a capacitive or an inductive nature. The impedance in the
hne at the point where the series stub joins it is Z = 1 + jX, as indicated by the circle C of Fig. 8.6. Since the distance between any chosen
reference point in the input line and the stub position may be varied
by at least half a wavelength, the circle C may be rotated through 360°
and may thus cover the whole impedance plane. It is therefore obvious
that this tuner can introduce standing waves of any phase and amplitude
when its output line is matched.
By the arguments of Sec. 8.2, it may
also tune out a standing wave of any phase and amplitude, and it may
match any output impedance to any input impedance.
The plunger used in the stub is one that was not described in the
preceding section dealing with coaxial-line plungers.
A coiled spring
that fills the space bet\veen outer and inner conductors is used. It is,
1hf. S. Glass, ‘‘ .l Variable
JIn-42-140-51,
Sept. 12, 1942.
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in its free state, somewhat larger and is therefore under a compressional
strain, which leads to low contact resistance.
The contacts between the outer conductor and the sliding assembly
In this case,
are of the finger type discussed in the preceding section.
however, the full line current flows in the contacts; hence the need for
low-resistance contacts is obvious.
The construction of fingers that will
give the required quality of contact and maintain it in service appears
to offer a serious problem.
Perhaps a capacitance-coupling scheme such
as that used in the coaxial phase shifter (to be described in Sec. 8“7)
would prove more suitable.
One disadvantage of such a change, however, is that a larger change of outer diameter results.

Fr~. 8.6.—Impedance

diagram for sliding-stub

tuner.

The effect of the change in outer diameter is twofold: the characteristic impedance in that part of the line is increased, and an effective
shunt capacitance is introduced at each end because of the well-known
junction effect. The characteristic impedance could be restored to
equality with that of the line by the proper increase of the diameter of
the inner conductor, and the junction capacitance could probably be
well compensated in the manner suggested by Fig. 6,5d. In the original
design the higher-impedance line is made an integral number of half
wavelengths long; thus when the stub is in its null position (zero added
reactance) the line section gives the one-to-one transformation ratio
characteristic of lines an integral number of half wavelengths long.
Although one or more of the refinements mentioned may be worth
while in contributing to the ease of adjustment of the tuner, none of
them is really required for tuning any output impedance to any input
impedance.
This statement may be checked by considering a halfwavelength section of the high-impedance line, which also contains the
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stub, as the actual variable transformer, and the remaining end portions
obviously any
containing junctions as output and input transformers.
output impedance transformed through the output transformer is still a
general impedance.
And any required input impedance may be obtained
by presenting the appropriate impedance to the input transformer,

I
FIG. S 7.—Double-slug tuner with dielectric slugs.

8.5. Slug Tuners. —Tuners of this type have some very desirable
characteristics, both from the standpoint of use and from that of fabriThe tuner shown in Fig. 8.7 is particularly easy to analyze and
cation.
has been found satisfactory for applications in which the power level is
not excessive and the required tuning range is only moderately large.
Each dielectric bead, commonly referred to as a “slug,” acts as a

qllarter-wavelength transformer of impedance Z~ = Zo/V’%,, introducing
a IWWR of magnitude k,. The slugs may be moved along the line by

——
it

.

.

FXG.88. -

““

Double-slug

-Y

tuner for small standing waves.

means of dielectric handles extending through a longitudinal slot in the
.is the
outer conductor, as indicated in the design shown in Fig. 8.8.
spacing S between the slugs is varied, the standing-\~ave ratio introduced by the pair varies from unity to a maximum value equal to k;,
the product of the individual values of VSWR, as indicated by Items
Ga and 6b of Table 2.2. The standing-wave ratio is a maximum for
S = hO/4 and is equal to unity when S’ = 0, when the two slugs join to
form a single half-wavelength section of line.
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The magnitude of the standing-wave ratio as a function of the
angular separation 360 °(S/k) is given in Fig. 8.9 for slugs of several
dielectrics.
When the separation is S’ = k,/4, the maximum standingwave voltage ratio r = k:, is introduced.
Assuming the generator to be
on the left in Fig. 8,6 and assuming the output line to be matched, the
input end of the left-hand slug is at the reference point indicated.
The
input impedance at this point is real and equal to 1/k~, as indicated in
the impedance plot of Fig. 8.10, which gives the impedance at the reference point for slugs of dielectric constant 2.56 (polystyrene).
By
means of an impedance chart or by
application of the transmission-line
equation, Eq. (2.41), it may be
shown that, for other values of S,
the impedances are those indicated
in Fig. 8.10.
It is evident from the impedance
chart that there is little change in
the phase of the standing waves
introduced as S is varied if the
1/ II
I
/ 1
center of the combination is kept
I
at a fixed point in the line. The
phase shift 6 of the minimum of the
standing-wave pattern from the reference point is plotted as a function
of the angular separation 360 °(S/A)
in Fig. 8.11. The voltage minimum
30
60
90
120
is shifted slightly toward the load
Angular spacing =360° (~)
from the reference point.
FIG.
S.9. —Standing-wave
ratio
of
double-slug tuner of Fig. S.7 for values of
One method of changing the
K. = 2, 3, 4, 5.
separation of the slugs without
moving the center point can be seen from Fig. 8.12. The two slugs are
fasbmed to the small blocks that are moved along the slot by the oppositely
pitched threads of the upper screw. Turning this screw gives control
over the magnitude of the VSWR introduced.
The pha’se of the standing wave may be varied by turning the lower screw that moves the whole
slug assembly.
This adjustment has the effect of rotating the impedance
contour of Fig. 8.10, sweeping out the entire shaded area of the impedance
diagram.
Any impedance within this area may be introduced when the
load is matched, and any load whose impedance lies in this area can be
matched to the input line.
The screw arrangement just described is found to be too slow for
work involving large adjustments.
For such applications the mechanical

$61-
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arrangement of Fig. 8.13 is preferable.
The whole assembly is moved
along by means of a fast-motion rack-and-pinion drive.
The slug tuner in this form has been found to be extremely useful
for introducing known impedances to magnetrons for the purpose of
The fact that the magstudying their load-impedance characteristics.
nitude and phase of the standing wave may be separately varied makes
it easy to obtain a uniform coverage of the impedance chart. For this

FIG. SIO.-Impedance

Of dielectric slug tuner Of Fig. 87, K
wavelengths.

= 2.56.

S is measured

in

application it is desirable to be able to introduce high values of VSWR,
the usual requirement being about r = 10. This requires a high value
of dielectric constant or the use of metallic slugs partly filling the line.
Since the power levels are high, the metallic slugs, which give better
high-power performance, are used.
Each slug is suspended from a separate carriage by means of two
mica sheets projecting through two longitudinal slots cut in the sides of
the outer conductor.
The two carriages are connected by means of a
metal strip that is fastened to the top surface of the carriage on the left.
A screw projects upward from the carriage on the right through a slot in
the strip. By tightening a wing nut on this screw, the strip is fastened
to the right-hand carriage with the carriages at the desired separation.
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The two carriages then move together with this separation, as the
pinion gear is turned by the crank shown.
A larger drawing of the metal slug used appears in Fig. 813.
It was
designed for use in the l$+in. line at a wavelength of about 10 cm, and a
tuner using a pair of such slugs should be able to introduce a VSWR of
14
12

I

8

I

I

\

if
6

“‘v

4
2
0
0

30
m.
Angular spacing =360” (~)

FIG. S11 —Phase shift of rlouhle-slug

90

tuner for values of K, = 2, 3, 4, 5.

FIG, 8.12.—Double-slug

tuners.

about 10. In order to avoid breakdown it is important that all corners
be rounded.
Slugs should be made of aluminum so that they will be
light and therefore easy to support.
A few words should be included concerning the behavior of metal
slugs in regard to impedance.
If little or no space is left between the
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slug and the outer conductor, the metal slug is simply a transformer of
the type shown in Fig. 435c.
The characteristic impedance of the
transformer section containing a metal slug of outer radius b’ and inner
radius a’ is desired.
If the original line has an impedance 20, the transformer impedance may be shown to be

z, = z, – z;,

(1)

where Z; is given by

z: =

138 log,, $

(2)

There are, of course, shunt-capacitance effects at the end of the transformer sections, but since these are a quarter wavelength apart, a certain
amount of compensation results.
Neglecting shunt-capacitance effects, the behavior of any slug tuner
having transformers of impedance Z. is exactly the same as that of a
tuner having dielectric slugs of the same characteristic impedance and
electrical length.
Therefore Figs. 8.9, 8 10, and 8.11 apply to quarterwave slugs in general, provided that Zr and k, are related to the characteristic impedance of the line by
(3)

Slugs of other forms and other methods of support have also been
used. One design calls for a dielectric sleeve filling the space between
This design is mechanically more
the slug and the outer conductor.
rugged but is subject to greater breakdown trouble.
A type of slug
which is extremely useful when the introduction or removal of low standing waves is desired is that of Fig. 8“8. The dielectric does not completely fill the line but takes the form of a sleeve fitting against the outer
conductor.
The characteristic impedance of a dielectric transformer of
inner radius c fitting against the outer conductor of a line whose radii
are b and a is

(“)
This equation is a modification of Eq. (5.3).
The wavelength in the
transformer section is smaller than that in the main line by the factor
Z,/Z,;
therefore the physical length of the slug should be shortened
accordingly.
The particular slug tuner shown in Fig. 8.8 is designed for operation
at wavelengths of 9 to 11 cm, the slug lengths being somewhat shorter
than a quarter wavelength at 9 cm. At any wavelength in this band,
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There
unity VSWR is obtained when the slugs are slightly separated.
is less tendency for sparking to occur at high power levels if the slugs
are not allowed to touch.
The maximum ITSWR that may be introduced is slightly greater than 1.5 at all wavelengths.
This relatively
low value was the maximum required for the particular application for
It was desired to introduce a standard
which the tuner was designed.
VSWR of 1.50 which could be varied through all phases in order to test
the “pulling figure” of magnetron oscillators. 1 It was also necessary
to be able to restore with ease the matched condition in order to obtain
a standard for comparison.
Both conditions are easily obtained with
one slug is attached by dielectric
the simple mechanical design evolved.
pins to a rod that parallels the axis of the line. The other slug is attached
to a metal block that slides on the same rod. Stops on the rod at either
side of the second slug may be set in such positions that they define the
minimum and maximum slug separations corresponding to r = 1 and
r = 1,5(I for a given wavelength.
The whole assembly
may be moved
as a unit

along

Usually
VSWR

only

If a tuner
more

slightly

capable

critical

standing

the line to vary

it is desirable

than

waves

the phase
of that

likely

of excessive

tuning
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difficulty
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8.13,

of change
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that
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the line by the tuner
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to use a slug tuner

voltage

range,

of VSWR

wave.

will give

a maximum

to be needed

in practice.
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adjustments

is gained.
gradients

are

that

may

is easily

seen

by noting

separation

larger

introduced

a factor

with

become

In addition,
cause

is higher

into

breakdown.
that

in Fig.

for the

slugs

constant.

indications
to more

that
slot

the

use of two

radiation

than

slots,

does

the

as in the

design

of

use of one slot,

as

in the designs of Fig. 8.12. The difference is greater than that resulting
from the larger open area of the t\vo slots, and it appears to be caused
by a greater freedom of propagation of higher modes in the double-slot
line. For this reason, it seems clesirable to use a single slot, rather than
double slots, even though the single slot may need to be several times
as wide in order to pro~~ide sufficient support, for the slug, .i slight
modification of the designs sho\\min Fig, 8.12 should permit single-slot
construction.
Support by means of dielectric pins such as those used in
Fig. 8.8 is suggested.
8.6. Stub Tuners.—Coaxial-line
transformers utilizing one or more
branch lines of variable length have long been popular.
.4 schematic
diagram of such a tuner ha\’ing three branch lines or stubs is presented
in Fig. 8.14. A practical design of a double-stub tuner is illustrated in
1See Fig. 245 aad accompanyingtext, Sec. 2.14.
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The stubs contain short-circuiting plungers like those of
Fig. 8.4. The physical arrangement of the lines is seen to be quite
different from the conventional arrangement of Fig. 8.14. The two
plungers are mounted in a straight section of coaxial line which is slightly
larger and slightly heavier in construction than the input and output
sections of line. This construction affords better alignment of
the coaxial conductors
in the
stubs.
The
admittance
diagrams
showing the performance
of a
double-stub tuner in which the
spacing between the stubs is. &
quarter wavelength are given in
Fig. 8.16. Diagram a gities the
admittance at the stub nearest the
L-S--L-S-J
FIG. S 14.—Triple-stub tuner.
matched 10 ad.
A coaxial-line
stub is capable of introducing
a shunt susceptance of either positive or negative sign. Thus any
Fig.

admittance lying on the circle 1), for which the conductance is G = 1,
may be introduced at the output stub when the line beyond it is terminated in a perfect match, point d. In diagram b the admittance at the
next stub a quarter wavelength toward the generator is indicated.
The

FIG. S.15.—Double-stub

tuner,

transformation of the circle D on which a typical point e is indicated is
easily accomplished on the Smith chart. Transformation through a
quarter wavelength of line entails simply a rotation through 180° about
the center of the chart, point d. This rotation is easily accomplished
by the use of tracing paper in the manner described in Sec. 8.2. Any
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admittance lying on the dashed circle D may be presented to the second
stub. The typical point e may be transformed by means of the second
Circle F is one of the family of constant-constub along the circle F.
ductance circles of the Smith chart, and it may be traversed by adding
pure susceptances by means of the stub.
The addition of susceptances
There is no point
to the point d gives the circle E of unit conductance.
on circle D which has a conductance greater than unity, hence there is
no way of presenting, at the input side of the second stub, any admittance
greater than one.
within the circle E corresponding to conductance
Any point on the chart which does not lie within this area may be
obtained by the combination of two stubs spaced a quarter wavelength

o

.25

0

(a)
FIG.

8.16.—Admittance

,25

(b)
of double-stub

tuner, ~A-sparing:

(a) at output stub; (b)

atnext

stub, ~A away.

apart,
It is, therefore, clear that standing waves of ~ery large magnitude may be obtained in some phases, but that a standing wave larger
than unity cannot be introduced in a phase along the real axis to the
right of point d.
If a third stub is added, a quarter wavelength toward the load from
the first, a triple-stub tuner such as that of Fig. 8.14 is formed.
The
two stubs nearest the load may now be used to present, on the input
side of the middle stub, any admittance that does not lie within the unit
conductance circle of Fig. 8.16b. This region transforms at the stub
nearest the generator to the region inside the circle D of the same
diagram.
Thus the two stubs nearest the load may introduce at the
The middle stub
input stub any admittance exterior to the circle D.
and the input stub may introduce at the same point any admittance
Since
exterior to the circle E, as sho\vn in the preceding paragraph,
these unattainable regions are mutually exclusive it is clear that the
three-stub tuner with quarter-wavelength spacing is capable of introducing standing waves of any phase and magnitude,
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The admittance diagrams corresponding to two stubs spaced threeeighths of a wavelength apart are given in Fig. 8.17. As in the preceding figure, diagram a represents the admittance obtainable at the
stub nearest the load. Typical points c, d, e, j on this circle of unit
conductance arc indicated.
In diagram b, transformation through threeeighths wavelength results in the new position of circle D and its typical
points.
Circles E, F, and G indicate the transformations of these points
which may be effected by the second stub. The maximum conductance
obtainable, G = 2, encloses a region that is not obtainable by a double-

(a)
FIG. S,17.—Admittance

[b)
of doubl+stub tuner, $X-spacing:
stub, ~x aWay.

(a) at output stub; (b) at input

stub tuner of this type.
The standing-wave
ratio associated with
admittances lying within this region, however, are all equal to or greater
than r = 2. Therefore, any standing-wave voltage ratio of magnitude
less than or equal to two is certainly obtainable in all phases.
The method of analysis indicated by Figs. 8.16 and 8.17 may be
extended to other stub spacings.
For any stub spacing there will be a
circle of maximum obtainable conductance which will define the region
of the admittance chart which is not available by means of the doubleThe value of this maximum conductance
stub tuner with this spacing.
is given as a function of stub spacing in Fig. 8.18.
On the basis of Fig. 8.18 it might seem advisable to choose a stub
spacing of approximately one-half wavelength, and an angular spacing
of approximately 180°. It will be found, however, that if such spacing is
used it will become necessary to introduce extremely large susceptances
in order to tune out standing waves of only moderate amplitudes if the
phase of this standing wave is unfavorable.
The same disadvantage
exists in the case of quarter-wavelength spacing.
In addition, the procedure to be followed in tuning out a mismatch with spacings approximating either quarter-wavelength
or half-wavelength
values is very
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difficult.
On the other hand, the procedure required for spacings of an
odd number of eighth wavelengths is relatively simple. A comparison
of the procedures involved is given in Fig. 8“19. It is assumed that in
both cases shown in Fig. 8.19 the
stubs are originally in their null or
zero-susceptance position.
Both
diagrams a and b represent the
admittance at the input stub.
The admittance at this stub is
originally that indicated by point
O. The effect on this admittance
of adjusting the output stub is
represented by motion along the
If diagram a is rotated
circle D.
through 180° and diagram
b
through 90° clockwise, it will be
clear that the circle D represents
Disbsnce between
stub lines
the effect of the output stub. The
he.
8.18.—Maximum
conductance
obtainpoint a on this circle represents the
able by double-stub tuner.
proper transformation required of
the output stub. The input stub may then transform the point a along
the circle E to the point b representing the matched input condition.
If the effectiveness of the tuning adjustment is judged from the magnitude of the input standing-wave ratio, it will be found that minimum
1

.25

0

(a)
FIG. 8.19.—Tuning

(b)

out a mismatch: (a) with j~-spaced stubs; (b) with ~A-spaced stubs.

VSWR occurs at the point 1 on the circle D.
That is, the point 1
The
represents the closest approach to the center of the diagram.
admittance point 1 is transformed by the input stub along the circle F.
In the case of the quarter-wavelength spacing, diagram a, this leads to

input
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no reduction in input VSWR.
In the case of three-eighths-wavelength
spacing, the admittance point 2 on circle F represents the minimum
VSWR obtainable by adjustment of the input stub.
If the input stub
is left in this position and the output stub is readjusted, it em be shown
that the resulting input admittance moves from the point 2 along a
circle whose closest approach to perfect match is indicated by the point 3.
It is evident that a process involving successive reduction of the input
standing-wave ratio is occurring and that the approach toward perfect
match is rapidly achieved.
Thk procedure is in marked contrast to the
unsatisfactory termination of the equivalent procedure indicated in
diagram a. The first adjustment leads to the admittance point 1 which
cannot be improved by further adjustments.
In order to obtain the
matched condition with stubs spaced a quarter wavelength apart, it is
necessary to proceed by guess work, since the process of successive
reduction of input standing-wave ratio leads to an impasse.
The difficulty just described constitutes one forceful argument in
favor of a stub spacing of one-eighth or three-eighths wavelength over a
spacing of a quarter wavelength.
Another disadvantage of the quarterwavelength spacing is that three stubs are required.
It is difficult, first
of all, to decide which pair of adjacent stubs represents the proper combination for tuning out a given load admittance.
In regard to spacings
approximating one-half wavelength, it has already been mentioned that
extremely high susceptances are sometimes required in order to match
standing-wave ratiw of moderate magnitude if the phase happens to be
wrong. In view of these considerations, it is felt that a spacing of an
odd number of eighth wavelengths represents the most practical value if
its inherent limitation of r ~ 2 can be tolerated.
A method of increasing the tuning range of a double-stub tuner with
any spacing is to use an additional section of line which may be inserted
or removed at will. one method of accomplishing this objective is to
make the tuner reversible and have the length of line different on output
and input sides. This amangement requires the use of an adapter or
couplings of the same polarity attached to the input and output lines.
The practical value of this suggestion is doubtful since it requires
uncoupling and reversing the tuner if the required tuning is not accomplished in the original position.
If the output and input lines differ in
length by a quarter wavelength, it is easily shown that all phases and
magnitudes of standing-wave, ratio are obtainable.
Usually, a change of
length of less than a quarter wavelength will suffice. The minimum
length required for various stub spacings has been studied by Smith.’
Another method of increasing the tuning range of a given doubleI P. H. Smith, “Two Stub TransmissionLine Impedance Matching Circuits,”
BTL MM-43-I70-14, Aug. 19, 1943.
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stub tuner is to decrease the characteristic impedance of the line between
the stubs. For example, Smith gives curves that show that if the characteristic impedance of the line between stubs is 0,7 times that of the
main line, the tuning range of a double-stub tuner with one-eighth- or
three-eighths-wavelength
spacing is increased from r = 2 to r = 4.
Similarly, the tuning range of a double-stub tuner with quarter-wavelength spacing is increased from r = 1 to r = 2 by the same change of
line impedance.
The effect of such a design change on the ease of tuning,
discussed in connection with Fig. 8.19, has not been investigated.
Before
attempting this modification, it would be advisable to study the possible
results of the change.
8.7. Phase Shifter.-lTariable
impedance transf ormers of this type,
popularly known as “line stretchers, ” are required in transmission-line
assemblies more frequent 1y than any of the other transformers.
They
are needed in order to obtain stability of operation of microwave magnetrons when the line length is excessive or when the frequency of a tunable
magnetron is changed.
If the impedance presented to the magnetron
falls within the unstable region shown on the Rieke diagrams of Fig. 245,
the situation may be remedied by means of a change of line length
The effect of this change of line
between the magnetron and the load.
length, which may be accomplished by means of a line stretcher, corresponds, on the impedance chart, to a rotation, about the center of the
chart, of the impedance presented to the magnetron.
In this way the
load impedance is easily transformed into a region of stability.
As
the frequency of a tunable magnetron is changed, the load impedance
presented to the magnetron also changes.
If the line is long, there will
be an especially rapid shift in the phase of the VSWR at the magnetron,
since the line length in terms of wavelengths varies rapidly with change
of wavelength in a long line. The load impedance at the desired operating frequent y is often found to be in an unstable region, but readjustment of the phase shifter will result in stable operation.
One of the most satisfactory designs of phase shifter for coaxial lines
is that shown in Figs. 8.20 and 8.21. It operates in much the same way
m the slide of a trombone.
The input line (lo\\’erleft) and output line
(lower right) are standard &in. coaxial lines. The H-shaped line section
The sliding and
at the top corresponds to the slide of the trombone.
stationary line sections are &oupled by means of capacitance-coupling
sect ions of the folded half-wavelength type illustrated by Fig. 2.53a.
In order to make possible the construction of a capacitance-coupling
unit of this type, the outer conductor of the sliding section is increased
to 1~-in. OD, and the center conductor is reduced to +in. diameter.
In addition, it is necessary to increase the diameter of the center conductor in the &in. line sections.
The impedance in the sliding section is
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FIQ. 8.20.—Cross-section view of coaxial phase shifter.

91.8 ohms, which is matched to the 46.4-ohm impedance of the &in. line
by means of three transformers, each a quarter wavelength long. The
characteristic impedances of the transformer sections are, proceeding in
order from the 16.4-ohm line, 37. S, 29.1, and 50.1 ohms. The frequency
sensitivity of the combination of transformers plus the t~vo capacitance-
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coupling sections is about the same as that of the &in. stub angle used.
Each unit is best matched at a wavelength of 9.1 cm, and each separately gives a VSWR of about 1.05 at A = 8.8 cm and x = 9.4 cm. By
judicious choice of the spacing between stub angle and transformer
section, the resultant VS WR of the combination remains below 1.05
from A = 8.8 to k = 9.8 cm. This example illustrates one broadbanding
technique discussed in Sec. 2.16.
N’either of the stub angles of the slide section is matched, when taken
separately.
The stub length is chosen to give the minimum mismatch
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and 9.6 cm. Outside this range the standing-wave ratio becomes excessive and the length of the capacitance-coupling sections deviates too far
from a quarter wavelength.
Tests indicate that the line power must be
about 500 kw at a wavelength of 9.4 cm to cause breakdown in air at
atmospheric pressure. Each of a group of 52 units manufactured was
tested for match at all slide positions at a wavelength of 9.4 cm. The
maximum VSWR observed for any position of the 52 units was r = 1.35,
and for half of the units the highest figure was r = 1.16.
Several other designs for coaxial phase shifters have been proposed.
Most of these use the trombone-slide principle, but employ slotted-finger
contacts instead of the capacitance coupling used in the design just

FIG,

S22.-Type

N line stretcher

described.
Sone of these has proved to be very easy to manufacture
or very satisfactory in performance.
A line stretcher of a simple type which is literally all the name
implies, is illustrated in Fig. 8.22. It is intended for use at low power
levels in lines, usually flexible cables, equipped with type >“ connectors.
Unfortunately, the impedance is not matched through the unit; hence,
in addition to a shift of phase, a mismatch is introduced.
WAVEGUIDE TUNERS
Short-circuiting Plungers.—A variable-position short circuit is
frequently needed in waveguides, just as in coaxial lines. Short circuits
find numerous applications in experimental laboratory work as well as in
circuits such as stub tuners and variable power dividers.
Short-circuiting plungers for circular waveguide may be made as
shown in Fig. 8.23. This proposed design, which has not, to the author’s
knowledge, been tried, uses a folded half-wavelength
capacitanceThe two
coupling scheme similar to that used in coaxial-line plungers.
quarter-wavelength sections of the plunger are actually coaxial lines, but
because of the asymmetrical excitation by the waveguide currents they
operate in the second coaxial mode, the TElfl-mode of Fig. 2.22. The
wavelength x10 in this mode may be calculated by the methods of
Chap. 2. The wavelength will of course be different in the two sections,
the respective values being denoted by X(Oand k~Oin Fig. 8.23. The
practice of alternating low and high characteristic impedances, discussed
in Sec. 2.17, leads to good performance over a broad band of wave8.8.
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lengths. The sliding contact comes at a current node, as in the coaxial
counterpart.
It may be found desirable here, as for the coaxial plunger,
to improve the contact by using short slotted fingers.
A limitation on the use of slotted fingers in waveguides operating in
the lowest mode or in coaxial lines in which the second mode exists
should be borne in mind; namely, that the currents are not wholly longitudinal, as they are in coaxial lines excited in the lowest or TEM-mode
or in round wave guide excited in the second or TM ~l-mode. Some transverse components of current are interrupted by longitudinal slots and
good performance is therefore not to be expected.
For this reason, a
quarter-wavelength plunger with slotted fingers, similar to the coaxial
plunger of Fig. 8.2b, is not recommended.
A plunger of the type used in the double-stub tuner of Fig. 8.26
has been found to give satisfactory performance in laboratory test work

8.23.—Short-circuiting
FKC+.

plunger for round waveguide.

at low power levels. It is extremely easy to make, especially at very
short wavelengths where the plunger is small. The alternation of low
and high impedances makes the attainment of low contact resistance less
important than it would be in a plain cylindrical plunger relying solely
on low contact resistance.
It may be shown that the current in the
contact is reduced below that in the main waveguide by the factor
ZO1/Z02 by the alternation of the low characteristic impedance 2,, and
the high characteristic impedance 202. Plunger losses are reduced by
the square of this ratio compared with those in a plain cylindrical
plunger having the same contact resistance.
The contact resistance of
the plunger of Fig. 8.23 plays a still smaller role in plunger losses and
contributes, in principle, zero loss at midband.
The problem of designing a plunger for rectangular waveguide is not
so straightforward, in theory, as that of designing one for round waveguide. A very practical and satisfactory design has been evolved, however, and it is shown in Fig. 8,24. The large hollow cavity within the
plunger forms a section of waveguide one-quarter of a guide wavelength
long. Therefore the input impedance, along the slots adjacent to the
contacts of the sliding block, is infinite and the current in the contacts
is zero. This infinite impedance is transformed, by the quarter-wavelength line of low impedance formed between the plunger and the wave-
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guide walls, to zero at the input end of the plunger.
It is difficult to
visualize the action of this low-impedance line formed between closely
spaced coaxial tubes of rectangular cross section.
At the input end this
line is excited only along the broad waveguide surfaces, and at its output end it is short-circuited along the narrow waveguide surfaces, and
coupled through a slot to infinite impedance along the broad surfaces.
In practice, however, a plunger of this type has been found to perform
very satisfactorily.
The r-f loss in such a plunger terminating a waveguide has been ohservcd to be about the same as that in one wavelength
of waveguide.
This is ahout ~vhat might be expected from the conductor
losses in the walls of the line sections composing the plunger; therefore
the sliding contacts cannot contribute much to the loss.

FIG.S.24.—Plunger-type

choke for a wavegu=e

1~ by 3 in. by 0.080-in. wall.

In earlier designs, a thick metal sheet parallel to the broad surfaces
of the waveguide divided the high-impedance cavity into two separate
waveguide sections,
Each section was coupled separately through one
of the two slots to the outer low-impedance line. It was reasoned that
if this plate ~vere made as thin as possible, the impedance of each of the
sections would be a maximum.
It was then argued that the fields and
currents are such that the presence of the plate is not needed; consequently the plate was omitted in later designs.
Quarter-wavelength sections with slotted fingers similar to the coaxial
plunger of Fig. 8.2b have also been used. They are foundl to be inferior
to plungers of the capacity-coupled type.
8.9. Waveguide Stub Tuners.—Although stub tuners were frequently
used early in the development of micro\vave circuits, they are now
seldom employed.
This is due partly to the development of tuners of
alternative types which are more convenient to use and partly to the
general trend toward the elimination of tuners from r-f lines such as
those used in radar sets. It seems probable, however, that of all the
and ReflectionsIntroduced
I C. G. Montgomeryand D. D. Montgomery,“LOSSCS
by Jointsand Plungersin *cm !Vaveguides,” RL Report No. 164, Oct. 15, 1942.
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types of tuners used in waveguides, the stub tuner is least likely to
break down under high-power service. This would seem to be its chief
advantage.
A double-stub tuner of one type used in rectangular waveguide is
illustrated in Fig. S.25. The branch sections of waveguide, containing
movable short-circuiting plungers like those of Fig. 824, are attached to
the broad surfaces of the waveguide, forming a configuration frequently
termed an “E-plane T-junction.”
In the equivalent circuit of such a
junction the branch section appears in series with the main waveguide. The rounding of the angle
formed between branch line and
main waveguide, apparent in the
figure, has the purpose of avoiding
the high electric fields that would
other\vise occur along this junction
line,
An alternative method of coupling the branch line to the main
waveguide is by means of an Hplanc T-j u net ion connection,
which is made by joining the
branch line to the narrow surface
of the waveguide.
The equivalent
circuit of the H-plane T-junction
consists of an effective shunt connection between branch line and
main waveguide,
The principal
advantage of the H-plane connection is that it is not necessary to
round the angle along the junction line since there is no electric field at
this point in the waveguide junction.
Because it is connected in shunt, the Ii-plane stub has exactly the
same effect as the coaxial-line stub discussed in Sec. 8.6. In fact, the
entire analysis of the performance of multiple-stub tuners of various
spacings is the same in the two cases. ,i spacing of an odd number of
eighth wavelengths is most frequently used in waveguide double-stub
tuners, just as it \vasin coaxial lines. If the stubs are placed on opposite
sides of the waveguide, spacings as small as one-eighth wavelength may
be used, although the distortions of the fields in the vicinity of the
junctions may cause some peculiarities in tuning behavior.
If the stubs
are placed on the same side, as they usually are for ease of adjustment,
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a considerably greater minimum spacing is required.
The spacing in
terms of wavelengths varies much more rapidly with wavelength in this
case, and the band in which good tuning characteristics are obtained is
therefore narrower.
The analysis of the tuning characteristics of a stub tuner using the
E-plane connection of Fig. 8.25 is like that
given in connection with coaxial stubs,
with the following simple modifications.
The admittance diagrams of Sec. 8.3 must
all be considered as impedance diagrams,
and the words impedance, resistance, and
reactance must be substituted for admittance, c o n d u c t a n c e, and susceptance
throughout the discussion.
The VSWR
limitations are unchanged.
The minimum
spacing possible for stubs placed on the
same side of the waveguide is obviously
smaller for E-plane stubs than for H-plane
stubs.
An interesting design, which has been
found useful for tuners used at a wavelength of 1.25 cm, is illustrated by Fig.
8.26. The series branches in this instance
consist of round waveguides.
The performance is similar to that of the E-plane
stub tuner of Fig. 8,25. The plunger
shown has already been discussed in Sec.
88.
It is felt that a plunger of the type
indicated in Fig. 8.23 would be preferable.
The design as shown has, however, given
satisfactory
performance.
It may be
worth while to point out the possibility of
the occurrence of a resonant condition for
some settings of the plunger.
Only one of
l’1~. 826 —Double-stub tuner “sthe two mutually perpendicular polarizaing muud-waveguide stubs,
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guide is shown in Fig. 8.27. This tuner consists of a small screw projecting through a slot into the center of the wide side of the guide
parallel to the electric field in the region of maximum field intensity.
Such an obstacle appears in the line as a nearly pure shunt susceptance,
capacitive for insertions smaller than about one-quarter wavelength in
free space and inductive for insertions greater than this resonant length.
At the resonant length the susceptance is nearly infinite.
The normalized admittance at the screw, when the tuner is followed
by a matched line, is 1 + jb for insertions less than the resonant length,
where b is the shunt capacitive susceptance relative to the characteristic
admittance of the line. The magnitude of this admittance is <1 + bz
which can have any value from unity to very large values.
If the slot

—
v—

b//////////////////////A
FI~. 8.27.—Single-screw tuner.

is of such a length that the position of the screw can be varied by at
least one-half the guide wavelength, this admittance is obtainable in all
possible phases. Conversely, an admittance of any magnitude and phase
can be tuned to unity, or matched, by adjusting the tuner in such a way
that its reflection just cancels that from the admittance to be tuned.
In terms of the quantities actually observed in an impedance or
admittance measurement, it is possible with this tuner to introduce a
reflection of any phase or magnitude (standing-wave ratio).
The reflection coefficient is a useful concept to use in a discussion of impedance
tuning since the standing-wave voltage ratio and the phase of the reflection coefficient are the quantities usually measured and those that
uniquely determine the impedance at a given reference plane in the
waveguide.
The actual value of the normalized impedance associated
with a given reflection is easily obtained by the use of a Smith impedance
chart (see Sec. 211 ) by plotting the voltage standing-wave ratio and
the electrical distance (the phase angle of the reflection coefficient) from
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a voltage maximum (or minimum for the admittance) to the desired
reference plane. Since many waveguide tuners involve elements that
behave as shunt susceptances, reference to a Smith chart in this discussion will usually imply its use as an admittance plot.
The statement that a screw inserted parallel to the electric field
appears as a shunt capacitance can now be clarified by reference to such
If the admittance obtained from measurements of
an admittance plot.
the standing-wave ratio and distance, in guide wavelengths, from a
minimum to the plane of the screw is plotted as a function of depth of
insertion of the screw, for a given wavelength, the plot will lie along the
circle of unity conductance on the upper half (positive-susceptance side)
This behavior is characteristic
of the Smith-chart admittance diagram.
of screws with diameters small compared with a guide wavelength except
when the standing-wave ratio is large (that is, for large screw insertions)
and losses in the tuner become appreciable and result in a change in
conduct ante.
As the screw approaches a free-space quarter-wavelength insertion it
becomes resonant and presents a nearly infinite shunt admittance or a
nearly infinite reflection limited only by losses in the tuner. Thus,
since the insertion can be adjusted for nearly any magnitude of reflection and this reflection presented in any phase by varying the position
of the screw along the line, nearly any admittance can be presented or
matched with this device.
Practically, of course, this tuner is limited in the magnitude of the
admittance that it can tune by the fact that the adjustment becomes
very critical for large insertions of the screw. As the screw approaches
a quarter-wavelength insertion the rate of increase in reflection with
Furthermore, losses, not only in the
insertion increases very rapidly.
screw itself but in the power coupled out of the slot by the screw, become
appreciable for large insertions, and therefore the contact between the
screw carriage and the waveguide becomes important.
This effect makes
it difficult to obtain or reproduce the desired phase of a large reflection
by adjusting the position of the tuner. Figure 8.28 shows an improved
design for a single-screw tuner in which a folded half-wavelength coaxial
choke section is used to create ,a low impedance in the region of contact
between the screw holder and the surface of the waveguide and, thereby,
to minimize the effect of variations in contact as the carriage is moved
along the guide. This design has been found to be advantageous for
accurate work even when the reflections to be tuned are comparatively
When it is desired to achieve
small (VSWR of 1.2 or less, for example).
the degree of match represented by a standing-wave voltage ratio of
less than 1.01, contact effects can gy-eatly hamper the facility of adjustment and reproducibilityy of results,
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Impedance tuning of thk type is ideally suited to impedance measurements in microwave systems, since these measurements are most frequently made in terms of the magnitude and phase of a reflection.
The
variable-position single-screw tuner offers a means of adjusting these two
quantities in a relatively independent manner.
The magnitude of the
reflection from the screw is completely independent of the phase; that is,
it depends only upon the rnsertion and does not vary with changes in
position of the tuner. However, it is evident from the Smith-chart
admittance plot of a variable shunt susceptance that the phase of the
reflection is approximately independent of the magnitude only for small
values of susceptance along the circle of unity conductance.
For a

fixed position of the screw the rate of change of the reflection phase
angle with insertion is small for insertions and increases ~vith the insertion. As the insertion increases from zero to a quarter wavelength, the
phase of reflection changes by an eighth guide wavelength-a
change of
90° in the phase angle of the reflection coefficient.
The fact that these two parameters are approximately independent,
for small standing waves, makes this method of tuning quite convenient
for impedance measurements of certain kinds. For example the reflection from a small mismatch frequently has a negligible variation in magnitude over a fairly broad wavelength band.
Such a mismatch, tuned
out at one wavelength by means of the screw tuner, can then be tuned
quickly at other wavelengths by a single adjustment of the position of
the screw along the guide.
The use of the sliding-screw tuner is not limited by the wavelength
range over which it is desired to tune impedances except in so far as the
waveguide itself is limited.
If the slot length S (Fig. 8.27’ )is sufficiently
large to allow a variation in the position of the screw of one-half a guide
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wavelength for the longest wavelength to be used, then all phases of reflecIf the screw length is long enough
tion are possible at any wavelength.
to permit an insertion L equal to one-quarter wavelength in free space
at the longest wavelength, then reflections of any magnitude are possible within the limitations set by losses in the tuner at large insertions.
Because of its simplicity and versatility, the single-screw tuner has been
used almost exclusively in low-level impedance measurements of waveWide components.
Since there is seldom need to tune extremely large
standing waves with great accuracy, this tuner is entirely adequate for
most applications.
8.11. Single-slug Tuner. —Probably the most stringent limitation on
the application of the single-screw tuner to waveguide lines is that of its

Load ——
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FIG. 8.29.—High-power
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single-slug tuner.

The slot must be made comparatively
low power-handling capacity.
narrow in order to minimize leakage and reflections, and the screw must
In order to maximize the tuning
be, accordingly, of small diameter.
range, however, the screw must be inserted in the region of maximum
field strength, or at the center of the guide. For these reasons there are
always high field intensities at the screw, and the use of this tuner is
therefore usually limited to the test bench or to low-power systems
where only small standing waves are to be tuned.
A similar tuner, in which a thin slab of dielectric replaces the screw,
has been used successfully at high powers and for standing-wave ratios
This tuner, shown in Fig. 8.29a, is often
of two or three in voltage.
referred to as a “single-slug” tuner.
The effect of such an element in a transmission line may be studied
by considering the element to be a series section of line of variable charIf the characteristic impedance which may also be varied in position.
acteristic impedance of the waveguide is taken as unity as indicated in
Fig. 8.29b, and If z, is the normalized characteristic impedance of the
waveguide in the region of the dielectric, then the normalized input
impedance at the slug is (assuming a lossless line, or real Zl)
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(5)
where B = 2x/~g, and Ag is the guide wavelength in the region of the
dielectric.
For a thin slug this wavelength is found to be very nearly
the usual guide wavelength; the experimental determination of the wavelength will be described later. Equation (5) also assumes negligible discontinuity capacitances at each end of the dielectric strip. This is a
good approximation for strips having a thickness small compared with
the width of the waveguide.
From Eq. (5) it is seen that the reflection
coefficient appearing on the input side of the slug is
r=

z—1
2+1=

and its magnitude is

j(z; – 1)
221
-~
+~ (4 + u’

(6)

)i’
t~l
+(z;
+1)2
1
(z; – 1)

Irl —

42;

[

The quantity Irl, considered as a function of /, has its maximum value
\vhen the first term in the denominator vanishes, or when P1 = r; 2 or
1 = AO/4. This gives

Then, for a length 1 equivalent to a quarter of a guide \ravelength, the
standing-wave voltage ratio is
(i)
and depends only on the insertion, if ZI is real. It should be noted that
if r is defined as al\\’ays greater than unity then r = I/zfj if ZI is less
than one. Furthermore, it is seen from Eq. (6) that if z, is real and 1 is
an equivalent quarter wavelength the reflection coefficient is real and
depends only on z,, \vhich means that the phase of the reflection is indeThis holds for all insertions, within the
pendent of the magnitude.
approximations that ZI is real and that kg in the region of the dielectric
does not vary appreciably with insertion.
This slug tuner differs from
the single-screw tuner in that the phase of reflection from the screw is
not independent of the insertion for large reflections.
From Eq, (5) it is seen that, as 1 approaches an equivalent half
wavelength in guide, the normalized input impedance approaches unity
This suggests a simple method for deterand there is no reflection.
mining equivalent electrical lengths in the region of the dielectric.
A
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strip of the dielectric to be used is inserted in the guide and its length
This length is an
trimmed until a minimum reflection is measured.
equivalent half wavelength and, to a good approximation,
half this
length is an equivalent quarter wavelength.
These electrical lengths
are, of course, functions of the wavelength.
For the M ycalexl dielectric used in the high-power tuner shown in
Fig. 8.29a, these lengths were found to be very nearly the usual values
for waveguide without the dielectric.
M ycalex, a fused mixture of
powdered mica and soft glass, is used because of its good high-voltage
properties, low loss, and high dielectric constant that makes it possible
to obtain sizable reflections from strips necessarily limited in thickness
by the slot width.
For example, a quarter-wavelength strip of ~-in.
thickness produces a standing-wave voltage ratio of about 4 for full
In experimental work the slugs can be
insertion at 10-cm wavelengths.
coated with ignition sealing compoundz which serves both to improve
the high-voltage breakdown characteristics and to lubricate the transverse motion of the slug in its Micarta carriage.
It is difficult to give an unambiguous statement of the power rating
of such a tuner. Breakdown phenomena are erratic and the factors
This is particularly true for
affecting them are not well understood.
pulsed operation in which transient effects and the multiple harmonics
produced by some oscillators contribute to the general confusion of
results. The power rating of the tuner just described depends, among
other things, upon the insetiion required to introduce a given reflection
and this, in turn, depends upon the wavelength.
Furthermore, proper
techniques of tuning can increase considerably the useful power limit of
the tuner. That is, a tuner that is just “safe” for all phases of a given
reflection at a given pulse power may be used at considerably higher
powers or larger reflections (insertions) if the insertion is made in small
steps, each accompanied by an adjustment in position to determine the
It will be shown that, if the normalized
proper phase for matching.
characteristic impedance in the region of the slug is less than unity, as it
is for a low-loss dielectric when the guide is operated in the Z’EIO-mode,
the voltage across the line in the region of the tuner is always equal to
or less than the voltage across the matched portion of the line. The
“voltage across the line” at any point is that relative to the voltage
across a matched line, and is calculated from the normalized impedance
at the point.
This condition on the voltage holds, if the tuner is properly used,
for either of two cases: (1) when the tuner is followed by a matched
line and is being used to present a desired input impedance, or (2) when
1C,E }Iycalex
z Dow Corning

1364 recommended.
Corp., Ignition Sealing Compound 4.
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the tuner is used to tune out a mismatched load impedance that follows
it in the line. For matching a load impedance, the tuner is adjusted in
such a way that the normalized input impedance of the combination of
tuner and load is unity.
It will be shown that, for a given power delivered
to the load, the voltage across the line in the region of the tuner is never
greater than that across a matched line in Case (1) for any position of
the tuner; this is also true in Case (2) when the tuner is adjusted to
match the load impedance.
This statement can be justified in the following way. For Case (1),
in \vhich the tuner is follo~ved by a matched load, the normalized outThis is the condition expressed in
put impedance of the tuner is unity.
Eq. (5), which reduces to
2=2;
for 1 = kg/4, where z is the normalized input impedance and Z, is the
normalized characteristic impedance in the tuner section (see Fig. 8,29a).
If ZI is less than unity, the impedance along the tuner decreases from
unity at the output end to z? at the input end. For a constant power,
the voltage across the line decreases from Vo, the voltage across the
matched line at the output end to J7CZIat the input end of the tuner
section.
For Case (2), in which the tuner is used to match a load impedance
different from unity, the general transmission-line equation is

‘=21

(

z~ + jzl tan (31
zl+jzR tan@ ) ‘

where zR is the normalized impedance at the output end of the tuner
and depends on the impedance of the load.
The input impedance z is
the transformation of Z. through the line of characteristic impedance .zI
and length 1. This impedance reduces to

for 1 = kg/4.
If the tuner is adjusted for match, the normalized input
impedance is unity or
ZE = z!.
Then, if z, is less than unity, the impedance along the tuner decreases
end.
similarly
from unity at the input end to z. = ZI at the Outwt
the voltage decreases from VO to VOZ1.
It should be remembered that the conditions just described hold in
Case (2) only when the tuner is adjusted for match.
When the tuner is
being used to match another impedance there are possible positions of
the tuner where the voltage across the line is considerably greater than
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The result obtained indicates the
VO because of the standing waves.
proper method of tuning to be used at high powers.
The proper phase
for match is determined at small insertions of the tuner by the usual
Then, as has been shown for
standing-wave-measurement
technique.
this tuner, the proper insertion may be made without appreciable variation of the phase and the slug will automatically be at a position of
lowest voltage.
The voltage across the line mentioned in this discussion may be considered as the voltage that would occur across an empty guide if the
same conditions of impedance were established by other means. The
actual voltages occurring across the gap between the slug and the opposite side of the guide are, of course, considerably different from the
voltage across the line. It seems reasonable, however, to assume that
this “gap voltage” is least where the voltage across the line is least.
It has been shown that, \vith proper tuning technique, this gap voltage
need never be greater than it is in regions where the voltage across the
line is that for the matched condition.
In vie\v of the many factors affecting the power rating of a tuner of
this type, it must suffice to give an example of conditions under which
these tuners have been used satisf act orily. Both single and doublel
M ycalex-slug tuners have been used in standard 10-cm \vaveguide to
introduce standing-wave ratios up to 2 or 3 in voltage for pulse powers
up to 800 kw, with a pulse width of 1 usec, and a repetition rate of
400 cps, at atmospheric pressure, and with 10-cm magnetrons of the
4-J series. Methods for estimating extrapolations to other conditions
are discussed in Chap. -i.
A slug tuner can, of course, be made with slugs of other dielectrics
or of metal. Few other dielectrics, ho\vever, have as good high-voltage
properties as Mycalex for the same high dielectric constant.
Little is
gained by the use of dielectrics in a lo~v-power tuner since all dielectric
tuners are limited in the maximum amount of reflection obtainable, and
are therefore considerably less satisfactory for low-power work than the
single-screw tuner. This analysis of the quarter-wavelength-slug tuner,
however, suggests that the use of a thin metal slug ~vould result in a
low-power tuner having some advantages over the single-scre~v type.
one of the chief advantages would be that a larger reflection would be
introduced by a thin metal slug than by a small screw of the same
thickness for the same insertion.
Conversely, the same reflection could
This effect would make a metal-slug
be obtained with less insertion.
tuner more useful than the single-scre\v tuner for tuning large reflectio~s
since it \rould be lCSScritical to adjust.
Such a tuner, however, has not
been developed since it has seldom been necessary to tune large standing
I Double-slug tuners arc discussed in Sec. 8.12.
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waves with great accuracy, and the single-screw tuner has proved adequate for most low-power work.
8.12. Waveguide Double-slug
Tuners. —Since a dielectric slug is
limited in the amount of reflection that it can introduce, such elements

17KG.8.30, —Nfycalex

double-slug

tuner

for waveguide.

may be used in pairs, as sho\vn in Fig. 8.30, to increase the tuning range.
The maximum reflection from two slum M/~ in length occurs \~hen the
separation C is hv/4 where A. is the
guide wavelength.
The normalized impedances at different points
in the tuner section are given in
Fig. 831.
These impedances are
obtained by application of the
usual transmission-line equation as
discussed in Sec. 8.11. If z, is the
normalized characteristic impedof
ance in the region of the dielectric,
waveguide
then the combination,
when
FIG, S.31.—Normalized
impedances
in
z, = 1, ~f, =
waveguide double-slug tuner.
followed by a matched line, has
z,’, z’” = 1/2,9, z = zl~.
an input
impedance
z; as
compared with z? for a single element.
Tuning is accomplished in either of two ways: (1) by varying the
depth of insertion B and the position along the line A of the two slugs
together without changing their separation C, or (2) by varying the sepa-
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ration of the slugs for a given insertion and varying the position of the
tuner. In the first method the variations in the phase and in the magnitude of the reflection are independent, as in the case of the single-slug
tuner. It can be shown that, in the second method, if the separation C
of the elements O is varied in such a way as to keep the position A of
the center of the tuner constant, there is very little change in the phase
of the reflection.
Since the normalized input impedance of the tuner
followed by a matched line is unity for a separation of the slugs equal
to zero or an integral number of half wavelengths in the guide, impedances varying from unity to z! are obtainable by this method for a given
depth of insertion.
The impedance zl, of course, depends upon the
insertion.
It is usually more convenient mechanically, with a tuner of
this type, to use the first method of tuning.
The additional adjustment
on the separation of the slugs, however, is of advantage when the tuner
is used over a wide wavelength band.
This adjustment may be used to
maximize the reflection obtainable with a given insertion at different
wavelengths.
The power rating of a single Mycalex-slug tuner was discussed in the
previous section.
The double-slug tuner may be used at slightly higher
pulse powers than the single-slug tuner for the same standing-\vave ratio
because the double-slug type requires less insertion for the same magnitude of reflection.
As has been shown, the maximum standing-wave
voltage ratio obtainable is equal to l/z~ for the double-slug tuner, as
compared with l/z~ for the single-slug type, v-here ZI is the normalized
impedance for a given insertion in the region of the dielectric and the
standing-wave ratio is defined as greater than unity.
The advantage, ho\vever, is not so great as might be expected from
the difference in the insertion required for a given reflection.
This statement may be justified qualitatively for the double-slug tuner as follows.
If the normalized characteristic impedance z, in Fig. 831 is les% than
unity, then for a quarter-wavelength separation the output end of the
first slug is at the position of an impedance maximum (and, therefore,
a voltage maximum) because of the reflection from the second slug. At
this point the voltage across the line, as defined in the last section, is
VO/zl which is greater than V,, the voltage across the matched line.
Thus the voltage across the line is not equal to or less than VO everywhere in this tuner as it was sho\vn to be for the single-slug tuner.
However, double-slug tuners of this type using 31ycalex slugs have been used
at 10-cm wavelengths, at pulse powers up to nearly a megawatt, to tune
standing-~vavc voltage ratios of about t\vo under the conditions given in
the last section and using the tuning technique described there.
Another form of high-po\ver slug tuner in which the variation in the
magnitude of the reflection is obtained by changing the slug separation
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is illustrated
in Fig. 8.32a and b. Both dielectric and metal slugs have
been used in this design. For most applications the faster motion
The maximum reflecafforded by the version of Fig. 8.32b is preferred.

(U)

(b)
FIG.8.32.—Perspectives
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where 21 is the characteristic impedance in the region of the slug and
20 is the characteristic impedance of the waveguide,
The general
expression 1 for the impedance of a rectangular waveguide operated in
the TEIO-mode is
&xoz
-–-,

z=

J– 6A”U

where e and ~ are the electric and magnetic inductive capacities, A. and
AO are the guide and free-space
Rectangular waveguide
wavelengths, and b and a are the
inside guide dimensions as indicated in Fig. 8.33. Then for metal
slugs where the thickness of the
slug is b — b’, the maximum standii
ing-wave voltage ratio is given by

‘=@)’=
(:”$4=
(94
FIG. S.33.—Dirllensions for calculation of
This equation is valid if the slug
impedance of slug tuner.
extends across nearly the full
is then the same in the
width of the guide, since the guide wavelength
tuner as it is elsewhere in the guide. The proper size of metal slug for a
desired mismatch is given by this expression.
A similar calculation for
dielectric slugs is more complicated.
This simple analysis neglects the discontinuity capacitance at each end of the
slug. The neglect of this capacitance is
warranted not only because these effects
are small even for a slug that fills about
one-third of the guide, but also because
these effects occur a quarter of a guide
wavelength apart for each slug. The
reflection caused by the end effect at one
end of a slug is of nearly the proper phase
to cancel that from the other end.
FIG. S.34.—High-power
tuning slug
in waveguide,
slug
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the guide where the field intensities are low. This design eliminates the
slot that frequently cent ribut es to breakdown phenomena at high powers.
Motion of the slugs in this design is effected by means of small cables
that enter from the side of the guide. Such a tuner has proved to be
fairly satisfactory electrically but difficult to construct in such a way as
to provide for the proper motion of the slugs. This tuner has, at best,
about the same power rating as the Mycalex double-slug tuner previously described which is considerably simpler to construct and use.
8.13. Fixed-position,
Capacitive-screw
Tuners.—The
theory of
timing with fixed-position, variable susceptances is discussed in Sec. 8.6.
In particular it can be shown that impedances of all phases and magnitudes can be tuned with various combinations of three or more capacitive screws spaced one-quarter or one-eighth of a guide wavelength
apart. Two screws capable of adding infinite susceptancej placed oneeighth of a guide wavelength apart, can, theoretically, tune all possible
reflections for which the voltage standing-wave ratio is less than two at
the frequency for which their separation is adjusted.
At other frequencies the maximum reflection tunable in all phases is less, In
addition to this limitation, the double capacitive-screw tuner has the
disadvantage that, for certain phases of impedance, tuning a very small
mismatch requires large insertions of one or both screws. Furthermore,
the tuning is not direct; that is, for many phases of mismatch to be
tuned, the resulting standing-wave ratio observed varies in a complicated manner as the screws are inserted.
The combined reflection of
tuner and mismatch may become considerably larger than that of the
mismatch alone as the screws are inserted.
Since it is usually desirable
to be able to tune a mismatch by observing only the magnitude of the
reflection (standing-wave ratio) without regard to its phase, this anomalous variation makes it difficult to find the proper insertions of the screws
for match.
More complete tuning is obtained by the use of at least three screws
with one-eighth- or one-quarter-wavelength
spacing, as shown in Fig,
8.35. Four screws \\rithone-eighth-\vavelength spacing are sometimes
used. Tuning \vith such combinations of three or more screws is more
direct, for some phases of mismatch, and these tuners are usable over
broad wavelength bands.
Usually, no more than two of the screws are
necessary to tune a given mismatch and, provided that the proper pair
is used, tuning can be accomplished with a minimum of insertion.
Thus adjustment becomes less critical and the losses in the scre\rs are
minimized.
These advantages are largely offset by the problem of determining
just what combination of screws will give the most desirable tuning.
This problem arises from the fact that with these tuners many imped-
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antes are tunable with more than one pair of screws or with a great
man y clifferent settings of three screws. Moreover, some impedances
that can be tuned exactly with one pair of screws can be very nearly
tuned with another.
The tuning of a given reflection without reference
to its phase, therefore, becomes a rather tedious process, and a knowledge
of the properties of the tuners is required to determine whether or not a
given setting that matches the reflection is the most desirable one.
Complicated rules have been developed for tuning with multiple fixedposition susceptances.
These rules serve chiefly to indicate that other
methods of tuning should be used whenever possible.
There is seldom the necessity to tune large reflections at high powers.
At low powers, the single sliding-scre~v tuner (Sec. 8.10) is almost com-

. .
.,

#

.. .. . .
F1~.S.35.—waveguidecapacitive-screw
tuners.

,,.

pletely satisfactory for a waveguide tuner and is simple to use. For
limited reflections at high powers, the dielectric-slug tuners (Sees. 8.11
and 8.12) or general-susceptance screws next to be discussed (Sees. 8.14
and 815) are adequate and considerably less complicated than the
capacitive-screw tuners.
8.14. General-susceptance
Screws.—The complexity of tuning ~~ith
fixed-position capacitive screws led to the development of generalsusceptance screws, that is, fixed-position screws that are capable of
introducing either inductive or capacitive shunt susceptance at very
nearly constant phase. A pair of such screws spaced one-eighth of a
guide wavelength apart form a tuner that combines many desirable
features (although not the range) of the double-stub tuner \vith the
mechanical simplicity of a screw tuner. In addition, a tuner of this
type has no slot leakage as have the variable-position waveguide tuners.
Furthermore, because larger scre~Ysmay be used, the depth of insertion
for a given reflection is less and the breakdown power is correspondingly

greater than for the sliding-screw or metal-slug tuners.
(Sees. 8.10
through 8 12).
The chief limitation of general-susceptance screw tuners is that the
amount of inductive susceptance obtainable even with a large screw
is comparatively small. Thus the maximum reflection tunable in all
phases is limited if no more than two screws are to be used. The use
of more than two tuning screws is undesirable because of the added
complexity of tuning discussed in Sees. 8.6 and 8.13. There is, however,
wide application for a simple and accurate impedance-tuning
device
which can match all phases of a limited reflection over a 15 or 20 per
cent band, which has negligible r-f leakage, and which can handle appreciable power.
A simple and convenient device for obtaining, with a single screw,
a susceptance that can be made either capacitive or slightly inductive
and that is variable both in phase and in magnitude has been developed
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories. 1 This tuner consists of a largediameter screw offset from the
center of the guide and having a
small projection beyond the end of
the screw as shown in Fig. 8.36.
If the screw is effectively onequarter of a guide ~vavelength in
diameter, this projection behaves
as a lumped capacitive susccptance which ‘(scans” through one‘f
quarter wavelength in phase and
NI~.

S.36.—Single asymmetrical
~-ClrLtllI1d.

xrew

for

changes

gradually

\\-ith rotation

in

magnitude

of the screw.

lf this

device is iollo~ved by a matched line, the shunt admittance at some fixed
reference plane on the input side Trill appear to vary from a pure capacitive susceptancc to a pure inductive susceptance of nearly the same
magnitude if the pitch of the screw thread is sufficiently small. The
admittance as a function of insertion of the screw shown in Fig. 8.3(;, at
a wavelength of 333 cm, is plotted in Fig. 8.37. The conjugates of these
admittances may bc matched with this tuner.
A tuner of this clesigu has the appreci~ble ad~wntage of providing
approximate tuning over a limited range iJf impedances \ritll a single
control.
Such sirnplilication is wldorn a step in tf)(’ \I-r(InKdifwtion.
This tuner has certain properties, ho\\-ever,1Ilat ~llOlli(l lx tlf)l((l in connection with experiment al appli(,:it ions, ‘~lle rx:l(,i]l(,ss 11itll \rlli{l] :~]1
arbitrary impedance may be tuned is dcterminwl l)}’ ( 11(,(,l]:ll]gc in I Ikc
1
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magnitude of the reflection introduced between scans. This change, of
course, depends upon the pitch of the screw thread, which, in turn, is
limited by the diameter of the screw. The diameter of the screw is
a function of the wavelength, since it must be effectively equal to a
quart er wavelength, and it is limited by the size of the guide. Furthermore, it may be seen from Fig. 8.37 that successive scans of the irnped-

S.37.—Admittance

of

mymmctrical

screw

shown

in

Fig.

S,36;

variation

with

screw

rotation,

once phase are usually not adjacent curves in terms of the magnitude
of reflection introduced.
This effect is to be expected since the projection on the screw moves transversely as well as longitudinally in the
guide with rotation of the screw. Thus on alternate half turns of the
scre~v, the projection is near the side of the guide, where the reflection is
considerably less than that occurring when it is near the center. Finally,
the shunt susceptance of the rest of the screw is superimposed on the
admittance of the projection.
Since the former is fixed while the latter
\-aries in phase by approximately plus or minus one-eighth wavelength
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from the center of the screw, the phase angle bet\veen the reflections from
each of these sources varies from O to i 90°, approximately.
Because of all these effects, the standing-wave ratio observed in
tuning a mismatch is a complicated function of the insertion.
In tuning
without reference to the phase of the mismatch, it is not always readily
evident that an improvement is being effected or that a given minimum
reflection is the best possible match that may be obtained.
If properly
used, however, this tuner is capable of matching an admittance of any
phase within the circle indicated (VSWR of 1.4 or less) to a standinglvave voltage ratio of 1,2 or less; for some phases considerably larger
reflections may be matched to the same degree.
Another method of obtaining capacitive and inductive susceptance
with a single sme~\,lltilizes the fact that, just as a screw projecting into

T—?’-/

L
FIG. 83S.-

Double-screw

j“d
tuner

for 10-cm wavelength.

the guide parallel to the electric field appears as a shunt capacitive
susceptance, so the same screlv retracted into its boss, leaving a cavity,
behaves somewhat as a lumped inductive susceptance that varies \vith
the length of the cylindrical cavity so obtained.
.L tuner for mismatches corresponding to a standing-wave voltage ratio of about 1.15,
which uses two such screws 1 in. in diameter, spaced one-eighth of a
guide wavelength apart, is described in Sec. 68.
This tuner is used to
provide a small adjustment on the admittance of a broadband matching
iris in the waveguide sections of a transition from coaxial line to ~vaveguide. A greater maximum inductive susceptance may be obtained by
the use of screws of larger diameter (2 in. ) as shown in Fig. 8.38. An
admittance plot for this tuner is shown in Fig. 8.39. The admittance
at the center of the input screw is plotted for each screw separately;
that is, one screw is varied with the other set flush with the inside of the
guide.
It is found that there is little interaction between the screws
~\’henboth are used simultaneously even for fairly large insertions and
for scre\v diameters considerably greater than Xa/8. Consequently, the

admittances that can be produced are obtained by combining the
admittances of the two scre\vs. For example, the admittance represented by point .4 in Fig. 8.39 is obtained with an insertion of slightly
less than 0.05 in. of the input screw and a retraction of 0.40 in. of the
output screw.
It is seen from Fig. 8.39 that the variation of admittance with retraction of the screw departs appreciably from the circle of unity conduct-

—

Input screw

0

Inductive susceptance

839. --Ad!,

]it Lance

as a iullctlon
of srrew ~ettlng
susccptance screws.

fur t!) o ?-in.

dialllcter

general-

ante on which the plot of a pure shunt inductive srwceptamcc should fall.
It \vill be shown later that, provided this deviation is not too great, it is
This effect can increase the maximum reflecsomewhat advantageous.
tion that can be tuned in ali phases by a pair of these scre~vs at a given
wavelength, or can increase the wavelength range over which a given
The
reflection can be tuned in all phases for a fixed scre\~-separation.
factors determining the proper size and spacing of scre\vs for optimum
b~oadband tunilig \rill bc discussed here and in the next section in so far
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as they have been investigated experimentally in the development of a
double-screw tuner for lo-cm waveguide.
A screw inserted in the center of the guide, parallel to the electric
field, gives nearly an infinite shunt capacitive susceptance for an insertion of a free-space quarter wavelength only if the screw diameter is
small compared with the guide wavelength.
As discussed in Sec. 8.10,
however, a screw of this type requires considerable insertion to produce

Insertion

0 --

(10.7 cm)

w
6

—

FIG. 840.-Admittance

Retraction (10.7 cm)

as a function of screw setting at 9.5 Ind 10.7 cm for 2~-iu. diameter
general-susccptance screw.

a usable effect and, consequently, has a low power-handling capacity.
It is desirable to obtain a gi~’en susce,ptance with a minimum insertion,
which is done by increasing the diameter of the screw. This limits the
maximum susceptance obtainable, hoJve~er, and if the screw is too large
the resulting plot of admittance as a function of insertion is quite different from a simple variation in shunt suweptance.
This effect is to be
expected, since a sufficiently large screIt- ]rill behave as a length of line
having a characteristic impedance and guide ~vavelength that vary with
the insertion of the screlv. At some insertion the scre!v may appear as
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Such an effect
a half-wavelength section of line and give no reflection.
is sho~vn in Fig. 8.40 which is a plot of admittance as a function of
screw setting for a 2,5-in. diameter screw, l’his screw provides very
little capacitive susceptance at 10.7 cm and none at 9.5 cm. Furthermore, the plots for both inductive and capacitive settings of the screw
appear to be anything but a simple variation in shunt susceptance.
As expected, the effect for a given screw size is more pronounced at
short ~vavelengths. Figure 8.41 is a plot at various ~vavelengths of
standing-wave voltage ratio as a function of insertion for a screw 2 in.
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A similar result, although one not so pronounced, is
obtained with a 1.5-in. screw in the 8- to 1l-cm region. A l-in. diameter
scre~v, however, is found to be quite satisfactory over this wavelength
It shows a comrange for standing-w-ave ratios up to 3 in voltage,
paratively small Irariation of reflection with frequency for a given inserThe shaded area represents the spread in
tion as showm in Fig. 842.
curves of standing-wave voltage ratio as a function of insertion at five
different wavelengths between 8.1 and 11.1 cm.
Also plotted to the same scale in Fig. 842 is the almost negligible
inductive susceptance produced by retracting the l-in. screw into its
boss. From this curve it is ~eadily evident that a much larger screw is
necessary to provide a usable amount of inductive susceptance.
A compound scre\v of the type shown in Fig. 8.43, Sec. 8.15 is necessary to
pi-wide a usable amount of either inductive or capacitive susceptance
with the same scre\r.
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Although

a larger screw will give a greater inductive susceptance,
there are factors that limit the size
of screw that can be used over a
desired wavelength range. It is
shown in Fig. 8.40 that, as the
wavelength decreases, the plot of
admittance as a function
of
retraction departs considerably
from a purely susceptive variation.
Data for different screw
diameters indicate that this effect
becomes more marked as the ratio
of screw diameter to guide wavelength increases.
The resulting
characteristics are undesirable in
two ways. First, they limit the
0.40
o
0,10
0.20
0,30
magnitude of inductive suscepInsertion or retraction in inches
tance that may be obtained.
FIG. 842.-Voltage
standing-wave ratio
Second,
they affect the “ orthogoas a function of screw setting for l-in. diameter screw in waveguide; spread over S,1- to
nality” of tuning as shown in Fig.
11.1-cm band,
8,39 for a ~air of screws s~aced
one-eighth guide wavelength apart. Tuning with two screws is least co~plicated when one screw tunes the conductance component of a given

,.oo~

Fust
screw

i

Screwscenteredon
H.plane of wavegu!de

w

FIG. 8.43.—Tuning screws for adjusting match of transitions

Departures from
admittance and the other, the susceptance component.
this characteristic make tuning mrithout ret’erence to the phase of the
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mismatch a more complicated procedure as in the case of the capacitive
screws discussed in Sees. 8.6 and 8.13.
This effect on the admittance as a function of retraction for the
inductive screw is to be expected.
In large-diameter cavities at sufficiently short wavelengths, appreciable propagation of the lowest roundwaveguide or Tllll-mode
is possible.
In this case the discontinuity
becomes a short-circuited section of line of small but finite length which
appears in the waveguide as a series reactance as ~vell as a shunt, susceptance.
Since the }vhole effect is distributed over a large fraction of a
guide wavelength it can hardly be treated as a single lumped susceptance.
Experimentally, it has been found that the shunt admittance of a retractable screw 2 in. in diameter is very nearly a pure susceptance in the \VaVW
length range 9 to 11 cm. This result is sholvn in Fig. 811.
A scrc\v of
this size has been used successfully in a double-scrc\v tuner for standing
waves up to 2 in voltage over this wavelength range.
All effects described here probably can be analyzed and the optim~lm
screw sizes calculated for a desired tuning range from the theory of
In the interest of obtaining quickly the
\vaveguide discontinuities.
design for a useful tuner, however, the theory is left for more leisurely
application.
8.15. A Waveguide Double-screw
Tuner.—As discussed in the last
section it is possible to tune a limited reflection in all phases by use of
t\vo general-susceptance tuning screws centered in the wide side of the
guide. Such a tuner for 10 cm using the compound scre\vs described in
Sec. 8.14 is shown in Fig. 8.43. A plot of admittance as a function
of setting of each screw separately would be similar to that sho\vn in
Fig. 8.39 where the admittance is referred to the plane of the input scre}v.
The tuner is followed by a matched load. The compound scre\vs will
give a greater susceptance variation over a wide band than may be
obtained with the simple screw tuner whose tuning is illustrated in
The relative sizes of the inductive and capacitive section of
Fig. 839.
the compound screw were determined experimentally for the 9- to 1l-cm
It remains to discuss the tuning
band as described in the last section.
range, over a broad wavelength band, of a pair of these compound
screws with a fixed separation, that is, one-eighth guide }vavelength for
The best separation for maximum
only one wavelength in the band.
tuning range over a given band may also be determined.
In Sec. 8.6 it was shown that t~vo susceptive elements capable of
adding infinite inductive and capacitive shunt susceptance and which
are spaced an eighth ~vavelcngth along a transmission line can tune
reflections of any phose I’or ~vhich the standing-\vave voltage ratio is no
larger than t\vo. That is, all admittances except those lying within the
circle of normalized conductance 2 on a Smith chart may be presented
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or their conjugates matched with such a tuner. This condition holds
theoretically only for the wavelength at which the tuning elements are
an eighth of the line wavelength apart, At other wavelengths the maximum reflection that may be tuned in all phases is smaller than that for
which the standing-wave ratio is 2 in voltage.
Very nearly the same result is obtained with general-susceptance
screws that introduce only limited inductive and capacitive suscept-

FIQ. 8.44.—Theoretical

tuning range at midband of double-screw
admittance
plotted at input screw.

tuner

with &/S spacing;

antes.
Figure 8.44 is a plot of the theoretical tuning range of two
screws with AO/8 spacing which can introduce + 0.7 unit of susceptance.
Much larger capacitive susceptances are obtainable with actual screws
but this 0.7 unit of inductive susceptance is about the limit that can be
obtained with a 2-in. diameter screw at 10 cm. As indicated in Fig.
8-43, the admittance is referred to the center of the first or input screw
and the device is assumed to be followed by a matched load.
The conjugates of all admittances \vitllin the shaded area may be matched with
such a tuner at the wavelength for which the separation is Ao/8. The
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maximum reflection that may be tuned in all phases is that represented
by a standing-wave voltage ratio of about 1.9.
Assuming that the scre~~,scan add the same maximum susceptance
at all wavelengths in a given band, the tuning range over the band may
be predicted as sho~vn in Fig. 8.45. ‘l’his plot sho\vs the tunable regions
of admittance at 9.0 cm (broken curve) and at i 1.0 cm (solid curve)

FIG. 8 45.—Tl1eoretird

tuning at 9 and 11 cm of douhlc-srrew tuner with XO/8sparing at
10 rlll; admittance plotted at input srrew,

of a tuner for ~vhich the scre~r separation is AV/8 at 10 cm. Only the
region enclosed by both curves is tunable over this 20 per cent band.
The maximum reflection that can be tuned in all phases over the band is
that for which the standing-wave voltage ratio is 1.55. It is limited by
the range of the tuner at 9.0 cm. This effect suggests that the proper
spacing for maximum tuning over the band should be X,/8 not at midband (10 cm) but at a shorter wavelength.
Figure 846 shows the effect
of using a screw separation that, is one-eighth guide wavelength at 9.0 cm.
The maximum reflection tunable in all phases o~~erthe band is now that
for which the standing-\vave ratio is 1.75 in voltage.
It is limited on
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the low-conductance side of the plot by the range of the tuner at 11.0 cm,
therefore, the best spacing appears to be one-eighth guide wavelength
at a somewhat longer wavelength than 9.0 cm.
Usually, the exact
spacing for a maximum tuning range over a given band will depend upon
the bandwidth and the guide wavelengths involved.
A comparison of the tuning ranges at 9 and 11 cm for the t\vo different spacings of Figs. 8.45 and 8 46 shows, however, that the range of

Fl(;. S,46.– Tl\eore( ical tuning at 9 and 11 cm of
Y cm; admittance

plotted

t,lncr
screw.

doulde-srrew

at iuput

with k,/S

spacing

at

tuning at 11 cm is considerably less affected by changes in screw spacing
than that at 9 cm; hence, little improvement is effected by increasing the
separation from AU,/8at 9 cm. Thus, to a very good approximation the
spacing required for a maximum tuning range over a given band is an
eighth wavelength for the shortest wavelength at which tuning is desired.
Except at the shortest wavelengths the experimental results obtained
with actual tuners show somewhat better coverage than that predicted
in the preceding analysis.
The compound scre\vs described here can
add very large capacitive susceptances, but the maximum inductive
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susceptance obtainable is about that assumed in the previous discussion.
The shunt admittance added by these screws in a retracted position,
however, is not a pure inductive susceptance.
The plot of admittance
as a function of screw setting at a given wavelength departs from the
curve of unity conductance, as shown in Fig. 8.39, in such a way that it
increases the maximum reflection that may be tuned in all phases.

8.47.

Experimental
tuning at ]0.3 <III of drmble-wrew tllnrr with i,,/s spming at
10,3 CL)L\vavc.lcl~gth;;idnlit tanre plot tecl at input Www.

Figurr 847 is the plot of tllning range for an experimental doldJlescrew tuner of the type described in this section and gives the t(lning
rmge at, 10.3 cm for a scre\v spacing that is k,,/8 at this ~vavelen~t,h. It
is seen that reflections equivalent to a standing-\vave ~’oltage ratio of 2
are tunable in all phases, although neither screw can introduce separately
more than 0.7 unit of inductive susceptance,
A plot of the same type at 9 cm for a screw spacing of k,,18 at 9 cm
is given in Fig, 8.48. Here, the tuning range is limited to reflections in
all phases for \vhich the standing-wave ratio is 1.71 or less in voltage,
‘l’he reasons for this reduced range have not been thoroughly analyzed,
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but the effect is probably due to interactions between screws. In the
last section several suggestions are given as to why such effects can occur
at the shorter wavelengths.
Figure 8.49 shows the tuning range at 11.1 cm of the same tuner
(AO/8 spacing between screws at 9.0 cm).
This plot demonstrates the
conclusion, given in the previous analysis, that the spacing between

848.-Experimental

tuning at 9 cm of double-screw

tuner with &/8 spacing for 9

cm;

admittance plotted at input screw.

screws should, usually, be one-eighth guide wavelength for the shortest
wavelength at which the tuner is to be used. For a reasonable bandwidth (about 20 per cent) this spacing allows the maximum of tuning
at the shortest wavelen~h and does not appreciably affect the tuning
range at the long-wavelength end of the band which usually is greater
than the range at the short-wavelength end. The tuner described here
will tune in any phase reflections for which the voltage standing-wave
ratio is 2 or less from about 9.5 cm to more than 11.1 cm. For certain
phases, very large reflections may be tuned since these screws can introduce very large capacitive susceptance.

SEC,.%16]
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ta1 t uning at 11.1 cm of double-srrew tuner with i,/S
9 cm; admittance plotted at input screw.
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spacing for

8.16. Phase Shifters.—The importance of phase shifters in certain
applications has been emphasized in Sec. 8.7. TJVOsimple and effective
forms of waveguide phase shifters that have found favor are illustrated
by Figs. 850 and 8.51.

—
—
‘7

=$ ~
$’”=”~
—
FIC. 8.50.—Slotted-wa%-eguide

phase shifter.
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These two models operate on entirely different principles.
The
simpler principle is that underlying the version shown in Fig. 8.50.
Long longitudinal slots are cut along the center of the two broad surfaces
of a rectangular waveguide, each slot being very similar to those used in
connection with standing-wave measurements.
Since there are no transverse currents interrupted by these slots, they do not radiate appreciably.
If desired, any slight amount of radiation may be suppressed by the outer
section of rectangular tubing indicated in Fig. 8.50, When the clamp
indicated in the figure is tightened, the larger dimension a of the wave-

guidc cross section is reduced, resulting in a reduction in the cutoff wavelength and an increase in guide wavelength.
The relations are
Xc =, 2a,

(8)
(9)

The change in the dimension a is distributed over a long section of line
that functions as an impedance-matching
taper. As the guide \vavelength
section

is increased,
is decreased,

the effective
thus

effecting

electrical
a shift

length

of the whole

lvaveguide

in phase.

In the phase shifter of Fig. 8.51, the change in guide wavelength is
brought about by moving a long dielectric slab laterally across the
interior of the waveguide.
The effect on guide wavelength of such a
slab has been calculated (Vol. 10) theoretically for the case in which the
slab extends all the way from the top to the bottom wall of the waveguide.
It seems to be easier to determine experimentally the change in guide
wavelength caused by motion of the modified slab indicated in Fig. 8.52.
Qualitatively, it is easy to see that the effect of the dielectric should be
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much greater \vhen it is in the region of the high electric fields present. at
the center of the waveguide than when it is in the weak fields near the
side walls, The length of the slab must be great enough to give a complete half-wavelength change in equivalent length as the slab is moved
from center position to the side wall.
The slab is supported by means of either two or three rods, spaced
Two rods of
in such a way that cancellation of reflections is achieved.
equal d i am e t e r spaced threequarters of a wavelength apart
have been used. The wavelength
to be used is the effective ~vave]ength for an average position of
the slab at the midband frequency.
Alternatively,
three rods with
quarter-\vavelength spacing may
view of dielectric phase
llc. S52.-Section
be used. The center rod should
produce

twice

as the other
For small
the

two

rods,

central
The

Fig.

8.51,
to

the
be

to achieve

reflection

should

of the

have

used

of

here

a broadband

coefficient

slab

the

cancellation

is proportional

a diameter

dielectric

length

shifter.

reflection

in order
the

rod

ends

Iength

as much

@

times

are tapered

taper

being

is something

like

that

in the

half

of reflections.

to d’, consequently
of the

manner

others.
indicated

a \vavelength.

the

mean

The

between

the

in

\vavenormal

guide wavelength and that in the section containing the slab in an average
position.
The double taper shown in
~$
Fig. 8.53 w-as found also to give good
results. It was expected
that a
broader band )vould result from this
‘\
\
‘\
\
arrangement, but its superiority over
‘\
\
the single
taper
has not been
established.
‘\
\+$j
The dielectric that has been found
to be most satisfactory for the slab
+J
material is polystyrene or one of the
l~r(:.

8.53.

lh, ul,le

t apejed

dielectric

new materials

blab.
stant.

The plastic

and unlikely
likely

They

damage

such as ilfycalex,

by sparking,

breakage.

It is explained

permissible

thickness

but they

have,

which

polyglas,

softening

tem-

dielectric

con-

the defect

is permitted

are difficult
decreases

same

of being easy to machine

however,

if a spark

in the next paragraph

of slab

of high

and the

have the advantages

in use.

permanent

Llaterials

not damaged

materials

to break

to suffer

vicinity.

perature

or glass of various
to machine
that
as the

there

of being

to occur in the
types

are

and subject

to

is a maximum

dielectric

constant
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of the slab material is increased.
Since glasses in general have high
dielectric constants, glass slabs must be made thin; hence, they are fragile.
It is possible that either Mycalex or polyglas might offer a good compro..
. .
mlse m regard to machmabdlt y, ruggedness, and arc remt an c:.
If the dielectric slab is made too thick, or if the width a of the wavcguide is too large, more than one waveguide mode may be propagated.
It has been observed that when this situation exists certain positions of
the slab lead to a resonant condition.
The resonance occurs when the
effective length of guide section supporting the higher mode has a critical
value of approximately half a wavelength.
High values of dissipative
loss and high values of input standing-wave voltage ratio result, and
voltage breakdown is likely to occur. The waveguide normally used at
wavelengths near 1.25 cm is so wide (a = 0.420 in. ) relative to the wavelengths used that it is subject to this difficulty.
In the construction of
phase shifters, the width is decreased, by means of a half-wavelength
taper, to the value indicated in Table 81.
The dimensions and performance characteristics of dielectric phase
shifters designed for three wavelength regions are given in Table 8.1.
TASLE8.1.—D1MEFisIo~sOF POLYSTYRENE
(k = 2.56) PHASESHIFTERS
(Wavelength

range for r < 1.10)

Symbol
and
units
Waveguide dimensions. . . . . . . . . .
Slab thickness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clearance gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Slab length, including tapers. .
Diameter of two rods . . . . . . . . . .
Diameters of central rod, if used.
Rod spacing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dielectric taper length..
Breakdown power . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.

.
.

a,
b,
c,
e,

in.
in
in.
in.
in.
d, in.
d, in.
in.
in.
kw

Model I
L = 1.23 tc
1.27 cm
0.350
0.170
0.075
0.020
2
0.030
0.042
0.173
0,346
70

Model II
L = 3.13t0
3.53 cm
0.900
0,400
0.188
0.044
5
0,041
0.058
0.470
0,940
200

Model III
x = 8.5 to
11,6 cm
2.840
1.340
0.500
0.170
15
0.124
.......
4.426
2,050
1000

POWER DIVIDERS
COAXIAL

POWER

DIVIDERS

8.17. Fixed Coaxial Power Dividers.-When
it is desired to send half
the power into each of two loads, a circuit of the type illustrated in
Fig. 8.54 may be used. A modification, giving an unequal division of the
Several alternative circuits have been
power, is presented in Fig. 856.
devised, but the ones given here have proved to be most satisfactory.
The operation of the circuit of Fig. 8,54 is good over a broad band, as
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It may be reasoned that
shown qualitatively by the following analysis.
the two loads and the stub are effectively in parallel at the junction point.
Each of the two loads presents the characteristic admittance Y, of the
line at the junction point, giving a total load admittance at that point
of 2Y,.
At midband wavelength, the stub length is adjusted to be effectively a quarter wavelength, consequently it adds zero susceptance.
The

l?x~. 8.54. —Po\ver divider for equal chvisiu,, of power.

+Y.

FIG. S.55.—Admittance

transforn,ations

i,, power

divider

of Fig. 8.64.

enlargement of the conductt m of the quarter-wavelength section of the
input line, a continuation of the center conductor of the stub, is chosen
to give a characteristic admittance ~
YO. This section acts as an
admittance transformer, matching the load admittance 2% to the characteristic admittance YO of the input line.
At a wavelength longer than the midband wavelength, the stub is too
short and adds an inductive (negative) susceptance B, to the load
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admittance 2YD, as indicated in Fig. 8.55. This is desirable, however,
since at this wavelength the transformer section is also too short. The
combined action of stub and transformer leads to an input admittance Yi
that is very close to Y, even at wavelengths longer than the midband
wavelength, as indicated in Fig, 8.55. Similarly, for shorter wavelengths,
the stub adds a positive susceptance that combines with the transformer,
now too long, to give a good match in the input line.
It is easily shown that for small departures from midband wavelength,
the susceptance added by the stub is quantitatively equal to that required
to produce the compensation indicated in Fig. 855.
For larger departures from midband wavelength, compensation is no longer exact, but
it is still good.
The dimensions given in Table 8.2 were found to give a
VSWR below 1.1 for the wavelength range 9 to 11 cm. All dimensions
TABLE8.2.—DIMENSIONS
OF POWERDIVIDERS
OF f?IG,8.54
Standard

line size

Dimension
5.
~ m.

Stub length l, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., .,, ,, .,...,
(~onductor diameter d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transformer length l, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.

1.220
0.325
1.110

j.s m.

1

1,107
0.468
1.000

except the stub length are calculated according to the simple theory
outlined above.
The stub length is then adjusted to give minimum input
VSWR at midband wavelength.
The principle of operation of
the power divider of Fig. 856 is
similar to that of the model shown
in Fig. 8.54. In order to obtain
unequal po\ver division, quarterwaveleng-th transformers are inserted in the two load lines. The
characteristic admittances of the
transformer sections are chosen to
give the admittances Y1 and Y2,
satisfying the relations
YI + Y2 = 2Y0,
P,
Y,
Y,
)?lG. S.56.—Power

divider
for
division of po~,er,

unequal

= F2”

(lo)
(11)

Equation (10) requires the total
load admittance at the junction to
be equal to 2 Y, just as in the simpler model of Fig. 8.54. The same char-

acteristic admittance, ~~ 2“,. is then used for the stub and the input
transformer whose action, including compensation for wavelength change,
is just as before.
Equation (11) enables the circuit to be designed to
obtain any desired ratio between the powers P1 and P2 going to the two
loads. At midband wavelength both Y1 and Yz are pure conductance,
and they are in parallel and subject to the same rms voltage 1’. The
powers PI and P2 going to the two loads are then V2 Y1 and V2 Yz, and
Eq. (11) follows.
As tbe wavelength is varied, Yl and 1’2take on susceptive components;
but their conductive components remain almost constant for ~vavelength
variations that are not too large, and the po~\-er-division ratio remains
The constancy of the conductance component of
almost constant.
admittance at the input side of a quarter-wavelength transformer is
easily demonstrated l~ith the aid of an admittance chart or by means of
It is found also that the signs
the admittance-transformation
equation.
of the susceptance cumpcments of YI and Y2 are opposite; consequently,
there is a tendency for them to cancel each other. Quantitatively, the
cancellation is good when Y1 and YZ are nearly equal, but the susceptance
component of the larger admittance l-z is always larger. This situation
leads to a greater frequency sensitivity than that of the simple circuit
of Fig. 8.54. It is possible to obtain accurate compensation of the frequency sensitivities of the stub, output transformers, and input transformer by suitable modification of the design.
It is necessary to decrease
the characteristic admittance of the stub and input transformer by thee
proper amount and m~ke the appropriate change on the right sid~of’
Eq. (10).
In the limit, as I’I approaches zero, a right-angle stub w%h
a half-wavelength broadbanding transformer will result. By the~ry,
the characteristic admittance of stub and transformers is, in this case,
1.22 Y,, which may be compared with 1.41 Yo in the case of Fig. 8.54.,
8.18. Variable Power Divider.—The purpose of this device is to vbry
at will the ratio between the power delivered to two output lines. At’the
same time, the input impedance remains matched; therefore, no pcm-er
is reflected by the circuit.
The theory outlined below applies equally
Both coaxial and wavegm
Ivell for transmission lines of various types.
versions have been made and found to operate essentially as expected.
Such power dividers are used to divide a given input po~ver in any
proportion desired bet\veen two operating loads (for example, t\vo
antennas) or, with a “dummy” load connected to one arm, to achieve an
attenuator that has a minimum insertion loss of zero and is well matched
at all attenuations.
.41though such an attenuator follo\w a calculable
la\\,closely, it is rather sensitive to slight frequency changes and hence
not especially suitable for precision \vork.
The principle of operation may be understood by considering the
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model indicated schematically in Fig. 857,
The conditions
for three different stub lengths w-ill be discussed.

prevailing
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(1) 1. = *x, hence 1~= ~x. In this case, st~lb C“ presents a short
circuit (Zc = O or YC = cc) across the junction .4~E.
This prevents the
passage of power into output line A, ~Sincethis short circuit occurs *A

l~ove

plungers

—,

H I-J

HIIIUA!2

-i

Y~

I Load B I

from the input junction GHI, it presmrts an open circllit mxoss this jllnction (ZC = cc or YC = O). Thus the outpllt l]ranch (i acts as a q~lalt(,rwavelength stub support, allo]ving free p:issagr of poIv(~ufr(Jm inp([t line I
into the other branch
H.
This I]ranch H is rnatchc(l since the stllb
~ (*X long) acts as a normal $tub support and permits fr’cc passage of
po~\erinto the matclwtl IO:U1]3. ‘1’ht[s
q+pB=l
the
input line 1 is matched, all the
1.0
~
PB
po\\-eris delivered to load B and U(NIC
.
to /1.
%
E
(2) 1. = $1, hence 1, = ~A. Xo\V
:0.5
,=
the stllh D ,~ll(Jrt-(ir(}\Litstl~e ](md B,
G
a

o

E

‘rI

:n

lvhilf:
into
+r

the, stul)

(7 allolvs

free

p:~ss:yy,

10:MI .1, since it arts w if it \rcrc

a qu:lrtel-lv:lvt,lc,rl~tll still) slipport.
Thus all the p(J\reris UOIV delivered tu
load .4, none to B, and the inp~lt Iiue
~,~, 85S.-Divisiot,
of power
vs.
stub lel]gtll for the power divider
of
1 is matched.
Fig. 857.
(3) 1, = $x, hence 1, = ~A, Stub
These stub susrcptances are
D is now capacitive and stub C is inductive.
added in shunt with the loads A and B. it the input junction (?H1, the
admittances tit 1,’and F have been transformed by thr c~LL:~rtcr-]va~-clcngtll
sections EG and Fl{ in such a way that the inductiye effect, of one I)ranvh
Q.
A

VARIABLE
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is exactly compensated by the capacitive effect, of the other, and the conductance add to give exactly the characteristic admittance of the coaxial
line. Hence the admittance at the input line 1 exactly matches the line.
The power divides equally between output lines A and B, as indicated by
Fig. 858.
Application of the transmission-line equation shows that, f or all values
of i,, the admittance at the input line 1 exactly matches the line, The
fraction of the available power
delivered to output line A and
to output line B may be calculated from the equations
P. = sin?
P, = sin?
P,

= Cosz

27rlc
~

()

~
()
2Tlc

(12)

~

()
These quantities are plotted
Q
in Fig. 858.
l@
It should be realized, however, that a po\ver divider of
this type presents a matched
impedance in the input line
only when the line is the
branch so indicated in Fig.
857.
If power is fed in
through one of the other
~
d
branches, say branch .4, and
branch 1? and the branch
indicated as the in~ut line are
terminated in matched loads,
FIG.S.59,—CoaxialPowerdividerfor ;-in, Iillc,
the impedance looking in at
For the setting of the stubs that
A will not, in general, be matched.
would normally give complete transmission into load .4, the impedFor other
ance looking in the reversed direction will be matched.
settings of the plungers, a certain amount of mismatch \vill occur. The
percentage of the power in the incident wave ~rllirh is roupled through
from onr branch to another is the same regardless ()[ \vhich branch is
~~sedas the input one. It is nut true, however, that the input impedances
or standing- \vave voltage ratios in the two cases are eqlud, In the first

case all the prover of the incident wave not transmitted to load A is
dissipated in load B, but in the reversed arrangement, the power not
dissipated in the branch 1 is partly reflected back along branch A and
partly dissipated in load B.
The actual form of the final circuit is that shown in Fig. 859.
The
input
line is sho~~n in the rear and the two output lines are sho~vn in the
foreground,
The right-angle stubs in the two output lines are like those
An identical undercut
of Fig. 4.31, inclllflirrg undercut transformers.
transformer occurs in the input line. The two plungers are moved by
pinioned gears attached to a common shaft.
It )~as folmd necessary in order to obtain an improwment in impedance-mat thing to alt m the length of the t\~o stubs in the input and output branchm.
The l’SWTt finally obtained ]Yas about 1.1 at the design
\~a~den~t II of 9,1 cm. Power levels of about 500 kw were required to
cause bu.wlido;
vn.
The cffr(ti~eness of a ~ariable-fength stub in short-circuiting either
one of’ the output lines is limited by the conductivity of the metals and
It was found that the maximum attenuation
the 10SSCS
in the pluugrx.
obtainable at either output line was limited to about 15 db.

WAVEGUIDRPowER DIVIDERS
8.19. Fixed Power Divider.’-Fixed
]vaveguide power cli~-iders of
two types ha~-e been developed, the Y and the T, so-called because of
their shape. The principle of operation of the Y-shaped power divider
is simple. .-1 rectangular v-aveguidc carrying po~ver in the TE,,-mode
is illustrated in Fig. 8450a; a thin conducting plate may be inserted across
the wavegui(le, perpendicular to the electric field, as in Fig. 860b.
The
introchlction of this plate does not change the fields inside the, waveguide,
nor does it change the currents in the walls; consequently, the input
undergo no change \vhm the partition is put in.
impedance reli~ticrns
Sinm the field is uniform in the !i-dircwl ion, thp mltage across the \raveguide \\-illIw divifie(l bct\rmm tllc t\vo I)rancll Na~-eglii(lcs in the ratio
of T-g11’1 = /5’/)2?’1;(), = [)2/’/)1. 1n a(klition, t hc currents in the t\vo
l)ranchcs arr c(jlud to each (Ither and to the currents in the main l\-avcin series lrith the rmrin \~avcguide. ‘1”11( t \\.O l)l,iLIIChf?. are, tht,rcf’orc.
guide, and the po\ver transmitted through th~ t\vo branch }vaveguides
will br in the ratil) of their heights, This \vaveguicfe circuit, is then a
J]f)\rerdivitlrr,
‘1’l~i~lw\\(r divitl(,r in iis simplest form \\-oul(lnot Iw convenient, since

each branch, having a height less than the height of the waveguide, has
an impedance different from the impedance of the main waveguide.
This simple version should be modified by tapering each branch into a
In practice, it is
waveguide of standard size, as shown in Fig. 860c.
found convenient to have the two branch waveguides separated from onc
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PIG. 8.60.—Development

of Y-type

power

divider.

another, rather than joined by a common wall, and a further modification that results in the Y-shaped power divider is made as in Fig. 8.6(M.
lModels have been designed, as indicated in Fig. 8.61 and Table 8.3,
for the 3-cm and lo-cm regions. Ml are for an equal division of power,
although models can be designed for some other ratio of power divisifm, if desired. It should be noted that the critical dimensions in each
‘~.4B1.l’;
8.3,—DEsIGN p.4R.4hfETERS
FOR THB POWER DIVIDERS OF FIG. 861
—Eland for

VS\VR

a, in.

b, in.

c, in.

2.840

1.340
1.340
0.400
0.400

0.562
0.9375

;
&

0.200
0.230

~
~

d, in.

e, in,

0

0.080
0.080
0.050
0,050

11°31’
7’0 ~,

= 1.07
-I
10. G1l,

I

8.5-11.5
3.13,4
3,1– 3,4

—t
2.840
0.900
0.900

-- —-_

13”14’
,0 ~,

!l’[flvl<li)~,roll ‘1<1(1)1F-ll)l<[is> >1‘v]) SJI’17’CIIES
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case are the angle of the Y, ~rhich determines the len~th of the taper, and
the position t)f the leading edge of the vane. These dimensions Ivcre both
determined

experimentally.

po~~cr; itdidnotb
Rect.

reakdo\vna

The

IO-cm

model

tthemaxinluma

has been

tested

on high
1.1 JITv.

~'ailablepo~Yerof

brasstubing

\
e

1.-

It is probe.l]lc that 2 polmr (Iividcr of this type \vill lwndle almost
much pt)}rer w the \\aveguidc itself.
.~nothcr possible form of fixed polver divider makes use of a seriesIf po]ver is fed into arm ..1, it
branching ‘f-j(inction, as in FiK. 862.
v-ill divifle equally betlveen arms B and (’. If the three branches are all
waveglli(les of the same ,size, }Iofrcvrr, there lrill be a considerable mi.s-

Ll_f 1 J=’
1

FIG. 862. -A
T-type power divider.
.%rmws represent
electric
fields.

FIG. 8G3.-Power
type.

Arrows

dividm,
KPJJI w+cnt

mod,

PI?ctric

fied

T-

fields.

match consisting, in part, of the mismatch due to the junction effect, and,
in part, of the mismatch due to the load of impedance 2Z0 terminating c,
waveguide of impedance 20. In practice it has been found ciifficult to
match such a po~rer divider over any reasonably large wavelength band.
There are a number of ways in which this frequency sensitivity could be
reduced.
One way that might succeed would be to use the T of Fig. 8(X3,
a series-branching T, in which the output branches are half the height,
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of the input branch, with, therefore, half the characteristic impedance.
Then, only thejunction effect would beleft to match.
Again, the height
of the output branches could be set at some other value found experimentally, to correct partially the junction effect. In either case, the
output branches would have to be
tapered up to full size, and the result
would not be a particularly simple
arrangement.
In addition, because of
the sharp corners, it probably could not
handle as much power as the Y-type.
The power divider just discussed
used a series-branching, or E-plane
T. An H-plane T might be used, but
it would probably be more frequencysensitive than the E-plane T. It
FIG. 8 64.—A Y-type
power divider
would have the advantage, however,
with T-shape.
of handling higher powers.
If the geometric arrangement of the T is preferable to that of the Y,
the latter can be modified to get a T that is almost as compact as a simple
T, and that has the broadband characteristics of the Y. This design is
illustrated in Fig. 8.64. It can be
A
seen that this design uses a Y-type
power divider the branches of
which have mitered angles placed
as close as possible to the divider.
A dimensioned drawing is shown
in Fig. 8.65. The input W3WR is
below 1.1 over the wavelength
band 3.15 cm to 3.65 cm. This
18”
\
.IN
power divider has been tested at
\
II 1 I
pulse powers up to 225 kw, l-psec
4
pulse duration, 1000 pps, without
breakdown.
5“X1L:
8.20. Variable Power Dividers.
, 0.&4”4wall
A simple variable power divider
can be made using a Y-junction
with the dividing partition hinged
FIG.S65.-Power diwder for use at wave- at one end as shown in Fig. 8.66.
le,,~thsbetween3.15cm and 3.65cm.
Such a power divider should be
well matched over a broad band, since it is derived from a broadband fixed
power divider.
The power divides between the two output branches in the
ratio of the heights bl and ba, just as in the related fixed power divider of
Sec. 819.
Some work was done on such a power divider, but it was not

~
$(
,’ #

u
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carried through to completion.
A model designed for a wavelength of
10.5 cm was tested at various wavelengths and found to have a maximum
standing-wave voltage ratio of about 1.25 for all adjustments over the
band from 8.2 to 11.5 cm, This model was not well constructed; as a
Better performanrc
result the data are not particularly meaningful.
could probably be obtained from
a \vell-built model.
Onc troublesome feature was the design of a
capacitance joint to connect the
moving partition to the ~ra~’eguicfe
walls. The joint on the one model
that ivas made gave trouble \vith
r-f leakage and was not considered
sat isfact ory.
A more successful
polver
divider, although probably not so
8.66.-A
Y-junction
variable
Imwer
11’IG.
good intrinsically as the Y-type
divider w]th hinged partition.
power divider, is the waveguidc
An idealized model of such a
version of the coaxial-line power divider.
po\ver divider is shown in Fig. 8.67. Power enters arm A, arms B and C
are connected to the two loads bct~veen ~~hich the pfJ\\-er
is to bc di\ickxl.
Arms D and E, each a quarter guide ~vavelength from A, bavc pllmgem
riding in them.
The plungers are ganged and are set a quartrr guide
wavelength apart vertically.
As was shown in the discussion
of the coaxial-line power divider, if
the ‘1’-junctions are all ideal the
power divider will be matched at all
settings of the ganged plungers.
But the waveguide T-junctions are
not ideal; hence an equivalent circuit (Vol. 10) including a junction
effect must be used in the analysis.
Therefore, as the plunger in arm D is
moved, instead of an impedance of
1 + j tan L31being seen at the juncFIG, 867. -lJ7aveguide
>-ariat>lc puwer
tion of arm D with the main line,
di~ider.
an impedance that differs from this
value is seen because of the effect of the junction.
.i similar effect occurs
at arm E. Thus, as the ganged plungers are moved, the impedance seen
looking into the power divider \vill vary approximately as shown in
Curve a of Fig. 868.
This circle will close on itself when the plungers
have moved a quarter wavelength from their starting position, since the
..

U-L---’
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power divider then looks the same as in the beginning.
The center of
the curve is displaced from the center of the chart, since the junction of A
with the main line also is nonideal.
If, then. a matching iris is placed
in the input arm, the impedance of the power divider as a function of
plunger position will be a circle about the center of’ the chart.
This nonideal behavior can be compensated by putting in a matrhing
clcmcnt that makes the junction behave like an ideal one. The matching

];I~. 8.68,—Input admittance of power divider as plungers are moved.
Refelcll{.c
point is 0.16 k, ou input side of junction and k = 3.2 cm.
(a) no iritim in stubs; (b) irises
ill stubs; (c) iris also m input,

iris that is used is the same one used in matchkig a series-branching T.
When this iris was used in arms D and E, the impedance of the po?ver
ciivider no longer varied as Curve a of Fig, 8.68 but Ivas fairly constant as
in Curve b, Since the junction of A with the main guide is nonidcal, a
matching iris is required there also. When this iris is inserted, Curve c
of Fig. 8.68 results.
This po\\-erdivider is frequency-sensitive, as might be expected from
the design \rhich includes several rather long stubs.
one po\ver di~-ider
has been designed for a \vavelength of 3.20 cm. In the wavelength band
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from 3.17 to 3.23 cm, the maximum standing-~vave voltage ratio is 1.20.
The power-division ratio is limited by the loss in the stubs and the plungers; the maximum ratio obtainable with this divider is about 35 db.
This basic design of power divider for \vaveguide has been modified,
as was the coaxial-line version, by putting a gas switch on one of the
plunger arms. The tube is arranged to be ineffective at high-power
levels, allowing the power divider to attenuate the transmitted signal.
.4t low pon-er, the switching tube is effective in reducing the attenuation
of the lo\v-level signal. An additional problem arose in the design of
this model.
It ~vas discovered, \\-henmaking standing-wave measurements on the first experimental model, that the plot of standing-wave ratio
as a function of plunger position was a circle that closed only after a
This effect was similar to that
plunger motion of one-half wavelength
caused by t he plungers being improperly set relative to one another.
,5 imw
the plungers had been set accurately a quarter wavelength apart, the
trouble \vasthought to be caused by an abnormally large phase shift introduced by the T-junction to lvhich the gas s~vitch ~vasattached.
This was
found to be the case; and, when the distance het~veen the plungers was
changed to compensate for this effect, the performance lras the same as in
the simple power divider.
SWITCHES
8.21.
in Sec.

Coaxial-line
8.18

may

short-circuiting
power
a switch

be used
plungers

transmission
would

Switches.

carry

first

–-The

~-arial)lc

as a coaxial-line
between
into

about

po\vcr di~’ider

s~vitch by moving

the two positions

one

as much

load

and

power

then

described
the

corresponding
into

as the normal

the

other.

pair

of

to full
Such

stub-supported

line of which it is composed,
and it ~vould be ~vell matched
even during
the s\vitching process.
For certain applications it is desired to have a s\vitch that is more
compact, lighter in ~i-eightj simpler to build, and faster in switching.
In

many of these applications the problem is simplified by the fact that the
switch is not required to operate at high po~ver levels, and usually the
mismatch during s\vitching is of no consequence.
A switch that possesses all these desirable characteristics, but lvhich
is limited to low po\ver levels and is not matched during switching, is
shown in Fig, 8(\9. It was designed for use at ~vavelengths around
10 cm, but there is nothing in the design which makes it unsuitable for
The siritch \vas designed for laboratory test, ivork,
other wavelengths.
so it is equipped with type-N connectors, the connector most t’requently
used on coaxial test, cables. S\vitching is accomplishtxl by shifting the
connection of the center conductor from one output line to the other.
The center conductor of the input line is pressed, by an internal spring,
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against the movable section of the center conductor; thus good electrical
contact is maintained.
The center-conductor section is moved by means

FIG. S.69.—F&f switch, shown in OFF
position.
The horizontal
pin in the center may be slid
right or left to complete the circuit to either one of the two output Iincs.

of dielectric pins attached, through a slot, to an external carriage moving
on ways. Each end of this section
is fitted with a pin that plugs alternately into one or the other of the
slotted-finger receptacles in the
two output lines.
The number of s~\-itchesof this
type which have been made is
insufficient to give an accurate
figure for the input VSWR that
can be expected in production.
Indications are that the value is
probably about 1.5 at a wavelength of 10 cm. Although this
figure is acceptable for many applications, it is not very good.
The
high mismatch is probably caused
by a combination
of connector
mismatches and mismatch at the
right angle formed at the center of
—,
the switch.
FIG. S.70.—Type-l4
switch with two outA s\vitch of another type suitaput lines.
Itotation
of the shaft transfers
the connection
from one to another
of the
ble for similar applications is that
two output lines at th~ right.
of Fig. 8.70. The design represents a variation on a switch developed at Radio Research Laboratory
at Harvard, ~rhich is a six-way switch, type number 112415. Type-A”
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connectors are again used, but the principle of operation is different.
The input line is at the top of the figure, coaxial \vith the hexagonal
block forming the body of the s~vitch. The coaxial-line elbow inside
the body is rot~twf by means of the shaft indicated in the lower
part of the figure. The upper end of the clbo\v i~ connected to the
input line, but the output end may bc rotated to either of the two
output lines shonm. With the hexagonal block, as many as six output
lines

could

be

used.

The

center

conductor

of the

elbo\v

makes

contact,

mwms of a slotted tip inserted into a hole in the
The connection to the center conductor of the
inp~lt center conductor.
outp~~t line is made by a projecting l)lade that is squeezed bet i!cen tlvn
open fingers of the center conductor of the output line. Tllc ()(lt.rr cl)nductor of the elbow makes contact by a rotating marhinmf fit. (’ontact
with the output lines is furnished by a coaxial sleeve that is pressed, by
the spring shown, against the cylindrical inner surface of the hollow body.
One end of the sleeve is rounded to fit this cylindrical surface, and the
other end is slotted to form fingers that contact the outer conductor
Of course, it is necessary to allow for the
of the main part of the elbow.
passage of the two fingers of the center conductor of the output line
as the elbo\v is rotated.
This is accomplished by cutting a wide horizontal slot through the end of the ~leeve and through the end of the
dielectric filling the line within the sleeve.
The first group of switches made according to this design gave an
average W3WR of about 1.5 to 2.0. It ~vas felt that this Jvas partl~caused by mismatches in the connectors and in the elbo~v angle, b(lt
principally by the relatively large cutaway section for allo\ving passage
of the center conductor of the output line. .is an expedient, the impedance transformation resulting from drilling airay a large part of the
dielectric within the entire length of the elbow section ~vas tried. FmIr
holes of 0, 120-in, diameter ~vere dril[ed parallel to the center conductor,
It w-as found that this transremoving most of the dielectric material.
formation decreased the VSWR to an acceptable value.
A switch of this
type, mounted on a box containing a relay, is sholvn on the left in Fig. 872.
Two other modifications were found also to be desirable:
with

the

input

line

by

1. Trouble was experienced from “freezing” of the metallic contacts
in the rotating machined fit at the input end of the elbo~v, so the
closeness of the fit was relaxed and a thin washer of poly-F dielectric was inserted as a spacer. This material is ideal for the purpose, being tough yet smooth and s!.ippery. The io~v capacitance
across the washer gives adequate coupling of the outer conductors.
2. The coupling to the outer conductor of the output lines was also
made capacitive by removing the spring and soldering the sleeve in
place to leave a gap of from 0.005 to 0.010 in. betm-een the sleeve
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and the cylindrical inner surface of the body.
Actually, the sleeve
was rebuilt, omitting the slotted fingers and increasing the diamFive
eter of the output end to give maximum coupling capacity.
switches, incorporating these two modifications and having the
holes drilled in the dielectric, gave a W3WR below 1.2 at a wavelength of 10 cm and below 1.3 at 9 cm and 11 cm. Operation was
satisfactory from —50° to +75° C.
A“either of these switches is capable of the extremely fast switching
It is frequently desired, in certain rapidthat is sometimes required.
scanning devices, to switch alternately betiveen two antennas at rates
measured in hundreds or thousands of switching cycles per minute.

];t~. 8.71.—Prolmsed

high-speed coaxial switch.

‘~he po~ver levels required arc also }~eyond the capabilities of the two
s\vitches just described.
Attempts have been made to design a coaxiallinc s\ritch capable of fulfilling these requirements, but none of these
efforts has met \\-ithany noteworthy success. It may be remarked,
ho]vever, that these unsuccessful attempts were made some time ago
and it may be that a determined attack on the problem using present
knowledge and techniques would prove more fruitful.
One of the more promising early s~vitches bore a resemblance to the
variable power divider that was developed somewhat later. A combination of some of the principles of this ewly switch lvith the power
divider of Fig, 8.57 is represented schematically in Fig. 871.
The t\ro
stub branches are cut to permit the two “ choppers” c1 and CZto shortcircuit the line giving a stub length 11, equivalent to a quarter wavelength,
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A radial capacitance-coupling section is used on the outer conductor.
The choke sections \vould have to be folded under as indicated in order
to make them a full quarter wavelength long for suppressing leakage of
power. The diameter d is made as large as possible in order to get
maximum capacity in the coupling.
Unfortunately, there is not sufficient
room for a full quarter \vavelength of radial line. The gap g is made as
small as is practical—perhaps 0.010 in. or less. Looking at the stub
on the left, appreciable capacitive reactance will appear in the capacitance
This may be compencouplings of both inner and outer conductors.
The capacitive reactance is
sated by proper adjustment of 11in design.

still larger in both
the

right.

high

This

reactance

wavelength

con~uct, ors v,~en

reactance
“caused

away.

is not

by

Any

the

slight

the

copper sheet is

serious,

since

short-circuiting
effect

may

remol~eclj

it is in series
plungerj

~vith

about

be compensated

as On
a very

a quarter

by adjustment

of 12.

The action
CZ are

essentially

are rotated

of the switch
half

disks

in synchronism

is as follow’s:
mounted
in such

The

on shafts
a way

that

two chopper
S]

and

n-hen

S’2.

sheets
The

one stub

c1 and
shafts

is short-

circuited
by its chopper the other is not. In the condition shown, the
left stub is short-circuited and acts as a quarter-wavelength stub, allowing prover to go past it to the 10MI on the left. The right stub is shortcircuited by the movable plunger at a length 12 equivalent to a half
wavelength.
Just, as in the power divider, this short-circuits the right
load rlltting off its power.
Since this short circuit appears a quarter
~ravelength from the inpllt junction, the input po\mr is permitted to flow
out to the left load,
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The original switch was essentially of this type, but the upper lines
Trouble was experienced with breakcontaining plungers were omitted.
down at moderate power levels, hence rounding of sharp corners is
advisable.
Care must be exercised to ascertain that both loads are
That, is, the choppers should be
never short-circuited at the same time.
slightly more than half a disk ~~ith the result that during switching, power
is delivered to both loads for an instant, and the condition in which
neither load can dissipate the input power is avoided.
If such a switch does not give satisfactory performance, recourse
This alternative would
may be had to the use of a waveguide switch.
invoh.e transitions from coaxial lines to waveguide, but it is probable
that the simplicity and high-power capabilities of waveguide switchrs
\vould more than compensate for the necessity of using transitions.
8.22. Waveguide Switches. l—The simple T-switch is basically a
T-junction such as the one shown in Fig. 862 with the input line at A,

FIG.

S.73.-– A T-type

wa~.eguide

swiwh.

and the two loads between ~rhich pmrer is to be switched at B and C.,
Some mechanical arrangement is used that alternately puts a short
circuit in branch B, sending po~ver into C, and then in branch C, sending
power into B. The short circuits are so located that reflectionless transmission occurs around the corner \vhen the T-switch is properly matched
by an iris in .1.
Several such switches have been designed at 3 and 10 cm for switching power from one antenna to another.
One design is shown in Fig.
8.73. In this model there are, in the output branches, two choke-flange
junctions with the choke on the input side of the junction separated
from the flange just enough to allo\v a metal “ chopper” pIate to move
in and out. The length S of the short-circuited branch and the dimensions of the input matching iris may be determined by experiment or may
1 Contributions

to Sec. 822 were made by F. T. W’orrell.
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be taken from data reported elsewhere (Vol. 10). The two choppers are
mounted in such a way that when one is between its choke and flange
the other one is removed from its choke and flange; thus polver is allowed
to go throllgh the open j~mrtion. The rhoppcrs may he sections of disks
mounted on a common shaft, They should short-cirmlit the respectiw
kn-anches some~vhat less than 180° of rotation in order to avoid both
loads being cut off at the same time. An alternative design differs from
this version in having the corners of the junction rounded to reduce the
likelihood of power breakdown.

T’JazLd-L---!4

FIG. S74.-Modified

1

tz42i

T-type waveguide switch.

The British have also made a switch of this type.
It differs in that
the waveguide narrows dowm in the switch, as shown in Fig? 874, and
roses a British choke like the one discussed in Sec. 4.10. The chopper
consists of sector disks with 36° sectors. Since the waveguide height is
so small, the switching can be done rapidly; as a matter of fact, this
s\vitch was designed to switch power from one antenna to another and
back on alternate pulses.
A waveguide s\vitch that \vill switch power into any one of three
circuits is presented in Fig. 8.75. The power applied to A may be
switched into B, C’, or D. Short-circuiting is accomplished by means of
resonant rings, one in each output branch.
The matching irises, required
for matching around the corner into branch B or C, are inserted in these
branches rather than in the input line where they would affect straightthrough transmission into branch D,
This s~vitch is of interest because it is the only one of American design
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devices.
The ring used is
shown in Fig. 8.76. The shape of the ring,
-. which is different from the
simple rectangular resonant ring normally used in rectangular waveguide, is such that the impedance
———
—
of the ring is relatively insensitive
*3
‘-u––
to frequency changes.
A ring is
n
I-.’,j,j
II
:~.~
,.,~,
desired which will be as good a
14
‘],-’
(
II
Y
o
short circuit as possible over a
—1 1—
—
.—
—11— -1
large frequency band when its
u
u
plane is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the waveguide.
Actually, a small amount of power
leaks past the ring. The amount
of power leaking past the ring is
(il db down from incident power
level at midband wavelength, 9.1
cm and 30 db down at the edges
of a. 7 per cent band.
The rings
are made of ~-in. duraluminum
stock, and all edges are rounded
to reduce tendency to spark.
They are rotated by motors with
FIG, S.75,—Views of three-way switch.
stopping pins ins e rt e d in the
mount.
Switching may be accomplished in about 0.03 sec. In the
switching cycle, the new branch is opened before the old one is closed
to avoid complete reflection of input power. The VSWR during—switching
has a maximum value of about 2.7.
Sparking occurs at an undetermined point, probably in the resonant ring, at a power of about
200 kw.
A special two-way swilch has
been designed for switching 3.2-cm
po~ver alternately into the two
ends of a linear antenna array. In
Fig, 8.77 is a schematic diagram
showing the s w i t c h that was
developed cooperatively by Radiation Laboratory and Bell TeleFIG. 876.-Detail
of resonant ring.
phone Laboratory.’
When the
switch is in the position sho\vn, poirer coming in arm C is s\vitched
to l?, then through the antenna, from which most, but not all, goes
1Drawings

and data on final design supplied

by C. NT,Nebel of BTL.
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to some
in arm D.

When the switch is thrown the other way, the power goes into A, through
the antenna, back into B, and then into the load at D. The ratio of the
power delivered into branches A and B (i.e., the discrimination factor for
0.363—
A

~.$

r

0’
Antenna <

-1.125-!
—o
‘O

;70
92
Stainlesssteel plate ~
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~M42-
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,/- -\
~ ‘..l I /’A
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K
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—
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FIG. 877.-Two-way

r-f switch.

one switch position) is about 40 to 50 db, on the average. The VSWR
observed on onc representative switch was below 1,02 over the frequency
range 9320 to 9400 lIc/see, rising to 1.04 at 9430 Me/see.
Transmission
loss through the switch \vas about 0.1 db. .kt a pressure corresponding
to an altitude of 50,000 ft, breakdown occurred at about 50 kw pulse
power on the average.

II
..

11~. S7S.-.$

Y-switch with shout-circuiting pius.

Junctions that are Y-shaped with 120° between arms have been found
to have properties that make them desirable for switching applications.
In particular, if’ a short circuit is placed close to the junction in one output
branch, po\ver \vill be transmitted around the corner into the other
branch with only a small reflection over a brcmd band of wavelengths.
This property has been used to advantage in the switch shown in Fig.

!%c. 822]
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I?IG. 8.79.—A Y-switch with resonant ring.

FIQ. S. SO.—Schematic diagram of rotary switch.
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8.78. ‘The short circuit is provided by a rod that is inserted to within
0.012 in. of the bottom of the waveguide.
The power leaking past this
rod is 55 db below that transmitted into the other branch.
Breakdown
occurred at about 10 kw pulse power when the switch was operated while
the power \vas applied.
A Y-switch using a resonant ring has been designed by the British. 1
This switch, which is shmvn in Fig, 879, is designed for a wavelength

Uu

c
L
FIG. 881, -Switchi,lg

“.,..-.
‘
system for rotary switch

of 3,2 cm, and uses the British \vaveguide 1- by +in. ID.
The standingwave voltage ratio is less than 1.06 over a band whose total width is
The
discrimination between the two output branches is
6 per cent.
The switch has transmitted 20 kw
better than 25 db over this band.
at pressures down to 5 in. of mercury,
A switch of a different type is that operating on a rotary principle.
one such switch that has been developed is based on a 3-cm E,-mode
rotary joint.
A schematic drawing of such a switch is shown in Fig. 8%0.
Power is introduced at A through a standard E,-transition into the rotary
The transition back to rectangular waveguide has four branches,
section,
B, C, D, and E. In the application for which this switch \vas designed
each of these four arms was fastened to a horn antenna feed. As the
1 W. D. Allen, “ Resonant Rings and Ring S\vitches in Waveguides,
&10/R137/WDA,
Feb. 19, 1943.
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joint rotated, each feed in turn s\vept past the throat of a folded horn
antenna. The switching arrangement, not shown in this figure, shortcircuited the three arms which were not transmitting power into the
antenna.
Theswitching system isshown in Fig. 8.81. Each armis brokenat
a certain place by an open choke-flange coupling in which the faces
of the choke and flange are cut to a radius r. Fitting in between these
open junctions is a stationary metal cylinder with an aperture. As the
switch rotates, each arm in succession will carry power to the antenna
The radius of the cylinder is so
while the others are short-circuited.
chosen that power is transmitted through the switch with minimum
reflection. The chokes in the open junction are standard chokes that
have been turned down as indicated to get a well-matched open junction.
The aperture in the cylinder must be chosen carefully to afford the smallest possible impedance variation during switching.
The aperture found
to be best is 105°.
The standing-wave ratio during switching is fairly low, a VSWIt of
slightly over 2, and the change in standing-wave ratio takes place in
such a way that the phase is fairly constant.
This is found to be desirable
to avoid excessive frequency-pulling
of the magnetron.
A switch of
this type performs well over a relatively narrow band of wavelengths, a
total band width of about 1 per cent being all that may be expected.
Powers of about 100 kw may be used.
A switch cf this type, designed for a wavelength of 1.25 cm, is shown
on the right in Fig. 8.72.
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Filters are passive networks which selectively transmit waves of
different frequencies.
The design of such networks consists in the
appropriate choice and arrangement of circuit components to obtain
Methods for designing networks
specified frequency characteristics.
consisting of inductances, capacitances, and resistances have been highly
developed.
When microwave components are used, however, the existing low-frequency methods of design are no longer directly applicable.
The proper solution of the design problem at ultrahigh frequencies
would be the development of a new design method which would use
microwave components as building blocks.
The development of such a
design method, however, presents mathematical difficulties which have
not yet been overcome.
Under these circumstances, it is natural to
inquire whether microwave components could be used to approximate
the behavior of lumped elements over a limited frequency band.
If so,
it \vould then l)e possible to obtain microwave filters from low-frequency
filters by the simple process of substituting for the lumped clcmcnts the
Fortunately, such a design procorresponding microwave components.
cedure is feasible in most practical cases, and a variety of microwave
filters have been successfully designed in this manner.
In the light of the foregoing discussion, the subject of rnicrolvavc
filter design can be divided into t~vo parts; namely, the design of lumpedelement filters ~~ith prescribed electrical characteristics, and the transformation of these filters into microwave structures having approximately
the same characteristics over a specifiwf range of frequencies.
The present chapter deals ~vith the first part of the problem, that is,
the design of lumped-element filters. Since a complete treatment of this
subject would require at least an entire volume, this chapter represents
The authors ha~-e tried to present enough basic material
a compromise.
to permit the reader not familiar \~ith network theory to understand
On the other
and profitably apply the simpler methods of design.
hand, it lMS been considered Tvorth v-bile to include more refined design
procedures developed in recent years because they are not presented in
any book available at this time, A good understanding of these procedures, ho!vever, requires a certain familiarity \vith net~vork theory,
540
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which for the sake of brevity is not discussed here. For a detailed discussion of this subject, the reader is referred to Vol. 2, Communication
Networks, by E. A. Guillemin, and to Network Analysis
and Feedback
Amplifiers,
by H. W. Bode. 1 In this connection, it should be pointed
out that some network theorems, as for example the reciprocity theorem,
apply to microwave networks as well as to lumped-element networks.
Other theorems, however, have been proved only in the case of lumped
elements although they are generally believed to apply to microwave
networks also. For a discussion of the extension of network theorems
to distributed-constant systems, the reader is referred to Vol. 8, Chap. 5,
of this series.
Chapter 10 deals with the approximate transformation of lumpedelement structures into microwave structures and with the realization
of microwave filters in practical forms. Since filters are needed at
microwave frequencies for the same purposes and reasons as at lower
frequencies, the transformation of lumped-element structures provides
However, one important
an adequate variety of filter characteristics.
practical difference exists. At low frequencies, low-noise amplifiers may
be used to supply power lost in dissipative filters; at microwave frequencies, no satisfactory amplifiers have been built to date. Consequently, dissipative filters have not been studied, and all the filters
described below provide frequency discrimination by selective reflection;
any resistive loss is purely incidental and represents an unavoidable
design hazard.
MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION
OF TWO-TERMINAL-PAIR NETWORKS
9.1. Parameters Specifying Two-terminal-pair Networks.—The simplest type of filter consists of a network with a pair of input terminals
It is customary to
and a pair of output terminals.
refer to such a network as a four-terminal network
Filters with more
or a two-terminal-pair network.
than two pairs of terminals can be designed by
‘m
FIG. 91. -A
two-terproperly connecting a number of filters of the sireplest

type.
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The external behavior of the network can thus be
all other respects.
expressed by means of any t~vo linear relations involving the variables
Vl, VZ, 1,, 12. Six pairs of such relations can be\vrittene xpressingany
Only three of
two of these variables as functions of the other two.
these six pairs, however, are sufficiently
important
in practice to deserve
special attention.
The first pair of relations is obtained by expressing the voltages
V, and V* as functions of the currents 11 and 1,.
VI = Z,lI1 + Z1212,
V2 = Z*,ZL + Z*J*. 1

(1)

one usually refers to the coefficients Z,,, Z,,, Z2,, Z22m the “opwr-rircllit
impedances. ”
1n fact, if t}w out pllt terminals ar(~open-circllitw I, t Il:lt is,
if 12 = O, one obtains

v,
()“ z,, = ()

z,, = ;

,=(1,

T1 ,,-0’

(2)

Similarly one obtains for 1, = O,
z,,

=

()
;

,,=0,

()

z,,= ~ ,,=0’

(3)

According to the reciprocity theorem, which states that if, in any linear
passive network, the positions of a voltage source V and an ammeter
measuring a current 1 are interchanged, the ratio V/I remains the same,
the two open-circuit transfer impedances Zlj and Zz, defined above are
always equal.
Consequently, an arbitrary two-terminal-pair network is
completely specified by only three open-circuit impedances.
The second pair of linear relations can be obtained by expressing the
currents 11 and 12 as functions of the voltages VI and VZ as follows:

11 = Yl, vl + Y12V2,
12 = Y,lvl + Y22V2.I

(4)

The coefficients Yll, Y,Z, Yzl, I’zz are called the “sllort-circllit,
tances” because they can be defined as follows:

y,, =
Y12 =

z,

()
()
n

v,=,’

I,
v,

v,=o’

Y,,

=~
()
VI

Y*2=

+,..
()

admit-

(.5)

w-o”

1-

(6)

As in the previous case, the short-circuit transfer admittances Y,, and
l-z, are always equal because of the reciprocity theorem.
Therefore, as
one would expect, three short-circuit admittances are sufficient to specify
any arbitrary two-terminal-pair network.

sm.
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By solving the pair of Eqs. (4) for VI and V, and comparing the
results with the pair of Eqs. (1), the following identifications can be
made:

Yll
Z22= —,

Y22

211 “

d~!

det Y

Y,*
Z12 = Zi?, = –dry,

(7)
I

where det Y is the value of the determinant
Y1l

(let Y =

Y12

Yjl

1’,,

Y,, Y22 – 1“;2,

=

(8)

Following the oppmite procedure, one obtains

Z22
1’,,
= ~)

I

Y22 = &kt
Z12

’12

=

~’”

‘det

=

Z’

where det Z is the value of the determinant
det Z =

z,,

z,,

ZZl

Z22

=

ZI,Z22

–

(9)

(lo)

zy2.

From these equations, one obt sins
Z = l/det

cfet

Y.

(11)

The third pair of linear relations expresses the variables at the input
terminals V], 11, as functions of the variables at the output terminals
v,, Iz,
v,

= Ctv,

z, =

–

ev2 –

(RI,,
012.

(12)
1

The coefficients ~, (B, C, I) are callwl the “ general circuit, parameters”
and can be defined :t~ folloiys:
(1=

~ =

(_z2)
()
;;

V2

,=,1,

,Z=o’

‘= –
D

=

-

()
()
l“,
-L ,,.

:;

~=”’

1

(,’

(13;

~ and D are dimensionless transfer ratios, whereas R and c have, respectively, the dimensions of impedance and of admittance.
These circuit
parameters are related to the open-circuit impedances and to the shortcircuit admittances as follo\m:

I
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Zll =

Z,2=

:1

(3=-T

~ =

:7

Z22

Y22= al,
Y12 Z12

(B.-Z.=,

det Y = ~,

~ =

(33)

=

(14)

:1

det Z

1

Y1l _ 42,

Ylz

Z12

(I63
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z,,

(1
I
(18)

=CtH-(!im=l.

The last relation states that only three of the four circuit parameters
are independent, as one would expect as a result of the reciprocity
tileorem,
In the particular case of symmetrical networks, that is, of networks
whose input and output terminals cannot be distinguished by means of
external measurements, the parameters necessary to specify a twoterminal-pair network reduce to two.
One has, in fact,

Yll = Y22,

Zll =

(19)

C3=TJ.

Z22,

Reciprocal impedance networks represent another special case in which
the number of independent parameters is two. These networks are
characterized by the property
(20)

63=(?

from which one obtains, using Eqs. (16) and (17),
det Y=det
Y1l

Z=l,
=

Z22,

Z12 = – 1-,2,

Z,l =

(21)
Y22.

1

It will be seen later that most practical filters are either symmetrical
networks, or reciprocal impedance networks.
9.2. The Use of Matrices in Circuit Analysis.—The linear relations
between the current and voltage variables of a t \\’o-terminal-pair network can be written in matrix form as follows:
(22)
(23)
(24)
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These three matrix equations may be considered as shorthand representations of the three pairs of relations, Eqs. (l), (4), and (12). Such
representations are very convenient when a number of two-terminal-pair
networks are to be connected in series, parallel, or cascade.
For the convenience of the reader not familiar with matrix algebra,
four fundamental operations on four-element matrices are defined below

(29)
The reader will notice that
Ax

B#Bx

A.

(30)

A matrix consisting of a single column may be considered as a square
matrix in which the elements of
Ii Ideal
r:
the second column are equal to
—14
zero. The reader can convince him12=1~1~
L&L”
V(1 (m
t~
—
self that, on the basis of the above
definitions, 13qs. (22), (23), and (24) ~.w,U,,f
~
&“:,ld,~l tv#$’-~”
are identical to the pairs of linear
U“! (Y”) fy”
relations Eqs. (l), (4), and (12).
+5!%
Suppose now one wishes to
A“
FIG. 9.2.—.4 parallel combination
of two.
study the behavior of two netterminal-pair
networks.
works connected in parallel as
shown in Fig. 92.
One obtains for the currents 1, and 12
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This pair of equations can be written in matrix iorm as follows:

It follows that the matrix of the parallel combination of the t~vo networks is simply
11-1~1[
Ii Ideal 12=1~=1~
+]:1
‘t = Y’ + Y“.
(33)
U‘t_ 1;
‘a
t~’
The simplicity of this last equation
/
places in evidence
the advantages
V=~’+fl* 1:
I; f. ~=~’+~’,
of matrix

“~=g~ vi

“t -

“)

formers

i

if the points

1;::1

same

FIG. Y.3.—A series combination of twoterminal-pair networks.
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of the
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In this

is the

sum

case
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networks.

z = z’ + z“.

(34)

In this case also, the ideal transformers can be eliminated if the points
A’ and .4” are at the same potential
,, ,
and can, therefore, be tied together
without modifying the behavior of
the system.
As pointed out before,
this elimination is possible in most
~t~. 9.4.—Casrade conllertien of twopractical cases.
tcrl!ll!,a.,,mr ]~rt\vurks
The third and most important
type of net\vork coml)inati~)n
is the casca(le
conlle(.
tion illlwt I’iitWl in Fig.
9,4. The pair of relations bet,\\eenthe input and output varialAw (an
be written in matrix form as follows:

azEiEIE

The
the

matrix
matrices

of the
of the

\rhole

net\rork

t\vo cfmlp{nlent

i~, tlleret’ore,
netlvorks,

equal

to

the

product,

of

Ilalnely,

(36)
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The above results can be generalized to any desired number of networks.
In the particular case of a cascade connection, the (OXBCD)matrix of the
whole network is simply the product of the corresponding matrices of
the component networks.
It is noteworthy that the multiplications
must be performed in the proper order because the commutative law
does not apply to products of matrices, as was pointed out in Eq. (30).
For the convenience of the reader, a number of basic networks are
shown in Tables 91 and 9.2, together with the matrices by which they
are most simply represented.
TABI.E 91, -SrMr,r.E

Componwlt

COMPONENTS ANrI THEIR

Circllit

Series

CIORRESFONDING MATRICES
(m&D
Nlatrix

[1
lZ

impedance

01

A

Shunt
admittance

_!i-

[1
10

Y1

B

Section
of Iinc

c

Z, = Characteristic
impedance
Y = Propagation
function

1

Ideal
transformer

a

[-Oa
D

0

1

9.3. Determination of Input Impedance and Insertion Loss.—The
matrices discussed above specify the behavior of a two-terminal-pair
network independently of the characteristics of the generator and of the
load that are connected to the input and output terminals,
In many
cases, on the other hand, one is interested specifically in the behavior
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STEUCTUEIES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING MATRIcEs
Matrix

Circuit

T-section

A

m-sect iOu

——

[?/1=

Y.+Y.

(

_y

.

–Ye

Y,+yd

1

—

Z,+za

[z] =

H

Zb–z.

2

2

Zb–z.

Zb+z.

2

Symmetrical

lattice
[Y]=

2

Y,+Y=

Y,–

Y.

Yb:yc

Yb:yc

2

2

c
II

of the network ivhen it is inserted between a given generator and a given
load. Two functions are particularly useful in this
connection, namely, the input impedance Z of the
network when a load impedance ZL is connected to
the output terminals, and the voltage insertion ratio,
=
FI~. 9.5.—Two- which will be defined later. To compute the input
terminal-pair
network impedance let the network be specified by the
terminatedin a load
parameters ~, 6$ C, D, and let ~’, 63’, c’, D’ be the
ZL.
corresponding parameters of the cascade connection
of the network and the load impedance ZL as shown in Fig. 9.5. One
obtains then

At this point one observes that the driving-point impedance Z is the
same as the open-circuit impedance of the cascade connection to which
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Eq. (37) applies,
Therefore, Z can be expressed in terms of CL’and R’
by means of Eq. (14).
One has then

(38)

Another convenient expression for Z can be obtained by substituting
for the ratios ~/~, ~/~, and D/f3 by means of Eqs. (1-l) and (15)
z:. + +,
z = z,,

z. + z,, ”

(39)

It is interesting to note that this equation contains only driving-point
impedances and admittances and, moreover, that one could multiply all
the impedances measured at the
output terminals by a constant k
without changing the ratio Z/Zll.
In other words, the ratio Z/Z,,
K-’
depends only on the relative values
~1~. 9 6.—Two-terminnl-pairnetwork inof the impedances measured at the
sertedbetweena generatorand a load.
outmut terminals.
This fact is of
primary importance in connection with waveguide networks, as is shown
in Sec. 10.6.
The voltage insertion ratio is the function most commonly used to
describe the over-all behavior of a filter when it is inserted between a
specified generator and a specified load. It will be defined below, in a
manner some~vhat unconventional, for the particular case of practical
importance in which both the load impedance and the generator imPedance are pure resistances.
With reference to Fig. 96, let V; be the
voltage across the load resistance h?. when the filter is removed and the
generator is matched to the load by means of an appropriate transformer in order to maximize the load pow-er. The voltage insertion
ratio is defined as the ratio of V; to the voltage VL measured across Rt,
when the filter is inserted between the generator and the load. One
obtains for the voltage V;
(40)

The voltage ~. can be determined in terms of the general net~vork
parameters in the following manner. Let ~’, 6’, c’, D’ be the elements
of the matrix representing the cascade connection of the generator
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resistance, the filter, and the load as illustratedin
can be computed as follows:

che observes then that
that is,

the

~s/

ratio

[i%c’. 93

FIL7’ERS

~’L iS, ~Y

Fig. 9.6.

defillitiOU,

This matrix

C(lUd

tO ti’;

(42)
It follows that the insertion ratio is given by

If the filter is nondissipative, that is, if it contains only reactive elements,
~ and D are real quantities but @ and ~ are imaginary.
‘l’his property
can be derived from Eqs. (17) by observing that the open-circuit impedances and the short-circuit admittances are imaginary in the case of
reactive networks.
If one is concerned only with the frequency discrimination properties
of a filter irrespective of its transient behavior, the phase of the ratio
Vj/ V. is immaterial,
It is customary to refer to the square of the
magnitude of the insertion ratio as the “ po\ver-loss ratio. ” In fact, if
E’, is the maximum po~ver available from the generator and P~ i: the
po}ver delivered to R,, ]vheu the filter is inserted bet\veen the generator
and the load, one obtains
(44)
The reciprocal of this ratio, that is, ~’. IPO, is called the “ power-transmission ratio. ” The insertio?l 10SS L, on the other hand, is the value in
decibels of P,jP,,, that is,
P.
~’ = 10 10g’O ~
This
many

definition

textbooks

of the
in that

insetiion
the

power

vi
= 2010g’O
loss

~L

differs

delivered

(45)
“

from

to the

the
load

one

made

is normalized

in
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with respect to the power available from the generator rather than to
the power that would be delivered to the load if the load \vereconnected
directly to the generator.
Of course, the t\\-odefinitions coincide if the
load resistanm is eqlml to the smlrre resistance.
In the particular case of n{mdissipative net~~-(~rlm,\\-hirhis thr most
important case in practice, the expression for the prover-loss ratio, given
by Eqs. (X3) and (44), can he transformed into a more convenient form
in the following manner. ,Since the first term of F,q. (43) is real, Mhereas
the serond term is imaginary, using Eq. (18) one ol)tains for the po\ver10ss ratio

The advantage of this last expression is that it simplifies readily in the
case of a symmetrical net~rork (1</. = R.~, (I = :D) and in the case of a
reciprocal impedance net\\-ork (ItLItS = 1, ~ = c).
9.4. Wave Matrices and Accumulative Mismatches. —l3eftJre le:~\ing
the subject of the mathematical representation of two-terminal-pair net\rorks it is Ivcll to discuss, to some extent, t\\-omatrices ~\-hichare particularly useful in connection with transmission-line systrms.
Figure 97
illustrat cs a netvork terminated in t\\-oarbitrary nondissipative transmission lines. I,rt 11 be defined as the s(lnare root of the product of the
voltage and the current of au incident wa~e at the input terminals of
the net \rork. In other \\-ords,the magnitude of II is
equal to the square root of the pol~-er carried l)Y the
~
incident \\-ave,and the phase of 11 is equal to the phase
2
of the voltage.
Similarly, let RI be defined as the
FIG. 9.7.—Network termi,]ated in
square root of the product of the voltage and the curlossless lines.
rent of the reflected Ivare at the input terminals.
Z?
:md h’! represent the incident and reflected \raves at the output termin:al
:M indicated in Fig. 9.7. The variables 11, Itl, 1,, Itz may be cunsidcml
;Ls normalized
Jlatri(cs

voltages.
that

relate

these

four

may bc defined as in the
FOr inStall(,e, OUem:ly lYlii(. i]lc

variables

case of terminal volta~m and currents.
follo\ving matrix equations,

(47)
(48)
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The elements of the two matrices thus defined can be determined
follows :
RI

rl=
T,

P2 =

—
() II E,=O
=

~

~=
() R2 ,,=,

()

II

I,
‘“

= () E

Az,

=

,

R,
—
01R~ ,,=o

T2=

,,=0

as

,,=,

~1
() 12 E,=O

“2

= (-)RZ ,,=,

A,,

=

~
01

,

(50)

,_=O

where rl and rz are the reflection coefficients at the input and output,
terminals, respectively, when the line on the other side of the network
is properly terminated, and f’1 and TZ are the transmission coefficients
Because of the reciprocity theorem
measured under the same conditions.
one has
(51)
T,=
T,=T.
The parameters defined by Eq. (50) are related to r,,
follows :
A12 =

A,,=;,

–

$,

r2, xnd T m

)

(52)

It follows that
.411A,, – A,,

A,, =

(53)

1.

The reader will observe that the parameter A II = I/T’ k the voltage
insertion ratio defined above and, therefore, 1A II Iz is the power-loss ratio.
If the network is nondissipative, the power transmitted through the
network must equal the incident power minus the reflected po\ver. It
follows that, if the output line is properly terminated, one has
1212 = 1 –

lr,l~.

(.54)

Similarly, if the direction of power flmv is reversed aml t}le inpllt line is
properly terminated, one has
ITI’ = 1 –

It follows that the magnitudes of the reflection
input and the output terminals are equal; that is,
Ir,l =
The VSWR

(55)

Ir,l?.

Ir,l = Irl.

coefficients

for the
(56)

measured in either line when the oppmsite line is properly
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terminated is then given by
I +

Irl

‘=l–lrl”

(57)

The A-matrix has properties similar to the (~,
.,, ~, ~, ~)-matrix, th~t
is, the A-matrix of a cascade connection of a number of net\vorks is equal
to the product of the A-matrices of the component networks,
(he must
observe, however, that this method of analysis can be used only if the
transmission lines that are joined in the process of cascading the net~vorks
have the same characteristic impedance.
If this is not the case, the
junctions of transmission lines of different characteristic impedances must
be considered as separate net\vorks.
.kn illustration of the use of A-matricc.s is the following problem,
l,ct A’ and A“ be the matrices of t~vo nondissipative net\vorks, and r’ a,n{l
r“ be the magnitude of the }-S}VR in the input lines of the t\vo net\rorks
\\-hentheir output lines are properly
terminatwi. If the t\~onet\rorks are
connected in cascade as sholvn in
Fig, 98, the magnitude r of the ~n
ke~
VSYVR in the input line ~\-illdepend
L1lerCP<Iill
11~. 9s. --T\\o l,etworks C.<),
on the angular length 6 of the line
ca~cade by a transuusslcm hnc.
joining
sired

the t\vo networks.
to determine

the

obtained by varying 0.
is found to bc

It

is de-

and minimum
values of r that can he
The AP-matrix of the section of line of length o

maximllm

Ae =

CJ0
0
0 ~-, e “

[)
‘llerefore,

(58)

the matrix of the whole system is

(59)
At this point one observes that the maximum and minimum values
of r must correspond, respectively, to the minimum and maximum
vaiues of the magnitude of the transmission coefficient T of the whole
network since no po\\-eris lost in the nct~~ork. ‘IYe value of A II, that is,
of l/T, is easily obtained from Eq. (59) as follo\m:

(60)
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The maximum and minimum values of the magnitude of T are evidently
given by
*

=

I + lr;llu’1
IT’IIT”I

1
1 – Ir;llrvl
l!qm= =
IT’IIT’”1

1 + Ir;llr:l

=

(61)

<(l

– lr~(i)(l – lr~lz)’
1 – Ir;llryl

<(1

– Ir;l’)(1

=

(62)

– Ir:l’)”

One has, then, for the minimum and maximum values of the magnitude
of the reflection coefficient,
Irlmin=

(63)

lrlm.= =

(64)

Finally, by means of Eq. (57), one obtains for the maximum and minimum values of the VSWR in the input line
(65)

rma== r’r”,
and
r!
~
r~~ =

for r’ > r“
(66)

,,

r
~

for r“ > r’

1

1“

IMAGE PARAMETERS
9.5. Image Impedance and Propagation Functions.—The
so-called
“image”
parameters of a network play a very important part in the
conventional design of filters. It is desirable, therefore, to review briefly
their definitions and to discuss some of them properties.
The image parameters of a two-terminal-pair network are the image
impedances
of the two pairs of terjunction.
minals and the propagation
The two image impedances Z,l and
z,,
Z,, may be defined as follows: with
reference to Fig. 9.9, Z,l is the imI;lG. !9.9.-Two-terminal-Pair
network terpedance which would be measured
minated in its image impedance.
between terminals 1 and 1’, if an

E

impedance
2,,

equal

to ZIZ ~vere connected

is the impedance

2’ if an impedance
The
network

propagation
when

impedances.

the
With

which
equal

to Z, ~ \vere connected

function
source

to terminals

\vould be measured

and

reference

specifies
load
to

Fig.

9+),

terminal

to terminals

the transmission
impedances

2 and 2’; conversely,

bet~veen

are

suppose

properties
equal

2 and

1 and 1’.
of the

to the

a voltage

image

source

is

placed in series with Z, 1. The ratio V,/ V2 may be expressed in terms
of the propagation function ~ as follows:
(67)

—.

Th~ factor ~Z,l/Z,,
represents the transformer action of the network
If the voltage
and becomes unity in the case of a symmetrical network.
smlrre is placed in series with Z~~,the voltage ratio becomes
(68)
of llcls.
(G7) and (08) follo~vs from the rec,iprocit,y
The rrmsistenry
tlworem. The propagation f’~lnclic,n is, in ~~l)P1’iLl, :1 cf~mplexquaut ity

y=

ff+j(5’.

The real part a is called the “ attenuation iunction,” and the imaginary
part ~ is called the “phase function. ”
The image parametem are related to the circuit constants ~, (R, C, D,
defined in Sec. 9.1, as follovx:

Two other quantities, namely, the open-circuit and short-circuit impedances of a network, arc often useful in the computation of the image
parameters. These are defined in the following manner. Let ZOCIancl
Z,,, be, respectively, the impedances measured between terminals 1 and
1‘ when terminals 2 and 2’ are open-circuited and short-circuited.
I,et
2..2 and Z,.z be the corresponding impedances measured between terminals 2 and 2’. It can be shown that the image parameters are given by
the follo~ving equations:
ZI, = d=,

(71)

2[2 ‘ V’ZZZ2,

(72)

28., _ ~anh_, z,.,
y = tanh–1
—1
d- 2..,
d- z 0.2

(73)

which may be written alternatively as

~=~ln

1 +

1 –

l/zd/zocl
4Z=

= ~ in 1 + <z.c*/zoc,
1 – 4z8c2/zoc,”

(74)

In the case of geometrically symmetrical networks, the image parameters can be expressed in terms of the open-circuit and short-circuit
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Special consideration must be given
impedances of half the network.
here to the meaning of open circuit and short circuit since the terminals
involved may be more than two. With reference to Fig. 9“10, Z~.J,is
determined by separating the two halves of the network at the geometric
plane
from

of symmetry
any

pair

and

of wires

then

which

short-circuiting
cross

the

terminals

resulting

each other on that plane, leaving all
the other terminals
disconnected.

rlq=cl=

Conversely, Z.ch is determined by
tying together all the terminals at
the geometric plane of symmetry
except the ones that were shortI’1,:.!).10.-f3i5erti0rlof a symnletriralnet- circuited befcre.
In terms of these
work.
impedances,
Bartlett’s
bisection
theorem, as extended by Brune,3 states that the image impedance
(obviously Z,, = Z,, = Z,) and the propagation function are given by
(75)

Equations (75) and (76) are extremely useful in connection with symmet rical networks because they save a considerable amount of labor in
the computation of the image parameters.
Moreover, as will be shown
later, they form the basis of a classical method of filter design.
Two networks connected in cascade as shown in Fig. 9.11 will now
be considered.
It is assumed that Z,z = Z,j.
The image impedances
for terminals 1 and 4 of the cascade connection are, respectively, Z,l and
Z,,, that is, the image impedances for the same terminals of the two netIn fact, if an impedance equal to Z,4 isworks, considered separately.
connected to terminals 4, the network 3-4 will load the network 1-2 with
an impedance equal to ZIS, which
z~,
by assumption is equal to Z,,.
r,m~p]
Consequently, the input impedance
measured at terminals 1 will be
equal to Z1l as required by the
FIG.9.11.—Two-terminal-pair
networks
connectedin cascade and terminatedin
definition
of image impedance.
Similarly, if an impedance equal to
“nag” ‘mr’edance’
Z,, is connected to terminals 1, the impedance measured at terminals 4
will be equal
tion

is then

to Z,4.

The

propagation

function

of the cascade

combina-

by definition

“w%]

‘Wn+ww]”

’77)

Both networks are separately terminated in the proper image impedances
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It follows that
(78)

‘,’’n[wa

‘,= ’n[%wl

and consequently,
(79)

~ = 712 + 734.

In other words, the propagation function of the two networks in cascade
is equal to the sum of the propagation functions of the t\vo net\vorks.
These results can be generalized for a cascade connection of any number
n of networks in which the image impedances are matched at every
junction.
The propagation function of the cascade connection will be
equal to the sum of the propagation functions of the individual networks, and the two image impedances will be equal to ZJ1 and Z[z..
9.6. Behavior of Image Parameters of Reactive Networks.—The
properties of the image parameters of nondissipative networks will now
be considered in more detail.
In such networks the impedances Zo.,,
Zo,z, 2,.1, Z,.1 become purely imaginary, and if X..,, X~,~, X,.,, X.,., are
the corresponding reactance, the expressions for the image parameters
become
211 = v’ –A70C1XS.1,

z,, =

4–XOC2X..2,
(80)

It follows that both image impedances are real and ~ is purely imaginary
when (Xs.z/Xo,Z) = (X.,1/Xo,J
< 0. The band of frequencies in which
this condition is satisfied is called the “pass band, ” since the attenuation
a is identically zero. Conversely, when (X.,*/Xo.1) = (X,.Z/Xo.*) > 0,
both image impedances become purely imaginary and -y becomes
(81)
where k is an integer. The band of frequencies in which a # O is called
the “attenuation band. ” The sign of the ratio X,cl/XoCl = X, C2/XOCz
must change, by definition, at each end of a pass band.
But, according
to Foster’s reactance theorem, the slope of any reactance function is
always positive.
It follows that one of the two reactance (X,. or Xo.)
must be either zero or infinite whenever the ratio X..l/X~.I = X,,2/XO.z
changes sign. This must be true, of course, for both pairs of terminals.
Conversely, a pole or a zero of either reactance marks the limit of a pass
band unless both re~ctances are critical, that is, both change sign at the
same frequency.
It follows also that the image impedances become
The attenuation a
either zero w- infinite at the ends of any pass band.
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becomes infinite when X.~/X~. = 1. However, the image impedances
are noncritical when a is infinite, unless both reactance are, independently, critical.
The propagation function has been shown to have very useful properties in connection with the design of filters. The actual transmission
characteristics of a filter, however, are represented correctly by the
propagation function only when the source and load impedances are
equal to the image impedances.
In practice, the source and load impedances are pure resistances and, consequently, do not properly terminate
Let R. and R. be the source and load
the filter at all frequencies.
resistances, respectively.
The power-loss ratio is given in terms of ~,
(B, C, D by Eq. (46) which is rewritten below.
P,

==

‘+WW=Y’”

[&z-

When the image parameters are introduced,
(70), this equation becomes

r=]’”}
(82)

by means of Eqs. (69) and

Po

m=l+mm-m12c0s@R
-~~]’sinhz~]

(83)

It will be noticed that the image impedances and the terminating resistances appear in this equation only as 211/R~ and Z112/R L. Therefore,
it is possible in all cases to normalize the image impedances with respect
to the corresponding terminating resistances.
This is equivalent to saYing that both terminations can be made equal to unity without loss of
generality.
Physically speaking, this is done by changing the impedance
level of the whole network and by using, if necessary, an ideal transformer.
It will be sufficient, therefore, from now on to consider only
networks terminated in l-ohm resistances.
Two groups of networks are particularly important; symmetrical
networks for whicli, according to Eqs. (19) and (69), Z~I = 212, and
networks with reciprocal image impedances for which, according to
Eqs. (20) and (69), Z,, = l/Zr2.
In the case of symmetrical networks
wit h 1-ohm terminations, Eq. (83) reduces to
go=1_lz1_~2
P.

4

[1

z,

sinhz y.

In the pass band, ~ is a pure imaginary jp, and ZI is real.
Eq. (84) becomes

(84)
Therefore,
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(85)
Z,isfinite over the whole pass band but becomes either zero or infinite
at the cutoff frequencies.
The function B must have a positive slope
In fact it
and must equal an integer times m at the cutoff frequencies.
can be shown that, in the case of a symmetrical network, Z8C cannot
vanish while Z~~ is finite, and Z., cannot become infinite while 28. k
finite. It follows that thepo\ver ratio oscillates bet\veen unity and the
1
12
The maxima occur approximately
‘a*ue 1+1
[1“-z
sinz b = 1, that is, when P is equal to an odd integer times r/2.

\vhen
At the

12
becomes infinite and sin P vanishes.
The
cutoff points,
“ – z,
limit of the product can be found by substituting in Eq. (85) the values
of Zf and sin @ expressed as functions of Z.. and 2,..
This limit is
always finite.
In the attenuation band, Z~ is imaginary and P is equal to an integer
times 7r. Thereforej Eq. (84) reduces to

()

%’=‘+i[’z’+minh’a

(86)

The limit of this expression at the cutoff, that is, \vhcn a approaches zero
1
and IZII + TZ7 approaches infinity, must be equal to the value obtained
I.,
The po~ver ratio is
when approaching the cutoff from the pass band.
never less than, and, for large values of a, is approximately equal to

9’ ‘A[’zJ’

(87)

+;,1’”’”

Theminimumva’u’of

[’zJ’+ld2is4

‘hercforc

“’cpo’verratio

is never smaller than
g

(a)

= :.
1 rnin

(88)

The common statement of this fact is that the insertion loss is never more
than 6 db below the attenuation function.
Networks of the second group have image impedances reciprocal to
each other. Let Z, = Z,, = 1/2,2.
Equation (83) is simplified to
P,

—=l+ZZ’–
P.

1

[1

1’
Z,

coshz -y.

(89)

T[r.!l

5W

TfIEOIil 1“ OF 311(:1{() 11”.1L-l<

[SE(. !).6

l“rl.7’lil{8v

In the pass band, 7 is imaginary and Z, is real, as in the previous case.
Therefore, this equation reduces to

g(o)

=l+;

[1

1’

“-z

(90)

COS2/3.

It can be sho\vn that, \vhen Z,, = l/Z12, Z., cannot vanish while Z., is
finite and Z,, cannot berome infinite \rhile Z,,. is finite. This situation
is exactly opposite to that encountered in the case of symmetrical net\\-orks. It follo\vs from Eq. (W) that, at the cutoff points, P must be
given by
(91)

~=~+~W

that is, COS13vanishes at both ends of the pass band
At these points
[Z, – l/Z,] becomes infinite but, as in the previous case, the limit of
.igain the po\vcr ratio oscillates
the product of thet\vofactorsis finite.
bet\reen unity and the value 1 ++[Z, – I/Z,], the maxima occurring
approximately \vhen Cosz L3= 1.
In the attenuation bancf, B is a constant equal to the value at the
‘1’herefore, Eq, (89)
cutoff given by Eq. (91), and Z~ is imaginary.
reduces to

N= 1+:[’z’
+IW’nh’a
Since this equation
required,

(92)

is identical to Eq. (86), no t’urthcr discussion

is

NORMALIZATION OF FILTER DESIGNS
The particular values of the components used in a final filter design
depend on the electrical specifications which include, among other
things, the desired values of the terminating impedances and the Ividth
of the pass band.
To avoid unnecessary duplication in cornput.ation, it
is desirable to “normalize” designs so that, by slight alterations, a single
basic design may be made to satisfy a variety of gi~renspecifications.
First, a procedure ~vill be developed by \~-hicha filter design appropriate for 1-ohm terminations may be adapted for use with any pair of
terminating impedances.
In principle, s[l(III a procedure is al\vays
applicable but may in certain instances lea(l to prart,ical problems requirFort unat ely, sLlch t:ws are the exception rather
ing sprci:d handling.
than the rule. Second, (wrtain frequency t rmlst’ormations that normalize tlle fretluenry depemlenre of most practical filters \vill be discussed.
The filst arltl simplest tl~~llsft}l[ll:~tioll re(lllcw the (Iesigu of all lo\v-pass
filter+ to the (lesign of prot)otypcs it itll rLLtolt”
frc(l(um(’ies of 1 racfian,’sec.
310re

(,omplcx

transform~tions

\\”ill then

be

introduced

\!-hich permit
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the design of a whole class of high-pass, bandpass, and band-elimination
The use of such transformations
filters from these low-pass prototypes.
reduces considerably the amount of algebraic manipulation and numerical
computation required to yield final data and eliminates the necessity
for redundant expositions in the remainder of the chapter.
It should be
realized, however, that the filters generated from a basic low-pass filter
by such transformations of variables do not always afford the most
Except for rather special
advantageous design for a given problem.
applications, however, such filters are quite satisfactory and are widely
used.
9.7. Impedance Normalization.-The
normalization with respect to
the terminating impedances does not present any difficulty when the
terminating impedances are equal. It is evident that the insertion loss
of a filter remains unchanged when all the impedances of the system, the

Cal+z’m[l
(a)
FIG. 9.12.— Impedance-level

(b)

transformations in a low-pass !ilter.

source and load impedances included, are multiplied by the same constant. Therefore, a filter designed to operate between l-ohm terminations can be modified to operate between R-ohm terminations by simply
multiplying all the inductances and the resistances by R and dividing
In the case in which the terminating impedall the capacitances by R.
ances are not equal, the basic design can still be used, but the impedance
level of one side of the filter must be changed.
In theory thk can be done
very easily by means of an ideal transformer, but in practice the behavior
of an ideal transformer can be only approximated.
In many practical
cases, however, the ideal transformer can be lumped with other elements
of the network.
In other words, the network can be modified so that
the proper change of impedance level is produced at the most convenient place between the input terminals and the out put terminals.
A similar procedure must be followed when the basic design requires
terminating impedances different from each other, whereas the specified
impedances are equal. By way of illustration, consider Figs. 9. 12a and
9.13a, which show the simplest basic designs for a low-pass filter and a
bandpass filter, respectively.
In the case of the low-pass filter, the basic
design can be modified to operate between equal terminations only by
means of a transformer (Fig. 9. 12b). Therefore, the original frequency
response cannot be reproduced exactly since all practical transformers
are frequency-sensitive.
The bandpass filter, on the contrary, can be
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transformed very easily as shown in Fig. 913b and c without any change
of frequency behavior.
Even in this case, however, the transformation
is possible only if the coupled coils are practically realizable, that is, if
LIL,
R,

> L&
R,

>L2

(93)

“

It turns out that this condition is satisfied whenever the band of the filter
is greater than 1 radian/see, that is, in all practical cases. For a further
discllssion of such changes of impedance level, the reader is referred to
standard texts on network theory.
It must be pointed out, however,
that there is no straightforward
procedure which leads in all cases
to the desired result, and that
the success of a network manipulation of this type depends to a
certain extent on the ingenuity of
the designer.
9.8. Pass-band Normalization.
.Normalization with respect to the
pass band and to the attenuation
band reduces most practical filters
to basic
low-pass
structures.
From the mathematical point of
view, such normalization consists
simply of a change of variable.
To study this question, consider
I’10. 9.13.—1mpedance.level transformations
first an arbitrary two-terminalin a bandpass filter.
~air network connected between
The insertion l~ss, L(u), of the network is proa source and a load.
portional to the logarithm of the magnitude of a real function of the
variable ju; thus
L(u) = 20 log,, lf(j~) 1.
(94)
But J( –ja) is the conjugate of f(ja) since the function (not the wduc of
the function) is real, It follo\vs that
L(u)

= 20 log,, If(ju)l

= 20 log,, Ij”(-jw)l

= L(–ti).

(95)

In words, the insertion loss is always an even function of the frefl~lency.
Consider no\v the change of variable
@ = ka~,

(96)

This substitution is ol)viollsly equivalent,
where k is a positive constant.
to a change of the frequency scale. The varial)]e ,lw’ enters in t,l~ef\lnc-
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always in the combinations Lkw’, CkW’, and Mka’, and
tion L(ku’)
in those combinations only.
Therefore, if u’ is considered as a real
frequency, the function L(ku’) is the insertion loss of a network obtained
from the original one by multiplying all self-inductances, mutual inductances, and capacitances by the constant k. In particular, given the design
of a low-pass or high-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is 1 radian/see,
the cutoff frequency can be altered to an arbitrary value tic by merely
dividing the values of all the reactive elements by tic.
Consider now another change of variable, namely,
~ = —k/’uf,

(97)

‘1’hissubstitution has the effect of interchanging the origin with the point
at infinity, and the positive axis ~vith the negative axis. For instance,

(a)

WI

(b)

“,1

FIG. 9. 14.—Insertion loss of a low-pass and a high-pass filter.

the insertion loss of a low-pass filter shown in Fig. 9. i4a is transformed
into the function shown in Fig, 9.14b, which is obviously the insertion loss
of a high-pass filter. When Q’ is a real frequency, the change of variable
of Eq. (97) transforms any inductive reactance aL into a capacitive
reactance — kL/w’ and any capacitive reactance —I/tic into an inductive
reactance ti’/kC.
Therefore, the function L( — k,luj shown in Fig. 9. 14b
is the insertion loss of a network obtained from the original one by
substituting for any inductance L a capacitance C’ = 1 /kL and for any
capacitance C an inductance L’ = l/kC.
The presence of any mutual inductance in the original network would
lead to difficulties, since there is no such thing as a mutual capacitance
A mutual inductance
which can be substituted for a mutual inductance.
M can produce an inductive mutual reactance COMbet\veen t\vo loops of a
network without requiring any electrical connection bet\\een the loops
(Fig. 915a).
In order to introduce a capacitive mutual reactance in the
same manner, it is necessary to use an ideal transformer as shown in
Fig. 9. 15b. The equivalent mutual capacitance of the coupling circuit
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of Fig. 9. 15b is equal to aG’. As in the case of impedance transformations,
the presence of an ideal transformer is very important from the construction point of view, but is immaterial as far as the theoretical work
involved in the process of normalization is concerned.
The transforrnation just described can be used to design a high-pass
filter from a low-pass filter. If the constant k is made equal to the
cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter, the high-pass filter will have the
same cutoff frequency.
Conversely, any high-pass filter can be reduced
to a low-pass filter by the reverse transformation.
By combining the
transformations defined by Eqs. (96) and (97), any high-pass or low-pass
Filter can be derived from a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
1 radian/see by uniform changes of
the elements, regardless of the com~“~

~a:~

pl~:~tlestuctre.
Finally, consider the change of
Ideal

(b)

(a)

Ii<?. 9

inductance and effective mutual capacitance.

15.-Mutual

@ =

kti:

w’ _
() &

~;
y?

(98)

This substitution transforms
where both m; and k are positive constants.
an even function of w into an even function of a’ w-hich has a geometric
symmetry with respect to the points Q’ = CJ{and J = —0(. In fact, the
points al and –ml are transformed into the two pairs of points

(99)

(loo)

The product of the points of each pair is
Oiu; = (@j) ‘,

(101)

\vhich reveals the geometric symmetry involved in the transformation.
The difference between the points of each pair is
(102)
It follo~rs that an insertion loss function L(u) such as the one shown in
Fig. 9.14a for a low-pass filter is transformed into the function of a;
sho\vn in Fig. 9.16, which is obviously that of a bandpass filter.
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The change of variable of Eq. (98) transforms any inductive reactance
into a reactance
(103)

This function is easily recognized as the reactance of the series-tuned
circuit of Fig. 9.17a, in which
1
1
L; = kLl,
(104)
c;

Similarly any capacitive
ceptance,

= L;(u;)’

susceptance

= kL, (w~)2”

wCZ is transformed

into a sus-

which may be recognized as the
susceptance of the parallel-tuned circuit of Fig. 9. 17b, in which

In order to represent the coupling
reactance
FIG. 9.16.—Insertion loss of a bandpass
filter.

resulting from a mutual inductance M, it is again necessary to use an
ideal transformer, as shown in Fig. 9.17c, in which
aL~ = kM,

CA =

l/LA(cd:)’.

(108)

By the use of Eq, (98), a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1
radian/see is transformed into a bandpass filter with a bandwidth w equal

FIG. 9.17.—Resonant elements.

to l/k.
Therefore, the design of a bandpass filter with mean frequency
u; can be obtained simply by substituting for any inductance LI a seriestuned circuit with elements
L; = L1/w’,

c;

= l/IJ; (@:)’;

(109)
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for any capacitance CZ, a parallel-tuned circuit with elements
c; = c*/w’,

L; = l/C’; (ti;)’;

(110)

and for any mutual inductance M, a circuit such as the one of Fig. 9. 17c
in -which
aL~ = .lI/w,
The converse, however, is not in general true. Only a bandpass filter
whose insertion loss has the proper
geometric symmetry about the mean
frequency can be reduced to a lowpass filter. The transformation of Eq.
(98) can also be applied to a high-paw

IL

filter

having

an insertion

loss such as

The
result would be, evidently, a bandelimination filter whose insertion-ratio
curve would look like the one shown
in Fig. 9.18. The mechanism of the
transformation
and the equations
l’1~, 9.18,—Insertion loss of a bandrelating the parameters are the same
rejection filter.
as in the case of the bandpass filter.
IJy combining the changes of variable of Eqs. (96) and (98), it-is possible
to obtain a band-elimination filter from a low-pass filter, .4s in the
previous case, the converse is not true.
the

one

plotted

in Fig.

9. 14b.

REACTIVE NETWORKS WITH SPECIFIED IMAGE PARAMETERS
9.9. Designs Based on Lattice Structures.—The symmetrical lattice
shown in Fig. 9.19 is, for two reasons, a very useful structure in filter
design. First of all, it is the most general symmetrical net\rork. In the
seconci
Dlace,
it lends itself to a simple
svnthesis
.
.
.,
procedllre based on prescribed image parameters.
z.
Ik)th properties
become evident when l)artlett’s
l)iserion theorem is applietl to the lattice structure.
The
“zb
/
open-circuit and short-circ(lit impedances 0[ h:llf the
0–-–0-’---- - --0
llet\wmk are simply
1:1<s. !).1!).- sy!l)-

/
T

t

z“,), = Z6,

Z,,h = z..

(112)

nletricd lattire.

,Since Z. and Zb can be any two physically realizable impedances, it is
evident that any symmetrical network can be reduced to a symmetrical
iattice.
lloreover,
the image impedance is specified by the product
~azt,, whereas the propagation function is specified by the ratio Za/z’b.
Jt follmvs that the two image parameters can be specified independently,
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and the two impedances Za and .?% can be found from them without
difficulty. In the case of nondissipative networks, Z= and zb are reactance and can be realized in Foster form, in either Cauer form, or in any
convenient combination of them.
The design problems for nondissipative filters will now be considered
in more detail.
It has been shown previously that Zo. and 2,, must have
opposite signs in the pass band and the same sign in the attenuation
band. The same is true for Z~.~ and z,ch since Eqs. (75) and (76) have
the same forms as Eqs. (71), (72), (73), and (74). It follows that either
Z. or zb (not both) must be critical at the cutoff frequency.
Moreover,
the poles and zeros of Z. and zb must
o
w
u~
u~
w
coincide in the attenuation
band,
,
,
i~~
whereas in the pass band the poles of
~ ‘
4
<w

“~
I
~
~
!
Za must coincide with the zeros of zb
and vice versa. A possible distribution
!
~
I
~
1
.
T *U
Y
T
of poles and zeros for a low-pass filter
‘b ~
I
pass~
A~.+,
is shown in Fig. 9.20.
‘band
band
According - to Foster’s reactance
FIO. 9.20.—Distributionof poles
and zerosin the impedancefunctions
theorem, a reactance is specified, except
of a low-passfilter.
for a constant multiplier, by the locations of its poles and zeros.
For instance,
Z. and zb can be written,
for

the case of Fig.

9.20,

as follo~vs:

(113)
Zb =

kb(W: – (N)(6); — @
“
j(d(u; – w’)

(114)

The image impedance is then

The ratio

-b

\vhich determines the propagation function is
(116)

It \villbe noticed that Z, depends on the cutoff frequency WIand on the
<z./zb
other critical frequency w but not on uC. On the COntrary,
depends on WIand U. but not on a,. This fact may be generalized in the
following manner. The image impedance depends on the critical
frequencies located in the attenuation band (cutoff frequency included)
and not on the critical frequencies located inside the pass band.
The
ratio -~,
on the other hand, depends on the critical frequencies
located in the pass band (cutoff frequency included) and not on those
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located in the attenuation band.
This makes even more evident the fact
that the image-impedance function and the propagation function can be
specified independently.
Equation (85) shows that the power ratio in the pass band is unity
when ZI is equal to unity (for l-ohm terminations).
Therefore, the
image-impedance function must be selected so that unity is approximated
over the pass band in the best possible way, The larger the number of
critical frequencies in the attenuation band, the closer the function may
be made to approximate unity.
Holrever, the number of elements
required in the filter also increases with the number of critical frequencies.
Consequently, in general, some compromise must be made bet\veen
performance and practicability.
The attenuation function a becomes infinite when -,
= 1,
Consequently, to obtain high off-band attenuation, the function ~.Za/Z,
must be selected so that unity is approximated in the best possible way,
The approximation may be improved by increasing the number of critical
frequencies in the pass band but only, as before, at the expense of increased
circuit complexity.
The procedure for determining the location of the
critical frequencies that yield the best approximation will not be discussed
here.’
The symmetrical lattice is very useful for the basic design of filters,
but is quite impractical as a final filter structure.
For instance, the
tolerances on the values of the elements are very strict, and the balanced
form of the structure leads to difficulties in grounding the net\vork. It
is therefore necessary, once the basic design has been made, to develop
the lattice into a more convenient structure-an
unbalanced ladder, for
example.
This operation depends to a large extent on the ingenuity
of the designer and, moreover, cannot always be performed since the
lattice isamore general structure than the ladder. The lattice develoPment will not be completely discussed here. Two basic steps, however,
are sufficiently important to deserve attention.
In the network of Fig. 921a, the open-circuit and short-circuit
impedances of half the net\\-orkarc
Z<,<h = z +
.z,c, =z+~a

Zt,

I

“

(117)

These impedances, on the other hand, form the arms of the lattice of
Fig. 9.21b. The net\vork of Fig, 921a is thus equivalent to the lattice
of Fig, 9.21b, ltfollo\wthat,
if the arms of alattice contain a common
series impedance, this impedance can be taken out of the lattice as sho~~n
in Fig, !)21a.
The dual oper:~tion
is SIIOI,II
in ligs,
!).2 t c and d.
The open-circuit
and short-circuit admittances of half the net\\-orkof Fig. 9.21c are
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1

(118)

Again, these admittances form the arms of the lattice of Fig. 9.21d, and
It follows that if the arms of a
the two networks are thus equivalent.
lattice contain a common parallel admittance, this admittance can be
taken out and placed in shunt to both pairs of terminals.
Both methods
of lattice development can be used in succession to take out common
poles and zeros of the t\vo impedances 2= and Z*,
Another method of developing a lattice is based on the fact that the
propagation function of a filter is entirely specified by the cutoff frequencies and by the locations of the infinite peaks of attenuation.
The
infinite peaks of attenuation can be divided among a number of lattices
These lattices, when placed in
all having the same image impedance.

=–*
(c)

(d)

FIG. 9.21.—Two equivalent lattice structures and their duals.

cascade, are equivalent to the original lattice since their combination has
The resulting lattices are then sepathe same propagation function.
rately developed into more convenient structures.
901O. Constant-k Filters.—The method of design based on constant-k
and m-derived structures was the first to be developed and because of its
simplicity is still widely used when the design requirements are not too
strict. For this reason, it will be discussed here in some detail.
These
designs will be treated as particular cases of the lattice structure.
Although the meaning of conventional expressions such as “ constant k‘’
will be partially lost by such an approach, other
and “m-derivation”
more important concepts will be made clearer than they would be if the
traditional derivations were follo\ved. The discussion will be limited
to low-pass filters designed to operate between l-ohm resistances. All
the other types of filters can be derived from these basic designs by means
of the transformations described in Sees. 9.7 and 98,
Consider the simplest possible type of filter, that is, one with no
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critical frequency other than that which separates the pass band from
the attenuation band.
There are two sets of reactance functions which
may be used for Z. and 2*. These functions are plotted in Fig. 9.22,
The two functions of each set have opposite signs from u = O to a = 1,
and the same sign from m = 1 to u = = . The cutoff frequency is,
therefore, 1 radian/see, and the filter is of the low-pass type.
The image
impedance and the ratio #Za/Zb

are, for the functions of Fig. 9“22a,

and, for the function of Fig. !3,22h,

d?=JLi%

>-’

z,=~b=

%’”mG

It is evident that the functions

a

b

Ft~. 922.-Behavior

of Z. and ZL for
simple filters.

“m)

corresponding to Fig. 922b are “the
reciprocals of the functions correTheresponding to Fig. 9.22a.
fore, it is not necessary to carry
further the design for the case of
The final network for
Fig. 922b.
this case w-iii be the dual of the
network resulting from the’ functions of Fig. 9.22a.
The product L,&~ is fixed by
making the image impedance equal
to unity at zero frequency.
The
ratio ~La/Lb specifies the location
of the peak of infinite attenuation,
since a = w for ~Za/Zb
= 1.
If a = ~ at u = z, it follows that
two
~,o = L, = 1.

(121)

This means that the functions Z. and Z* of Fig. 9.22a are tangent at
The resulting lattice is
infinity where their slope is equal to unity.

CL
w:---–––

9C
~:––(a)

FIO. 9.23.—Transformation

To
(b)

(c)

of lattice in Fig. 9.22a to an equivalent ladder stmcture.

shown in Fig, 923a.
This lattice can be developed following the method
described in Figs. 921 and 922.
First of all, the inductance is taken

CONSTA
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out; the remaining capacitances in the b-arms of the lattice are in parallel
and can be lumped together.
These steps are shown in Figs. 9.23fI and c.
The dual network resulting from the functions of Fig. 9“22b is shown in
Fig. 9.24. The propagation function for both filters is given by
l-t
~ .

z tanh–l

—~?
/1

The image

—
-

impedance

.

—

<lJ:

in

cd’

(,22,
1–

for the

.2,

‘U
<1
–

filter

of Fig.

&
923

is

(123)

*
C-lZ
FIG. 924.-Ladder equivalent
of
lattice
structure
shownin Fig, 9,22b.

md for the filter of Fig. 9.24 the image impedance
w,,

= -–

is

.L.

(124)

U1 – 6)’
It \villbe
Plots of these functions are sho\\min Figs. 9.25a and 9.25b.
noticed that the half sections obtained by bisecting the filters of Figs.
w

,
I

w

(b)
imag —

real
I

w2k

‘r
[a)

FIG. 9.25.—image

paran)cL.ra

for structures

shown

in Figs. 9.23 and 9.24.

It follows that the image parameters of the
9.23c and 9,24 arc identical.
nonsymmetrical filter sho\vn in Fig. 9.26, are
W,k = <1

– 0’,
1
W,k =
—
@
– .2’

(125)
(126)
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The power-loss ratio for the filter of Fig. 9“23c can be computed by
substituting Eqs. (122) and (123) in Eq. (84), after noting that
tanh2 ~
sinhz yh = 4’
“(

–4W’(1

2=

– u’).

(128)

1 – tanh2 $
)

Thus, after some algebraic manipulation,
P,
P.

one finds

=l+d.

(129)

The same expression is found for the filter of Fig. 9.24.
The power ratio for the half section of Fig. 926 is found by substituting Eqs. (125) and (127) in Eq. (89) and noting that
cosh2 ~~ =
2

1

=1–ti~.

(130)

1 – tanh2 #

The final expression reduces to
(131)
The filters

of Figs. 9.23c, 9.24, and 9.26 are usually referred to as
‘[ constant-k”

structures.

The

name

originates

from

of the
-1
series branch to the impedance of the shunt branch is
T1
o
0 a constant independent of frequency.
F1~. 926.-Half
9.11. m-derived Filters.—The physical meaning
section
of
strucof the well-known process of m-derivation becomes
tures shown in Figs.
923c and 9.24.
evident when the operation is performed on a
lattice structure such as the one of Fig. 927a.
The impedance Z. is
multiplied by a positive constant m, while the impedance zb is divided
The image impedance
by the same constant, as shown in Fig. 9“27b.
which depends on the product of the
a
.
two new impedances Z: = mZa and
Z: = Z,/m remains unchanged.
The
cutoff frequency also remains un- *X
on the
o ~’ -changed.
The ratio za/zb,
contrary, is multiplied by m2:
(b)
(a)
I:lc. !I!i.- Illustrationof rn-<derivation
(132)
z:/z:
= m’(z=/z*)
0{ :1lattice structure.
the

~

It follo\vs

that

frequency

in the

the ratio

fact

that

the

ratio

Z~/Z~ can Im macle

attenuation

band

k of the impedances

etlu:d

by properly

to unity

adjusting

at any
the value

desired
of w..

m-DERIV13D

SEC, 911]
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Inother words,sincea
= m forZ~/Z~ = l,apeak of infinite attenuation
can be produced at any desired frequency in the attenuation band.
Application
of this process of
m-derivation to the lattice of Fig.
9.23a leads to the lattice of Fig. 9.28a TC
T
which can be developed into the T-section of Fig. 9.28b. In this particular
-’-’
----0
0
(a)
(b)
case, m must be smaller than unity
~lG. 9.2 S.—TWO equiva]cnt
forms for
since Z= is larger than Z~. The functions Z: and Z; are plotted in Fig.
929. The peak of infinite attenuation
by the solution of the equation

m-deri\wtion of lattice

in

Fig,

9.23cz.

occurs at a frequency
u--=given
.“

(133)

1,
which yields
1
um=— 1 – m’”
r

(134)

The attenuation for o = ~ becomes
l+m
h-—
l–m”

m.(m) =2tanh–lm=

(135)

The propagation function -yi~ = a + j~ is plotted in Fig. 930.
The process of m-derivation may also be
applied to the filter of Fig. 9.24. The resulting net work shown in Fig. 9.31 is the dual
The image
of the network of Fig. 9.28b.
impedance of this filter is still given by Eq.
(124) and its propagation function is the

2n

‘hm
i-–_-___–_

Yr
l%
k

II 2 tanh-l m
16)=

w

Fm. 9.29.—Z’. and Z’~ for
the m-derived section shown in
F]g, 92S.

FIG. 9.30,—Propagation
function
of an m-derived section.

same as for the filter of Fig. 9. 28b.
for both types of m-derived filters,

The power-loss ratio turns out to be;
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F’.
=1+
T.
o

[%x.

9.11

~n?w6
(136)

1 – (1 – ?nz)w~”

It is interesting to note that the ratio
at the cutoff frequency (u = 1) is
still equal to 2 as for the original

m
F(~. 9.31.—Dual of network shown
in Fig. 928b developed
by m-derived
filter shown in Fig. 924.

filters

of Figs.

9.23c

ancl 9.24.

The process of m-derivation is,
traditionally
performed directly on
the T- and r-structures as sho\~n in Fig. 932a and b. The lattices of Fig.
927 can he developed into the T- and mstrlwt~lres of Fig. 932, provided
the following identitirations are made:
(137)

(138)
It is seen that in the nonsymmetrical filters shown in Fig. 933 and
obtained by bisecting the m-derived filters of Figs. 9.28b and 9.31, the
image impedances Wlk are still equal to the image impedances of the

a

FIG. 9.32. ––Tlditionalal

method

of per fornling

m-derivation

b
on a T- or ~-structure.

-i+
FIG. 9.33.—Two

derived

(a)
half sections

corresponding

(b)
to filters shown in Figs, 9.2Sb and 9.31.

original constant-k structures, and the propagation function -y~~,zis half
of the propagation function of the m-derived filters. The image impedances vtk% and WMm are

‘2’”=

1 – (J(1 – d)
<1

-.’

=

~?k[~

–

CO’(1– u’)],

(139)
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V’1 -.’
w,,.

=

w,,

(140)

1 – U’(1 – m’) = 1 – (1 – ~z)uz”

It follows that if two identical half sections are connected in cascade as
shown in Figs. 9.34a and b, the resulting symmetrical filters will have
image impedances equal to w2km and w Mm,respectively, and Propagation
functions equal to -Y~~as for the m-derived filters.

my
(a)
Wm. 9.34.-–Arrangements

at rn-derivwl

The two image impedances

hall sertioms with

(b)
improved

image

impedances

W,km and Wzk* are plotted in Fig. 935.

It is evident that these functions approximate unity better over the pass
band than do W,A and WW. The process of m-derivation and bisection
can be carried further by using the structllres of Fig. 9.34 as starting
points. The resulting structures can be again m-derived and bisected,
and so on. This procedure leads to filters
I
whose image impedances
approximate
unity to a better and better degree, over
w~*m I
the pass band, and whose propagation
functions have more and more peaks of
infinite att enuat ion.
It must be pointed out, however, that
the image impedance and the propagation
function cannot be specified independently.
(AJ
In practice, image impedances resulting
from more than one, or at most two,
m-derivations are used very seldom.
As
far as the propagation function is conI
cerned, the desired number of infinite
peaks of attenuation is obtained by casnf
l’1~. 9.35.—Inuzgeimpedances
cading m-derived sections having different
sections shown in Fig. 934.
values of w_. These sections have simple constant-k image impedances.
If m-derived impedance is desired
for the whole network, one section is bisected and the two half
sections are p]aced at the two ends of the network as shown in Fig.
936. The propagation function for this network is the sum of the
propagation constants of the individual sections.
The image impedance
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of the whole network is equal to Wzifi. The image impedances of the
individual sections at the four junctions are all equal to Wl~. If the
image impedance and the propagation function have to be specified
entirely independently, the lattice method of design must be used. This
is particularly true when the required image impedance is not a simple
function.
I

o
I
FIG. 9.36.—Cascade

I

I

I

of m-derived sections terminated in half sections.

9.12. Limitations on the Use of Image Parameters.—The
imageparameter method of design fails when the design specifications are so
strict that the effect of mismatched terminations cannot be neglected.
In order to estimate the order of magnitude of such effects, the power
ratio in the pass band must be considered.
This cluantity, given by
Eq. (85), depends on the product of (Z, – 1/2,)’
and sin2 P. The
quantity (21 – 1/2,)2 becomes infinite at the cutoff ~vhile sinz (3becomes
zero. It has already been pointed out that the limit of the product of
these two quantities is finite at the cutoff.
In other words, the large
value of (Z] — l/Z~) 2is balanced by the small value of sinz d. However,
if B changes so fast that sinz P becomes unity one or more times while
(Z, – 1/2,)2 is still large, sizable peaks of insertion loss will result.
For a given image-impedance function and a given pass band, the
tolerance on the loss depends primarily on the total change of B in the
pass band, assuming for the moment that the rate of change of ~ is fairly
constant.
In fact, the larger the number of frequencies at which sinz ,6
becomes equal to one, the closer one of these frequencies will be to a
The number n of these frequencies is equal to one plus
cutoff point.
the number of poles and zeros of <Z~/Z~ inside the pass band, (the
cutoff points and the points u = O and w = ~ excluded), since P becomes
equal to an integral multiple of T every time ~Za/Z6 vanishes or becomes
infinite. On the other hand, these poles and zeros are the parameters
controlling the behavior of a in the attenuation band.
For instance, the
number of infinite peaks of attenuation, that is, the number of roots
of the equation ~Za/Zb = 1 corresponding to real positive values of U,
can be at most equal to n. It follows that a large change of ~ is unavoidable when a has to be very large in the attenuation band.
When the behavior of the propagation function is considered in more
detail, it is found that the rate of change of B in the vicinity of a cutoff
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frequency is usually larger than its average value over the pass band.
Thk is particularly true ~vhen the attenuation rises steeply on the other
side of the cutoff.
This fact makes the situation even worse as far as the
tolerance in the pass band is concerned.
It may be concluded that, for a given image impedance, the tolerance
in the pass band limits the attenuation in the rejection band and vice
versa. In particular, there is an upper limit to the number of m-derived
sections with a specified image impedance that can be placed in cascade
if the loss in the pass band has to be kept within a specified tolerance.
This tolerance can be improved by a better choice of image impedance
but only at the expense of added complexity in the sections,
A special
case will be considered more quantitatively because of its practical
importance in the microwave field; it is a filter composed of n identical
sections in cascade. I.et Z, and P“ be, respectively, the image impedance
The po\ver ratio in the pass band
and the phase function of one section.
is, for n sections,
41)

(

42)
Then the ratio of this quantity for n wctions
quantity for one section is given by

to the corresponding

(143)
Plots of sn/c, for n = 3, 5, and 10 are sho\vn in Fig. 937,
Let the sections be, for instance, of the constant-k lolr-pass type,
The po\ver ratio for one section is given by Eq. (129),
‘~hc quantity
s! is then
~; = ~f,
(144)
‘llc phase function fl,, is gi~’m by Eq. (122)
60 = 2 tail-’ ~i-uuoj
Plots of E~/E~for n = 3, 10, and

z are sho]vn

sholvs the insertion

10SS, in decibels,

from these

that,

curves

the

(145)

= 2 sill-’ w.
in Fig.

938.

for n = 1, 10, and

pass-band

tolerance

m.

becomes

Figure

9.,39

It is evident
progressively

worse as n is increased.
The

analysis

been carried

out

of filters
for the

consisting
particular

of several
case

sections

of symmetrical

in cascade
sections,

has
The
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sin 7@0
l’lu, 9.37.—Pl0t of funchiou —.
sin fh

wFm. 9.3 f3.-Plot

of function

sinz(2n sin-l 0)
smz (2 sin-l w) “
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results, however, can be extended to the case of nonsymmetrical sections,
provided the image impedances for any two pairs of terminals which are
The case of nonsymmetrical sections,
joined together are identical.
however, is not sufficiently important to deserve a detailed analysis.
It is evident from the preceding discussion that, for a given image
impedante, band pass tolerances smaller than several decibels will be
dficult to obtain by the image-parameter method if high attenuation
in the stop band is required.
Such a tolerance is not objectionable in
many low-frequency filters in which the tolerance is usually determined
by the maximum allowable distortion of the signal, and very seldom by
loss considerations.
Unfortunately, the situation is otherwise in the case
of microwave filters. In the first place, no satisfactory microwave
amplifiers have been developed as yet, and consequently any reflection

10r
I

I
I

Envelope n=-

/

\
.::.S’O
o
0.5

0.6

F1o. 9.39, —In.wrtion

0.7

lws for a

0.8

0.9

1.0

of constant-k low-pass ~ections.

cascade

losses in the pass band of a receiver filter are equivalent to a decrease in
receiver sensitivity.
Secondly, in microwave systems, and particularly
spectrum
of
in radar systems, it is often necessary to limit the frequency
the high-po~rer
the

only

satisfactorily

transmitter.

high-power

It turns

oscillator

if the power

out that

available

reflected

at

the magnetron,

present,

does

by the load is too large.

which

not

is

operate

In general,

the power reflected must be less than ~ of the incident power, corresponding to a voltage standing-wave ratio of less than 1,5. Moreover, since
allowance must be made for small reflections in other components of the
transmitting system, it is desirable to use filters that, in the pass band,
produce a VS WR smaller than 1,2, or in other words, that reflect less
than about 1 per cent of the po\rer. This means that, neglecting the
effect of dissipation, the insertion loss should be less than 0.04 db in the
pass band. The problem is made even more complex by the effect of
incidental dissipation; the input VSWR or the input reflection coefficient,
rather than the insertion loss, must then be kept within a specified tolerance. S~lch handpass tolerances can be achieved with the image.
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parameter method only by using an image impedance that approximates
unity sufficiently well within the pass band.
Thus as the tolerance
becomes stricter, one is forced to use more and more complex sections to
In principle, such a
achieve the required image-impedance function.
procedure may always be carried out; but as the sections become more
involved, one encounters practical problems of manufacturability, particularly in the case of microwave filters, where mechanical design is
Even then it
complicated by the distributed nature of the components.
is apparent that the components have not been used in the most efficient
manner, since the design procedures based on the image-parameter
method do not lead to uniformly distributed tolerances in insertion loss
over the pass band.
Of course, one may attempt to achieve a more uniform tolerance by cut-and-try manipulation of the basic design, but such
Consequently, in the
a procedure is very tedious and often fruitless.
case of strict design requirements, when reflection losses can no longer
be neglected, a method for directly synthesizing a network having a
prescribed insertion loss becomes necessary.
Such a method is described
in the succeeding sections.
REACTIVE NETWORKS WITH SPECIFIED INSERTION LOSS
.4 design procedure’ which does not suffer from the drawbacks of the
image-parameter method has been developed for nondissipative networks
This method
by S. Darlington* of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
permits the determination of the elements of a reactive network from a
knowledge of its insertion loss for specified resistive terminations.
In
the following discussion each termination, that is, the load resistance and
source resistance, is assumed to be equal to 1 ohm. This assumption
does not limit the generality of the results since either termination can
be made independent!y equal to any desired value by means of appropriate changes of impedance level.
9.13. Physical Realizability of Insertion-loss Functions.—The
first
question to be considered is the physical realizability of the insertion-loss
function.
It is evident that not every function of frequency can be the
insertion loss of an actual network.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine what restrictions must be imposed on a function of frequency in
order to guarantee the existence of a network with such an insertion loss.
The following analysis is limited to linear passive networks consisting of
lumped elements only.
First will be considered the conditions of physical realizability for a
It can be shown that any impedance
two-terminal-impedance function.
(not necessarily reactive) must be a real function Z (jti) of the imaginary
* The followingdiscussionof Darlington’smethod,which divergessomewhatfrom
the originalpresentation,is due to E, A. Guillemin.
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variablej~, and that this function is the ratio of two finite polynomials.
A considerable amount of information about this function can be obtained
by studying its behavior over the whole complex plane instead of on the
imaginary axis only. Therefore, let pbeacornple
xvariable,
p=u+ju.

(146)

‘l’he function Z(p), which coincides \vith the physical impedance for
u = O,isareal function of thecomplex variablep.
Since Z(p) is the ratio
of two tinite polynomials, it is a rational mesomorphic function.
By making use of the fact that the network is passive, it can be shown
that Z(p) must be a positive real function (p.r. ); that is, it must satisfy
the condition
Re [Z(p)]

for u ~ O.

20,

(147)

Several properties of Z(p) can be derived from this condition.
l’he most
important of these properties is that Z(p) has no poles or zeros in the
right half of the complex plane. In other words, the roots of the two
polynomials of which Z(p) is the ratio have nonpositive real parts.
Brune~ showed that the p.r. condition is sufficient as well as necessary.
hi other words, any rational mesomorphic function which satisfies Condition (147) is necessarily the impedance of a physical network.
Brune
proved this theorem by developing a method of determining the elements
Darof a two-terminal-pair net\vm-k ha~’ing the prescribed impedance.
lington~ gave a different proof of this theorem and, at the same time,
showed that any dissipative impedance can be realized by means of a
nondissipative t~vo-terminal-pair network terminated in a pure resistance.
This second theorem forms the basis of the new direct method of filter
design, by permitting the determination of a nondissipative filter having
any given input impedance when a pure resistance is connected to tbe
output terminals,
This output resistance can always be made equal to
1 ohm by means of an ideal transformer.
The input impedance, however, is not a convenient function to specify
in the case of a filter. It is necessary, therefore, to develop a method of
obtaining the input impedance from the insertion loss and, at the same
time, to derive the conditions of physical realizability for the insertion
loss from the conditions t}lat must be satisfied by the input impedance.
This problem has to be solved before the synthesis procedure can be
discussed.
In the network of Fig. 9.-!0, the voltage reflection coefficient TC(p) at
the input terminals is given by the well-known expression
r(pj

.

z(p)
—
z(p)

– 11
+-1’

(148)
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where Z(p) is the input impedance of the nondissipati ve net work terminated in a l-ohm resistance.
The right half of the Z-plane becomes,
in the I’-plane, according to Eq. (148), the region inside a circle of unit
radius centered at the origin. In other words, the absolute value of
The
17(p) is smaller than unity when the real part of Z(p) is positive.
imaginary axis of the Z-plane transforms into the circle of unit radius in
the I’-plane.
Consequently,
Ir(p)l

Since Z(p)

S

for Re [Z(p)] ~ O.

1

(149)

is a positive real function, this inequality becomes

a

‘(’)”1
‘or
(”

Conversely, if the absolute value of
r(p) m smaller than or equal to one,
the real part of Z(p) must be positive
or zero. It follows that if Eq. (150)
kl~. 940.-Two-terminal-pair network is satisfied by an arbitrary function
withinputimpedanceZ.
r(p), the corresponding function Z(p)
is necessarily positive real. Of course, r(p) must be a rational mesomorphic function in order that Z(p) may be the impedance of a lumpedelement network.
It can be shown that if a function of a complex variable is regular in
a region S, its absolute value at any point of S is smaller than or equal to
the maximum absolute value over the boundary of S. This theorem
can be applied to the function I’(p) which must be regular for u z O.
Let S be the entire right half of the p-plane.
Then, if the absolute value
of I’(p) is smaller than or equal to one over the boundary of S, that is, if
]1’(jcl))l s 1,

(151)

then
Ir(p)l S 1,

for u ~ 0.

(152)

TO summarize, if I’(p) is a rational mesomorphic function which is regular
in the right half of the p-plane and satisfies Eq. (151), then the function
Z(p) defined by Eq. (148) is positive real and consequently is a physically
realizable impedance.
The fact that Eq. (151) has to be satisfied is physically obvious, since
the fraction of the incident power which is reflected at the input to the
network at real frequencies, II’(j~) 12,cannot be larger than 1. Equation
(151), however, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition, since r(p)
must also be regular in the right half of the plane.
The power-loss ratio is defined as the ratio of the power available
from the source to the power delivered to the load.
Since the twoterminal-pair network of Fig, 9.40 is nondissipative, the power reaching
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the load is the difference between the power incident from the source and
the power reflected.
It follows that the power-loss ratio is
Po

1

=

I – Ir(ja)]’

FL

> 1.
–

(153)

The insertion loss for equal terminations is simply
P,,
L = 10 10g’O FL

Since r(j~) is a real function of ju, the square of its magnitlde
an even real fllnctlion oi CO,
that is, a real function of w*:
Ip’(ju)lz

= r(jm) . r(–jti).

(154)
m~lst be
(155)

Moreover, l’(p) is a rational merommphic furwtion of p, and must, satisfy
Eq. (151).
It follo\\rsthat 11’(ju) 1’ must I)e of the form
(156)
The polynomials M(w’) and N(u’) must be real and nonnegative for ali
real, nonnegative values of Wz. In terms of these quantities, the pmver10SSratio becomes simply
Po _ N(u’)
~.

–

+ M(d)

N(w’)

.1+*.

(157)

It will be shown later that N(ur) must be the square of either an even
or an odd polynomial in u. This condition, however, can be satisfied
without imposing any further restriction on the function representing the
power-loss ratio. In fact, it is sufficient to multiply both the numerator
and the denominator of Eq. (157) by all the root factors of N(w2) that
have odd multiplicity.
It follows that no loss of generality results from
re\vritingEqs. (156) and (157) as follows:
P,

i=–

_ P(c02) + Q’(cJ)

Q’(a)

=l+p&j

(158)

and
(159)

The even polynomials P(c02) and Qz(~) must be real and nonnegative for
all real values of co.
9.14. Determination of Input Impedance from a Prescribed Insertion
Loss. -It remains to be shown that for any function of the type represented in Eq. (159) it is possible to find a function r(p) which is regular
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In other words, it must be shown that
in the right half of the p-plane.
the conditions imposed on II’(jm) 12are sufficient, as well as necessary, for
This proof will consist of giving a method for
the determination of I’(p).
obtaining from II’(ju) 12a function r(p) which is regular in the right half
of the p-plane. b Let
r(p)

?(1 +

2)1

(160)

. —
7L.2+ 02’

where u,, LL2 are even functions of p, that is, polynomials with even powers
that is, polynomials
with odd powers of
~)fp, and o,, U2are odd functions,
p.

It follo\m from I’;q. (159) that

By substituting – p2 for a’ in P(u’)
tions are obtained
I’(-p’)

P(–p’)

and Q’(u), the following two equa-

= (U1 + U1)(ZL1
– u,),

+ Q’(–jp)

(162)
(163)

= (U, + m)(u, – 02).

It should be noticed that, for p = ju, (u 1 – u,) and (u’ – vZ) are conjugates of (u I + u,) and (u’ + UJ, respectively.
First, the function u’ + v’ will be determined.
The polynomial of
Eq, (163) can be expanded in a product of root factors as f ollows:
P(–pz)

+ Q2(–jP)

= k(P2 – p~)(p’ – p;)

‘ “ “ (p’ – p:),

(164)

where k is a real constant and P:, P;, p; are the roots of the polynomial in
the variable pz. The roots p; can be either real or complex.
If they are
complex, they must be present in conjugate pairs P? alld (P;)*, since the
coefficients of the polynomial are real. Any pair of conjugate roots
results in two root factors which can be expanded as follows:
[P2 – P!][P2 –

(A)’]

= [(P – P.)(P

–

P:)][(P

+ P,)(P

+ P:)].

(165)

The location in the complex plane of the four p-roots resulting from the
pair of conjugate p’-roots is shown in Fig. 941.
(In the imaginary axis,
that is, for p = ju, the product (p – p,) (p – p;) is the conjugate of
In fact, these products can be developed
the product (p + p,) (p + p;).
as follows:
(P – P.)(P

–

(p + P“)(P

+ P?)

P:)

= [–0” +~(~
– @“)l[–0” +~(~
= [u; — (a? — w;)] — j2&la,,

+ @r)]

(166)

and
= [a” + j(~

+ ~“)l[a” + ~(~ – @“)]

= [.; – (d

– d)]

+ j2w,.

(167)
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Therefore, theright-hand side of Eq. (165) can besplit into twoparts, as
indicated by the square brackets, which are conjugate on the imaginary
axis. The product of these two parts is thus real and positive for p = ju.
Any doubie real p’-root is a degenerate case of a pair of conjugate roots
to which Eqs. (166) and (167) are applicable.
It follows that the corresponding root factor
-P;

[P2 – P:]’ = [(P – P“)(P +

(168)

p“)]’

is nonnegative for p = ju.
Any negative real root, p; = (ja,) z, must
be of even multiplicity.
In fact, if the root
were simple, the factor [ —U2 + ~~] would be
negative for u’ > u; and positive for d < m;
that
and thus violate
the assumption
P(tiz) + Q’(o) is nonnegative for nonnegative
values of tiz.
Any nonnegative real root p; = a; of odd
factor (P2 – u?) which is negative or zero for p

“p’
m

●PV*

-Pv

T
~w. ~41.-A wa~mdet
conjugateroots.

of

multiplicityy results in a
= jti. Since

P(u2) + Q’(a)
is nonnegative by assumption, the total number of nonnegative real roots
of odd multiplicityy must be even; otherwise the constant k of Eq. (164)
must be negative.
Since (p’ – a;) is negative, it is obviously impossible
to express it as the product of two conjugate root factors.
However,
a minus sign with all such roots provided a
it is possible to associate
minus sign is also associated with k when the number of such roots is odd.
Any such factor can then be expanded into a product of two factors which
are conjugate for p = jo
–(p’

– u;) = [–(p

–

U“)l[p + u“].

(169)

This product is, of course, real and nonnegative for p = ju.
It can be concluded that Eq. (164) can be written as the product of two
groups of factors that are conjugate on the imaginary axis of the p-plane.
Because of this property, the two groups can be identified with the two
polynomials (u’ + w) and_ (u’ – u).
Each polynomial contains, as a
if k is negative.
multiplier, the constant <k if k is positive, or ~k
The
two conjugate factors resulting from any pair of conjugate p: roots
(double real roots included) or from any single nonnegative real root can
be placed arbitrarily in either polynomial.
However, all the zeros of
the polynomial (uz + vZ) must be in the left half plane since the function
I’(p) must be regular in the right half plane and on the imaginary axis.
Therefore, all the factors (p + p.) in which the real part of ( + p,) is
negative must be placed in the polynomial (uZ + vZ), and all the other
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factors, in which the real part of (~ p,) is positive, are placed in the
polynomial (uz – v,). The real part of the p. can never be zero; that
is, there cannot be any negative real root p; = — & for then
p (f-o’) + Q’(u)
would vanish and r (ju)l 2 would become infinite for u = co,, contrary to
the assumption made at the beginning of this discussion.
Equations (165), (168), and (169) ensure that the separation of the
Therefore, the polynomial (UZ+ UZ)
two polynomials can be performed.
in the variable p can be determined in all cases from the polynomial
P(u2) + Q2(w) by following the procedure outlined above.
This procedure does not present any difficulty once the p; roots of
P(–p’)

+ Q’(–jp)

are known. The polynomial (u, + v,) can be determined in the same
In this case, however, the zeros of
manner from the function P (uz).
(u, + ~,) can be anywhere in the p-plane.
It follows that the polynomials (u 1 + vI) and (uZ + w) can be separated in more than one way,
In most practical cases, however,
and, therefore, the result is not unique.
all the zeros of P(u2) occur for real nonnegative values of u*, that is, the
real part of all p,-roots is zero, and, therefore, the polynomial (UI + VJ is
unique.
9.16. Specification of a Network with a Prescribed Input Impedante.-It
may be concluded that a physically realizable function r(p)
can be obtained in all cases from a power-loss function Po/PL which
It follows that these
satisfies the necessary conditions discussed before.
conditions are sufficient as well as necessary.
The requirement on the
regularity of I’(p) is automatically satisfied when the polynomial
(’U2+ v’)
is properly determined.
The input impedance of the nondissipative
network of Fig. 9.40 can be found readily from r(p) by means of the
equation

_ (U2+02)+ (U1+ d _ (u,+ u’)+ (01
+Ih), (170)
—
(u,+ @ – (u,+ v,)- (u,– u,)+ (02
– Vl)
For convenience, let
ml=uz+ul

nl=vz+vl

mz=u2—ul

nz = Vz — VI

(171)
(172)

so that Z(p) can be written as
z(p)

ml + nl
m2 + n2

= —.

(173)
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At thh juncture, further development depends on whether Q(w) is even
or odd. If it is assumed for the moment that Q (CO)= Q ( —pz) is an even
function, the input impedance can be expressed in terms of the opencircuit and short-circuit impedances of the nondissipative network as

z(p)

Z.c, + 1

= ZOcl ~~

?nI + ‘nI

=

~2

+

~2 =

ml%+’
;2

~2

“

(174)

--+1
This equation leads to the identifications
?Lz +

zocl=~=—

?/1

(175)

V2— V1’

z,.,

= $

=*;

(176)

z..,

= ~

= -.

(177)

The three open-circuit impedances 211, Z12, ZZ2and the three short-circuit
admittances Yll, YIZ, YZZ can be obtained without difficulty from Em.
(175), (176), and (177). Thus,
zP:=Zn = 4

Yll = ;

U2 + UI

U2 — U1

222=:=—,

V* —VI’
m,mz – n,n,

n2
U2
— U1,
. —

V2+ VI

(178)

V2 — VI
_

—

V(ZL;

– u;)

–

V2— VI
y,z=~=~,

(v; – v?) = Q(–P2);

~1791

V2— VI
(180)

It remains to be shown that the impedances and admittances defined
above are separately physically realizable, and that they collectively
satisfy the conditions of physical realizability for a two-terminal-pair
reactive network.
It can be shown by means of function theory that the
ratio of the even part of either polynomial forming Z(p) to the odd part
This
of either polynomial behaves exactly like a reactance function.
property results from the fact that Z(p) is a positive real function.
It
follows that all the driving-point impedances and admittances defined
by Eqs. (175) to (181), inclusive, are physically realizable.
The poles
of the transfer impedance ZIZ and of the transfer admittance Ylz coincide
with poles of Zll and ZZZand with the poles of Yll and Y22, respectively.
This property together with the fact that both numerators are even
polynomials guarantees the physical realizabilityy of Zlt and Y12. It
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can be shown also that the residues kll, kn, k,, of Zll, ZE2,Zlzfor any one
of their common poles satisfy identically the equation
k,,k~~ –

(182)

k:z = O.

This equation guarantees the physical realizability of the two-terminalpair reactive network defined by .ZII, Z~~, and ZIZ. The same equation is
satisfied by the residues of YI1, Y22, and Y12.
It was pointed out, in connection with EqF(157), that the polynomial
N(02) had to be the square of either an even or an odd polynomial Q(u).
Equations (179) and (181) justify this requirement since -)
appears
N“o\vZ,, and YI* have beer, shown to
in the numerators of Zlz and Yu.
be physically realizable if Q(u) is an even polynomial, but this is not true
if Q(w) is an odd polynomial.
In fact, the ratio of two odd polynomials
is an even function and, therefore, cannot be physically realized as a
transfer impedance or a transfer admittance.
When Q(Q) is equal to
Q( –~P), an odd function, Eq. (174) maybe manipulated in an alternative
fashion to obtain

z(p)

z,,.

+

—
= Zocl ZOC2+

1 — ml + nl
n%+’
1 – ~2 + ~, = _—

.

(183)

m’~-+1

‘1’he f o]lowing identifications can be made:
(184)
(185)
(186)
Equations (178) to (181), inclusive, are then replaced by
(187)
(188)

Y22=~=—
_ ~

_ ~nln,

..—

-

rrr,m, _

ti-Q’(-jP)

v?

+

VI

u,

+

u,’

_ jQ(–jP).

(189)
(190)

The numerators of Z,z and Y,, are odd functions of p. It should be noted
that the imaginary unit results from the fact that Q( –jp) is an even function of p multiplied by –.jp.
The denominators of Z12 and YIZ are even
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functions of p. It follows that ZIZ and YIZ are odd functions of p, and
It can be shown that also in this
are, therefore, physically realizable.
case the residues of Zll, Z22, and Z12 at any common pole satisfy Eq.
(182). The same is true for the residues of Y,,, Y,,, and Y,,.
It follows
that the nondissipative network defined by Eqs. (187) to (190) is physically realizable.
9s16. Summary of the Method of Designing Reactive Networks with
Specified Insertion Loss.—The major steps in the design of a reactive
network with specified insertion loss are summarized below for the
convenience of the reader.
1. The input impedance Z(p) must be a rational mesomorphic function which is positive real.
2. In order to satisfy Condition (1), the reflection coefficient r(p)
must be a rational mesomorphic function, regular in the right half
plane and satisfying the inequality
Ir(pll

for o > o.

S I

(191)

3. Condition (2) can al\vays be satisfied if
P,

(192)

= 1 + M*;l

F.

where the polynomials
of w.
4, If

M and Ar are nonnegative

for real values

AT(u2) = Q’(u),

(193)

then by ~vriting
r(p)

‘u, +

?JI

U’2

V2’

. —

+

(194)

where Ul, UZ are even and cl, v~ are odd functions
of p, it is possible
to determine (uI + v,) and (uZ + u2) from the roots of the polynomials P(u2) + Q2(u) and P(u2), respectively.
5. Finally, from uI, v,, Uzj UZit is al~vays possible to determine at
least one set of open-circuit impedances (or short-circuit admittances) specifying a two-terminal-pair reactive network having
Succeeding
sections
will
the prescribed power-loss ratio P,/P~.
discuss

the

appropriate

and the synthesis
fied above.
synthesis

These

steps

Selection

the polynomials

of the

will complete

power-loss-ratio
reactive
the solution

function

network

speci-

of the original

problem.
SELECTION

$17.

selection

of the two-terminal-pair

OF POWER-LOSS

of Polynomials
P(a’)

P(u’)

and

RATIOS
Q’(u) .—The

selection

of

and Q2(u) depends on the purpose for which the
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filter is designed.
Moreover, practical considerations concerning the
physical structure of the filter may place further requirements on the two
polynomials.
Microwave filters are designed, at present, to provide
frequency discrimination
without regard to transient response. It
follows that the ratio Z’L)PO must approximate unity in the pass band and
zero in the attenuation band.
Physical intuition tells one that the best
function for this purpose is that for which all the minima in the pass band
are equal and all the maxima in the attenuation band are equal.
Moreover, it seems evident that there should be as many frequencies of zero
loss (PL/Po = 1) and infinite loss (PL/F’o = O) as the degrees of the
polynomials used permit.
Since the zeros of P(w’) are evidently frequencies of zero loss and the zeros of Q2(u) are frequencies of infinite loss,
it follows immediately that all the tiz roots of P(u’) and Q2(C.J)should be
real and nonnegative.
Fortunately it turns out, as will be shown later,
that this condition guarantees that the network \vill be physically
realizable in the convenient form of a ladder structure.
The numbers of
zeros of P(ti2) and Q*(u), that is, the degrees of the polynomials, can be
specified independently.
Therefore, it seems logical to consider first
the case of Qz(u) = 1. The case of P(u2) = 1 can be treated in a similar
manner.
If Q*(o) = 1, the loss can be infinite only for m = m, when
on the
P(~2) becomes infinite. .N1 the zeros of the polynomial P(u’),
other hand, must be in the pass band and must be separated by equal
maxima.
These requirements can be met hy using Tchebysheff polynomials of the first kind, properly modified for this purpose.
9018. Tchebysheff Pass-band Behavior. -Consider
the function
—.
Z’.(o) = cos (n COS-l
U) = Re [(a +ji v’1 – u’)”].
(195)
This function oscillates het\veen – 1 and 1 as ~ is increased from – 1 to 1.
At the two ends of this band,
2’.(1)
T,,(–l)

= 1,
=

[

–[

for n od(l.
for n e\ren. )

(196)

The n zeros of Tn(u) occur for Iul < 1. When lu~ > 1, cos-’ u is inlaginary, and the magnitude of T.(u) becomes larger than unity and, in fact,
approaches infinity as the nth po\ver of a.
The right-hand side of Eq. (195) can be expanded in the form of a
polynomial for integral values of n. The recurrence formula
2’,,+1 = 2WT,, – z’n_,

(197)

provides an alternate method of obtaining the same polynomials.
Table
93 gives these polynomials for values of n from 1 to 8. The polynomials
Z’s(u) and !i’’~(u) are plotted in Fig. 9.42.
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TABLE9.3,—TCHEBYSHEFF
POLYNOMIALS
T,(@) =kl,
T,(W) = %2 – 1.
Z’,(W)= 4(J – 3(J,
7’,(0) = %4 – sw~+ 1.
T,(w) s 16U5– 20U3+ 5U.
T,(w) = 32u’ – 4Sw~+ 18~Z– 1.
T,(m) = 64wT– l12ti’ + 56(J – 7L0,
T,(IJ) = 128wS– 256u6+ 1600’ – 32u2+ 1.
The T*(u) functions, when squared and multiplied by an arbitrary
positive constant hz, provide polynomials suitable for use as P(d) in the
+5

—8 W4-8U2+1
\

+4

I

+3

/

+2

II

+1

-10

-1.4

-06
\

-2
—4

iL13-3al
-3
-4

/

-5

/

FIG. 9.42,—Plots of the functions T,(u)

and

T,(w).

case of low-pass filters, In fact, hz2’~(m) is an even polynomial whose
value oscillates between zero and hz in the band – 1 < u < 1. All the
d roots are real and positive since they coincide with the n roots
l“.(w) = o.

The power-loss ratio
coefficient

are then

and

the

square

of the

magnitude

of the

reflection
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(198)

= 1 + h’T;(u),

(199)
‘l’he functions ~ and ~ are plotted in Fig. 9.43.
power-loss ratio PO/PL in the pass band is

The tolerance of the

~2 = h’.

(200)

For small values of h’, the maximum insertion loss in the pass band is
approximately

(201)

L mm = 4.23h2.

For large values of a, the power ratio approaches the asymptotic
Po
F.
[1

~

= g

(g@) 2“.

value
(202)

It follows that the ratio of this
asymptotic value to the tolerance
in the pass band is independent of
h’ since
1

P,

~~L=
[1

= j (z@) ’n.

(203)

Thus, the tolerance in the pass
band can be improved only at the
expense of the loss in the attenuation band, or vice versa. The
integer n may be considered as an
over-all figure of merit of the
filter. It can be shown that no
polynomial P(uz) of 2n degree in
u can lead to a ratio

0.4

08

1 P,
;2 Em
[1

1.2

(u

1 lG. 9.43.—Plots of the functions TJa(w) and
T,@).

larger than ~(2u) 2“.
Once P (uz) is chosen, its zeros

must be found together with the zeros of the polynomial 1 + ‘l’(uz), as
Fortunately, Eq. (195), which defines
required by Eqs. (162) and (163).
the function T.(w), permits a direct determination of these zeros. The
double zeros of hz!f’~(w) occur for
n COS–lo =

;+rn.
() ,.

(m=o,

1,2,

. . .. l).);

(204)
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that is, for
~=

(205)
“p=

cos(~+~”)”

The zeros of 1 + hW~(co) occur for
(206)

cos (n cos–l U) = *j ~;
that is, for

~’os-’w=t+mm)-’sinh-’(+~)
‘m=
OJ’2J
““”n-’);
(207)

or

a=cOs[(fi+++’inh‘m’)
-l(+N

9.19. Tchebysheff Behavior in the Attenuation Band.-The
case of
F’(d) = 1 can be treated in the same manner, and leads to Tchebysheff
The polynomial M1’n(u) can be
behavior in the attenuation band.
identified with Q(u) so that the power ratio becomes
(209)
The corresponding expression for the square of the magnitude
reflection coefficient is

of the

(210)
The function h2Z’~(u) is small for [u[ <1 and large for IuI >1 so that the
The filter having
ratio PO/PL approximates unity at high frequencies.
such a power-loss ratio is, therefore, of the high-pass type.
The zeros
of ~.(u) yield peaks of infinite loss; Po/PL on the other hand approaches
unity at high frequencies when h2T~(0) approaches infinity.
The
minima of Po/PL for [ul < 1 are all equal to the value of the ratio for
~=1.
1

1

P,

[1FL

=1+~=1+~’

..1

(211)

A low-pass filter maybe derived from the high-pass filter by following the
procedure discussed in Sec. 9.8, or by substituting – l/u’ for w in Eq.
(209) to obtain
P,
P7

=1+

1
Q’

–$
()

1

=1.+
h2T;

_ ~1“
() w

(212)
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Consider now the case in which both P (u’) and Q’(w) cliffer from unity,
that is, the case in which there are several frequencies of infinite loss as
The desired type of
well as several frequencies of perfect transmission.
behavior for the insertion loss is shown in Fig. 9.44. Consider the
function

which satisfies the conditions of physical realizability for arbitrary
positive real values of the U1; it can be shown that this function has the
desired Tchebysheff behavior in the attenuation band as well as in the
pass band if the u%are chosen as follows:
(214)
The function
where k is a positive real constant smaller than unity.
m(u) is the Jacobean elliptic function’ of modulus k defined by the two
equations
372(u) = sin f$,
(215)
(216)
The constant K is the complete elliptic integral of modulus k defined by
(217)
The insertion loss corresponding to the function defined by Eq. (213) is
sketched for n = 2 in Fig. 9.44a.
The maxima in the pass band (u < ] )
are equal to the value of the function for w = ~,

~; = F’(k) = F(O) = hz[~ws

“ “ “ ~zm-11’.

The minima in the attenuation band are all
1

equal

(218)

to

h4

(219)

~=>~
0

EP

since

;

F(U2)

.

--!!-.

F(w-’)

(2X))

It follows from Eqs. (218) and (219) that the product e~e~is fixed by the
value of n, that is, by the degree of P(w2) and Q2(u). Thus,
E:e; = [@,@, . . . U,*-,]’.

(221)
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The value of k determines the width of the transition region between pass
band and attenuation band.
The width of this region is
l–k
‘“=%-d=

(222)

d“

When k apEvidently, a large value of k results in a sharp cutoff.
proaches unity, however, CO,approaches k, and consequently the product
E~E~
also approaches unity.
Since this product is a measure of the tolerance in both bands, it can be concluded that, for a given n, the rate of
cutoff cannot be increased indefinitely except at the expense of increased
tolerances.
In addition to this theoretical limitation on the choice of k,
there are certain practical limitations.
First, the incidental dissipation
is particularly effective in reducing the peaks of attenuation when such
peaks are close to cutoff.
In the second place, the adjustment of the
filter elements is very critical when k is large. These factors should be
taken into consideration in any practical design.
The function F’(u2) whose corresponding insertion-loss function is
sketched in Fig. 9.44a is the square of an even function of o. On the
other hand, the function F’(OJ2) that corresponds to the insertion-loss
function sketched in Fig, 9.44b is the square of an odd function of u. Let,
then,

This function is seen to satisfy the conditions of physical realizability.
Tchebysheff behavior can be obtained by choosing the tit as follows:
u~=ksn2—

UK

(224)

2n+l”

Figure 9 .44b is a sketch of the insertion loss corresponding to F’ (uz) for
n=2.
The maximum values of F’(~’) for IuI < 1 are all equal to F’(k) and
are given by
2 = ~J(k) ==h%[u1@3@5 . “ “ @z”-lI’,
EP

(225)

since
d – k’ =
1 – W’J

(2n

k,sn,

[

1 – v)K
2n+l
1“
+

The minimum values of F’(u2) for )u[ > 1 are all equal to F’(l/k)
given by the expression
1
p=
a

F!;

and are

h2

.F~).
()

(226)

k[ulq

. . . co’~-,]’”

(227)
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Thus,
(228)

Since the considerations on the value of k made in connection with F(u’)
apply also to the case of F’(u*), no further discussion is reql~ired.
The zeros of the polynomial I’(u2) are the a; appearing in the numerators of F(u*) and F“(u2). The determination of the zeros of
P(co’) + Q*(U),
that is, of the roots of the equations
F(J)

F’(d)

+ 1 = o,

+ 1 = o

(229)

The procedure, however, involves
does not present any serious difficulty.
the use of certain properties of elliptic functions which, for the sake of
brevity, cannot be discussed here. The reader is referred to the original
paper by Darlington4 or any standard treatise on elliptic functions.7
PHYSICAL REALIZATION OF SPECIFIED REACTIVE NETWORKS
9.20. Properties of Ladder Networks.—The next step in the design
of a filter is the determination of a two-terminal-pair reactive network
whose impedances 2,1, ZZ2, and Zl~ or admittances Yll, Y2.z,and YIz are
specified. Such a network can be obtained without difficulty in the form
of a canonic T- or II-structures
In practice, however, the branches of
these structures are very difficult to construct, particularly in the case
of microwave filters. Darlington4 of the Bell Telephone Laboratories
has developed a general method of synthesis that permits the realization of the network in the form of a cascade of a number of sections, each
of which corresponds to a pair of conjugate zeros of ZI* or Y,z. Such a
cascade structure turns out to be satisfactory in most practical cases.
Darlington’s general method of synthesis, however, is not discussed here
because most microwave filters fall in a special class for which the synthesis procedure is considerably simpler.
In general, it is desired to have
as many peaks of infinite loss as possible for a given number of elements.
These finite frequencies at which the loss is infinite are the zeros of Q(o)
and, therefore, are also the zeros of Z*? and Ylz. Under these circumstances, that is, when the zeros of Z12 and Ylz occur for finite imaginary
values of p, the filter can be realized as a simple ladder structure.
Consider the ladder structure shown in Fig, 9.45. Let Z{l, Z~2, Z;,
be its open circuit impedances.
It can be shown that all the zeros of
Z{, are at real frequencies which coincide with the resonance frequencies of
the shunt branches.
Furthermore, Z{,, Z~2, and Z~z have the same poles,
at finite frequencies, and the residues at these poles satisfy the equation
klllthz

–

k;2

=

o.

(230)
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residues

at

the

internal

poles

of

Zll, Z,,, and Z12 for the network to be synthesized.
This fact dow not
,rnean that the internal poles of Z1l, ZZV, and Z12 must always coincide,
for Eq. (230) can be satisfied if k*z = kl~ = O while k,, # 0, However,
if it is assumed for the moment that all the finite poles of 211, 222, and Z12
do coincide, and furthermore that it is possible to design a structure of
the type shown in Fig. 9.45 for which Zj, = Zll and the zeros of Zjz
coincide with the zeros of Zlz, it follows that Zlz and Z~2 must also have
coincident poles, and, therefore, can cliffer only by a constant multiplier
which can be made equal to unity by a proper choice of the value of a.
If Z,, = Z~l and ZIZ = Z;,, the residues at the internal poles of Zj2 must
be equal to the residues at the poles of Zz, since the residues for both sets
The elements Czn+l and Lzfi+l which
of impedances satisfy Eq. (230).
control the behavior of Z~2 at infinity and at the origin can be adjusted to
The assumption that
make Zjz = ZZ* without changing Z{z and Z{l.
Z,,, Zt,, and Z,, have coincident poles at finite frequencies can now be
~!;.

~

0

2

-r

-1-

-1Ideal

FIG. 9.45.—A simple ladder structure.
eliminated.

In

fact,

all

the

terms

of

the

partial

fraction

expansion

of

Z L*that correspond to poles not common to the other two impedances
can be lumped together in any convenient form as a reactance in series
with the input terminals.
This series reactance does not change either
ZZZ or Zli.
The same procedure can be followed in the case of the poles
of Z*Z that are not common to Zll and Zlz. In most practical cases,
however, the original assumption concerning the poles of the Z’s is
sat isfied.
9.21. Determination of Ladder Elements.—The synthesis of the network has now been reduced to the vroblem of finding a ladder structure
whose input impedance equals Z,l and whose shunt branches resonate at
the zeros of Zlz. It can be shown that it is always possible to design such
a ladder structure, provided the conditions assumed above are satisfied.
Some of the series inductances may turn out to be negative.
However,
it is always possible to eliminate them by using coupled coils as shown in
Fig. 9.46, Fortunately, in most practical cases, this situation does not
arise. For further discussion of this point, the reader is referred to
Darlington’s original paper. 1
The actual synthesis of Z,l can be performed in the following manner.
Let + W, + til, *U6, . . . , ~ uZ. be the zeros of ZIZ. Subtract from Zll
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a reactance equal to the value of 211 for u = uZ. Use this reactance
(realized in a manner consistent with the behavior of Z,, at w = O and
The remainder
w = cc) as the first series branch of the ladder structure.
Z\~)has zeros for co = + C02. Subtract from the partial fraction expansion
of 1/Z\~Jthe term corresponding to the pair of poles at co = + uZ. This
term is the admittance of the resonant branch L, Cj. Let the inverse of
the remainder be Z\z/. Subtract from Z\~) the reactance jaL3 so that
the remainder Z\~Jhas a pair of zeros coincident with the pair of zeros
~ W, of 2,,.
Eliminate these zeros by subtracting from the expansion of
l/Z~~ the term corresponding to the poles at u = &u 4. The same
operation is repeated on Z\4Athe inverse of the remainder, and so on, until
all the zeros of Z la have been used. At t hk point, the synthesis of Z II
has been completed, and the remainder must be zero.
Some of the zeros of 212 may
occur for u = @. Since Z,2 is an
odd function of CO,the multiplicity
y
‘+
of the zero at infinity must be odd.
(a)
(b)
Let it be. for instance. 27n – 1. In
FIG. 9.46.—Elimination
of negative inthk case the ladder has m purely
ductances by use of coupled coils.
capacitive

shunt

branches.

The

same thing can be said about the zeros of Z 12for u = O, except that in this
case the shunt branches become purely inductive.
The special case in which all the zeros of 2,2 occur at infinity is particularly important.
If there are no internal zeros of 2,2, the polynomial
Q(u) must be a constant,
The determination of the ladder structure
reduces to a continuous fraction expansion of 211, that is, to a realization
of 21I in the well-known Cauer form
ZU = pL, +

1
pcz

(231)
+

1
pLa +

All the inductances in the shunt branches vanish and the capacitances Cl
and Cn+l are short-circuited.
The inductance Ln+l is determined from
the behavior at infinity of ZZ2, and the ratio a of the ideal transformer from
the constant multiplier of either Z ~zor 222. In thk case all the elements
}f the ladder are positive and no difficulty is encountered.
Obviously
he impedance Z,, can be expanded into a continued fraction instead of
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Z,l.
The two expansions must lead to the same ladder, and, therefore,
they provide a convenient method of checking the final results. It is
also possible to expand into a continued fraction the input (or output)
This method
impedance of the network terminated in l-ohm resistance.
of synthesis must also lead to the same network obtained by expanding
either 211 or 222.
Most practical filters turn out to be of either the symmetrical or the
reciprocal-impedance type.
For a symmetrical filter Zll = Z22, Yll = Y22,
whereas for a reciprocal impedance filter Z1l = Y22, YU = 222. A symmetrical filter consists of two identical sections connected in cascade
back-to-back.
A reciprocal impedance filter, on the other hand, consists of two dual sections connected in cascade back-to-back.
It is
obvious that a priori knowledge of such properties facilitates the synthesis of the network.

34?4!!E=*
FIG, 947,-Dual

of ladder structure shown in Fig. 9.45.

First will be considered the case where Q(u) is an even polynomial.
Equations (178) and (179) show that for a symmetrical network
ml = m2,

nl

= O.

(232)

It follows from Eq. (162) that P(cJ’) must be the square of an odd function of u. Reciprocal impedance networks are obtained, on the other
hand, when
(233)
n~ = n,-,
L,l = o;
I’(w*) is then the square of an even function of O. The attention of the
reader is called to the fact that all the loss functions considered in Sees.
918 and 919 correspond to either symmetrical or reciprocal filters.
When Q(cJ) is an odd polynomial, the situation is reversed. Symmetrical filters are obtained when P(uZ) is the square of an even flunction,
and reciprocal impedance filters are obtained w-hen P(tiz) is the square of
an odd functicm,
The synthesis procedure discusse d above is based on the open-circuit impedances 211, 212, and 222, It is evident that a dual procedure can
be followed which is based cm the short-circuit admittances ~-11,YIz,
and Y~,. The ladder structure resulting from this procedure is shown in
Fig. 9.47. The details of the prmwdure can be obtained from the previous
discussion by substituting admittance for impedance, short circuit for
open circuit, series for shunt, capacitance for inductance, and vice versa.
The zeros of Ylz, for instance, correspond to the resonance frequencies of
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the series branches.
Both procedures become identical when all the
zeros of ZIZ and Ylz occur at u = m, that is, when Q(u) is a constant.
In
all other cases, one procedure is preferable to the other, but the resulting
Furthermore, in some cases, namely, in
networks are not identical.
the case of reciprocal networks, it may be convenient to develop part of
the network by one procedure, and the rest of the network by the other
procedure. As a final remark, it should be pointed out that reciprocal
networks, that is, networks for which Y~l = Zll, Y~z = Zzz and Yj2 = Zla
have the same insertion loss when terminated in l-ohm resistances.
EFFECTOF INCIDENTAL DISSIPATION ON FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
The methods of design discussed in the preceding sections are limited
In practice, since a small amount of disto nondissipative networks.
sipation is always present, the actual behavior of a filter differs somewhat
from the behavior predicted theoretically on the assumption that the
network is purely reactive.
The two main effects of incidental dissipation
are the introduction of a small but finite 10SSin the pass band and the
rounding-off of the peaks of infinite loss in the attenuation band.
The
approximate effect of incidental dissipation can be computed without
difficulty in most practical cases. In some cases it is even possible to
modify the design of the network so that the incidental dissipation is
taken into account, to a first approximation.
9.22. Analysis of Uniformly Dissipative Networks.—In most practical
filters, the losses can be assumed to be uniformly distributed.
In other
words, if a series resistance R is associated with any inductance L and a
shunt conductance G with any capacitance C, the ratios R/L and G/C are
If the two ratios’ are equal, the
approximately equal for all elements.
computation of the effect of incidental dissipation is simplified by the
substitution
R_G
E–z=

&

(234)

In terms of this quantity, the impedance of any dissipative inductance
J, and the admittance of any dissipative capacitance C become
Z. = R +j(.JL = (6 +jti)L,
Y. = G + juC = (CI+jw)C.

(235)
(236)

If the complex variable p = u + ju is substituted for j~, these equations
become
(237)
Z. = (p + 6)L,
(238)
Y. = (p + 6)C.
Consider any analytic function of the complex variable p characterizing the behavior of a nondissipative network, namely a driving-point
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impedance Z(p).
If dissipation is introduced uniformly so that Eq.
(224) is satisfied, the reactance of any inductance PL and the susceptance
of any capacitance PC are given simply by Eq. (237) and Eq. (238),
respectively.
Since Z(p) depends on p only through the reactance and
the susceptances of the individual elements of the network, the impedance Zti(p) of the dissipative network can be obtained from Z(p) by
substituting p + ~ for p. Thus,
Zt(p)

= Z(p + 3),

(239)

It follows that the impedance of a uniformly dissipative network at any
real frequencies (p = ju) is equal to the impedance of the nondissipative
network at the complex frequency
p=a+ju.

{240)

To estimate Z*(ju), the function Z (p + 6) is expanded
series
about,
the point p as follows:
in a Taylor
1

01

u

F]c+. 9.48.—Circle of convergence
for TayIor series approximating
a di%
sipative impedance.

Substituting
Z,(j.)

+$)= z(p) +ga+; j;

Zd(p)=z(p

1

6’ +...
(241)

For p = jo, Z(p) is a pure reactance;
z(p)

=

(242)

jx(~).

Eq. (242) in Eq. (241), it is found that

= Z(C3+ j.)

(ix(o)
+ ~

= jx(u)

.1 d2X(U) a, +
6 – jj –d~

. . . .

(243)

This Taylor series converges uniformly only within a circle centered
at ju (in the complex p-plane) whose radius equals the distance from jti to
the nearest singularity as shown in Fig. 9.48. In other words, the series
However, this difficulty can
cannot be used in the vicinity of a pole.
be overcome easily by using the Taylor expansion of

~,
Y,(p) = Y(p + a) =
which has a zero where Z(p

+

~) has a pole.
Y(p)

Z(p + 6)
Then, for p = ju,

= jll(u)

(244)

and consequently,
Yj(~(J) = Y(6 + jf-d) = jB((lJ) +

dE

& + .. . .
1 ~2wJJ
#.32x2

(245)

When the Taylor series converges uniformly and 6 <<u, the values of
Z8(ja) and Y@)
are given to a good approximation by the first two or,
at most, the first three terms of the series.
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networks for which the ratio

R/L is the same for any L, and the ratio G/C is the same for any C but

~ # ~.

Let
IRG
6=2

(246)

()E+G”

It can be shown that if
lR
.—
–.$
2 UL

<<1,

(247)

the impedance of the dissipative network is still given, to a good approximation, by Eq. (239) and, therefore, by the Taylor series of Eq. (243).
The same is true for the ad,rnittance or any other analytic function of the
complex variable p. It should be noted, however, that power ratios and
magnitudes of functions of p are not, in general, analytic functions of p.
9.23. Effect of Dissipation on Pass-band Characteristics.-Some
of
the most important applications of these formulas to the determination
of the effects of incidental dissipation on the behavior of filters will
now be discussed.
First will be considered the case of filters designed by
means of the image-parameter
method.
The propagation function
~ = a + j~ is imaginary in the pass band and is an analytic function of p.
Equation (243) may be used directly to study the effect of incidental
dissipation in the pass band by substituting p(o) for X(Q) and, of course,
~t(~w)for ZJ(@).

Then
(248)

In general, it is unnecessary to take into account the third term of the
series. To a good approximation, then, the effect of incidental dissipation is to add an attenuation
(249)
to the phase function @(u) of the nondissipative filter. It is interesting
to note that ad is proportional to the slope of the phase function.
It
follows that uniform attenuation in the pass band is obtained only when
the phase function is linear.
The average attenuation in the pass band can be estimated from the
total phase shift AD over the pass band and the corresponding bandwidth
to. The average slope of the phase function is
(250)
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and the average attenuation is
(a,)...

= 8+.

Equation (74) shows that i3 increases by T/2 between a zero and a pole
(or vice versa) of V“Z,c/ZOC. On the other hand, the number of zeros
and the number of poles must be equal to the number of roots of the
equation ~Z8c/Zoc = 1, that is, to the number of frequencies (real or
In the particular
complex) at which the attenuation becomes infinite.
case of filters consisting of a cascade of n constant-k or m-derived sections,
the total phase shift over the pass band is 2n~, provided the pass band of a
low-pass filter is taken equal to twice the cutoff frequency.
Then, by
Eg. (251)
(252)
In the case of bandpass filters consisting entirely of resonant LC’-conlbinations tuned at the center frequency w,, the quantity tican be expressed
in terms of the Q“ of the resonant combinations as follows:

‘=%+$=x%+%’)=%(253)

Substitution

for 6 in Eq, (252) yields
(254)

In other words, the average attenuation is inversely proportional to Q,,
and is directly proportional to the number n of sections and to the ratio
of the mean frequency to the bandwidth.
9.24. Effect of Dissipation on Rejection-band
Characteristics. -The
effect of incidental dissipation on the propagation function Y in the
attenuation band will now be considered.
‘Since, in most cases, y has
poles at real frequencies (imaginary values of p), it is convenient to study
the function g = ~Z,c/~Oc which is supposed to approximate unity for
real frequencies in the attenuation band,
This function may become
infinite at a cutoff frequency, but this difficulty can be surmounted by
considering instead the function ~which has a zero where g
has a pole.
If g(p + 6) is substituted for Z(p + 8) in Eq. (241), the expression
for ~Z,c/Zoc becomes, in the presence of dissipation,
g,(p)

IJet

= g(?l +

6) = g(p)

~9(P)
+ ~

* +

I d2g(~l

2 dp’

~, +

.

.

(255)
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Since g(p) is real for real frequencies in the attenuation band, the following expression may be written:

At this juncture it is desirable to express the propagation function in the
presence of dissipation in the form of Eq. (74), namely,
(258)
Equating real parts of the preceding equation gives, for the attenuation
m,

U%en no dissipation is present, the attenuation is

(260)

If the following substitutions are made,
(261)
Eqs. (259) and (260) may be written in the same simple forms
1
a~=–in

l+k~

(262)

..;,n_’

(263)

When the dissipation is small, the following approximation
2a

k6=— l+a21+

([

1 – a2
2a(l

da2
——_
+ a2) dcoz

1
l+a2

da
—
du
01)

can be used:
2

62 .

(264)

Siice k~ is always smaller than unity for 6 # O, it follows that the attenuation is never infinite when dissipation is present. When b = O, a becomes
infinite for k = a = 1. The corresponding kd for the dissipative network
is
(265)
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m the dissipative case is reduced to

(266)

Further simplification is possible in the special case of an m-derived
section of a filter. The function a is given by Eqs. (120) and (132).
(267)
Since Z: and Z: are the short-circuit, and open-circuit impedances for
half the network, it will be necessary tu multiply the resulting attenuation by two in order to obtain the a~ for the whole network.
It is found
for the rate of change of a
(268)
The peak of attenuation occurs for a = 1, that is, when

~=l/zF=-l

cd

(269)

At, a frequency of infinite attenuation u=, Eq. (268) becomes
(270)
The attenuation for the whole m-derived section is twice the value given
by Eq. (266), or
[a,]- = in 2“’M(ti~ – ‘)S

(271)

This equation shows that the maximum attenuation approaches zero
\vhen U@approaches the cutoff frequency, that is, unity.
In other words,
if the peak value of the attenuation must be larger than a given m, u.
must be larger than the value given by Eq. (271) for [CM]m
= ao.
The effect of incidental dissipation on loss arising from mismatched
terminations is secondary in importance to the effect on the propagation
function discussed above.
It can be computed, if necessary, by following
a procedure very similar to the one used in connection with propagation
function.
It must be pointed out, however, that, in general, there is
no need of computing accurately the total effect of incidental dissipation
since the image-parameter method of design leads to a loss function that
is only roughly equal to the attenuation function.
In other words, the
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loss function is already so different from the design data that it would be a
waste of time to compute accurately second-order corrections.
9.25. Correction for Uniform Dissipation.—The
situation is quite
different in the case of filters designed to have a specified insertion loss.
Since in this case the loss of the ideal nondissipative filter is exactly equal
to the specified function, it is desirable to compute more accurately the
Moreover, in this case it is worth while
effect of incidental dissipation.
to make allowance in the original design for the effect of incidental dissipation, so that the dissipative filter will have a satisfactory loss function.
The general procedure discussed in the preceding pages may be
applied to the voltage insertion ratio which is an analytic function of the
complex variable p. It should be noted that the power-loss ratio PO/P,.
is the square of the magnitude of the voltage insertion ratio for p = j~.
It follows from Eqs. (158) and (163) that the voltage insertion ratio p
is given by
U2 + v!

P(P)

I

for Q(u) even,

Q(–P2)

=

U2 +

(272)
02

for Q(u) odd.

~Q( ‘jP)

The power insertion ratio of the dissipative filter is then

()
P,
FL

, =

(273)

IP4P) I;=,. = 1P(P + Ol;=j..

Since the computation involved is straightfor\wmd, no further discussion
is required,
Darlington’ has developed a method for making allowance in the
This method is
original design for the effect of incidental dissipation.
It has been shown that the voltage
based on the following reasoning.
insertion ratio ,m(p) of a dissipative filter can be obtained by substituting
p + J for p in the expression for the insertion ratio p(p) of the corresponding nondissipative filter. Consider no\v a nondissipative filter whose
voltage insertion ratio is
P’(P)

The ratio for the corresponding
P;(P’)

=

P(P

=

P(P

–

(274)

0.

dissipative network is then
+

a — 6) =

It follows that in order to obtain

p(p).

a filter whose

(275)
insertion ratio is

to design
a nondissipative filter with a preP{(P) = P(P) it is sufficient
distorted ratio p’(p) = p(p – 6).
The new function p(p – 6) must satisfy the condition of physical
realizability in order to be the voltage insertion ratio of a nondissipative
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filter. Consequently, according to Sec. 9“13 and to Eq. (272), the zeros
Moreover, the magnitude of
of p(p — d) must have negative real parts.
P(P — 5) must not be smaller than unity at real frequencies, that is, for
imaginary values of p. It follows that, assuming that p(p) is physically
realizable, 6 must be smaller than the magnitude of the real part of any
zero of p(p).
Moreover, P(P — ~) must be multiplied by a real constant
equal to the reciprocal of the minimum value of p’(ju) = p(j~ — 6) in
order to make p’(ju) z 1. A final requirement on p’(p) is that the
polynomial Q’ ( –jp) = Q[ –j(p – 6)] be either even or odd.
In general,
since this condition is not satisfied automatically,
it is necessary to
multiply both the numerator and the denominator of P(p — ~) by root
factors of the type (p + p,), where p. is any zero of Q[ –~(p – 6)] which
These root factors have the effect of
does not come in a pair p,, –p,.
increasing considerabley the number of elements of the network.
Further
analysis reveals, however, that a satisfactory solution can be obtained by
using as a predistorted insertion ratio the function
Uz(p –

P“(P)

J) + rh(p –

1
1

6)

Q(–P2)

=

W(p

–

q

+

o*(p

–

–~Q( ‘jP)

for Q( –jp)

even,

for Q( –jp)

odd.

(276)

a)

—

In other words, (p – 6) is substituted for P onlv in the numerator
The voltage ratio for the dissipative network will then be

P(P) .

U2

Pr(P)

=

Q[–(P

+

V2

+

U2 + V.1

Q[–j(P

+

for Q( –jp)

even,

for Q(

odd.

d)’]

~)1

of

(277)
–jp)

This function is a good approximation of p(p) except in the vicinity of the
The peaks of
internal poles of p(p), that is, of the zeros of Q( –jp).
infinite loss of p(p) are thus rounded off in the final dissipative network.
In the particular] y important case of Q(co) = 1, that is, when the loss in
the attenuation band is a monotonic function, this difficulty does not
arise.
Once the predistorted ratio p’(p) has been determined, the polynomial
F“(u2) is computed as follows:
P’(u2) = luj(j~)
If the ratio

p“(p)

+ v;(jti)l’

= [Q’(u)]’.

is used, the polynomial P“(u2)

P“(w’)

= )uz(ju – ~) + o,(ja

(278)

is

– 3)12 – Q2(~).

(279)

The filter is then designed following the procedure developed above for
the nondissipative case.
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The same predistortion procedure can be applied to the reflection
coefficient I’(p) instead of to the voltage ratio ,o(p). In this case r’(p)
becomes
U,(p

–

6) +

Vl(p

–

6)

r’(p) . r(p – 6) . —–—--–——‘L2(p– a) + L’*(p– 6)”

(280)

The conditions of physical realizability lead to the requirement that d
must be smaller than the magnitude of the real part of any internal pole
of r(p).
Furthermore, r(p – 6) must be multiplied by a real constant to
meet the requirement
lr(~u

–

6)1 S

(281)

1.

The polynomial
IQ’(Q)]’

=

IUMJ)

+

d(j@)l’

–

ItL:(j@) +

U;(jw)[’

(282)

can be made a perfect square by multiplying both the numerator and the
denominator of r’(p) by the proper root factors, as in the previous case.
The predistorted network is then designed following the original procedure for n ondissipative networks.
It should be noted that it is not possible to predistort r(p) and ~(p)
independently.
It follows that the predistortion procedure should be
applied to r(p) when strict tolerances are placed on the reflection coefficient, and to p(p) when strict tolerances are placed on the insertion ratio.
EFFECTOF MISMATCHED TERMINATIONS ON FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
9.26. Superposition of Mismatches. —Before concluding the general
discussion on the methods of filter design, it is worth while to consider the
behavior of a filter when connected to the other components of a system.
Thk question is very important because, although the filter is designed as
a separate unit, it is the over-all behavior of the system including the
filter that really matters.
More specifically, the distortion of the loss
characteristics of the filter arising from other components of the system
must be tolerable, and conversely the design specifications for the filter
must be consistent with the specifications for the other components of
the system.
This last point is particular y important in view of the difficulties
encountered in designing filters with very strict tolerances.
For instance,
the input voltage standing-wave ratio of a microwave system may be as
largeas the product of all the ratios for the individual components.
Care
must be taken, then, to divide the over-all VSWR among the components
in proportion to the difficulty of design.
It is often advisable to let the
filter have a VSWR as high as the maximum VSWR of all the other
components together.
Somewhat less important, but far from negligible, is the effect of
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the other components of a system on the 10SSin the attenuation band of a
filter. It will be shown later that the difference between the decibel
loss of a filter and the decibel 10SSof the whole system may be as large as
the sum of the W3WR’S of the two terminations of the filter expressed in
decibels.
This fact points out that, if the 10SS of a system must be
approximately equal over a certain band of frequencies to the loss of a
filter that is part of the system, the other components must be reasonably
well matched over the same band
The characteristics of a filter have been computed on the assumption
that both terminations are purely resistive and constant at all frequencies.
In practice, this assumption is very seldom justified, particularly in the
case of microwave filters, In this case both sides of the filter are connected to transmission lines or guides which ~~ould provide the proper
resistive terminations for the filter if they ~~ere terminated in their
characteristic impedances at the other ends. In practice, small reflections in the input and output lines are always present. Let r, and r. be
the voltage standing-lvave ratios of the input and output lines, when
they are not connected to the filter. The mismatches in the two lines
may be considered as arising from
mismatched reactive networks inserted in perfectly terminated
lines. The equivalent network
for the filter and its terminations
m’”
FIG. 949.-Filter
that

the

filter

with mismatched
tions.
is

termina-

is show-n
sumed
Let

nondissipative.

r.

in

Fig.

in the
be

the

9.49,

following
TWWR

It

is as-

discussion
produced

by the filter in the input line when the output line is properly terminated,
that is, when rL = 1. When rL = 1, the value of the VSWR in the input
line, r:, depends on the phase of the reflection in the output line, It
was shown in Sec. 9.4 that the maximum and minimum values of the
r; are given by

[r-:]m.x
= r,,rq

(283)

1
r~

[r:]m,”
=

;

.

(--

for

r.

>

i-u,

(284)
for r~ < r..

rL

Equation (283) gives the maximum l“SWR that may be present in the
input line of a filter \vhen the filter is not properly terminated at the
output terminals.
If other nondissipative components are inserted in
the input line bet\reen the filter and the grnerator, the maximum TYiWlt
in the output line of the generator ~vill be
[r:]max=

rs[r~]u.ax

=

r,r.rL.

(285)
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where r, is the VSWR produced in the output line of the generator by
the components preceding the filter when r; = 1, and is equal to the
VSWR measured from the filter toward the generator when a matched
termination is substituted for the generator.
The minimum value of
7: when TO> T,TL, k
(286)
9.27. Accumulative Effect of Mismatches.-In
general, T* results
from the reflections produced by a number n of components.
Let r8~be
the VSWR on the input line of one of these components when its output
line is properly terminated.
Repeated application of Eq. (283) leads
to the following expression for the maximum possible value of r,:
k=n,
[T8]m.=

=

II

(287)

T,k.

k-l

Similarly the maximum possible value of

T.

is

k=n~
[rdm=

=

H
k=l

rLk,

(288)

where rLkis the VSWR of the kth of the n~ component on the load side
of the filter. The maximum and minimum values of r: are obtained by
substituting Eqs. (287) and (288) for T, and r~ in Eqs. (285) and (286).
The magnitude of the reflection coefficient corresponding to r: is
(289)
Let P; be the power available from the generator, that is, the power
flowing in its output line when the line is properly terminated.
Let
P; be the power delivered to the load of the system.
Since all the components are nondissipative, the ratio P~/P~, that is, the power-loss ratio
for the whole system is given by
PJ
1
P; = 1 – lr:12”

(290)

The maximum value of this power ratio is found to be

()

P;
(T,~~rO+ 1) ‘
P< .,= =
4r,rLro “

Since

P, _ (?-d+ 1)’
Py –
4ro
is the power-loss

(291)

(292)

ratio of the filter alone when properly terminated,

the factor

()
r.
~

(r.,?’,,r,, +
rsr L(r,, +

.—

1. n’..

If r,,>> l, that is, intlle:ittcrlll:~
apprwximat

1)’.

(293)

1)2

titjlLl J:irlclc )ftllcf

)ecomes

iltcr,lllisfaf:tor

ely
()

1’,,
~

,,,ay = ~,~’1..

(’onsider no]v the minimum v:d(le of l’~lP~,, when T,, > r,,),,. This
ass[lrnptitm limits tl~c v~li(lity of tlk(’ rcsIIlls 10 tll(’ :Lttcrlll:ltioll Imml (If
thetilter
Ht)\\cvcl, it i\{)rlly i~lttlt’:~tt c’Il~l:~til~ll
l):i[]tl tll:~tttl(’ It~iIli]l]llm
\,allle of’ the loss is of :LIIY pl:u’ti(:~l

()

inl~)ort:mr[’.

1’;,
~7

=

1. rrti.

Then

(/’,, + ?’,?)
”1.)’
4/’,,r,$rL “

(295)

(29(i)

(-)
1’,,
/“ 1.

‘rhis
r, =

reduction
r~ =

of

2 in the

loss

may

:~ttenu:itioll

lx

,I$LZL

far
lMncf

I

=

(297)
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A direct method of designing microwave filters has not yet been
developed. In other words, no design procedure is available which leads
directly to a structure physically realizable by means of microwave
elements. Most microwave filters hitherto designed have been derived
from lumped-element structures by approximating the behavior of inductances and capacitances by means of microwave elements, such as sections
of lines, ca\ities, irises, etc. As will be seen, the lack of a direct synthesis
procedure sets limitations on the design.
In addition to theoretical and practical limitations on filter design,
the actual system applications often impose widely varying geometrical
and physical requirements.
These requirements are largely responsible
for the ultimate appearance of any filter. Thus, two filters having
exactly the same attenuation characteristics and circuit specifications
For instance, one filter may be for a
may have radically different forms.
system using coaxial transmission line and another for a system using
waveguide; alternative] y, a cavity filter of reasonable dimensions at
10,000 Llc/sec may be prohibitively large at 100 Mcisec for airborne
systems; or again, a compact, rugged design suitable for low power levels
For such
may be completely inadequate in a system using higher power.
reasons it appears impractical to discuss here all designs existing at the
time of preparation of this manuscript.
Rather, it appears desirable to
describe typical examples as illustrations of the general methods of
deriving microwave filters from lumped-element
structures.
These
examples do not necessarily represent the most efficient designs or the
ultimate, either practically or theoretically.
In fact, a large number of
the filters described below were designed, manufactured, and used before
the theory involved was generally understood.
In particular, some of the
more elaborate methods of designing lumped-element filters will not be
This fact does
used in connection \vith any of these practical examples.
not mean that such methods are not useful, but that, because of time
limitations, the designer ~~as forced to employ only techniques already
available to him. Fortunately, ho\rever, these practical examples serve
very well as illustrations of the methods of designing microwave filters.
In this chapter it ~villbe sho~vn how the simple ladder structures basic
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to all methmk oi” design disc~wml in the prmimw chapter are readily
Thr relative values of the
transformed int 0 mirrolvale st ructllrm.
lumped elements,
~lhich depend on the method of design employed, are
of no consequence in the transformation process, The discussion of
practical microlf-ave filters resl[lting from such transformations will be
divided into four parts on the basis of t lIe t whnicllles used in approximating the heha~’ior of l~lnlpwl elements at mirro\vave frw~llcnries. The
first part will deal with filters employing sections of’ lines alone or in
For practical
combination ~vith lumped ind~lct.antes an(l capacitances.
reasons, filters of this type cannot, })e IIsrd ~lhen narroft pass I)ands (less
The second part ~villdeal
than approximateely 10 per cent) are re(luired.
jvit,h filters consisting of a cascade connection of direc-collpled cavities,
The use of these filters is limited l)y the fii(t that the co~lp]ingsbet]~em
cavities become rather critical !fhen the pass lmTld is less than approximately 1 per cent. .i dmign prfwedure sllit:~l)le for n:lrro\\--band filters
is presented in the third part. These filters til~f> the form of chains of
cal’ity resonators separ:~trxl 1I! (Ilalrt er-lva]cl(,n~t h sect ions of line.
Filters with broader pws lJtiII(l~ma~- I)e ol)t:~ine(i 1)~sul)stitutirlg resonant
irises for the ca~ities,
The fourth part \\illlw devote(l to miscellanwas
types of falters some of Ii-hich should be considered merely a< suggestions
for future developments.
FILTERS

EMPLOYING

TRANSMISSION

LINES

Before ctj]wi(lcring any
practical filter structure, it is desiral)le to di~{lw in some detail the frequem’y behaf”ior of a WI ilm of t r:lllsmission line in IIr(ler t (1 determirrc
Ilndw’ If-hat con(lit,iolls aIItl to Illuit extent it can l)e rn:~(leto :Ipproxirnate
the I)ehalit)r of in(lll(t:lll(w and (:~l):i(it:irl(t~s.
(li:il:~(t[~tisti~
illlpefl:(fl(c
1)1’ :~ I(hhlew li]]c :111(1/ its
I,et
length. If the section is short -circuitrxl ai tllc far cud, tfw in]mt inllxdance is
10.1.

The
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lw

Frequency

Behavior

of

Lines.—

tllc

z

=

j~’ =

jzo

tan u

$

(1)

\vhereu is the ang{dar frwl~[(,n~,~,:md c th~, ~(,l(wity of light irl tllc dielectric. The reactance function wprescmte(l I)y thi,q e(llultiljn is pl{,ti.c(l in
Fig. 10.1. The reactance luM an infinite numlmr of poles an(l zeros at
frequencies at which t,he l&~th of the line is, reslxwtilclj, an IXld or e~en
number of quarter ita~relerlgth<, ‘1’hc plot of tile a(lmitt:mce of the line
(Fig. 10lb) is an identical CIUI(, (Iisplace(l to tile It,f’tIIJ”~ ~
1
‘=z=jB=Jz,

I

cot @

1
c

=

—j)”,, cot 0) 1
r

TII(Is,
(2)
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Supposenow that the section of line is open-circuitl:d at the far end.
inputimpedance becomes
Z=jX=–jZocotu~

The
(3)

sad the input admittance becomes
(4)
It will be noticed that Eq. (3) is identical in form with Eq. (2) whereas
F@. (-1)is identical in form with l?q. (1). Therefore, Fig. 10. la may lje
usedalso as a plot of Eq. (4) and Fig. 101 b as a plot of’ Eq, (3).

(b)
I.’r<;. 10]. -

l:rrqurncy

lwhax,inr of open-rirruitd

and short-rirruitd

IInm

It is interesting to compare these curves \vith the rettctances and
susceptances of an inductance, a capacitance, a series-tuned ci rcl]it, and a
parallel-tuned circuit.
The refict,ance of a simple inductance ~. anti the
xusceptance of a condenser B Cc rc identical in form;
X. = ti~
B, = Uc.
The plot of these functions is, evidently, a straight line of slope eqlial to
L and (’, respectively,
The reactance of :Lseries-t.{{]]e(l circ{lit an{l t.l]c
susceptance of a parallel-t~lned rirrllit arr also id fmtira] in form.
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(5)
Xs=$(k-:)=’””(:-$

BJ’=W-:)=C””(=)
where OJO= 1/&C
is the resonance frequency.
plotted in Fig. 1042.

I

/

(6)

These functions are

/

I

-1

FIG. 10,2.—Frequency

h-ehaviorof

resonant circuits.

It will be noticed
that the curve of Fig. 10. la may be used to approximate a straight line in the vicinity of the origin. The slope of the curve
at t,he origin is
dX
(7)
=zo~
c
(-)da .-0

()

dB
– y. :.
d= U.O –

(8)

Therefore, the frequency behavior of an inductance can be approximated
by a section of short-circuited transmission line, provided the length of
the section is much smaller than (7r/2) (c/u) at any frequency of interest.
The slope given by Eq. (7) must be made equal to the inductance L, thus,
(9)

L=zo;.

This is done by adjusting Z, once the quantity lIc has been fixed to satisfy
the required length of line.
A capacitance C can be simulated in a similar manner by means of an
open-circuited section of transmission line. In this case, the slope of the
susceptance function at the origin, as shown in Eq, (8), is made equal to C:
c=

Y,:.

(lo)

SEC.101]
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The quantities YOand l/c are adjusted to satisfy this equation while the
length 1is kept much smaller than the minimum value of (7r/2) (c/w).
Consider now the susceptance of a short-circuited line and the reactance of an open line (Fig. 10. lb) in the vicinity of a zero, that is, when the
length of the line is close to an odd number of quarter wavelengths.
In
any one of these regions the function can be made to approximate thr
curve of Fig. 102.
It follows that a short-circuited line can simulate a
parallel-tuned circuit in a relatively small frequency band centered at
the resonance frequency.
Under the same conditions, an open line can
The line length is given in both cases
simulate a series-tuned circuit.
by the expression
(11)
where 7L is any positive integer. ‘l’he line admittance (or impedance)
must be such that the slopes of the two curves are equal at the common
zero, The slope of the susceptance function of a short-circuited line at a
zero is
(12)
Similarly the slope of the reactance function of an open line at a zero is
(13)
The corresponding slopes for a parallel-tuned
circuit are

circuit and a series-tuned

(14)
(15)
It follo\w that, in the ctise of the ~arallel-tuned circuit, equivalence
obtained if

is

(16)
and in the case of the series-tuned circuit, if
(17)
The integer n should be as small as possible since, for a given tolerance.
the width of the approximation band, in percentage of wO,is inversely
proportional to 2n + 1. On the other hand, since the slope is directly
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proportional to (2n + 1), it may be necessary to make n > 1 in order
to obtain a sufficiently large slope.
Series- and parallel-tuned circuits can be simulated also by means of:1
short-circuited line and an open line, respectively, of lengths equat to
l=mr~.

(18)

This equivalence results from the fact that the curve of Fig, 1().1~~is
identical to the curve of Fig. 10. lb, apart from a translation to the left
of Aw = (r/2) (c/l).
The slope of the reactance function of a shortcircuited line at one of its zeros is
(19)
Therefore, in order to approximate the behavior of a seriw-tuned circuit,
the line impedance must satisfy the equation
(20)
Similarly, in the case of an open line approximating
circuit, the line admittance must satisfy the equation
2C = Y,:.

a parallel-tund

(21)

Compare a system in which all the reactive elements are equal lengths
of line of arbitrary characteristic impedances \vith the network formed
The impedance of each section
by the corresponding lumped elements.
of line can be obtained from the impedance of the corresponding lumped
element (or elements) by means of a simple change of ~-ariable. In the
case of simple inductances and capacitances, the change of varitiblc is

; tan w’ ; = m.
in the catie of

(22)

urlcd circuits, the substjit[lti(m ih
c
1
— ~cotu?;=xJ

:—-Y!
2U”
U
()

(23)

(//C), and
if UO= (7r(2 + 717r)
(21)
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for all the elements
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behavior

of the

from the

corresponding

It is interesting
transforms

the

the

can

be

the frequency

obtained

lumped-element

directly

network

by

of variable.

to consider

of variable.

in more

The

interval

for
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any function

distributed-constant

means of the same
of the change

BEHAVIOR

– cc to

detail

the

physical

substitution

of Eq.

+ cc in the

u domain

significance

(22),

for instance,

into

the

interval

– (~/z) (c/~) to + (7r@) (c/l) in the J domain.
However,
since u’ is a
multivalued
function
of u, the same interval
in the u domain is repeated

an infinite

number

(c/1) to [T\2 +

of times

(n +

in the u’ domain

l)m](c/1),

To make

in any

interval

point

clearer,

this

[7r/2 + rzr]consider

the

T - +’-’01
1

ZO=R

ZO=R

‘Em’E2
>1

.~

R

1El -

(a)

R

tEz

(b)

“

[

Y02 b’

1

R.&

“’J%

Fm. 103.-Transformation

simple
constant

low-pass
system

filter

of a low-pass flter

of Fig.

of Fig.

Fig. 10”3a can be shown

Y02=;C

10”3a

10“3b.

The

and

the

2.,= : L

into its microwave equivalent.
corresponding

power-loss

ratio

for

distributedthe

filter

H’=‘ +($
where u, is the

of

to be

half-power

frequency.

The

loss

(25)
ratio

for

the

filter

of

Fig. 10”3b becomes then

(26)

The reciprocals of these power ratios are plotted in Figs. 10.422and 10.4b,
respectively. Figure 10.4b shows that the structure of Fig. 103b is at
the same time a low-pass and a bandpass filter. When it is considered as

a

low-pass

frequency

filter,

its

1
UC–.
c

~~ D ~tan–l
1
When

it is considered

pass filter,
equal

(a)

half-power

is
(27)

as a band-

its bandwidth

is always

to the expression

w’ = 20J~ = 2 ~ tan-’

u, ~,

(28)

whereas the mean frequencies m-e
given by
~: = ,nr :.

(29)

1

(b)
k’lG. lo.4.—P0wer transmission ratios for
structures of I’igs. 10.3a and 103b, respectively.

filter

shown

in Fig.

10.5a,

which

The change of variable defined
by Eq. (23) transforms the interval
O to x in the u domain into the
interval O to m(c/1) in the u’ domain, or better, into any interval
nm(c/1) to (n + 1)7r(c/1). Compare, for instance, the bandm.ss

is d~rived

from

the

Fig. 10.3a, with the corresponding distributed-constant

low-pass

filt~r of

system sho\m in

Z. =R

[a)
FIG. 105, -Transformat.ion

Fig, 10.56,
tu be

(b)
of a hanrlpass filter into its microwave

‘I%e power-loss ratio for the lurnpe(l-element

equivalent

filter is found I
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(30)
On the other hand, the ratio for the structure of Ilg. 10”5b is

cot

-’[1

v, 2
.1
2V,

“,

4

~

++.

(31)

cot 3 i

The reciprocals of these power ratios are plotted respectively in Figs.
10.6czand 10.6b. It will be noticed that the curve of Fig. 10.6b is identical

VI& 2
I v]

w,

1*12

Al

A._&
w

~o

~g
21

(a)

Fm. 10.6. —%ower

w’

w;

transmission
ratiosfor structuresof

?7;

‘

3_~ c
21

Zn:

w’

(b)
Figs. 105a and 10.5b, respectively.

to the curve of Fig. 10”4ZIbut for a translation of (T/2) (c/l).
There is
an infinite number of pass bands, all of which have a bandwidth equal to
c

“ = 2i

wl
cot-’

5 ;“

(32)

The mean frequencies are given by the equation
(33)
It is interesting to note that each pass band possesses arithmetic symmetry with respect to its mean frequency whereas in the case of Fig.
10.6a the symmetry is geometric.
The change of variable defined by Eq. (24) transforms the interval O
to co in the u domain into the interval ~ ~ to (r/2 + m)(c/l) in the u’
domain.
However, since this interval is repeated an infinite number of
times,g the complete plot becomes identical to the plot of Fig. 10.4b.
This similarity should not be surprising since the low-pass to bandpass
transformation used to obtain the filter of Fig. 10.5a from the filter of
Fig. 10.3cJ is mathematically equivalent to a change of variable of the
type (see Sec. 9.8)
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(34.)
This change of variable combined with Eq. (22) leads to the substitution
defined by Eq. (24).
Sections of lines may be used also as two-terminal-pair networks.
Such elements may operate as integral parts of a filter, or merely as links.
Here the correspondence between sections of lines and lumped elements
is not so simple as in the previous cases. Two functions are required to
describe the element since there are two symmetrical terminal pairs.
These two functions may be chosen in several dMferent ways, but the
open-circuit and the short-circuit impedances of half the section, Zti~,
ZKh, are particularly convenient for reasons that will become evident
later. Bartlett’s bisection theorem already mentioned in Sec. 9.5 shows
z,~h

_-

x
--

.—— —

—--

Fm. 10.7.—Symmetrical

lattice

structure.

FIG. 10.S.—Low-frequency
lattice
lent of a section of line.

equiva-

that the lattice structure of Fig. 107 is equivalent to the section of line
under discussion.
Let Zo be the characteristic impedance of the line and
1 its length.
The short-circuit impedance of half the network is then
Z.a = jZO tan w ~.
The open-circuit impedance is

(35)

‘
(w)

The 2,., arm of the lattice is evidently a short-circuited line of characteristic impedance equal to ZO and length equal to 1/2. Similarly, the ZW~
arm is an open-circuited line having the same length and the same characteristic impedance.
It follows that when 1/2 is much smaller than u
quarter wavelength, the section of line approximates the behavior of the
lattice structure shown in Fig. 10”8. From Eqs. (7) and (8) the values
of L and C are
1
‘=

Z”%

c=Yo&

‘

(37)
(38)

If 1 is made equal to an odd multiple of half \vavelengths, the section
of line may be used to simulate the behavior of the lattice structur~

s~r.
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shown in Fig. 10.9. Both arms are tuned at a frequency uO at which
the line is an odd multiple of half wavelengths,
(39)

.

();+rm

:.

(40)

The values of LI and C, are given by Eqs. (20) and (21),
(41)
(42)
If 1is made approximately eqllal to an even multiple of half wavelengths,
the lattice of Fig. 109 is transformed into the lattice sho~vn in Fig. 1010.

x

L?

T

C2

L]

“ /
(%-c’
/
c~

,
/

/

/’

/

//’

/

c1

L2

/’

/

/

/’

CA’

c.4~---------- \

llti.

l(J.9.—LAtt Ic. mluivnlc,, t of Iir,c
odd umuhet- of lI:df wvele!!gth>.

/

.——

‘

.—.

l’llJ. 101 ().—Lattlcc
equiva]e]lt
of Illle with
even ILuIuher of Idf wavelcllgtllfi.

with

Notice that one lat ticc can Iw ol)t:~inwf from the ot hcr by interchanging
the output terminals.
In fact, l’;qs. (20) and (21) sho\v that
L,=TG,=l;

Z.

rL7r

z“

1

(43)

~y, =w?=xd.

(44)

2w04c

10.2. Practical Limitations on the Use of Lines. —’hehe tcchni(l~lr of
using sections of parallel wire or coaxial transmission line to approximate
the behavior of lumped elements is relatively old.’
The older filters,
ho\vever,were designed to operate at relatively lo\v frequencies
Ihring
the \var,the range of operation of these filters ~vasextended to frequencies
as high m 3 X 10’ cps. At higher frequencies, the dimcmsions of con1See, for
rl):iptrr.

example, thr first rrfmmcc Iistrd in the hihliogrnphy
:~t the
in the text refer to the {wrrcspcmding
sllpcrsrripts

S\lnlhrrcd

,cfmenccs of tllc bibliography.

end

of

the

numbered
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ventional transmission lines become impractically small if the propagation of higher modes is to be prevented.
This fact sets a limit to the
range of application of filters employing sections of conventional transmission lines. It must be pointed out also that the stray effects due to
geometrical discontinuities in a transmission line become rather important
\vhen the frequency of operation approaches the cutoff frequency of the
TE,l-mode.
For instance, it cannot be assumed that two lines having
the same characteristic impedance but different dimensions can be
joined without any reflection taking place. In practice, the stray effects
become soimportant at frequencies of theorderof3
X 10’cps that filters
cannot be designed by purely theoretical means. .Although empirical
adjustments of the elements can compensate to a certain extent for the
stray effects, the actual characteristics of the filter arc always somewhat
different from the theoretical ones.
Another limitation to the field of application of filters using sections
of lines is set by band\vidth considerations.
Consider a prototype lowpass ladder structure \vith a cutoff frequency equal to 1 radian~sec and
l-ohm

terminations.

It turns

inductances

measured

have

of the

values

transformed

into

order

frequency

o,.

inductance

function
of

k’ollo\ving

Similarly

]vhose susccptance
the

order

mean frequency

t hc

frequency
each

\vith a band~vidth

method

discussed

a series-tuned

of 2 ‘w.

to an odd numl]er
cm be substituted.

For
(2n +

tuned

1) of quarter

be

a mean
(see

if-hose

Sec.

reactance

of magnitude

a pmdlel-tuned

frequency
these

w and

of the order

becomes

at the mean

in farads

structure

previously
circuit

uo has a slope

of this type the

measured
T.ct this

of lmity.

capacitance

function

of m~gnitude

Iengt h equal

filter

becomes

at the mean

2/’(0.

in any structure

and the capacitances

of magnitude

a bandpass

9.8),

each

out that

in henrys

circuit

M has a slope also of
rircllits.

let

lraveleugt

The order of magnitlde

lines of
hs at the

of’ the charac-

section of line l~hich is substituted for any series-tuned circuit must be, according to Eq. (13),
teristic

impedance

of the

open-circuited

(45)
Similarly the orcler of magnit~l(lc of the charactrri+t it’ afllnittarlcc of the
sllol.t,-{,il(,llitc(l section of line col),cspon(ling” to any parallel-t(lned circuit
m(lst also be, according to l<l[l.( 12),
}“:

=33 ._’–
7rw(2//+l)

lt f’ollolrs

that

the

ratio

of tll(,

lll:ll:lttf,ti~til’

x,,
z; =

-(

4 u,,
1
iw2)?+l”

~ .;!.
J“

(w)

inlprxlancw of thr t!ro Iinrsis
J

)

(47)
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Note that the terminations of the filter are equal to 1 ohm, or in other
words, that ZO and Z{ are normalized with respect to the terminating
impedances.
The difficulties involved in obtaining narrow bands, that is, large
ratiosof ZO/Z~, are obvious when it is remembered that the characteristic
impedance of a coaxial line is directly proportional to the natural logarithm of the ratio of the diameters of the two conductors and inversely
proportional to the square root of the dielectric constant of the medium
fillingthe line. Ratios of ZO/Z~ as large as even 3 or 4 are difficult to
obtain in practice without considerably increasing the losses of both lines.
It follows that

a large value

value of 2n +

1.

because of their
bandwidth

Lines

inconvenient

limitation

cavity resonators
in thk method

may

instead
of design

1003. Filters

dimensions
be

and

Lines

to note

that,

their

in Sec.

for

losses.

10.8.

In practice,

the

simple

~=l?

(a)
FIG. 101 1.— .%lom.-pas~ filter with its ll]]l~pc.cl-ele!ncrlt

microwave

were among

techniques

that the efficient
third harmonic
10.lla

separated

This
by

resonant

is

the

of crystal

typical

filter,

represented

section

scllcnmtic:dly

freq(lem,ies

circumst

cavity,

~=L
Riu=

(b)

.xiui%der~t

miwrs

ancc

rc(lllires

frequency

rirruit,

of tit-o
is the

lvhose
in

for which

arose

from

the rejection

to be received,

of SUCII a filter

consists

comlenser,

prototype

obtains only at those

design

\vhich

%

10.
is of

to be rcquil cd in the application

This

fundamental

a concentric

simple constant-k
analogue

operation
of the

illustrates

input line.

the first

to radar.

the

Elements.—It

LII

low-pass filters

This

coupled
involved

of lines are used is about

as Two-terminal
except

high

equtil

impractical

by using loosely
The techniques

of lines.

cooju~ when sections

by an almost

long are again

circumvented

of sections

Employing

interest

be balanced

wavelengths

will be discussed

upper limit for the ratio
historical

of uO/w must

several

coaxial

e(lllivalent
Fig.

for a coaxial

reentraut

line

emtxxlinlellt

of

the fact
of the
Figure
mixer
sections
of a

lumped-constant

1011 b.

This

analogy

the reent r:mt line swtions are

.it higher frequencies tllc rwctauces
shorterthan a qlmrter !ta~elengtll,
of the sections of line have poles and zer{w, that, are not present in the
lumped-element cast= and consequently the existence of spurious pass
bands must be expected.
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Let COC
be the cutoff frequency
of the lumped-element
filter.
The
values of L and C given in Fig. 10llb are obtained by properly transforming the prototype section of Fig. 9.23c. The characteristic impedante of the reentrant lines is given
by Eq. (9),
I
!
c

~,=L:=~f

.s
:

/“

u. 1

(48)

$

The capacitance C maybe assumed
to be lumped if the width of th?
I
concentric condenser is small com~~
%
rT$ U— pined with 1. Under these con21
.I)aract., I*I i,. ,,f
lT[,. 1().1Z.—Attenuation
ditions the attenuation function
low-pass filter ofFig.10.1
la.
behaves in the manner shown in
Fig. 1012.
The actual cutoff frequency u; is somewhat smaller than U,
because the reactance of the line is ali~ays larger than J..
A peak of
infinite attenuation occurs when
30
the length 1 is a quarter wavelength. Since a spurious pass
g
band appears when 1 is a half 520
wavelength, the length should be 2
~
made as small as possible.
5
The drawing of Fig. 10.1 la is =:10
scaled to dimensions suitable for &
a
&in.,
46.2-ohm coaxial line.
Polystyrene filler is used in the
3000
3203
2600
280Q
;400
concentric condensem to shorten
Frequency m Me/see
the filter and to add mechanical
I’lti. I(I. 1:3. l{c~ectioll-lmnd
cllwacterislim
of filter of l;ig. 10.11u.
rigidity,
The measured insertion
loss for this filter is sho\vn in Fig. 1013,
‘l’he design formulas given
predict a cutoff frequenry of 2W;0 llc/sec;
the actually observed
ah-e
The dis\-OllIr Corrwponrling to Mb insertion 10ss is 2440 kIc/sec.
crepancy betvwm the calculated
and observed value arises in part
from the approximation inherent
in treating the sections of line w
!:950
1000
1050
1100
I 150 lumped
inductances instead of as
Frequency
1’1<,. 10 14.

In W /see

c)l:i,:lctc,i.li<s
<>(i:ig. 1(1.IIu.

I{:{ I1<IJ!:,.>

t riinsmission

(,( filt,.r

lines;

the

rer-oain(fer

of the discrepancy may be wc(~~lnted
for I)y the extra fringing
c~pacity neglected in tllc(lesign folmlllas
In prti(ti(r, it isp(xsil)letocompelklte ft)), sIIc1l CIIII(Ii”f((t+ I),vfill;l}i~lg (Iolfn tile lcn~tb of tllc dielectric
bt’a(is ilntil t]ic (’}i:~f:L(l(,li*ti( imp(,(l:ln(,e of t)lc filter matches the line.
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Underthese circumstances, the standing-wave characteristics in the pass
band are shown in Fig. 10.14.
A high-pass analogue5 of the harmonic filter described above is shown in
Fig. 10.15 together with its equivConcentric condensers
7
alent lumped circuit.
As in the
caseof the low-pass filter, a shortcircuited line of length 1 is substitutedfor the lumped inductance
L The characteristic impedance
of this line is again given by

r

Z,=L~.

(49)

The two concentric condensers
may be treated as lumped capacitances if their length is much
smaller than 1. Otherwise they
should be considered as open-circuited lines. In the former case,
aspurious pass band appears when
FIG. 1015.-High-pass
microwave filter all(i
the length of the short-circuited
its equivalent lumped circuit.
linebecomes longer than a quarter
wavelength. The attenua~ion, however, rises very slowly and hence the
insertion loss may remain small until the length of the line approaches
one-half wavelength.
c
1“’9’?

I:Iu,

101 ti.-~wu-i+eclioll

high-paw

filter

aud

equivalent rircuit.

.4 two-section filter of this type is sho~\n in Fig. 10.16.
is scaled to dimensions suitable for a 50-ohm coaxial line.

This drawing
The filter was
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intended
to have a cutoff frequency of 900 31c,fsec; at, this frequency the
insertion loss should be, theoretically, eq[ml to 7 db [see Eqs. (9. 129) and
(9. 141)]. Actually, as seen from Fig. 1017, which illustrates the experimentally determined insertion 10SSof the filter, the cutoff frequency is
about 680 Me/see.
As before, this large discrepancy is caused by the
The insertion
roughly approximate nature of the design equations.
loss is less than 0.5 db over most of the frequency range from 800 Me/see
to 4000 lfc/sec.
There is, hen-ever, a small hump of about 1 dh occurring at 2700 hlc/sec approximately, the frequency for }rhich the coaxial
stubs are a quarter wavelength long.
The concentric condensers use(f
in this filter are filled \vith Dilectene
(k, = 3.5) to provide mechanical
rigidity and to reduce the over-all
]ength of the filter. It ~villbe noted
that in the two-section filter, the
center condenser is only one-half the
size of the end condensers since it
must be equal to two of the end condensers in series.
.l group of filters that is some\vhat analogous to the m-derived
filters and suitable for the frequency
range from 150 Me/see to 1000
>Ic ,’sec has been developed.
These
filters are typified by tbe use of
lumped elements in the series arms
of the ladder structure and coaxialline sections in the shunt arms,
FIG.
10.17 .—Itejcction-hm]d
charactel-is tics of high-pass
filter shown in
Since the coaxial lines are sufficiently
I:ig. 10.16.
long to be resonant near the paw
band
of the filter,
they- maybe
consider~d
as a convenient means of building resonant impedances.
As in the case of m-derived strl~ctures, these
filters may be designed to have ~-ery sharp cutoffs, at some cost in the
YIoreo~-er, the use of half secattenuation farther from the pass band.
tions at the two ends of the filter, combined \\-itha proper choice of their
results in improved bandpa~
frequencies of infinite attenuation,
characteristics.
I,umped-elernent structures are used as guides in the design of thest
filters. The values of the elements, hoirevel”, mu*t be determined without making any approximatifnl~ cf)ncrming tlw frcq(lcncy beha~ior
of the lines.
c}larii(’t[’risti(’s,

llore

specifically,

it is necessary

in or(ler

to ol)tmin ,satisfactory

to plot familiw

of imaqc-impedance

handfmw
cuves

FII,TI!L’,9
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for various values of the design parameters.
Attention must also be
paid 10 the existence of superfluous pass bands arising from the repetitive
dependence on fre{!uency of the impedance of the coaxial lines.
It mllst be pointed out,, ho~revel. that even when the above design
procedllreis follolved, the neglect of the connecting-lead inductances and
of the strav capacitances of the coils may result in small but appreciable
differencesbetlveen predicted and observed characteristics.
Finally, the
Filter type

Equivalent

circuit

L,

-7

12

Lz

z~~
T

Zo,

2+

__lzo_
J_ hA-h!!L

‘+’*CF

123

4

:0

‘Y

Fro. 1018.-F0ur

No constant-k or
m derived eqwalent

typical mirmwave filters

,inploying

lines

as

two-t.

rmind

elements.

incidental
dissipation,
\vhich is not taken into account in the design, will
sinew the peaks of infinite attenuation and slightly increase the loss in
the pass hand.
The four types of filters that have been developed are schematically
represented in Fig. 10.18 together ~vith their attenuation functions.
Type 1 is a ion-pass filter obtained from a conventional m-derived section
by sul)stitutiug,
in the shllnt arm, a short-circuited line for the lumped
inductance and an open-circuited line for the l~lmped capacitance.
By
properly
transforming the prototype section of Fig. 9,281) to obtain a
ruto[f frrflllency w anti terminations Nlll:d to 1~,it is ff~llnd for the ]urnped
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element structure that

It follow-s that
according

the

characteristic

to Eqs.

impedances

of the

two

lines

must

be,

(9) and (10),

(51)
(52)
If 11and 1, are much smaller than one-quarter \vavelength over the
frequency band of interest, their actual values do not matter.
If this is
not the case, however, they must be selected in such a way that the acfual
Consider the behaviors of Z“., and
cutoff frequency w is kept unchanged.
Z,,.,, that is, of the open-circuit and short-circuit impedances of one-half
Since -Zochmust vanish for u = u,,
the actual network.

—@tin@!–~cL~_
2Z0,
z“,
“
c c
II{lt from

hkluation

I?qs.

(53)

(51) and

becomes,

(52)

the follolving

~z

L.

(53)

w< [ 1

expression

is obtained:

Z02 4, (1 – m’).
z,, = l,l,U;
then,

(54)

(55)

equation may l)e solved fur 1, lvl)en 1, is given or vice lwrsn.
Attenmust be paid to the fact that the i’re([~lency at \vhich 12 becomes m
quarter
]vavelell~th
i~ ttle c(ltuff of a spuriolw pass band.
Therefore,
The constant m is lwua]lv
it, is desirable to kcrp ~~as ~mall as possible.
made equal to 0.6 since ior this value the image impedance of the half

‘1’Ilis

tion

section

(midsbunt

The
Jvhen

peak

impedance)

of infinite

the impedance

‘is reasonal)ly

att enuat ion

constant

occurs

of the sh~lnt arm is e(lllal

over the pass bard.

\vhen Zo,~ = Z,,,,,
to zero.

that

is,

Thereforel

(56)
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It is interesting to note that u- depends on the product 1112. Equations
(55) and (56) can be solved approximately by using the first two or three
terms of the series expansions of the tangents.
The propagation function of the filter is given by the expression
z,.,

F

7 = 2‘anh-’ Zd

=Ztanh-1

l–~~

{
[c0t(S9-2tan(:cw2”

’57)

The image impedance of the midshunt II-section is

Filter No. 2 of Fig. 1018 is derived from a conventional low-pass
constant-k section by substituting open-circuited lines for the shunt
capacitances,
However, if the length 1 of the line has its quarter-wave
resonance at a frequency wmslightly larger than the cutoff frequency W,
the frequency behavior of the filter becomes similar to the one of an
m-derived section,
The proper design procedure consists of making the
rutoff frequency and the frequency of infinite attenuation of the actual
filter coincide with u, and u~ of the m-derived lumped-element section.
The following expression is, then, obtained:
1

7r

w.

(59)

“’c=2~

(60)

ZO = *%L – tan w. ~‘l’he

image

to any

impedance

desired

value

of the

filter

h’, usually

at zero

the

frequency

impedance

of the

may

be made

terminations.

equal
In

this case,
(zw&..&(,

=

2Zo ; L = R’.

(61)

Equations (59), (60), and (61) yield
(62)
(63)
where, for the v-derived section, the ratio u.~u~ is equal to v“In the case of lumped-clement sections, m must be made equal to approxi.
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mately 0.6 in order to obtain a well-behaved image impedance for the
midshunt half section.
In the present case a somewhat smaller value of
m, approximately 0.55, may be used. The first spurious pass band starts
at the frequency at which 1becomes equal to one-half wavelength, that is,
at a frequency equal to 2ti@. For this filter, the propagation function is
given by

and the image

Filter
tuting

impedance

of the midshunt

X“o. 3 is derived

for the

tuned

from

circuit

II-section

a handpass

is

constant-k

in the shunt

arm

section

by substi-

an open-circuited

section

frequency UO. By properly transforming
the prototype low-pass structure into a bandpass filter with a mean
frequency u,, a bandwidth w, and terminations equal to R, the following
expressions are obtained for the lumped elements
of line resonating

at the mean

1
L,

= ;,

r,

= ;W,

‘0

1

= ~L7C;

(W)

= ~I>,C’,’

The length of the line is given, ol)viously, by
&lul
c—

= T.

(67)

The characteristic impedance of the line m~mt be, according to Eqs, ( 16)
and (66),

z“. +
2(
If w,/u

is rclati~rely

some{vhat

smaller

the frequencies
l’e:ks
filter

can

quencies

and
hardly

atten~utitm

ff:ltt.er
section.

(68)

bandll-idth

filter

becomes

as the difference

[J[ the

entirely

betlveen

frequencies

In
m-derived

I),v the rncan

tllc

iln:lgc

dthou~h
its
of u,, and w.
This imxge

iml)efl:in(,e
behavior
impedance

for ~vhich 1 is

spite of this fact,
type sin(,e these

frtv[uency

the imagx impedanc(!
t]lan

of the

to zero.

]ravclength.

l)e considcrml
II(JIvc~-cr,

is somc\\hat

lumpecl-elernent
independently

actual

OCCIII. :it the

three-(luwters

arc (I(,tt,rmined

to u, 2 :~n(l jti,,.
tion

the

==Ii::,

U, and can I]e compllted

at Ivhich Z,,.,, is equal

of infinite

one-quarter

small

than

,U,,

w,,, bein~

the
freequal

of the n~idsh~lnt II-secof the corresponding
cannot
is

be

adjusted
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The propagation function is, similarly,

y = 2 tanll–l
‘2=2’”’’-’[1-%

:%21-

“0)

Spurious pass bands start at frequencies equal to 2ti,, 3u,, -b,, etc.
Filter No. 4 is derived from a lumped-element structure which is not
It has
of any conventional type.
bandpass characteristics without
any superfluous low-pass band.
Its main advantage is that there
are no condensers in the series
arms. This fact makes it particularly suitable for use at high
power levels. For design data on
this filter, the reader is referred to
the original report by Mode and
Xosker.7
The filter of Fig. 10.19 n-ill be
examined in detail to illustrate the
practical design procedure,
This
filter is intended to operate bet\veen 50-ohm terminations, to
have a pass band from 22o to 260
Me/see, and rejection bands from
165 to 215 llc/sec
and from 275
I’I’I’IL~I’’’
I’11IT’T 3
I
to 375 }Ic/sec.
In order to obtain rl’’rl’’’l’”m”
FIG. 10 19.—Filter
composed
of
five
sections
such characteristics, a Type 2 lowof Type 2 and five sections of Type 3,
pass filter is used in tandem with
a Type 3 bandpass filter.
The sharp cutoff of the low-pass filter is
used to eliminate the high-frequency
portion of the pass band of
the Type 3 filter where the image impedance is varying rapidly with
frequency.
Furthermore, the Type 2 filter increases the amount of
attenuation obtainable per section far from the pass band.
The resulting
filter is composed of five coaxial lines making up the bandpass filter and
five coaxial lines composing the lo~v-pass filter. The two sets of lines
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form a fasces which is bound in a cylindrical tube 21 by 3 in. OD.
The
lines are interconnected by a centrally located coaxial line.
The schematic diagram for the low-pass unit is shown in Fig. 1020.
The A lines are made from a pipe
The filter consists of four II-sections.
These lines have a char# in. in diameter with T$--in. inner conductors.
acteristic impedance of 111 ohms and are 8 in. in length.
The B lines are
Their
made from ~-in. tubing with center conductors ~ in. in diameter.
characteristic impedance is 55.5 ohms and their length is also 8 in.
0.0376#h

0.0376ph

0.0376ph

0.0376ph
0

0
F]G. 1020. -L0w-pass

unit of filter shown in Fig. 1019.

The schematic diagram for the bandpass unit is shown in Fig, 1021.
The A lines are ~-in. ID tubings
The filter consists of four II-sections.
with ~-in. OD center conductors.
In this case Z, = 139 ohms. The
impedance
lines are 13= in. long. The B lines, having a characteristic
of 69,5

ohms,

are

obtained

from

A-in.

III

tubing

and

+in,

011

rods.

of the A lines.
The theoretical curve for the attenuation function and the experimental curve for the insertion loss of this filter are compared in Fig. 1022.
It is not unusual to encounter 10 per cent discrepancies bet\vecn theoretical and experimental results if allowance is not made for j unrtion
effects.
Their

length

is equal

to that

*J**’m’m’
A

B

B

B

A
0

o
FIQ. 1021 .—Bandpass

unit

of filter shown in I’ig. 1019.

1004. Filters Employing Lines as Four-terminal Elements. —.\ number of other filters employing sections of lines have been developed.
A
comprehensive survey including the types shoivn in Fig. 1023 cam be
found in a report by P. Richards. 3 Reference should also be made to a
much earlier survey by Mason and Sykes. ] Four of these filters will be
analyzed in some detail as illustrations of the design technique.
Some of the sections shown in Fig. 10.23 make use of lines as twoterminal-pair networks,
These sections are used in some cases in
combinations with sections of different types to provide mechanical
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In other cases they are used to suppress undesired pass bands
spacing.
The
resulting from the periodic ity of transmission-line impedances.
resulting filters cannot be analyzed by means of the image parameters
of the individual sections because the image impedances of different
In such a case, the advantages of the
sections are not, in general, equal.
image-parameter method of analysis disappear, and instead of computing
the image parameters of the whole filter it is often just as easy to compute
the elements of the CM3~Dmatrix (see Sec. 9.1) by multiplying the corres-

6C

#-

Id

-a-

-0-

lTl

II
I

.

i

I
I

,,
,,

L

4C

,

db

I

2C

--o-a~

1 mrehcal
Measured

II
0

II
I
I

I

l.u_
5

300

4 )

:/see

FIG. 1022.-Co1lll~arisoLL of observed insertion loss and computed attenuation characteristic of filter shown in Fig. 1019,

pending matrires of the individual sections.
The insertion loss of the
filter can be found readily from this matrix as sho\vn in Sec. 9.3. .%rough
estimate of the attenuation function of the whole filter can sometimes,
but not always, be obtained simply by adding the attenuation functions
of the individual sections.
The warning is necessary, however, that this
method, \\-hichis correct when matched conditions exist at the junctions
of different sections, may be misleading when mismatches are present.
It may happen, for instance, that the whole filter has a pass band \where
the indikridual sections have an attenuation band.
The physical meaning
of this phenomenon is that the reflection from one section may cancel
partially or totally the reflection from another section.
Beca~lse of these
considerations, the parameters ~(BtVDfor the individual sections \\~illbe
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given together with the design formulas although they are not used in tho
following discussion.
Filter type

Attenuation

&l
—21—

—21—

JWL

“L

—2/—

2/

—/——
——

1

l—

L

F1~. 10.2:1. ~!”ourfilter t.vpes :il)fl tllcit, :ltlcllll:~tlr,]] cllarw. tc>ris tirs.
Filter

~-o.

1

(’~-se(,tit)t))

section of Fig. 1024.
quency,

i>

(Ie]il(xl

IM)II1

t]l(,

lx)tlsttint-/i

l.ct u, lW i IL( }I:mtliri(ltll :md at, thf:
A short-circuited
line of ~hara~teristi~ impedance

kHl~p:Lss
me:in

l’re-

201 and
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length 21 is substituted for the series arm, and a short-circuited line of
characteristic impedance Zoa is substituted for the shunt arm. The
length 1 is given by the expression
(d
c

H

—=—

(71)

2

With reference to Fig. 10.24u and using Eqs. (16) and (20), it is found
for 2., and Z,,? that

Znl= ~:,
The ratio of thecharacteristici

Zo?

RT U1
——.
~ ~.

=

mpedanmsis

(72)

then

x

‘,

‘--“,ft:
201

=

4LJ0

;G

z,,

These design equations are satisfactory when the ratio W/CW is
much smaller than ~.
not the case, the actual bandwidth
will be appreciably
computing
.ZOch is

the

The

smaller.
cutoff

frequencies

equal to zero.

FIQ. 10. 24. —Constant-k

proper

design

of the

filter

band pass section.

equations

may

be found

as the frequencies

After proper manipulations,
sion is obtained:

by

for which

the following expres-

30
2=c0’2w’=2[sec@0)-’11”
(74)

n
u
.~ 20

Furthermore, imposing the condition

~z
c

Z..,Z.,,

= R’

at the mean frequency ‘uO yields ‘the equation

flo

g

R’

Z01Z02
= ~

(75)

()

oM
2000

3CO0

Frequency

4000

in Mc Isec

FIG. 1025.-Insertion
loss of filter Type 1 shown
in Fig. 10.23.
becomes

infinite

attenuation

for

on each

of these

peaks

sidered

to be of the

7=

~ =
side

obviously

2 tanh–’

Equations (74) and (75) together with Eq. (71)
provide
must

all the
be

impedance
00/2
of the
cannot

m-derived

of

the

line

u =

;OO,

there

pass

band.

be controlled,
type.

z..;

design

however,

and

z...
=2tanh–1

J--

necessary

added,

The

[(
l+;

in

It

because

the

the

series

is a peak

How-ever,
the

equations.

that

filter

propagation

since

of

the

can hardly

locations
be con-

—:.
$
)1

function

1 –tanz~~

arms
infinite

is

.

(76)
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An experimental curve is reproduced
in Fig. 10.25 sho\ving the insertion
loss of one L-section, that is of one
half of the filter shown in Fig. 1024.
Table 101 gives the matrix components for Filter N-o. 1 (T-section) and
for the II- and L-sections derived from
it.
Filter No. 2 in Fig. 10.23 is obtained from the m-derived II-section
sho}vnin Fig. 10.26a. The series arm
of the section is transformed into a
series combination of two resonant
circuits tuned to the frequencies of
infinite attenuation ti~, and u~,, as
shown in Fig. 10.26b. These two frequencies occur on opposite sides of
the pass hand. Two short-circuited
lines of length

1=~21.00

(77)

are substituted for the shunt arm.
The characteristic impedance of these
lines must be
u

11

201==;=

R. W
——
4m mO

(78)

In the series arm two short-circuited
lines of length 1, and 1, are substituted
for the two resonant circuits.
Then,

For filters \rith a reasonably nar-row
band the follo\ring approximation can
be made:
1, + 1%= 21.

a

QJ

(80)

It follows that the two lines must have
the same characteristic
impedance
Z,*, since for CJ= u, the sum of their
impedances must be equal to zero.
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The quantity Z02 can be found by equating the slope of the reactance of
the shunt arm at the mean frequency to 2L2, that is, to the corresponding
value for the lumped network.
Thus, it is required that
d

tanu~+tanu~
c

.Z02 ~[(

c )1 w-.

=

~ z,,
a’
=
~in2? ‘~
4 Uo

where w~ = o~q — ~m,; whence it follows that
4mR tio
ZOt=~Lzsin~~~=—Zsin2
7r

(81)

(82)

~~~.

For small values of w~/ti~ this equation reduces to

2

(83)
=R:&2~()
lh~uations
(77), (78), (79), (80), and (83) form a romplete set of design
equations in the case of narrow-band filters. For larger values of w/ti,
Z02=mR~~

L>

~

~(l)

C2

~ (2)

o

cl
c,
0

““%
L’’%’’=AAW
~02 =_=_1
L,C,

1
L K,

‘=’+”-,=Z5’

1
.—
LsC~

7<3 =

0.!2 — m,,

w. = u.”
(a)

FIG. 10.26.—Two

the same equations
between
The

actual

equivalent

characteristics.

of the c%@~D matrix

are

u,?

*= .
- u=,, ~

=

Um,”m.,

~cz:

(b)
bandpass filter,

may be used, but some disagreements

and predicted

components

forms of m-derived

u, Cd* =

must, he mperted
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Spurious pass bands are centered at frequencies 3u0, 5a0, etc. The
characteristics of the filter, however, are not periodic functions of u.
For instance, the difference between the frequencies of infinite attenuation bracketing the pass band centered at 3LWis ~ti~. For further discussion of filters of this type, the reader is referred to the original paper
by Richards.a
The measured insertion loss for a filter of this type is compared in
Fig. 10.27 with the predicted at40
tenuation function; except forthe
l\
anomalous bump in the pass band
/ \\
the
agreement is good. Part of the
30
g
discrepancy,
particularly near the
i
f’
.s
frequencies of infinite attenuation,
z
is caused by incidental dissipation.
:20
/
./
The bump in the pass band is
t
.
%
inexplicable, unless it arises from
=
I
I
spurious effects introduced by the
10
I
test procedure.
4
I
Filter No. 3 maybe considered
I
1’
0as
a
high-pass filter derived from
4000
5000
2000
3000
1000
Frequency in Mcjsec
the lumped-element structure in
FIG. 1027.-Insertion
loss of filter Type 2
Fig. 10.28. The cutoff frequency
shown in Fig, 1023.
for this filter coincides with the
frequency
of L1 and C. The
zero of Z..t,, that is, with the resonance
image impedance for u = ~ is made equal to the terminating resistance
R. The design equations are then
1
‘2 = LTC

(84)

Rt = L, ~

(85)

+7

- *,,’

r+

*__.l!KFJG. 10.2S.—Equivdent circuit for filter
A section of a line of characterType 3 shownin Fig. 1023.
istic impedance ZOand length 21is
From Eqs. (37) and (38) it is found that
then substituted for the lattice.
(86)
Equations (84), (85), and (86) then yield, for al/c
Z,=R

lC
Ucc = — —.
R cd

<<1,
(87)
(88)

The length 1 is arbitrary but must be mwde short compared with a quarter
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satisfied,
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condition
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frequency

behavior
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band

the

filter.

LIATES

of interest.
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actual

lumped-element

WCis given
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filter

network.

the behavior

When

approximates
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other

of Z.,h and Z,.~ must

It is easy to show that

the exact

value
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closely
hand,

is
the

if this

be examined
of the cutoff

by the expression

(89)
The impedance 20 can still be made equal to the terminating impedance
there is al~vays a
R, since it is well known that under these conditions
frequency
each

other

at which the reflections
and perfect

transmission

arising

from the two condensers

~ Polystyrene

\

FIO. 1029.-A

practical

cancel

results.

form of filter Type

~

1

3 shown

Ddectene spacers

in Fig, 10.2:3

Spurious attenuation bands appear between the frequencies at ~~hich /
becomes equal to an integral number n of quarter wavelengths and the
frequencies at which Eq. (89) is satisfied for (n – 1) ~ <$<

n ~.

It

follows that this filter may be used also as a bandpass filter.
For the components of the (i~~~ matrix it is found that
Ci = ~–
sin ~
Wczo

+ cos 2+17

@=

’[zo(’-*z)sin:-%
1
26J
(3=jzOsmx,

~=—

cos:l

Z1.d
21.d
1
sin — + cos —.
c
WCZQ
c

A practical design for a filter of this type is shown in Fig. 10.29.
It consists of a coaxial line \vith polystyrene filler between the inner and
outer conductors.
The inner conductor is broken periodically and the
sections thus formed are spaced ~~-ithDilectene washers to form series
capacitances.
The capacitances of the first and last condensers are eqllal
to C whereas the cap~citanccs of the other seven condcnwrs are equal to
The experi(’/2,
The filter consists, thus, of eight prototype sections.
mentally
determined
insertion
loss for this filter is sho\vn in Fig. 10,30.
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low-pass

filter

filter

coincides

with

equencyof

made

L2andC1.

equal

to

the

The

terminating

Under these conditions, the design equations are

1

‘2‘L,(7,

(91)

~2 . LL:+~.

(92)

Note that the attenuation never becomes infinite; however, the image
impedance, and consequently the insertion loss, become infinite for
u=m.
microwave
The corresponding
filter
30

is designed

and of length

\

ZOZ and

the series

inductance.

L,

ZO1,
and a

line of characteristic

impedance

\

a

impedance

21 for the lattice,

short-circuited

e 20
.s
~%

by substituting

line of characteristic

1 for

Then
c,

= Zalj,

.$

of length

= &l:,

L, = Z,.i :,

%

I

= 10

or

Ho}vcvcr,
smaller

2500
3500
Frequency m Me/see
lnsert,o,, losh of filter show~,
in k’ig. 1029.

if m<l]c is small compare(l
than

one-quarter

~,,

J

z
Z;; =T”
-()

\

1’IG. IW3(J.-

z

Zo, =

I

o
1500

(93)

\va~elen@h

.iccurding

to
li~

=

Ittl.

u =

(92),

the

result

is

ZO,(ZO1 + Z(,L!).

\rith unity,
for

~c, ?

that,
u,,

the

is, if 1 is milch
design

can

be

the loss in the pass
band some\vhat; as a matt m of fact, it \vill tend to improve the ch:~r,acteristics of the filter since perfect transmission \villbe obtained not only
at zero frequency I)ut also :Lt1 lIC, frequency for ~vl)iclltllc image impedance
is equal to R.
Note t}lat all tllr Iumprd elements hn~-c lwen e[ft,cti~el~’ replticed I}y
simplified

by

letting

Zol

sections

of line of eqlml

in Sec.

10.1,

that

the

=

R.

le~lgth 1.
fre{luency

‘his

\vill change

It follmvs,
characteristics

a(colcfing
of thr

to the disclmsion
microf!-arc

filter
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from the corresponding

filter by simply substituting tan u’;

Thus the resulting functions have a period equal to T ~, as shown

in Fig. 10.23. The components of the CMB(YDmatrix can be obtained
from Eq. (90) by substituting 20,
L2

L,

for ZO and Zol tan ~1 for – ~.
Other types of filters, similar
to the one discussed above, can
be designed \vithout difficulty.
For further discussion of these
filters. the reader is referred to the
original

report

by Richards.

L?

,~~1’
/
~.,,,

/
o

10.:11 .—13quivalent
circuit
for
Type 4 shown in Fig. 10.23.

filter

3

‘1O.5. Waveguide Filters.—It may be noted that no waveguide filter
Theoretically speaking, the behavior
has been described up to this point.
of hollow-pipe waveguides is so similar to the bcha~-ior of conventional
transmission lines that one might expect to find waveguide filters analogous
to the broadband filters discussed in the preceding section.
h-o such filters, however, have ever been built for a number of reasons.
First of all, a waveguide is intrinsically a high-pass filter. Low-pass
filters

are thus excluded,

and the need for any high-pass

filter

other

than

a

simple section of guide is rather improbable.
The characteristics of
guides as high-pass filters are discussed below.
In the seQond place,
it would be rather difficult to design filters employing sectio~s of w-aveguides as elements because of the junction effects. Thes!e junction
effects, which in general can be minimized in the case of conventional
transmission lines, become of paramount importance in the case of waveguides.
worthless,
impossible

It

follow-s

that

not

only

but even the mathematical
to perform.

In the case

does

any

analysis

theoretical

design

of a given system

of narrow-band

filters,

become
becomes

however,

the

difficulties arising from the use of ~vaveguides are easily overcome, as
will be shown later.
In view of this situation, it is fortunate, indeed, that waveguide
filters very seldom require a broad pass band.
TR switches are the only
broadband filters ever built,
Even in this case, the design procedure for
narrow-band filters is applicable.
The fact that broadband filters are
seldom needed becomes clear when one considers that the absolute frequency band required to transmit a given intelligence is independent of
the frequency of the carrier. It follows immediately that the same
intelligence that requires, for instance, a 10 per cent band at 300 Mc,’sec
will require only a 1 per cent band at 3000 Me/see,
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It seems worth while to discuss the behavior of waveguides as highpass filtem in more detail. Below a certain critical frequency, an exciting
field in a waveguide will die out exponentially according to the law
E = Eoe–”z where EOis the amplitude of the field at the point of excitation
and z is the distance from this point to the point of measurement.
The
threshold frequency for this phenomenon is known as the “cutoff frequency” and depends on the geometry of the waveguide and the particular mode excited.
In the following discussion, attention will be
confined to the damping of dominant modes in rectangular and circular waveguide.
The attenuation function is
given in all cases by

“=843-(9

db/meter

where A and ACare, respectively,
the free-space wavelength and the
cutoff wavelength in meters. It
should be recalled that this atFIG. 10.32.—Attenuation
below cutoff in a
wave guide.
tenuation is not a consequence of
dissipation of a traveling wave, but is attenuation by reflection just as
in the case of nondissipative filters.
It is clear from the foregoing equation that the maximum obtainable
For the !f’EIO-mode in rectangular
attenuation is 54.6/xc db/meter.
waveguide ~. = 2a, where a is the wide dimension of the guide; for the
TEl,-mode in circular waveguide, A, = 3.41r, where r is the radius of the
guide.
Figure 10.32 gives a normalized plot of the attenuation function as a
function of A,/k. It is apparent
---;
from this graph that any device
-—— -–-–––-–
that alters k. will change the cutoff
t
frequency.
Thus, for instance, a ~lG. 1033,-HiKh-pass filter constructed
froma taperedrectangularwaveguide.
variable cutoff high-pass filter can
be obtained by placing in the guide a thin, longitudinal dielectric or
metallic slab which can be moved across the waveguide.
A method of
obtaining the same result by means of a variable-width guide has been
described by Wadey.4
The insertion loss of a section of guide differs from the total attenuation of the section and depends on the source and load impedances just
as in the case of conventional filters, Tapers are used in most cases to
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match the input and output guides to the attenuating section as shown
in Fig. 10.33. However, a perfect match can never be obtained because
the guide wavelength approaches irdinity when the frequency approaches

33

0.95

0,97

0.99

1.1

FIG. 10.34,—Behavior of tapered waveguide near cutoff frequency,
its

cutoff

value.

Figure

10.3A

gives
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data

on a filter

section

of

this type.
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It has been
bythe

values

specifically,

pointed

out that

of characteristic
it

is not

indlictances,

arises

also in connection

is overcome
a cascade
As

m

on the

and

size

of the

lJy transforming
of resonant

example,

to

build

the

loosely

in filter

In the
usually

coupled

bandpass

latter

section

case,

of

situation
of practical

the

difficulty

structure,

mutual
the

IMore

employing

similar

because

a ladder

through

is limited

filters
A

filters

design

in practice.

narrow-band

exclusively.

elements.

RESONATORS

obtainable

lumped-element

the network,

circuits

consider

the use of lines

capacitance,
with

CAVITY

impedances

practical

lines,

limitations

DIRECT-COUPLED

into

inductances.

constant-k

type

I~ig. 10.35a, This filter is designed for a. mean frequency
o,,, a 1mn(l,ridth w, and terminating impedances equal to R. With
refemnw to the design equations given in Fig. 10.35a, it is obviously
diffimilt to build inductances and capacitances of the widely different
sizes rt,tlllircrf for a 1 per cent band~!-idth, that is, for a ratio uO/w equal to
100.
TO circumvent this difficulty the network is transformed into the
sho\vn

in
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equivalent structure showm in Fig. 10”35b. The reader who is not familiar
with the details of this transformation procedure is referred to Chap. 4,
The equivalence
Sec. 6, of Communications Networks by E. A. Guillemin.
of the two structures as two-terminal-pair networks can be checked without difficulty, however, by computing the impedances Zo.~ and Z..t,. In
the transformed net\vork, all the inductances ha~-e the same value, and
the ratio C’,/C’, is only 2. If L, is still too large, the impedance level of
the whole net]vork may be changed by means of ideal transformers or,
in practice, by means of tj~o suitable matching net\vorks. This method
of designing narrow-band lumped-clement filters leads to a solution of
the analogous problem in the case of micro\vave filters. Cavity resonators arc kno~vn to behave, in the vicinity of a resonance frequency,
It follows that a possible microwave
like simple resonant circuits.
realization of a narro\v-band filter \rill consist of a number of cavity

E5!$FE
(b)

(a)

l:]~. 10.:{ 5. —.\

protutypc

r(]natatlt-k

baIKIPass
equivalent

filter

transformed

into

a more

practical

form.

resonators coupled to one another in such a way that they form a chain.
For this reason, cavity filters ~vill now be discussed.
Initially, however,
there will be a digression for the discussion of the properties of cavities as
net\~ork elements.
10.6. Cavity Resonators as Circuit Elements. —.\ny cavity resonator
It has an infinite number of
is inhcxently a very complex network.
natural frequencies of oscillation and, moreover, it may oscillate in more
than one mode at any given natural frequency,
The present section is
concerned, particularly, w-ith the external characteristics of cavities,
that is, \vith their behavior as circuit elements.
In view of this fact, one
must consider a cavity together with the elements that couple it to the
rest

of the net}vork,

a cavity

can

independent

Under

be represented
functions

these
by

conditions
means

of’ frequency.

the frequency

of any
The

three

convenient
open-circuit

.1”,,, .Y,?, x,, are particularly
suitable
for this purpose
directly
to a convenient
form of equivalent
circuit.
are measured

at the terminals

the

consist

of coaxial

case

of w-aveguide

terminals

mode.

In the

of the
lines

cavity.
operated

terminals,

ho~ve~,er,

of

of three

reactance
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in the
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concerning the exact meaning of impedance.
This question deserves
some attention before an analysis of cavities is given.
Impedance, when defined in the conventional manner as the ratio of
voltage to current, loses its meaning in connection with waveguides
because of the lack of terminals at which these quantities can be measured. It turns out, however, that the ratio of the transverse component
of the electric field to the transverse component of the magnetic field is
constant over any cross section of a waveguide and has the physical
dimensions of an impedance.
This ratio can be substit~lted, for most
practical purposes, for the impedance as defined in the conventional
manner.
In particular, this ratio has the same functional properties
with respect to frequency as regular impedance flmctions, that is, it
obeys the same restrictions and follows the same theorems.
+C”
The only limitations to such a w
concept of impedance is that two
L;
suchimpedances cannotbe compared
c;
Ml
LI
%
when they are measured in different
guides. This limitation, however,
~
L2
~p
~~ M2
has no practical importance since
9
G
such a situation never arises. In
‘0
i
fact, the behavior of a network
L:
C; Mk
Lk
‘k
depends only on the relative values
‘2+
G
of the impedances measured at the
i
same pair of terminals and never on ~_i
F
(a)
(b)
the relative values of impedances
FIG. 10.36.—Equivalent
circuits of a
measured at different pairs of tercavity resonator.

minals.

A proof

of this

fact

case of a two-terminal-pair
cussion

of the

referred

to Vol.

According
impedance

physical

for the

network
meaning

is given
of

in Sec. g ,3.

waveguide

For

impedance

further

the

dis-

reader

is

S.
to

the

above

of a waveguide

definition
becomes

of

impedance,

the ratio

the

of the transverse

characteristic
component

of the electric field to the transverse component of the magnetic field for
matched conditions, that is, when no standing wave is present in the
guide. This ratio, which is also called the “wave impedance, ” can be
expressed in the case of T1l-modes as follows:

(94)

where co, is the cutoff frequency of the guide,
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It is common practice in transmission-line work to normalize any
impedance with respect to the characteristic impedance of the line in
The same practice is followed in
which such impedance is measured.
the case of \vaveguides. It should be remembered, however, that since
in this case the characteristic impedance is an irrational function of frequency, the normalized impedance does not have the same functional
behavior as regular impedance functions.
The foregoing considerations on the meaning of impedance in waveguides permit the discussion of the frequency behavior of cavities withConsider first the case of a
out any limitation on the type of terminals.
cavity with a single input line. Foster’s reactance theoreml’,~” states
that the input reactance X(u) of any two-terminal reactive network can
be represented in the form shown in Fig. 10.36a. When this theorem is
applied to a lossless cavity, each tuned circuit of the equivalent network
corresponds to one of the resonance frequencies of the cavity, that is, one
of the frequencies at which the input reactance becomes infinite.
The reactance of the cavity can then be written

(95)

The values of the parameters are given by the expression

(96)

(97)

(WI)
B(a)
is the input susceptance of the ca}-ity.
Another form of equivalent net}vork is sho)vn in Fig. 103(jb.

\rhere

reactance

l“(u)

can be written

in terms

of the parameters

The

of this net\rork

as follows:

J-

(9!))
k=’]

where

.

Lo = L; +

z [(

X(6)) — ~+.

d

L;=

--

dw-’

)]

(1(n))

k=i

(101)
(102)

The l:th

of the sllmmation
of” I:(I.
(!}!))
is the reactance of the kth
loop reflectrd in the primary loop through the mutual inductance M,.
It is physically rlvar t]u~t, given aI]Y arbitrary value o’ of W,
at any frequency w < u’, the tvrms of the summation for Ivhich OJi>> o“
can be neulected.
In fart, under these conclititlns the resommt loop is
..
approxirnat
ely an open
circuit,
tind thcreforp the rcactan~,e ref{wtcd in
the primary loop is rwgligil)le. For
c
this reason, 1;([. (99) :m(l the c(lrterm

resonant

responcling

netlvork

of I~ig. 10.3(ib

:Lrc prcferal)lf,,

in the (’:lse of distrilJ-

utw-constant

systems,

and tlm correspo~ldin~”

:qgcp

;-

to 1’1([. (95)
ncti$”ouk

of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10360.
I;or a mathmnatical
J’lr
11):17
\ll,l,xirl,:itv
rir.u, t. of 0
,,;,Y,(y rc>(),l&to
l’.
(Discussionof this qurstion and dthe
the
wader
convergence of the infinite summations of IhLs. (M) iLIld (W),
is referred to the f)rigin:ll pap~,r I,J- S. Schrlliunoff, ” and to J’ol. 8.
In most prarticul cases it is the brhavior of a c:~vity in the ~icinity of
a resonance frellucncy 0,,, that is, of a lX)ICof ~(u) that is of interest.
fly “ vicinity” is meant a frmlurnry band that is center-cd at al, and has
a ]vidth small compared \\-ithu}, and Nith the differrn(’e between UPand
the adjawnt resonanro frw~llencim.
Under thcw conditions all the terms
of the sun~m:~tif)ns in ]kl. (!)!)) either are nl,~~ligil)lc compared l~ith the
like negative indurtive rcartanrm.
:~j)l>l,(]xil~l:~t(>ly
pth t~rm Or hrhal-(’
Thr rqllivaient net\vork rcduws then to the one Aoil-n in Fig. 10.37a in
\vhich

(103,)

(’ = (’()
,,–1

1’ =

z

r.,,
–

A=)

.1[:

‘--”

1,,6.!;”

(104’)
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Consider now the case of a cavity with input and output couplings.
The cavity becomes then a two-terminal-pair network with an infinite
number of natural modes of oscillation, that is, an infinite number of
frequencies at which the open-circuit reactance X11, XU, X22 become
infinite.
If no dissipation is present, the extension of Foster’s reactance
theoremlg to the case of two-terminal-pair networks leads to the following
expressions for the open-circuit reactance of a cavity:*

.

X11(O)
= J’,o –

-& +

z

ditqk
L,(W; –

(0’)’

k=l

CC

X22(61)
= UL20

cJM;.k
–

&

(105)

+
2
k=l

L,(co:

–

0’)’

/

.

xl,(a)
=

d!fo

–

&

u3M,

kM2k

+
2

I/k(@;

–

d]”

)

k=l

c,~

C20.Cmo

Cmo

FIG. 10.38.—Equivalent
circuit. of a cavity
with two pairs of terminals.
(101),

and

(102),

The corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 10.38. Each
resonant loop is tuned to a natural
frequency of the ~cavity and corresponds to one term in each of
the summations
of Eq. (105).
The mutual inductance Mo represents direct inductive coupling
between the input and output
terminals.
The two capacitances
with the ideal
C~/2
together
transformer represent direct capacitive coupling
between the
input and output terminals.
The values of the elements in
the equivalent network of Fig.
10.38 are given by equations
similar in form to Eqs. (100),

namely,

* This analysisis based on the assumptioneitherthat only one

mode of oscillation

is associated with any resonance frequency of the cavity or, if several modes have the
same resonance frequency, that these degenerate modes are coupled symmetrically
to
The case of degenerate
modes asymmetrically
the input and output terminals.
coupled to the terminal
almost equal resonance
couplings

eliminate,

can be considered as the limiting case of normal modes with
This case, however, is rare since asymmetric
frequencies.

in general,

any preexistent

degeneracy

of modes.
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1
where BII = — —–, Bz~ = — —,

Xl,

x,,

A.$’ C’lllCIJIT
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1
Blz = — — are the open-circuit sus-

X12

ceptances.
AS in the case of a cavity with a single pair of terminals, given
any arbitrary value u’ of ~, for u < w’, the terms of the summations for
which ti~>> (u’) z can be neglected.
C2 cm
Similarly, in the vicinity of any
_c) cm,
Ideal
Cm-cl
cm-c~
resonance frequency tiP, the equivl:fl
alent network reduces to the one
c>
shown in Fig. 10.39a. The param2
eters Ll, Cl, L?, Ct are given by
-M+
equations similar to Eqs. (103)
and (104), tvhereas M and Cm are
m
given by the expression
~T_
(a)
p–1

M=M,

–

cm= C*O.
‘%:z”~

“]2) ~;.i;$[zj

If a further simplification is made
by neglecting the reactance of L,,

(b)

Ideal

,

Fm. 10.39.—Approximate
equivalentcircuits
of a cavity with two pairs of terminals.

CI, -?&, C2, M, and C~, the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 10.39b
is obtained.
The ideal tr~nsformer produces the required change of impedance level if the network is not symmetrical.
The values of the elements
are given by

The effect of incidental dissil]at ion c:i]l he l:k’n into account, 10 a
first approximation, by inserting a series resistante 1/, in every resonant
‘~he ]:tlllc of 1/,, is Iwllally
loop of the equivalent circllit of Fig. 1038.
expressed in terms of the Q of the catity tit the freqllcncy L.JL
I)y the
relation
WJ,L

== QA,

l?,,

Jvhere Q~ is defined as 27r times the ratio of the energy stored to the
energy dissipated per cycle ~\-henthe (a~ity oscillates at the /ith natliral
‘~he

frequency.
quency

behavior

quantity
of the

QL can

al~o

open-c irc{[it

Iw expressed

impedanw

xl].

in terms
ZV,

and

01 the

l’re-

zl~.

let,

the frcw~ucncieson lmt h sides 0[ al at Ivhich
the square of the magnitllclc of [my one of the three open- cirwlit,irnpwantes becomes one-half of its maxim~lm l,:tl~le; then

WL be the

difference

bet (reen

(&

=

!!!

(11(;)

1/,,.

It should be notml, ho\\-ever,that this wlllation
is corm+
only if u~l,is
small compared \\-it
h t hc (lifferenc(’ bet IHTII 01 and the nearest resomincc
frequency of tlic ctivity.
Dissipation is taken into awount in the equivalent cirmlit of Fig.
10.39b by means of a shunt cond~lctance C; given by
(117)

It is common practice in dealing \vith a cavity resonator to express
the elements of the e(lui~-alent circuits in z normalized form I)y means of
the so-called (‘ loaded Q’s. ” I.ct Z,,, :Ind Z,l, l)e the (ll:il:~(tc>]istic impedances of the inpllt and mltpllt lines rcspcctivel~-. The q(uintity (Q,,),.,
is defined as the Q of the c:i]ity at the frwluericy w,, Irheri & re~istancr
J\-ith ret’ercnre to t I)(,
equal to 201 is connected to the inpl~t terminal.
equil’alent circuit of Fig. 10.39/), !I-hich is exactly rorrect for m = m,,,

(Q~)Lz is defined similarly :LSthe Q of the cavity ]t-hen a resist:~rife e(lli:i]
to Z02 is connectrd to the olltput terminals,
In this (asc
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It follows that the Q of the cavity, when loaded on both sides, becomes
(Qp).

=

WPCj

~ZZ~~1~2Z02

=

(Q)LI(QJLz(Q,)L2”

(Q=)LI +

(120)

A-ote
that in defining these loaded Q’s it has been assumed implicitly
that there is no dissipation inside the cavity.
If the loaded Q’s were
determined experimentally, instead of (Q,) .,, (Qp)u the following values
would be obtained:

Qp(Qp)Ll
(Q=)L1

=

(Q,).,
=

Q. +

(Qp)L1

Q,(Qp)Lz
Q, +

(Q,) LZ-

(121)
(122)

In conclusion, the behavior of a cavity in the vicinity of a resonance
frequency ao is determined by three parameters, namely, QO,Q.1 and QL~.
The subscript p has been dropped since from now on the behavior of
cavities in the vicinity of only one resonance frequency will be considered.
10.7. Design
of Cavity Resonators.—Of
all the various types
described, only the simple cylindrical cavity, the reentrant cylindrical
These types
cavity, and the rectangular cavity need be considered.
“satisfy, in general, the size and weight requirements imposed on filters
and can be manufactured by simple processes.
The unloaded Q of a cavity is determined by the volume-to-surface
ratio of the cavity, the mode excited, and the resistivity of the surface.
In designing simple resonant cavities for filters, it is desirable, if possible,
to have only one resonance frequency lying within the frequency range
of interest.
In general, this procedure sets an upper limit on the size
of the cavity and ccmequently on the QOof the cavity for a given surface
material.
In some cases a compromise must be effected, since to reduce
the dissipative loss in the filter to a minimum, QOshou!d be as large as
possible.
For quantitative illustration, consider the use of a symmetrical cavity
as a selective transmission device. Let the input and output lines be
properly terminated in their characteristic impedance ZO. An approximate equivalent circuit for the system is shown in Fig. 10”40a. The
voltage source E, in series with the line impedance ZOis transformed into
an equivalent current source shunted by ZO as shown in Fig, 10.40b.
The ratio of the power delivered to the load to the power available from
the source behaves with frequency as a simple resonance curve, as shown
in Fig. 10.41. The ratio of the mean frequency u, to the difference w
between the two half-power frequencies is, by definition, equal to Q.,
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the Q of the dissipative cavity when loaded on both sides by 20. If
Q, is the unloaded Q of a symmetrical cavity, for the insertion 10SSL
at resonance
L = 20

~+q.

loglo

(123)
Qo

()

In view of the relation between Q~ and bandwidth, it is clear that losses
are more important in narrow-band filters.
18=~
—

mm
(b)

(a)
FIG.

1O-M)-TWO

equivalent

circuits

of

a cavity

loaded

on

both

sides.

From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that to change the effective
bandwidth of a cavity, the coupling to the cavity must be altered.
The
exact manner in which this may be done depends on the type of coupling
used, which in turn is largely dependent on system requirements.
In many cases, it is convenient to make a cavity resonator by placing
two irises in a section of rectangular waveguide.
This procedure has
the advantage of permitting the theoretical calculation of the size of
irises

1.0c

.Q
g

required

In waveguides,

are

almost

plings.

E
z
g 0.5

capacitive
view
dling
portant,

I

Wo

Frequency

FIG. 1O.41.—A simple resonaIlce curve.
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to

from

the point

of

power-hanmore

is the

amount

fact

than

capacitive

imthat

of coupling,
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bigger

responding

used

Even

perhaps,

loaded

inductive

loss and

capacity.

the opening

a given

always

These

$
.=

o.

for

Q.

for

iris is

the

cor-

iris,

and

hence the inductive iris is easier to make. For instance, a normalized
susceptance of 10 in a 1- by +-in. waveguide requires a gap size in a.
capacitive iris of 0.004 in. whereas the opening in a symmetrical inductive
iris with the same susceptance is approximate y 0.25 in. For similar
mechanical reasons, the symmetrical inductive iris is preferred to the
asymmetrical iris. Moreover, the second mode excited by a symmetrical
iris in a rectangular guide is the TE~o-mode whereas the asymmetrical
iris excites the Z’E~O-mode also.
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It is possible to calculate by simple formulas, as shown below, the
normalized susceptance required
100CI
for a rectangular cavity with a
given loaded Q. From the normalized susceptance the size of the
500
inductive iris required maybe calculated.
It is important to take
into account the thickness of the
QL
iris since this has an appreciable
effect on the normalized susceptance and hence ontheloaded
Q.
100
Figure 10.42 shows a theoretical
curve of the loaded Qasafunction
of iris size when zero iris thickness
50
is assumed, and a similar experiApe&e d in inches
mental curve for irises ~ in. thick
FIG. 10.42.—Loaded Q as a function of
iris size for rectangular cavity in 1- by }-in.
in a 1- by $-in. guide.
guide.
If the cavitv is made of rectangular waveguide with completely closed ends, the resonance frequency
occurs when the length of the cavity is equal to x,/?.
When the coupling
irises are introduced, however, the
1000
length of the cavity must be re\,
duced to maintain the same reso\,
nance frequency.
For stronger
5U0
couplings, that is, larger iris open\
ings, the shortening required is
A
correspondingly
greater. Figure
200
10.43 shows this relation for caviQL
\
ties made from 1- by ~-in. rectan‘“4
~0.031’’thick
Im.es I
100
using ~-in.
gular waveguide
\
inductive irises. It is obviously
\
impossible to build a cavity whose
M
resonance frequency is exactly
Zero-thickness
\
Thereequal to a specified value.
I
Itises (theoretlcall
fore, it is considered good practice
\
J
20
to make the distance between the
I
irises slightly shorter than required
\
\l
and
to provide a capacitative tunIn
.- —..
0.70
0.90
0.98
0,96
ing
screw
which can be used to
g
Au
tune the cavity over a 10 per cent
FIG. 1043.-Foreshorteninr!
of rectangular
frequency band.
If the screw is
waveguide cavity as funct]on of luaded Q.
placed at the center of the cavity
where the currents are a minimum, it introduces onl y a d ight addit ional loss.
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The final form of such a cavity constructed from 1-by &in. rectangular waveguide and designed to resonate at 3.3 cm is shown in Fig. 10.44.
In order to illustrate the general
remarks made above it appears
worth while to give the design
calculations for this cavity as an
example of the required procedure.
Furthermore, these calculations
will offer the opportunity of pointing out the effects of certain approximations currently made in
the design of cavities.
The arrangement of two inductive irises in a rectangular waveguide and its equivalent circuit are
shown schematically in Fig. 10.45a
and Fig. 10.45b. Let b be the normalized susceptance of either iris.
Fm. 10.44.—Rectangular cavity resonator.
The length 1of the section of guide
can be determined by making the open-circuit input susceptance (not
normalized) equal to zero for u = coo. For B,,
b + tan

2
Bll=

;
{m[

1–;

b+
l–b

tan

(

~ v’~~

(

~~~~

)

(124)
) 1

Therefore, the proper length 1 is given by the expression
tan ~ v’=

= &

(125)

o~o

‘b

‘b

1

where bo is the value of b for
o = w
To determine the loaded
1
o
1.E
Q’s of the cavity, the slope of B,,
kl+
for w = UOmust first be computed.
(a)
(b)
If Q. is larger than 100; it is reaFI~, 1045.-A simplerectangularcavity
sonable to neglect the frequency
waveguide and its transmission-line
variation of b. On the basis of ~tiv,l~~t,
this assumption, from Eqs. (124)
and (125) there is obtained the equation
(126)
(2).=.0

= d%%tan-’&”
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The loaded Q of the cavity is then, from Eq. (120),
(127)

‘L=
‘[~-li)’l’an-’
For large values of b, this equation becomes approximately
(128)

Thus, to a first approximation, Q. varies quadratically with b~.
The design of an inductive iris for a given b, ii straightforward.
an infinitely thin symmetrical iris there is the approximate relation

For

(129)

where d is the opening of the iris and a is the width
stitution of Eq. (129) in Eq. (128) yields

of the guide.

Sub-

(130)

Thus, for sufficiently small values of d/a, Q. is proportional to d–4. This
relation reveals how critical are the iris dimensions for large values of
QL. Equation
(128), on the other hand, points to the necessity of correcting Eq. (129) to take into account the thickness of the irises.
The amount of loss at resonance may be calculated f~om Eq. (123).
For instance, a cavity with a Q, of 10,000 and a loaded Q, of 100 has a
loss at resonance of only 0.08 db; but if Q. is increased to 500, the corresponding loss is 0.42 db.
It is interesting to compare the above results with the insertion loss
computed from the elements of the ~OWD matrix of the system.
For
the matrix elements

~=m=cos
O–bOsin O,
(B=jsin
O,
(2 = j[(l – b:) sin O + 2bOcos 0] I
where

●

(131)
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it is found that for the insertion loss
L=

10log10

[

l+~(2cos0–b0sin

0)2 .

(133)

1

Since perfect transmission is obtained for
2
‘an e = E

(134)

the proper value of 1 is given by
(135)
The apparent disagreement between this equation and Eq. (125)
results from the implicit assumption that perfect transmission through
the cavity occurs at the resonance frequency ~0 as the equivalent circuit
of Fig. 10.39b would indicate.
This equivalent circuit, however, neglects,
in our case, the reactance WL = oLZ = — ZO/bo (see Fig, 10.32b).
It
can be shown that these reactance shift the frequency of perfect transmission from U. to
@;=tiol

—
[

The bandwidth
curve becomes

b~

1

(136)

2QL(1 + b;) “

u’ between the half-power

points of the transmission
(137)

For large values of b, these corrections are evidently negligible and Eqs.
(125), and (135) lead to identical results for any practical purposes.
Consider now a rectangular cavity asymmetrically loaded. Let b,
and bz be the wrmalized susceptances of the input and output irises
respectively, and 1 the distance between the two irises. For B,, and Bt,

B,, =

+

(138)

B,, =

+

(139)

For u = u, both B,, and B,t must vanish.
length of the cavity is given by
tan~./~=—

It follows that the proper

b, + b,
blbt – 1“

●

(140)
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their common zero are given by

(9.=.3
=L%+’a”-’=

(141)
(142)

r+).=.

‘r+).=ww”

The loaded Q’s of the cavity are then

c?.,
=

6;+1

2[’-W1’an-’=
b;+l
Q~2 = Q~l ~“
1

(143)

(144)

These equations can be further simplified for large values of b 1 and bz
as in the case of symmetrical cavities.
A design procedure similar to the one just described can be followed
when a circular wav eguide is used instead of a rectangular wave guide.
In this case circular irises are recommended.
In some cases it is desirable to use other types of cavities with rectangular waveguide feeds. Irises are still used as coupling elements
although theoretical design is usually impossible since the field distribution is not, in general, the same on the two sides of an iris, and the correct coupling must be determined empirically.
For obvious reasons of a
mechanical nature, circular irises are preferred to inductive irises. An
example of the use of circular irises is shown in Fig. 10.62.
To connect a cavity to a coaxial line, three types of coupling devices
may be used, namely, loops, probes, and irises. These three methods of
coupling are illustrated schematically in Fig. 10.46. The cavities shown
in this figure are of the reentrant cylindrical type.
They may be considered, roughly, as sections of coaxial lines short-circuited at one end
and loaded with a capacitance at the other end. From the point of view
of reproducibility y, the iris and probe couplings are to be preferred.
However, the loop coupling presents considerable advantages when the
coupling has to be adjusted after assembly.
In fact, the coupling can
be varied very easily by rotating the plane of the loop with respect to
the cavity,
The introduction of the coupling elements in a cavity alters the
resonance frequent y by a small but unpredictable amount.
For this
reason, as in waveguides, it is general practice to provide a method for
tuning the cavity to the desired frequency after assembly.
This tuning
can be accomplished in reentrant cavities by making the length of the
center conductor adjustable.
A cavity with loop couplings and adjustable-screw tuning is shown in Fig. 10.47. This cavity can be tuned over
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more than a 10 per cent band at about 3000 Me/see.
Its Qo is about
5000 and the loaded Q with the loop size shown is about 500. The
resulting transmission loss at resonance is about 0.5 db.

(a)
FIG. 10.46.—Alternative

(b)

T

couplings to a reentrant cylindrical

(c)

cavity.

The main disadvantages of a cavity resonator are its size and weight.
In many cases where a loaded Q of less than 30 to 40 is sufficient, it is
possible, by replacing cavities with resonant irises, to reduce the weight
and space required.
These irises behave like parallel-tuned circuits in
shunt to the line and, therefore, may be considered as combinations of

FIG. 1O.47.—A reentrant cylindrical cavity resonator with loop couplings and provision
for tuning.

inductive and capacitive irises. Se~Teraltypes of such irises maybe used,
the most common of which are illustrated schematically in Fig. 10.48.
The saving in space and weight associated with the use of a resonant
iris results from the fact that the waveguide is used to store the energy
associated with the iris, while still performing its function as link to other
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components of the system.
However, since the ratio of the effective
volume to the surface is always smaller for an iris than for a cavity with
the same loaded Q, the dissipative losses in the iris will always be greater.
Thus, the use of resonant irises is restricted to values of loaded O
. sufficiently small to keep the trans- /
mission loss within reasonable
limits.
On the other hand, the
design of cavities becomes rather
difficult when small loaded Q’s of
the order of magnitude of 50 are
desired because the coupling ele- y
ment becomes a major portion of
the cavity.
It follows that resonant irises are complements to
FIQ. 10.48.—Slmple resonant irises,
cavities rather than substitutes for
them. Their application in the design of broadband waveguide filters
will make this fact more evident.
10.8. Theory of Direct-coupled
Cavities.-In
many applications, a
simple resonant cavity does not provide sufficient off-band attenuation
for a given maximum insertion loss in the pass band.
Consequently, it
is appropriate to inquire how more satisfactory characteristics may be
obtained by using h chain of cavities directly coupled to one another,
It has been pointed out previously that such a system resembles the wellknown lumped-elemeht structure characteristic of narrow-band filters.
The following analysis will show that microwave filters consisting of a
chain of cavities all tuned to the same frequency can actually be derived
without difficulty from corresponding lumped-element filters.
Each cavity in a chain can be represented in the vicinity of its resonance frequency tiOby an equivalent circuit of the type shown in Fig.
10.39a. For simplicity, any direct coupling between input and output
Furthermore, since narrow-band filters are
terminals will be neglected.
under consideration, the frequency dependence of all nonresonant reactance such as those resulting from mutual inductances will be neglected.
It follows that the actual nature of such a nonresonant reactance is
immaterial.
For the sake of simplicity, these reactance will be indicated
schematically as inductances.
On the basis of the above assumptions, the equivalent circuit for a
chain of cavities takes the form shown in Fig. 10.49a. The reactance X~
is the coupling reactance a~ilf~ between the lcth cavity and the preceding
one. X. amd X. are the reactance
of the input and output loops
respectively.
All elements of the network are normalized with respect
to the terminating resistances, or, in other words, the network is designed
to operate between l-ohm terminations.
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(a)

‘

m------f+’-

~

COTTTT .1
-

C4

c,

n

(b)

FtQ. 10.49.—The

equivalent

circuit for a chain of cavities and the cOrrespOnding prOtotYpe
iow-pass structure.

Let Z be the impedance of any one of the resonant loops and let
the resonance frequency thus:

mO be

(145)
The input impedance ZI of the network when terminated in a l-ohm
resistance can be written in the form of a continuous fraction as follows:

(146)

“+x+

z+~Z+

=’
1+

jxL”

If the number n of ca vities is even, this equation becomes

(147)

1

+

Zx;x; . . . X;_*+
X;x; .. .X:_l
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If n is odd, the last terms of this equaticll become

Consider now the prototype low-pass ladder ‘structure shown in Fig.
10.49b; its cutoff frequency is 1 radian/see.
The input impedance Z; of
this filter terminated in a resistance R can also be expressed in the form of
a continuous fraction.
To avoid confusion with the u used in connection
with the bandpass filter, let W’ represent the frequency.
For the impedance Z;

If the last element of the ladder of Fig. 1049b were a condenser, that is, if
the total number n of elements were odd, the last terms of Eq. (149) would
become
(150)

IIt has been shown in Sec. 9“8 that a prototype low-pass filter with a
l-radian/see cutoff frequency can always be transformed into a bandpass
filter by means of the change of variable
(151)
where coois the
width.
If this
the reactance
expansion of Z;

mean frequency of the bandpass filter and w is its bandchange of variable is introduced in Eqs. (149) and (150),
and susceptances appearing in the continuous fraction
are transformed as follows:
(152)
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(153)
where k is any positive integer. With reference to Eq. (145), these
reactance and susceptances can be identified with those appearing in the
continuous-fraction expansion ,for the input impedance of the chain of
This identification yields the relations
cavities.

.. X:k_l
L,,
..— L X;x;
X;xj
. . . X;k
w
C2k+1
—.
w

_

~

X;X;

“

“

“

X;k

.

X;x; .“-X:k+l

These two equations yield the following
reactance:
xf=&w

(154)
(155)

expressions for the coupling
(156)
(157)
(158)

If for the moment the reactance X.
reactance X .–1 is given by

is neglected, the output-coupling

The reactance X8 and X. of Fig. 10.49a do not correspond to any
elements of the prototype structure of Fig. 10.49b. They may be considered as stray reactance whose presence, however, is unavoidable.
It will be seen, on the other hand, that since X. and X. are of the order
of magnitude of ~w/wo, they are very small in the case of narrow-band
filters.
The determination of the effects of these stray reactance on the
characteristics of the filter presents the same problem as the determination of the effects of mismatched terminations, which has been discussed
in Sec. 9.27. It is found that because of the presence of X, and XL, the
VSWR in the input line is multiplied or divided by a factor equal, at
most, to the product of the VSWR’S produced by the two stray rcactances if they were placed separately in a properly terminated line. If
both Xs and X. are small compared with unity, the maximum value of
this factor is equal, approximately, to 1 + X, + X..
It follows that
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the resulting distortion of the insertion-loss curve is usually negligible in
In the pass band, on the other hand, the increase
the attenuation band.
of VSWR may not be tolerable.
The reflections arising from X. and XL,
however, can usually be eliminated over a sufficiently broad band by
insert ing equal and opposite reflections in the manner discussed in Sec.
2.15.
The met hod of design described above applies to any filter of the type
shown in Fig. 10.49. The values of the lumped elements in the prototype
structure can be determined by following any one of the design procedures
discussed in Chap. 9. The fact that the first element of the network of
Fig. 10.49fI is a shunt capacitance does not limit the generality of the
method of design; any similar filter whose first element is a series inductance can be transformed into its dual whose first element is then a shunt
Capacitive screw
———

0

0

0
~...

bl

b2

Oa
b3

bn

b.,,

10

(a)

=:E
FIG. 10.50.—Chain

of direct-coupled

(b)

resonant

cavities

and

equivalent

circuit.

capacitance, as explained in Sec. 9.7. The power-transmission characteristics are not changed by such a transformation because dual networks
have the same insertion loss.
The main limitation on the low-pass characteristics that can be
obtained with a structure of the type shown in Fig. 1049b is that no peak
of infinite attenuation can exist at finite frequencies.
Such a limitation,
of course, applies also to the characteristics of the corresponding microwave filter but only in the frequency band in which the cavities can be
considered as simple resonant circuits.
It is likely that a similar method
can be found for designing direct-coupled cavity filters with infinite
peaks of attenuation near the pass band.
However, no filter of this type
hm ever been designed.
A chain of direct-coupled cavities can be built by properly spacing
inductive irises in a section of rectangular waveguide, as sho\vn schematically in Fig. 10.50a. The values of the normalized susceptances b,, bz,
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b., bz+l can be computed from Eqsl (156) to (159) inclusive with
~he “h~lpof Eqs. (106), (107), (141) and (142).
If oM/w is larger than 100,
to a~good approximation
(160)
(161)

( 62)

I

( 63)

The lengths of the cavities are computed by means of Eq. (140).
In
practice, however, the irises are uniformly spaced and the cavities thus
formed are tuned separately to
the frequency UO by means of
capacitive screws. An equivalent
circuit for this chain of cavities is
shown in Fig. 10.50b. This circuit
is obtained from Fig. 10.49a by
(a)
transforming the coupled coils
into T-networks of inductances.
This transformation places in evidence the fact, already clear from
the above discussion, that the
reactance of the irises are just the
coupling reactance shown in Fig.
(b)
10.49a.
The design procedure discussed
bi
bz
b,
o
o
above is not limited, of course, to
cavities.
However,
I
rectangular
when other types of cavities are
used, the dimensions of the cou0
0
pling irises must be determined
(c)
experimentally
since no design
Fm. 1O.51.—TWO direct-coupled cavities,
their equi vfdent circuit and the corresponding
equations are available.
prototype structure.
10.9. Filters Employing 13irect-coupled Cavities.-The
simplest type of cavity filter consists, of
The equivalent circuit shown in
course, of two direct-coupled cavities
Fig. 10.51a is of the familiar double-tuned type.
By varying the cou-

Cr’1
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pling between the resonant loops in this circuit, the well-known transmission curves plotted in Fig. 10.52 may be obtained.
The two-cavity filter may be derived from the prototype structure
shown in Fig. 10.51b. If
L,=

C,=

R=l,

.-E
3
“~
~
g
.s
=
1%

this structure becomes identical to the
constant-k half section discussed in
Sec. 9.10. The power ratio for this
half section was found to be
Po
—=1+(.04.
P,.

(164)

f,
Frequency

The condition L1 = C, = R = 1 corresponds,

then,

If rectangular
irises
to Fig.

can

to critical
cavities

be designed

10.51c

coupling.

from

are used,

Fm. 10.52.—Effect
of coupling o“
transmission through double-tuned
circuits.

the

theoretically,

as explained

above.

With

reference

Eqs. (160) and (151),

=$;[,-(:)l,

,,,,

(165)

Ib,l = l)f.

(166)

A filter of this type has been designed and built by Fox.
The dimensions
of the filter are given in Fig. 10.53 for a mean frequent y equal to 3000

/+

FIG. 1O.53.—A bandpasa flter

yxl”16

wall rectangular guide

consisting of two rectangular

cavities,

direct-coupled.

(A~LerFez.)

Me/see and a bandwidth equal, approximately, to 1 per cent. Apart
from a midband loss (due to dissipation) of 0.6 db, the general behavior
of the filter follows the theoretical curve so closely that no useful purpose
is served by reproducing the experimental curve.
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A different example of critical cavity coupling is afforded by the design
of Cork and Clark12 illustrated in Fig. 10.54. This filter is an engineered
version of two reentrant cavities with iris couplings and coaxial terminals.
In order to obtain a ratio wO/w between 85 and 105, it was found necessary to open the input iris until it extended the full height of the cavity.
Likewise, to obtain critical coupling, the coupling iris also had to be
extended the full height of the cavity.
The consequent shape With
reentrant cylindrical cavities was so grotesque that the rectangular
shape shown in the final design was adapted to facilitate manufacture.
Figure 10.55 shows the rough form of the filter for both cylindrical and
For practical
rectangular shapes and illustrates the development.
reasons, it was also found desirable to bend the inner conductor of the
input and output lines through
90°. These couplings thus appear
more like loops than irises in the
final design.
This filter was designed to
have a resonant frequency adjustable from 950 to 1150 .Mc/sec with
a constant bandwidth over the
range of adjustment.
In order
to accomplish this, it was necessary to provide a mechanism for
ganged tuning the cavities.
of
the various possibilities, metalslug tuning was selected because
of its freedom ,from sliding metal
FIG. 10.54.—Tunable
bandpass flter con.
sisting of two direct-coupled reentrant cavcontacts and because of the linities.
(A&
Cork and Clark.)
earity of tuning with displacement
of the slugs, which is illustrated in Fig. 10.56. A dielec~ric bridg~ sem:e5 to
couple the tuning slugs and permits ganged tuning.
The introduction of
the slugs increases the dissipation in the cavities, but the extra loss is
not excessive when the cavities are loaded sufficiently and may be minimized by proper design of the slugs. In order to adjust the cavities to
the same resonance frequency initially, trimmer screws are provided.
As the cavities are tuned over the band from 950 to 1150 Me/see,
it is found that the condition of critical coupling is not maintained.
The
cavities appear overcoupled at the high-frequency end and undercoupled
at the low-frequency end. In order to compensate for this variation,
the metal diaphragm was introduced.
The resulting pass bands at the
middle and at the edges of tb tuning range are shown in Fig. 10.57.
The empirical design of such a filter by “ bench” testing is an undertaking of no mean proportions.
Many of the distances are very critical.
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FIO. 10.55.—Suocessive stages in the development of the filter shown in Fig. 1054.

For instance, it is evident from the plot of the input loaded Q of either
cavity (QL1) “against the separation of the input line and the cavity center line shown in Fig. 10.58 that a
~o
change in this distance of only
~ ‘
2.33
0.04 cm produces a change in
~
—-l
0.74
QL~ of about 10. The distance
~ 2.o ‘
\
abetween
cavity
center
lines
~
slug t
is almost as critical.
Thus, a ~
\
.g 1.0
change of 0.1 cm between cavity
w
center lines alters the bandwidth
~
by approximately
10 per cent. m o1150
1050
950
Other distances are much less critiFrequency in Me/see
cal. For instance, there is very
FIG. 10.56.—Resonmt frequencyof reentrantcavit>shownin
Fig. 10.54as a funclittle dependence of loaded Q on ~ionof
slugpo~ition
the length of the input and output irises. However, as in all coupled resonant circuits, the tuning of the
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1
If
/5
fo=1050 MC/SSC, A f.26 hfC/SSC

//

fo= 950 Mc/sec, A f=25 Mc/aec
~

fo=llw hlc/seG Af=27 MC/SSC

2

/

i

b%
o~-16

fO-8

fo

I&8

~+16

Frequency in Mc)sec
FIG. 10.67.—Bandpaes

characteristics of filter shown in Fig. 10.64 for vprious values
of the meanfrequency.

cavities is critical.
For instance, if the trimmer screw is advanced by
0.011 in. in one cavity, the center of the filter pass band is shifted by
5 Me/see.
350In addition to the difficulties
of manufacture imposed by close
tolerances, other production prob300
lems are created by assembly rquirements.
Thus, it was decided
to make the dielectric bridge from
250
steatite, whose distortion temperature exceeds 1000”C, so that
silver solder might be used in the
200 final assembly.
However, steatite
Q.,
is very hard and results in considerable wear on the cavity center
150
conductor unless it is chromiumplated.
Fortunately, in this case,
/
1
the
chromium
does not introduce
100
an excessive amount of 10ss since
the pass band is relatively broad.
In actual practice, this filter is
507
used as a duplexer by substituting
a TR tube for one of the trimmer
screws. The transmitter power
0
0
2
1
31
and the local oscillator signal are
Distance from iris center
line to cawty center hne m cm
applied to opposite ends of the
t’m. 106S.—Dependence
of QL, of the cavity
filter through additional
irises
shown in Fig. 10.54 on coupling.
which are omitted from the drawThe two coaxial terminals are connected
ing in the interests of simplicity.
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to the antenna and mixer, respectively.
Consequently, the desirable filter
feature is high image rejection.
Table 10.2 gives the attenuations
observed for image frequencies 120 Me/see away from various signal frequencies in the tuning range. This filter has been described in somewhat
greater detail than some of the others because it is one of the few filters
that to date have been engineered for quantity production.
l’ABL~ 10.2,—T~A~EltEJFtTIO~OF DIwxT-{o~FL~L>FILTEE
(3:–
mg,,
fi,

--1

T..

,rt. quu,,ry,
,-.

.

. .

.

.

. .

r..

Insertion

}lc,’sec

loss,

db
830
1070
930
1170
1030
1270

950
Ioio
1150

48
39
52
38
> 50

The two filters described above are adjusted for critical coupling.
This adjustment, however, does not yield maximum bandv.-idth for given
loss tolerances in the pass band and given sharpness of cutoff.
The
corresponds to overoptimum design for frequency discrimination
coupling.
The amount of overcoupling required depends on the tolerThis question can best be investigated
ance allowed in the pass band,
by studying the behavior of the power-loss ratio for the prototype lowpass structure of Fig. 10.51 b for arbitrary values of R and C’l, The value
of L? cannot be specified independently if the cavity filter must be ,ymmetrical,
In fact, Eq. (159) yields for .Y~ = X:+,,
1,2 = R(’,.

167)

\Vhen lt’~’l is sul)stituted fur J,.~in the expression for the po\rer ratio,
I’,, =

~ ~ (1 -g’
w<

z

_(”;R
[–l–Ii’

,,

‘

@--l

1 “

(168)

This equatiou can lx’ iclentitied with I;q. (198) of Sec. 918 in ~vhi(,h the
Tchebyshefi polynomial is T,(o),
Since the coefficient of u! must be
equal to 2, the following relation m~st be satisfied by R and Czj
(,; = 2(1 – ~)
R“

(169)

The tolerance of the po\\-erratio in the pass band is then
___
.—

~, = ~ --Mi

(170)
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Eqs. (167), (169), and (170) thus permit the design of a low-pass filter
having a cutoff frequency equal to one radian/see and a specified tolerance
of ez. The cutoff frequency is defined, in this case, as the maximum
frequency at which the power ratio is within the specified tolerance.
Since, as pointed out in Sec. 9.18, Tchebysheff polynomials yield maximum sharpness of cutoff for a given tolerance and a given cutoff frequency, an optimum design has been obtained.
For critical coupling, that is, for monotonic behavior of the ratio
Po/PL, R must be equal to I. Equation (168) becomes then
(171)
The tolerance for unity cutoff frequency is
(172)
It follows

that

the off-band
a critically
type

The
predicted

bandpass

filter.

are

determined,

the procedure
actual

of dissipation

the

loss

because

is a distortion

and the same bandwidth,
filter

Once the values
discussed

insertion

behavior

tolerance

loss for an overcoupled

coupled

section

following

for the same

insertion

is 6 db larger

of the elements

microwave

filter

can

than

for

of the proto-

be designed

by

above.

of a two-cavity
of dissipation

filter
in the

of the characteristics

will depart
cavities.

from
The

the

effect

as well as a finite

IOSS

the whole pass band.
N’othing can be done, of course, about the
loss. However, it can be shown that it is possible to correct approximately for distortion of the characteristics by substituting for Cl, LZ, R
the values C;, L;, R’ defined by
over

(’; =

The

~~;clj

10SS factor

the ratio

u,iw

I/( =
6 depends

L,(l

+ W,)

on the unloaded

~’ = R(I + WI)’,
QO of the two cavities

(173)
and on

as follows:

(174)
If these corrections are made, the actual power ratio will be equal to the
theoretical power ratio in the absence of dissipation multiplied by the
factor (1 + JC,) 2. In other \vords, the final effect of dissipation will be
a constant ]0ss Ld given by the expression
L, = 20 log,, (1 + WI) = 8.7 ~ ~.

(175)
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The design of direct-coupled cavity filters is straightforward.
There
are, however, several practical considerations that limit the usefulness of
such filters. First of all, the tolerances on the dimensions of the coupling
irises set a practical limit to the ratio LoO/w. For instance, in rectang~dar
cavities the susceptance of each coupling iris is about ( l/m) (cw/w).
It
follows from Eq, (129) that in the case of a 1-by ~-in. rectangular ~vaveguide for uO/U = 300, a change of 0.005 in. in the opening of the iris would
correspond approximately to a 10 per cent change of bandwidth.
It is
evident that such a tolerance in the dimensions of the irises would result
in a considerable distortion of the characteristics of the filter.
A second practical difficulty arises from the fact that the individual
cavities cannot be separately tested and adjusted before assembly.
The
lineup procedure after assembly becomes ~-ery complex if more than tlvo
or three cavities are used. These difficulties may be overcome through
careful construction, but the manufacturing cost will be correspondingly
high. A method of designing cavity filters that circumvents most of the
limitations noted above is discussed in Sec. 1011.
In the preceding sections, the direct coupling of modes in separate
cavities has been considered.
Before learing the subject of direct coupling, it is worth while to considel the possibility of utilizing several modes
in a single cavity.
The next section is devoted to this topic.
10.10. Cavities Excited in More Than One Mode.—The reader \~ill
recal! that a cavity resonator is inherently a complex reactive network as
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 10.38 indicates.
Therefore, the possibility
of approximating the behavior of a complex lumped-element filter by
means of a single-cavity resonator may be considered.
Such a method of
design would result obviously in a considerable saving of space and ~reight.
Although very little research has been done up to the present along this
line, it seems worth ~vhileto indicate a method of attack that may lead to
useful results. A type of cavity that, alone, behaves like a two-cavity
filter will also be described.
An experimental model of such a cavity has
been built by the authors and the results of the test are reported below.
reacAccording to Foster’s reactance theorem, any tl~o-terminal-pair
tive
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the two-cavity filtershown in Fig. 10.59a. This circuit can be transformed into either one of the normal forms shown in Figs. 10”59b and
10.59c. The two normal frequencies ~1 and ~Z can be expresed in terms
of m and the coupling coefficient k = M/L, as follows:
fJo
~%.————
1 – k“

@’=17k’

(176)

Note that one of the mutual inductances of Fig. 10.59b is negative.
negative mutual inductance corresponds to the ideal transformer

This
(Fig.

M22 1%2
—.1
—..
2 L2C2 L2
2 L

~2=

M2

(b) ~z
LO-L;-L;

Lo-L;-L;
1:-1

c;

2
1/
‘L=~;L~=~~

L’I

Ideal
c;

I M02

U2=-&#~2
2 L2C2

L;

E
(c)

FXQ. 10. 59.—Three equivalent forms of a doubh-tuned

(ilter.

10.59c) which produces a 180° phase shift.
If the ideal transformer were
missing, the insertion loss of the filter would be infinite for w = WObecause
the reactance of the shunt arm of the T would vanish at that frequency.
Consider now a cavity consisting of a section of square guide closed
at both ends. Such a cavity has two independent modes of resonance
at the frequency for which the length of the cavity equals one-half the
guide wavelength for the TE,O-mode.
The lines of electric field and mag-
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netic field for these two modes are shown in Figs. 1060a and 10.606.
The resonance frequency of one mode can be changed with respect to the
frequency of the other mode by deforming the square into a rectangle or,
more simply, by inserting a capacitive screw as shown in Fig. 10.6OC.
Thus the resonance frequencies of the two modes can be adjusted to
coincide with WIand M in Fig. 10.59. The two modes are then equally
coupled to the input and output coaxial lines by means of loops lying in
the diagonal planes of the guide at 90” with respect to each other. Such
an arrangement provides equal
couplings for the two modes, together wit h the 180° phase shift
required by the network of Fig.
10.59r3. In fact, the magnetic
(c)
(b)
(a)
fluxes
of the two modes linking
the loop shown in Fig. 10.60a! are
\’ \
equal in both magnitude and phase
\ \
for one orientation of the loop, but
E
they are opposite in phase for the
(d)
(e)
m
other orientation as shown in Fig.
10.60e. The self-inductances of
the loops are represented by the
o
two inductances LO in Fig, 10.59b.

❑

❑

In conclusion, if the presence of
other modes ot resonance is neglected,

the cavity

is equivalent

to

~,
FIG.

IE

Q (h)
10.60.—1llustration

of the

operation

of
a rectangular
cavity behaving as a doubletuned
~l~e,,

the network of Fig. 10.59b and,
therefore, to the network of Fig, 1059a.
The equivalence of the cavity to the original network of Fig. 10.59a
can be seen more directly in the following manner. The independent
modes of oscillation of the cavity, before the introduction of the screw,
can be chosen in an infinite number of ways as arbitrary linear combinations of the particular modes shown in Figs. 10.6OU and 10.60b. For
instance, modes that may be considered as independent are those having
the field configurations sho,vn in Figs. 10.60~ and 1060g.
The mode of
Fig, 10.60j is coupled to the loop shown in Fig, 10.60d but not to the loop
shown in Fig. 10.60e. Vice versa, the mode of Fig. 10.60g is coupled to
the loop of Fig. 10.60e and not to the loop of Fig. 10.60d. It follows that
no transmission can take place if the loops are normal to each other.
However, if the two modes are coupled to each other inside the cavity
by any convenient device, the cavity becomes equivalent to the network
of Fig. 10.59a and power will be transmitted from one loop to the other.
The screw shown in Fig. 10.6OC,for instance, can be used to couple the
two modes so that the two methods of design lead to the same result. It
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is evident from this discussion and from Eq. (176) that the coupling coefficient k depends on the length of the screw. It follows that by adjusting
the screw transmission, curves of the types shown in Fig. 10.52 may be
obtained.
In this process, howI
ever, the length of the cavity must
be readjusted if the mean frequency WOis to be kept constant.
Loop coupling is not essential to
the design.
Iris coupling can also
be used as shown in Figs. 106O}A
(a)
and 10.60i.
A cavity of the same type can
be designed using a section of circular waveguide.
The configurations of the two independent
modes for this case are shown in
Figs. 10.61a and 1061b.
The input and out put waveguides are
(c)
coupled through the cylindrical
(A)
FIG. 10-61 ,—Illustration of the operation
surface although the end plates
of a cylindrical cavity behaving as a doublecould be used just as well for this
tuned filter.
The operation of this
purpose.
cavity is very similar to the operation of the cavity discussed above, as
indicated schematically in Fig, 1061.
An experimental model of a cavity
of this type is shown in Fig. iO.62. Figure 10$3 is a plot of the insertion
loss as a function of frequency for such a filter. It will be observed that
the stray direct coupling between the irises,
which has been neglected in the above
analysis, limits the ultimate off-band insertion loss that is obtainable to 35 to 40 db.
This effect becomes progressively more
important as the bandwidth of the filter is
increased by opening the iris holes. One
would expect the direct coupling to be
smaller for the same bandwidth when the
input and output guides are connected to
the end plates. This fact, however, has not
FIO. 1062.-.t
cylindrical ca\been checked experimentally.
The adjust-
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radii at 45° to the coupling screw to permit the tuning of both modes to
the same desired frequency.
This procedure is necessa~, in general,
unless the cavity has perfect symmetry about the plane of the coupling
impossible to
screw,
a condition
40:
1
I
I
achieve in practice.
It is possible to couple t~ro such
cavities with a quarter wavelength
of transmission line, as explained in
the next section, and obtain characteristics equivalent to those for four
quarter-wavelength-coupled
cavities
The adxan\rith single resonances.
tage of this type of filter from the
standpoint of weight and space is
obvious.
In principle, a cavity that has
three independent modes of oscillaA. in cm
tion successively excited may be
FI~. 10.63,—Insertion loss of filter shown
designed.
However, to date this has
in Fig. 10.62.
not been accomplished, according to
the best inform-ation of the aut-hors. It sho\dd be remarked that in
extending the principle of rnultiresonance, spurious modes excited at
frequencies near the pass band must be avoided.
FILTERS
The

EMPLOYING

difficulties

of

QUARTER-WAVELENGTH

manufacturing

and

adjusting

COUPLINGS
filters

employing

become increasingly serious as the pass band
Howeverl a method of cavity coupling which circumbecomes narrower.
vents these difficulties has been developed and will be described bel OW.
This method is by no means limited to narrow-band applications but may
be used advantageously in certain broadband designs.
10.11. Theory of Quarter-wavelength
Coupling.—The
method of
coupling discussed in this section is based on the impedance-transforming
properties of quarter-wavelength
lines. In order to understand this
transformation property, consider a quarter-wavelength line terminated
in a normalized impedance Z. The normalized input impedance of such
a line is
direct-coupled

cavities

Z+jtan~

z’=
l+jZtan~

~

= —.
z

(177)

It follows that the circuit of Fig. 10.64~ is equivalent to the circuit of Fig.
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parallelon both

sides by the characteristic impedances of the adjacent lines, are
given by
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(Q.),,+,
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(178)

FIG. 1065.-Equivalent

ladder

structure..

where w is the bandwidth between the two frequencies corresponding
the point a = 1 in the frequency response of the prototype structllre.
Since a symmetrically loaded transmission cavity has been found
be approximately equivalent to a shunt-tuned circuit, whose loaded
is given by Eq. (178), a simple micro~vave realization of the structllre
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Fig, 1066fJ is obtained in the form of a chain of cavities coupled by quarterwavelength lines, The only difficulty may arise from the fact that the
terminating resistance R is not in general equal to the characteristic

f’y#pqiii$ii;EjgF
—
L_ ~

4

4

4

+?4+

(b)

Fm. 1O,66.—A bandpass filter and its X,/4-couplerl

equivalent.

impedance of the output line, that is, h’ # 1 In this case, the last clement of the network is transformed as shmm in Fig. 10.67. Because of
the transforming property of the quarter-l~avelength line, a conductance
as
G’ = R can be substituted,
sholvn

in Fig.

section

10.67b,

minated

10.67a

by the resistance
terminated

characteristic

preceded
of ratio

ter-

R.

‘he
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conductance
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of line of Fig.

(a)

1:4%
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1:1~. 10.67 —Ct,ange of impedance level

terlnlnxls
at the output
in Fig. 10.39b. for 201 = Z~z = 1
shown in I:ig. 10.66h.
and a = <R.
The input and
output loaded Q’s of the ca\’ity are then, respectively,
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Changes of impedance level similar to the one just described can be performed at other points in the structure.
The method of design based on the use of quarter-wavelength couplings is not limited to cavity filters. For instance, resonant irises can be
used to approximate the behavior of the parallel-tuned circuits in Fig.
10.66b. However, since resonant irises have relatively low Qo’s, they
are not used in connection with narrow-band filters. On the other hand,
in the case of bandwidths of a few per cent, the use of resonant irises
instead of cavities results in a considerable saving of space and weight.
Some examples of filters employing resonant irises will be described later.
The design procedure for such filters is the same as for cavity filters. It
must be pointed out, however, that only structures for which the terminating resistance R is equal to unity can be physically realized by means
of resonant irises. In fact, no change of impedance level can be performed in this case since resonant irises are inherently symmetrical.
The advantages of quarter-wavelength coupling over direct coupling
In the first place, the tolerances
are evident from the above discussion.
on the dimensions of the cavity couplings are considerably relieved.
For instance, in the case of rectangular cavities that are quarter-wavelength–coupled by rectangular guides of the same dimensions as the
cavities, the irises have susceptances approximately equal to

(--)~
1 UO ‘4
7rw

if the cavities
were
that is, to the square root of the value required
directly coupled.
In the second
place,
the quarter-wavelength
lines
provide a simple way of mechanically connecting the individual cavities.
Since these coupling lines are not resonant, an electrical connection made
at any point in the line will not interfere with the filter operation, prw
vialed this connection satisfies reasonable specifications on voltage
standing-wave ratio and loss. The connection should also be sufficiently
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advantages of this adjustment and test
procedure for quantity production are obvious.
The construction problems can be further simplified by making all
the cavities identical.
Such a design is not optimum in the sense that
better filter characteristics could be obtained with the same number of
cavities, but very often the resulting simplicity of construction is worth
The po~ver-loss ratio of a filter consisting of n
the 10SS of performance.
identical cavities (or resonant irises) can be computed by means of Eqs.
(141) and (143) of Ser. 912.
In fact, the structure of Fig. 1066 can be
considered as a cascade combination of n identical sections when all the
tuned circuits are equal and the terminating resistance is equal to one.
Each of these sections consists of a quarter-\ravelength line of characteristic impedance equal to one, shunted
at its midpoint
by a tuned circuit.
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for n sections is given by
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c~s-’~-–x)]

(–z).

=

1 +

.r’Uj

(–r)

= 1 +.z’U;(Z).

(186)

,’,

The function ( ‘.(z) is the Tchebyshefi polynomial of the second kind
and of the order n. The polynomials corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3, 4
are given below.
L-,(I) = 1
[J”,(.I’) = 2.c
[-3(1) = 41: – 1

1

L-4(r) = 8.r3 – -k. !

(187)
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The recurrence formula for these polynomials is
u.+,

= Zzun – U.-,.

(188]

Note that the validity of Eq. (186) is not limited to the case in which the
In this circuit B can be any susshunt branches are tuned circuits.
~wptance, provided, of course, that the proper expression for z is used.
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for
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Plots of the percentage transmission, that is, of (F’~/PO)n, are shown
in Fig. 10.68 for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, These curves show that the bandpass
tolerance increases with n; consequently, values of n larger than 4 are
seldom used. For large values of z, the off-band insertion loss becomes
approximately
L. = 6(7L – 1) + 20nloguj$.

(189)
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The application of these formulas to the design of practical filters will be
discussed in the succeeding section.
10.12. Filters Employing k./4-coupled
Cavities. -Because
of the
construct ion advantages mentioned above, ~m/4-coupled cavities are
The applications are scattered throughbecoming increasingly popular.
out the frequency range from 200 to 10,000 Me/see, using both waveguide
and coaxial couplings.
Typical examples will be described, one of them
in detail. The actual behavior of these filters deviates so little from the
predicted beha~’ior that it does not appear worth while to give complete
experimental data in all cases.
The filter that will be discussed most completely consists of a number
of reentrant cylindrical cavities of the type illustrated in Fig. 10.47,
separated by quarter-wavelength
coaxial lines. The lines are loopcoupled to the cavities so that the effective locations of the input terminals
of the cavities must be determined experimentally.
This det erminat ion
can be performed, with the help of a standing-wave detector, by finding
the position of the voltage zero in the input line when the cavity is detuned.
Under these conditions the input terminals of the cavity are effectively
short-circuited.
It follows that their location must be an integral
number of half wavelengths from the position of any voltage zero. This
experimental determination may be done in such a way that the equivalent line length of whatever fittings are used to connect the cavity to the
coaxial lines is included.
The effective length of the coupling lines is
often made equal to three or five quarter wavelengths to provide additional mechanical spacing.
These longer lines are, of course, more
frequency-sensitive, but their frequency behavior can still be neglected
in most practical cases.
Because of incidental dissipation, perfect transmission is never
obtained.
The minimum insertion loss of n identical cavities quarterwavelength-spaced
is very nearly n times the minimum loss of one
cavity.
Dissipation tends also to smooth out the curve of the insertion
loss in the pass band.
For instance, the experimental curves for the
insertion loss plotted in Fig. 10.69, which are in good agreement with the
corresponding theoretical curves in the attenuation band, show no
appreciable wiggles in the pass band.
The fact that type N couplings may be used in practice to link the
cavities to the transmission lines mechanically would indicate that the
tolerance on the effective length of coupling lines is extremely liberal.
This contention was experimentally substantiated by inserting a line
stretcher between two cavities and observing the effect on the transmission curve of the filter. The resulting characteristics observed for
various line lengths in the case of a tw~cavity filter are presented in
Fig, 10.70. It will be noted that a variation of ~ h./2O in the length
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of the coupling line is tolerable for most

purposes.
As the length of the
coupling line approaches half wavelength, the transmission curve becomes

Wavelength Aocm
FIG. 10.69.—Observed

insertion 10SSof n quarter-wavelength-coupled
shown in Fig. 1047.

cavities of the type

1Fm. 10.70.—Effect
of improper spacing between two identical cavities.
Curves
a, b, c, d, e, and \ refer to spacings of ?.v/4, 1.2 kQ/4, 1.4 AO/4, 1.6 &/4, 1.S ~/4, and )../2,
respectively.
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Roughly
cavities.
Curve a shows all loops oriented
for maximum coupling; Curve b shows one
speaking, the loaded Q of a cavity
loop of coupling line rotated off 30°; and
varies inversely as the square of the
Curve c shows all loops rotated off 45”
and thus reducing loaded Q of each cavity
Consearea of the coupling loop.
by a factor of approximately 2.
quently, when the bandwidth is
critical, the loop size must be held to a close tolerance.
The theory of quarter-wavelength–coupled
cavities assumes that all
the cavities are tuned to the same frequency.
This adjustment is
perhaps the most critical in the construction of such a filter. Figure
10.72 shows the effect of detuning one of the cavities in a two-cavity
t
:
;
E
:
:
:
%
m
m

P

cm
Ak=OCo9
- F

\

10653
(al

FIG,10.72.—Effect
filter
pass
critical
cavity

the

band

of detuning of transmission

is shifted,

the adjustments

procedure.

equal

is greatly

Of course,

frequency

A,= 10,653
k)

of a cavity.

increased

the

higher

Fortunately,
by means

A>=10h37

through two &/4-coupled

to the bandwidth

loss
are.

10,653

Wavelength+
(b)
A1=AZ=10.653

A2=10.671

minimum

to a given

10.653

A,= 10.653

by an amount

expected,

m cm
AA=O,
-1-

and
the

of a tuning

As might

the

loaded

the accurate
screw

cavities.

center
Q, the

adjustment

be

of the
more
of a

is not a difficult
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Before progressing to a discussion of other types of quarter-wavelength-coupled filters, it is interesting to investigate the characteristics
that can be obtained if the tuning of the cavities is varied and the length
Unfortunately, no
of the coupling lines readjusted to optimum values.
simple method of theoretical analysis is available to handle the general
case. Figure 10.73, however, presents an observed transmission
curve which illustrates how the
bandwidth may be expanded at
some cost in minimum transmission
.-E
,-.
.-:
loss.
This curve is included mainly
Identical
E
I
tuning
i
I to satisfy the curiosity since, in
t~
i
general, more satisfactory transmis‘hgger
g%’
sion curves can be achieved in
tuning
1“
i
other ways.
z
I
f’
\
Filters similar to those just
\
/’
described have been constructed at
(a)\\\
(b)
\
) / /1
both 200 and 300 Me/see.
At
/.
I
\ \
I
1
these frequencies, reentrant caviFrequency
FIG. 10.73,—Observed
transmission
ties using uniform center conductors
through four Ag/4-coupled cavities, stagbecome inordinately large. If the
ger-tuned.
required loaded Q is not too high,
it is customary to foreshorten the cavity by increasing the capacity
,between the reentrant line and the end wall of the cavity.
In the
extreme case, the cavity appears as in Fig. 10.74 and may be regarded
as composed of an inductive line L and a lumped capacity C. Increasing the capacity decreases the length of line required to produce a certain
resonant frequency since
“, =$.

(190)

Even if the capacity
from

the

the parallel
out

regard

electrostatic

capacity

plate combination
for

fringing

and

of

a

short

section

c

G

of

withthe

inductance is treated as the lumped
equivalent

L

is estimated

of

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. 74.—A
reentrant
cylindrical
cavity foreshortened by the use of capacity loading and its equivalent circuit.

concentric line, the frequency estimated by the familiar equation given above is accurate to 10 per cent.
The sketch of Fig. 10.75 is scaled to dimensions suitable for a loaded Q
of about 30 and a resonance frequency adjustable from 190 to 220 Me/see.
The condenser plates are made unequal to increase the linearity of tuning
with displacement and to increase the displacement required for a given

%-.
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frequency change. Type N fittings are suitable for input and output connections to either coaxial line or cable. The center conductor of the
coaxial line is usually run straight
through the cavity and is connected to
the cavity center conductor.
Such
It
~0.690”
II
coupling obviously constitutes a loop
and thus the loaded Q may be changed
by varying the distance h of the wire
from the bottom of the cavity since Q.
is roughly inversely proportional to hz.
As in the previous case, the effective
location of the input terminals of the
cavity must be determined experimentally.
In a typical application of these
cavities,
the distance for effective
quarter-wavelength
coupling between
successive cavity center lines is only ~
in., only slightly larger than the diameter of the cavities used, namely, 4+ in.
~Type
N fitting
The introduction of lumped capaciFIG. 1O.75.—A practical structure
ties in the cavity considerably decreases
for a capacity-loaded cavity with loop
coupling.
the unloaded Q because of the increased
surface area. However, for a loaded Q of 30, the minimum transmission
loss for the cavity just described is only 0.2 db. The tandem arrangement of three cavities of this type is not unusual. A similar cavity used

$-l

FIG. 10. 76.—Production

model of capacity-loaded

cavity used at 300 Me/see.
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300 Me/see has been produced on a fairly large scale in the form sho}~n
in Fig. 10.76.
A practical procedure for the design of high-Q, quarter-vavelengthcoupled filters in waveguide is illustrated in Fig. 10.77. l?arh cavity of
the type shown in Fig. 10.-!4 has a section of lvaveguide, onc-righth of a
guide \ravelength long at the resonance frequency, extending past each
iris. Choke and flange connectors are alternately attached to the ends.
Thus, when several cavities are connected in cascade, the cavities are
effectively spaced by quarter ~vavelengths. As pointed out above, the
choke and flange electrical connection does not dist~lrb the operation of
the filter.
Such filters have been extensively investigated,
Line stretchers Imvc
been inserted bet\veen cavities and the. effect of the connecting line length
observed.
The results differ in no way from those presented abo~-e for
As many as four cavities with a loaded
the case of reentrant cavities.
Q of 130 and a resonance wavelength of 3.3 cm have been successfully coupled.
The obser~ed
characteristics in no case differ
from the expected behavior by
more than an amount accounted
for by dissipation.
The midband
loss due to dissipation ~vas about,
l;l~. 1077.-Practical
forlu of filter cu,]~pohe(l
0.1 db per ca~,ity for the particular
Of LJ4-coupled,
W~VCgUllftI
C:ll.it, e>,
type of cavities usrd. Since the
detailed design of rectangular cavities ~v~thgiven loacir(l Q and cw has
been considered in Sec. 10V, no further discussion is required here.
10.13. Filters Employing
Quarter-wavelength<oupled
Resonant
Irises.—A
discussion of practical quarter-\\-a\7elengtll-collpled filters
~vould not be complete without a description of the special type employing
resonant irises. In fact, this type of filter was built before quarterwavelength-coupled
cavities ~vere contemplated.
The use of resonant
irises is indicated in all cases ~vhere the loaded Q is sufflcieutly 10W,
The reasons for using resonant
about 40, and space is at a premium.
irises instead of cavities have been discussed in Sec. 10.7.
One of the outstanding uses of this type of filter, 9 and 10, is in the
construction of broadband TR tubes, illustrated in Fig. 10.78. These
tubes have been designed and manufactured for operation at both 3000
and 10,000 Me/see.
Their properties are fully discussed in Vol. 14,
Chap. 3, to which the reader should refer for a detailed discussion.
However, for the sake of completeness it seems lvorth \\hile to mcntiol~
a few of their electrical features.
The tubes generally contain f(mr or
five resonant irises. T]vo of these irises ale o\-oid lrindoirs V,lli(}l S(III.(J
at
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to seal the tubes; the others are of the dumbbell-slot variety.
The
loaded Q of all the elements is usually equal to about 4. Since the loaded
Q is very low, its value is not critical.
Moreover, the tolerance on the

tuning is so large that fixed-tuned irises may be used and, therefore, no
adjustment is required after assembly.
A typical curve illustrating the
input voltage standing-wave ratio
for such a tube is shown in Fig.
I
2.4
10”79.
I
When a filter with a narrower
band is desired, it is no longer
feasible to use resonant irises of
20
I
I
the dumbbell-slot type.
In fact ~
an iris with a loaded Q of 30 and
I
1,6
1
a

resonance

Me/see
waveguide

for

frequency

use
has

in

a l+-

of

2880

by

3-in.

a capacitative

gap

/
\

/

1.2
/
The required
tolerances in Q. and u, are such
11.2
10.8
10.0
10.4
Wavelength In cm
that a tuning screw must be prol.lQ. 1O.79.—VSWR characteristics of the
vialed. However, since the total
TR tube shown in Fig. 107S.
range of the tuning screw must be
less-than 0.004 in.,-this adjustment is extremely critical.
.kn iris suitable
for narrow-band filters is the simple circular opening shown in Figs.
10.80a and 10.80b. Thk iris resonates when the periphery of the opening
of

only

0.004

in.
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1’Ib. 1080.-Irises
suitable for narrowhand filters.

The transmission
about

characteristics

[S,,c

101 [

is approximately equal to half a wavelength. The voltage standing-wave
ratio for an iris of this type is plotted
in Fig. 10.81. Such an iris may be
machined to a very close tolerance
and, moreover, may be tuned over a
reasonable range with a capacitive
screw. Since the capacitive screw is
only a trimmer and carries a small
fraction of the current at resonance,
it does not introduce so much dissipation as a tuning screw~in a dumbbellslot iris of the same loaded Q. Furthermore, the tuning rate of a scre\v
in a circular iris is considerably slower
than that of a screw in an iris of the
dumbbell-slot
type.
For instance,
the gap ~vidth in a circular iris corresponding to a 0.004-in. gap in the
dumbbell slot is 0.075 in. A filter
of this typern employing three resonant irises is shown in Fig. 10.82.
plotted in Fig. 1083 reveal a loss of

0.5 db.

Several remarks should be made concerning the construction of n-iris
filters. In general, the losses are
32
found to be appreciable in silver-plated
L
28
v
brass irises unless the silver is burnished. In fact, plain brass has been
/
~ 24
found superior to unfurnished silver n
~
plating.
Some care must be exer- gl 20
I
cised in soldering the tuning scre\\s ~
I
after final adjustment to ensure that $ 16
z
such soldering does not itself alter
/
\
the tuning adjustment.
The actual ;! 12
~
lineup procedure for a multi-iris filter m
/
8
of this type will be discussed in Sec.
\, /
10.22.
4
10.14. Relined Theory of Quartero
wavelength Coupling.—It is pehaps
9.8 10.0 10.2 10.4 10.6 10.8 11.0
Wavelength in cm
worth while to revieir the simplifying
FIG.
10.
S
1.-–VSJVR characteristics
assumptions made in the previous
of a typical
resonant
iris of the type
Showlm Fig. 10S0.
analysis of quart cr-wavelength-c ou-

sm..
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FIG.10.82.—Nmrow-bandfilteremploting&/A-cO@ed resonantirises,
pled filters. The first assumption concerns the frequency sensitivity of
the coupling sections. No theoretical investigation has yet been made
100
w
of the distortion caused by this fre90
quency dependence in the general
case of unequal cavities or resonant
80
irises. However, in the case of
identical elements, it is possible to
I
70
develop a simple expression for the
power-loss ratio which takes into
60
account the frequency dependence
of the electrical length of the lines.
50
Let O(W)be the angular length of
40
At the mean
a coupling section.
frequency uo thk angular length is,
/
30
by definition, equal to 7r/2. Proceeding as in the case of constant
1
20
angular length, for the propagation
function of one section, if the char/
10
/
acteristic impedance of the lines is
/
/
!
unity,
fo.lo

TO = cosh-l
(

coso—~ sine

10.30

10.50

10.70

Wavelength in cm

)
(191)

FIG.1083.-Characteristicsof
in Fig. 10. S2.

filter shown
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where
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B is the
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susceptance

for one section

of the

is still

given

resonant

FII, I’ER,T

elements.
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The

power-loss

hy 13q. (184),

(192)
The

power-loss

ratio

for

n sections

is, therefore,

Ivhere
R
y = ~ sin O — cm 0.

(194)

is the Tf’helwheff
polynomial
of the swon{l kind appearing in
(180).
In order to compute the po]ver-loss rati(~, I)oth l; and o lII\lst I,e
expressed as functions of the t’requenc y O, as follmvs:
[ ‘,,(Y)

Ml.

B “Q’+
-3
/
2 co,,

()“

l–~

J

e=?”

I–$’c

(195)

w

(196)

j,

“)”

( ~o

Q. is the loaded Q of the resonant element and w is the cutoff frequency
of the guide used as coupling line.
Note
that u, = O ~vhen a coaxial
line is used.

l.or-–-

Curve

A in Fig.

of the insertion

$

Eq.

(193)

three

:
:

neglecting

frequency

sensltlwtyof coupllngs

“

%,
~

1-

by

(lm~-e
plot

33
3.4
3.5
3.6
A In cm
1’1{;. 10S4, -–EtTect of the fl-equen.y sensitivity 0[ r(,upli,!g Ilxlrs on rharactclistica
of a
filtrr
c<,ll.l>till;:
of three
elc.tllc.]lth, A,,/4coupled.
-30

3.1

32

irises

lects
the

+-in.

\vith Q.

B, on the
from

sertions

hand,
loss

.i simple
[: 1,IU

1([.

for (hrve

1? is tli-icc

:1s large

a

is a

as obneg-

dependence

of guide.

band of Curve
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in

13q. ( 186) which

the frcxluenry

40 per

other

insertion

of
= 4,

guide.

The

of
pass

1? is approximately
larger

than

the

pass

Moreover,
as for Curve .4.

the

bancl of (~urve .4.
I ~}l[,r:~ncc: in dccil)els

from

consisting

rectangular

of the

tained

I

n

for a filter

resonant

is a plot

qlmrtcr-wavelength-spaced
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loss obtained

forn~l~la for the r:~ti(j of the tlvt) lJ:~n(l\\-i(lths can t)c drrivml

(193). For this pllrpose

it may lMJ :~ssllmcfl
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clifference AW = u — uO; hence Eqs.

(197)

B=4QL5

‘=
’[’+%4)!”

(198)

Equation (194) can be simplified for values of Onear 7r/2 by means of the
following approximations:
sin 0 = 1,
cose=~—o.

2

Then, for the variable y,
(199)
‘=2QL:(1+’QL[l:

(%)II”

It is convenient to introduce again the normalized frequency variable
x =

2QL .@

(200)

~o

already defined in Eq. (183).

The ratio y/x is a constant

k=l+:——.
u

Q’[’
k)
~o

2

1

(201)

Substituting for y and B in Eq. (193) by means of Eqs. (195), (199), (200),
and (201),

()
Po

En

=

1 + z’~;(kz).

(202)

Equation (202) is identical to Eq. (186) but for the fact that the variable
of the Tchebysheff polynomial is multiplied by k. Let W6be the width
of the pass band between the outer zeros of U~(kx), and wr,~ be the
corresponding bandwidth for e = Ir/2, that is, the width between the
outer zeros of U:(z).
It is evident that
‘z2=k>l
We

—“

(203)

In the case of Fig. 10.84, that is, for Q. = 4 and WC/WO
= 0.73, k is equal
to 1.42. Equation (202) shows also that the frequency dependence of 0
reduces the bandpass loss. In fact, X2 is inversely proportional to kz for
any given value of U~.
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The percentage error in band~vidth, Trhich results from assuming that
o is independent of frequency, is inl’ersely proportional to QL and becomes
approximately

100

3

per

cent

for

QL = 50.

90
80

m

~ 70
:
~
: 50
.:
~ 40
2
: 30

+++-4

20
10
0.5

0

-1,5 -1.0-05

-!.0

10

15

20

Therefore, such an assumption is quite reasonable in
the case of narro;v-band filters.
Ecluations (193) and (194) can
also he used to study the effect of
making the length of the coupling
lines different from a quarter wavelength at the mean frcclllency UO.
It is clear that ]vhen /3(oo) # iT/2
the fre{lucnry rhmacteristics of
the filter arc not symmetrical \\-ith
respect to o,,. The curves of Fig.
10.85 represent the pcrcentageq
transmission obtainmf from Eq.
(193) for n = 3 and for three different constant values of O(m,).
The set,ond important assumpof
tion involved in the analysis
quart cr - lva~,elcngt

h – coupled

fil-

concerns the representation of cavity resonators as simple” parallel
Figures 10,39a :~Ud 103!Jb SIIOIVthat in using such a
resonant circuits.
representation the series reactanccs of the input and olltput loops arc
neglected as lvell as the dire{’t coupling }mt\veen inpllt and OLlt,pl~tterters

minals.

The

ties.
have

The

direct

scrips

an appreciable

teristics

coupling

rcactanccs,

is actually

negligible

on the contrary]

cffc!ct on the bam]pabs

in \\ell-designed

ChUr:LC-

m
phL!lLOITICll{JIl,
ctmsi(lcr
tllc
section of a (lll:lrtcl”-~~:llc’l(,ll~th -collplc(l (iltt>rsh{)ivn
in Fig, 10.86, in lvhi(,l~ the t)jo s[~rics rc:lcf :~n{,c~ arc
is of the
(128)].
section

“-

+3

of the filter.
inycstigatc
this

In the CM(’ of rectangular

Cqual to X“.

order
It

of Fig.

XOB <<1.

of ma~nitude

follo,m

that

10.8(; 1’, , nmv I)e ncglcctcd

‘~his

c: Lvitics, .1,

of 1 /v’’Q-J~ [see

in computing

cavi-

may

I;(1.

Z.r,, fo] the
}i-henc!cr

~peo+k-eo
~lG. 1086.
tloll

Uf

Iil(cr

with

--Scr

-

&/4-rmlplrd

~etic>

]ca,-

r:,
rl(’e,.

stiti>ficd over thc paw band ~vhen Q’ is
On the other hand, for Z,.,

rondit ion -is

larger than about 100.

Xo + tan g
(204)

Z.cb = j
1 – .10 tan ~
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In this equation the presence of Xo may be corrected for by making o
equal to the value for which Z,.b = j, that is, approximately
t% = ; – 2X0.

(205)

Note that this correction is made automatically if the effective location
of the terminals of the cavity is determined experimentally in accordance
with the procedure outlined in Sec. 10.12.
As an illustration of the effect of the reactance Xo, the filter shown
schematically in Fig. 10.87 will be considered.
This filter consists of
four irises placed in a waveguide in such a way that two cavities separated
by a quarter-wavelength
section
b.
pbO
pbO
bO
o
0
of guide are formed.
According
to our method of design, thk filter
behaves like a critically coupled,
doubly tuned circuit when all the
0
0
irises are equal. Overcoupling
and undercoupling
can be obtained by varying the ratio p of FIG. 1OS7.-TWO rectangular cavities, k,/4coupled,
the susceptance of the two inner
irises to the susceptance of the two outer irises. To find the frequencies
of perfect transmission, one must solve the equation G — (? = O, as indicated by Eq. (46), Sec. 9.3, where in this case,

I--+-H-4

c =

–(bopcos

0 +

CB= (COS0 – b~p sin 0)2 – sin2 O
sin 0 + bO cos 0 – b~p sin o)*
+ (COStJ– b. sin 0)’

(206)
(207)

where b~ is the normalized susceptance of the miter irises and O is the
The particular case of critical coupling
angular length of each cavity.
Such
occurs when the t\vo 0 roots of the equation 63 — t? = O coincide.
degenerate roots are found for a value of p, given by
(208)
or, for b > 10, by
P =

1 + ,:j.
(1

(209)

1
. Si]lce
‘0 1s ‘qual ‘0 – Fo
critical coupling is obtained when p > 1, 1he two cavities are effectively
undercoupled when all the irises are eq \M]. It follows that the stray
series reactance have the effect of decreasing the coupling between the
two cavities.
However, if the loaded Q of the cavities is about 100, this
effect is of the order of magnitude of only 1 per cent.
Note that in this case the series react :mce
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In the narrow-band extreme, the elements of a quarter-wavelengthcoupled filter may no longer be considered “ dissipationless. ” In the
theoretical section, methods for computing the effect of incidental
dissipation and for correcting the design formulas have been discussed.
However, in many cases the \vork involved in such corrections and the
changes required in mechanical design do not pay suficicmt dividends in
improved performance to justif,v this procedure.
It is common practice
to accept such deviations from the predicted performance \rithout compensating for them since, in many cases, the devi~tions are of minor
importance.
By way of illustration, Fig. 1088 is included to sho~v the
(

I

I

I

11

I

I

TT

)

(c)
2 elements

.—
o

—
1

0

1

0

1

Susceptance of elements

FIG.10.88.—Effect

of incidental dissipation on Ag/4-coupled resan:ult cle, uents.
correspond to values of ~ = O, 0.02, and 0.05.

CurvUs

effect of a varying degree of dissipation on the rharact erist ics of filters
with tv-ol three, and four identical resonant elements. ‘~he pararnitcr
used to measure the dissipation is the ratio of the loaded to the unloaded Q
of the elements.
10.15. Quarter-wavelength–coupled
Filters with Tchebysheff Charac tenstics.—l[ost
of the qll:~rter-\\-:~
~-el~’ngtll–{IJlll}
l(’fl filters thnt have
Hou-actually been designed and }nult make use of dent ical cavities.
ever, in such a dt’sign, as pointed out before, the mcuhanical simplicity
For this reason, it is
is achieved at the cost of electrical performance.
perhaps ~torth \\-bileto investigate this matter in sorer ~lrtail by comparing the opt imum low charartcuist ics of thr general struct [Ire sho\vn in
Fig. 104M with the ch:wartcristics of tiltcrs employing identical ra~-itie:.
‘1’his structure can be derived from the prototype lolv-pass strurturc of
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CHARACTERISTICS

100 .
Tchebysheff design
with 4 elements

/
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Tchebysheff design
with 3 elements

/
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/

Constant-k design
with 3 elements

/
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/ ‘
Tchebysheff design
with 2 elements
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1

/

‘
/

2 equal elements

/
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/
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/
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0
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4

FIG. 10.89.—Off -band insertion

6

8

loss for various falters having
1 db (E2 = 0.25).

‘“

‘+%%-%
a bandpass

tolerance

oi

Fig. 10.49b, for which the optimum behavior of the power-loss ratio is of
the form (see Sec. 9.18)
Po
= 1 + E’z’:(u)
F.

(210)

where T. is a Tchebysheff polynomial of the first kind, n i-sthe number
It will be recalled that all
of elcments, and E2is the bandpass tolerance.
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the maxima of this function and its value for w = 1 are equal to 1 + E2.
The method of network synthesis that yields filters with prescribed pow’er10SSratios has been discussed in C,hap. 9.
100

90

Tchebysheff design
with 4 elements

/

80
/
70

Tchebysheff design
with 3 elements

60
/

‘

/

~

,

:50
2

/

40

/

Constant-k design
with 3 elements

~

Tchebysheff design
with 2 elements

‘

/
r

—

—

/“

/

30

2 equal elements

20

10

0
VTO, 10.90.—Off-band

.~

cavities

4

2

0

insertion

Ri4

loss for various filters
0.5 dh (E?= 0.125).

q~tarter-\ra~relength-collplcd
can

be derived

8

6

from

filter
the

prototype

‘0 ‘=+2-Y
a hatdpas~
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resistances are equal to unity.
This type of design which corresponds to
critical coupling has already been discussed in Sec. 10.9 in connection
with directly coupled cavity filters. It was found there that by overcoupling the two cavities, that is, by deriving the filter from a prototype
structure having a power ratio of the optimum form, the off-band loss
could be increased by 6 db, while maintaining the same bandwidth and
the same bandpass tolerance.
Design equations for this prototype
structure are presented in the same section, together with a method of
Plots of the offcompensating for the effect of incidental dissipation.
hand insertion loss of two element filters are shown in Figs. 1089,10.90,
and 10”91 for clifferent values of the bandpass tolerance.
In the case of three identical, quarter-wavelength-coupled
cavities,
which is
the power-loss ratio is of the optimum form, but the tolerance E2,
equal to+, cannot be changed.
In fact, it can be shown that Eq. (186)
for n = 3 can be rewritten in the form

()
P,
F.

,

= 1 + ;

I’:(Z’)

(211)

by means of the change of variable
x’

=

fix.

(212)

This transformation is merely a normalization of the independent
variable which makes the power ratio equal to 1 + =17for z’ = 1.
In this connection, it is interesting to note that if the same transformation is applied to Eq. (202), which takes into account the frequency
dependence of the coupling lines,

()
P,
F.

3

= 1 + z+,

T:(kZ’).

(213)

This equation shows very clearly that the frequency dependence of the
coupling lines reduces the bandwidth by a factor equal to k. LMoreover,
it shows that the bandpass tolerance is reduced by the factor k2, a fact
which is not evident in Eq. (202).
In the particular case of Fig. 10.84, k
is equal to 1.42 and the maximum loss in the pass band is thus reduced by
0.8 db.
The value of ~ for # in. Eq. (21 1) corresponds to a maximum loss in
the pass band equal to 0.16 db which is satisfactory in most practical
cases. However, if a different tolerance is desired, the loaded Q of the
middle resonant element has to be different from the loaded Q of the outer
resonant elements. The relation between the ratio of the loaded Q’s
and the tolerance can be determined from the frequency behavior of the
The power-loss ratio of this structure
prototype structure of Fig. 1092.
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response:

for n = 3, in which

T~(GJ)

by
T3(W) = u(4w~ — 3);

tllelefol[,tl

(214)

7,=3=

l{>follfllvillgt'

tJllcliti~ ]]lsrllllst

(215)
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(216)

L2C4
64

=

(217)

E2.

From these conditions the following two design equations can be derived:
8C

(218)

L=3C2+4

(219)
In transforming the low-pass structure to a bandpass structure,
the pass band of the filter is defined as the frequency band in which the
power ratio is smaller than, or equal to 1 + S2.
If w is the width of this band, one obtains for
the loaded Q of the outer resenant element
[see Eq. (120)]
QL=1C3
2

w

(220)

CCQ3
FIG.10.92.—Three-element
prototypelow-passstructure.

and the ratio of the loaded Q of the inner
element to the 1oaded Q of the outer element
~=—.

L
c

becomes
(221)

That this ratio becomes unity for s’ = J7 can be checked.
Curves of the off-band insertion loss for different values of the
maximum bandpass loss are plotted in Figs. 10.89, 10.90, and 10.91.
The insertion loss for a filter derived from a constant-k low-pass section
is also plotted in the same figures for the same values of bandpass loss.
For a constant-k section the ratio r is equal to 2 and the transmission
ratio has no maxima in the pass band other than the one at the mean
frequency Uo.
In the case of a filter consisting of four identical resonant elements,
the maximum value of the power-loss ratio is found to be 1.25. This
value corresponds to a loss of approximately 1 db and a tolerance
E2 = ~.
The curve of the off-band insertion loss for this filter is compared
in Fig. 10.S9 with the corresponding curve for a four-element filter of
optimum design which has the same bandwidth and the same bandpass
loss. It can be seen that far from the pass band the filter of optimum
design has a loss 2.65 db larger than the loss of the filter with equal
elements.
Since such a difference is negligible, the simple design with
equal elements is quite satisfactory if a bandpass loss of 1 db is per-
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mitted.
If a different tolerance is desired, ho\rever, the filter must be
designed following the procedure discussed in Chap. 9.
The off-band insertion loss of the filters disnlsscd above is, in all
cases, a monotonic f’i[nrtion ~~”hichincreasw \vith the frequency deviation
f’rom the center of the pass band. The rate of cutoff, for a given bandpass
tolerance, is determined by the number n of resonant elements.
Llore
precisely,
design
pass

band,

decibels

nant
culty
ters
.~

large

In

10.93.—Pr0t0type
low-pass
strtlctures
of the m-derived
type.

derived
such

in Fig.

10.93.

can

designed

wavs,

be

to n.

in
It

sharp

cut-

of reso-

the

filters,

is circumvented

the

loss

numbers

of the m-derived

structures
IIG

from

extremely

elements.

filters

(b)

of optimum

far
insertion

lumped-element

----

.

the

that

offs require

(a)

case

is proportional

follows

y

in the
sufficiently

case
this

of

diffi-

by using filtype,

from

that

is,

prototype

as the ones shown

for instance,

These

structures

in a number

,. by cascading

of
a

synthesis
procedure discussed in Chap. 9. The insertion loss of a low-pass filter of
this type has a number of infinite peaks Irhich coincide with the resonance
frequenc~es of the branches of the ladder. These resonance frequencies
can be placed in the vicinity of the pass band to increase the sharpness of
the cutoff. The optimum design for filters of this type is discussed in
Sec. 9.19.
Low-pass structures of the types
shown in Fig. 10.93 can be transformed
F
‘Uz
into quarter-~vavelength-coupled
filters T
number

of actual

m-derived

sections,

or by means

of the direct

by follolving the same procedure used
in the case of the structure of Fig. 10.4M.
The only difficulty encountered concerns I
Q’cH”
(a)
lb)
the transformation
of the resonant
1,’1,;. 10.94. — TI wdov]n:~tion
I)ranches into microwave
elements.
(l)nsicler,

branches
frequensy

then,

one

of

the

resonant

of the structure
of Fig. 109.3a
u, eq~lal to 1.
This branch,

(c)
(1[ M.w>-

Il:%lltIlrall<,llcb.

which is assumed to have a c~ltoff
shown in Fig. 10!Mz,
resonates

at the frequency

(222)
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bandwidth w and a mean frequency WO,the resonant branch is transformed into the network shown in Fig. 10”94b. Both tuned circuits
resonate at the frequency W. This network cannot be realized directly
at microwaves.
Therefore, it is further transf ol med into the network
The resonance
of Fig. 10.94c by applying Foster’s reactance theorem.
frequencies u=, and u=, of the two series-tuned circuits are given by the
following equations:
(223)
@m,wm,= co;
. w= = U=w.
(224)
‘% — ‘-i
For large values of u,/w
true:

the following

expressions are approximately

=uo+~m2

u -,

(225)

w
wm, = ~0 — —“.
2

(226)

The network of Fig. 1094c places in evidence the fact that u~, and w-, are
the frequencies at which the insertion loss of the bandpass filter becomes
infinite. The values of L, and L, can be determined by requiring that the
sum of the susceptances of the tuned circuits shall vanish at the frequency
UOand shall have, at the same frequency,

Then

a slope equal to 2 ~.

In the case of narrow-band filters,
these equations yield approximately
L,=

The network
be approximated
ways by means
with a relatively

(229)

L2 =2:.
of Fig.

10.91

in a number
of microwave
broad

band,

can

(c)

(b)
(a)
~IG. 10.95.—Microwave

realizations of the
Iesona,nt branches shown in Fig. 10.94.

of
elements.
two simple

In the caw
stubs

of coaxial-line

in shunt

filters

with the main

line

may be used. When the ratio WO/Wis so large that stubs become impractical, cavities quarter-wavelength-coupled
to the main line as shown in
Fig. 10.95a may be used. The Q of the cavity when loaded by the characteristic impedance of the coupling line is related to L by the approximate equation
Q.,

= 2L ~.

(230)
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Figure 10.96 illustrates the microwave realization of a bandpass m-derived
section.
A similar arrangement of cavities can be used in the case of
waveguide filters.
An entirely different approach to the problem of transforming the
branch of Fig. 1094a into microwave elements is illustrated in Figs.
10.95b and 10.95c. The branch is considered as a separate filter whose
output terminals are open-cirY
cuited.
The transformation into
the structure of Fig. 10.95c can
be performed exactly as in the case
of a direct-coupled, two-cavity filter. Both cavities are tuned to
the frequency u,, and the bandwidth w~ between the frequencies
of infinite loss is controlled by the
coupling between the two cavities.
A similar arrangement can be
used, of course, in the case of
waveguide filters.
All the filters discussed in the
preceding sections are of the
FIG. 10.96 .—,Microwave realization of an
m-derived section.
bandpass
type.
Band-rejection
filters
are seldom used, but can be designed in the same manner.
A lumped-element
bandpass filter can always be transformed into
a band-rejection filter by substituting series-tuned circuits for paralleltuned circuits and vice versa in accordance with the procedure
discussed in Sec. 9.8. For instance, the structure of Fig. 1066b would be
transformed into the structure of Fig. 10.97. The L’s in Fig. 10.97 are

‘“red
‘0‘“-’

FIC. 1097. -.L

band-rejection

structure,

made equal numerically to the C’s in Fig. 10.6W, for coupling lines of
unity characteristic impedance, and vice versa. Let the power-loss ratio
of the bandpass filter be
(231)

(232)
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The power-loss ratio of the band-elimination filter obtained
bandpass filter as explained above is given thrn by

1’0

(H

=l+f~
r’,, B],.

This

equation

shows that

from the

(233)

r2
()

the pass hand and the rejection
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band

have been

(a)

(b)
FIG, 10.98.—Two

alternative microwave realizations of hand-rejection structure.

interchanged
in the frequency spectrum; thus the freqoenries corresponding to z = + 1, that is, the tn-o ends of the pass band are left fixed.
Microwave band-rejection filters can be designed without difficulty
by using quarter-wavelength couplings as
in the case of bandpass filters. Figure
10.98a illustrates a practical realization of
a waveguide filter of this type. The cavities are placed in series ~\’ith the guide
and therefore they lwhave like parallelT
tuned circuits in srries with the line.
+
(a)
However, this tmc
. . ,,i structure and the
I:[G. 10.99 .—.4 series-resonant
structure of Fig. 10.97 have the same
structurewithItsequivalentcircuit.
insertion loss. ‘lllis equivalence can be
checked easily l)) -imply adding quarter-wavelength sections at both ends
of either stru,t ([re. A structure more directly equi~alent to the filter of
Fig. 10.97 would consist of cavities coupled in shunt to the main guide,
as shown i!i Fig. 10.9$%. ‘l’he input terminals of these cavities are effec-
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tively spaced one-quarter wavelength from the guide since no reflection
takes place in the guide when these terminals are short-circuited.
In the
case of coaxial-line filters, cavities quarter-~va~’elength–coupled to the
main line, such as the ones shown in Fig. 1096, may- be used.
Transmission-resonant irises have their counterpart in the rejecticmresonant irises which behave approximately like series-tuned circuits.
Rejection irises can be obtained from transmission irises by the simple
procedure of interchanging metal with hole. A very simple type of
rejection iris is shown in Fig. 10.99 together with its equivalent circuit.
Irises of this type can be quarter-wa~elength-spaced
in a guide to form a
broadband rejection filter. The design procedure is the same as in the
case of bandpass filters, apart from the transformation from bandpass to
band-rejection filter already discussed above.
MISCELLANEOUS

FILTERS

10.16. Lattice Networks. asymmetrical
lattice networks are extensively used in the process of designing lumped-element filters beca~w

+JII%ti
Zb
(a)
FIG. 10100.--Simple

(b)

R;f~re nce
planes

I

I
(c)

waveguide magic T and its equivalent cirruit.

they represent the most general form of symmetrical two-terminal-pair
network.
However, they areseldor nusedasfina lfilterstructure sbecause
they require extremely close tolerances on the values of the elements.
Thereader can reconvinced of this fact by noting that proper operation
of a lattice filter requires perfect coincidence of the critical frequencies of
the series and shunt arms. Small differences between corresponding
critical frequencies may produce considerable distortions of the frequency
characteristics of the filter.
In spite of these practical considerations, it is of interest to inquire
whether it is possible to simulate a lattice network by means of waveguides. An investigation of this question reveals that the simple magic T
It will be recalled
may be regarded as the nucleus of a lattice network.
that a magic T in rectangular waveguide consists of an H-plane T nnd an
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E-plane T formed at the same point of a lral-eguide, as showm in Fig.
10. 100a, If, now, t~vo of the arms of a properly matched magic T are
terminated with impedances Z. and Zb as schematically represented in
Fig. 10. 100b, the behavior of the resulting two-terminal-pair network may
be represented by the lattice network of Fig. 10. 100c.
As in the case of a lattice network, it is found that in a magic-T filte~
the impedances connected to the .4 and B arms must be held to ver~
close tolerances.
Moreover, the behavior of a magic T can be made to
approximate the behavior of a simple lattice network only over a limited
frequency range. For these reasons, magic-T filters are not, in general,
feasible although they may present advantages in very special cases.
10.17. Mode Filters.—It is sometimes desirable to transmit energy
through a waveguide or a coaxial line in a single preferred mode. For this
purpose, structures have been designed that selectively propagate certain
modes while reflecting others. Such de~-ices are kno\\m as “ mode
filters. ” These filters are outside the scope of this chapter but reference
may be made to Chap. 7 for a detailed discussion of their application in
rotary joints.
In certain special cases, however, mode filters maybe used with advanThus, if the two frequencies
tage to provide frequency discrimination.
to be separated are extremely close together, it is often simpler to arrange
to propagate the two frequencies in different modes and to utilize the
difference in mode rather than the difference in frequency as the basis for
As an example, the simple case will be considered in
discrimination,
which it is desired to separate two signals of slightly different frequencies
received by the same antenna.
If the antenna is designed to receive
circularly polarized ~~aves, it \vill accept -:iaves of all possible polariIf the t~vo waves to be received are plane-polarized at right
zations.
angles, they may be transmitted through the same guide using different
modes of propagation or different polarizations of the same mode. The
two modes can then be separated by means of a mode filter. In this
manner, it is possible to achim-e without difficulty 20- to 30-db discrimination over a band of a fwv per rent. A filter that performs the same
operation by frequency discrimination w-ould become progressively more
complex as the frequency difference bet\veen the two signals became
smaller. T-Unfortunately, it is difficult by this method to extend this
principle to obtain discrimination between more than two frequencies or
to separate t}vo signals of widely different frequencies.
10.18. Absorption Filters.—In some cases, in ~rhich it is desirable to
attenuate a wide band of frequencies, the use of absorption filters is indicated. Such filters do not discriminate by reflection but by dissipation
and, consequently, their use is limited to those cases ~vherethe attenuated
frequencies arc not to be utilized. Although substances, such as
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sion of a number of signals from one station to another ~vithout the introduction of appreciable crosstalk and constitute, therefore, one of the mai~
applications of filters,
It is obvious that microwave multiplying
reqllires a method of connecting channel filters across a transmission line or waveguide in such a
way that the power in each signal is diverted to the appropriate branch
with negligible loss. One such method, analogous in principle to that
used in radar duplexing, has hem experimentally tested by FOXIi and
This multiplexer, schematically reprefound to be very satisfactory.
sented in Fig. 10.102, consists of n bandpass filters centered at the n
frequencies of the signals to be separated.
Each of these filters is connected in shunt to the main transmission line. For freq~lenries \vithin a
particular channel, the corresponding filter acts as a shunt impedance
approximately equal to the characteristic impedance of the line; for surh
freqllencies, the’ remaining filters appear as open ci rcllits,
It follo!vs from the almvc discussion that, a signal of freqllency CO,,
oftI1(J
I)rcscnce
of only one
within a particular channel is effc(tively :L\mrr
filter, namely, the one tuned {O its o]vn frwl~lcllf,~-. 1[ the main guide is
then short-circuited at the pNIper place 1hat is, fipplvximatc]y an odd
number of quarter \~a\elcngths from the center of the /ith side branch,
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Fm. 1O.1O2.—A multiplexer,

used if required by the frequency separation of the channels.
CoaxialIine mrdtiplexers similar to the waveguid% .rmdtiplexer just described can
be designed in a similar manner.
ASSEMBLY

AND

TEST

PROCEDURES

10.20. Broadband Filters.—For broadband filters where the pass
band is greater than 10 per cent in frequency, the mechanical tolerances
are sufficiently loose, in general, to eliminate the necessity for adjustment
after assembly.
It suffices to check the insertion loss at several points in
the pass band, for example, at the center and edges, to ensure that no
gross mechanical error is present in the particular filter under test. The
exact test procedure depends on the particular specifications, but usually
does not present a major problem.
For the measurement of insertion
10SS, an apparatus of the general type schematically represented in
Fig. 10”103 is needed. JVhen the generator is isolated from the filter
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under test by an attenuating pad which reflects negligible power, and
when a well-matched detector terminates the line, a comparison of the
power reaching the detector with and without the filter interposed
determines the insertion loss. It is wise to, use a power monitor on the
generator to ensure that the power output of the generator is unaltered by
reflections from the filter since it is often not feasible to use sufficient

1===1

I

RF
generator

7

1$1

Matched
pad

Filter

Matched
pad

Variable
attenuator

Detector
I

Wavemeter

Meter
I

FIQ. 10.103.—R-f bench for testing broadband filters.

padding to provide complete isolation.
In this manner, it is possible
to ascertain insertion losses up to about 60 db. For higher attenuations,
extreme care must be exercised to avoid direct r-f leakage from the generator to the detector.
In many cases, the available power from the generator is such that with 60 db of attenuation in the filter plus adequate
padding, the power level is below the limit of sensitivity of the detector.
It should be recalled in the
1
70 testing of broadband filters that
spurious results are often intro60
duced by the fact that the conY
s
1 .T
~ 50
nectors to the filter are not
-a
c
sufficiently frequency-insensitive.
40
For this reason, it is common
~
~c
practice to insert dummy connec30
al
tors of the same type employed
~
1’‘;
..;
1,—
.
20
in the filter between the generator
and load when the measurements
10
I
are made with the filter removed.
d
It must be realized, however, that
0
140
180
220
260
300
340
3S0
420
this procedure does not determine
Frequency m Mclsec
the over-all insertion loss produced
Fm. 10. 104.—Insertion
loss for three
filters of the same type, illustrating reproby the filter in actual practice.
ducibility.
As an example of the over-all
reproducibility of electrical characteristics including both manufacturing
and test errors, curves for a number of Type 2 filters described in Sec. -lO”3
are shown in Fig. 10.104.
10.21. Narrow-bsnd Filters.-Point-by-point
determination of inserbut possible whenever
tion loss as a function of frequency is cumbersome

“~
~

I

1~

p

sm.

NARROW-BAND

10.21]
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In narrow-band filters,
adjustments after assembly are not required.
where mechanical tolerances are close and compensating adjustments
must be made after assembly, the point-by-point procedure becomes
prohibitively expensive and other test and lineup procedures must be
found.
Itishighly desirable inlining upmulticatity
filters, forinstance,
to beableto
ascertain at aglancethe effect of a small change of any one
In the
of the parameters of the system on the whole loss characteristic.

1

1

I

Matched
pad

Directional
coupler

Tube

FIQ. 10.105.—Schematic diagram of a volume control

—To

filter

for a reflex oscillator.

case of narrow-band filters, it is possible to sweep a generator over thr
range of frequencies concerned and observe on a cathode-ray tube a
frequency plot of the power transmitted bythefilter
to a detector.
In
order for the trace on the screen to represent sufficiently well the frequency characteristics of the filter alone, a scheme that keeps the output
power of the generator constant over the frequency band of interest
must be provided.
A generator with such a volume control, used in conjunction with a frequency-insensitive
detector, provides an adequate
test system.
A circuit that maintains a con- Pf
stant output power from a reflex
oscillator* is shown schematically
in Fig. 10.105. A small fraction
pO . . . . . . . .
of the power carried by the ~vave
traveling from the generator to the
b
g
load is coupled into a detector by
I:rc. 10.106 .—P0wer nutl>ut of a reflex Oscila directional coupler.
The rectilator
as a f u]lction
of the reflector
VOI tage.
fied voltage from the detector is
amplified and applied to the voltage regulator which controls the reflector
voltage of the generator.
Whenever possible, it is desirable to modulate
the tube because high-gain d-c amplifiers are, in general, very trouble.
* Most

tunable

generators

are

of the reflex type.

constant output is not required, the reflector
quency of the cavity to maintain oscillations.

voltage

In such oscillators,

even if

rn(lst track the resonance fre-
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some. In this case, the output of the amplifier must be rectified before
l]eing fed into the vf)ltage reglllator.
plot
of the
{)111[)ut
polver
of a reflex
Fig. 10.1OG xho\rs a typi~ill
oscillator

as a f unrt ion

frequency

of the cavity.

of the rcfleci or Voltage i’or ,a given resonance
If t be reflect or }o]t age is init i:dly ml just cd for

operation at the point A, any small ch:ingc of the puirer co~lpled into the
detector produces a large change of the reflector voltage, Tvhich in turn
corrects the output po~ver of the tube. This correction can be adjusted
to have the proper sign for stable operation.
The stability conditions
can be expressed mathematically in the following manner, The reflector
voltage V, consists of t\\-ocomponents Vo and V.. VO is incfependent
of the output
function

po}ver of the tube

of the

output

power

and is manually

specified

adjusted,

whereas

V, is a

by

v, = j(P),

(234)

The tube characteristics can be expressed by
P

=

!$I(V,,(.0) = @[(I”o +

(23,5)

l’c),~l

The output potver
where u is the resonance frequency of the cavity.
can be determined by substituting Eq, (234) for V. in Eq. (235) and sol~ing for P. Let Po be a value of the output power that can be obtained
at any frequency within a specified band centered at CVO. V, can then be
adjusted to the value for which Eqs. (234) and (235) are satisfied by
P = Po and u = uO. This condition of operation is stable if

($$’”$3.=%
‘0

(236)

that is, if a positive increment of P in Eq. (234) corresponds to a negative
increment of P in Eq. (235).
If this condition is not s~tisfiecl at the
point .4 in Fig. 10106, it \\-illcertainly be satisfied at the point B and
vice versa,
Suppose now it is desired to vary u over the specified band centered
at UOwhile keeping the deviation of P from Po \vithin a given magnitlldc
APO. Let AVC be the maximum chmge of Vc required, accordin~ to 1(1.
(235), to keep P within these specified limits.
This ch:mge of reffector
voltage
vided

can always
the

gain

be obtained

of the amplifier

by means
is sufficiently

of the
high.

feedback

circuit,

It follows

that

proAP,,

the only restriction to he
placed on the functions j(F’) and 0[ ( VO + V.),u] is that they must
satisfy Eq, (236) for all values of P considered.
The directional coupler and the detector have been implicitly assume(l
to be frequency-insensitive.
This is not the case in practice, ho~rever;
the minimum value of AF’o is therefore actually limited by the frequency
can

be

made

arbitrarily

small.

N’ote

that
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In fact, the output voltage of the
behavior of the r-f components.
detector, rather than the output powerof the tube, isthe quantity that
is kept constant.
Detectors of the barretter type can be matched to a
VSWR less than 1.2 over a 10 per cent band.
The frequency behavior of
the directional coupler is therefore the actual limiting factor.
The volume control scheme of Fig. 10.105 has been tried out in connection with a type 2K45 oscillator.
This tube is thermally tuned by
controlling the grid voltage of a triode, which is the heating element.
The resonance frequency of the cavity can thus be swept over a 10 per
cent band with a lhec
period* by alternating the control grid voltage
over a suitable range. Any convenient on-off circuit can be used for this
purpose.
The same circuit can also provide the required sweep voltage
for the oscilloscope presentation mentioned above.
The long period
associated with thermal tuning requires the use of a long persistence
screen.
The accuracy of the measurement of the insertion loss of a filter may
be improved by the use of logarithmic amplifiers in comparing the incident po~ver with the power transmitted through the filter. If the output
voltages of t\vo logarithmic amplifiers are proportional, respectively,
to the logarithm of the incident power and to the logarithm of the transmitted po\ver, their difference is by definition proportional to the insertion
loss. ‘l’his method of measurement can be used in connection with the
sweep frequency oscillator described above.
If the output voltages of
the two amplifiers are connected directly to the vertical plates of the
oscilloscope, the vertical deflection of the beam will be proportional to
the insertion loss. A plot of the insertion loss as a function of frequency
can thus be obtained.
A satisfactory type of logarithmic amplifier” makes use of a special
type of germanium tryst al, in which the ‘‘ cat \rhisker” is \ve]ded to the
surface of the crystal.
For these crystals the static voltage-current
characteristics obey the logarithmic k~\v
v=
sufficiently
crystal
across
age

lvell

of this
the

of the

counteract

over
type

crystal

a range
is used

Klog

of currents

as the

plate

\vill be proportional

pentode.
the effect

would

otherwise

stages

of amplification

limit

Appropriate
accuracy

of conventional

as large
load

as

feedback

of the tube

of the logarithmic
design

1000

of a pentode,

to the logarithm
current

of the nonlinearity
the

I
to

1.

the

If a

voltage

of the grid voltmust

be

used

characteristics
response.

c,an be used before

to

that
Other

and after

the stage in which the crystal is connected.
* When tubes with external ca.vitics
frequency modulaticm tit audio rates.

arc availal)lc,

lllechanical

tuning

permits

Quarter-wavelength-coupled
filters are lined up experimentally in
the following manner, Each cavity is tuned separately to the correct
frequency.
Thevalue of theloaded Qischecked atthe sometime.
The
cavities are then connected and the frequency response of the filter is
observed on the screen of an oscilloscope in themannerdescribed
above.
Small readjustments of the elements are then made to obtain optimum
bandpass characteristics.
In general, if a filter is aligned for optimum bandpass characteristics, the off-band insertion loss will behave
as predicted.
The loss in the pass band depends critically on the alignment, and with a s\vept generator it takes only a matter of minutes to
adjust a four-cavity filter. Without a s\rept generator and the aLLxiliary detecting apparatus, such an adjustment may require days of
tedious measurements.
The alignment of a doubly resonant cavity maybe easily accomplished
~~ith the same apparatus in the follolving manner. With the couplin~
scrc\r almost removed, the screws that independently tune the t~vo modes
are adjusted until the transmission curve consists of a single peak of
maximum amplitude,
The coupling scre\r is then adjusted until the
dip between the two peaks is e[~ual to the allo\ved bandpass tolerance.
The whole curve is then shifted to the desired resonant frequency by
tuning both modes wit h a movable end membrane or by readjusting both
tuning screws simultaneously.
A filter consisting of two direct-coupled
cavities can be lined up in the same manner.
10.22. Quarter-wavelength-coupled
Filiers.—In certain cases. special
lineup procedures, which do not require s\vept generators, are practical.
As an example, a method of adjwsting quarter-~ravelengt h--coupled
filters

is described.

The

apparatus

rctillircd

is schematically

illustrated

should be used in
connection ~~ithnarrow-band tilters. The filter to be adjusted i, inserted
betl~een t~vo standing-~\-ave detectors in a line that is perfectly terInitially, the resonant elements (cavities or irises) are all
minated.
detuned and the generator is adjusted to the desired resonant frc(l[umcy.
Under thcse circurnst antes a large standing ~rave exists in the first
The positions A and ~t’ of t~vo minima of the ~wltagc
dotted section.
F(anding lvave are determined,
The first iris is then tuned until one of
the minima coincides \vith the point B, half u-ay bet\veen .1 and ,i’,
that is, until the standing-~vave minima are shifted by AU/4. The second
iris is now tuned until the minima shift back to their original positions,
.{ and .4’. Thus, successive irises are tuned by alternately adjusting
the position of a standing-wave minimum to occur at A and B. The last
It sho~dd l~e adjusted
iris, hoivever, cannot be tuned by this procedure.
to the desired midband response, that is, in many cases, maximum output po\ver. Ilote that in the case of lossy filters the adjustment for
in

Fig,

10.107.

A

frequency-stabilized

generat

or

SRI?. 10.221
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maximum output power does not yield unity standing-wave ratio in the
input line. After these adjustments are made, the filter is checked at
the edges of the pass band to make sure that the over-all behavior of the
filter is satisfactory.
The details of the adjustment and test procedure may vary from filter
to filter. However, it rannot be otwrempha.sized that ease of adjustment
should be a prime consideration in the design of any filter. Moreover
Osclllatof
7
I

l-l“am

i-r

Current
meter

Wave meter

Lossy line
or pad
-_JL______

L
Input

~~

~~~

transition

test
are

Matched
termination

Ns. 2

10.107.-Te.t

benches,
of great

a

Filter section

Slotted section
No, 1
~IG.

versatile
amplifiers,

Detector probe

J

he,,rh for h“/4-roupled filters.

including

s\vept

oscillators

and

logarithmic

work and become a virtual
necessity in the case of quantity production of mult,ielement filters.
help
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Multiplexer,
(see Conductor

loss)

Mycalex,

708

General

Electric,

dielectric, 21
Loss length, 146
Loss tangent, 29

N
Nebel,
M

conductivity
of, 120
Microwave
realizations

of

214,

terminations,

Modulator,
227
Molding, compression,
extrusion,

resonant

waveguide,

effect

of,

551-554,611

706

P
Paw band, 557
average attenuation in, 603
characteristics of, effect of dissipation
on, 603
Pass-band behavior, Tchebysheff, 590593
Pass-band normalization, 562-566
Phase conetant, 49
Phase distortion, in broadband T-stub,
176
555
47E+481, 513-517

dielectric, 514
slotted-waveguide,

138

Phase velocity,

513

12, 20, 42, 50

Phosphor bronze, 119
Pickering, W. H., 204
143

line, 407–416

433–445

546

prescribed
input
impedance,
586-589
reactive, image parameters of, 557561
with specified ineertion loss, 580–
589
reciprocal image impedance, 559
reciprocal impedance, 544
symmetrical, 544, 558
two-terminal-pair, 541–554
uniformly dissipative, 601–603
Niemann, F. L., 353
Nosker, L. W., 633

Phase function,

138

combining coaxial
446–455

597+01

lattice,

Phase shifter,

transfer, 138
Montgomery,
C. C., 483
Montgomery,
D. D,,483
Morgan Brush Company,
MotionaI joints, 407
in coaxial

ladder,

of, 120

branches, 703
Microwave transmission circuits, 5
Microwaves,
useful properties of, 2
60%612
Mismatches,
accumulative,
measurement of, 85
Mks units, rationalized, 8
Mode, D. E.,633
Mode purity, 99

in cascade,

in parallel, 545
in series, 546

with

wave, 551–554
Maxwell, E., 117
Maxwell’s equations, 3, 37
Metal-hose, wound, 274-279
11$124
attenuation

connected

connected
connected

215
inductive, 211-214
Matrices, 544-547

Mismatched

C. N., 535

Networks,

Magic T, 706
Magnetron,
83, 227
Maneur, I., 157, 227
Manufacturabilityj
95
Marcus, P., 716
Margenau, H., 239
Mason, W. P., 173, 634
Match, methods of achieving, 86
Matching, narrow-band,
318-322
Matching
diaphragms,
capacitive,

Metallic materials,
Metals and alloys,
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line and waveguide,

Pierce, J. R., 196
Pierce
method
for

design

grooves, 198
Pipe, elliptical, 57
Plane wave in free space, 36
Plate, quarter-wave,
371

of

choke

MIcIMJVA
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Plugs, dielectric, half-wavelength,
222
T-shaped,
three-quarters
wavelength
long, 223
Plungers,

short-circuiting,

460-463,

481-

capacity coupled, 462
quarter-wavelength-finger,

461

Polarization,
circular, rotzwy-joint,
in square waveguide, 378

Polarization
432
!?olyglas,

428

joints

with,

430-

132

Polyglas

connectors,

Polyiron,

133, 463

Polytechnic

267

Institute

of Brooklyn,

257

Posin, D. Q., 157, 227
Positive

real function

R. V., 171, 173, 176

Powder

metallurgy,

transmission

123

of, 29
of, 29

Power-carrying
147

capacity,

Power dividers,

516-528

maximum,

145,

fixed coaxial, 516-519
variable, 519–522, 525–528
waveguide, 522–528
Power factor,
Power-loss

capabilities,

Poynting

of, 589–597
vector,

I’rmsurization
Preston

95

ratio, 550, 558

selection

ratio, 550
41

problems,

T.if,,-transition,

l’ropagation

factor,

Propagation

function,

139-143
389

13, 19-23
554-557

I’ulling figure, 84, 472
Pulse width,

dependence

power on, 235

Q

Reflection

loaded, 652
unloaded, 653

coefficient,

232

Compauy,

13-19,

4W

29, 63

current, 15
voltage, 15
Iteflection-coefficient
chart, 60-67
lteflex oscillator, volume coutro] for, 711
Iteich, H. J., 10
Rejection-band
chrmactcristica, cffccl 01”

in high-polver rotary joint, 422
in rotary joints, 4 16–420
ltesommt *perturc, 221
Resonmt
ring, 391
Resonators, cavity (see Cavity rc~onators)
R-f cahlc connectors, 270

of breakdown

circular-polarization,
428
resonance in, 429
coaxial, 407--413
coaxial chokes in, 408
with colnbinations
of traIlsitiujls, 4,18451
with cross-t rat!sitio]l frol)i coax]:il li]lc

to lvavcguidc, 446
lilter-riug,
l’E,,-mode
fur, r[sul,t,,ltf.
in, 423
high-po~~erj with dourknob
451-455
resonances in, 422
with probr t r:lnsitions,
resol)anc~,s in, 416-420
with

Q,

chloride,

Robbi,]s, Theo Eloise, 184
ltotary-joi,,t
pressure seals, 141-143
Itotary joiuts, 100-109, 407

28

Power-transmission

Radioactive
cobalt
Itagan, G. L., 227
Itamo, S , 57, 129

R-f components
of sample radar set, 6
Richards, P. I., 634, 715, 716
Rieke diagram, 83

coaxial, 516–522
fixed, 522-525

Power-handlil,g

361
of, ou brcali-

dissipation on, 604-607
Resistance card load, 97
Iiesorrances, 99

(p r.), 581

Pound,

Power, reflection

Radiation losses, 108
Radio Research Laboratory,

Raytheon
hlanufacturing
Iteed, J., 159, 160

369–378

rotator,

R

Radioactive
cobalt, effect
dotvn po!ver, 232

483

of Till,-mode,
elliptical, 54

CICIt Ul 7’S

trm]sitwl,s,

447

TE, ,-]nodc
filtmr-ring transitions
\vith l’Ell-ahsorbcrs,
425
~vavcguidc, 416–433
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s
Salisbury,

Swivel joints, 433438
Sykes, R. A., 634

W. W., 160
T

Salt-spray test, 130
Sarbacher, R, I., 9, 12, 58, 3S3
Scaling, 87
Schaevitz,

T-stub supports, simple, 170-173
T-stubs, broadband,
173–1 76

H., 57

dimensions for, 175
phase distortion in, 176
Tapers in coaxial line, 305-311
Tchebysheff
behavior
in attenuation

Schaible, G. J., 247
Schelkunoff,
S. A., 9, 52, 716
Schuster, N. A., 349
Screws, general-susceptance,
Sealol, 142
Series branches,

4!29-507

band, 593-597
Tchebysheff
characteristics,

10&l 14

Sheets, thin, nonresonant,

218-220

reflections from, 220
in resonant mount, 22&222
Shunt susceptance
Similitude,

elements,

93

87

Skin depth, 26, 45
in metallic conductors
frequencies,

at microwave

127

Slater, J. C., 9, 53, 99, 116, 245,313,
316, 362, 415, 497
Smith, P. H,, 63, 500
Smith admittance
Smith impedance

315,

chart, 67
chart, 6Ck67

voltage,
Standing
Stratton,

129,

189,

170-182

matching

with,

332-335
right-angle,
176-179
universal, 179
Susceptance
Switches,

for, 180

shunting

528-539

coaxial-line, 528-533
type N, 529
waveguide, 533-539

resonances

257
Research

352, 392
equation,

Estab-

9–1 1

TllM-mode,
39
Test equipment,
7
Test procedures, 709-714
Thermistor bridge, 229
Titeflex, 116, 27%281
Titeflex, Inc., 280
Z’M-mode, 39
TM,,-mode,
transitions to, 379-381
TM,,-transitions,
breakdown of, 405
Preston, 389

Stub tuners, 472-478

dimensions

connectors, 259
dielectric beads,

lishment,
Telegraphers’

17

sliding series, 464466
waveguide, 483485
Stubs, coaxial. broadband

percentage of, 381-338
for filter-ring rotary joint,
in, 423
TE,,-mode
filters, 388-400
Fin, 397
Teflon, 143

Telecommunications

waves, 13-19
J. C., 87

Stub SUppOl@

‘1’E,,-mode, circular polarization of, 369378
in cylindrical waveguide,
determining

Teflon
Teflon

Soldering, 123
hard, 123
silver, 123
soft, 123
Sperry Gyroscope
Company,
210, 307, 447
Standing-wave
ratio, 17, 63

696-706

Tchebyshefl
pasa band behavior, 590-593
Tchebysheff
polynomials,
590
T-E-mode, 39
Tll,rmode
rectangular waveguide, 46-54

matched

line, 31

straight-on, 400-403
TR tubes, 688
Tracing paper, 65
Transformers,
m.xial
184
impedance-matching,

impedaqce,
90-95

quarter-wavelength,
9&92, 217
variable impedance, 456-516
Transmission-line
charts, 5%82
choice of, 75-82

182-

.1[/(’1{011’.!
1’1; 7’[? 1.}-,S.11[6Q,<I(),V
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Transmission-line
components,
5
‘rrar~sI~]is~ic)rl-lil!t cq~liltif)ns, 32
‘rratlsn]issit)r)-11)1(. thct,ry, (,I
‘lransll,iss,,,[,
l,,),., Iilt{,rh Ifitl,, 614–(;45
frequcn,,y Iwl,:,,i,,r of, (i 14-623
Io\Y-loss, I’clstlolls 111,31
radial, voltsgc alld current nudes in,
lg~, 197
relations in, 29–36
rigid, 144–242

tolmm,c(.s

\\ ’dkr,,

1[.,

It.

222, 227

12!),

\\;Iii .SII[(:ICIW,corrug[itcd,

116

S[l’:ltclll,[l, 1 Ifi
l\ clli,,, 1’. J., 30!)
}Yarllcr,

.1., 716

IV:ll-C illlpe~lmlce, 41, 53, fi17
of frcr S1):L
(,(., 37
Jl”avcgllidc

of, 117

c,orncrs, 203-207

ll-:,vcguidc

co~lpli,,gs,

I\avcguidr

filters,

1!)3-202

b-}s–(j~s
tr:m.itlons

I! it]]

clI:IIIge

ill, 37&405
485–

489
single-slug, 489–494
sliding-screw,
459
slug, 466–472

lt-avrguid(

motioncl

IVavcguide

po,$cr (Iivi(icrs, 522-:28

f~nvcguidc

rotary

}l-avcgtlide

stub t(u)crs,

TTavcguiclc

switches.

W“aveguidcs,

216

joints,

joints,

433 +45

416-433
483–48,5

533-53!)

common,

54-.X)
cylindrical,

characteristics

(lctcnnining

uf,

prrccntagc

of

TEI1-mmlC i,,, 381 388
diffcrrnt, joining of, 53
din,cnsiuns for, choice of, 18S-193
fields in, 39
ffcxil,lc, \virc-screen, 287

u
Uglow, K. M., 352
U. S. Graphite Company,

1!)1

JVavrgllidr

J\”:lvcglliclr ulmlc,
507-513

,vaveguide, 494-498
variable-position,

stub (see Stub tuners)
waveguide, 481–516
Tuning screw, capacitive,
Tunnicliffe, P. R,, 352

Ix, ])(Is, m]d iii ists, 207-200

JT-av[,guidc coIlst:il,ts,

capacl!lve-screw,
498
coaxiai .ine, 460–481
double-scrc,r,
wavcguidc,

Units, 8
Universal
Unloaded

\\ ’s,l(-J’, \\’. (:., (i l-l

l\-atrr loa(l, 229

silver-linwi, 117
for wavegu,rles, 115-119
Tuners, 456–516

double-slug,
single-screw,

\i”

}V:,shl, urnc, PI, P., 1SS

sealing of, 140
use of, limitations on, 623–625
Tubing, for coaxial Ii,,cs, 115-1 1!)
dimensional

‘[1((’1 “17’,<

(

as high-pass tiltcrs, 644
inrluctivc iris in, 7S

143

10SS1CSS,40
Inct :L1-how,

joints, 442-445
Q, 653

minimum

hcndin~

r:idii

of, 276
ncmmsonant flexible,
parallel-plztc:
40-46

v

plastic, 2S5-2S7
plastic-fillcdj 2S5-287

Velocity, group, 12
phase (see Phase velocity)
signal,

rectangular,

12

of differrnt

sizes,

t r:ll]si-

tion bctwc(,n, 361-364
TE,,-mwlc,
46-54

Voltage, effective, 51
Voltage breakdown,
84
at microwave frequencies,
Voltage insertion ratio, 549

274–2SS

227–242

Von Hippel, k., 132, 136, 716
VSWR introduced
by junctiun
two waveguides,
118

between

transition from, to cylin(lric:~l,
369
resonant flexible, 288–303
ridge, 35S
screw in, 458

3&-

INDEX
Waveguides,
285

seamless

corrugated,

282-

square, circular polarization in, 378
transitions
from coaxial line to, 314361
tubing for, 115-119
two, VSWR
introduced
by
between, 118
vertebral flexible, 294–303
Wavelength,
cutoff, 48
guide, 48

critical,

intrinsic, 42
Wesson, L. G., 132

48

725

Westinghouse

Electric

and Manufactur-

ing Company,
141, 221
Whinnery, J. R., 57, 129, 1S4
Whitmer, R. M,, 285
Windows, pressurizing, 21S227
Woodruff,

L. F., 10, 71

junction
x

X-pandotite

Cement,
Y

Younker,

E. L., 302
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